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This section displays the public comments received on the

draft RMP/EIS and BLM's responses to those comments.

This section is organized into four parts:

1) Questions and comments from the public meetings

held in July and August 1991

2) Letters and comment forms received.

3) Transcripts from the Malta and Lewistown public

meetings held in October 1991.

4) BLM's responses.

All comments, written or oral, were reviewed and considered.

Comments that presented new data, questioned facts or

analysis, or raised questions or issues bearing directly upon

the alternatives or environmental analysis were responded

to in this final RMP/EIS. Comments expressing personal

opinions and comments and letters received after December

1991 were considered but not responded to directly. Tables

1 , 2 and 3 are keys to following the public comment process.

The draft RMP/EIS identified lands meeting BLM's
acquisition criteria and those lands were shown in Appendix

A and on Map 1 in the draft. These landowners were

contacted in October, 1991, with individual letters advising

them that if they did not wish to pursue an exchange with

BLM they could easily have their land dropped from the

RMP/EIS process. BLM received numerous requests

(written and oral) to have lands removed from the Appendix,

Map and planning process. Those lands have been removed

from the process. The final RMP/EIS does not include a list

of lands that meet the acquisition criteria. These requests

are not responded to individually in the response section of

the final RMP/EIS.

Table 1 details why some letters are not reproduced in this

final RMP/EIS.

Table 2 details how public comments were indexed by issue

or resource. For example, response C-2 refers to the second

response for the Off-Road Vehicle issue. Each question or

comment from the public meetings, letters, comment forms

or transcripts that requires a BLM response is numbered to

correspond with the appropriate response number.

TABLE 2

INDEX NUMBERS BY ISSUE OR RESOURCE

Index Number Issue or Resource

A-1 to A-54 Land Acquisition and Disposal

B-1 to B-9 Access to BLM Land

C-1 to C-24 Off-Road Vehicle Designations

D-1 toD-18 Oil and Gas Leasing and Development

E-1 to E-28 Hardrock Mining

F-1 to F-27 Riparian and Wetland Management of

Watersheds

G-1 toG-21 Elk and Bighorn Sheep Habitat

Management
H-1 to H-47 Prairie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret

Management
1-1 to 1-21 Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

J-1 to J-35 Judith Mountains Scenic Area

K-1 to K-5 Acid Shale-Pine Forest

L-1 to L-3 Square Butte ONA
M-1 to M-36 Collar Gulch

N-1 to N-4 Azure Cave
0-1 to 0-4 Big Bend of the Milk River

P-1 to P-4 Energy and Mineral Resources
Q-1 toQ-14 Vegetation and Grazing Management
R-1 to R-3 Noxious Plants

S-1 to S-22 Wildlife and Fisheries Management
T-1 to T-1

1

Recreation, Wilderness and Visual

Resources

U-1 to U-6 Cultural Resources

V-1 to V-2 Forest Management
W-1 to W-6 Wild and Scenic Rivers

X-1 toX-14 Economic and Social Conditions

Y-1 to Y-43 Planning Process

Z-1 toZ-12 Other

TABLE 1

LETTERS NOT REPRODUCED IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

1,2,3,14,33,37,52,60,61,83,88,107,108,116,129,131,

149, 150, 151, 156, 159, 166, 170, 176, 180, 188, 189,210,

218, 233, 234, 288, 302, 305, 312, 339, 342, 365, 397, 399,

405, 406, 407, 408 and 409

These contacts requested copies of the draft RMP/EIS;
requested information; asked about the status of the project;

were duplicate letters; or were some other form of contact,

but did not require a written response from BLM. These
letters are not reproduced in this final RMP/EIS.
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Table 3 details the public comments reproduced in this final

RMP/EIS. Some of these comments added information to

the planning process, but did not require a response from

BLM.

TABLE 3

CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

4 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joe C. Wicks)

5 Ducks Unlimited Inc. (Paul M. Bultsma)

6 Richard R. Thweatt

7 Leroy Costin

8 International Varmit Association (William Roy)

9 Cheryl Sears

10 Charles Ereaux

1

1

Nancy R. Standley

12 Nancy Standley

13 William H. Boley

15 F. Lee Robinson

16 Laura Boyce

17 Henry C.Treak

18 Marlene Hassler

19 Richard D. Anderson

20 Mark Tokarski

21 Montana Audubon Council (James Phelps)

22 Sherri Deaver

23 Southeastern Montana Sportsmans Association (Del A. Henman)

24 Harold Kelso

25 Truman Rogers

26 Jim Conner

27 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joe C. Wicks)

28 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joy Wicks)

29 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joy Reeder Wicks)

30 Jim Borgreen

31 Gerald T. Sullivan

32 Leon E. Carpenter

34 Jackie Foster

35 Golda H. Leininger

36 Kevin Mollett

38 Troy Blunt

39 Jim Newby
40 Montana Nature Conservancy (Joan Bird)

41 Lucy Newby
42 Kent Williams

43 Greg Oxarart

44 Don Brewer

45 Cecil Flinders

46 Joe Trow
47 F. Lee Robinson

48 Kathy and Tim Marcinko

49 Mr. Ken Baird

50 Theresa Frye and Robert H. Frye

51 Don Lynn

53 Sierra Club (Rachel Kile)

54 Stephen V. Mayernik

55 Donald Mazzola

56 Golda H. Leininger

57 Charles F. Coe
58 Mike Lang

59 Louis F. Angelilli

62 Atcheson Outfitting (John D. Atcheson)

A-2, A-11, A-25, G-4

F-13, Q-4

1-14, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

A-6, A-11

U-5, 1-15, 1-17

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

1-14, W-3, T-7, 1-15

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7

A-6, A-1

1

W-6
1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

V-2

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7

Y-24

C-10, D-3, F-14

1-19

C-5, C-9

C-5, C-9, C-19, C-11

G-4

A-2, A-25

J-1, J-4

A-2, A-25

C-5

1-14, W-3
G-2

C-5

Y-32

Y-32

1-17

Y-32

Y-32

Y-32

E-12

Y-1 1 ,
Q-1 2, Y-1 7, Q-1 0, Z-1 1 , Z-4

A-11

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

C-8, C-5

H-11, A-1

I-8, K-2, L-3, 1-14, 1-15, C-12, C-1, C-2, T-7, S-4

E-6, D-4, D-5, T-9

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

A-49, A-9, A-50, A-51, B-9, Z-1 2, G-1, G-2, G-£

G-13, H-45

H-1, H-12, H-4

Y-32

T-3, T-4
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual

63 Valley County Conservation District (Dick Rohde)
64 Montana Nature Concervancy (Joan Bird)

65 Shawn Wickhorst

66 Sue Cozzens

67 Michael Petersen

68 Katheryn A. McDowell

69 State Historic Preservation Office (Mark F. Baumler)

70 Montana Wildlife Federation (Joe Gutkoski)

71 Allen Allen

72 International Varmint Association (Fred Zeglin)

73 Teigen Land & Livestock Co. (P.M. Teigen)

74 Joan K. McCormick
75 The Ecology Center (Timothy M. Bechtold)

76 Rector & Hickel, Attorneys at Law (James D. Rector)

77 Mark D. Jasumback
78 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Robert D. Jacobsen)
79 Ross Romero
80 Roy D. Engfors

81 Stillwater PGM Resources (Bruce Gilbert)

82 Eileen L. Hastad

84 Dana Bauer

85 Walter and Roger Siewing

86 John R. Swanson
87 Allan Oxarart

89 Colgate Robinson and Irma Robinson

90 American Copper and Nickel Company, Inc. (Joy K Moseley)
91 Coast to Coast (Nelson H. Rome)
92 Richard and Dianna Wojtowicz

93 Mark Siewing

94 Gregory D. Zeihen

95 Winnett State Grazing District (Torger Sikveland)

96 Jack Hughes
97 Garfield County Commissioners (Robert N. Phipps and

Lester D. Engdahl)

98 Schell, Stephens, Riley and Huffine CPAs (Fred F. Schell)

99 Vicki Olson

100 Zortman Mining, Inc. (Connie Cole)

101 Montana Association of State Grazing Districts

(Steve Barnard)

102 Montana Stockgrowers Association, Montana Public Lands
Council and Montana Association of State Grazing Districts

(Dean Kienenberger)

103 Jan Abrahamson
104 Don Holshey

105 Diana Holzhey

106 MikeCasben
109 Montana Stockgrowers Association, Montana Public Lands

Council and Montana Association of State Grazing Districts

(Larry Descheemaeker)

1 1 Fergus County Farm Bureau (Alan Shammel)
1 1

1

Fergus County Extension and Lewistown Area Chamber of

Commerce (Dave Phillips)

1 1

2

Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joy Wicks)

113 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Joe C. Wicks)

114 Fergus County Commissioners (Donna Heggem)
115 Jenni Ranch (Nancy Jenni, Don Jenni, Esther Jenni

and Lawrence Jenni)

Response Index Number(s)

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

1-14, W-3, 1-15, T-7, 1-17

U-4, A-26, D-6

H-13, H-14, H-15

K-4, X-4, A-27, T-6, Q-2, S-4, T-5, Y-23, F-15

C-5

J-10, J-34, F-16

H-16, S-5

J-7

J-10

J-35

A-49, A-9, A-50, A-51, B-9, Z-12, G-1, G-2, G-i

G-13, H-45

A-1, F-26

J-34, F-16

1-14, 1-15

J-34

A-9, H-33, X-1, A-29, Z-2

J-34, G-4, N-4, Y-16

A-1 1 , A-29, Z-2, A-9, A-3, A-7, B-1 , B-7, F-1
,

F-20, H-30

A-39, Y-1, Y-35, S-21

H-2, A-28, S-6, A-1 , A-4, A-5, A-1 1

A-2, A-1 1, Y-16, J-10

A-1 1, A-29, Z-2, A-9, A-3, A-7, B-1, B-7, F-1,

F-20, H-30

A-1 1, A-2

J-1, A-11

A-1 1, A-9, D-2

A-9, J-1
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

117 Clark Brevig

118 Winifred FFA Chapter (Chris Heggem) G-4

119 Wes Phillips

120 CR Kendall (Robert Benbow) J-31 , J-32, M-28

121 Jack Hughes

122 Jim Arthur A-43,. A-44

123 Dan and Laura Boyce

1 24 Oscar Cantu

125 Gary Boyce

126 Gerald Petersen A-11

127 William J. Cutler C-5, C-8

128 Joe Trow Y-30, I-3, I-2, A-48

130 Dick Knox A-6, A-11, D-2, A-10, F-19

132 K-M Livestock Company (Ivan Kercher)

1 33 Dean Strand

134 Golda H. Leininger

1 35 Department of the Air Force (Raymond Bruntmyer)

136 Patrick E. Olson

137 Judith River Farms (R.M. Stalmaster and Frank R. Thompson) I-5

138 Peter M. Teigen Jr.

139 R.R.Welch

140 Orlie Linn

141 Grace Simser

142 Square Butte Grazing Association (Russell Lafond)

143 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Dale Harm)

144 Golda H. Leininger

145 Eskil Anderson

146 Russell Lafond

147 Peterson Ranch & Feedlot (Garde D. Peterson)

148 Charles and Jeanne Bronec Q-14, A-8

152 Adele Cummings
153 Barthelmess Ranch (Leo Barthelmess)

154 Samuel K. Phillips

155 Stan Wulkowicz C-5

157 Margaret R. Moore E-7

158 Irv Benzion H-18

160 E. Kenneth Elkins

161 David R. Faley J-10

162 Dean Strand

163 Wade Warneke and Laura Warneke
164 Wicks Ranch Corporation (Jim D. Wicks)

165 Roger Jacobson

167 LCM, Ltd (Joan McCormick)

168 Pegasus Gold Corporation (John S. Fitzpatrick) H-1.G-4, E-8, N-4, J-34, F-27

169 Petroleum County Commissioners (Brendan Murphy)

171 Meredith Taylor

172 Armand Tellier

173 Jan Abrahamson Y-35

174 Diane Holzhey Y-35

175 Don Holzhey Y-35

177 Charles H. Meyers and Grace M. Meyers

178 Colgate and Irma Robinson F-1

179 Square Butte Grazing Association and Cottonwood Grazing

Association (Kenneth S. Truax)

181 Helen W.Goll

182 Explosives Technologies International (Ron Baldwin) J-10, J-34, F-1

6

1 83 Bruce E. Cox
184 Barry Gallagher J-34

185 Eva Oxarart H-20, Z-2, Y-1.A-4

186 Kent Turner, Jr. J-34
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual
-

Response Index Numbers'

187 Louis F. Angelilli

190 Arlene Roepke

191 Norman Ranch (M.R. Norman)

192 Pegasus Gold Corporation (John M. Willson) 1-10, J-34, M-8, H-21, F-16

1 93 Robert Hurly Attorney at Law
194 Valley County Commissioners (Arthur A. Arnold,

Eleanor D. Pratt and Gene C. Reimche)

195 Paul Dale

196 Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks

(George Liknes) V-1

197 Stephen V. Mayernik A-9

1 98 Wade E. Warneke and Laura Warneke A-9, H-44, R-1, G-1, G-2, G-13, G-4, A-29

1 99 Betty Oxarart

200 Y3 Cattle Co. (Colgate and Irma Robinson)

201 Gateway Simmentals (Emmet A. Butcher) A-30

202 Gateway Simmentals (Darlene P. Butcher)

203 Swinging H Cattle Company (Robert E. Weingart,

Patricia Weingart, Teri Weingart and K.C. Weingart)

204 Katherine E. Conrad

205 Ellen V. Korsbeck

206 Gary Blakemore A-2, A-1

1

207 Harold L. Conrad

208 Patrick G. Bronec

209 Darius D. Hofer

21 1 Wittmayer Grazing Association and Silver Dollar Grazing

Association (Leonard Swenson)
212 Vernon Taylor, Jr.

213 Leon Rorie

214 James M. Keniston X-12, X-5, X-6, X-7, E-9, B-7, B-3, W-5, H-22,

A-53
215 Phillips County Grazing District (Greg Oxarart and

E.D. Kienenberger) G-14, H-20
216 Bureau of Indian Affairs, Fort Peck
217 Fauna West Wildlife Consultants (Craig J. Knowles) H-24, H-23, 1-12

219 Phillips County Commissioners (Sherman Doucette,

Eugene Cowan and Wayne Stahl), Phillips County Clerk

and Recorder (Ingelef I. Schwartz), Phillips County
Treasurer (Ellen Jean Mavencamp), and Phillips County
Assessor (Jeanne L. Barnard) X-8

220 Fred K. Kindle

221 Prairie Wind Architecture (Jeff Shelden)

222 Jenni Ranch (Lawrence Jenni, Esther Jenni, Don Jenni

and Nancy Jenni)

223 Teigen Land & Livestock Co. (Mons L. Teigen) A-6, A-11, G-4
224 Governor Stan Stephens

225 Steve Schindler

226 Defenders of Wildlife (Hank Fischer) H-24, H-25, H-26, I-6

227 Land and Water Fund (Paul Zogg, Pamela Howell

and Sandy Crane) U-2, U-3, E-14
228 Harvey H. Fredericksen

229 Richard A. Marshall

230 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (John Foster)

231 Montana Audubon Council (James Phelps) S-7, C-10, D-7, G-13, N-1, I-4

232 William T. Harrer A-11

233 J. M. Bailey

234 Carley McCaulay 1-14, 1-15

235 Tom Browning

236 Donald Taylor
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

237 Dwain M. Prellwitz Z-8, Z-9, S-8, F-17, S-4, S-9, T-2, E-15, S-10,

Z-6, S-7, S-11, S-12, S-13, S-14, S-15, S-16,

S-17, S-18, 1-18, E-16, E-17, I-20, 1-21, 1-17,

1-16

238 Fort Belknap Community Council (Donovan Archambault) U-2, U-3, 1-15, E-14, Y-39, Y-40

239 Clarence Blunt and Shirley Blunt C-5

240 Montana Mining Association (Gary A. Langley) J-10, X-9, F-16, H-46, M-8
241 Tom J. and Jacqueline F. DeMars A-4

242 William D. Snapp
243 Tom J. and Jacqueline F. DeMars
244 Willian D. Snapp A-4

245 Paul Holzer Family A-9

246 Steve Hale

247 Merle Boyce, Cleo Boyce, Da Boyce and Gary Boyce

248 Petroleum County Commissioners (Patricia Weingart,

Brendan J. Murphy and William G. Solf) Y-38

249 Teigen Land & Livestock Co. (P.M. Teigen) K-1

250 Katheryn A. McDowell

251 Lazy JD Cattle Co. (Jess Robinson)

252 Mary A Criswell

253 Harold D. Eide

254 Kelly Koss C-5, C-3

255 Sandra Koss G-8, C-5, A-6, A-1 1 , A-1 , Z-2, A-9

256 Michele Koss H-20, Z-2

257 Kevin A. Koss

258 Martin Oxarart and Eva Oxarart Z-2, H-20, H-19

259 Eldon W. Foster

260 George W. Berg

261 Alma M. LaBorn

262 Winston Mitchell

263 Upper Missouri Breaks Audubon Society (Margaret E. Adams) L-1, L-2, 1-14

264 W.R. and Jeannette Lee

265 Don Burke

266 Margaret Arnott A-9

267 Michael R. Brown M-17, M-18

268 Michael R. Brown E-12

269 William R. French

270 Ken Blunt H-27, H-3, H-6, H-4, H-28

271 Charles and Lorraine Schwenke
272 Floyd Kindle D-8, H-17

273 W.M. Vaughey, Jr. D-2

274 Fergus County Farm Bureau (Alan F. Shammel) B-1, 1-11

275 Patricia A. McNamee B-2

276 A.W. Pratt

277 Vera L. Coppedge and James L. Coppedge
278 Chris King

279 LCM, Ltd. (Joan Brevig McCormick)

280 Clark A. Brevig and Gail V. Brevig Y-5

281 Hal Machler

282 William J Machler and Mary B. Machler

283 Phillips Bar Diamond Ranch, Inc. (Wes Phillips and

Robert K. Phillips.

284 The Big Open Project (Bob Scott) S-4, S-19, X-10

285 First Creek Ranch Inc. (Darrell L. Menge) Q-7

286 Valley County Sprotsmen's Club (Skip Erickson) C-6, C-1, C-5, C-24

287 Scott Cassel D-9

289 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (John F. Wardell) Y-21, Y-22, K-5, D-18, M-1

290 Central Montana Resource Conservation & Development Area

(Vern Petersen) P-1, P-2, P-3, P-4
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

291

292

293

294

295

296

297

298

299

300

301

303

304

306

307

308

309

310

311

313

314

315

316

317

318

319

320

321

322

323

324

325

326

327

328

329

330

331

332

333

334

335

336

337

338

340

341

343

r Number and Organization/I

Chris Barthelmess

May Grimsley

Leo Barthelmess

Teigen Land and Livestock Co. (Ann Teigen)

Diane Wolfgram

Valley County Commissoiners (Arthur A. Arnold)

Raymond A. Hale

Mrs. Ken Perry

Billie Lou Arnott

John Arnold

American Fisheries Society (James Peterson)

Fred W. Colver

Casino Creek Concrete (Marvin L. Mathison)

Kathryn Wyman
Wayne Wyman
Don E. Pyrah

Jerry D. Hanley

Dan Kluck

Edward Gray

Vernon Taylor, Jr.

Montana Ranch Products (Molly Descheemaeker)
Larry Descheemaeker
Texaco USA (E.C. Burritt)

Phillips Cattle Company (James E. Phillips)

Spring Creek Colony (Rev. Paul Walter)

Fergus County Commissioners (Vern Petersen, Donna Heggem
and Alfred B. Miller)

Michael S. Phillips for Samuel K. Phillips

Phillips County Livestock Association (Ross Wiederrick)

James Geyer

Cornwell Ranch (Walter Cornwell)

Douglas Coffman

Lewistown Area Chanber of Commerce (Webb Scott Brown)
Mary R. Milburn

C.E. "Ted" Lucas

Judith Basin County Commissioners

Ted Myllymaki and Saima Myllymaki

John S. Gilpatrick

Troy Blunt

Walter and Roger Siewing

Phillips County Commissioners (Sherman Doucette,

Eugene Cowan and Wayne Stahl)

Gladys Silk

The Glasgow Courier and Courier Printing (Joan Helland)

Selma W. Hanley

Conoco Inc. (A.L.G. Bisso)

John A. Matovich

PN Ranch (David and Jackie Holmgren)

Joyce J. Petrik, K. Gordon Petrik and G. Lewis Petrik

Norma Kelly

Response Index Number(s)

F-1

A-31

Y-38

A-12

Y-1 , Y-2

F-1 8, R-1,G-1,G-2, G-13, G-4
M-12, M-13, M-14, M-8, M-15, M-9, M-20, M-22,

M-24, M-25, M-26, M-21, M-23, M-29, M-4, A-15,

A-7, A-32, A-9, M-31, M-33, A-4, M-10, M-34,

E-28, M-32, M-35, M-3, M-36, M-5, M-6, M-7,

M-2, M-1 , M-1 6, M-30, M-27, E-21 , I-5, T-8, J-21

,

J-23, J-13, J-14, J-15, J-6, J-7, U-1, J-28, J-16,

J-33, J-24, J-25, J-1 7, J-1 2, J-30, J-1 1 , E-22,

E-23, Y-6, G-1, G-2, G-8, G-19, G-20, G-21,

Y-1 6, B-1, B-3, B-2, C-20, A-52, A-11, F-1 9, H-1,

N-4, J-10, J-11, E-11

A-9

H-7, R-1

D-10, A-33, D-11, D-12

A-34 F-1, H-27, H-3, H-4

N-4, J-2, H-1, G-4, F-1

4

A-35 A-6 A-11

S-20 Y-7 Q-5

J-8

B-8, 3-13

Y-1

8

G-14

X-1

D-2, D-13

X-11, Y-1.Q-7
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

344 David Skiff

345 Montana Stockgrowers Association (Jim Courtney, Walt

Collins and Mark Davies) Z-2, A-9, A-3, A-7, B-1, B-7, F-20, H-30

346 Gene R. Horyna A-6, A-11, A-15, F-27

347 The Environmental Media Centre (Charles Jonkel)

348 Northwest Federation of Mineralogical Societies

(Jon Spunaugle) T-1, D-14, T-2

349 Steve Forrest H-13, A-8

350 John Hughes A-8, Q-7

351 Lewis and Clark National Forest (John D. Gorman) M-19

352 Montana Wilderness Association (Cedron Jones) Y-16, Y-20, Q-13, B-7, C-15, C-14, C-21, C-22,

C-23, T-10, D-15, S-7, D-16, D-4, T-2, K-3, E-24,

E-15, E-25, F-21, F-22, F-24, Y-9, 0-3

353 Iverson Ranch-Dovetail (Lee Iverson)

354 Lund # Ranch, Inc. A-11, A-7, B-4, C-3

355 William S. Lyle G-4, H-31, S-7, Z-7, F-27, N-4, 1-1

356 TEE Bar Land & Livestock Inc. (Warren Taylor) A-36

357 Francis V. Jacobs

358 Ervin J. Crowder

359 Mrs. Donna Crowder

360 Salsbery Family Limited Partnership (Kevin Salsbery)

361 Salsbery Family Limited Partnership-Salsbery Ranch, Inc.

(Kevin Salsbery) A-2, A-11, C-5, C-3, F-23, H-1

362 E.D. Kienenberger

363 Shammel Ranch (Alan Shammel, Stephanie Shammel, Maurice

Shammel and Betty Mae Shammel) Z-10

364 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Robert D. Jacobsen) H-32

366 Lewistown Insurance (William R. Price) J-9, M-1

367 Kevin J. Ryan J-27, E-18, M-1, J-34, Y-16

368 Maurice Shammel and Betty Mae Shammel A-9, I-5

369 O.S. Rife

370 Schultz Ranch (John S. Schultz and Nancy Schultz)

371 Christensen and Hubble, Attorneys at Law (James A. Hubble)

372 Saima Myllymaki and Ted Myllymaki

373 J.D. Lumber, Inc. (Jeff Weimer)

374 Surenuff Cattle (Bill and Bobbie Cox)

375 American Rivers (Thomas J. Cassidy, Jr.) W-2, W-1 , W-4
376 Dennis Descheemaeker

377 William J. Berg and Nancy R. Berg

378 Joe Trow Y-1

379 Dale S. Ployhar

380 Ted Kelly

381 W.M. Anderson

382 John Ployhar

383 CR Kendall (Robert D. Benbow) I-9, E-10, J-35, J-18, J-26, J-19, M-1, M-23, M-11

384 Ernest A. Olson A-29, Z-2, A-9

385 Jason M. Olson A-29, A-9

386 Michelle Olson Z-2, A-29

387 Lillian Olson Z-2, P-1

388 Darrell Olson H-20, A-9, P-1

389 Loving U Ranch (John R. Matovich)

390 Katy Matovich

391 Western Environmental Trade Association (Peggy Olson Trenk) A-37, A-9, J-22, E-10

392 Dick Gardner, Ivy Gardner, Shah Gardner and Ray Gardner F-11

393 William Hubbell I-6, T-2, N-2, T-6

394 Hugh Brookie and Janeen K. Brookie F-25

395 Gracia A. Hilde T-6

396 Northern Ag Service (Mike Lang) C-5

398 Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association (Claire M. Moseley) D-2, D-13
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TABLE 3 (CONTINUED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

400 The Wilderness Society (Sandy Mclntyre) K-2, 1-14, 1-17, 1-15, T-9, C-1, C-2, S-4, D-4, D-5

401 Mark Siewing

402 National Wildlife Federation (Thomas France) Y-22, E-8, E-14, N-3, E-19, E-20, D-4, D-17,

Y-41, I-6, Q-6

403 The Wildlife Society (Keith E. Aune) F-17, E-15

404 U.S. Bureau of Mines (John R. Norberg) A-38, J-29

410 Daniel R. Struckman

411 Pamela S. Williams

412 Floyd R. Hill

413 Montana Farm Bureau Federation A-29, X-1 3, Y-1 , A-1 1 , Y-42, A-9, A-1 , A-1 5,

F-20, G-14, 1-11, J-1, J-32, J-8, Y-2, X-7, H-1,

J-2, Y-35
414 Blaine County Commissioners (Curtis C. Moxley, Arthur

Kleinjan and Keith Benson)

41 5 Valley County Commissioners (Arthur Arnold)

416 Chouteau County Commissioners (John E. Witt)

417 Hill County Commissioners (Nora Helson, Kathy Bessette

and Lloyd Wolery)

418 Petroleum County Commissioners (Bonny L. Allen)

419 Fergus County Commissioners (Vern Petersen, Alfred B.

Miller and Donna Heggem)
420 Valley County Commissioners (Arthur A. Arnold, Eleanor D.

Pratt and Gene C. Reimche) Y-43

Formal Statements - Malta Public Meeting, October 1, 1992
Vicki Olson A-9, H-33, X-1 , A-29, Z-2

Connie Cole J-34, G-4, N-4, Y-1

6

Steve Barnard

Kevin Koss G-15
Muncie Taylor C-3

Ken Blunt H-34, H-3, H-4, H-35
Bill French H-44
Dean Kienenberger A-1 1 , A-29, Z-2, A-9, A-3, A-7, B-7, B-1 , F-1

,

F-20, H-30
Jan Abrahamson A-39, Y-1.S-21

Don Holzhey S-22, H-36
Curtis Starr

Wayne Stahl

Diane Holzhey

Mike Ereaux F-1

James Rector C-5

Wes Koss G-4, G-16, G-3, Z-2

Jeanne Barnard

Ken Noland

Michele Koss

Willard Abrahamson
Greg Oxarart

Edwin Koss

Formal Statements - Lewistown Public Meeting, October 2, 1992
Kevin Ryan J-10

Hal Machler A-6, A-1

1

Mike Casben A-2, A-11, Y-1 6, J-10

Bob Fink

Gary Langley J-10, J-34, F-1

6

Jim Heller

Jerry Hanley J-10, J-11, M-1, E-11, E-21

Lee Iverson Q-7

Larry Descheemaeker A-11, G-4, A-29, Z-2, A-9, A-3, A-7, B-7, F-20
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TABLE 3 (CONCLUDED)
CONTACTS SHOWN IN THE FINAL RMP/EIS

Letter Number and Organization/Individual Response Index Number(s)

Warren Willmore

Alan Shammel
Mike Brown M-18

Dave Phillips

Joy Wicks A-11.A-2

Joe Wicks J-1,A-11,G-4

Tom Peters

Chuck Hauptman Y-19

Bill Berger A-9, G-1 , G-2, G-4, 1-1

1

Dennis Descheemaeker

Golden Leininger G-8

Donna Heggem A-11,D-2

Dick Knox A-6, A-11, D-2, A-10, F-19

Don Jenni A-9, J-1

Robert Hanson A-29, X-13

Joe Trow Y-30, Y-11, Y-31, Y-17

Clark Brevig A-9

Chris Heggem
Wes Phillips

Robert Benbow J-31 , J-32, M-28

John Hughes

Jim Arthur A-43, A-44

Gary Blakemore A-6, A-1 1 , A-45

Cleo Boyce

Gary Boyce

Russ Gjerde

Jerry Ogrin

Gerald Petersen A-1

1

Ken Noland

Larry Grinde Y-1 , Y-2, X-14, E-21 , X-3, Y-37, G-7, G-4, A-9,

B-3, A-1 2, H-44, Y-35

Eldon Foster

Trampis Heble Y-1

5

Cecil Flenders Y-1

SUMMARY OF PUBLIC
MEETINGS

Introduction

During the summer of 199 1 , the Lewistown District Office

of the Bureau of Land Management held public meetings

concerning the draft Judith Valley Phillips Resource

Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement.

The public meetings were held to allow people to ask

questions, allow BLM the opportunity to respond to

questions, encourage the publ ic to submit written comments,

and allow written questions and comments to become part

of the public record.

These meetings were held in seven locations in July and

August, 1991 (Malta 7/23, Glasgow 7/24, Hays 7/25,

Winifred 7/29, Billings 7/30, Winnett 7/3 1 , and Lewistown

8/1); 436 people attended the public meetings (Malta 1 37.

Glasgow 2 1 , Hay s 1 8 , Winifred 80, Billings 33 , Winnett 47,

and Lewistown 100).

The questions and comments summarized in this report are

just that—summaries. They are not exact quotes, but were

prepared by BLM representatives who attended each

meeting. They do convey the concerns, questions and

attitudes of those attending the public meetings. This

summary also includes those written comments received

during the public meetings.
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Public Meeting Malta Montana July 23, 1991

Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

What is the importance of the black-footed ferret? Why does the ferret need to be reintroduced? H-5, H-2

Why does the document identify such a large area for management of the .black-footed ferret? H-6

What is the cost for ferret reintroduction? H-7

How and when is BLM going to control prairie dogs? H-4

No one supports or wants ferret reintroduction. Why is BLM going forward with this plan? H-2

Management prescription #1 ,
page 84. Where would the seasonal restrictions for elk and G-5

bighorn sheep be placed? Over the entire mountain range, or just in especially sensitive areas?

Have elk and bighorn sheep been given primary consideration in the Little Rocky Mountains G-6
over mineral activities?

How can BLM say they will provide for elk expansion into the Little Rocky Mountains and G-l, G-2
bighorn sheep expansion when they do not know what the current population numbers are, or

what the areas carrying capacity is? Expansion to what levels?

What does withdrawal revocation mean? Is it a double negative? Z-l

Some land identified on the acquisition map is not correct. Private land is identified as BLM. Z-2
Taxpayers are paying for this plan and this mistake should never have happened. Who was
responsible for the maps?

Why doesn't BLM have a picture of a cow on the cover? Other uses of public land are shown. Q-7

Will BLM condemn the land identified for acquisition? A-9

Why does BLM need to acquire land? Concerned about Malta as a viable ranching A-4
community if the plan went through.

The document should show that cows are the economic mainstay of the economy.

Some roads are not located correctly on the maps and some maps do not have the road Z-2
system. This is a misrepresentation of the area and should be corrected. It makes the

area look like wilderness.

Some streams are not correctly labeled on the maps.

Why did BLM identify so much land for acquisition? You identified six times the amount of A-6, A-l 1

BLM land identified for disposal.

It looks like BLM wants all the land shown for acquisition. This does not seem like much
of an exchange program.

What is the basis for the assumptions in the economic analysis? X-l

How much land in the Big Bend ACEC is identified for acquisition? 0-2

The Big Bend area is covered by tepee rings. What are you going to do with the Big Bend ACEC? 0-1
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

BLM should have some type of access into Azure Cave for the public. There are also other caves N-l

in the area.

Because of the off-road vehicle restrictions in the plan, the animal populations will not decline

and crop damage will occur on private land.

Most people in the area are against off-road vehicle restrictions. Most of the people on the

Coordinated Resource Management Planning group for off-road vehicles were from Glasgow.

Only a few were from Malta.

Would BLM use condemnation for access? B-3

What is BLM's definition of riparian? Is it the same as Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation? F-l

What is BLM planning to do to improve riparian? Will the cow numbers be cut? F-2

Does BLM have a big problem with the riparian areas? F-3

BLM's proposal for riparian and wetlands is overblown. Why raise more ducks when there is no F-4

limit on harvest in Mexico?

If BLM isn't going to use condemnation now, will BLM come back in a couple of years and A- 12

use it then?

How do we know BLM won't change and use condemnation? How will everyone know if BLM A- 12

plans on changing?

Public Meeting Glasgow Montana July 24, 1991

Why didn't the BLM use the Coordinated Resource Management Planning recommendations C-6, C-5

for off-road vehicles? Specifically the exception for game retrieval.

The document should allow for game retrieval. C-5

Why would BLM want to acquire land along Frenchman Creek? A- 13

Would the BLM trade for lands along Rock Creek? A- 1

4

How does the Mixed Grass Prairie ACEC fit into the RMP? How does it relate to the I- 1

4

Grassland National Park in Canada?

Does the preferred alternative for the Acid Shale-Pine Forest ACEC exclude livestock grazing? K-

1

What would be the primary method for access? B-3

The entire area should be open for off-road vehicles. Restrictions are not necessary. At least game C-5

retrieval should be allowed.

How would BLM acquire the additional access that is identified? B-3

Acquiring access and restricting off-road vehicles in the same area seems like a contradiction. B-4

How does the land exchange process work? A-8
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

Will the permittee have the first chance to buy a BLM tract? A-8

Why does BLM want the lands identified for acquisition? What are the specific reasons? A-4

What will BLM do to manage the lands acquired? A- 10

Doesn't BLM have enough land already? A-l

What is the value of the land? Who does the appraisals? A- 1

5

Who identified my private land for acquisition? A-3

Was Fish and Game behind the identification of lands for acquisition? A-3

Public Meeting Hays Montana July 25, 1991

This type of mining, no matter how environmentally sound it is conducted, conflicts with the

Native American way of life and how to treat mother earth.

The RMP should consider a total withdrawal of the Little Rocky Mountains as another alternative. 1-15

The Little Rocky Mountains is the watershed for the reservation and is sacred to the people.

The RMP should consider returning the Little Rocky Mountains to the Fort Belknap Reservation. Y-10

The RMP should consider concurrent reclamation of mining disturbance before issuing any

new permits. A mining company should be allowed only one permit at a time.

Indian religious practices are being disturbed. You have to go elsewhere, at great personal

expense, for fasting.

BLM is not fulfilling its trust responsibilities to the Native Americans. The RMP does not, Y-10
but should address the trust responsibilities BLM has for the Fort Belknap Reservation.

These meetings are no use. I have had it with BLM, Tribal Council, Indian Health Service

and Bureau of Indian Affairs. Nothing ever gets done we just talk. Maybe it is time for civil

disobedience similar to what has been happening in Canada.

There are deer with their hair falling out in the Little Rocky Mountains. The mine is causing this.

The mine has caused a high incidence of birth defects and stillbirths due to water pollution. E-26

Why aren't religious sites protected under the National Historic Preservation Act? U-6

We don't trust the mining company or the BLM.

The RMP does not coordinate with tribal land management plans nor does it predict impacts to U-5, Y-39
the Indian way of life and use in the Little Rocky Mountains.

There are no fish in Kings Creek. Those present have eyes that bulge out. E-27

How do we buy BLM parcels? What is the process for disposing BLM land? A-8
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

What are the off-road vehicle designations next to the reservation and how do they work? C-7

The Scenic Area ACEC will set a precedent for mining across the west.

The RMP does not address the traditional values on the reservation and does not identify fasting U-5

sites that are used in the Little Rocky Mountains.

What are you planning to do in riparian and wetland management? F-2

Is the format consistent for all the public meetings? Y-27

The document contains nothing that would give the adverse effects on Native Americans. U-5, Y-39

There is no discussion about what mining does to the efforts of the traditional Native American

to practice their culture, religion, etc. The document is inadequate in this point and should be

withdrawn and supplemented. We have provided a great deal of material in the IBLA appeals

that should have been considered.

The RMP does not mention the globally unique plant communities that were reported to the 1-17, U-5

BLM some time ago by the Montana Natural Heritage Program in their proposed ACEC for Saddle

Butte. It does not mention that the people obtain their medicines up in the mountains and what will be

the effect of the mining on this activity.

Public Meeting Winifred Montana July 29, 1991

Statements

My name is Dick Knox, President ofthe Missouri Breaks Multiple Use Organization and a State Representative. On the format

for tonight's meeting, if you do not have written testimony you will not have the opportunity to speak to the group. This is

a violation of a community meeting. With the discussion groups comments will not be recorded and the format will not convey

concerns of the community. Everyone should have the right to speak into a microphone. I protest the format but will

participate.

My name is Jim Arthur. I disagree with the format and will participate under protest.

Summary of the Questions and Comments

Based on the written comments do we expect to make changes to the document?

Why does BLM need to identify 63 1 ,000 acres for acquisition? Now BLM will get a foot in the

door and in the future you may identify more land for acquisition.

What was the observation point for the Scenic Area ACEC?

Do we have the authority to restrict activities on private land within the Scenic Area ACEC?

Include this statement in the document "BLM cannot restrict activities on private land".

Did BLM involve the state in this process of" land acquisition? Has BLM spoken with the state land A-21

board (collectively)? Has BLM spoken with anyone with the state land board?

What does BLM plan to do with small tracts within other ownerships? A-4

To what extent will BLM force rights-of-way to isolated tracts for access? B-3
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

On one hand BLM will acquire access and then restrict off-road vehicles. This is a contradiction. B-4

The RMP is a shift in the concept of multiple-use from livestock to recreation. If BLM identifies

660,000 acres for acquisition, outside interests would or might identify 1,200,000 acres. Why
not protect ourselves, Montanans? We could get by with less. People back east have more votes.

Why doesn't BLM have a cow on the cover? Q-7

Where does BLM address the criteria for oil and gas stipulations? Why not put the criteria and D-l

stipulations in the document?

Why is livestock grazing not an issue? Q-7

Which person or group of people will make the final decision? Y- 1

5

The disposal of land is not consistent with the Taylor Grazing Act and the Bankhead Jones Act. A-2

Who is formulating this plan? Who is doing the work? Y-14

Why is water development not addressed in the plan? Z-3

Who is going to address the costs (fencing, etc.) for elk expansion? Who is going to address G-l, G-2, G-8

crop damage?

How will BLM address increased forage in areas with elk? Elk will use private land before G-l, G-2, G-8

public. Will BLM address compensation for crop damage? Why doesn't BLM address the

problem of crop damage in Fergus County?

Who is responsible for the records of the Upper Missouri National Wild and Scenic River boundary? Z-4

What is the effective date of the boundary?

What and when will the public have the opportunity to comment on land acquisitions after the RMP A-8

is completed?

Are the questions and concerns being recorded tonight? Is this person taking notes an official recorder? Y-28

Does this person take shorthand? The comments are not being recorded.

Why don't you have a public hearing? Y-29

According to Public Law 94-529 the secretary shall allow an opportunity for public involvement Y-29

including public hearings where appropriate. Did BLM make the decision that a public hearing

was not appropriate?

Is the Endangered Species Act the authority for dealing with the black-footed ferret? Does BLM Y-2

currently have the authority for land exchanges? Does BLM currently have the authority for timber,

AUMs and mining? How does the document deal with visual impacts in general?. If you already have

the authority why do you need the document to restrict timber, mining and AUMs?

Will BLM put a ceiling on the 631,000 acres for acquisition? Put an acre ceiling in the document? A-6, A-l 1

The RMP identifies 465,000 acres more for acquisition than disposal. Can congress at any time fund A-6, A-l 1

the purchase of this land? The 465,000 acres opens the door to cattle free by '93. Why doesn't BLM
anticipate this? They will use this as an opening.

BLM will have to move cattle off the land identified for elk and bighorn sheep. Elk will use the best G-3, G-4

forage available and elk are in the plains. How many elk will this include?
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

Crop management will not draw elk away from private land. The 68,000 acres identified for crop

management will only create more habitat.

Where is the federal register notice for the ACECs and the Wild and Scenic Rivers? Y-l 1

In an allotment that contains 10,000 acres with 1,000 BLM acres, does federal law supersede state F-5

law? Would you control the allotment?

Can you control prairie dogs on private land? H-8

Would the private landowner have to fence an allotment if BLM does not agree with management? F-6

BLM already has the ability to manage? Why a document that goes way beyond? Y-2

BLM will go with the document as is with no changes. Need to ask for a public hearing. Y-35, Y-29

How closely did you work with an advisory committee on land acquisition? A-16,A-3,A-7

Land acquisition is a comparison to the PN Ranch acquisition process in 1988.

Why identify 631,000 acres for acquisition if you can't acquire it all? A-6, A-l 1

If you can't effect disposal of BLM land, would management fall under this RMP? A -4

Why does BLM need to prepare this plan? Areas in the RMP go beyond land management. Y-l

Are there areas in this document that will not change? Y-8

Is this document going to be the final recommendation with no changes based on public comment? Y-35

How much consideration was given to those in the area who have not come and told you what Y-35

they wanted?

If an outside group would purchase the land identified for acquisition, would BLM enter into A-53

a conservation easement?

If BLM doesn't get enough people willing to exchange, will BLM use condemnation? A-9

There are 1.5 million acres with standard oil and gas lease terms and 1.7 million acres with D-2

stipulations. Are the oil and gas stipulations more restrictive? Present management shows

800,000 acres with stipulations.

Alternative A has 874 acres with special stipulations and the preferred alternative has 1.7 million D-2

acres with stipulations. This is a 2,000% increase. The document should contain the criteria and

stipulations for oil and gas.

Would the adjacent landowner have the first option for acquisition of BLM land? What if there A-8

is no legal access to BLM land. Who would buy this land?

If over grazing from elk is occurring, isn't it BLM's responsibility to improve the habitat? G-3

BLM can manage the AUMs but will pass the buck on elk to the Department of Fish Wildlife G- 1 , G-3, G-4

and Parks. If BLM can fence livestock, why not fence elk? Put down on paper in the RMP how

elk will be managed.

BLM should have some language in the RMP on a crop damage control program. G-8
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

The RMP should have the numbers of elk. G- 1 ,G-2,G-4,G-9

Would BLM put a ceiling on the 670,000 acres to acquire? A-6, A-l 1

With 68,000 acres of lure crops, this will not pull animals away but instead lead to an increase in elk.

Why is BLM planning to expand the elk? G- 1 , G-3. G-4

What can the private landowner do to reduce elk? G-2, G-8

Does BLM advise the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks on harvest quotas? G-13

Elk are spreading to valuable crop areas. The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is not

responsive to our problems. No increase in harvest has been done.

The lure crop proposal would increase elk without reducing problems on private land.

BLM could reduce elk numbers if you choose to.

I suggest the section on Wild and Scenic Rivers on page 31 be added to, or at least referred to W-6
on page 367, the Judith River Report.

If the Fish & Game and BLM can work together on control of prairie dog towns, the issue of elk

damage on private lands should be addressed and some sort of joint solution be worked out.

Public Meeting Billings Montana July 30, 1991

Is the Azure Cave withdrawal due for review and reconsideration? E-

1

How much on-the-ground work did BLM do to assess the mineral potential? E-2

Are the trout the only reason for the Collar Gulch withdrawal? M-

1

Cows cause more damage than off-road travel by hunters but the BLM doesn't do anything

about the cows.

Some form of game retrieval should be included in the RMP? Suggest a hourly limitation C-5

such as noon to three for use of game retrieval.

Will the BLM use block management for acquiring access? B-5

The off-road vehicle travel plans do not seem consistent between the areas north and south of the C-8

Missouri River. Why are there roads closed south of the river and no roads closed north of the river?

It is inconsistent to acquire access into areas that are restricted for off-road travel. B-4

What is BLM doing to improve depleted ranges? Q-9

Aren't most of BLM lands in poor condition? Q-l

What can sportsmen do to help BLM improve range condition? S-

1

Does BLM make allocations for wildlife habitat? Q-3
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

We want to see that wildlife gets a fair shake. What is the status of wildlife populations? S-2

Who came up with this viewshed concept? 1-5

The documents states that there are no historical or cultural values. Old Scraggy has been 1-19

identified as having significant sacred properties.

Not in favor of 803, 1 16 acres closed seasonal. This is not catering to the needs of the majority C-5

users during hunting season. The BLM should offer maximum use of the public lands especially

during peak user times.

Open Horse-Shoe Bend crossing road and Alkali Creek road, especially the lower end. G-9

The north-south road, east of Carpenter Coulee and down to Alkali Creek needs to be open. This C-9

is a 9 plus mile road.

In favor of the reasonable distance from roads for campsites.

With regard to "Off-Road Vehicles," add White Rock Coulee, as shown in Alternative C- 10

to Alternative E.

The provision in Alternative D with regard to No Surface Occupancy restriction on oil and gas activities

1/4 mile around WSAs and FWS refuges should be included in Alternative E.

Public Meeting Winnett Montana July 31, 1991

How did BLM identify the stream segments in the RMP?

Why is there no cow on the cover?

Why does BLM need to acquire additional land? How will BLM acquire this land?

The riparian potential is very limited on certain creeks. Blood Creek and Crooked Creek especially.

How will riparian objectives be developed?

Will BLM want to change to winter use of riparian areas? Aren't there other options?

Noxious weeds will limit riparian potential in many areas. What is BLM doing to control

noxious weeds?

Where is the federal register notice for ACECs? There is a 60-day comment period on the ACECs
which ends August 19.

How does BLM define riparian areas?

Why does BLM encourage more elk when private landowners are already having problems?

BLM should coordinate with the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks on elk management.

What is the importance of the riparian areas?

Some of the streams rarely have water. Why are they identified as riparian areas?

F-7

Q-7

A-l

F-8

F-9

R-l

Y-ll

F-l

G-l,G-3,G-4

F-10

F-l
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

How do we change or eliminate the riparian areas shown on our allotments?

Is land acquisition part of the "Big Open" idea to drive people off the land?

How do you go about changing the plan in the future?

How long is this plan expected to last?

What exactly are the lure crops BLM plans on using?

When will BLM recognize that private landowners have fed wildlife for years?

Would there be a loss in AUMs as BLM acquires land?

Who would get the grazing rights on acquired land?

Who is eligible to buy public land being sold?

Does BLM have enough people interested in exchange to even make this a realistic issue?

Why is there substantially more land identified for acquisition than there is for disposal?

Block Management is not good. If necessary limit motor travel to roads.

F-ll

A-6, A- 11

A-12

Y-3

G-10

S-3

A-10

A-10

A-8

A-l

A-6, A- 11

Public Meeting Lewistown Montana August 1, 1991

What is the exact purpose of land acquisition? Why does the government want more land? A-l

Is BLM willing to pay recreation prices for recreation land? A- 15

How many people are willing to trade land? A-l

Does the RMP say BLM will dispose of as many acres as acquired? On page 71, the RMP says A-6, A-l 1

BLM "will attempt to maintain the county tax base". The word attempt is not strong enough. The
public would like stronger wording and a cap on the acreage involved.

Who ordered the need for the plan and what was the cost? Y-l

What does BLM mean when we talk about public use? Is this out-of-state hunters? Y-26

BLM has identified 2,000 acres of my property for acquisition but only 40 acres in the A-6, A- 1

1

immediate area are identified for disposal. The doesn't seem fair. How will the process work?

Is land acquisition on a willing seller basis? Does the document state BLM will not use eminent A-9
domain? Why doesn't the document say that in black and white? Why doesn't BLM put it in the

document that we won't use eminent domain?

Which areas do we have an access problem? B-l

Why are we trying to purchase access where the private landowner allows access? The BLM will B-l

have to own all the land next to the county roads. Easements should be the first choice.

Wouldn't rights-of-way and cooperative agreements for access be cheaper than buying the land? B-3
This should be BLM's first choice.
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

Who will control weeds, hunters and fence maintenance on private land if we purchase rights-of-way? R-2

County does not get all the weeds. Spraying does not always work. We don't want fences through our

pastures. Fencing does not always control weeds and this restricts livestock management. Access is

available if people ask.

Why should the county have the burden for weed control on BLM rights-of-way? R-2

Has BLM established a budget to fund this plan? Is BLM going to add this work to an existing Y-16

workload with the same budget? It appears BLM is going to stretch resources beyond what is

available and neglect other workloads. Has this been addressed in the plan?

Who is liable for going across private land on a government right-of-way? B-6

Has there been any consideration of selling outright those parcels BLM does not have access to? A-2

Not just those identified for disposal.

Who identifies those lands to be disposed of? A-3

Can someone else buy the BLM parcel inside my ranch if I don't want it? How much time does A-8

the lessee have to decide if he wants the BLM parcel?

How does BLM establish a credible price for those BLM lands for sale? A- 15

Some of the lands may be appraised for recreation instead of agriculture? How would you straighten A-15

that out?

Are comparable sales used in the appraisal? A- 1

5

Do I sell at 90% and buy at 1 1 0%? Who pays real estate fees? A- 1

7

How do we find out which properties are actually involved in acquisition? A -7, A-l 8

Does the willing seller retain the mineral rights? A- 19

What is the section and law that gives BLM the right not to answer Joe Trows questions at a Z-5

public meeting?

What is the boundary for the Upper Missouri National Wild and Scenic River? What is the date Z-4

of the boundary?

How many years can BLM plan and create ACECs? 1-1

How rigid is this document in future management of this area? A- 1

2

Who identified the South Moccasin ACEC parcel, the piece BLM already owns, the BLM or J-l

community leaders?

When was the public scoping process so we would know where to comment? Y-24

If an ACEC goes into effect, the adjacent land will change in value? Will the BLM pay the 1-13

difference in value?

By changing what BLM does on public land the value of private land may change. Will the BLM be 1-13

responsible for the change in land values on private land with an ACEC designation?
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

Is BLM only interested in elk habitat or reintroduction of elk in the South Moccasins? If BLM G-4

only has 1,300 acres in the South Moccasins how can BLM reintroduce elk?

Because of the limited nature of habitat in the South Moccasins, there is not enough land for G-4

viable elk habitat.

Wouldn't water be critical in elk habitat? G-l 1

Where are the 193 miles of streams that are discussed under riparian habitat? F-12

Without ACEC designations, can you still withdraw lands from oil and gas and mineral entry? 1-7

Are withdrawals going to be pursued in the ACECs identified? 1-8

What is our preferred alternative? Y- 1

2

Can we propose another alternative? Y- 13

What 595 miles of streams are identified for improved wildlife habitat; where do we find F-12

out where they are?

If permittees AUMs are reduced through land acquisition, does he get reimbursed? A-20

Does BLM use a reduction of AUMs through land acquisition as another step toward A- 10

"Buffalo Commons"?

Wouldn't AUMs decrease because as BLM acquires land you will decrease AUMs? Will willing A-10

sellers have a contract with BLM to get the grazing permit? Will the landowner know BLM's

future plans for the AUMs?

Changing the use of the land from cows to elk habitat will change the county tax base.

Does BLM have 160,000 acres for disposal? Is there 670,000 acres BLM wants to acquire? Is there A-6, A-l 1

any legal way the county can protect itself from losing those 400,000 acres? Is it possible the county

could lose the tax base on those acres?

There needs to a cap on number of acres BLM wants because BLM may change their mind in 6 to A-6, A-l 1

7 years and want more land.

Could a BLM parcel in the middle of a ranch go to the highest bidder? Who is responsible for A-8, A-10

fencing and maintenance?

How would someone get to land surrounded by private land? B-l

Does BLM have an appraisal on land they want to sell or acquire? A- 1

5

The appraiser probably gets 10% on each appraisal.

Who nominated the ACECs and how many were nominated by local ranchers and local sportsmen 1-1

groups?

Request list of which landowners received a letter about exchanges.

How many state acres are identified for acquisition? Have state agencies been notified about this A-21

proposal and what was their reaction?
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

When exchanging, the BLM and private person would retain their minerals? Doesn't that give A-22

BLM jurisdiction over both mineral rights?

If a rancher trades land could they lose AUMs on acquired land? A- 1

If lessee loses his lease, by sale, to another person, is he compensated for the improvements? A-23

Is BLM aware that the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has developed a district by district G-4

management plan for elk?

If elk numbers increase and cause resource damage, can BLM reduce AUMs for livestock? G-12

Does BLM compensate the landowner for crop damage? There has been no coordination with the

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks on elk habitat.

How does this plan treat black-footed ferret reintroduction? How is the ferret going to be reintroduced H-l, H-9

under the Endangered Species Act? Does the document say the reintroduction will be an

experimental, non-essential population? Shouldn't the document identify this? Explain the

difference between an Endangered Species Act designation and experimental, non-essential designation.

If reintroduced as an endangered species, can BLM condemn private land for ferret habitat? Why identify

the habitat before you have the ferret?

Has BLM coordinated with the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks on ferret habitat? H-l, H-10

We can't make intelligent comments on the draft RMP not knowing what the reintroduction plan says.

Are there summations of the public meetings for people to read? Y-28

Do you have a summary of the public scoping process? Y-33

Were public meetings related to the ACECs documented as to the comments and who attended? Y-25

If BLM blocks up land for elk habitat, will you fence the area to control elk movement? Is BLM going G-l, G-2

to fence elk in? The elk have ruined hay and grain crops.

Who decided we need more elk? G-l, G-3, G-4

Is it true the only tool BLM has on overgrazing of public land is a reduction in livestock AUMs? Q-8

How many people were involved in this plan? Y-14

How many people involved in this plan are native Montanans?

What parameters were used to come to the preferred alternative decision for the Scenic Area? J-5

Economics weren't weighed very heavily because the preferred alternative withdraws the scenic J-20

area from hardrock mining.

The 1991 gross proceeds tax is in the millions. This is not in the document. Economic analysis X-2

doesn't appear to be accurate, especially the information on mining?

Explain the concept of the Lewistown viewshed and what central point it was derived from? J-3

Will the AUMs for this plan be billed from one central area? Q- 1

1

For the land BLM wants to acquire, what happens if BLM has no willing sellers? A-9
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Summary of the Questions and Comments

If no land is traded, won't the overall decisions in the RMP still go forward?

Is there a legal way for the public to amend this plan?

Are there parts of this plan that will never be changed, no matter what the public wants?

What are the purposes of the scenic areas?

If you can't control the surface how can you protect the scenic area? Management changes

effect land values.

The trout in Collar Gulch are not native but were transplanted there by state Fish and Game in

the 1940s.

I am all for saving the fish in Collar Gulch but I don't understand why it cannot be accomplished

without using a withdrawal.

What happens to existing mining claims if the area is withdrawn?

Where is the analysis that shows the fish are deemed more important than mineral development?

We disagree with BLM's mineral potential assessment. Can we submit mineral data that would
change the development potential assessment? If so, to who and by when?

Will new data cause BLM to change it's Preferred Alternative?

What if BLM is not able to consider new mineral data submitted in time for the scheduled final RMP?

How concrete is this RMP once it is final?

From what point in Lewistown was the scenic area established?

Who decided to nominate the scenic areas as ACECs?

What are the areas with high development potential that are proposed for withdrawals?

Are the trout considered a threatened or endangered species under the Endangered Species Act?

We have been all up and down Collar Gulch and have not seen any trout. How many trout are

there, and what is so special about them that they deserve this level of protection?

Where did the Scenic Area ACEC nomination come from?

There are only 1 ,600 acres of BLM land surrounded by private in the South Moccasin Mountains.

How can BLM build an elk herd on that small an acreage?

Elk expansion in the Winifred area, especially Judith River country, is causing heavy damage to

bumper crops of wheat. Fish, Wildlife and Parks is not responsive to the problem. BLM's proposal

will aggravate the situation. BLM will cause elk to expand and create even greater problems.

What is BLM doing about weeds? How much money is being spent? How long until biological

control will be effective?

Riparian cover can become too thick for wildlife to use or for hunters to hunt.

How will the riparian objectives be made?

Response No

A-24

A-12

Y-8

J-3

J-1,1-13

M-l

E-3

M-l

E-4

Y-34

E-5

A-12

J-27

.1-1

E-l

M-8

M-9

J-l

G-4

R-3

F-8
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Summary of the Questions and Comments Response No.

The social section shows economic development the number one concern for Lewistown area residents. E-13

In light of this, why did BLM select a preferred alternative that restricts mine development and economic

benefits?

The alternatives for elk habitat management should include information or recommendations of the G-4

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks Elk Management Plan for the Missouri River and

the Judith and Snowy Mountains. The draft of this document call for stable populations in the Judith

and Snowy Mountains, therefore why should the BLM call for increased populations?

There should be a 6th alternative to sell the 1,300 acres in the South Moccasin Mountains to willing A-25

buyers.

The ACEC designation in the South Moccasins does not seem to meet the designated criteria. This is J-4

1610.7-2 through 1610.4-9. Please verify.

Set up a committee (joint) with BLM, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, US Fish

and Wildlife Service, landowners and sportsman groups to air the matter of elk reintroduction efforts.
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A-2

A-ll

A-25

G-4

wICKS RANCH CORPORATION
RT. 2, BOX 2210

LEwISTOwN, MONTANA 59457

Ju 1 y 16, 1 99

1

Bureau of Land M«n»>g»M«nt
Judith Resource Area
Airport Road
LewiEtcwn, |"ft, 594S7

Q-I-ST Otto:

Thi^ is in reference to your letter concerning the Judith Vail ay
Phi Hips Resource Managemftnt Plan t reference number 1 SI S

,
08

JVP").The Wicks Ranch Corporation likes tha idea of land consoli-
dation through acqui

s

i tion and disposal for the BLM. Upon read-
ing the draft RMp/EIS the distinct impression is, however, that
the ELM is more interested in acquiring than disposing,

Ue bftlieve that thwrffl ahould be a 6th alternative- to your propos-
als for the South Moccasin Mountains, which is the only arm®, that
we * re involved with. Alternative F would direct the BLM to sell
their holdings in the South Moccasin Mountains to willing buyers,
thereby putting that land back on the tax rolls as well as cut-
ting management costs to the BLM. If not an alternative F, then
alternative A is the leaffit objectionable in every case.

we do not rent land from the &W\ nor do we border any BLM land SO
we do not have any interest in acquiring any BLM land. We do
have a great deal of concern about unlimited hunting, off road
vehicles, and other activities that the BLM might propose or
condone

.
We 1 iva about 200 yards from the trees and maintain a

mile and three quarters Of 'private road to our houses. We do not.
deny hunters iKCCfflSStt to our land. We do, however, limit the
number of hunters simply because the area isn't large enough for
an unlimited number of high power rifles. Further more we don't
want armed strangers, whom we have no idea how they will react
when they do see game, that, close to our house. Introduction of
Elk into the area would he disastrous for this ranchers in the
foothills. The South Moccasin area it. too small for Elk.

Dur family hftffl live in this community for 110 years and I have
lived here for 67 years. Personally I believe there is less land
depredation now than at any time in the las t 80 years simply
because we are more aware that the land is the source of our
wealth and must be preserved. There Is more wild life now, by
far, than when 1 was a kid I was 12 years old before I saw a
deer and now they are a daily occurrence. Don't fix it if it
Stint broke

.

o. uX^I_a

DUCKS
UNLIMITED
INC.

6115 East Main AireniK

Btanwck, Ni,rth Datow
(70SU5M5W

July 17, 1991

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

This letter is to comment on the Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Management Plan-EIS. My comments will address only the wetland
portion of the EIS.

I am in basic agreement with the wetland implementation portion
of the preferred alternative (Alternative E) found on page 85.
However I would like to continue with a few thoughts that could
improve this alternative.

I Clarification of one point in this section may help. The
r-131 statement "BLM would implement livestock grazing formulas..." is

| unclear. The word formula is not a common term used in grazing
management and could mean several things. Hopefully it means
some type of rotation grazing system. Research is available to
show that rotation grazing systems are available that will
improve livestock carrying capacity and duck production while
maintaining the rangeland resource. Further, I would encourage
that grazing use other than season long be planned and used as a
general practice to not only improve duck habitat but other
natural resources on BLM lands.

I would encourage BLM to aggressively, and with a high priority,
pursue modification of current restrictions on water in the Milk
River drainage. Flexibility in making water available for
waterfowl as well as other uses is necessary.

Fencing to protect shoreline vegetation is mentioned in the
Alternative E for wetlands. Fencing should also include
protection for the embankment and for the emergency spillway of
these water impoundments. Livestock use can be a source of
embankment failure, and water piped to a tank below the
embankment may be considered in future designs.

Construction of perennial water bodies is also mentioned in
Alternative E. When identifying these areas preference should be
given to the construction of new dams rather than reconstructing
existing dams. Our experience is that reconstructing existing

5A

Q-4|

B. Gene Miller
July 17, 1991
Page Two

dams can be more costly than new construction. Sediment storage
in existing reservoirs may have been utilized by existing
sediments thus shortening the life of the project and adding risk
to the spillways.

Sediment in wetlands and reservoirs does not seem to be directly
addressed in the EIS. It is a major factor limiting the life of
the wetland resources in this area. Most of the sediment is due
to somewhat natural causes, however remedies for bare and eroding
soil from natural or man-made causes should be considered.
Ensuring that construction sites are quickly covered with
vegetation, that proper cover is left on the land at the end of
the grazing season, reducing livestock concentration points,
placing deed restrictions on land that leaves BLM ownership, and
encouraging adequate cover on cropland adjacent to BLM rangeland
are examples of measures to consider.

Construction of islands in new and existing wetlands is mentioned
in wetland Alternatives B and c. I believe that
creation of new water impoundments is a far better use of
available dollars for waterfowl enhancement than is the
construction of islands in these areas of extensive grassland
habitat.

Thank you for allowing me to comment on the EIS.

Sincerely,

Paul M. Bultsma

Mr Richard ThuW
36 Harrison Av
Helena MT
59601

I- 14

1-15
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Helena, Sir 51&OI
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COMMENTS ON THE RM1 J DOCUMENT

U-5

nothing that

cleans (NA).

would

whs fc

ve the adverse

Therfl is no discussion about

traditional NA to practice

inadequate in this point and

Wc have provided a great deal

1-15

1-17

Document conta in

s on tli o Na tive A in

i n i n g does to th« efforts

their culture, religion, etc. 1

should he withdrawn and supplemi

of material in the IBLft .appeal that should have been considered.

2. People should complain that the BLM did not consider

complete withdrawal of the Li ttl«-' Rocky s from mining. Alt. D does

withdraw more than others , taut it was not selected . The selected

Alternative E. would allow for development of 97% of high potential

areas and 855*i of the moderate areas. See the map on page 425 to

see what this would mean for the Little Rockys As can be seen

from the map, this Alternative would mea n gutting of the mountains

,

The E2S s/hould be redone to include consideration of total mineral

withdrawal of the Little Rockys. This is what the sOeopie of the

for NA i

.! not the

such matters

.

handmaiden of

It

uning

area want. Note the BLM is tr

time that they acted as trusts

companies

.

3 , The rmp does not mention the globally unique plant comm-

unities that were reported to the BLM some time ago by the Montana

Natural Herigage Program in their proposed AC EC for Saddle Butte.

Tt does not mention that the people obtain their medicines up in

the mountains and what will be the effect of thn mining on this act-

ivity. Same for questing, fasting, and other NA activities.

Conclusion : y.he RMP-EIS is very inadequate as regards the

matters set forth above. NA people concerned about the Mountains

should attend the meeting and make their feelings known. Th^cy

should also write letter^ which are due Oct. 1st. Petitions would

be OK but the more facts the better, NA are starting to get offers

of help from groups such as the Sierra Club, however, the NA people

need to take a strong position if they desire the people outside to

help.

Attachments arc available lor review in the Lewistown District Office.

11

12

1-14

W-3

T-7

1-15

July 22, 1991
Red Lodge, MT

1 wane you to designate as an ACEC Che Highllne Prairie, to prohibit oil &
gas develop, to prohibit off road vehicle recreation, and to definitely
prohibit military maneuvers.

Please find the Judith & Milk Rivers suitable for Wild &. Scenic River
designation. Please find as Wild & Scenic Arrow Creek, Frenchman Creek, & the

Musselshell River.

I urge you to eliminate all designated vehicle routes In the Bitter Creek
Wilderness Study Area.

You should withdraw from mineral entry the 25,000 acres of Little Rocky
Mountains! Designate this area an ACEC.

Your attention to these matters is most urgent.

Sincerely

/s/ Nancy Scandley
Red Lodge MONTANA

tly as received for reproduction In the final RMP/EIS.)
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"V* #1)

1-14

W-3

1-15

T-7

1-17
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COMMENT FORM

(Piesvm prim) Name

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Date

A-6

A-llI

lee Roblnsoj
7/23/91

prefer Plan A becaise it will have less adverse effect on the citizens, the
Ql-iomy, and the tax base of rhilllps County. Phillips County If, similar tn all

of the Northeastern part of Montana in that it has been losing people and tax baa
for the last many years. Under all the plana Ihlllips County would lose some tax
usee"; but' tt wOTic" lose the least amount under j-lari A". It would also have a lo:
f jabs and people due to the fact that fewer cattle would be allowed in the ari

• pl-»B-A—

-

fahc SIM plana fce M«h«BgB Hj (j,QB1 :

private taxahle land in the area. However,
6sL±

the BLH would plan to

taxable land of ^65,698 acres. These acres would probably be exchanged for land
outside the county and therefore creating this "

Although the relntroduction of the black footed ferret in the United States is
LuU by liw, ll serves no purpose, yince the beginning of time some species

have disappeared from the earth and others have evolved to create new species.
; n ature g normal

change :

not see

ot thin*, that man . ur aliuuld U'v Lu

ni tad .St atoc haa-many
other pressing needs more important and with the large defecit budget I feel that
the whole program should be scraped.

Although the praire dog is present in large numbers, I 1

rt 1 5 :

vegetation and we will have

ot feel that it should
rWrTtnTOITKTniiFTB expand it will take all th'e

-
ily highly eroded land left.

a
>'/>7<^_^

Please raum 10: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lewislown, MT S94S7

16

W-6

Box 66

Winifred, MT 39489

31 be added to.

t. It would cleII suggest the section on "Wild & Scenic Rivers on pg
at least referred to on pg. 367 - the "Judith River Repo

the conclusion, which apparently was modified.

If the Fish & Game & BLM can work together on control of prairie dog town,

(i.e. poisoning to control #s) , the issue of elk damage on private lands

should be addressed & some sort of joint solution be worked out. Habitat and

elk numbers obviously go hand in hand and the issue needs to be dealt with no'

before it becomes a real problem.

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/E1S.)

up
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1-14

W-3

1-15

T-7

1-17
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RICHARD D. ANDERSON, M.D.

internal Medicine t£ Diabetes

July 1991
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B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewitituwri District Office
T. 0. flOM 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am writing to express my opinion regarding the recent management plan for
northeastern Montana issued by the Bureau of Land Management. I would urge the
BLM to designated the Highline prairie and area of critical and environmental
Concern (ACEC) and that, oil and gas development, ott road vehicle recreational
and military maneuvers be prohibited.

I also would recommend that the Milk and Judith Kivers be found suitable for wild
and scenic river designation because of their outstanding natural and cultural
values. 1 would also ask that the Musselshell River, Arrow Creek and Frenchman
Creek be designated wild and scenic.

I also feel that the 25,000 acres in the Little Rocky Mountains he withdrawn from
mineral entry and designated an area of ACEC to protect this unique and scenic
mountain range-

In addition, I would urge the BLM to eliminate all designated motor vehicle
routes along the Bitter Creek Wilderness area and the Saddle Butte Joiner Cooley
and Woody Island Cooley should be designated as areas of critical environmental
concern because of their rare plant communities.

I would urge you to consider these proposals to protect a unique area in Montana.

Sincerely,

/Ha. t*4

R. D. Anderson, M.D.

RDA/eaw
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Please return to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager
P.O.Box 1160

Lewistown. MT SfJ457
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21 5TATEMENT SUBMITi^J BY MONTANA AUDUBON COLIN. ±L, WITH REGARD fQ--^EaS

JUDITH-VALLEY-PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN AND DRAFT ENVIROH-
MEN1 Al. IMPACT STATEMENT,

C-10

D-3

F-14

iiii Montana, July 30. 1991.

Please accept this statement as comment upon the JVP/draf t EIS , made
by the Montana Audubon Council , at the public meeting, at Bil lings

,

Montana , July 30, 1991. The Montana Audubon Counci 1 ia the coordin-
ating entity for the nine National Audubon Chapters in Montana ; our
membership in the state is nearly 4, 000 individuals . Other Audubon
organizations and individuals members may very well submit comment

.

itial overview of the draft pla
liled written comments prior t

and
the

These comments come from
we expect to forward mor«
October 2, 1991, deadline.

Our support is for "Alternative E" for the nine issues developed for
the plan, but with modifications for several as explained herein.
With regard to "Land Acquisition and Disposal," "Access to BLM Land,"
"Hardrook Mining," and "Elk and Bighorn Sheep Habitat Mangement ,

" our
reasoning parallels that of the BLM, and we will make no further com-
ment on these issues in this statement.

With regard to "Off-Road Vehicles," we
would add White Rock Coulee, as shown

favor "Alternativi
n "Alternative C

,

E," if you
restricted

to limited 0RU Ul

to be dropped in
e seasonally
'Alternative

We don ' t find any good reason f

o

and
tic
ion

The stipulation summary as described in "Alternative E" for "Oil
Gas Leasing and Development" represents, in our opinion, a realis
effort to protect the wildlife, including the possible reinti
of the black-footed ferret (see page 269) . We favor the provision in
"Alternative D" with regard to No Surface Occupancy CNSO) restriction
on oil and gas activities li mile around WSAs and FWS refuges . We
find no good reason for dropping this in "Alternative E." Under cur-
rent law waBtes from oil and gas development , many of which are
toxic, are exempt from "The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act."
Are such wastes a conaern on the JVP?

"Alternative D" and "Alternative E" for "Riparian and Wetland Manage-
ment of Watersheds" appear nearly identical. In examining Table 2.34
(page 70) and Table 2.46 (page 85) we find that, while the miles of

stream managed for riparian and wetland value are almost the same

,

the number of al lottments and number of BLM water sources within
allottments managed for these values are quite different. Did we

miss something in our perusal of the document? We support either of
these alternatives and do not quarrel with the recommendat ion in

"Alternative E" to allocate any forage increases to livestock as well
as watershed and wildlife (see page B5>.

Our organization being what it is , we are pleased to find the BLM
committment , expressed at various places within the document (see

page 14) to meet wildlife goals, which are "truly laudable." Habitat
is the key to viable wildlife, and yet we must real ize that the
economic wel 1 -bearing of its human citizens is all -important

.

Wildlife, varied and abundant, is the indicator that we humans are in

balance with our environment. We notice <page 15) youe committment to

the "North American Waterfowl Management Plan." We will expand on

this theme in our later written comment.

page one

22

[-19

21A page tw

Regarding Che "Prairie Dog and Black-footed Ferret Management" con-
cern , we are impressed that a Coordinated Resource Management Plan
tCRMP) committee selected the recommendation that became "Alternative
E. " No plan is going to succeed without local approval and support

.

We are further impressed to learn that agency people involved in all
of this have made -- perhaps are yet making -- many personal contacts
with local citizens, especially ranchers -- often one -on -one -- to
convince them there will be no harm to their well-being if the ferret
is reintroduced

.

Otherwise, our first gue
"Al ternative E. " It is a

between the two
recommended under
2.12 (page 75)
recommendat ion

.

is to say we favor "Alternative D" over
t is a bit difficult to make direct comparisons
plans . For example , al ightly more acreage is
Altertnative E" than under "Alternative D. " Figure

locates the "dog towns" for the "Alternative D"
But there is nothing similar for "Alternative E

.

" We
ut the differences by study of "Append!suspect we could dig

(pages 381-388)

.

We are grateful for the seven ACECs nominated out of 31 submitted

.

However, we feel you oonetrued your needed "characteristics" much too
narrowly. Historically, the BLM has in Montana, in our opinion

,

restricted -- nay, resisted -- designation of ACECs . At times , we
agreed, because such designation can lead to more public use than the
area can take . What we really want for many of the 31 areas nomin-
ated is more than routine management. We believe for several that you
state failed to meet the criteria can be adequately protected under
other management options. We know you won't object if we say we will
monitor you accordingly.
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Please return lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O.Box 1160

Lcwi.tinwn, MT 59457
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Del A. Henman
V.P. Southeastern Mont.

Sportsmans Assoc.

1433 Emerick Ln.

Laurel Mt . 59044

C-5

C-9

In favor of reasonable distance on camping.

Not in favor, of 803,116 acres closed seasonal. This is not catering to

the needs of the majority users during hunting season. My opinion is that

the BLM should offer maximum use of the publics land especially during

peak users times.

Am not in favor of including large areas of ELM land in Block management

areas which are designed for private land programs.

we need a form of game retreival such as off road vehicle use for game

retreival between the hours of 11:00 am to 3:00 pm. No other times are

permissahle !

Please open Horse-shoe Bend crossing road and Alkali Crk Road. Especially

the lower end.

eived for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

submitted by :
James Phelps

Public Lands Chair
Montana Audubon Counci

1

2110 Bradbrook Court
Billings, MT 59102-2406
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C-5

C-9

C-19

C-9

C-ll

1436 St

BiUtrt-fc Mt. 59102

1 - We need and demand
Ticket &. fine violator;

Set hours 11 am-3 pm only,

be no closer to retrcival

I - The N-S Road,
>pcn, a 9+ mile r

East
iad.

- vehicle game retrelval
no warnings. Ue seem

go. You may be making hunters violate the law.

of Carpenter Coulee - down to Alkali Cr. needs ti

Going around is 21+ miles.

asonable distance" from roads for campsites.
help "self police" violators as they do in tin

lot to the ; base of the Stat

: of the

4 - Instruct hunters
Gravelies

.

5 • Our taxes and license fees contribt

Is anyone listening to us7

6. The lower portion of the Alkali Cr. Road should be open.

7. If 952 of the use occurs during the Hunting Season, why are the roads

closed during the heavy use Lime?

8 - Permitting the North side has increased use on che South side by 3-4 t

• a 5 unit campsite has grown to 19-20 units.

.ctly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Please rclum lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O. BOX 1160

Lcwisiown, MT 59457

Plca.sc reium Lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disiritl Manager

P.O. Bos 1 160

Lcwisiown, MT 59457
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A-25

RE! ELM PLAN PROPOSAL
IT IS WITH A GREAT DEAL OF CONCERN FOR FERGUS COUNTY, PRIVATE

LAND OWNERS AND MONTANA IN GENERAL THAT UE VIEW "THE PLAN" . PILT
PAYMENTS ARE NOT MEETING THE REVENUE NEEDS OF THE COUNTY AT THE
SAME RATE THAT TAXES FROM PRIVATELY HELD LANDS WOULD, ONE-THIRD
OF THE LAND IN MONTANA IS GOVERNMENT HELD SO WITH PROPOSAL ABOL-
ISH 31,000 ANIMAL UNITS OF GRAZING AND INTRODUCE MORE WILD LIFE,
IS BUFFALO COMMONS OR CATTLE FREE IN 93 FAR BEHIND? WE FEEL THAT
HISTORICALLY BUREACRACY HAS NEVER PROVEN TO BE THE ULTIMATE

I

MANAGEMENT STYLE FOR ANYTHING. THEREFORE, IT IS OUR CONTENTION
THAT "THE PLAN" SHOULD OFFER A SIXTH ALTERNATIVE THE SALE OF
8LM LANDS THE GOVERNMENT CAN CERTAINLY USE THE MONEY,

WE FEAR THE CONSEQUENCES OF GOVERNMENT ENCROACHMENT ON FUTURE
SENERATI0N8' ABILITY TO SURVIVE IN AGRICULTURE, AS GOES AGRICUL-
TURE SO GOES FERGUS COUNTY AND MONTANA

.

JOY REEDER WIC

&L<u

July 30, 1991

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Attention: B. Gene Miller

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am writing this letter to you to voice my support for
Alternative "B" for oil and gas leasing in the "Judith, Valley,
and Phillips Resource Areas". My second preference would be
Alternative "E", the BLM preferred plan.

Montana has historically been a state in which the best aspects of
the concept of "multiple use" are in evidence, and I strongly urge
that the relevant Federal agencies uphold that ideal when
formulating plans for this Resource Management Area.

The United States imports nearly half of its oil supply, a good
portion of which comes from hostile or politically unstable
regions of the world. The American people deserve plans which
provide for the responsible exploration and production of
America's energy resources.

Very truly yours,

Gerald T. Sullivan
2637 Beech Street
Bakersfield, California 93301
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C-5 Retrieval" provision in the draft,
les from an "Open 1

' road i

Lewistown, R? 59*+ 57

At trie Lewistown meeting on ,-tupust 1, I was not in y discussion ^roup which

ttdtirtaasd OSV restrictions and road closures. I believe that the road closures

whicn wilJoe in ciisct dun;
by creating quieter hunting

nunt] .-[ - si

sones but I i

'will improve the tiimity of nuriLlii(.;

to enter these comments which pel^te

to closed roads.
Durinf iiow an 1 'tjratures can and do

issouri stiver tir^rikm. early osfjunysr ;;-; bios'- iy HOC. U I ceil

extends well into October. For this reason, there should b«

ho rr.aites a kill, wou.id movi-: Un-; animal, to uie closest
easonable time in mi d-afternoon , the retrieval provisi

, a kill can be

I propose that

curing

.Id pen

and occupants to travel :

retrieval site. A time,
closed road, if necessary, to a point closest to -

«/hich should extend till midnight or later, would I

allowed to complete retrieval.
to spoilage. People

eliminated :

The occi

Without this provision, some game will be
;

Olympic condition will be effectually
. the area hunt in a discriminatory manner
nal retrieval operation will not significantly impact the

goals or objectives of the plan.

Plca.sc return to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Bos 1 160

Lcwi.iiown.MT 59457
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Golda H, Leininger

RE-1616.08
Legal Dl*er»ptton:-I.aOH
T.20N. , R17E
Section 20, W4W4

R. 16E.

cion 12. All

Cj-2
J
fields <

I attended the Special Meeting Aug. 1, 1991-7:00 Lewistown Hi School,

I attended the session on Elk - The person conducting the meeting had no

idea where "Bear Spring Bench-Judith river" area was - I then asked him where he

was from - He said "Malta" -Then 1 asked him "Why are you here conducting this

ing?" Poor Planning!

Id like more -& definite information pretaining to Elk damage in grain
which can produce 50-60 & more bushel per acre - plus land acquisition.

1 object to the fact that this meeting was not recorded. We need

rol of all wildlife in this area.

eived Cor reproduc in the final RMP/EIS)
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PlCOSe rciurn in: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
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P.O. Box 1 160

Lewistown. MT 59457
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Y-32

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller,

I am writing this letter in response to the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS) . I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our way of
life and the economic stability of our producers and our community.

This document contains numerous poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read and understand. I am concerned with
many areas of the document including land acquisition and disposal, access to
BLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds and
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management. I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on this document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter, I do not have the time or the
resources necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons, I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to diBCuas local concerns of this document with area
landowners and members of the community. I feel that oral comments at this
hearing should be recorded and carry as much emphasis as written comments. I
also feel that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extended into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

Sincerely,

<£/ f.-^S\

Vet -

j^—
Hd VjULzjSae '&fS

JL jk_ Sf S 3 |

cc: Congressman Ron Marlenee
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MONTANA NATURE CONSERVANCY

August S , 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District OFfice
P.O. Box 1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

1-17

I am sorry I have not yet had a chance to meet you in person,
but hope to do so some time soon. In the meantime, welcome to your
post

.
You have some outstanding staff people in the Lewistown

office, and I hope you enjoy working with them as much as I do.

I am contacting you regarding "late-breaking" ACEC nominations
that were not addressed by the recent Draft EIS for the Judith
Valley Phillips RMP. The Montana Heritage Program submitted two
nominations, Woody Island Coulee and Saddle Butte on 11/16/90. I
knew that the Draft EIS had already been reviewed by the state
office, and called Chuck Otto and Dan Lechefsky to talk about the
nominations before they were sent in. Chuck made no promises, but
encouraged me to go ahead and send them.

Woody Island Coulee was previously nominated in 4/89, along
with two other sites. I was contacted by Chris Erb, as well as
staff in your office about these sites, and we all agreed that it
would be better to have more information than we had at the time.

During the '90 field season, the Heritage Plant Ecologist, Rob
DeVelice, did extensive inventory work along the Hi-Line. Based
on this work, he felt strongly that Woody island Coulee should be
resubmitted with stronger recommendations, and that Saddle Butte
should be considered for ACEC designation. We are aware that there
are potential conflicts at Saddle Butte, and that additional
inventory work is needed to strengthen that nomination.

I believe it was Chris Erb who informed me in December that
these latest nominations would not be considered in this EIS, but
would be addressed after the RMP process was finished, as potential
amendments. I was informed that the primary reason for this was
the nomination of the Bitter Creek WSA, by Sierra Club and others.
The BLM assessment, with which I basically agree, is that this was
a major, and potentially controversial proposal, with many affected
parties, and that it would need more scientific analysis as well
as careful handling, while understanding the BLM's dilemma, I was
disappointed that these nominations would not be in the Draft EIS,
although it is only fair to handle them all in the same way,

I understand the Sierra Club is contesting the decision to
postpone consideration of these nominations, and that there may be
a legal basis for their protest. I do have concerns about how long
it will take to respond to these late nominations, since the RMP

Dig% Ficld Oflfc* it Block West, 3rd Floor D P.O. Box 258 i~! Helena. MT 5p(J34 U (406) 443-0303 FAX (40$) -1-1i-H.il 1
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Y-32

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller,

I am writing thiu letter in rwponoe to the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EI3) . I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our wnv of
life arid the economic stability of our croducerB and cur community.

This document contains numerouH poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read and understand, I am concerned with
many areas of the document Including. land acquisition and disposal, access to
BLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds and
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management, I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have' reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on this document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter, I do not have the time or the
resources necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons, I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to discuss local concerns of thia document with arealandowners and members of the community. I feel that oral comments at thishearing should be recorded and carry as much emphasis as written comments I
also feel that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extended into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

Sincerely,

1-17

need to make an addition to our list of late ACEC
isult of last winter's data analysis, the
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cc: Congressman Ron Marlenee

page 2

process will not be complete for some time. The account which was
related to me by Curt Koepsel of the Sierra Club concerning a
similar situation with the Colorado BLM was discouraging. Also,
BLM staff have told me it is difficult to get money for planning
after the RMP process is completed.

It is our preference to see the nominations included in this
planning cycle, if there is a way that can be done. I wish that
we could have been more timely in submitting these nominations, but
it has been difficult to pull together information for a number of
reasons, including limited resources, many competing demands, and
the relative newness of the Montana Natural Heritage Program. The
completion of the statewide grassland community classification
system should ease the pressures on the Heritage ecologist, and
free up more of his time for future BLM resource management plans.

I

Finally,
nominations.
Heritage Program also asked me to resubmit Joiner Coulee Pothole
Prairie. This is another of the '89 nominations which we
essentially withdrew because we didn ' t feel there was enough
information on availability of alternative sites. We do feel at
this time that there are no better sites along the central Hi-Line,
and that the loss of pothole prairie wetlands justifies the
protection of good remaining examples in the public domain.

Like Woody Island Coulee, Joiner Coulee Pothole Prairie has
received some preliminary review by BLM staff. In addition to the
orginal report, I will enclose a Site Basic Record (SSR) from the
Heritage database which summarizes the values from a biodiversity
standpoint. We would like this site to be considered with Woody
Island coulee and Saddle Butte, whatever the fate of those
nominations is.

The Nature Conservancy appreciates the level of commitment
that the BLM is demonstrating to biological diversity; through its
participation in the national Keystone Conference, its involvement
in the Montana Interagency Natural Areas MOU and the national MOU
with the Nature Conservancy, and through its ACEC program. We will
continue to do the best job we can to provide the BLM with the
scientific information necessary to assist it in making these
important management decisions.

Best Regards,

Montana Protection Planner

Dan Lechefsky
Chris Erb, Phillips Resource Area Manager
Montana Natural Heritage Program
Curt Koepsel, sierra Club

Attachments arc available fur review in the l.cwistinvn District OfTite.
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Y-32

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller,

I am writing this letter in response to the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS) . I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our way of
life and the economic stability of our producers and our community.

This document contains numerous poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read are! understand. I am concerned with
many areas of the document including land acquisition and disposal, access to
HLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds ami
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management. I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on this document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter. I do not have the time or the
resources necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons, I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to discuss local concerns of thio document with arealandowners and members of the community. I f„i that oral comments at thishearing should be recorded and carry as much emphasis as written comments ialso feel that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extended into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

! I I

Sincerely.
|

'

,r.
j

.

cc: Congressman Ron Harlenee
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COMMENT FORM

Name
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1 jflgfc S£ Sf?T§

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Address Dale
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Y-32

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller,

I am writing this letter in response to the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS). I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our way of
life and the economic stability of our producers and our community.

This document contains numerous poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read and understand. I am concerned with
many areas of the document including land acquisition and disposal, access to
HLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds and
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management, I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on thia document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter, I do not have the time or the
resources necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons, I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to discuss local concerns of this document with area
landowners and members of the community, I feel that oral comments at this
hearing should be recorded and carry as much emphasis as written comments. I
also feel that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extended into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

Sincerely,

Qjyi^A~i^tJ

_&A£_

M«fk
ffifc

S?*3X

cc: Congressman Ron Marlenee
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O.Box 1160

i, MT 59457

Y-32

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller.

I am writing this letter in response to the draft Judith-Val ley-Phil lips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS). I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our way of
life and the economic stability of our producers and our community.

This document contains numerous poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read and understand. I am concerned with
many areas of the document including land acquisition and disposal, access to
BLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds and
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management. I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on this document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter. I do not have the time or the
ruauuices necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons. I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to discuss local concerns of this document with arealandowners and members of the community. I feel that oral comments at thisheaj mg should be recorded and carry as much emphasis as written comments

'

Ihim CS81 that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extend.** into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

Sincerely,

CC: Congressman Ron Harlenee
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COMMENT FORM

j4e: Collar Gulch & Fish

(Pkav Prim) Name

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Address Date

E-12

Cecil Flinders
ma Qaaa&al&i ^nad
Lewistown, Montana 59457 August 12, 1991

Enclosed is an assay report showing some of the assays we received

on our mining claims. These claims are all at the head of the

Collar gulch drainage in the SEj, Sec I9and the Ni of Sec. 30,

T17N, R20E. These claims are named Judith Peak No .
' a 1, 2, 3,

3 T7T77T-
5 & 6, MTMMC No.' a 172776, 172777, 172776,^183 143 ,& 183144

As you can see a lot of work and assaying has been done on these
claims Bfld th * ^"^

above. 015 ?« O* golS
commercial ore.

axe

—

enc ouraging , wo have—a- 1-ot-of assays-

per ton which shows a large tonnage of

We cannot" understand why some 3 inch fish 3 miles down eollar
Gulch should prohibit developing and mining these claims. Fish-

erman cannot corae in from the east end of Collar because gates
are padlocked and from the west entrance is only by horseback
walking or Jeep, and who wants to fish for 3 to 4 inch fish.
We hope that other benefits will be considered such as taxes

paid, local jobs, community benefite, etc.
would protect these fish anyway.

Good mining practice

fr*-J>>
W*mw

Attachments o available fi>r review in the LawlBtown District Office.

Please return in: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1 160

Uwistown.MT 5945";
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F. LEI: ROBINSON

A-ll

Malta. Montana
Angus L 21, 19a

i

B. Gene Miller
District Maanager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
box 1160
Lewistown, Mt. 59457

Dear Sir:

I an requesting that you hold another Public hearing on the
Jud,,th Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan b'.nviroment ImpactStatement, I attended the meeting in Malta on July 23, 1931 and Ido not think that this could he considered a hearing since no
oral comment was taken and recorded lor future reference Alsosince those attending were split into 4 groups it was impossibL.-
to hear what was said by the BLM and Pish and Game personei
D'"'ing Part of Lhe meeting it was said that you wanted to aquiroOJ1.M9 acres in area but since you had only 166,021 to exchange
you would not oe able to aquire more than 166,021 acres Does
this mean that you would not exchange land outside of the area
for lana m the area and that the maximum acres that you or the
Fish and Wildlife would acquire would be 166.021 acres.
I do not feel that the total economic impact was addressed in thedraft. 1 would appreciate it if you could send me detailed
information as to how you arrived at your economic impact of the
?f!?; l realize that forcasting the economic impact on a area isdifficult but I would like all the information that was acquired
inducing what economic model you used in your forcast.
It would be much appreciated if you could send me the above
requested information as soon as possible and certainly prior toany future meetings.

Yours trul

F. Lee Robinson
Box Q
Malta, Montana 59533

ec; Congressman Ron Marlanee

48A

1-15

T-7

1-17

3

.

Withdraw 25,000 acres in the Little Rocky Mountains from
mineral entry and protect thia unique and scenic mountain
range by designating the area an ACEC.

4. Eliminate all designated motor vehicle routes through the
Bitter Creek Wilderness Study Area.

5

.

Also designate Saddle Butte, Joiner Coulee, and Woody
Island Coulee as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
because of their rare plant communities.

The Bureau of Land Management must manage these lands in a manner
to protect and preserve, not destroy, these and other lands.

Sincerely,

Kathy <and Tim Marcinko

48 49

807 South Tracy
Bozeman, MT 59715
August 18, 1991

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

We are greatly concerned about the future of the prairie land in
northeastern Montana. This prairie region contains the Little
Rocky Mountains, the Bitter creek wilderness Study Area, the
Highline Prairie, and the Judith and Milk Rivers. We understand
that the BLM is planning to encourage strip mining, oil and gas
development, and uncontrolled off-road vehicle use in this scenic
area. We strongly oppose this plan.

The Little Rocky Mountains are home to elk and bighorn sheep.
These mountains also contain caves and Native American Spiritual
Sites. Unfortunately, this unique and beautiful ecosystem is being
destroyed by the Zortman and Landusky Mines. The BLM must reverse
its plans and protect these mountains before they are
systematically leveled.

The BLM acknowledges that the badlands along the Judith River are
some of the most exceptional in the state. Rare and unique
archeo] ogicai resources including buffalo jump sites

,
pctroglyphs,

and tepee rings are found along the Milk River near Malta

.

clearly, the BI.M must also protect these natural features.

Canada has already recognised the importance of this area and has
created the Canadian Grasslands National Park in order to help
preserve this unique primitive natural area. The United States
needs to preserve and protect the natural and historical features
in this ecosystem.

We

COMMENTS DRAFT
JUDITH
VALLEY

PHILLIPS
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Mr. Ken Baird

15 Goldust
Casa Village

Billings, Mt. 59102

August 23, 1991

C-8
rge the BLM to take the following steps:

1-14

W-3

Environme
developme
this area

iate the Highline Prairie an Area of Critical
ital Concern (ACEC) . Prohibit oil and qas
it, off-road vehicle use, and military maneuvers in

2 . Recognize the outstanding natural and cultural values of
the Milk and Judith Rivers and designate them as wild and

Again, as with the Chain Buttes Block Management Plan, I must
express my grave concerns for the Resource Management Plan proposed
for the Missouri Breaks. Again I see a large amount of road closures

and denied access to public land.

This plan is not even being disguised as a Block Management Plan,

where the Bureau of Land Management can say that the public can gain

something for giving up something, gain access to private land for no
access to public. I certainly can't go along.

In looking at the maps supplied by the BLM, I am astounded to see

the many proposed road closures on the south side of the river and not

a single one proposed for the north side. To the average sportsmen, I

could only wonder why the BLM feels this to be necessary. We are told

that perhaps the north side doesn't get the pressure the south side

receives. I am certainly aware why the north side doesn't receive the

pressure the south side does and here lies the problem, perhaps the only
reason why this plan is proposed necessary at all.
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CONCLUSION:

Unless it is the large scale, long range plan, that all public land

needs to be denied access to, then I must appose any and all road and

access restriction on public land. When Federal and State lands become
no longer accessible, then we the general public can now longer recreate.

I plan to see that my children and their children have a place to recreate

and I only feel that this is the first step in their loss to public land.

The Fish and Game started the ball rolling when they were allowed

to permit(and are currently permitted to permit) the north side of the

river. Where did they expect the denied sportsmen to go. They knew
the south side would get the overflow. You intend to restrict both sides

of the river to access, and where do you expect the denied sportsmen to

go. They will go some place with less restrictions and guess what will

result; you bet, we will need to have another Management Plan.

C-5 I As of this writing, I see no mention of game retrieval in this plan.

As with the Chain Buttes Block Management Plan, a game retrieval plan

is mandatory and only makes good since to see that "no" game" is lost.

The sportsmen are more than willing to help enforce their own ranks if

given the chance and if they feel their efforts are well followed up to

conviction.

Sportsmen involvement is more than critical in any of these plans,

be they drafts or the end results. I certainly can attest to a certain

amount of lack of willingness by the BLM to involve the concerns of the

recreational public from around the state, many having a vital interest in

the management of this area of the state. People from across the state

use this area at various times of the year and these sportsmen "must" be

a major involvement in the future of this and any proposed plan for

public land!

51

Male, HT

H-ll|g

1 am a concerned with what is going on recently with BLM policy. Tt appears

the BLM is trying to help south Phillips County become a toLal wi lderneas

.

Hunting might be allowed which would be an obvious benefit to me, but what's

more important is the Immoral and irresponsible to force Individuals to leave

"their" land. Why do I think this is happening? Recently, there was a publT
meeting in Malta concerning specific issues which would affect landowners of

south fhillips County. There was talk of land acquisition by the BLM in the

way of land swaps and purchase. I am thankful the US Government owns "some"

land because people like myself can have a place to go, but there is enough U
government land in the area now. Obviously as any government agency grows, s

the cost, and we all know where the money must come from. There was aIs

of bringing the black footed ferret back. Will thess araas be isolated

cattle? Then there's the designated road issue, and Um way 1 see that

sue', there aren't many roads planned for the area.

Sounds like wilderne
BLM land. I find this ra

it's not funny. In fact
pass, most land users who
Somebody wants this done,

still owns land today

And then there is the pr
te increase so ridiculou
to me, it's sad and scar;

re landowners in tha a

Sure, the land owner h

ndangered specie

sed rate hike to graze
ir's almost funny. We

If Chaaa things come
will be forced out

.

rights. That's why he
introduced, the land u

reduced. If designated roads

it's easier to designate wilderness areas and then gr.

Raising grazing fees have the obvious effect

the land owner himself is scared and worried
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land, we knm
t need you c«!

Why did you waste money telling ub you (BLM)

You may think farmer £. rancher are stupid, but we

chat.
The ferrets were found in Wyoming, they should stay there, They have a

wild horse range between Metesse, Greybull and Powell that is over grazed, by

the way it is managed by the BLM, a good pLace to introduce the BLACK TAILED

PRAIRIE DOG. Not one person lives In the horse range, nothing grows there, it

already looks like a prairie dog town. BLM could sell 250 of the 300 head of

horses, take the money earned, spend on capturing and transporting Blacktailed

dogs into the horse range. If we managed like you (BLM) we would be history.

You (BLM) don't intend to pay any attention to what we say any way, so why

put on a big show.

The BLM meeting In Malta was the biggest "Joke" for a meeting We have ever

been to

.

SIERRA CLUB
NORTHERN GREAT PLAIN'S REGION

COLUMBUS BUILDING
li NORTH SCOTT. *:s

SHERIDAN. WYOMING 82801

Robert
/s/ Robert

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/ETS,)

Frye

September 5, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewi3town, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

These are the comments or the Sierra Club regarding the Draft
Judith-Valley-Fhillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement (JVp RMP).

3,j iDDailec .

485

After reviewing the Draft Plan, the Sierra Clu
of the oversights made in the Draft JVP RMP.

This document violates many protective mandates the 3LM has
received from Congress. Preferred Alternative 3 by no means
balances the demands ox resource development with the protection of
sensitive areas and resources. This JVP RMP blatantly contradicts
the preservation and protection of resources in favor of
development

.

The Bureau of Land Management is mandated to protect and manage
resources for the American public. The multiple use philosophy on
these lands is often misunderstood by the BLM as every use for
every acre. Professional land management dictates establishing
specific areas far specific resources, instead of supporting
conflicting uses on all land.

Due to the shifting values of the American public toward
protection of public lands, we believe the BLM needs to take a
strong role in resource protection . Recreational use , which is
forecasted to increase in the year 3 ahead, must be managed to
protect and restore resource values to meet this need.

The following issues need to be amended within the Draft JVP RMP
before the final document is released:

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

The Sierra Club is extremely disappointed by the lack of effort in
this plan to identify and manage deserving natural areas as ACECs.

"Soi blind QpbGtitiM in pmRFYu; but opposition f Mind pngTfttt
"
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Your proposed management of resources within Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern in the JVP RMP is severely lacking. The BLM
failed to provide credible management for these areas. Many of
these sensitive areas are left open to mineral entry and sale, oil
and gas development, unrestricted ORV use, and excessive grazing.

All of the ACECs proposed in the plan are to be designated for some
sort of outstanding natural feature. However none of the these
features that the BLM professes to protect in the ACECs are

I

compatible with mineral entry or sale. Why then has the BLM left
many of these areas open to the possible development of hardrock or
aggregate rock mining? The plan would permit mining activities
within ACECs, failing to adequately protect natural resources
within the ACECs as the BLM is mandated.

Among the areas in the plan left open to hard rock mining is the
Acid Shale-Pine Forest which is proposed as an ACEC because of its
rare slow growing ponderosa pine forest with a creeping
juniper/grass understory. How can this vegetative community be

j maintained if mineral entry is permitted? ACECs such as the Acid
Shale-Pine Forest are important and rare natural areas that should
receive more than a paper designation with no teeth. Real
protection is needed. All ACECs should be closed to mineral entry
and sale.

In addition, all ACECs should be off limits to oil and gas leasing.
Oil and gas leasing in this plan hampers proper management in the
Collar Gulch, Azure Cave and Big Bend of the Milk River ACECs,
which have been designated for the welfare of the west slope
cutthroat trout, the northernmost bat hibernaculum, and outstanding
cultural resources respectively. Lease stipulations within South
Moccasin-Judith Mountains, Acid Shale-Pine Forest, and Square Butte
ACECs also do not offer sufficient protection. These areas must
all be off limits to oil and gas development in the plan to insure
proper protection of the values which the BLM has already
recognized by these designations.

The proposed action for leasing at Square Butte is particularly
disturbing. Instead of enjoying greater protection in this plan,
Square Butte suffers under diminishing protection. The Draft JVP
RMP proposes loosening restrictions on oil and gas development in
Square Butte Outstanding Natural Area ACEC by requiring a 1/4 mile
"No Surface Occupancy" perimeter around the area. It currently has
an "off limits" designation to oil and gas development. The BLM
established these restrictions for a purpose and should not
undermine its own management objectives.

The BLM has failed to provide proper protection to any of the ACECs
in the plan. Each of these areas needs to be off limits to oil and
gas leasing. This type of activity is just not compatible with the
resources the BLM is trying to protect.
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not be expanded. We request complete mineral withdrawals for
sensitive and special areas located in the Little Rockies. The
25,000 acre withdrawal proposed supported by the Red Thunder
Organization should be designated an ACEC and withdrawn from
mineral entry

.

Joiner Coulee needs to be made an ACEC. It contains possibly the
best remaining prairie pothole wetlands in North-Central Montana.
The loss of this pothole prairie wetland would be a travesty and
thus needs to be protected as an ACEC.

Woody Island Coulee deserves to be managed as an ACEC because it is
an excellent example of a globally rare community type; creeping
juniper/little bluestem, which is the result of unique properties
of soils formed from different strata of shale. The site has
spectacular breaks in topography, is remotely situated, and
generally of wilderness character.

Qff-road Vehicles

Sierra Club's major concern regarding recreational use centers
around the lack of off road vehicle (ORV) use restrictions which
would protect the sensitive areas and natural features. The
proposed restrictions are inadequate. Lack of ORV restrictions in
the Draft JVP RMP represents irresponsible management. Almost all
the land in the three Resource Areas are left open to uncontrolled
ORV use, which can be devastating to the najtural environment. In
order to protect the outstanding resources found on these BLM
lands, much stricter controls on ORV use need to be implemented.
Sierra Club supports ORV use only where it will not adversely the
environment of the Resource Areas.

The Sierra Club requests that ORV use only be permitted on
designated roads and trails in the JVP Resource Areas. This allows
better control over ORV abuse and prevents habitat destruction,
erosion, water quality degradation and scarring of the land.

All ACECs should be closed to unrestricted ORV use, because of the
vegetative damage caused by such use. The JVP RMP contradicts
itself in ORV management by stating, "ORV use of 1,930,454 acres
would harass wildlife and reduce the long-term productivity of
wildlife associated with specific habitat types" (p. 232), yet
claims that the preferred alternative balances demands of resource
development with the protection of sensitive areas and resources.

In actuality, the Preferred Alternative leaves the entire Valley
and Phillips Resource Areas open to ORVs . This equals a total of
1,830,454 acres unrestricted with only 3,565 acres closed. Yet,
every time ORV use is assessed in the Draft JVP RMP, the results
indicate negative impact on natural resources from unrestricted ORV
use. Unrestricted destruction of resources, on public land, to
appease ORV users is not acceptable management.
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1-14

1-15
[

One area we were extremely pleased to see designated an ACEC is the
7km Complex Black-footed ferret reintroduction area. We commend
the BLM for its foresight. However, this area epitomizes how the
BLM has only recognized areas as ACECs without providing real
protection. Prairie dog shooting, unnecessary animal damage
control, grazing and oil and gas leasing could jeopardize the
success of the reintroduction effort, but are all permitted in the
plan. Oil and gas leasing must be prohibited in the entire 12,346
acre management area, because of the disturbances caused by
exploration, development, and production of oil and gas resources.
Grazing within the 7km Complex should be allowed only if there is
no negative impact on the ferrets . The reintroduction area

,

managed for an endangered species, must recognize the needs of the
species and not jeopardize these needs by activities that could
infringe upon the recovery of the species.

The BLM has also failed to recognize numerous other deserving areas
for ACEC designation. The BLM needs to consider and recommend the
following areas in its final plan:

The Highline Prairie ACEC which includes the Bitter Creek WSA is
one of the last and largest intact sections of mixed grass prairie
remaining in the United States. This proposed ACEC presents a rare
opportunity to protect and present the historic and pre-contact
cultural heritage as well as the wildlife of the region. Because
of these unique qualities, the Sierra Club strongly urges the
designation of the Bitter Creek WSA and the contiguous federal land
to the Canadian Border as an Area of Critical Environmental
Concern.

Canada has already recognized the importance of the Highline
Prairie and has designated land immediately across the border as
its Grasslands National Park. However, adjacent to the border, BLM
has ignored the importance of this unique ecosystem for Americans
and encourages various destructive uses. The Highline Prairie ACEC
should be exempt from oil and gas development, off road vehicle
recreation and military maneuvers in order to insure the integrity
of this pristine area.

The Sierra Club supports designating the unique and scenic mountain
range of the Little Rocky Mountains as an ACEC. The pine covered
elliptical dome of these mountains is an important wildlife
habitat, home to elk and bighorn sheep. The Little Rockies, is
known for its caves and Native American spiritual sites. Azure
Cave noted for its bat hibernaculum and Saddle Butte famous for its
unusual forest associations are both found in the Little Rocky
Mountains

.
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(Designated motor vehicle and ORV routes through the Bitter Creek
Wilderness Study Area must be eliminated. This resource
degradation violates the BLM mandate to protect WSAs and thereby
compromises Congressional prerogative for wilderness designation.

Among the most outrageous examples, the highly erosive areas along
Frenchman Creek, Cottonwood Creek and Willow Creek remain open to
ORV use which can only lead to vegetative and water quality
degradation. If current trends in hunting use and ORV pressure
continue, destruction of vegetation could become locally
significant, as stated in the plan (p. 159). However, if ORV use
was restricted, this trade-off would increase hunter walk-in
opportunity due to less motorized vehicle disturbance.

Yearlong, unrestricted ORV use on 69% of the land in the Proposed
Alternative would have negative effects on wildlife throughout the
resource areas. Wildlife habitat is vital in more than the two
ACECs proposed off limits to vehicular traffic, therefore more
restricted use areas are needed to protect this resource. An
intensive ORV use area in the Valley RA for off-road races and
rallies already allows users opportunity for ORV exDerience and
enjoyment. it is time to offer protective management for other
multiple use demands such as hiking and wildlife forage use.

Recreati Management

1-15 I
The Little Rockies also be withdrawn from mineral entry and
oil and gas leasing. The spectacular beauty of the this area is
rapidly being destroyed by the Zortman and Landusky Mines. The BLM
is permitting the mines to systematically level much of the Little
Rockies. Mining and exploration in Little Rocky Mountains should

Increased recreation opportunity, such as hunting, hiking,
sightseeing, driving for pleasure, weekend excursions and
picnicking are inherent elements of multiple use. Because of
increasing hiking and mountain biking pressures, we believe more
single track trails are needed outside proposed wilderness areas in
the JVP Resource Area.

Current mining activity in the Little Rocky Mountains has already
reduced the opportunities for hiking, camping and sightseeing.
Additional mining in the Little Rockies at Camp Creek and
Buffington recreation sites, as well as in the Judith Mountains
would be even more devastating as stated on p. 194 of the Draft JVP
RMP. The integrity of each site is quickly being degraded by noise
and this curtails visitation and recreational use. The withdrawals
must be maintained, in order to limit disturbance, noise and
traffic and retain visitor opportunity.

Wild and Scenic River Corridors

The Milk and Judith Rivers are two of Montana's most important free
flowing rivers and should be recommended for Wild and Scenic River
designations. The Big Bend section of the Milk near Malta contains
rare and unique archaeological resources including buffalo jump
sites, petroglyphs and tepee rings. The BLM also acknowledges the

486
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badlands along the Judith River as some of the most exceptional in
the state. These values warrant Wild and Scenic recommendations.

The BLM has failed, however, to find any of these rivers suitable
for designation as a Wild and Scenic, which is a necessary step in
protecting their outstanding values.

One of the reasons that Wild and Scenic River designation would be
beneficial for the Big Bend of the Milk River is that the federal
government could better protect water quality in the designated
stretch from the impacts of mining in the upper watershed. Sec.
7(a) of the Act would give the BLM additional powers to protect
water quality. Some of the threats to the Milk River watershed
include dust from open pit mining, local pollution and increased
total dissolved solids, nitrates and cyanide. This important
watershed deserves protection.

The Musselshell River, Arrow Creek and Frenchman Creek, which also
qualify for Wild and Scenic River designation must not be degraded
by faulty management practices and oversights. Their inherent
natural values are worthy of proper protection from activities
contrary to Wild and Scenic values.

Livestock Grazing Management

Cattle often trample wetland areas and over-gra2e vegetation.
Protecting wet land- riparian and vegetative cover must remain one of
the most basic priorities for the BLM, therefore livestock grazing
must be curtailed or better managed to properly maintain these
areas

.

The Sierra Club is concerned by the lack of recognition for grazing
allotment improvements. Approximately 59% of the Resource Areas'
allotments need improvement. This issue needs to be much better
addressed in the FEIS, and a strict timeline needs to be developed
for bringing range condition to an acceptable level on all
allotments

.

Wildlife

It is BLM' s responsibility not to jeopardize remaining wildlife
habitats on our nation's public lands. Increased motorized access
would reduce the habitat quality by disturbing, destroying, or
segregating crucial wildlife habitat through the establishment of
roads and parking places

.

Increased ORV use and human presence causes short-term species
movement, which cannot be sustained over the long-term presence of
roads and continual human visitation. Only 3,587 acres of wildlife
habitat is closed to vehicular traffic.
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stipulation standards do not protect wildlife and the Sierra Club
cannot accept this pattern of management.

The BLM has stated over and over again that it intends to conduct
the environmental analysis for oil and gas leasing before leasing
occurs within the Resource Management Plan it prepares. It is
inconceivable that this document could permit leasing without
thorough analysis of the potential impacts of oil and gas
development

.

The analysis of the effects of oil and gas leasing and subsequent
development is totally inadequate:

- The plan never addresses the consequences to the
resource area of full-field development.

- The plan fails to examine the cumulative impacts that
oil and gas development could have on the resource area.

D-5 " The P lan does not include potential scenarios on what
development is likely to occur if these lands are leased.

- The plan does not give any indication of what interest
there is in the area for oil and gas development.

- The plan fails to examine impacts due to oil and gas
development, from exploration through to development and
production.

We slso find serious fault with some important areas left open to
oil and gas leasing. The following is a list of areas that the
Sierra Club recommends off limits to oil and gas and mineral
leasing:

- Rare, threatened or endangered species habitat

Established or proposed habitat for bald eagles,
peregrine falcons , interior least terns , and piping
plovers and also sensitive areas for the ferruginous
hawk, pallid sturgeon and potential black-footed ferret
re-introduction areas must not be jeopardized by oil and
gas leasing.

- Crucial wildlife habitat

Winter ranges, migration routes, and birthing areas are
critical areas for elk, bighorn sheep, antelope, and deer
must be off limits to leasing.

53F 53H
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Wildlife protection stipulations are not sufficient for bald eagle
and ferruginous hawk nesting sites. These sites must include a one
mile buffer zone, prohibiting any kind of development.

Complete protection for 12,346 acres of prairie dog towns, with
potential black footed ferret reintroduction habitat, must also be
off limits to hardrock mining, oil and gas development, and ORV
use.

The pallid sturgeon along the Missouri River is completely
overlooked in the draft document . Piping plovers and interior
least tern wetland protection is also not sufficiently covered in
the document.

Sierra Club JVP RMP Comments
September 5, 1991
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nongame

We expect a supplemental draft addressing the
FEIS is issued.

;e species, before a

E-6

D-4

Hard Rock Mining

The BLM has failed to provide a balanced approach to hardrock
mining. In fact the agency is even proposing to drop the minuscule
and inadequate protection to resources that currently exists in the
resource areas. Revoking of mineral withdrawals at Judith Peak and
Red Mountain Radar Sites , the Landusky Town Site , Landusky
Recreation Site, Montana Gulch Campground and the Zortman Town Site
is ludicrous. These withdrawals, no matter how inadequate, provide
protection to some very important areas. Protection of the
campgrounds and recreational sites is particularly important to
providing a balanced approach to the various competing uses in the
Little Rockies. We could not find any discussion of the impacts to
historical and cultural resources if the withdrawals are removed
from the Landusky and Zortman Town Sites.

Oil and Gas Exploration and Development

Negative impacts of the magnitude proposed by the BLM in the JVP
RMP by intrusion of oil and gas activities is completely
unacceptable.

Oil and gas exploration and development is just one of many
multiple uses. Lands with other resource values and uses that are
incompatible with oil and gas development need to be protected and
should be off-limits to oil and gas leasing.

BLM has discretionary no-lease authority to protect lands that have
a fundamental conflict with oil and gas development. The Draft JVP
RMP falls far short of meeting this objective. In reviewing the
document, we discovered the BLM has neglected its moratorium
agreement to forego leasing "on tracts with special wildlife
stipulations '

. Instead , the BLM has chosen to lease important
wildlife areas and only place stipulations on leases. These

- Raptor and migratory bird habitats

A one mile no lease buffer zone must be established
around all raptor feeding and nesting sites in order to
insure that they remain in the area.

- Woody draws

These are areas with an overstory of woody vegetation and
an understory of grass and shrubs. These areas are very
limited but are important for many game and
wildlife species.

- Potential Wild and Scenic River corridors

In order to protect the integrity and the outstandingly
remarkable qualities which make these river corridors
eligible for Wild and Scenic River designation, leasing
must be prohibited.

- Wetlands, ponds, streams, potholes and reservoirs;

A one mile "no lease" buffer zone along all intermittent
streams, wetlands, potholes, and reservoirs to protect
riparian, lacustrian and other wetland vegetation as well
as the recreational qualities within these areas.

- Steep slapes<)and fragile soils areas;

These areas must be off limits to oil and gas leasing
because of their highly erosive nature and the
environmental damage that oil and gas development causes.

- Roadless areas and possible wilderness designations;

All remaining roadless areas in the study area need to be
off limits to oil and gas leasing. Few of these
primitive areas remain on public lands, and should be
protected as vestiges of what the Great Plains once
resembled.

- Scenic areas and heavy-use recreation areas;

A one-mile "no lease" buffer zone around these areas is
critical to protecting their viewsheds and recreational
qualities.

- Recreational and historical trails;

Any existing or proposed trails must have a "no lease"
corridor established along them. This will protect
recreational opportunities and the historic integrity of
these trails.

487
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- Existing or proposed National Historical Sites, Native American
sites and National Natural Landmarks;

- Potential or established Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

Air Quality

The potential hazard of air quality degradation from hydrogen
sulfide pollution during oil and gas development is a real threat
flora and fauna and must be avoided.

Visual Resource Management

Tq I We question why no areas have been given a Class I Visual Resource
"-'

| Management designation. Areas like the Little Rocky Mountains,
Judith River, Square Butte, and the Highline Prairie obviously
qualify, because of their spectacular ecological, topographical,
and geological attributes.

We appreciate this opportunity to comment on the Judith-Valley-
Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement. We hope that you will give serious consideration to the
various changes we have recommended in our comments. We look
forward to seeing the final plan.

Sincerely yours,

Rachel Kile
Research Intern
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Mr. David Mari
District Manag«r
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
P.O. Box HB'O
LffiWtstOWn, Montana 59457

Judith Val I ay Phi Hips
Resource Management Pi a
Environmental Impact St

Dear Mr. Mari,
After rev iewlrtg t

Impact Statement,
property

.

Management Finn and En\

!_ Land Acquis

A-49

A-9

A-50

A-51

B-9

Z-12

G-l

G-2

How is the BLM go
adjacent non-acqu

ng to adi

red part
res a the decrease In

als of land
-
'

Will the BLM use the condemnation procedures on pr i vat.e

lands of unwilling sellers? Will there be additional public-

hearings before the land is condemned?

Will monies used to bu\ land for the He source Management
uid have been used for theuce monetary funds that

Park System?

Js there any pos
management plan
Energy to develo]

Lan d _ Ac c e ss _:

that the
transfer

How does the BLM plan to control
traffic thru privately owned prope
trying to use the increased BLM Mar

Will the BLM be able to enforce the

Management of Game:

.ands aequ i red u

S»d to the Depa
site?

increased un-au thorized
y resulting from people

G-8

How does the BLM propose to control the elk, black footed
ferrets, wolves, and other animals so that they will not
cause damage to adjoining private crop lands? Currently , 1

am having a problem with a herd of elk that is straying from
BLM land and destroying my crops and damaging my fences.
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C.F. Coe
Star Rt. 36

Box 4 3

avre, Mt. 59501

B. Gene Miller, District Mana
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistowr, District Office,
P.O.Box 1150
Lewis town, Mt. . 59457-1160

9, 1991

Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Management plan and Environmental Impact
Meeting at National Guard Armory, Malta.
July 23, 1991

Dear Mr. Mille

In

H-12 I

H-l I

H-4

ttending the meeting mentioned above, it was stated
by Chris Erb, that introduction of the black footed ferret
would in no way effect the numbers of cattle on the B.L..M.
allotments and that, they would remain the same. My concern
Is that when this species is introduced that the Endangered
Species Act would shut down all activities in this area.
Speakers at the meeting also said that sizes of the prairie
dog towns would revert to 1987 sizes. They stated that they
were going to maintain them at the size of the 1987 level.
I am concerned that, tney will not be able to do this. 1 am
concerned that you are going to let the dog towns get back to
the areas that are on private land that the landowners have
somewhat been able to control thus far.

I am in favor of no off road travel for hunters hunting
in fragile areas. I do not belive that retrieval of game
animals should be included in this. It seems to me that is
discriminating against the hunter that is not. physically able
to travel easily or does not have horses at his disposal or
is not affluent enough to afford to hire the retreval of his
game,

I am not in favor of increasing the elk herd in south
Phillips County because of the detrimental impact on the
ranchers in the area. 1 do not believe that they can
confine the herd so as to not have an effect on the ranching
business,

Charles F.

Sincerely,

J)\J./"Vr. David Mari

G-13
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H-45

G-l

b. will there be an agreement between the BLM and the Montana
Fish and Wildl i t> Department to contra 1 the wild game
animals and protect the private lands?

c. What protection will there be for adjacent private land
owners from straying endangered species wandering off the
BLM management area?

d

.

Will the BLM provide compensat ion for property damage caused
by the straying wild animals that are a result of the
Management Plan?

I have farmed in the Bear Springs communi ty for forty-eight > ears
and take pride in the property and I he abundance of grain that it

produces. In recent years there has been an irurease in deer,
antelope and elk which have caused considerable damage to the
wheat and barley fields as well as damage to my fences . If your
proposal for land acquisitions is adopted, I can see nothing but
an increase i n these and other unforeseen problems. There have

been no effective ways cf control 1 ing these animals from
increased damage to crops. 1 foresee additional conflict and
damages from increased BLM land acquisitions. To date , the BLM
and the Fish arid Wildl 1 fe department have responded slowly to

I am requesting
October 1 , 1991 .

eply these quest ions ind by

Y-32
Golda H, Le

-i J a Lie pa
U. S. Senator M?i Bau

Rep r

Repi

Conrad Burn
psentat i ve Pat.

tfttiVS Hon
Stephens
Bob Will iam

Gene Miller
District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr Miller,

I am writing this letter in response to the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (SMP/EIS) . I feel
that many changes are needed in the document in order to maintain our way of
life and the economic stability of our producers and our community.

This document contains numerous poorly explained statements and
assumptions and is extremely hard to read and understand. I am concerned with
many areas of the document including land acquisition and disposal, access to
BLM land, off-road vehicles, riparian and wetland management of watersheds and
prairie dogs and black-footed ferret management. I also do not understand many
of the economic conclusions you have reached in your various alternatives. To
conduct a proper review and do an ample job commenting on this document I feel
I would have to write a 20 page letter. I do not hove the time or the
resources necessary to accomplish this.

Because of these reasons, I would like to request a public hearing be
held in the Malta area to discuss local concerns of thiB document with area
landowners and members of the community, I feel that oral comments at this
hearing should be recorded and. carry as much emphasis as written comments. 1

also feel that the deadline of October 9 for receiving comments should be
extended into December so that all affected parties will have time to respond
to their personal concerns.

Sincerely,

Cy-

tale
onta

Repr
Rep.

ney G

Avid

tary
into
Land
a Di

entative Larry Grind*
esentative Dick Kno\
eneral , Mar'': RaCiCOt
tor, A iid rea Be Fine 1

1

of State, Mike Cooney
dent of Public Instruct io

, Dermi a Casey
ector of Bl.M, Hob Lowton

cc; Congressman Ron Marie

Di of BLM,
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September 10, 199]..

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, Montana 591*57-1160

Attn . Mr . David Mari

Hear Mr. Marl

:

T have received the cony of the Judith Valley Philling

Resource Plan and found it raoaf coir^rehens] SB.

I have studied it hut it is difficult to absorb its

full meaning since w« arp so far removed from the issues, Montana

nnd the property we own (See Encl )

.

"a have kent the. nroperty with the thought that our

children or grandchildren miffht someday benefit from the potential

oil or Has exnloration in the area.

(According to Map 5 side A, it is in a "hi'^h potential"

section)

.

However our Droc-erty appears to be tff*ll$» within the

National TTild and Scenic River Corridor.

If we had the answers to the foll'-win^ ouestions we

miffht be bet' er able to make a decision as to the disposition of

our property .

1. Ts the property within the N.w.S . p.. Corridor?

2. if it is does this mean it cannot be nsp.d for oil or fas

exploration?

3. If it cannot be used for pas or oil eynlorat ion what can it

be used for?

CD

-7itcheson Outfitting-
3210 Ottawa

Dept. Jr.

Butte. Montana 59701

JACK ATCHESON JR.

September 5. 1991

Phone:

Day (406) 782-3498

Night (406) 494-5942

Bureau of Land Management
Airport Road
Lewisfcown, MT 59457

Gentlemen:

I have recently reviewed the E1S you sent me in regards to your resource
area. I must say that it was well done, but there were a Few things I am
concerned about.

While there was a lot of attention placed on the social impact of hunting in

the area and the effects of paid hunting in the area, little was mentioned
about outfitters in the area and the economic impact that they have to the
region. At a recent meeting with the CMK, they tell me that 38 outfitters

np o I operate within the Refuge itself. How many more outfitters are operating

I within the BLM lands around it? I would expect a very significant number.

feel that a little more should be done to focus on the economic benefits of

'J!_4 | outfitting in these areas, the special use permits the outfitters use, and on
developing a long term program that will protect the resource, basically
limiting the number of outfitters in a given area.

If 1 did miss all this information, please let me know where it is at so I can
review it.

Yours truly,

v.; jv_^>
JonrkD. Atchcson

-Specializing in Montana Big Came and River Expeditions-
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9/10/91

Rureau of Land Management (Cont.)

Attn. Mr. David Mari

l+ . ^ince we are not interested in an exchnnce of land parcels,

what are the alternatives?

5. '' Till you be distributing any of the meeting transcripts?

6. Do you have any information on the '-'inifred Rridpe and its

effect on the area?

I wish I cnuld be more helpful vjtb eoitrwrvts on the

issues rather than nuesf'ons which could have been answered

had I been able to attend '"he meetings.

Very truly „yours ,

^~—^Jr 'iiL .- 7 t-Cuf C -U. &(*~

LFA/.im tOTJ • V AV.tfKT.1T/LI

(2)

Attachments are available for review in the I .ew istown District Office

VALLEY COUNTY CONSERVATION DISTRICT
98 HWY 2 EAST

GLASGOW, AT 59230
PHONE: 228-4324

September lj, 1993

B. Bene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160

Lewistown, AT. 55457

Deer Br, Millers

Responding to the EIS of the Judith-Valley-Philllps Resource Management
Plan, our Conservation District has gone on record opposing any additio
Pra'irie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret acreage in any of the Resource area:
of the Judith-Valley-Phillips counties.

We feel the prairie dogs and ferrets are a detriment to the rangeiand
resource by destroying the vegetation in and around their habitats.

Wp believe in a common sense approach to ensure the eco-system of our
public rangelands by not degrading our range lands and also our economy.

iJL &&"
Dink fiohde, Ch;

Valley Co. Com
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MONTANA NATURE CONSERVANCY

September IS, 1991

David L. Mari, District Manager
BLM Lewistown District
P.O. Box 1160

Dear Mr. Mari:

Thank you for notifying us of your public hearings on the
Judith/Valley/Phillips Draft RMP/EIS. I have a prior commitment
and won't be able to attend the Lewistown meeting. However, the
Nature Conservancy continues to be very interested in this
document, as you can see from our longstanding involvement.

I just sent another comment letter on August a, and apologise
for addressing it to the wrong name. I'm having trouble tracking
thechanges in the Lewistown office! At any rate, the letter was
basically a re-submission of a previous ACEC nomination, along with
comments about including last minute ACEC nominations in this RMP.

Last week I was contacted by the EPA regarding pothole prairie
wetlands, and at their request sent them a report we did in 1987
on glaciated pothole prairie in northern Montana east of the
divide. They are developing a list of potential sites for research
purposes. Though we have sent specific information on the Joiner
Coulee Pothole Prairie site to the BLM, I could not remember
providing the BLM with a copy of that '87 report, it discusses the
Joiner coulee site and provides more context about the status ofthis type of natural community. I thought it would be useful tosend it now, in case you don't have a copy,

You do not have an easy position, as you try to deal with themany conflicting demands of a public land manager, and hammer out
a plan that balances your many obligations. I do want you to knowthat the Nature Conservancy takes our national MOU with the BLMvery seriously. We are committed to maintaining a supportive
collaborative, and non-adversarial relationship with the agency.
I enjoyed working with Wayne Zinne and his staff during theinformation gathering stage of the planning process. I look
forward to meeting you, and further building on a strong working
relationship between our organizations.

Best Regards,

Joairiird
Montana Protection Planner

c: Dan Lechefsky, BLM Environmental Coordinator
Chris Erb, Phillips Resource Area Manager
Montana Natural Heritage Program

At ladimtuts are available for review in the Lewistown District Office.

g Sky Field Office Power bIock West, 3rd Floor H P.O. Box 258 H Helena, MT59C.24 (406)443-0303 LI FAX (406) 443-831

1
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2822 3rd Ave. North
Suite 210
Billings, MT 59101
September 23, 1991

1-14

W-3

1-15

T-7

1-17

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller;

«-.*»2t J
letter is being written to protest the plan beingdrafted for northeastern Montana which would encourage stripmining, oil and gas development, and uncontrolled off-roadvehicle use. The destruction of the environment for meremonetary gain now cannot be taking into account future

of
n
n«™°»%

n
K
r

* "eed ln °"r co^lax society today for areasor peace and beauty.

i . i t
Ur9

?
th£" ths BLM incorporate the following protectionsinto the plan now being drafter 1

:

1. Designate the Highline Prairie an Area of Criticalonmcntal Concern (ACEC), and that oil and gas development
-'lltary maneuvers bele reoreatio andoff road vehic

prohibited.
2. Find the Milk and Judith Elvers suitable for wild

ISf ^^ 1C
?
1Ve

?
desi 9hition because of their outstanding naturaland cultural values 8 Designation of the Musselshell Elverrrow Creek, and Frenchman Creek as wild and Scenic

3. Withdraw 25,000 acres in the Little Rocky Mountains
al entry, and designate the area ACEC to protect thisunique and scenic mountain range.

«, Jl,
E
i
iml "ate oU designated motor vehicle routes throughthe Bitter Creek Wilderness study Area.

5. Designate Saddle Butte, Joiner Coulee, and Woody IslandCoulee as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern because oftheir rare plant communities.

from minera

Please consider my imput
Thank-you

.

the plan the BLM is drafting.

£j7hn*
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COMMENT FORM

{Plage?**) Name

$h<itv* {//ckhot-z+

DRAFT
Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Date

711 Avenue B.
Apartment # 2

Billings, MT 59102
September 23, 199 i"

7?,feA hT $-?o$Y JlUr 3/ V

4or- C &r*p /«? / «? #(/£ £>C"Z& /. $r*\<. iLu
_ISJ2_of_ uM« h o >s. kr I

>*""• /& e i BLM FffEE U 13

1-14

W-3

1-15

T-7

1-17

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller;

This letter is being written to protest the plan being
drafted for northeastern Montana which would encourage strip
mining, oil and gas development, and uncontrolled off -road
vehicle use. The destruction of the environment for mere
monetary gain now cannot be taking into account future
generations nor the need in our complex society today for areas
of peace and beauty.

I urge that the BLM incorporate the following protections
into the plan now beinq drafted:

1. Designate the Highline Prairie an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC), and that oil and qas development,
off road vehicle recreation, and military maneuvers be
prohibited.

2. Find the Milk and Judith Rivers suitable for wild
and Scenic River designation because of their outstanding natural
and cultural values S Designation of the Musselshell River,
Arrow Creek, and Frenchman Creek as wild and Scenic.

3. Withdraw 25,000 acres in the Little Rocky Mountains
from mineral entry, and designate the area ACEC to protect this
unique and scenic mountain range.

4. Eliminate all designated motor vehicle routes through
the Bitter Creek Wilderness study Area.

5. Designate Saddle Butte, Joiner Coulee, and Woody Island
Coulee as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern because of
their rare plant communities.

Please consider my imput in the plan the BLM is drafting.
Thank-you

.

Please fdiira to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown. MT 59457

Sincerely,

7fl\cUj tfrr
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1115 Olympic Ave

Edmonds, Washington 98020

23 September 1991

Dear Sir:
, M . _ .

I am writing this in response to the letter I received from the Bureau or

Land Management, Lewistown District Office, Lewistown, Montana.

I have been unable to attend any of your meetings but would like to

express my feelings. I have newspaper clippings sent to me
.

I feel the town

and communities are better served by keeping this property ui private

ownership. It provides money for the County General; Road Fund; State and

General Schools; Local Schools and Soil Conservation. It is necessary to feed

people as this land has been providing, as well as grazing land for cattle.

Please not my name is Katheryn A. McDowell not McDonald m the mailing

address you sent me. Thanking you
Respectively,

/s/ Katheryn A. McDowell

I own the S. E. k Sec. 33 Twnshp. 21 Range 19 in Fergus County.

(Typed exactly as :
eived for reproduction in the final RMF/EIS.)
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State Historic Preservation Office
Montana Historical Society
Mailing Address: 225 North Roberts • Helena, MT 59620-9990

Office Address: 102 Broadway • Helena, MT • (406) 4417715

September 26, 1991

David L. Mart, District Manager

Lewistown District

Bureau of Land Management

Airport Road/P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS

Dear Mr. Mari:

Thank you for requesting our comments on the above cited document. I have perused the

entire document and examined in some detail those sections pertaining to cultural resources.

At the same time, I understand that Cultural Resource Management Plans (CRMPs), tiered

from the present plan for these Resource Areas, are forthcoming. I suspect that 1 will be

able to offer more suggestions and recommendations from a historic preservation and

management perspective when these become available.

With respect to the present document, however, 1 offer the following observations:

1. The preferred alternative (Alt E) appears to be an improvement in the management and

preservation of cultural resources over the continuation of the existing plan (Alt A), but not

as responsive to cultural resource concerns as Alternative D.

2. The EIS does not identify impacts from agricultural practices as a major issue of concern.

Yet land disturbance from agricultural practices can have a major negative impact on

cultural resource properties. Sodbusting or chisel plowing of previously undisturbed prairie

in particular can result in the destruction of the typical kinds of surface or near-surface

prehistoric sites found in the Resource Areas.

3. One of the most significant changes in cultural resource planning is the proposal to

nominate a Big Bend of Milk River Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACF.C) for

the protection of prehistoric properties under Alternatives C, D, and E. I fully support this

nomination. It is not clear to me in the document, however, which of the alternatives

provides the most protection of the ACEC from impacts of development, primarily land

disturbance associated with sodbusting, mining, or oil and gas. If I understand correctly, No

Surface Occupancy (NSO) is proposed under Alternatives C and D while mineral withdrawal

is being proposed under Alternatives D and E. If this is the case, then Alternative D appears

69A
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D-6

David L. Mari, District Manager

September 26, 1991

Page 2

,0 be the only alternative that provides comprehensive protection and^PP?^£
truly realize the significance of the proposed Big Bend of Milk River ACEC. The greater

are of nomination under Alternative D also allows for the protection and mar»p rn^m

-, broader range of cultural resource properties known or likely to exist in this area. This is*Z« the Scientific Use and possthle proposed M*U>«W£
standpoint in that a better understanding of prehistoric occupation will be game I tram

cura.ing and examining the range of site types in the area and not only focusing on the large

sites like the Henry Smith Site and Beaucoup Site.

4. The proposals to acquire those portions of the Henry Smith and Beaucoup sites on

private lands under Alternatives C, D, E would greatly enhance managen.cn. ot these

Important sites for all proposed uses and would constitute a significant pos.ttve improvement

over the existing plan and Alternative B.

5. Proposed public access and interpretation of the Henry Smith Site under Alternatives C

D and E can be a valuable addition to BLM's cultural resource program. Designating tes

under Public Use, however, must be considered carefully and with the assurance that such

use ca, be adequately structured so as no. ,0 lead to inadvertent damage of the resou ce.

Coordinating public use with scientific, conservation, and possible soeiocultural (Native

American) values of the Henry Smith Site will also be important.

6 Referring to the Summary Table of Environmental Consequences (Table S.2), we are

reluctant to agree that inventory of cultural resources for Land Acquisition and Disposal can

be vew d as * positive impact. It is doubtful that the scientific information current*

cathered during inventory is sufficient to offset loss of the resource, particularly loss of

lroperls S for .he Na.ional Regis.er of His.oric Places (NHRP). I. is also our

£££££ curren. BLM policy precludes a similar inventory of lands entering put*

ownership - hence, it would also not be possible to evaluate the relative degree ot lots v

Tn" in cultural resource values. Finally, as we do not know how many or which cultural

n°'2r,i~ -limhle for the NHRP could be disturbed by Oil and Gas Leastng and

Development, it also does not seem possible to state that this will be a minor negative

impact' It seems that insufficient information is provided about how much development wil

be permitted and how many cultural resources are involved to make a determmatton of

impact at this time.

7 In closing, I would like to provide a general observation. The ability to provide good

management planning for cul.ural resources is closely linked ,0 the .mount end Hndof

information we have on those resources and the means to access that information. It would

he , ue to say, 1 believe, that although cons.derable numbers of cul.ural resource properties

h v been and .re being identified in the Judith, Valley, and Phillips a*""*-"*
effort needed to continually synthesize and direct this identification process for the purpose

of learning about and managing these resources has been grossly underdeveloped ,n recent
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David L. Mari, District Manager

September 26, 1991

Page 3

years Models proposed in the mid-1980s have gone untested and have not been replaced

with anything approaching a strategy for understanding cultural resources - only for avoiding

Zl«,ll hope that the forthcoming CRMPs for these areas will address (as the present

document cannot) this need for not only an updated overview but also a plan for achieving

something different and hopefully more progressive In the future.

Thank vou for this opportunity to review your draft plan. I hope that my comments will be

of interest to you in preparing a final draft and in selecting or revising your preferred

alternative. I would be happy to discuss any of these comments with you or your cultural

resource staff.

Sincerely,

Mark F. Baumler, Ph.D.

Depu.y SHPO/Archaeologist

File: BLM/Lewistown-JVP RA Plan-EIS

BLM0924.EIS
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September 30, 1990

B Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District office
box 1160
Lewis town MT 59457-1160

Subject; Judith Valley & Phillips County-
Resource Management Plan Draft EIS

Dear Mr. Miller,

We request an extension of the public comment period for the
above named draft EIS beyond October 2, 1991.

We recommend that you acquire into public ownership lands in
Petroleum county and lands along the Musselshell River,

Joe Gutkosk.1
Vice President

72

INTERNATIONAL VARMINT ASSOCIATION
2 615 N. 4TH
SUITE 603

COE'JR D'ALENE, ID 83314

September 30, 1<3<J1

Mt. B. Gene Miller, District Manager
BLK, I.ewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, KT 59457-1160

Dear ir:

The Internal i nnal Varmint Association is an organization made up of
citizens who frequently make use of public lands. Our membership is
concerned *J th two primary areas of interest . Fj est , recreate onal
shoot ing , which in part incl udes hunt ing prairie dogs and second

,

conservation; we realise better than the average person that we enjoy
a renewable resource if properly managed. Therefore, we support
sensible wildlife and habitat conservation that, insures these
resources will be around for future generations to enjoy, as we do.

Concerning the draft Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan
and Environmental Impact Statement, it is our feeling that there is a
need foi clarification in the final draft where the Black-Footed
Ferret (BFF) and Prairie Dog ate concerned. Alternative E is by far

"the best of the alternatives offered in the draft. While Alternative
E appears to offer the best situation for recreational shooting, the
language should be more specific, i.e. "prairie dog shooting will
continue unless proven to be detrimental to the RFF, and then
restrictions will only apply to release areas". It is imperative that
the draft be as specific as possible, lets not leave it open to
interpretation that would subvert the purpose of the document.

t_t 14 I The other item that concerns us is the recommended designation ofi*~l^ [virtually all 3LM lands ill the Phillips Resource Area as ACEC. We
believe this is an unnecessary step in the experimental reintroduction
of the BFF. It has not been determined that the ferret can survive in
the wild. This extra protection is unwarranted until it is proven
necessary. Added administration will nut insure the success of the
BFF.

H-13

H-15 I Tn* final draft should

I importance of recreati
also include a statement concerning the

ional shooting as a management tool . On page
or the diaft, last paragraph, your data states that shooting since
138.3 has slowed prairie dog town expansion from 15% to 3% per year.
Shooting is a selective too! which removes only the prairie dog,
unlike poisons which offer many problems of their own. This is an
important tool that should be utilised in the draft.

71 72A
September 30, 1991

B. Gene Mil ler,
District Manager
Bureau Of Land Management
Lewiston District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewiston, MT. 59457

Dear Mr. Miller,

After making three trips to Zortman, Montana prairie dog
hunting this year and more in previous years any curtailment
of recreational shooting, I feel would be unsatisfactory to
all interested parties.

It would have a decided impact on the local economy. I

understand most businesses in the area run as high as 75X
of their yearly gross from prairie dog hunters. I know I

spend about $1000 per year in the area. There are a large
number of hunters. I am sure they spend as much or more.
There sre more ".very year.

Because the Black Footed Ferret is a n i te feeder shooting
one during the day would be very remote.

I heard some talk last week when I was in Zortman of
poisoning. Now, this sure would do it. It would kill every
thing that feeds on the prairie dog, including the Black
Footed Ferret.

Sincerely yours

,

5cOe Mill
Page 2

AH«ra«tiv« E is 03 far th* choice of the recreational shooter. It
also appears to be the most realistic option in terms of conservatio

With the above mentioned improvement'* Alternative E would be a good
compromise.

3ii.ee. el y.

Fiibl ,ic Relation.;

FZ/ ism

,111 U**J

Allen Allen
1809 Blue Slide Road
Thompson Fall s, MT. 59873
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JUDI I'H , VALLEY . PH I LUPS
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frum bumc groups Lu spread tho powwr F*d
ment over not only The lands you control but" n

lands as wall. Voui problem r##«m« to fctem from
far s number of y#ara fch* B .. I M , had no •- f-fffi <

mansgeing hurttinq on their property ledv inq t.h

State Fish ft Gams to administer and thsir main concern was*,
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-

sides, and making trails alii over, the only regi,ilat..inq thai

wd>i done was on the grazing permittes who were paying fot

their privi ieoe.
We have tried to regulate hunting on our own land* "'

whila not perfect we have made it wori rather well. Most
sportsmen are caring and concerned about the priviXeqe grant
t>d them and da not destroy property willfully,

OFF ROAD VEHICLE USE-
ite hava a policy on our own lands, that all vemcles

sttay off property except designated trails. Al I. hunt, .i nq has

to be tin -tnot, n in the hunting of big game One i» success
full ha ia permitted to u«« his vehicle to picK it up prwfs-r

r.i:i I a by ATV. 1 \ the hum ten is crippled of impaired i.n same
way he is permitted to hunt by vehii le here alee ATH'ffi are
preferred.

FORAGE ALLOCA"! [UN3
! havea problem with this. PI locat

it seeme to me thai the only management
en the permittee. 1 her e la no marvsgenw
l"h« Elk on the cmr have been permitted
soon bp all over Eastern Han tana in the not to <i

and will bo wintering an private lands ano summering an ail.

PRAIRIE DOB MANAGEMENT
One of the greatest service you could do for tho land

would bfc to limit towns to the CMR.
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|-| 161 M. Ml INT . 59084

i i m b»i i'i._i dona
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2 October, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager

BLM Lewistown District Office

Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Gene

—

Please accept the following comments on the draft Judith-

Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental

Impact Statement.

Acid Shale-Pine Forest ACECs
Don't skimp. Just because War Horse is a NWR does not mean

that the BLM can protect merely some adjacent area and call it

sufficient. Frankly, there is not a lot of acid shale-pine forest around

{by the way, the BLM must include an analysis of exactly how much
there is left compared with the minimal viable size for this

ecosystem), so what precludes the BLM from protecting four little

tracts instead of one (Chippewa Creek, Fords Creek, Briggs Coulee as

well as War Horse)? These areas are not suitable for livestock

grazing, so of what are you afraid? Put all four in ACEC designation.

Employment
If you can reasonably consider employment as a factor in your

assessment of the RMP, you must necessarily also consider the by-

products and consequences of human habitation as factors as well.

You need to show what happens to garbage, sewage, exhaust, noise,

fumes, odors, et al, and the resultant impact on the environment. If

—

and you say it is—employment figures are within the scope of the

document, since the jobs are derived from exploitation of BLM lands,

then the effects of having these jobs around must also be within the

scope of the document, The BLM cannot merely dismiss the effects

of human habitation as "negligible, because it is a sparsely populated

region"; the BLM must also show data to document the effects of

leasing BLM (public) lands to private interests.

Land Exchanges

The BLM must account for the potential and no doubt

inevitable degradation of lands scheduled to be exchanged, and

include this in a cumulative effects analysis of the region.

Cumulative Effects

74
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75A
Cy Jamison, Director ol BLM
Department of Interior

18 and East Street, NW, Room 566Q
Washington, D.C. 20240

RE: Judith Valley Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Environmental Impact Statement

Dated July, 1991 - Draft

Dear Mr, Jamison:

I, Joan K. McCormick, whose address is P.O. Box 596, Denver, Colorado 80201-0596 and whose
daytime telephone number is (303) 623-3122, being duly sworn on my oath, state that upon review of

the EIS mentioned above, I do not agree with the findings of the BLM. It is my opinion that none of

these lands should be targeted for future BLM management, control or purchase.

As a land owner, employer and long time resident of Central Montana, I do not believe that the

proposed plan will benefit the economy or ecology of the area in any way. The majorities of the areas

proposed for BLM control or purchase have been privately owned since the lands were patented.

During this period of time the ranchers have managed the wildlife and the natural resources very well

along with producing a stable economy for the area.

The majority of the BLM employees that have been involved in writing this statement have not been

residents of Montana for a long period of time and my feeling is that the plan Is job related and not for

the benefit of the Central Montana area.

I believe they have used this EIS with regard to environmental and hunting rights as an issue to target

lands that havB timber resources, mineral resources, and other natural resources for the BLM.

I consider this EIS an invasion of private property rights by the Federal Government. I want it

abandoned and disregarded so that no future repercussions can come from this to any of the private

land owners outlined in this plan. It's unfair that these individuals have an Impact on our homes and

ranches when they have n

will affect.

Further affiant saith not.

connection to the State of Montana, the lands involved or the people this

A-27 I There is no cumulative effects analysis in this document. The
BLM must recognize that not only do BLM activities in one area have

an effect on BLM activities in adjacent areas, but in addition that

private and other public landholders' management activities affect

adjacent BLM lands, and the BLM must take this into account.

Wilderness Study Areas

I am sure that it is very nice thai the BLM has decided that

some WSAs do not merit Wilderness designation, but designation as

Wilderness is beyond the power of the BLM. Just because the BLM
cannot designate Wilderness does not mean that the BLM has the

ability to remove areas from Wilderness consideration by leasing it

for development. The US Congress and President are the people who
will or will not designate the WSAs in the Planning Area as

Wilderness, and the BLM should not carry out any management

activities that would preclude Wilderness designation. E suggest that

you preclude all development from WSAs until you are given a

congressional mandate to maintain wilderness management
(Wilderness designation) or lease it out to the rape and run crowd

(no Wilderness designation). The BLM should not hindered or

detract from the potential decision-making opportunities of Congress

by allowing development in a WSA prior to congressional action.

Ergo, no oil & gas developments in the WSAs, please.

Subscribed and sworn to before me tl

My commission expires (fi-Jj- )< /ty

ACKNOWLEDGMENT

County of 'pET/ '&}£*
Stale of Ce>Le.-&>l>d

T-6

Q-2

Before me, the undersigned, a notary public in and for the county and state aforesaid, on this 30th

day of September. 1991, personally appeared Joan K. McCormick, to me personally known to be the

identical person who executed the within and foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to me that he

executed the same as her free and voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set forth.

S-4

Threatened & Endangered Species

I

It is interesting that you do not claim any T&E plants in the

Planning Area, yet you have completed no surveys for same. This is

putting the cart before the horse. Perhaps you should complete a

thorough survey of plants before you enact this Plan. You are also

obligated to conduct surveys for the numerous plant species that are

in danger of becoming threatened or endangered thanks to BLM
activities. Please consult with the Montana Natural Heritage Program
for its listings of such plants in the area.

You are obliged under ESA to provide habitat for T&E species.

Bald Eagles, known to occur in the RMP Area, need uncontaminated

waterways. Perhaps if more of the waterways in the Planning Area

were "functioning properly," eagles would re-inhabit more readily.

The grizzly bear is a historical inhabitant of the Planning Area,

is listed as a threatened species by the US Government (of which the

BLM, not incidentally, is a part), yet gains no mention in this

document. Can you explain why?
The pallid sturgeon is listed as a T&E species. Can you

guarantee that grazing management activities and subsequent
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S-4

T-5

T-5
|

Y-23

^1

emsion, water delivery schedule, and paniculate load do not affect

|

the sturgeon? There is no analysis in this document to show that the
pallid sturgeon is not affected, yet it occurs in the Planning Area-

Livestock are known to have detrimental effects on neotropical
songbird populations, yet this is not covered in this document.
Please document the effects of cows and sheep on bird populations.

Cultural Considerations

Why hasn't the North Overland Trail or the Chief Joseph/Nez
Perce Trail been documented by the BLM? What is stopping you
from cataloging, documenting, and evaluating these trails? People
are interested in the Nez Perce Trail, Most Americans, in fact, have
heard of Chief Joseph. When will the BLM catch up? I myself have
climbed to a big stone arrow on a relative high point, a relic of the
Nez Perce passage. This is an opportunity to enhance recreation use.

The BLM is supposed to be into enhancing recreational opportunities,
but you are turning your back on this one. Why?

Livestock/Wetlands/Riparian Zones
Livestock forage allocations are only compatible with riparian

management objectives if your objective is to destroy the integrity of
the riparian area, if you even hope to paint a facade of good riparian
management, you must necessarily bar livestock from riparian areas.
Perhaps you should either abandon all allotments, fencing off all

riparian and hyperrheic zones, or hiring seasonal BLM riparian
protection technicians to shoo away all the cows and sheep that come
to hammer and plod in the riparian zones. Since you lose money on
allotments anyway (why else would you not include a thorough
economic analysis, including all externalities, in the Plan), why
bother to spend the extra money to do all the fencing and guarding
when you could save the most money and protect the resource the
most by just removing the livestock? It does not really make any
sense to ruin the ecological integrity of riparian zones, via a pell mell
plundering bovine inhabitation, when the BLM could save taxpayer
money by not preparing and leasing the allotments at all.

By BLM estimate, 40% of the stream riparian miles are in less
than proper functioning condition. Why is this so? The BLM does
not attempt to ascertain in this document the cause of the
degradation of this critical natural resource owned commonly by all

citizens of the United States of America. In short, virtually half of all

stream miles do not function properly, BLM management activities

are complicit in this failure, and yet the BLM is unwilling to accept
responsibility and is unwilling to address the cause of the

75C

degradation. Livestock degraded the streams, for the most part, so
get the cows off if you are serious about rehabilitating the streams
and riparian zones. There isn't even one mile of stream that doesn't
need improvement (and this is according to your own lax standards).

Get the cows off.

Sine

Tirn/5thy M. Bechtold

The Ecology Center

101 East Broadway #602
Missoula, MT 59802
406-728-5733
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW

635 1ST AVENUE NORTH
P. 0. BOX 1360

GLASGOW, MONTANA 59230

Mr. B. Gp.ne Miller
District Manager, BLM
Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 5y'(57

RE: Judith-Valley- Phi Hips Resource
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Miller:

1 uld li ;omment on the RMP and particularly the Off Road Vehicle
portion of the plan (ORV) . j ma malnber of the Valley County Sportsman Club and
as such I have participated in several discussions concerning the Off Road
Vehicle Plan. At the time of our discussion I was the Chairman of the Big Game
Committee, which was responsible for putting together a consensus of our club's
input on the RMP, Our input, after several debated, public meetings, both with
the Big Game Committee and the Habitat Committee, was utilized in the CRMP
Committee that you organized for comment on these issues. Also included in both
the Valley County Sportsman Club debate and in the CRMP Commitee was the Montana
Department of Fish Wildlife (MDFW&P)

.

The recommended air

essentially the same Off

C 5
|

rnative by the Valley County Sportsman Club
*oad Travel Plan that was endorsed by the CRMP

adopted by the BLM in your tentative draft. Basically we support the Off
Vehicle Plan, with the exception that it include the option for big
retrieval. The primary reason that we insist on having big game retrieval wi
the plan is that within the area with restricted use, during the hunting sea
we have a great deal of archery and rifle, elk and deer hunting. If it is e.

in the archery season those animals may very wall be lost and go to wa
are not removed in a prompt and timely manner. We felt as those it wa:
unnecessary restriction on the hunter to have to remove that animal by pac
it out. We are at an area were outfitters are not readily available within
restricted off road vehicle area. There are some vast distances between po
where a vehicle can legally be brought into the area.

they

is endorsed by the CRMP group and included in the tentat:
erally, without explanation, the BLM chose to remove the <

This option w

draft. Then unila
game retrieval option from the Off Road Vehicle Plan. In attempting to determine
exactly how that big game retrieval option was removed, we had conversations with
the Valley County area manager, Mr. Terry Hueth, who indicated that essentially

76A
Mr. B. Gene Mllle
October U, 1991
Page Two

the At the

tilizing MFW&P

! decision was made in Lewistown to remove the game retrieval op
Phillips County public meeting, held October 1, 1991, the rational was given that
it was unenforceable and the MDFW&P indicated that it probably needed to be
removed from an enforcement perspective. With further pursuit on the issue,
however, it was clear that the MDFW&P did not recommend that the game retrieval
be removed as an option from the preferred alternative and it is my distinct
feeling that the Bureau of Land Management, Management Team was
as a smoke screen to cover a unilateral decision that was made i

public input process. We have participated in good faith through this entire
program, we have gone through the process to gather public input from our group.
That public input was then place into the proper channels through the CRMP
Committee. It appears as though the area management chose to unilaterally
disregard that public input and accepted, as the preferred alternative in the
draft plan, an option that looks very similar to, if not identical to, the
preferred alternative that was circulated before the process even began.

My concern here is that the Bureau of Land Management, and all public
agencies, should be responsive to the public input and if in fact there is
significant disagreement concerning the issue, then they should exercise there
best judgement and come up with the best alternative. In this case 1 believe the
public input was quite clear and that the agency has clearly chosen to disregard
the entire process and your constituency. Therefore, I would request that you
reinsert the game retrieval from the Off Road Vehicle Plan, particularly as it
relates to Valley County.

Mr. Ron Marlence
Mr. Skip Erickson
Valley County Sportsman President
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October 1, 1991

B.G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

J- 10

J-34

I am writing in response to the Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan EIS. I disapprove of this EIS to

establish Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC's)

for the following reasons:

1. It is the responsibility of the BLM to manage public
lands within its control. Creating Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern will allow the agency to abdicate that
authority. Lands should be managed on a site-specific basis
without blanket prohibitions.

2. The criteria used to select the Lewistown Scenic ACEC is

too subjective. This would withdraw about 4,600 acres from
mineral entry simply because land disturbances can be seen
from Lewistown. The Bureau of Land Management also has
underestimated the economic loss to the community because it

utilized data from 1937. However, since that time when
$400,000 in mineral values were produce, C.R. Kendall has
begun operations. In 1991 alone, the gross value of the

mine's production will exceed $21 million. Withdrawing this
area from mining is contrary to the BLM's own determination
that economics is the first priority of Fergus County
residents.

3. The collar Gulch ACEC would be designated to protect
cutthroat trout habitat. Cutthroat trout are not threatened
or endangered in Montana or the Western United States and
require no special protection. Economics of the area would
be impacted by this designation.

4. Two ACEC's have been set aside to protect areas for the

reintroduction of the black-footed ferret. The BLM
acknowledges that bentonite mining will be adversely
affected by this action. Moreover, precious metals mining
is occurring nearby and could be restricted by this
designation.

77A
Page 2

Bureau of Land Management
October 1. 1991

Mark D. Jasumback

15.
About 3,500 miles of river is being studied for wetland

and/or reparian management. The criteria for targeting
these areas for special management is unclear, particularly

in light of President Bush's new guidelines for managing
wetlands.

How many families must be displaced from Montana to find
employment in other states? How much federal representation
must be sacrificed before economic considerations are given

equal ranking with preservation? The Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan EIS is a non-viable alternative for

the 5 reasons listed above and should be eliminated from
further study.
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United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

SHE

Concerned Citizen
4289 Falcon St.
West Valley City, UT 84120-5364

IN REPLY REr-EKTd

FWE

MAIL STOP 60120

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, P.O. Box 1160, Lewistown,

Montana 59457-1160

From: Assistant Regional Director, Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, Region 6

Subject: Draft Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement (EC 91/77)

The Fish and Wildlife Service reviewed the subject Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement. Of the nine planning issues addressed in the

document. Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds, Elk and Bighorn Sheep

Habitat Management, and Prairie Dogs and Black-Footed Ferret Management are of

particular interest to the Service. Alternative E {Preferred Alternative)

provides reasonable guidance for management and habitat improvement for these

important fish and wildlife resources in the planning area and is supported by

the Service.

Guidance contained in Alternative E for management of prairie dog resources is

consistent with habitat needs for the Service and Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks (Department) black-footed ferret reintroduction proposal for

north-central Montana. The proposed allocation and maintenance of 12,346 acres

of prairie dog habitat for black-footed ferret reintroduction and associate

species management (mountain plover, burrowing owl, and ferruginous hawk) are

essential components of the reintroduction proposal. Of particular importance

is the Bureau of Land Management's (Bureau) proposed management commitment to

cooperate with the Service and Department in helping to maintain the 1983

prairie dog habitat base by assisting in compensating for habitat losses that

may occur on private lands. Other proposed management measures for power lines,

oil and gas development, animal damage control, recreational activities,

livestock grazing, predator management, and public education are consistent with

ferret reintroduction program needs and are supported by the Service.

The Service notes the Bureau's preference for initial black-footed ferret

releases on habitat within Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge with

subsequent releases on Bureau lands. The Service believes that decisions

regarding the initial release sites should be based on the biological needs of

the ferret and the condition of the habitats available at the time of release
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rather than the administration of land within the reintroduction area. If

black-footed ferrets are to be given the best opportunity for survival in the

wild, the population dynamics within prairie dog colonies (plague in the

Meeteetse colonies) and/or the occurrence of distemper should be the critical

factors used in selection of release sites.

The Bureau requested reviewers to address and comment on "needs for

clarification" in the document. One area the Service believes is misleading and

needs clarification is the use of the grazing term "ecological condition" in the

"Summary of Alternative" section for comparing alternatives for prairie dog and

black-footed ferret management (page XIV). The Service recognizes this term is

used to compare the present vegetative status to the potential plant community

H-16 f° r *ne s i te - This comparison, however, does not reflect the overall condition

of the prairie ecosystem. Prairie dog colonies are important habitats. Over

140 species of wildlife have been identified as being associated with prairie

dog towns. Using a term that does not recognize this biological diversity

provides the public with a distorted view of the importance of the prairie dog

in the prairie ecosystem. The Service recommends this deficiency be corrected

in the final document.

I

The Service also recommends that the Bureau complete its Section 7 compliance

under the Endangered Species Act and include the biological assessment and other

pertinent documents in the final Environmental Impact Statement. In that

regard, the Bureau should be aware the Service received a petition dated

June 1, 1991, to list the ferruginous hawk as endangered. The Service is now

determining whether a petition action for this species may be warranted. If the

petition has merit, the Service would have 1 year from the date of petition to

determine if a finding for listing is warranted.

Questions regarding these comments should be addressed to Dennis Christopherson,

Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, 1501 14th Street West, Suite 230, Billings,

Montana 59102; the telephone number is FTS 585-6750

/ Boaenrro, jaco
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B.G.Miller
Associate District Manager, Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller,

1 am writing in regards to the A C E C, where mining is concerned.
My family and I are very much against what BLM is wanting to do.

God put everything on (and in) this earth for us to use. Not abuse. I am sure
that some companies abuse the land, but Kendall is nor one of them. They are
very much complying with the reclamation laws.
The economics of the Lewistown area would be devastating if it were'nt
for mining

mountains and countryside has already been scarred by
ties , resorts, homes , lodges , etc. Why is mining so

ror mining.

T
-, I Many beautiful m

J"/ |bui'lding of citi
think things should

are great as they are
Thank you for listen!
going on around us.

be left the way they are now. The reclamation

the
f ferent?
laws

Please take another look at this matter and whats

Sincerely,
Ross Romero
9 26 M Erie
Lewistown, MT 59157

81 S^.ilwater PGM Resour. as
A Chevron, Manville Partnership

P.O. Box 789 (406) 932-4646

118 West First Avenue

Big Timber, Montana 59011

October 2, 1991

J-35

80

J-10

Mr, B, G, Miller;
Regarding your E.I. 8, Stateme:

lands and potential land of value
reasoning being the fact of being
accepting the real future of reel,

will be one of beauty that will fl

Please bear in mind this high
we all must place our efforts and
agreement on a time scheduli

the time needed to let each projei

of the efforts of anti-mining and
European type nite-mare being r

continued suppression of a. succ
This would eliminate your job

hopefully always will,

Oct. 8, 1991
sunny ! Moose in river!

which would allow 4,600 acres of mining
our nation to be withdrawn with the only

en during mine life from Lewistown and not
tion for within 100 to 300 years this land

original lands before mining.JEBJ

tech reclamation way of the future is where
political mite, whether or not we are in

r individual lives are only a blip against
ts reclamation become totally realized. All
logging will push our society quickly into a

lized from identical idealogy that is Che

sful society in all of the Soviet Union,

and we do need fine B.L.M, folks and

{Typed exactly as

Sincerely,

/s/ Roy D. Engfo 1

eived for reproduction in the final RM1J/EIS.)

B.G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau Of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, MT. 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS

Dear Mr. Miller:

T am writing this letter to express my concerns regarding the
Judith Valley EIS . specifically, I have great concern over the
designation of "Areas Of Critical Environmental Concerns" (ACECs)
in the EIS and the potential for this precedent-setting action to
radically change future land use planning not only within this
geographic area but also throughout the western United States.
Instead of making a decision to set aside acecs, It would be more
appropriate to utilize the management EIS as a disclosure document
as NEPA intended and allow future decisions and impact analysis to
be made upon completion of separate NEPA reviews. This would
result in better agency decisions since the impact analysis would
be based upon development activities which were better defined and
site-specific in nature. By not designating ACECs the agencies
realize a wider range of latitude in addressing, managing, and
mitigating future impacts while complying with all applicable
environmental regulations.

Additionally, I believe the document can be strengthened by giving
more thought to long term socio-economic impacts and future
resource-based activities. For example, it appears from
information I have been provided that the economic loss to the area
may significantly exceed the estimates utilized in the EIS
analysis. In light of this it may be prudent for the BLM to
reassess the socio-economic impacts of designating ACECs. This
also points out the problems in designating ACECs before detailed
plans have been received and their site-specific impacts analyzed.

In conclusion, I believe that designating ACEC'a not only restricts
the range of latitude open to the agency and severely reduces its
ability to explore creative options and mitigation, but also
abdicates the agency's responsibility to manage public lands under
its control. The result of such a precedent-setting action may
well be to invite additional appeals and legal challenges which
serve little or no constructive purpose and which tend to fragment

81A
the intended purpose and goals of NEPA as well as undermining
public confidence in the process,

Thank you for this opportunity to comment.

sincere!
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1423 aard Avenue South
Hoorhe&d, Mn 56560

Mr. Da\' id Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District uffice
P.O. box 1160
Lew ist own ,

Montana 59-15 /

Suhjo

Mr

Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Stalem

Mari ,

In 1912, my grandparents, William and Louise Leinlllger,

homes teaded in the Bear Springs community of Fergus County,

Montana. "9 years later their descendants still Lake pride in

owning this farm land which produces plentiful crops. It is

quite disturbing to read that the BLM is considering condemn in*

this land and/or offering to buy it for increased wildlife herds

and recreational purposes. With the increased Imager of peoples

m the third world, I would think that, our top priority as a

nation would be to produce more grains and meat to help supply-

countries in need.

There appears to b

states to
people. F

moral moveme
and take land and rights
tance

:

the Midwest and westert

The proposed BLM land acquisition.

Preventing farmers and ranchers from grazing

cattle and sheep on public lands which they

have rented for years or proposing

Incredibly high increases in the rental fees

which the farmers and ranchers can't afford

to pay.

The movement to prevent ditches from being

mowed in North Dakota so that wildlife may
flourish but with little thought to the

dangers of animals bounding unseen onto the

roads due to high grass. This also

contributes to a loss of hay and forage to

farmers and ranchers as well K8 roads

drifted shut in the winter.

82A*.
September 20, 1991

It appears that many government agencies and individuals are

becoming greedy and that they cannot control the land and the

animals already on public lands. It has also been stated that

the privately owned lands and public lands rented from government

agencies are in better shape and are better managed than the

National and State Parks and Recreational areas.

;ifically the concern about the

sk you the following questions:
Because of 'these concerns and s|

BLM acquisition, I would like to

A-49

A-9

A-50

A-51

After reviewing the Resource Management Plan and Environmental

Impact Statement, I have three major concerns regarding my

property.

1. Land Acqu isition:

How is the BLM going to address the decrease in value of the

adjacent non-acquired partials of land?

Will the BLM use the condemnation procedures on private

lands of unwilling sellers'? Will there be additional public

hearings before the land is condemned?

Will monies used to buy land for the Resource Management

Plan reduce monetary funds that would have been used lor the

National Park System?

Is there any possibility that the lands acquired under this

management plan will be transferred to the Department of

Energy to develop a hazardous waste site?

Land A c'<

B-9

Z-12

G-l

G-2

G-8

G-13

How does the BLM plan to control increased un-authorized
traffic thru privately owned property resulting from people

trying to use the increased BLM Management Area?

Will the BLM be able

Management of Gamej,

the trespass st a

How does the BLM propose to control the elk, black footed

ferrets, wolves, and other animals so that they will not

cause damage to adjoining private crop lands? Currently, 1

am having a problem with a herd of elk that is straying from

BLM land and destroying my crops and damaging my fences.

Will there be an agreement between the BLM
Fish and Wi ldlife Department to control
animals and protect the private lands?

nd the Montana
r.he wild game

82B,,.. utU Si,n

H-45

G-l

Page -i

September 20, 199

1

What protection will there be for adjacent private land

owners from straying endangered species wandering oil the

BLM management area?

« ill the BLM pro\
by the straying
Management Plan?

e compenaat ion for property damage

ild animals that are a result

1 tun requesting a reply to these questions and concerns by

October 10, 1991.

Yours truly

,

(ru/Wr-^ ^ #<t6s/^'
Eileen L. Hastad

Mr. Manuel Lujan, Department of Interior
Mr. Edward Madlgan, Department of Agriculture

t. S. Senator Max Baucus
U. S. Senator Conrad Burns
V . S. Senator Dave Durenberger
L. S. Senator Paul Well stone,

U . S- Senator Quentin Burdick
U. S. Senator Kent Conrad
U. S. Senator Robert Dole
l», S. Representative Pat Williams
L'. S. Representative Hon Marlenee

l\ S. Representative Collin Peterson

l". S. Representative Byron Dorgan
Governor Stan Stephens
State Senator Bob Williams
State Representat We Larry Grinde
State Representative Dick Knox
Attorney General, Marc Racicot
State Auditor, Andrea Bennett
Secretary of State, Mike Cooney
Superintendent of Public Instrut
State Lands, Dennis Casey-

Montana Director of BLM, Bob Lowton
Montana Assoc. Director of BLM, Francis Cherry-

Mr- K. Kool, Montana Fish and Wildlife Dept

.

Mr. Webb Brown, Lewistown Chamber of Commerce
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COMMENT FORM

(Please Prim) Name

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan
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Please remm id: BUREAU OP LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457

,/ h. j
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John R. Swanson
3400 Edmund Blvd.

Minneapolis, MN 55406

October 2, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
PO Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 5945/

Dear Sir

l±.

accept my follt

ca Management Plan Rnv:

concerning the Judith Valley Phillips
tal Tmpact Statement.

The Judith, Valley, and Phillip's Resource areas contain outstanding wilderness,
wildlife, biological, and scenic resources of certain National significance.
As such natural attributes fully serve plant and all life with the following
areas and areas to be dedicated as Wilderness, and presented as examples, only;
Square Butte 2,400
Bitter Creek 76,000
Antelope Creek 17,000
Burnt Lodge 18,000
Stafford 6,100
Ervin Ridge 15,000
Cow Creek 41,000
Twin Coulee 7,400
Two Calk Creek 10,000
Dog Creek South 6,000
Woodhawk 12,000

Plus additional areas and acres so as to secure a total of some 1,675,000 acres
of wilderness located on the Judith, Valley, and Phillips Resource areas, BLH.
Afford the Judith River National Wild and Scenic Rivers System dedication. Fully
protect all biological species and their habitats including the Black-Footed
Ferret, Prairie Dogs, Bald Eagle, Peregrine Falcon, Piping Plover, Ferruginous
Hawk, Mountain Plover and Long-Billed curlew. Protect these areas biological
diversity, and promote this ecosytems conservation and to establish these
resource areas as National Natural Preserves, and with no surface -subsurface
activitie - developments.
With no disposal of any Public lands, acquire inholdings and other lands. Ban
off-road vehicles. Ban oil-gas and hardrock mining activities.
Preserve all Riparian-wetland areas. And to oppose military activities in these

Sincerely,

/s/ John R. Swansoi

A-l

F-26

Box 13 -SRI

Saco. Mt. 59261
Oct. 1, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Dist. Manager - B.L.M.
Lewistown Dist - Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, Mt,

5945/

Dear Mr. Miller;
I am attending the extra meeting this evening in Malta concerning the

wetlands and riparian areas in Phillips County that the B.L.M. would like to

acquire -

Various thoughts come to mind -1- why does the government wish to be in
the land business directly competing with private individuals? 2. Why does
the B.L.M. or any other government agency feel they are better able to handle
and maintain wetlands and riparian areas or any other land for that matter
than private Individuals. Those of us in agriculture have long been aware of
the need to conserve our resources • Land is not be reproduced - We make our
living from the land so we take care of It and our water sources as well.

I don 1 t believe it is in the best interest of our country to have the
government being the "big landowner". We are still a free country where
individual rights are suppose to be respected and maintained.

Sincerely,
/s/ Colgate Robinson
/s/ Irma Robinson

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

(Typed exactly as -ed for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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AMERICAN COPPER & NICKEL COMPANY. INC.

October 9, 1991

B.G. Miller

Associate District Manager

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Management Plan EIS

Dear Sirs,

Enclosed are five point which concern American Copper & Nickel

Company, Inc. regarding the above mentioned plan.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to give me
a call. My telephone number is (303) 425-1230.

Sincerely,

AMERICAN COPPER & NICKEL COMPANY, INC.

Joy K. Moseley

Senior Landman

JKM/mas

xc: File

91

COAST CO COAST

America's TOTAL HARDWARE Score

Rome Enterprises
506 Second Street

DEER LODGE, MONTANA 59722

Phone: (406) 846-2461

TO

BO Miller
Associate District Manager
Lewistown Dist Office
Lewistown Mont. 59457-1160

Your impact Statement on 3 million acres of Federal mineral rights in

Judith Basin Fergus and Phillips Co, is completely out of line. This sounds

like Baucus. We are a state not a park and people need to make a living in

this state.
If you need to have a impacC statement on a parcel of ground, but, not to

withdraw millions of acres

/s/ Nelson H Rome

Box 823

Deer Lodge. Mont

I belong to the coalition of western states

tly as received fo: eproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

90A 92

J-34

1. It is tho responsibility of the BLM to manage public lands within its control. Creating Areas of Critical

Environmental Concern wh 'low the agency to abdicato that auth 7. Lands should bo managed on a site-

specific basis without b/anh . prohibitions.

2. The criteria used to select the Lewistown Scenic ACEC is too subjective-. This would withdraw about 4,600
acres from mineral entry simply because land disturbances can bo seen from Lewistown. The Bureau of Land
Management also has underestimated the economic loss to the community because it utilized data from J987.

However, since that time when $400,000 in mineral values were produced, C.R. Kendall has begun operations.
In 1591 alone, the gross value of tho mine's production will exceed $21 million. Withdrawing this area from
mining is contrary to the BLM's own determination that economics is tho first priority of Fergus County residents,

3. Tho Collar Gulch ACEC would be designated to protect cutthroat trout habitat. Cutthroat trout are not
threatened or endangered in Montana or the Western United States and require no special protection. Economics
of the area would be impacted by this designation.

4. Two ACtiC's have been set aside to protect areas for the reintroduction of the black-tooted ferret. The BLM
acJcnowiedgos that bentonite mining will be adversely affected by this action. Moreover, precious metals mining
is occurring nearby and could be restricted by this designation.

I 5. About 3,500 miles of river is being studiod for wetland and/or riparian management. The criteria for targeting

] 61 ""Jso areas for special management is unclear, particularly in tight of President Bush's new guidelines for

| managing wetlands.

ftndftt ions

1-14

1-15

119 N. 9th Ave.
Bozeman. MT 59715
October I. 1991

Mr. b. £«r>« Ml Her
District Manager
Bureau or Land Management
Lew i s t own District office
P.O. Box 1 160
Lewistown. MT 59457-1160

Dear Sir;
Please accept and consider our comme

for changes in response to the Bureau of
management plan for Northeastern Montana.

The Bureau would open the Bitter Creek Wilderness Study Area
to continuing damage by off-road motor vehicle use. We support
the position denying all sucn usag-? and the elimination of any
designated motor vehicle routes tnrough this valuaole area.

Rather than looking upon the Highi ine Prairie as the next
area for political! y-expedient land degrodat ion , we must take the
example of our northern neighbors and designate the Highl ine
Prairie as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern, prohibiting
oil and gas development, off-road vehicle recreation, and
military maneuvers.

The present una dl isf actory pol icy or" the BLM a i low) ng the
Zorman and Lindusky Mines to level the Littie Rocky Mountains and
use cyanide leaching tu extract goid must be discontinued. The
BLM should withdraw at least 25.000 acres of the Little Rocky
Mountains from ininerai entry ana designate this scenic and unique
mountain range as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern.

Finally, the superior natural and cultural values of the
Milk and Judim Rivers as well as the Musselshell River. Arrow
and Frenchman Creeks make them deserving of designation as Wild
and Scenic Waterways

.

All these above named uses for the lanas of Northeastern
Montana promise a more secure ana long term souce of income for
communities in the area with the inevitable increase in tourism.
Short term extractive industries and the destructive use of all-
terrain vehicles promise on
waxes ana tne earth and the
exped iency

.

y to leaver a bust economy in their
country poorer for political

Respectful ly.

Richard & Dianna *J

Wo jtowies
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Areas set aside for rein troduct ion of an endangered
species should be chosen so as not to affect any current
or future use of the land for any site -specific use such
as mining. The potential range of the black-footed ferret
certainly could be adjusted to prevent conflicts with bentonitc,
coal , gravel or other mining operations . You cannot zone
for minerals. The gold deposit is located where you happen
to find it and nowhere else-

Sincerely,

94 95
Gregory D. Zeihen
1311 West Washington St.
Lewistown, Montana 59457
September 29, 1991

D. C. Miller, Associate Distri
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

I wish to express my concern for a number of items contained
in the recently completed Environmental Impact Statement
affecting Judith Basin, Fergus, and Phillips counties.
As a taxpayer and a resident of the state of Montana, I

enjoy my view of the country and I enjoy living and working
within the state. 1 intend to continue to live and work
in the state as long as mining is a viable industry, but
some of the proposals in the ETS will have a severely negative
impact if allowed to stand.

Lands must be managed on a site-specific basis as much
as possible. Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC's)
appear to be just another vehicle to prevent mining simply
based on the idea of a "viewsbed" . I would far rather see
an open-pit mine out of my front window in Lewistown, than
be looking at the yard next door in Helena , Billings , or
Great Falls, because someone might be able to see a mine.

blanket" language implying restrictions on, or disallowing
g based on views should be eliminated altogether, and
property dealt with on an individual basis". The Lewistown

ic ACEC should be abandoned entirely. This has the
ntial for literally stoppin any mining activity based
ne or two people who do not want to see "a big ugly

WINNETT STATE .COOP .GRACING DISTfiJCT
Route i Pot 1. din
Winnetf, Montana 59087

October P, l°91

Robert H. Lawton
State Director
Bureau of Land Management
PO Box ?6800
Billing*! i MT fqio^flnn

Dear Sin

The Winnett State Grazing District wirher to
ro on record a? orjnofinp" the Judith Valley-
PhillipF County Rang-e Management Plan, a
copy o-f which wa? recently" rent to our district.

We feel we should continue to oDerate under
the MiF*ouri ^reakp/EIS clan in the present
manner and form.

Sincerely,

KINNETT STATE CRA2ING DISTRICT
Torper Sikveland-Prepident

J-34

Any
mini
each
Seen
pote
on c

pit"

Potential econom:
difficult to predict
resources- Recent m:

original 1987 date

loss to a community is extrem
hen dealing with undiscovered
ing at Kendall has proven this
were drastics llv lower than

estimated returns from mining. Wilderness and e
sensitive areas must be protected, but the appro
not be too "broad brush" and it must allow for a

areas of high mineral potential.
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Office of the County Commissioners

Garfield County
Jordan, Moniana 59337

DATE : October 21 , 109 1

TO : David Mar i

District Manager BLM
[
J

. . Bux 116

Lewistown, MT 33437- 1 160

RE: Resource Management Plan, BLM

Drai:, Environ menial Iwpae C S L

We do not a S :oc with the findings ot trie BLM.

We ratiuese liiac Che BLM remove all ptiviM and state owned lands

from this EIS and ftvatuaCa 6 lie 3LM lands only. It is our opinion

that rtor>« ot these Lands should be c.t^ted For EuEUCO BLM

Management, control, or purchase.

We do not beLLev-e | tu C the proposed plan wouLd benefit rhe econom

oc ecology of the area in any way.

evaluating cueeently owned 1H.M lands only.

Thank you for your consideration Lfl the matter-

Respectfully yours.

GARFIELD COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Robert N . P ti rpp« , C

h

a Lester E Engdah If Member

96A 98
SCHELL, STEPHENS, RILEY & HUFFINE Marvin ft. Stephens. CPA

Society of C.P.A.'S CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS Wayne C. Rile/, CPA

American Institute

o! C.P.A-'S

300 Montana Building

LEWISTOWN. MONTANA S9flS7

Phone (406) 538-2352

Oik L Hulflne. CPA

l&istO y***'

'. u^y\.

October 22, 1991

United State Department of Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District office
Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

RE: JVP 1616.08
Richard Wilson Estate

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please be advised that I wish to withdraw the Wilson Estate Lands

from your acquisition plans.

Respectfully,

Fred r. Schell, P/R
Estate of Richard A. Wilso
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COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

A-9

H-33

X-l

A-29

(piwePnnp Name

Vicki Olson
HC 84 Box 6055

MalU, MT 59538 vj-
Xj first concern Is acquisition . Wo are told WHXDIG traders. Will dovn*th»re

be outright buying and condemnation? I think it should be put very plainly, we

don't want the Government to become a larg er landowner. Bo Condemnation and

no Buying. Our communities need the tux base in our counties. ITothlng like th e

feritage Trust Act. We were here for generations and want to hand our land on

down, not have it taken away from us. Very plainly, THE GOVERHHENT SHOULD NOT

HE A LARGER LANDOWNER.

Secondly, there are so many mistakes in this book. Example— The Double Ranch

owning the Grimsley place. We have never had anything to do with it. And the

K Cross sure isn't going to give it to us. Who got this Informationf

Tie economic projections seem way out of line and the person that figured tham

will not explain any of her figures or how to figure then. I think she made

them up how she wanted it to look. An example is on the number of AUK'b to be

cut. A 29% decrease in gracing. On Alternative B page 1?4 cut of AUM's 31,116,

2,591 cattle. It you figure that it would have to all be 12 nonth BLM le-ises.

Well, most all in our area are 6 month and a few 8 month leases, hardly any 12 1

Please return 10: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disu-ici Manager
P.O. Bo* 1 160

Lcwktown.MT 59457

ft
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Z-ORTMAN MINING

J-34

G-4

TESTIMONY ON
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Malta, Montana
October 1, 1991

For the record, ay name is Connie Cole. I work for Pegasus Gold
Corporation. My comments tonight will only identify areas of
concern we have with the draft Resource Management Plan; we will
submit detailed written comments before the end of the comment
period.

Our concerns with the draft management plan include:

1. We are concerned that the black footed ferret reintroduction
program will be a significant negative impact to the economic
well-being of the Resource Management Area and represents a
poorly conceived commitment of resources. Management of
agricultural resources within the limitations required by the
reintroduction program will be extremely difficult. We are
concerned that mineral development activities may also be
impaired because of proximity to ferret habitat.

2

.

The proposed management stipulations to protect visual
resources under the preferred alternative would create

I

significant economic impacts to the Lewistown area. The
economic data utilized in the draft plan does not take into
account the importance of mineral developments in that area.
While we realize that minimizing impact to visual resources is
a desirable goal of development planning, we are not aware of
statutory provisions granting the BLM prescriptive rights to
limit development to "protect" visual resources.

3

.

The format of the draft management plan has made it very
difficult to analyze the potential impact to mineral
development from the various alternative levels of land
acquisition and dispersal. Researching the legal land
descriptions given in the plan has been very time consuming.

14. We strongly question the BLM's apparently unilateral decision
to increase bighorn sheep and elk habitat within the Resource
area. The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has
recently published a draft statewide elk management plan. The

P.O. Box 313 • Zortman, Montana 595-56 • Telephone <<I06> 673 3252 • Fox (406) 673-3517
A wholly owned xuhsulinr? ofRtgutm Qnlil Corporation

99A 100A

COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

A-29

Z-2

ipuauprin,) Name

Welti Ols.n

Address Date

So th«t figure 1. .bout jgf th. nmjb.r lt should ^ AM you uto 5>ooo mM1|

out of Phillips County our economy ,111 f„i lt .„d „t th. proJectlc„ u fnr g
Increase in incon. „f i. 9 „mlm , ^ qu„tlo„ is m
Also the raps that .re li.port.nt on roads 1. th. OFF-HOAD VEHICLE WPS. Well.

by that rap there .r. no road, south of Half, not even a highway to Billings-

also no ranches or schools. This makes the whole area look like no one Is there

I expect down th. ro.d so,.one in Congress to say, -w.u, there is nothing there; l,t.
axe it .11 Wilderness.- was this on purpose or 1. so„.on. really that sloppy at
their j ob7 Ihes. maps nut all be corrected now.

m s»y, th. thing 1, tm of .isui.es and I think it «, slanted so that it

-ill go through and down th. ro.d » will .u b. kicked off our Uni of , ge„

We Want HO LAND BUILUG i No CONDEMNATION."

•atic is

Please return la BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1 160

Lewistown, MT V.M57

N-4

Little Rocky Mountains are in the Missouri Breaks Elk
Management Unit. Key portions of both summer and winter rangeare privately owned. Elk habitat north of the Missouri River
is described as limited, due to lack of security cover. TheFish and Game elk management plan does not recommend
increasing the elk population in this Elk Management unitbecause of conflicts with agricultural use and the lack ofsecurity cover. During drought years, reports of game damageare numerous; both landowners and sportsmen have expressed
concerns about crop depredation. And it would be extremely
questionable to attempt to increase wildlife numbers without
a cooperative agreement for wildlife management on Reservation
lands.

5. The potential increase of withdrawn acres for the Azure CaveArea of Environmental Concern. We are not aware of anysystematic investigation of bat populations in and around theLittle Rockies which would support the contention that Azurecave represents a critical bat hibernaculum of national
significance. From our knowledge, the cave has bats, periodWe have no evidence that Azure Cave represents habitat
essential for maintaining species diversity, one of thecriteria necessary for establishing relevance within the ACECevaluation process. Because of its importance to potentialtuture mineral developments; Pegasus Gold Corporation stronglyopposes the expansion of the existing Azure Cave ACEC acreage.

In closing it is obvious that a tremendous effort has gone intoproducing the draft Resource Man*.r.amD r,t- di=.„. *,

indication
the draft Resource Management Plan; however, no
is given of how the preferred alternative will be

Y-16
I

implemented The BLM is being criticized for failing to manage itsresources at current development levels. How is it proposed thatresources will be managed effectively if you increase thatmanagement level?

Thank you for the opportunity to enter these remarks into theofficial record. Our detailed, written comments will follow.
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ACQUISITION OF ADDITIONAL LAMPS

WHEREAS, the federal government is identifying private landsto purchase or trade so that the federal government can controlriparian habitats, winter habitats, and access to federal lands-and

WHEREAS, this acquisition of land decreases privately owned
lands and thereby affects the tax base and further takes controlaway from individuals and decreases and constrains private use of

NOW, THEREFORE
, be IT RESOLVED that the Montana Association

01 state Grazing Districts is opposed to any program or proposalseeking to increase government ownership of private lands andtaking the same out of private ownership and use.

This testimony was presented by: Steve Barnard on October 1,1991 at Malta, Villa Theatre and John Hughes on October 2, 1991at Lewistown, Fergus High School.

102A

A- 1
The preferred alternative states a reduction of 2591 cattle. This

29 reduction will have a negative economic effect on, not only the ranchers
themselves, but on the economies of the local towns. The BLM must realize
the ranching industry is a constant and stable aspect of these counties. Any
reduction of livestock AUM's or the removal of private land from production
will only hurt the people who have managed both public and private lands and
who have improved the condition of these rangelands according to the BLM.

we also understand that the maps identifying lands are incorrect. This

|
needs to be corrected.

I It is stated that any acquisition will be on a willing party status.
A-|„o„ever, condemnation by the federal government has been used in the past.
V |will it be an alterative in this RMP for acquisition?

In regard to the private lands identified for acquisition, who
identified the acreage and were the private landowners involved in the
process? If not, this is a terrible abuse of private landowners and their

V-
private property rights. Were outside groups involved in lands being

7 identified? And if so, who were they?

Management of BLM lands is very important. Many times we hear the
concern raised by the BLM as to lack of manpower and finances to keep up with
lands and programs presently operating. Acquiring more lands and developing
more management options, which need more manpower and money, will not
decrease this concern. It will only require more and more taxpayer dollars.

102
OCT PRESENTED BY DEAN K1EKENBERGER AT MALTA, VILLA THEATER, ON TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1991

^-/ - ' '
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JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Montana Stockgrowers Association

Montana Public Lands Council

Montana Association of State Grazing District

COMMENTS

Issue ill Land Acquisition and Disposal

This issue needs to be explained and presented more clearly in this RMP.
Many of our members are concerned with the amount highly productive of
private land identified that meets acquisition criteria versus marginal BLM
acreage available for exchange. While it has been explained that the
acquisition and disposal process will be between willing parties and the
large amount of private acreage identified is due to the possibility of a
lack of willing parties, there is concern over BLM's real objective in
identifying such a large amount of acreage for possible acquisition.

We realize there is growing public interest in having the government own

A Imore land. However, BLM Director Cy Jamison has the policy of no net gain of

j

^federal lands. Any acquisition plan must comply with this policy.

We are very concerned with any proposal for more land acquisition for
elk habitat when consideration should first be given to population management
of wildlife. Even though the state of Montana is responsible for population
control, very little has been done to address this problem. The BLM needs to
sit down with the state and determine realistic population goals and habitat
objectives. At the present time, the sky seems to be the limit.

we are also concerned with ranching operations being disrupted if a
party, who is in another part of a county or who is not the permittee, trades
private land for BLM land within another ranchers allotment.

Issue #2: Access to BLM Land

The Bureau needs to monitor this proposal very closely. When more roads
are established, there are more costs associated with management and
maintenance. The BLM will need monetary resources which may lead to the
possibility of taking funding from other projects.

increased access could also lead to more weed spread, game displacement,
and disturbance of other uses of the resource.

B i
" These questions should be asked: 1) are there other roads where access

g_
|is already available, and 2) will additional access benefit the resource?

7

Issue S3: off-road Vehicles

Off -road vehicle use, as well as access to BLM land, should be handled
on a case-by-case, area-by-area basis. Meeting and working out a solution
through communication and cooperation is the best way to settle these
problems instead of a blanket policy.

Issue #7: Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds

we appreciate that livestock grazing will be used as a tool to meet the
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objectives of riparian and wetlands. We would caution, however, that the

definition of wetlands has not been determined and is still being discussed
among many agencies, organizations and people. The BLM and the livestock
operator must work closely together when developing a management plan in the

In several places it is mentioned livestock forage allocations would be

granted on newly acquired land if they are compatible with wetland management
objectives. It has boon documented that properly managed livestock can help
manage the forage and we would encourage the use of livestock in these areas
to help with wetland management.

we feel the BLM should closely look at the logic of excluding herbicides

20| and Pr"=ribed fires in the wetlands complex. Some form of weed control will
be needed, because weeds will eventually grow. When and if noxious weeds
occur, the BLM should be reguired to control them as is everyone else in
Montana.

Issue S8: Elk and Big Horn Sheep Management

As was stated previously, in regard to elk management, the first
criteria should be population management of wildlife. It is premature to
discuss habitat until population limits have been identified.

Issue 89: Prairie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret Management

Many guestions need to be answered before we can even consider

102D

H-

30

supporting this issue. Questions such as 1) funding, 2) the establishment of

a non-essential, experimental population of ferret, 3) prairie dog control,

4) the assurance of private property rights protection, 5) the assurance of
the continuation of livestock grazing, and 6) range improvements to provide
for mow forage to keep the livestock SUM'S constant.

In addition, the law reguires an economic and social analysis be
completed when critical habitat is identified for a threatened and endangered
species. To our knowledge, we do not know of such an analysis.

Issue #10: ACEC's, Areas of Critical Environmental Concern

It is our opinion the designation of these areas is the creation of
defacto wilderness. In regard to the Azure Cave ACEC, if this area is

advertised is there any assurance that what the BLM is trying to protect,
i.e. bats, will not have so much public attention drawn to it the bats will
be driven away? It appears that special interest groups have had an

inordinate amount of input in identifying these ACEC's.

We would like to thank the BLM for this opportunity to comment.

103
Comments on the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan

and Environmental Impact statement (JVP)

by Jan Abrahamson
Box 296
Malta, MT 59538

September 1991

After attending the recent meeting in Malta, listening to all

the comments, facts and rumors, reading the large JVP draft and

the Five Alternatives included I am putting my comments down on

paper to verify the many reasons I am AGAINST it.
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In Phillips County, the Pegasus Mine is also a big plus to our
current economy but as in the past so was American Colloid and
Ruby Mine. it (Pegasus) too will probably close in the future and
we are back to the FARMERS and RANCHERS again for the main economic
support

!

Lets get into the issues in the JVP draft. The study for this
was done in the last three years and rainfall and snow has been almost
non-existant for the past ten years which hasn't benefited the range
lands at all. This study therefore can't be for long-term.

This draft also contradicts itself in so many places, its
almost a JOKE! If this draft or study was only done recently
(3 years) since 1968, why then on page 133 does it state that in
the last 10 (Ten) years. Five (5) sales have been completed to
accomplish this plan, what happened to the 3 years this plan was
worked on and the rough draft made!
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Of these 5 sales, three were at the D-Y Junction in Phillips
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ey c,°anty at mns^ *«* ^^ *Mt *. doll

lilt in disguise! '
nl "9 "UCh lO"0er "" iS actoally a la °d
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b
f
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o„,rt h

" XPay
r,

S d ° lla" fr °" d0»" thc llne P«" '" the"
,°. '

" e r ° U91
?
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»lr:°"?liU5
"""^-" t that «"»** «L«. til. "in moires l"

9
-

ripped more range land, to benefit the wildlife as well asnd not stepped on anyones toes doing it.
cattle

If this is such a rough draft, how come it is done is so.,,, Id. e.ii „a Iv '""" """' now come it IS done is suchV"35 In w , no a™? eTrntI "a th " id" talK s ° P°=itively like

that'"^ ""?",' "J
8 "' the l2St ""ting, "I never thought about

,^f '. »? «l I
thlS W>,0le r °"9h dcaft "as written with a wholelot of "I NEVER THOUGHT OF THAT included"!!!
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,
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„
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;
centlv C°""<S Burns stated that there were

"SJiI. J£ Tr a"
6 BLM started i" "ontana compared to the 600

. r' , ?! ' k"°W "hat th °y are d ° ln 9 "her than trying
ttJ. t h? J ch °tbers way and LOOK BUSY as you can't see theyhave bettered the BLM or Montana!! (Sept 1991)

most n„c^r„,T?
throu

?
h "veral zoos and wildlife preserves and

• renrodicH
t/pe animals are inside a building designed to b.

I''lllil
C
"?r °f.

therr habitat Including a viewing room so as to

L. « 'I f'."' f
he a ' dS ° f a "i3"t-time imitation light

"miles »^d „ r,"
UUl 9 ° " 3 "° rathBr th" drive hundreds

albTno , , Ch t
»«««"•« to see anything. I myself owned aalbino Ferret winch was mainly nocturnal most of his life Thev

averaue'life '^° V" F"? " ""U h°a«be,t - rather last S
he III./, iSt £ I Z

nly 7 yearsl Thev too adapt as my pet did,he loved Big Mac hamburgers, bananas, lettuce, candy, esp chocolate!

which
P

mav iL."^';;
"" teV eintr°dU" ion occurs, all activities

, H P L k
f
;
rret ° r ltS "abitat may require informal

" °" W1" ^ e Fish "il<lllf» Service. All activities will

as » ZTol J™ 1* T" daali " g " lth the '•«•*."« continues...as we know from past experience, this is not true. Thev (aov) takemore and more control, why this year I even had to buy . Permit to
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shoot my compound bow, who knows - next year I will probably haveto buy a permit to go poddy! Go back a few more years, my fatherwas one of many who helped buy and transplant (farmers & ranchers)the elk into the Larb Hills area and then the Fish and Wildlifenow controls where and how many pen "
the farmer and rancher getting a re
since he planted them!

are issued! Why isn't
on his original investment

Go back other generation _. „,^ to my grandparents and greatsthey were forced out of their homesteads alonq '

neighbors when Ft.
~

raised they had to
Peck

with many of
completed, how??? .. .when the water

- if they hadn't already had their land

JJfJI rnr 5£?f
the government condemned the land'who else setprice for this condemned land and paid the set price to all thfarmers and ranchers regardless of the'

negotiation and planning and time, not
been stepped on and so many negative feelings would not'have

On page 37 this plan als

feelings. With a little
many toes would have

resulted

!

one for the cows and one for the BIRDS!!! I
any deer, antelope and elk go through, over

ater, forage or safety. Now tell me

reservoi rs
believe I have se.
and under fences to g
these critters won't disturb the nesting...

.- land, its assumed the average livestgracing capacity is 5.5 acres per animal unit monthlivestock c -

years
lands are acq

Page 154 "For acquired
ng capacity is 5.5 acre
tock forage allocations made on acquired land"in thTpast 10
, allocations of livestock forage could be reduced by 29% where

™ „!
rV ct? ulrct3 Eor wildlife habitat." If this truly affects somany ranchers, maybe they should all pay their grazing under protest,after all its probably partly these fees that are being used toplan ana accomplish this JVPRMP, right??!!!

The natural habitat of this not normally heavy grass-lands as the rainfall is not here and also the type of soil is not
5 „'« lt - w" e " '" «ali ty it taxes 40-50 acre, per wl.thU

in rill lifl Uli^^t 11
^'f" th" l0" "9«""°n causes erosion,

to ™ i '"'"V" tl" ""life moved out of the Larb Hills due
'° ?,''" rro™ lac* ° f rainfall. Where aid they go?. ..to the

hav f iSe. Th r^ S and ra " c»ers " a ° reservoirs and alfalfa or
', " : „"?=' had eat" »«« 9'ass =l°se to their water sources

b ^lV"d S,n" liCk " """ a" d cl°" gazing »"* gone,they too moved. Do you see more erosion no. as a result of their3verusing_grazing near water sources? The answer, if you don'tknow is NO!

They sin about soil erosion tizs off-road vehicle travel,
1 don t see it and talk to any rancher or children of, one rain

wJfh
S=°«« t

I;L
t
n^

CkS a "d b" laes »ost folks won't drive off-road

heavv% .' °° - 00 P'ck-up and abuse it and besides they don't havheavy tires to withstand the cactus and thorns of nature.
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As a Montanan, we have been hit with so many thi

and even as a Nation. Including spotted owl, didn't
prices also affect us, endangered species, CRP, Wolf
beef check-off, water rights a century old being take
to many reasons - the main one wildlife, Hunting righ
the kinds of and number of permits required and the 1Look how the public reacted when Yellowstone was alioYou say a lot of this is for posterity, who is posterus and our children, grandchildren, etc who we are wo

ngs recently
high I umber
reintr Dduction,
n away due
ts and increase
et bur a policy.
wed to LET BURN
ity if it isn't
rking the land

Throughout this
CRP (Conservatio

draft it talks about land being put into
serve Program). As I see it, this CRP program

nd controilodNt
la " d

7a
" b """ " took Private deeded'land

2"1_CfJi""*? 1E a " d lts " se »/ government policies and agencies.Even the cattle could not graze it but oh yes, the elk doerantelope and wildlife could. if this is r

what is?
wi Id 1 i f e refuge

dr.ftw ,
and ° n as ' ou Kno" ir you've read thisdraft but will conclude saying how are 3,4 or even 5 BLM employeesgoing to manage the enormous number of acres that this draft

and^nV" "l"""
"he " cu"«tly ^ takes 75, 100 or more farmersand ranchers to currently manage the same amount of land?
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S-21

Continuing on erosion on page 132, "These problems include™" d™!" such as =0*1 erosion on steep slopes, soil compactionand rutting from use during wet periods, destruction of vegetationand loss of ground cover as roads and trails are created or expanded.
Harassment of wildlife and a loss of scenic quality may occurdue to additional roads and trails." Let me tell you on my budget Idon t have pocket change lying around to just gas up and head forthe country to harrass wildlife and what would be the purpose orgain anyway! How many folks would do this? I hove personally seenthe Fish and wildlife fly their plan, over wildlife, example elk and

m»n. ?f!.i°
S
;
a,V h

f"
" P seve"l weeks before hunting season opensmany times and I don't believe this is right either, who they"!"'' ab°ut dol "9 the harrasslng when our government agencies aresetting the examples!!!

The Fish and Came have done nothing to improve their grazingfor the wildlife or water resources either, only thing is to DlantNO OFF ROAD TRAVEL or NO TRAVEL BEYOND THIS pSlNT signs and Kelike. This is the only thing the public has seen.

''The optimum habitat (pg 125) for antelope consists of open,rolling, sagebrush, grassland as free from human encroachment as

nS!??J ,' J?Br "'' nter di6t consists of at least 80* sagebrushQuality habitat contains sagebrush 12-24 inches in height andbecome important during the spring, summer and fall while grass

J";"" importance year long." -- Well I have seen them eat grand herds of 10 to 120 or more have been eating the farmers winter•?"''" S ^ayland, if they (antelope) eat sagebrush all winter Ionwhat they doing on cropland. When 1 hunt north of Malta, we alwav

Place
°Ur antelope in the "heat and barley fields of Albert Flansa

Lets go back to the quote, the optimum habitat for antelopeconsists of open, rolling sagebrush, grassland as FREE FROM HUMANENCROACHMENT as POSSIBLE where dl„ that put our roads, fencicattlo, hunting rights, etc??? Looks to me like on the

Imoact st,,
1
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P
?

i

c
liPS " sotIce Management Plan i. EnvironmentalImpact statement Comments - September 199]

= a
p;Ove to us that wilderness works - do a CMS study. Feed

Brothers^ h
S

, r
PlT d """"^ completely .. .Holly Flat (Town's;'"''" later Frank Locks place), used to have the bestdeer hunting in the Northwest on u L Bend due to all the feed in

,
F '' ths Tt""" s Brothers and Frank Lock place including

Z,„< S
™m"™s

.

t0 mention, the management of the land -meaning haying, irrigating, etc. was no longer there. The prairie

frtrr/" 8 T d" r
'

' lk and a «t.lope moved eloser'tothe farmers and ranchers for their existence.

They need more resorvo
in the area. Most of the

in CMR and on BLM to keep the elk
imbered area's have feed but the

went dry" ,20 rV IE" '. ^' •"* "" "= 0Ut ">"" the water holeswent dry. 120 cow elk and their calves and 53
out our deeded winter grazing in about 3 weeks
real well!

ull elk cleaned
got

orbes
es are
ass

,,„ !" se h'"' s ln y°ur JCPRMP, you say their habitat is gone,

from a,, I."™ •»«*»««" all our birds, w. had pheasant huntersfrom all over - our grain fields were solid pheasant, sage andgrouse Now we see more fox than birds. We supply the feed andyou claim the opposite. When the farmers and ranchers areis the game! gone -

156 "Prescribed fire in the Missouri Breaks can
management objectives. Fires in dense ponderos
increase grass and forb production and can bene
" Then this draft contradicts itself on next poiled fire can also be very detrimental to wild
e large stands of juniper and sagebrush from w
e or eliminate wildlife populations on burned
of the burn could prevent reestablishment of s'

years. This can be a significant negative impa.
and longterm if reestablishment of shrubs does
impact the cattle too!!!

back burner

!

achieve
a pine and
fit livestock
age 157,
life. Fire
inter ranges
areas. The
hrubs for
ct to wildlif
not occur.

"

desired
juniper
grazing
"Uncontr
can remo
and redu
severity
over 10
in short
Probably

in rJS ^ iS d
f
a
!

fc ifc
?
ayS they are cl °si"9 Montana Gulch campground

aSd'as'rec^.tl.- JTI^I tVJ"^*
big money to improve campgrounds
another agency spends even more
or no maintenance has been requ
compared to the mass enjoyment and use it brings to the public

mIIL .1 T y C!"° ilV """i°ns at montan, Gulch as it is so beautiful,
and

S
man? "rl«. ""' 3"" Up

'
lts c°°< " d the" are tables, parking

#1 water" «°S "5 '"i
"^'' b ' rdS

'
etc -- need «'" things -

Z< a I I'. Z f ! '
soms "anagement out in the field, not be-hind a desk with a pen. I think its pretty cruel to the animals

move
D
or" Til

'"' '"" "-hers) out - because those animals

Ed Koss ripped some range by First Creek Hall. It didmagnificent - clover, grass, and more deer and cow feed than

J»wS*!; f
BLM

.

fu r niSh=d the cultivator and fuel, but wasiS2 J2SSSS to furnish the tractor. But they can spend millionson this Draft f it would have been put to use for more waterholesand rang, ripping, the multiple use benefits wouldenormously

!

Ripar

i

increased

unerstand
etc and then
ney to close

ired resulting

i one gov agency spends
later the same or
the same when little
little expense

an - You say cows bother the nesting environment, out«vwc: are on summer range during the nesting period' These

llfl%l Se1™ P* th0Usands of ««•"•« of barley? whelt and

itlliv l^ ^ Ch Tar " get rid of us f™" and ranchers andall you will have is the water, if that.

I would like to know what we did to deserve an this -

our environment and let us talk direct to those resoonsiblo -

^ER CAN
th

wA?W,
be

T^e —P^oat! This is COKMoJSS ^ Jhe
fwP,S™ WAYM! Those people back east dreaming up ideas like

have n "I
Probably fed as full of propaganda^ as wearehave no say about their heritage, jobs and livelihood.

We
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If this Draft goes through, we have lost what our Fathersand Grandfathers and the present generation has worked for. We

a«twn t hurt those people back east! why are they hurting us?

My wife and I have pais over S2OO.OOO.O0 in taxes the lastlew years, too support this kind of government control - THINK -
like Up AMERICA, this happened to our forefathers that came
over here to try to avoid (government control) III

Let's manage this land for MULTIPLE USE - spend, spend,spend has the taxpayers to the limit --

fj
y° u "re wondering why I am so concerned, I have relativesthat live where the spotted owl caused the loss of thousands ofjobs, closed many lumber mills causing economic hardships -

higher priced lumber, etc.
T/k fe-t-ci u ; 'l In c.<.tUj.*/wUw,,-,£ v UA. <M% n-t~C- f»u-M^A»

is country has roughly 30 million acres of wilderness t '" "

'

already. Not counting refuges, park
have been utilized to the maxim

o tell me these acres
..^tential and more is needed-o badly that you have to squeeze more out of the taxpayers!

you Mean AMERICA believes in putting good honest peopleoff their land so millionaire hunters can come out here once ortwice in their life to kin some wild animal that most of themdon't and won't even eat!

iSL
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HC Box 8135
Malta, Mont.
59538-9702
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A-28

B. Gene Miller
District Manage;
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistovn District Office
P.O. Box 1160
I-ewistown, Mont.
59457-1160

RE; Comments on Judith, Valley,
Phillips Resource Management
Plan & Environmental Impact
Statement
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Why Alternative E ?

The BLM has chosen to pursue alternative E. the most restrictive
and costly alternative formulated in the JVP RMP. I oppose this
course of action for a number of reasons.

First. I see this as a continuation of the massive trend of
removing lands from productive use. Since the 1960's the federal
government has locked up 97 million acres of land in wilderness,
scenic, and other designations that effectively reduce the land
to a single use - recreation. This represents untold potential
for wealth generation that is lose to us, to our children, and to
succeeding generations. The number of acres removed from

I

productive use in this manner continues to increase. In light of
this, why choose the altera ,ve that ties up the most land? Why
not buck the trend and develop ar. alternative that would dispose
of Federal lands?

Secondly, the cost of acquiring and administering the 631,719
acres in Alt, E will be an additional burden on the taxpayers of
the United States. In this day and age of burgeoning federal
deficits, why does the BLM choose the management plan that will
cost the most? At the previous meeting on the JVP-RMP held in
Lewistown, Mr. Gene Miller of the BLM stated that, in part, the
choice of Alt. E would allow more efficient management of the
BLM's "checkerboard" holdings. A much more economical solution
to this problem would be to dispose of these troublesome
properties. That would ease the BLM's burden and insure
productive use of the lands in question. The land sale revenues
would, of course, go towards reducing the Federal Deficit.

Finally, the designation of areas tnat have good mineral
potential as ACEC'S must be based on the erroneous assumption
that mineral development and aesthetic and environmental values
are completely incompatible . This assumption is highly
prejudicial and unfair to all the people of this area who would
benefit from such development. Designation as an ACEC
effectively removes an area from practical consideration for
mining. Why choose such a restrictive course of action? Why not

ck off and let developing projects be considered on a case by
basis

In summary. I bel
. continuation of a

instead of incr

eve that the co'
iarmf ul trend for
BLM develop a

size Of its holdings
ng them.

irse chosen by the BLM is a
the country, I would like to
sixth al ternat ive. one that
in the JVP management area
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A-11

-TESTIttONY PRESENTED BY LARRY DESCHEEMAEKER ON WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1991 At LEWISTOWN.

JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Montana stockgrowers Association

Montana Public Lands Council

Montana Association of State Grazing Districts

COMMENTS

Issue (tl: Land Acquisition and Disposal

This issue needs to be explained and presented more clearly in this RMP.

Many of our members are concerned with the amount highly productive of

private land identified that meets acquisition criteria versus marginal BLM

acreage available for exchange. While it has been explained that the

acquisition and disposal process will be between willing parties and the

large amount of private acreage identified is due to the possibility of a

lack of willing parties, there is concern over BLM's real objective in

identifying such a large amount of acreage for possible acquisition.

We realize there is growing public interest in having the government own

I

more land. However, BLM Director Cy Jamison has the policy of no net gain

of federal lands. Any acquisition plan must comply with this policy.

We are very concerned with any proposal for more land acquisition for

elk. habitat when consideration should first be given to population management

of wildlife. Even though the State of Montana is responsible for population

control, very little has been done to address this problem. The BLM needs

to sit down with the state and determine realistic population goals and

habitat objectives. At the present time, the sky seems to be the limit.

109A
A-29 I The preferred alternative states a reduction of 2591 cattle. This

reduction will have a negative economic effect on, not only the ranchers

themselves, but on the economies of the local towns. The BLM must realize

the ranching industry is a constant and stable aspect of these counties. Any

reduction in livestock AUM's or the removal of private land from production

will only hurt the people who have managed both public and private lands and

who have improved the condition of these rangelands according to the BLM.

Z-2
We also understand that maps identifying lands are incorrect,

needs to be corrected.

I

It is stated that any acquisition will be on a willing party basis.

However, condemnation by the federal government has been used in the past,

will it be an alterative in this RMP for acquisition?

I

In regard to the private lands identified for acquisition, who

identified the acreage and were the private landowners involved in this

process? If not, this is a terrible abuse of private landowners and their

1

private property rights. Were outside groups involved in lands being

identified? And if so, who were they?

Management of BLM lands is very important. Many times we hear the

concern raised by the BLM as to lack of manpower and finances to keep up with

lands and programs presently operating. Acquiring more lands and developing

more management' options, which need more manpower and money, will not

decrease this concern. It will only require more and more taxpayer dollars.

A-7

We are also concerned with ranching operations being disrupted if a

party, who is in another part of a county or who is not the permittee, trades

private land for BLM land within another ranchers allotment.

If the landowner indicates by. December 15 that he is not willing to sell

or trade, the record of decision should not included these acreages.

issue #2: Access to BLM Land

The Bureau needs to monitor this proposal very closely. When more roads

are established, there are more costs associated with management and

maintenance. The BLM will need monetary resources which may lead to the

possibility of taking funding from other projects.

Increased access could also lead to more weed spread, game displacement,

and disturbance of other uses of the resource.

"Dl I These questions should be asked: 1) are there other roads where access

lis already available, and 2) will additional access actually benefit the

B-7
resource?

Issue #3: Off-road Vehicles

Off-road vehicle use, as well as access to BLM land, should be handled

on a case-by-case, area-by-area basis. Meeting and working out a solution

through communication and cooperation is the best way to settle these

problems instead of a blanket policy.
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F-20

Issue (17: Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds

We appreciate that livestock grazing will be used as a tool to meet the

I objectives of riparian and wetlands. We would caution, however, that the

I definition of wetlands has not been determined and is still being discussed

I among many agencies, organisations and people. The BLM and the livestock

operator must work closely together when developing a management plan in the

area.

In several places it is mentioned livestock forage allocations would be

grantM '.ft newly acquired land if they are compatible with wetland management

objectives. It has been documented that properly managed livestock can help

manage the forage and we would encourage the use of livestock in these areas

to help with wetland management.

I

We feel the BLM should closely look at the logic of excluding herbicides

and prescribed fires in the wetlands complex. Some form of weed control will

be needed, because weeds will eventually grow. When and if noxious weeds

occur, the blm should be required to control them as is everyone else in

Montana.

Issue #8: Elk and Big Horn Sheep Management

As was stated previously, in regard to elk management, the first

criteria should be population management of wildlife. It is premature to

discuss habitat until population limits have been identified.
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Issue |9 l Prairie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret Management

Many questions need to be answered before we can even consider

supporting this issue. Questions such as 1) funding, 2) the establishment

of a non-essential, experimental' population of ferret, 3) prairie dog

control, 4) the assurance of private property rights protection, 5) the

assurance of the continuation of livestock grazing, and 6} range improvements

to provide for more forage to keep the livestock AUM's constant.

I

In addition, the law requires an economic and social analysis be

completed when critical habitat is identified for a threatened and endangered

species. To our knowledge, we do not know of such an analysis.

Issue #10: ACEC's, Areas of critical Environmental Concern

It is our opinion the designation of these areas is the creation of

defacto wilderness. in regard to the Azure cave acec, if this area is

advertised is there any assurance that what the BLM is trying to protect,

i.e. bats, will not have so much public attention drawn to it the bats will

be driven away? It appears that special interest groups have had an

inordinate amount of input in identifying these ACEC's.

We would like to thank the BLM for this opportunity to comment.
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1

The South Moccasin landowners object to having the South
Moccssin Mountains be considered as ACEC for the following rea-
sons

1 The three parcels of BLM land ( approximately 1200 acres' are
not » large enough contiguous area to achieve its purpose as a

ACEC .

2 The vas1 majority of the land ares that is seen by Lewistown
is privately owned

3. The present system has been working for years and the land is

in demonstrably better condition than years ago, After all our
livelihood is. directly affected if the lands ability to produce
is hurt

As to land aequisH

l

proposed, oppose it fc

I Local land -owners land value
threat of land condemnation

Ue believe that publi
land husbandry,

-ild be devalued because of the

better 1 an-a use

A 1
, I : None of the affected

A-l 1 | to sel 3 to the BLM-

4 Brazing would be reduced

5 The Loss of \,V* revenue to the county caused by land acquisi-
t ion ana the corresponding reduc t ion of catt le numbers is not
adequately recovered by pilt.

£, Land us* practices that are considered desirable < recreation

,

t i mber management ., etc 1 can be i nf luenced by edueat ion, incen-
tives, and other means rather than public ownership of land. The
most Bf '"

i C lent land use has been achieved through private land
ownership, Russia is a prime example of the disaster of govern-
ment ownership

Concerning proposed access, there is no legal public access
now ana we feel that is in the best long term interest of the
public as well as our selves we seldom deny access now but
sometimes we do limit it. Too many hunters in an area, high fire
danger, erosion, spread of noxious weeds, etc. are good reasons
to limit access Ue feel that public ownership would not address
those problems adequately

Concerning a 1 k habitat, factors such as no
c, thick timber on present BLM land contribute

wata steep

will inevitably be on private lana and it wont, be the BLM or the
Fish and Same who f ixes the fences , provides the i eed, and puts
up wi th the var ious i inconvenience of harvesting the game

113 113B
COMMENT TO THE JUDI

Joe C Wicks
Rt 2, Eo:^ 2210
Lewistown , Montana

nd PHILLIP:? esource narisgennin

October 2, Ifltl

res being includedI object to the South Moccasin Mount

a

in this plan for t he fol lowing reasons
1 My grandf 11 her came to this are* in 1 881 and homes teaded on
the place just south of us in 18S2, My mother was born on that
place My father came here 1'n 1917 and bought the place we live
on I can remember hearing the man who homesteaded this place
tell of riding horses in the hills in bACb of our placra and the
trees were about eye level. Thiers evidentially had been big
fire before any white man had settled here Pictures of the area
show very little trees As to game. I was 12 -'ears old before 1

saw a d&er in the wild Based on pictures and my experience I

can vouch that the mountain is in better shape than it has been
for a 100 years Therefore BLM's ACEC and lend acquisition are
ei ther try) ng to f i : somethi ng that isn ' t broken or zrei empire
bui Iding
2, I resent- that those of us who do have cultural and emotional
ties to thi s area were not even consulted about inc ludi ng the
area in an ACEC ''or for that matter informed what an ACEC is).

As -to land acquisition. There are better ways of influenc-
ing land use than having the Government owning it, Education,
var ious inc ent lves

,
publ ic pressure . etc all seem to be an

acceptable way of inducing industries and businesses of all kinds
to modify their activities to be more acceptable to the public
Russia and Eastern Europe are a prime example of the disaster of
government Ownership Further, PILT does not cover the revenue
loss to local Government according to county officials 1 have
talked to

Finally land access. Ue seldom deny access now but there
are good reasons to control access. Too many hunters in an area,
drunk or abusive hunters, fire hazard too high, activities that
Spread noxioui weeds . etc are just. B few .

The Fish and Game or
thfi ©LM will not do the job the local land owner will to protect
the land because the land owners have a v&ry personal interest in

the.- lands productivity Also in our own case, our houses are
jus* 100 yards from the timber You c»n ' t allow just anybody in
your back yard shooting high power rifles

Therefore the land owners of the South
equest that the BLM abide by their own sta
aragraph d in the second column which states
ng acquisition and disposal will consider: tl

ent, personal income, business activity and
enefifs against the cost of acquisition or d
ain in county revenues when comparing prop*
ent-in-iieu of tawea " We believe that if

usiy considered the BLM will dispose of its

outh Moccasin Mountains or iit the very leas

resent management policy.

Moccasin M( untains
tement on page 5
"Dec lsl( ns involv-
e effect on employ-
soc ial wel 1-being;
sposal

;

and the net.

ty taxes with pay-

change the

i
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114 FI RGUS COUNTY
STATE OF MONTANA

Leirutown, Montana 59457

October 2, 1991

All

A-9

D-2

Ito: Bureau of Land Manage-rent

From: Board of County Comiissioners-FerguB County

Re: Hosourco Management Plan and Environmental Impact statement

Following arc cements of the Fergus County Board of Oamlwiowa
concerning the Judith Valley-Phillips Resource Management plan and

Environmental Impact Statement.

WD ACQUISITION AMD Dismay The Co™! ssioners WW lite to go on

record a„ believing there should not be a net gain in acres of public

land through land acquisition. Land exchanges with willing land owners

should be encouraged for the purpose of improving land management.

I

OIL AND GAS uasING AND DEVELOPMENT, The terminology in this section

is confusing at best. Alternative E appears to open m>re acres for

development, but places mora restrictions on exploration. More

restrictions will farther discourage exploration in Fergus County.

Therefore, Alternative B appears to be more consistent with the

Economic Development philosophy of Fergus County.

SOUTH HOCCASIN^IUDITB MOUNTAIN SCENIC AREA: The Board supports

alternative E. This alternative would allow development, but protect

the scenic value of the face of the Judiths and South Moccasin on

public lands.
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STATEMENTS CONCERNING THE

JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Ltth Moccasin

A-9

talked

I

the BW.
is indeed

I m representing the Jenni Ranch located in the
Mountains This plan as written has the potential t.. . „

prebUfn! for our ranch
The greatest problem is that of land acquisition and disposal The

BLM presently has only 1200 acres of surface in the South Moccasin
flountams which we currently lease. It is dwided m three pieces
which don't connect and are not fenced The =LM has identified
approximately 5,000 acres for acquisition In the South Moccasin
Mountains, of this about 2,400 acres are from our ranch. This is e
very large parcel of land and we have no desire to sell or trade this
to the ELM or any one else. Loss of this land would have a very
negative impact en our ranch ei it includes r«^ch of our summer
pasture Therefore w* would be an unwilling seller and as such wish
to have our land withdrawn from this document Ue believe that

i
th« blm mm come and force us t<: eel! this property I have
Gene Miller, Associate District Manager, who assured me that
;ld not use condemnation to acquire land However 1 f that
he truth, why will the> not put that m writing in this

Idocuaent * I am not against the principle of acquisition end disposal,
however I *:- believe those people who- for, 'I _: =h to sell or trade
their land should have then- land removed froi* the acquisition list.
I also believe that the wording should be changed to include a
statement that condemnation will not be used by the &LM to squire

t- infringing on personnel prooerty rights by Hating
acquisition Why do they have the right to say they

want a pa-ticulal piece of private land for acquisition? Why can a
few individuals loot' at a map and target private land for acquisition
without even letting the landowner know this : = happening until the
Environments! Impac t Statement is out

- object to having the South Moccasin fountains listed as an
The main purpose listed in the documert was for scenic quality

-
"-

- visual resources which can readily be seen from Lewistown and
-:_-. = = 131 and S7 The 1 it- per- tanc e was listed for tourists,
rec -*-- ionel services, and also marketing efforts such as videos,
brochure*, and newspapers if the South Moccasin Mountains become an
ACEC then more pressure would be put on us to acauir* our land At.
present the 1200 frees of ftLM surfece do not m

vats lends fo

ay epreiaent the

t I lof the South Moccasin mountains. Si
J * |Lml Blown and the tourists enjoy is

not the BLM. The majority of recreati
private land. This will not change unless th
private lands

this scenic quality that
largely -sue to the ranchers and

mountain is also on
ELM acquires more

115A
The idea of increased ell-- habitat is also an interesting one. We

presently lease the 1200 BL*' acres in the South Moccasin mountains
BLM allows 40 to 60 percent of the forage to be used for cattle Dur
allotment is 35 animal unit months This means that if the cattle use
about SO percent then there is about an equal amount left for the
wildlife Therefore since an eU is about 2/3 the size of a cow then
perhaps the^e would be enough grazing capacity on BLM lands for 50 elk
far one month or about ^ el'- for the entire year. This does not tale
Into account that there isn't any water on the BLM land, or that the
6*<ow will g*t too deep on EL'-" land during the winter. So you can
"igure out whers the el', will be t on private land i cannot »*e how an

ater source or any wintet range can be
oanston unless the BLM is planning to

- »*

,t whe r 9 the el
. does not have 3

wed ft a sm » rem for .=].'-

i re private land wi th
had.' to land acquis

a *etfti sis
£ gam.

range This

&"_m n. '.he- .= __ •.'
1 Moccesm mountains presently do noi

"he -a-c-. -rail to th* BLrl land is across our
a-ch ue have tHewed th* public to cross our ranch :y permission,
but at tines have limited access due to fire danger, spreading of
noxious weeds, erosion and excess hunters, we have also allowed many
'

i •-.,-= of recreation on our -anch, some of which are: cemping, hiking,
"u^'-ing, :"oe« . . 1 .

si :
-.

- z motorcycles, snowmobiles, hang gliding,
end fishing w> do not wis- to r a , b publiii access '.hough the middle
a* our ranch thai we cannot com -,-,] The Btf land that they are
seeking access to in rot tia-ired jr any way from our private land Ue
control ajj of the land between the BLM parcels and also several miles
of trail + ,- the nearest pus-lie road We feel access without e>ui

gains-; vhfe
1

-pler.e.--ed

fja.fvc*p-rvA* jO-z-Ti

<9.
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JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS MANAGEMENT PLAN
Winifred FFA Chapter

COMMENTS

My name is Chris Heggem, I am representing the Winifred FFA

Chapter. Many of our parents lease blm land, and the decisions

made as a result of this meeting will affect our futures as well.

We would like to share our opinions concerning the issues before

ELK AND BIGHORN SHEEP MANAGEMENT

we realize that wildlife such as elX, deer and bighorn sheep

graze freely on private, as well as public land. We also

recognize the importance of continued livestock grazing on State

and Federal lands to preserve our way of life.

we support the limitation and regulation of elk and deer

I

populations through hunting. However, cooperation between the

BLM and the State is essential in developing an equitable

management program.

LAND ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL

we are greatly concerned with the plans for land acquisition

and disposal. We feel that any acquisitions made should not

disrupt the ranching operation, or negatively affect the

lifestyles of those who ranch on BLM land. Additionally, the ELM

should refrain from acquiring large amounts of land, as one of

two alternatives will clearly take place.

118A

1J Taxpayers will be burdened with the cost of managing

additional lands.

2) The management of the land will be less effective.

we support the development and improvement of access to BLM

lands for use by the public.

we would like to express our thanks for allowing us to contribute

our ideas and opinions.
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CR KENDALL
P.O. Box 799

HUger, MT 59451
Phone (406) 538-2601 Fax (406) 538- 7834

Statement of posit ion
On

Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan .EI S

Creation of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern and the

Cong ressional Multiple Use Mandate .

When deriving policy for Federal land management, the Congress of

the United States issued a strong mandate for multiple use.

Congress also passed legislation allowing for the creation of Areas

of Critical Environmental Concern in certain instances. Congress

did not provide guidance for establishing ACEC's leaving it to the

land management agencies to establish rules and regulations. Since

acec ' s promote singular use , these two concepts are often in

conflict. Since it is clear that the intent of Congress was to

allow multiple uses to coexist on Federal lands simultaneously, the

multiple use concept should clearly take precedence whenever

possible. The BLM has included lands in potential ACEC's that

could, with watchful management, continue as ful 1 multiple use
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J-31

J-32

CR KENDALL

The South Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic Arp.a ACFP

The EIS identifies negative .impacts to mining and logging by the

creation of this ACEC. The impacts are deemed to be significantly

greater for mining with a likelihood that two open pit mines will

be forgone. The full economic impact of this finding is not

spelled out in the EIS.

The document shows the total value of mineral production in Fergus

County for 1987 was approximately 5500,000. The gross production

of metals in Fergus County in 1991 will exceed 520,000,000. This

represents a 3,900% increase. Assuming the two mines are the size

of the Kendall Mine, small by industry standards, the potential

economic loss to the state of Montana and Fergus County are:

51,000,000 per year in gross proceeds and metal mines taxes.

5 500,000 per year in property taxes.

54,000,000 to $5,000,000 per year in employee payroll.

54,000,000 to 55,000,000 per year in local product and supply

purchases.

1.20C
CR KENDALL

The JVP Resource Management Plan proposes eight ACEC designations

which could be left open to multiple use with watchful management.

The BLM should reevaluate the cost to benefit ratio of the South

Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic Area. The cost of creating this

ACEC greatly out weighs the benefit. The Collar Gulch ACEC

proposal is redundant and BLM funds could be put to better use

elsewhere.

120B 121
SBBOMUL& CR KENDALL

The majority of these funds are of direct benefit to Fergus County.

The EIS discloses that the yearly economic benefit from all

proposed ACEC's combined will be approximately $646,000 per year.

The benefits of the Resource Management Plan could be greatly

increased by excluding the South Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic

Area ACEC.

Collar Gulch ACEC

The collar gulch area is a historic mining area and small miner

activity continues today. AS identified in the EIS, this area has

high to moderate mineral potential.

The westslope cutthroat trout to be protected by this ACEC is not

in danger of extinction in Montana or the United States. Its

existence in Collar Gulch is not significant environmentally and

there is some question as to its origin in the area.

(Because Montana and the United states has sufficient laws

protecting water quality, this proposed ACEC is redundant and the

BLM could put its management funds to better use elsewhere.

I am Jack Hughes I am a third generation rancher who is concerned with the

Judith, Valley, Phillips Resource Management Plan -

We feel that the whole plan is flawed in many ways - Many landowners who

have paid taxes on land livestock & improvements for many generations will be

severely impacted if this plan passes in it's present form! A few examples

follow
Impacts to lvstk management - lure crops ACEC explain reductions in A.U Ms

& costs connected w. plan explain Riparian Alternatives
Explain Endangered spiecies plan Access & off road vehicle use need to be

combined 6. controlled - this is a major concern to all landowners

We support the "no net gain " concept concerning federal lands

thank you

(Typed exactly as the final RMP/EIS.)
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District Manager

Bureau of Land Management

Lewistown District Office

PO Box 1160, Lewistown, MT 59i57-1160

COMMENTS on the Judith, Valley, Phillips, RMP-EIS Draft

dated July 1991

Land Requisition and Disposal

i. This plan needs to reflect that dollars spent on

acquisition will not and do not exceed revenues from land

disposal. Lands identified for acquisition need to be drastically

reduced in acres. Lands listed as meeting acquisition criteria

today become targets tomorrow. This plan needs to be so

developed that it can't be used as a tool for the government to

become bigger. Government needs to concentrate its expenditures

on existing projects and prior commitments presently being

neglected.

2. A tract of land in my allotment (Arthur individual -Two

Calf) has been identified for disposal.
\

This tract was

ori~g~ih"ax±-y par_t_of Parcel F-dTo~which was/ later^dd^ided and

parcel F-177 was assigned to"—feha__p_or.t^Kwr-in
-lny^allotment. This

parcel isn't listed in Table-"A"ppendix A. 2, h"&"weve„i\ it appears on

Map 1 Side A./It is also in the computer program, so can--expect

122A

it to sh-ow—Op—±n—the, final plan if_ifc-±3Ti "drawTi "durtna—the

review process.

A -43 ^This parcel needs to be withdrawn for the following reasons:

A. This allotment is* 100°/. government furnished with a

working management plan in effect.

A-44

B. This land is critical Elk, mule deer, and big horn

sheep habitat.

C. North and Middle Two Calf drainages flow through

this parcel-. This particular drainage provides some of

the best hunting in the entire area . Bow hunting

in particular reflects this use,

D. Last but not least this parcel has wetlands on it.

A large well known spring tBow Springs) runs water

yearlong. The spring keeps the coulee saturated for up

to 1/4 mile below the main spring. It is the only

water on the west end of this allotment.

3. Getting back to acquisition, I find it quite interesting

that the (Dog Creek Hills) area east of Winifred is identified

for acquisition, need being antelope winter range and sage grouse

habitat. In fact. These same lands were identified of disposal in

Oct. '88. Public lands in the same area were disposed of through

exchange a few years ago!

I quickly lose faith in this type of planning.

122B

aggressive access

Access to BLM Lands

Off Road Vehicles

1. The bureau needs to continue with

acquisition program.

2. Let's not make the mistake of furnishing access to the

public lands and then restricting use to the extent that the

public can no longer enjoy use of these areas . Existing

regulations can be used to protect areas being abused without

massive seasonal restrictions . Seasonal restriction will put

even greater pressure on private lands in these immediate area3

.

I would estimate 75% of the visitor days to the Missouri

River Badlands take place during the Sept.l to Dec. 1 period.

Vegetation is through growing by this time and most of the rainy

weather has already passed, therefore ORV damage is minimal.

Let's manage ORV use without massive seasonal closures.

123

Comments in regard to the

Judich -Valley- Phil, lips RMP/EIS !

mltThe BLM is responsible for Che stewardship of our public lands,

to managing, protecting and improving those lands In order to serve the needs

of the American people.

It is a major concern to us that the BLM wants to acquire more land when

they don't seem to be able to adequately take care of the lands they already

control , for example the spread of noxious weeds on the Missouri River

corridor and lack of water development on BLM lands. The reduction of grass

and dramatic increase of brush and willows along the Missouri in the CMR is

another sad example of Govt, management of riparian zones.

PS- 2

In the '30's. old timers say It was a rare occassion to see deer. Due to

ranchers conservation efforts, improving range, building reservoirs, digging

wells and planting crops, thfl population of both deer and elk has increased

significantly.
It would seem that ranchers have unwittingly improved game habitat and

increased populations to the point the BLM sees the need to provide even wore

habitat.
Your document says BLM land is capable of supporting expanded elk

populations which would in turn increase hunting opportunities. But, when

grass runs in short supply and water is poor, who stands the reduction of

animal numbers to compensate - the wildlife, or the rancher because "HE"

overgrazed!? Increased hunting opportunities are doubtful too when the Dept.

of Fish, Wildlife and Parks scatters game right before hunting season.

Finally, the land condemnation and acquisition plan would very effectively

increase Government control and the recent fall of the majority of Communist

Countries tells us that doesn't work.
.Submitted By; Dan & Laura Boyce

Cleo & Mary Boyce

(Typed exactly as ed for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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COMMENTS AND CONCERNS
on

JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS MANAGEMENT PLAN

My name is Oscar Cantu. I am an Agriculture Education
Teacher at Winifred High School in Winifred, Mt.

In order to properly manage rangeland an assessment of

A.U.M.s must be made. Once A.U.M.s of forage available is made,
cattle, deer, and elk must be regulated to the available forage.

At our last meeting I was told that the BLM manages range
and Fish and Game manages wildlife. There must be coordination
between BLM and Fish and Game in the management of forage,
wildlife, and cattle.

We cannot continue to increase deer and elk numbers at the
enpense of the private land owners, because deer and elk are just
like cattle and grass where there is water and forage.

We must not continue to acquire land at the expense of

Montana's ranchers and farmers because they have been and will
continue to be the backbone of Montana's economy.

We must develop access to all BLM land for the benefit of
public.

Land Acquistion adoption should be alternative A
Access should be alternative E
Off Road Vehicle should be alternative A
Elk and Bighorn Sheep should be alternative A

,k you for your time,

Oscar Cantu
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My name Is Gars/ Boyce and I am specking on behalf of our

family ranch located In northern Fergus County.

Our main objection to the BLM proposals of future plans, Is

they will con£is\:ate privately owned land for their use. In

their studies they have Included all the land and water.

Wildlife hds been expanded so greatly that oil farmers and

ranchers are being overrun with deer and elk. To my knowledge,

there has never been any reimbursement for any damages.

We would have no objection to wildlife If the fish and game

had to manage their livestock the same as we ranchers. In my

estimation this is not management.
i

Last summer we had over4bBB»of elk live in our grain

fields. The only time these elk used ony BLM land was in the

ddytime to sleep, thus graze our crops at night.

Then a week before bowhuntlng seasons, helicopters and game

officials came in and scattered the herd for miles. There was

considerable amount of ddmage to fences and crops, this was done

without notifying us. This Is the Fish and Game's/ildea of

management?! olffli

I would like to know what your future management plans <2,C<2

for your wildlife?
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ase in land ftguisi'

as opportunities ,

Land Aqu. & Disposal -

The- proposed plan calls for a dramatic ini

I5.L.H. Presently land aquisition is carried i

»X0hsng« of B.L.M. lands for the lands to be aquired is the primary me

aquisition. This approach, while surely not perfect has the distinct
advantage of basically maintaining the status quo of the tax base of C

where the exchange takes pla

by ;!..-

1 and
ins of

631,719

A-6
A-ll

D-2

The preferred alternative on p. 78 calls for a total aquisi'

acres while calling for disposing of 166,021 acres a net gain to B.L.M. of
465,698 acres, and a net loss to the affert-ed tax bases of the same amount
465,698 acres. This loss of tax base would continue as long as BLH owns the

land, and it is difficult
,
given the perspective of the present, to visualize

the return of these lands to private landowners and tax payers.

The plan states on p, 79 that exchange would be the primary means of

I

aquisition, Here we must certainly ask some questions. 1, How do you exchange
166,021 acres of land for 631,000 acres of land. This is particularly hard to

comprehend when you consider that a significant portion of the private land

the BLH wishes to aquire is highly developed irrigated land such as that along
the Judith River. This irrigated land has a market value easily 10 Times that

of the unimproved rangeland that the BLH has to offer for trade. In addition,
a large portion of the 631,000 acres of private land the BLM would aquire is

land that by its' location and quality has a much greater per acre value then

the BLH land. This further increases the disparity in value between the two

blocks of land.

To say that exchange will accomplish this lop sided transfer of private
land to public land is certainly not a straight forward approach, Obviously
over the period of time necessary to accomplish this extremely large transfer,
large amounts of taxpayer money will have to be used. When this is coupled
with the loss of tax revenue to the counties, the lack of resource development
on those lands once they are in Federal Lands, the resulting loss of jobs, The
massive amount of Federal dollars necessary Lo consummate the laud aquJ.str.ion,

you have an extremely heavy net loss to central Mt., and taxpayers in general.
This heavy loss is not necessary, it is not acceptable to the State of MT

and certainly not to Central MT. 1 strongly urge the continuation of

alternative A.

An additional comment is in order regarding land aquisition by BLH,

approx. 68,000 acres of that land is slated to be farmed to raise crops to

lure wildlife from private cropland. First this approach will most surely
increase the number of Elk in the area, It is highly questionable if it will

decrease private crop damage. Basically what will be done is to increase the

acreage of desirable habitat for the wildlife, to assume that Elk in

particular will find BLM crops more desirable is simply wishful thinking. In

the Missouri Breaks the heavy concentrations of wildlife nte always found
adjacent to cropland, this will not change, we will simply have more Elk and

private crop damage will continue as before.
Oil & Gas Dev.

Oil and gas development play a significant part In the economy of the area to

be affected by this plan. The plan calls for very large changes from the
present management criteria. Specifically under present management 3,231,201
acres are subject to Standard Management stipulations, 876 acres are subject

I

to more stringent special stipulation. The plan calls for l/i/'t,'i81 acres to

continue under standard management stipulation, but 1,743,321 acres to be

placed under special managemen. this L8 an ft«Te««a of 2000%. There is
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absolutely no question Chat this will inhibit oil and gas developwe
future. We must also consider that Federal and Private lands are i

all throughout the Resource area. If federal lands in effect arc n
available for exploration, it greatly diminishes the potential economic
viability of the entire area, for oil and gas development. Again we find
opposed BLM policy that would adversely affect the economy of the region.
This is not necessary, particularly in a time when our nation is running huge
deficits with imported oil a large contributor. Alternative A as practiced is
environmentally sound and though restrictive does provide for Gas & Oil
development. I strongly urge its continuance.

Riparian and Wetland Management.
The possible implication to livestock grazing on BLM lands from proposed

Riparian mgmt, are very far reaching, Without question livestock grazing will
be secondary to any real or imaginary Riparian concern. The plan states on p.
S5 that all aquired riparian areas will permit livestock only if they are
compatible with Riparian Mgmt objectives. This means only one thing,
livestock will be for the most part excluded from newly aquired Riparian
areas. 1 would point out that these areas are presently stocked with
livestock. The loss of this grazing base will decrease livestock numbers
which will in turn reduce the tax base of the area, and Decrease the economic
viability of the community. Here again we have proposed policy that not only
is not necessary, it is clearly detrimental to the people who live and work in
the resource area.

i
The wording of the management objectives and implementation of the

preferred alternative on p. 85 make it perfectly clear that all axUting AMPs
with Riparian areas will be rewritten. The wording of this section is very
clear. Riparian objectives will be met first, livestock objectives second. I

submit that the criteria regarding riparian mgmt, is subjective and therefore
subject to interpertation. Any manager, present or future would have the
perfect tool to reduce livestock numbers in any allotment that contains
significant riparian area.

I do agree that there is room for improvement in riparian mgmt., however
it should be site specific in all cases. The allotment holder and BLM
personell can surely address and correct problem areas as they arc identified.

The definition of riparian area as presently used in the resource area
includes silver sage as a riparian plant. It has already been clearly
established that all types of mgnt, will be more restrictive in riparian
areas. The inclusion of silver sage as a riparian plant vastly increases the
total riparian areas. The implications are clear. Certainly livestock
numbers will be decreased to accomodate the stringent management crifcerea.

In addition the ability to control noxious weeds will be decreased.
Present mgmt. practice allows only wick application of herbicides to noxious
weeds a riparian area, a very slow, labor Intensive practice that is not as
effective as spraying. This definition greatly compounds the difficulty of
control of noxious weeds.

The Missouri river corridor is riddled with patches of leafy spurge and
spotted knapweed. Realistic control methods that are environmentally sound
can control the spread of this cancer to adjacent private lands. Failure to

do so will result In devasting losses to adjacent property owners. The loss
of wildlife and livestock habitat Is fully documented wherever heavy
infestations have occurred. The resulting decrease in property values has
also been fully demonstrated.

The BLM does not now have a noxious weed control program worthy of the
name. Their failure to develop one Is inexplicable, and can only harm the
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October 20, 1991

David Mari
District Manager BLM
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59357-1160

RE: EIS for Central Montana - July 1991

Dear David:

I am writing to you with regard to the EIS Draft that has
been proposed by the BLM. I have a ranch in Judith Basin
County and I am a very concerned landowner.

I respectfully request that the BLM remove all fee and state
lands from this EIS and evaluate the BLM lands only. I
explain in detail as follows:

1) Tax payers money was spent on this EIS that should
never have been spent. They have no right to waste this
amount of money on something that people do not want.

2) The BLM should refrain from writing Els on any lands
that they do not own. An EIS is only necessary on their
lands or lands that are in the current process of
acquisition.

3) Because of this document, these lands in the future
will become a target for special interest groups and federal
government which is absolutely what private landowners do
not want

.

I REQUEST AN IMMEDIATE REWRITE OF THIS DOCUMENT EVALUATING
CURRENTLY OWNED BLM LANDS ONLY!

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Ivan Kercher
K-M Livestock Company
7130 South Poplar Court
Englewood, Colorado 80112
(303)721-7945
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Perhaps the bast example of how far the BLM has strayed from its bas
mission, the protection of the land itself, is this fact.

In 1991 the Lewistown District spent a total of $2000 for noxious we.

control in the river corridor, from Fort Benton to Robinson Bridge, 149
miles. At the same time the proposed plan we are disussing tonight has
identified 631,000 acres for future aquisltion. The paperwork on one la
transaction alone will cost more than $2000. The failure of the BLM to
protect the river corridor while, at the same tlttft proposing to aqulre ma
amounts of new land is a devastating commentary on the agency's ability
manage the land it is now responsible for and to develop a fair workable
for the future.

/s/ Dick Knox

'Dean Strand
1949 Rock Creek Road
PhtlipSbtifft Montana 59Q58
Jctober 22, 1991

(Typed exactly as received for reproductio 1 the final RMP/EIS, )

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
3L& Lewistown District Office
.i-)X 1 1 60

Lewistown, .-iontana, 59^57-1160

REi J'llith Valley Philips Reeouroe ,-iar.a rement Plan

Jear Sir

;

1 will limit my comments to Square 3utte as that is the only
area being studied that I have lived and worked in so feel qualified
to comment on. I have owned land reaching to nearly the top of
Square jutte since V-)kZ and lived and worked in zr,- ' .._w of 5quare
jutte since 195? so I am familiar with Square lutte,

Obtaining access, develops , ..^ils, *•-
. -^quiring a limited

amount of private land should bfl pursued on jquare Butte. There
is probably no place in Jjaatw > rfitfc the unique rock formations,
lon^ ran^e view (with little change since pioneer days), the abundance
of wildlife, and vegetation. Tree trimming on top sevid greatly
improve the quality of a hike on top.

Several years ago I offered to trade land and give a permanent
access to the 3LM so the public could enjoy Square Satte as 1 have
done but the trade was blocked by the i-bntana Fish and .<:-.. ie ..-..-

an occasional elk was found on the land I wanted to receive in

exchange.

In no way should land b

All land around the Jutte i'o

private owner in a manner to

it has been oalled in excell

: acquired to increase the elk herd!
• several miles has been managed by
make the area a game paradise, ffest of
:nt condition by the U,S, Soil Conservation

Servica. A prominent Fish, Wildlife and Park biologist referred to

the range around Square Butte as a virtual game factory. -Vhen dis-
turbed, the elk on the south, west, and north sidesi'of the Sutte
head for Sound Butte (on private land) for protection, not to Square
dutte wnich has many dead end canyons that are death traps for elk
and deer when hunted.

The present elk herd is around the :iutte only because of the

effort of the surrounding ranchers in restricting off road vehicles
and not allowing any elk hunting for several years plus providing
excellent winter range. Ranchers should not be penalized by increasing
something that would not have oeen tnere in the first pj.ace without

the rancher's help.
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The important -jams animal around Square ^utte is the
mountain i;oat. .vhere else can as many ^oats be seen with less
effort and in as short a time? ivery means possible should be
used to maintain the goat herd in healthy condition. !'alf of
the iioat permits in district ^ this year are on Square Butts.
The welfare of the mountain goat herd should definitely come
first on Square Eiutte.

The consequences of stressing elk increase could very

well scuttle all chances of cooperation on the mora important

issue.
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.1EPARTMENT OF THE AIR FO. JE

2 3 OCT 199 1

Mr. Robert H. Lawton, State Director

Bureau of Land Management

Montana State Office

222 N. 32nd Street

P.O. Box 36800

Billings, Montana 59107-6800

Dear Mr. Lawton

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement for the Judith-Val iey-Phil 1 ips Resource Areas

in the State of Montana.

Our review indicates that several Air Force military training routes

presently traverse the study area (See atch). No conflicts are known to

exist between the missions of our respective agencies. We have no specific

comments to offer except to express concern for the" affect your land

management decisions might have upon the continued military use of this

special use airspace, the established routes and establishment of future

routes.

Military training routes and airspace requirements are subject to change,

although it is not anticipated that- significant changes to these routes will

occur in the immediate future. Mission requirements, fuel costs, and

environmental constraints all contribute to decisions made in locating a

military training activity. Because of general aviation and population

pressures, low altitude, high speed flights are relegated to those areas

least accessible and sparsely inhabited. Therefore, we would appreciate

your full consideration on how the planning and management decisions of your

agency might adversely affect the use of low altitude airspace by the Air

Force.

As the Air Force's regional point of contact for such matters, we are

available to assist in establishing liaison between your office and the

appropriate Air Force activities should a conflict ever arise. We hope this

information is useful in your planning process. Thank you' for the

opportunity ,to review the document provided. I look forward to the

continued communication with your office. If additional information is

needed, please contact me at (214) 767-4668 or FTS 729-4668.

-VX^-

Atch

Training Route Map

Cy :
to: HQ USAF/CEVP

BLH District Manager
';q SAC/DONA/D0N0S/IGX

the Lewfetown District Office.
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L^istown, Mont an.

October ?.k, 1991

Bureau of I/inrt Mamiremcnt
Lewistown District Office

Airnort Road

P.O. Box H60
Lewistown. Montana

Att-l i. rl(lr\c Miller
,ctln" District i4-\na?er

Dear Sir:

rtith roferwioa ta draft W/'i-JIS; picas* be advUad that. I

do not wish to pnrt,icIoat» \r\ a BLM land «xolaa.n«rfl . Nil.1

you plans'* rciovr iy 1-mdn from the mat) and t4ble dan I

-

ing with neouisition and disoosil in the t'inal RMP/EIS.

ThanV you.

3incer*lv,

Golda H Lulninprar

6tTr zv ,/??/

^a s.y Ufa

ft'4f£ s*y ^^></ /Z£A,au£j #<c~, yatf^ y^/^fs
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October 24, 1991

Judith River Farms

% Rt 1 Box 1596B
Lewistown,Mt 59457

Gene Miller
Bureau of Land Manaqement
Airport Road
Lewistown,Mt 59457

Re the Judith Valley RHP/EIS Plan. We believe it is illegal for the Bureau of

_«; iLand Management to designate private land under this plan. Please lift the

Iclass 2 designation from Judith River Farms and send us acknowledgement of same.

R.M. Stalmaster

Frank R. Thompson

139

GT. Falls, HT
10-28-91

Dear Sirs:

I'm not going for your proposed land swap. JVP 1616.03

/s/ Robert R Welch

R. R. Welch
1801 32nd Ave. S.

Great Falls, MT 59405

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMF/ETS.)

138
140
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iK^Sfr Li*:*
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i-n.7i I
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Igk United States Department of the Interior KaS

FISH AND WII.DI.irK SERVICE

FISH AND WILDLIFE ENHANCEMENT

FEDERAL BUILDING, US COURTHOUSE
301 S PARK

P BOX 10023

HELENA HT 59626

M.02 Judith-Valley-Phillips RMP October 30, 1991

District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Lewistown District,

Lewistown, Montana

Montana State Super'

Helena, Montana
Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, USFWS

Subject; Biological Assessment for Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management

Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

This memorandum provides the Lewistown District, Bureau of Land Management

(Bureau) with the Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service) concurrence with the

"no effect" finding of the biological assessment for the proposed Judith-

Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan for bald eagle, peregrine falcon and

piping plover.

The Service finds, based on information in the biological assessment, that a

"may effect (beneficial)" finding rather than a "no effect" finding for black-

footed ferret is warranted. Since the Resource Management Plan provides an

adequate prairie dog habitat allocation for potential black-footed ferret

reintroduction and no adverse affect to the ferret are identified in the

biological assessment, the Service has determined, pursuant to S402. 13(a) of

the 50 CFR, that formal consultation is not required.

This determination is based on the following pn management actions:

(1) Bureau will provide 12,346 acres of prairie dog habitat for black-footed

ferret reintroduction.

(2) Bureau land identified for reintroduction of the black-footed ferret

would be designated an Area of Critical Environmental concern.

(3) Bureau, in cooperation with the Service and Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks (HDFWP) would maintain the existing prairie dog

habitat and distribution on Bureau land within the 7 KM Complex based on

1988 survey.

(4) Bureau would support maintaining prairie dog towns on Charles M. Russell

National Wildlife Refuge (CMR), Department of State Lands (DSL)^and

private lands within the 7 KM Complex.

143A
- rt SQUARE BUTTE GRAZING ASSOCIATION

'§/Mfo Malta, Montana 59538

Jene killer
BLM
Lewistown, Montana

Subject: Juulttl Valley riiiilips
-cesource k&nftjjament Flan
anvirofissntal Iffijjaot 3t6tE«ient.

The EBJtbersnlp Of Square ^utte Jr-iLZii£ •r.as'n [24 leilibers

)

feel very strongly that tr.e .:overncient, both state rmd
faaeral, should not be acquiring any sore lana* If anything
they sr.oulc dispose of sods of the land trtey j.rysently control,

le recommend absolutely no net gain of lend, as suggested In
your Resource i-.ana5err.ent Plan, and tilspos&fel o:' present
lsr.iis that are not economlcly ftana3&o-le.

(5) A Cooperative Black-footed Ferret Reintroduction and Management Plan will

be developed with affected landowners, Bureau, CMR, MDFWP, DSL and

Service.

(6) Prairie dogs on Bureau land outside 7 KM Complex are non-essential to

black-footed ferret recovery and would be maintained at existing (1988)

survey level or controlled based on values other than the ferret.

If after public review and comment, the final Judith-Valley-Phill ips Resource

Management Plan is changed so as to have effects on threatened or endangered

species other than those described in your October 9, 1991 biological

assessment, a revised biological assessment will need to be prepared. The

Service will then issue a letter of concurrence/non-concurrence for the

revised biological assessment. Also, if the management actions listed above

are changed or are not fully implemented, informal consultation with the

Service should be reinitiated.

We appreciate your efforts to ensure conservation of these threatened and

endangered species as part of your responsibilities under the Endangered

Species Act, as amended.

kussell Lafond
38c/3cara/333A

-4

DMC/ndg

JUDITH. MEM

Billings Sub-Office, USFWS, FWE (Billings, HT)

Area Manager, BLM (Malta, MT)

"Take Pride in America"
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Le-/istewr,, tfnnta n»

Itox SOU. 59<*5?

October 29, 1991

3urn*u of Land ifertftWMmt

Lrawlstown, District Officio

Airoort Itoad

P.O. Box u*o
L«wistown. Montana

Attn: B. Cane 'Hilar
Acting District Mannepr

Dear Sir:

Tn nv Itttor to vou dated Octotor 2Ji, 1991., 1 failed to

list the legal description of my land that I wish to bn

rqmov?d from thd Kan^e :^ana emflnt Program and Maps.

Tho legal descrintion is as follows:

T. 20N. R. 163 Section 12, ALL

T. ?0.N. B. 17E Section 20 tfj WJ

".incnrelv.

Golda K. Leininper

>M-,Z
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Gere Killer
su:
Lewistown, Kt

I ion't ayree with your preferred alternative's as su^ested
in your Resource K8.n&g»in*nt flan. The government owns way
to mudh land now. I am against trie government acquiring as
mush as even one more acre. If you don't have access to
land or can't manage what you already nave neutral of-sell it»

Slnee you Jo not propose an alternative to reduce government
ownership and control of land I nave to suggest alternative a.
At least that would restrict your ev.panslon policies.

Hussell Lafond

Big Tiiber, I-
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Eskil Anderson
Mining Geologist
Post Office Box 646

Spokane, Washington 99210

The Socialist lobby is silent - replaced by the extremes of the
environmentalists who have taken up its positions of more Federal controls
less private ownership.

Gorbachev, trying to to the other way, can't believe it.

Your porposed ACEC's are one more throttling step for the U.S. economy.

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMF/EIS.)

Attachments are available for review in (he Lewistown Dislricl Office.

(psdsiMjon (Ranch & Josdiot
Garde D. Peterson

Box 73
Winifred, MT 59489
(406) 462-5473 Office & Shop
(406) 462-5543 Ranch House
(406) 245-4628 Res. Billings

uCt, Jl

surtiu of Lane i1an«£esifcnt.i

Lawistovm -iatrict Cffict.-,

Airport -load,

l-.C.Box Hfo,
Lewistown, rt. 5^' 5?

~<tr \'r. 3, itma Killer

1

In rcoponce to your Ittttr of l£ ict. ?i. I rj

not wish to participate in the 31." land ex0h.an.3t; er\A

want you to remove th.t Ivida th*.t j'cterson Ranch &

FtwJlot owns fron your land v-xchanse proposal,, Attachment
1, rarw.1, Sourdoiijjh Creek i:orth, l8?jir.6Ci acres.

SincBraly,

: I eterson, 1 rtrS. ,

^on Ranch fc ?eedlot

Attachment;, are available for review in the Lewislow.i District Office.
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Geralciine. Ml

Oct 30. 1991

B. Gene Mil lwr
Bureau of Land M»n»e«m«nt
LewistDLin District Officii
P. D. Boy. 1160
(.•uUtawn, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller

Thank you far your l«tt«r of Oct. IS. It was reaEsuring to
hear that; BUM does not plan to condemn land to acquire it.
With the Niobrara Wild and Scenic Hiver bill taking a quarter-
mile along the Niobrara River in Nebraska and th» Missouri in
South Dakota, it's not surprising thar landowners are nervous
about something similiar happening in Montana . Landowner
riqhts seem to be under attack more with each new legislative
session.

"Your Letter acknowledged that me own land that thfl BLM would
like to acquire. However, 1 can't find our name on the list
of those leasing public lands in the Resource Management
Plan. 1 believe the Dostal aliuttment an page 421 of the
Resource Management plan should be divided between my
brother, Pat, and myself. We purchased the Dastal land and
tool: over the BLM leases through the Farm Credit Services in
Great Falls. Pat lease* the northern part and we lease the
southern BLM land.

Some of our BLM leased land is marked for disposal on your
map. We are interested in buying it, so please komp us

I

informed. 1 assume that leasees have first chance to buy; is
that cermet? I also assume that we will not be forced to

- sell private land in order to buy BLM marked far disposal.

Q-14

We are not interested
so please remove our n

table.

n sel 1 1 ng any land a long Arrow Creek;,
me from your acquisition map and

If you need further information to
please contact us. My phone number

aps and list,

'Charles and Je

152

Adele Cumndng: P.O. Box 1296
Malta, Mont. 59538

Nov. 1, 1991

I do not choose to participate in a BLM land exchange and request my land
be removed from the map and table dealing with acquisition and disposal in the
final RMP/EIS.

Thank you,

/s/ Adele Cumroings

ctly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Bureau of Land Managei
Malta Montana

Oct. 31, 1991

Malta Mont.

eirtg a willing seller <

tisfied with the progr;

Dear Sir
At the present time we are not interested in 1

interested in trading any private land. We are Si

exchange of use, as written Ln our current AMP.
However you have three parcels of isolated land that we are interested in

aquiring if they are offered for sale.

Sincerely,
Barthelmess Ranch
/s/ Leo BartheluiGss

the final RMP/EIS.)
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October 28, 1991

B. Gene Miller, Acting District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr. Miller:

As per your letter attached I would like the land I own in
Section 35 in T17N, R17E removed from your acquistion proposal
concerning the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan
and Environmental Impact Statement. The legal description is:

T17N, R17E - Section 35: N^NWif, SE^NW^, S^NE^, SE*s, E^SW^

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Samuel K. Phillida

Attached letter dated October 18, 1991; JVP 1616.08

Attachments arc mailable I'm . ,
iew in the Lewistown District Office.
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COMMENT FORM

fpj (wf prim) Name

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Address Date

1*f

C-5

Stun wuLKouJim qoq 5ourHfl»iPTn|v

AmCHQRAC-z£ P>Lft5Kh\
I Nov <?,

In *£<--.« 8.D ld as. F-Rnori vfmf ) f ii sa&e

Vl^lTiNq Hilh,TFE PHU I iPS r ii U m? «fM In MOHTAMA

ITU K>Y ^FPI INC THhT X1LE OFF-ftnftD LLS_£ aF MEHlClfcS

TO SfrK 6117 AMD OFTF-fJ R/lhi |VW<V 6AIA1F AM/MAL T

(DeiPR i Ah tcI r,?A SuAum RF M \Cn fj Tin u£

a

HtlHTAAIS

SA/nulD RF Al.l.aMFn 22 R£TX/FV£ RAMf- TAKFN /I^AY

FZnM THF KliAF, T^tM RY AbDlNC-, TA TA

F

<jAM£

-TAC-r A TlMF np KILL iu AdDitivU TO &A7£ OF KILL j

£HF6KcFMPUT 6F OFF-KOflD V£,V/C/F V.SAS-f WOUL/I

BE MAt/A6AKI.tr . OFF Ro/JP VSH/CLES UI4ULD ElTffFR BE

&/I/A/C TcO A) X/U />X RFTOrffJ /A/d, Uj/T* RFCFHTZf

Kill PI) Aivn IFlCjirEP GAMTAf/trtAl.'i.

SF7 Asidf DFSic^NATrr, ASFAir £&&. DnB j V Point

or BFTTEK Buck huntinc- -NO SMALL Sucks —

T///S Iv Altji.fi /A/CXF/>?F Ok T//*7A)TffF NUMBFR. 0_F_

LfiRe,FS Bocks and insx-f-a^f ea/,jhm£nt a a aoattfrs

Plcaw rclum to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 087AIN$r$ LARGER V£!EK^
District Manager

P.O. Box II 60

Lcwislrjwn. MT 59457
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DAVID C. CONLEY
202 Sioux Trail

Woodland Park, CO 60863
(719) 687-6274

October 31, 1991

Mr. B.G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

1 recently read that the Bureau of Land Management had issued an
environmental impact statement addressing federal mineral rights in
Judith Basin, Ferguson and Phillips Counties, Montana. Included
within the EIS is a proposal to create Areas of critical Environ-
mental Concern where mining might be regulated or prohibited
because any mining development would be visible from a nearby
papulation center.

I would be quite interested in reviewing the criteria proposed by
the BLM to identify the Areas of Critical Environmental Concern.
My interest arises, in part, from an initiative to amend the
Colorado Constitution that was circulated in 1990. That initiative
proposed to prohibit aggregate quarries which would be visible from
a nearby population center, highway or designated trail. Although
the initiative was withdrawn, a number of counties along the Front
Range in Colorado are considering proposals to enact local land use
controls that would have the same effect.

I suspect that the entire EIS is quite lengthy and in order to
avoid the expense of purchasing it, I am wondering if there is a
summary which I could review. Having shared with you my interest
in the EIS, perhaps you could recommend what portion of the
document would address my questions. Please feel free to contact
me at (719) 475-1014 or to mail me the EIS summary and bill me for
copying and postage costs.

I look forward to receiving the document,
assistance on this matter.

Sincerely,

Thank you for your

David C. Conley

DCC/gad
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Box 806
Lewistown,

Nov. 2, 1991

MT 59457

E-7 |

After reading, listening and thinking I concluded that in the overall it

makes little difference whether present management continues or via your
choice a minute step ahead is taken in the protection of lands and resources

held in public trust. The strongest protection for the sensitive resources of

the Judith Mountains is offered on p 69 of the draft and even it may not fully

protect the burn areas. As it stands under your preference the Judith
Mountains have only partial increased protection of sensitive resources.

Though I can appreciate the concept of a scenic edge (the south Judith
viewshed) , it can be compared to seeing the edge of a beautiful pie crust that

one finds has no filling when one looks within.

One phrase I strongly disagree with Is "and reclaimed to natural

contiiti ted by iWouldn't natural conditions be en
near natural processes? Once totally disrupted
very nature is unreclaimable to natural (origin.

Reclamation is a simulated natural condition tn

otherwise for time has not told it so.

Two good ideas that developed within the pi.

Maiden Canyon Road Back Country Byways (p 19) ai

69), US 191 Scenic. Area fits nicely with the ending of wate

the Missouri River, with Slippery Ann for wildlife viewing a

Missouri Beaks Back Country Byways.

ral processes or

a mountainous terrain by its

1) form and/or conditions.
some form. T cannot believe

d the US 191 Scenic Area (p

aft trips down
ith the

/s/ Margare
November 2

,

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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H-18

!rv Benzion

3924 240th Place S.E.

Issaquah, WA 98027
(206)391-7702

October 31, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
BLM Lewistown District Office

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, Mt 59457-1160

Dear Sir:

I am writing in response to your solicitation for comments regarding the Judith,

Valley. Phillips, Resource Management Plan, Environmental Impact Statement,
in my opinion Alternative E (Preferred) is the best, most cost effective and
correct choice. I am totally and unequivocally opposed to the poisoning of the
prairie dog.

In the company of a number of my friends, I travel approximately 2,000 miles
each year to assist in controlling Montana's prairie dogs. I, as do my comrades,
look forward with anticipation all year to the approach of summer and our annual
trek to the "Big Sky" country. At such times we are afforded an opportunity to
renew old friendships made over the years and to enjoy the beauty and grandeur
of Montana and its wildlife.

In reading the Environmental Impact statement, it would seem that the financial

contribution to Montana's economy is grossly understated. The number of dog
hunters who travel to Montana from all over the United States has increased
dramatically. The BLM should be aware that many do not stop and register at

the Malta BLM office. For this reason I feel that number of hunters and the
amount of dollars funnelled into Montan's economy by those hunters found in the
Impact Statement are extremely conservative.

To some, the shooting of varmints, hence the killing of an animal not to be used
for food, is a reprehensible act. I feel the contrary is correct, for the true

sportsman is a conservator; who sees animals as a reusable, replenishable
resource, harvestable at times and in need of protection on other occasions.
Because of man'i, Involvement, mother nature's natural order of things has been
comp^.oly uprooted, The reduction and/or elimination of predators has
increased the population of many species and therefore, without man
supplanting those predators, overbreeding and starvation follows as habitat can
not support their numbers. Or, as in the case of the prairie dog, man's
predilection to eliminating anything that competes with his use of the land has
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preeminence to many.

The common linkage then is that man must interpose his will to bring nature
back into equilibrium. Increased varmint populations are a depredation on the
land- Where one cow needs one acre to graze, add the prairie dog and ten
acres are needed to provide that single cow with sustenance. In addition, the
prairie dog places livestock at risk due to their propensity of digging holes into
which unwary cattle may amble, the result -- a broken leg.

A balance needs to be struck and what's needed is a method to control the
growth of the varmint population without totally eliminating them. The use of
poisoning is not a viable alternative --

it does not control, it obliterates all of the
diminutive creatures. When poison is used, death is indiscriminate; since it does
not allow for only a portion ot the dogs to be destroyed. As a control procedure it

is a total failure.

Most importantly, sport shooting when used to control varmint infestation does
exactly that. According to the local BLM biologists, sport shooting only reduces
the size of a colony and shooting will never cause the extinction of the specie.

As an aside one should remember that when the pioneer and mountain man
traveled across our nation the prairie dog was here to greet them. It would be a
terrible shame to destroy one of our country's original inhabitants.

Enter then upon the ecological stage -- man, who supplants the varmints natural
predators and culls the varmint population, removing only a portion and not the
whole. Man also benefits since varmint shooting is a sport. He revels in

discussing with his companions the selection of equipment, spends hours
learning about ballistics, and more hours at reloading bench and range
searching for that just right combination of bullet and powder. Time is spent to
discover the habits of his quarry, how it lives and how it procreates. He relishes
the times spent in the field, memories filled with camaraderie that circumvents
age, monetary and educational station, and which builds a closeness that defies
description.

Man has the opportunity of observing nature close up, seeing the beauty and
wonder of the Maker's creation first hand, not on a screen nor on a printed page.
I only wish that I could communicate to you the emotion I have felt at the beauty
of a herd of 40 antelope running by and having one stop and transfix me, the
"Loper" and 1 taking the measure of each other, time standing still.

As time passes and as the popularity of "dog shooting" heightens I find the
quality of shooting naturally declining due to the increased number of shooters.
Soon it may be necessary to install a seasonal limit to maintain the quality of

shooting that is now available. One avenue might be to not allow shooting until

June, giving the pups a chance and ending in late September. This program
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E. Kenneth Elkina
2619 Falcon Dr. N.B.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52402
November 2, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Acting District Manager
Bureau Of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160
Lewiatown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller;

1 am writing in reference to your J

October IB, 1991 and Chuck Otto's 3

last June.

I choooc not to participate in a BLM land exchange. I ask that

you remove my land (NE1/4SE1/4 of Section 1, T . 18N. ,R.20E . ) from
the map and table dealing with acquisition and disposal in the
final RMP/EIS.
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could easily be administered by Malta BLM office and adjusted up or down as
the dog population fluctuates.

I feel that the Malta BLM Office and its personnel should be highly commended
for their generation and implementation of the current program to control the
prairie dog growth problem by the use of sport shooting. In addition, their
friendliness and helpfulness are a tribute themselves, the Bureau of the Interior

and their superiors at the BLM. Thank you for considering my comments.

Sincerely,

Irv Benzion

cc: Chris Erb

Phillips County BLM
P.O. Box B
Malta, MT 5953a

David R. Faley
160 Briarwood Lane

Helena, Montana 59601
(406) 449-3724

November 4, 1991

B. G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS

Dear Mr. Miller:

As a member of the mineral exploration community in Montana
I am writing you to express the following concerns about several
provisions of the Judith Valley EIS:

I

The Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)
designation for the Lewistown Scenic ACEC is not
necessary to protect the public, nor does it reflect a
determination that economic development is a high
priority of Fergus County residents. Mining is a
temporary use of the land. Reclamation, when
completed, will restore vegetative cover to the area
affected. Withdrawing land from mineral entry just
because mineral development disturbs the land
establishes a bad precedent.

The Collar Gulch ACEC designation is not needed to
protect cutthroat trout habitat. These trout are not
threatened or endangered, and do not warrant special
protection

.

Creating ACEC's circumvents the BLM's mandate to manage
public land within its control. Prohibitions which
result from such a designation prevent site specific
management

.

Thank you for you thoughtful consideration of these issues.

Sincerely,

.Vid R. Faley ^*^ ^David R. Faley
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WICKS RANCH CQRPORATIDim

Box 2210, Rt. 2
Lew is town, Montana 59547

Dean Strand

1949 Rock Creek Road
Philipsburg, Montana 59858

Nov 2, 1991

Chuck Ot

US Dept
Lewis tow MT

I would like the following lands withdrawn from any i

trade. All lands around Sq. Butte

SHSSt, SU^SE1* sect 17, T20N, R HE
Lots 3 &4, NE'sSWH sec 18, T20 N, R 12E

Lots 1, 2 & 3 sec 19 T20N, R 12E

SWkStft sec 28 T20N, R 12E

Lots 3 & k sec 29 T20N, R 12E

sideration of

The other lands are open for negotiation.

Sincerely,
/s/ Dean Strand

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction In the final RMP/EIS.)

31 ",.'.. OF ! AND MANAGEMENT
LEUISTOUN DISTRICT OFFICE
Airport Road
P H Boss 1 1SD
;„,ewiBiown, MonttmJS S94S7-1

1

Concerned with ,.IW 1 61 £.08

Mr Mil le-p !

Ue were pleased to get your letter dated October t-8

that we can have our land removed from the maps and
RMP/EIS dealing with acquisition and disposal
pleased that you stated in print
acquire land to further this plsn

991 stst ing.

bles of the
r— further

the BLM will not condemn to

There were, however , some points i

n

BKcept] on to . In your f i rat paragr Kph
in d»8C • lbing your letter In June .

about t h i a pi an , what lands were i nvol
&r what vjuv otojjec ti voa were Your

your letter th»1 '

you use the word d
Nobody aver talked
yed, what our optloi
letter came as a c

Of the above i tut nobody souglM ou
into the planning trust w*s dona on our Land or for that
done on the pr Nate* ' and In this area . Common courtesy
lvvi.T- V'.- that we should have ceen notified before the v
took place and that we should have been involved in the p
Discussions imply a Sine and, take of ideas and that oust
happen

omplete
input

T! lasl •entente
that identification
&,] ly lead to condem

of

ned th» I the

paragraph,

doesn 1 t go qu
ne, lus.i on in th

"Dthe *B fearful
ill aventu-

af fee 1 1 and pr i res

.

In y.-.ur fourth paragraph, you stated that the BLM has consistent-
ly said that all acquisitions would be with willing landowners
-n.1 that this gMPiE.L'2 would riot use condemnation for ac.qyi.fir

l.ions This letter is the f i rat time I have seen that statement
in print For f ha I matter it is not perfectly clear to me that
the BLM will not use condemnation to get what it wants sometime
in the future , just rename the plan

we do want til of our Ian
In attachment 1 of the or
of ours it isi j n teres ted
Lots 7 an ^ Because of

o be excluded from the final RMP/EIS
nisi letter the BLM described two lots
they ftre T I6N ,R. 18E , Set t ion 19,

many errors in the plan and because

163 Cj2% '91/
164A

& 9 ar,_ not even in tha mountains,
L#gai daacriptton of the land that r think y<

and that we.' also do not. want. mrjud«d They i

Section 13, Lot 7, and Section 24, E1/2NE1/4

an, including Ih

u are; intftrestAd 1

PO i n T . 16N , R 1 7F

fi^^.^t ^ /-e^J..^ At»« Har*\frm/f/llP lift

Sscf/tn J. I, 5 IV '/i /

£»iAb4 a*, iva y-/ rvh/Hf , Sujy-f rJuyi) ^j^ sw*?;

$e^,i>n 21j SuJXf /]/£ >/* SSkfJ
S*ch:* 3Z

/
iVE </i

>

6'ccfon S3 b/'/x tfn/Xi '

Jim Wick si

Pftsldant
Uickffl Ranch Corporation
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COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

tptuu Pri^) Name Address Date
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Plw.sc return lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Bna 1160

Lewistown. MT 59457
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36 Firs! Awmm 3ox 1757 Havnt MontanamMn. M, I'esetlt

3 L M
Le igtonn, Montana
G=ne Miller

Your letter of OuUb« ;..;h In htnd.

I am itot piirtteuHrllj inter ated fi lwm oj.cii.'.n. .

but i tuoiA; ht i b1i..u1q nea what i rclj.; t-.-a ii'jor canal, ur."

i u _ not r»u.li u^i.iv r»ri«ivvd '.. a j :t;-»vi.ual^.

If yOL. ll 1/. ,,,.i..-.
r
.ll l:j 8r _- S Q ..„ U r.,:. i; 1 u j

bl< S tj •*. .1m t. am.
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LCM, Ltd..
P.O. Box 50124

Billings. MT 591054124
(406)245-9031

70. Box 596
*jO I-7rn St. Suite J9J0
Denier, CO 5020J -0596

(303)623-3122 FAX (303) 595-8547

P.O. Box 2687
Austin, TX 78768-2687

(512)4

October 15, 1991

Robert Lot ten
State Director
BLM
P.O. Box 36600
Billings, MT 59107-6800

SE: EIS for Central Montana

Dear Bob: ,

As per our phone conversations this morning, I am following up with
a written letter to you personally. I am respectfully requesting that
the EIS for Central Montana include BLM Lands only.

I explained in detail my reasons this r

them as follows:
ning and I want to reiterate

The EIS should be on BLM Lands only; No private lands need
to be included and evaluated.
If there is a potential sale of private lands to the BLM,
then they can evaluate it and write and EIS at that time.
This document, however, innocent now could possibly in years
ahead become a target for acquisition by the government or
special interest groups if allowed to stand. None of the
private land owners want thisl ! !

!

The expense of writing this document on hon-BLM lands was
substantial and should not be done in the future anywhere.
These are families heme and ranchs that they have had in the
family since patent. They do not need to be included in this
report in any way.

I therefore respectfully demand that all private and state lands
be removed from this report and that the BLM manage, evaluate,
and work with their lands only.

k you again for yorir time and consideration in this matter!

/ Jpah K. McCormick
^/Partner

enclosures
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PEGASUSGOLDORATION

November 5, 1991

Mr. David Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road
P. O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Draft Environmental Impact statement

Dear Mr. Mari:

As outlined in comments made during the public hearing inLewistown, October 1, Pegasus Gold Corporation has several areas ofconcern regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the
Resource Management Plan for the Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Area. These include: reintroduction of the black- footed ferret
expansion of sheep and elk habitat, expansion of the ACEC mineral
withdrawal area for Azure Cave, establishment of viewsheds
proposed wetland/riparian areas, and the format for presenting the
land acquisition and dispersal information.

1

.

H-l

Reintroduction of black-footed ferrets

It is our understanding that the Phillips Resource Area has been
identified as a site for reintroduction of the black-footed ferret
Will the BLM be required to prepare a management plan prior toferret reintroduction similar to the one prepared in Wyoming toassure private landowners and public lessees that other land use
interests will be protected? Maps contained in the RMP DEIS and
the draft ferret reintroduction and management plan written by theNorth Central Montana Working Group (September, 1991) indicate
ferret reintroduction will take place south of Highway 191 in thevicinity of saddle Butte. Our currently identified mineral
resources will not be impacted by this proposal.

We remained concerned, however, with the potential for impact
resulting from the ferret reintroduction program in the following
way. The North Central Montana working Group plan establishes a
minimum acreage figure of prairie dog towns '- the Phillips RA
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(approximately 26,000 acres of prairie dog towns, 3,308 acres of
BLM surface) . within this acreage figure, 5, 800 acres are on
private land. If control programs on private land reduce the
acreage below the optimum, these losses ". . .may be offset by
corresponding acreage increase on federal land within the
Reintroduction Area. "(North Central Montana Working Group, 1991)
The plan refers to 12,300 acres of BLM surface to be maintained for
prairie dog acreage and quotes a BLM document regarding offsetting
losses on private lands. "The loss of prairie dog habitat on
private land may be compensated for by developing additional
habitat on BLM lands in the vicinity of the habitat loss." (USDI
BLM, 1991)

It was difficult to determine the size of the acreage reserved for
ferret reintroduction on BLM lands closest to our operations. The
DEIS states that "After reintroduction, all activities which could
impact the ferret or its habitat would require formal consultation
with the FWS..." and that some activities near prairie dog towns
identified for ferret reintroduction would be restricted (NSO
restrictions for oil and gas development) . Reintroduction of the
ferret may restrict surface occupancy of lands with potential
mineral interests.

It does not appear that the BLM, USDFWP and MDFWP have a definite
means of addressing black-footed ferret migration from the proposed
7 -kilometer reintroduction area. Even though the reintroduction
area is south of any current or proposed ZMI operations, without a

clear-cut management and control plan, the entire southern portion
of the county could be dramatically impacted. During the numerous
public forums presented by the BLM, this concern was raised
repeatedly, without a definitive answer from the agency.

2. Expansion of elk and sheep habitat

Pegasus Gold Corporation and its subsidiary, Zortman Mining
Company, Inc., have been conducting investigations of wildlife
populations in the Little Rocky Mountains since 1977. Establishing
accurate estimates of wildlife populations and identification of
critical portions of species' ranges are crucially important to our
permitting efforts. We strongly object to the portrayal of both
elk and sheep habitat in the Little Rockies for the following
reasons.

Elk

The Little Rockies do contain potential elk habitat, but no

I

resident herd currently exists (page 124). The DEIS does not
elaborate the various reasons why a permanent herd does not exist;
lack of security cover and illegal harvest being two major reasons.
No evidence is generated why elk do not successfully pioneer in the
Little Rockies.

The preferred alternative "...would allow for new elk populations
in unoccupied habitat, where suitable forage is available. .." (page
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86) . It is unclear whether the BLM intends to manage the Little
Rockies to maintain and/or expand elk habitat. But since other
surface management options would not be changed, such as seasonal
restrictions of ORV use (page 86), it appears that the BLM will
continue to manage potential elk habitat in a manner that provides
forage but not security for elk. If elk survive in the Little
Rockies, they will do so on their own or on private in-holdings
such as the Zortman and Landusky mine properties.

One of the most disturbing aspects of the DEIS is contained in the
management prescriptions for elk and bighorn sheep habitat outlined
under the preferred alternative, which describes " . . .of.. -site
mitigation or compensation would be provided for habitat loss.
This may include habitat improvement or re-placement with
comparable sites" (page 84).

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks does not propose
to increase the elk population in the elk management units which
comprise the Little Rockies because of the lack of security cover,
and depredation on private lands . With no systematic population
data, other than inventories conducted on the portion of the range
controlled by Pegasus, how can the BLM propose expansion of elk
range which would be financially supported by the mining industry?

Bighorn Sheep

similar, undocumented statements are contained in the DEIS
regarding expansion of bighorn sheep habitat. The DEIS estimates
that the bighorn sheep population is 60, the same number of animals
used since the original baseline wildlife study in 1978-1979. The
March 1991 aerial survey (cooperatively funded by BLM, ZMI and
MDFWP) which estimated 46 sheep, is the best bighorn sheep survey
in several years, but is hardly a statistically valid population
estimate.

The document contends that "Mining activities have decreased the
yearlong crucial habitat by 4%. The project mine and exploration
expansion (93 acres) would decrease yearlong habitat by another
5%. " (page 181) Crucial habitat is defined as "parts of the
habitat necessary to sustain a wildlife population at critical
periods of its life cycle" (page 243). This statement contradicts
the 1990 Environmental Assessment jointly written by the Bureau of
Land Management and the Montana Department of state Lands, which
describes the potential impacts of construction of the Sullivan
Park pad:

Construction of the Sullivan Park heap would remove some
100 additional acres of big horn sheep spring/summer/fall
range. Evidently, sheep have used Sullivan Park, Mill
Gulch and Gold Bug Butte as summer range since the
introductions in 1972 . As mining facilities have
expanded onto these areas, they have been lost to use by
sh^ep Most of the herd winters along the southern edge
of the Little Rocky Mountains and in the foothills.
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Occasional winter use has been reported on Gold Bug
Butte. The proposed Sullivan Park amendment would have
minimal additional impact on bighorn sheep summer range
and no impact on the winter range, (page 39)

The conclusion of the environmental assessment was that the
proposed expansion (on the Landusky side) would have minimal
additional impact to summer range and no impact on winter range,
the portion of a population's range most generally considered
crucial. The expansion of the Zortman and Landusky mine operations
into the nonoxide zones discussed under foreseeable future mining
impacts would largely take place within or immediately adjacent to
the currently permitted mining operations.

Again, the DEIS document is making statements unsupported by
systematic field investigations to establish population trend data,
and which contradict previously published statements. There is no
evidence in the DEIS that BLM proposes to change any of its
management alternatives to enhance habitat improvement for either
elk or sheep. The unfortunate consequence seems to be that the
agency will look to of f-site compensation/ mitigation for habitat
loss, and of f-site development of water sources from mineral
developers.

3. Azure Cave ACEC

In the preferred alternative, the BLM would designate 140 acres an
ACEC to protect cave resources and potentially the northernmost bat
hibernaculum in the United States. This is another example of a
broad statement unsupported by scientific evidence. There has been
no investigation of the Little Rockies to determine its bat
population; let alone identify Azure Cave as a hibernaculum of
national importance. The BLM has no evidence to provide the basis
for this statement. If mining claims in Pony and Alder Gulch are
ever developed, the size of the ACEC could be of critical
importance to Pegasus' Zortman operation.

4. Establishment of viewsheds

The proposed management stipulations to protect visual resources
under the preferred alternative would create significant economic

I

impacts to the Lewistown area. Metal mine production values
contained in the EIS were dated 1987; prior to expansion of the CR
Kendall mine. while minimizing impacts to visual resources is a
desirable goal of any development planning, we are not aware of
statutory provisions granting the BLM prescriptive rights to limit
development to "protect" visual resources.

5. Proposed wetland/riparian areas

Searching throughout the text, no evidence can be found that the
BLM has conducted any systematic evaluation of the proposed
wetlands/riparian areas identified for maintenance and improvement.

p-27 I Without conducting field evaluations of the proposed areas
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contained within the 3 48 allotments (containing 59 5 stream miles
and 5,850 water sources), how can the potential for improvement or
maintenance be substantiated? There is no basis for the decision
to create or maintain a perpetual wetland; the field work has not
been dons.

In evaluating Appendix H of the DEIS, the BLM has identified a

great number of sites for evaluation. Whether these will meet
riparian objectives is unknown. Although these sites do not
directly affect our operations, the scope of this proposal could
create dramatic future consequences for other multiple users in the
area; potentially affecting grazing, recreation or mining-
associated disturbances. Once again, the document sets forth a

sweeping proposal without the necessary evidence to support its
conclusions.

6. The format of the DEIS

I have been reading governmental documents for over twenty years,
and I have to admit that this was one of the most difficult ones I

have tackled yet. Even after spending hours reviewing the document
and discussions with members of your staff and our mine staff, I am
still not sure I have the correct picture.

When we attempted to compare parcels proposed for acquisition under
all alternatives with lands of interest to our operations, we had
a very difficult time. The problem stemmed from the description of
lands identified by parcel names being located in more than one
township and range. For example, the Grouse Creek parcel is listed
under T24N, R26E, but includes more townships, a fact which was
only discovered after we obtained a printout of the legal
description of that named parcel. The listing of the Phillips
Resource Area on pages 255-263 is alphabetical by parcel name,
making cross referencing legal descriptions very difficult.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment during the public hearing
and in writing on the DEIS. We feel the document to contains
seriously flawed, unsubstantiated information which could have
harmful repercussions to our operations. I hope you will consider
these comments and that the Final EIS will be a more accurate
reflection of the facts.

Sincerely,
, f

John S. Fitzpatrick, Director
Community and Governmental Affairs
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Phono 29-53
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WINNETT. MONTANA 59087
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WILLIAM G. SOLF, COMMISSIONER
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ROBERT BUSFNBARK

D.E.S. Coorrilnato

CorDnet
Phono 4295551

B. Gene Mil ler

Dist. Mgr., BLM
P. 0. Box 1160

Lewistown, Montana 59457

The Petroleum County Commissi,!?

Judith Valley Phillips Hascurc-

Impact Statement of July 1991.

respond to the

Plan, Environmei

Your plan has several serious ramifications

County. Petroleum county has finite resoun
to provide services to its residents.

Lose of pr

taxable vs

can are or deepest cohcp

vote property resulting

Loss of AIMS

valuation.

Rest.rietit

prod Lie t i oi

il and gas explor.

and loss

A. Uncontrolled increase in the elk population

resulting in degradation of the land on both

private property and BJ..M land and therefore,

loss of ftUMs.

We wish to work with all governmental agencies and do appreciate

the relationship wn have with the Rl.M. However, dm* tn the

adverse "impact" of your plans, we cannot support it and

strongly request that private property acquisition, reduction

of RUMs and restriction on oil and gas exploration and production

in Petroleum County, and those alternatives that affect those

areas be eliminated from your plan.
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Petroleum County relies on its agricultural base and oil and gas

production for its operati-ny uwenuc; tourism provides us with

very meagher income.

Sincerely yours,

BOAHD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Brendan Murphy
Vice-Chairman
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Cy Jamison, Dire, or of BLM
Department of Interior
18 and East Street, NW, Room 5660,

Washington, D.C. 20240
(202) 208-3801

t. 19, 1991

Jan Abrahamson
Box 296
Malta, Mont.
59538

Dear Mr. Jamiso:
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we want it or

I
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I feel the ;
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ith, Valley, Phillips Resource Management

. Statement, Draft Plan, that the BLM
has told us we are going to get whether

e JVPRMP and did not come away
eelings or wants entered into
gs if our voice doesn't count?
dog or any other endangered species

nto our grazing as soon as the
boundry, the puivate land will

we feel that the cattlemen are
cies

.

el is getting to close to home,
o involved in the process & anything
ot to be desired. CMR is proof of
dries of it.
ill be greatly appreciated I'm
tter to the BLM on my feelings
you take time to read it.

The enclosure is letter number 103.
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Cy Jamison, Director of SLM
Department of Interior
18 and East Street, NW, Room
Washington, D.C. 20240

(202) 208-3801

fear Mr r Jamison,
am writing to you asking

to offer us, in the Judith,
Plan Evironmental Impact Sta
here in Phillips County has
we want it or not.

I

We've had 3 meetings on th
from them feeling like our
draft, Why have these meet
We do not want the prairie

introduced or reintroduced i

species wanders outside it's
be a ENDANGERED SPECIES and
almost on the endangered spe

Cattle Free in 93 we do fe
I feel the Fish fi. Game are
the)' man age doesn't leave a
that and we live on the bo
Any help you can give us

am enclosing a copy of my le
on the JVPRMPEIS. I do hope

Oct. 19, 1991

Don Holzhey
HC 84 Box 8135
Malta, Mont.
59538-9702

or whatever help you may be able
-, Phillips Resource Management

tement. Draft Plan, that the BLM
told us we are going to get whether

e JVPRMP and did not come away
eelings or wants entered into
gs if our voice doesn't count?
dog or any other endangered species

nto our grazing as soon as the
boundry, the private land will
e feel that the cattlemen are

cies

.

1 is getting to close to home,
o involved in the process & anything
ot to be desired. CMR is proof of
dries of it.
ill be greatly appreciated I'm
tter to the BLM on my feelings
you take time to read it.

Thanks
Sincerel

&
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Cy Jamison, Director of BLM
Department of Interior
18 and East Street, NW, Room 5660
Washington, D.C. 2024
(202) 208-3801

0ct3, 1991

Diane Holzhey
HC 84 Box 8135
Malta, Mont.
59538-9702

I
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Dear Mr. Jamison,
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Cattle Free in 93 we do fe
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tter to the BLM on my feelings
you take time to read it.

Thanks
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Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan & Environmental
Impact Statement Comments - September 1991

Prove to us that wilderness works
and water has depleted almost complete

i

Brothers and later Frank Locks place)
deer hunting in th
the nearby meadc
Holly Flat, the
others

O a CMR Study. Feed
-Holly Flat (Town's
ied to hav

dogs took over and the dee
the farmers and rancher

er Frank Locks place), used to have the best
the Northwest on U L Bend due to all the feed in

fflf* and fields. Then" when the F S, W took'qver th
Town's Brothers and-Frank Lock placfifcLncliding^

no longs-r* the
i ^in.t-..^:Dpe

V;
Iv'-;V-

:is"tennR-

.wua \.u mention, the management or the^.a
meaning haying , irrigating , etc. was no longer1

' there
— elk and an^efArme*—

'

their ex

The ^pr^ffrie
closer toll

They need more reservoirs in CMR and on BLM to keep- the elk
in the area . Most of the timbered area ' s have feed but the
reservoirs are too small - the elk ate us out when the water holes
went dry. 120 cow elk and their calves and 53 bun elk cleaned
out our deeded winter grazing in about 3 weeks ... we got paid
real well!

Sage hen's in your JCPRMP, you say their habitat is gone,
the fox and coon eliminated all our birds. We had pheasant hunters
from all over - our grain fields were solid pheasant , sage and
grouse. Now we see more fox than birds. We supply the feed and
you claim the opposite . When the farmers and ranchers are gone -

SO is the game

!

Game such as elk, deer, birds, etc. , need three things -

#1 water, #2 Feed, and some management out in the field, not be-
hind a desk with a pen. I think its pretty cruel to the animals
to move their feed (the ranchers) out - because those animals
move or die.

Ed Koss ripped some range by First Creek Hall. It did
magnificent - clover, grass, and more deer and cow feed than
ever before. BLM furnished the cultivator and fuel, but was
too broke to furnish the tractor. But they can spend millions
on this Draft if it would have been put to use for more waterholes
and range ripping, the multiple use benefits would have increased
enormously

|

Riparian - You say cows bother the nesting environment, oufl
cattle are on summer range during the nesting period I These
geese and ducks eat thousands of dollars of barley , wheat and
alfalfa seed each year - get rid of us farmers and ranchers and
all you will have is the water, if that.

I would like to know what
ause of people back east or
environment and let us talk
let the BLM be the scapegoat

e did to deserve all this -

hat? Bring them out here to
direct to those responsible -

This is COMMUNISM not the
AMERICAN WAY! ! ! Those people back east dreaming up ideas like
the JVPRMP are probably fed as full of propaganda as we are.
have no say about their heritage, jobs and livelihood.
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If this draft goes through, we have lost what our Fathers
and Grandfathers and the present generation has worked f or . We
haven't hurt those people back east! why are they hurting us?

My wife and I have paid over $200,000.00 in taxes the last
few years, too support this kind of government control - THINK -
wake Up America, this happened to our forefathers that came
over here to try to avoid (government control)!!!

Let's manage this land for MULTIPLE USE - spend, spend,
spend has the taxpayers to the limit —

If you are wondering why I am so concerned, I have relatives
that live where the spotted owl caused the loss of thousands of
jobs, closed many lumber mills causing economic hardships -
higher priced lumber, etc.

Montana has roughly 30 million acres of wilderness
already. Not counting refuges, parks, so tell me these acres
have been utilized to the maximum potential and more is needed
so badly that you have to squeeze more out of the taxpayers!

You Mean AMERICA believes in putting good honest people
off their land so millionaire hunters can come out here once or
twice in their life to kill some wild animal that most of them
don't and won't even eat!

omes up for reauthorization in 1992
w amendments to it to stop the

Act

blac

eople

This endangered Spec
Let ' s rewrite it or ad
land grab in the proce
What happened to the backbone in America our congressmen tell
It's politics. Live a straight life and they will not be

ailed into voting for something the minority wants just
because they have money. We put our congressmen in office in good
faith, and we do think it's about time you stand up for th,
who put you in office!

In America doesn't a human's rights and land ownership come
first above an endangered species?

If one person can put a animal on the endangered species act
why cannot one person get rid of the amendment?

Phillips County has never had ferrets, there is not any proof
of it ever having been in south Phillips co. so why do we have
to have a endangered species planted where he has never been
before? We don't want any endangered species! We the tax payers
are endangered enough! there is plenty of room on CMR Cor their
experiment. There was only 6000 acres in meteetsee where he was
found and there is 10 times that many acres in CMR.

We saw the impact the spotted owl made in Oregon we sure don'
need that to happen in Mont, due to the ferret.

I just finished reading in Oct Beef Today that the government
owns 724,066,170-9 acres so we do think the government has
enough land to play with their endangered species witho
the people out.
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SR 1, Box 13

Saco, Mt. 59261
Oct. 9, 1991

Cy Jamison
Director of BLM
Dept. of Interior
18 & Esse Street, N.W. Room 5660
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Jamison,
I am writing you concerning Che Wetlands and Riparian Study done by the

B.L.M. in Phillips County, Montana. We attended two meeting, so called
hearings, concerning this tudy. The first could have hardly been called a

I

hearing. The second was better some what. We were all left concerned because
of the omission of Prairie Potholes from the defined 3 point criteria of
wetlands before it being defined as a wetland.

1 am very concerned about the increasing encrochment of the Federal
government upon land owned or leased by the private sector in this country.
It seems to mo that the Federal Lands now controlled by the U.S. government
should be more than enough. Without the constant push to acquire more.

This makes me wonder why the U.S. government wants to compete with the
private individual for the control of the land and also water.

Those of us in Agriculture have been long aware of the need to conserve
our resources. Land is not being reproduced. We make our living (and that of
many others) from the land. Ue take care of it and our water scources as
well

.

I don't believe it is in the best interest
government the "largest land owner". We are a

rights are suppose to be respected and maintai

of our country to have the U.S.
free country where individual

/s/ Colgate & Irma Robinson

received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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October 10, 1991

Kenneth S. Truax
P.O. Box 907
Malta, MT 59538

Cy Jamison, Director
Bureau of Land Management, Dept. of Int.
18 and East Street NW, Rm. 5660
Washington, D.C. 20240

Dear Mr. Jamison,

It has come to my attention that there is a plan in motion whereby private
lands will be obtained through purchase, exchange or acquisition and placed
under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management.

As a lifetime Montana resident with roots that extend from the homestead
through a lifetime of working with agricultural interests, I strongly object
to this expansion of U.S. Government control and interference.

I must conclude that this plan will further the environmentalists aim
to remove cattle from public lands and eventually turn Montana into a
National Park, making native Montanans an endangered species.

I hereby express my objection to such a plan and ask your help in detering
its implementation.

Montana's landscapes and wildlife exist not because of tourists „portsmen
or government controls, but because of the generations or Montanans who
have put their lives into nourishing the same land that t!v« them back
their livlihood.

Your consideration of my objection and those of my fellow citizens will be
greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Kenneth S. Truax, Secretary Treasurer
SquareButte Grazing Association
Cottonwood Grazing Assosiation
c.c.

Senator Conrad Burns v'

Senator Max Baucus.
Representative Ron Marlenee^
Representative Pat Williams-'

^Mountain States Legal Foundation
. Western Environmental Trade Assoi
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Nov. 5, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller

Acting District Manager

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Dear Mr. Miller -

I am sorry I'vi

have been in the p:

I do not wish i

lands from Lhe map

been so slow in answering your letter of Oct. 18th, bu

cess of moving and trying to get settle* in my new homi

particiapte in a BLK land exchange so pLease remove m;

Thank you very much.
Sincerley

,

/s/ Helen W. Coll

(new address) U193 N 16333 Lea Fon Circ.

Jackson. UI 53037

ctly as received for reproduction in the final RHP/EIS,)
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Two ACEC's have been set aside to protect areas for

the introduction of the black-footed ferret. The
BLM acknowledges that bentonite mining will be
adversely affected by this action. Moreover,
precious metals mining is occurring nearby and
restricted by this designation.

About 3,500 miles of river is being studied for
wetland and/or riparian management. The criteria
for targeting these areas fnr special m-?r>i:igemp!it

is unclear, particularly in light of President
Bush's new guidelines for managing wetlands.

This EIS sets dangerous precedents.

Please reconsider your action.

Thank you

Sincerely,

Ron Baldwin
President
Beattie Explosives, Inc.
A wholly owned subsidiary of
Explosives Technologies International

EXPLOSIVES
TECHNOLOGIES
INTERNATIONAL

November 6, 1991

Mr. B. G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District office
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

As an individual working for a company directly
servicing the mining industry, I am concerned about the

Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS.

1. It is the responsibility of the BLM to manage public
lands within its control. creating Areas of
Critical Environmental Concern will allow the agency
to abdicate that authority. Lands should be
on a site specific basis without blanket
prohibitions.

J-10

J-34

The criteria used to select the Lewistown Scenic
ACEC is too subjective. This would withdraw about
4,600 acres from mineral entry simply because land
disturbances can be seen from Lewistown. Th«
Bureau of Land Management also has underestimated
the economic less to the community because it

utilized data from 1987. However, since that time
when $400,000 in mineral values were produced,
C.R. Kendall has begun operations. In 1991
alone, the gross value of the mine's production will
exceed $21 million. Withdrawing this area from
mining is contrary to the BLM ' s own determination
that economics is the first priority of Fergus
County residents.

The Collar Gulch ACEC would be designated to protect
cutthroat trout habitat. Cutthroat trout are not

threatened or endangered in Montana or the Western
United States and require no special protection.
Economics of the area would be impacted by this
designation.

13650 N. Government Way • Hayden Lake, ID 83835

)
922-8544 from OR, WA, ID, MT . (208) 772-3232 . FAX (208) 772-9350
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737 S. 5th St fV

Mssou/a, Montana i

406-549-7647

4 November. 1991

B.G. Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown. Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am writing regarding the recently released "Judith Valley
Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS". My comments are
primarily from the perspective of an independent consulting
geologist

.

The EIS "preferred" Alternative E would restrict or prohibit
mineral exploration or development if such surface disturbances
can be seen from Lewistown or other population centers. This is

ironic because for over a century inhabitants of Lewistown have,
in part, earned a living from work in mines some of which are
visible from town.

The finding of mineral deposits is increasingly a more difficult
task because well-exposed and partly concealed deposits have long
since been discovered and extracted. Mineral deposits occur
"where you find them" and not where they will necessarily be out
of view of a population center or public access route.

Although the EIS considers the current mineral activity for
bentonite. gypsum, limestone and lime, new applications for non-
metallic industrial minerals are discovered every day. These
minerals commonly occur in areas that have not been extensively
prospected or developed for metallic minerals. Resource
management directions should not only uphold public access for
discovery of such minerals but should be prepared to consider
development of these resources as the best and highest use for
the area in question.

nvironment" as used in
ment - and our
For many people, the

reminder of the abundance of Earth '

s

resources, of our productivity and our enthusiasm for the work at
hand. When the mineral resource is depleted and the ground
reclaimed, that sight will remind us that people are committed to
resource development methods which are environmentally sound.

One further. comment regarding the term
the EIS - people are part of the envi;
activities are part of the environment
site of an active mine
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In summary. I urge you to not adopt the EIS preferred Alternative
E since this releases the BLM from its responsibility to deal
with surface disturbance activities on a case-by-case basis.
Issues raised by the diversity of public interests would be and
are bwst resolved by continued implementation of the current
management direct ion, Al ternat ive A

.

Thank you for the opportunity tg

Sincerely. .
. ^

Bruce E. Cox
Geologist

Dent

.
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November 11, 1991

Gene Miller
Bureau of Land Management
Airport Road
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Mr. Miller:

Enclosed please find a copy of the letter I submitted to the
Lewistown News-Argus.

This letter is being submitted as my written testimony concerning
the Bureau of Land Management's Draft Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement for the Judith, Phillips and Valley
resource area.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

sincerely.

"7 4u^
Barry Gallagher ^
cc: Senator Conrad Burns

Representative Ron Marlenee
Senator Max Baucus
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October 17, 1991

Dear Editor:

As a Montana resident since 1970, I am writing this letter out of

great concern for the Bureau of Land Managements' LAND GRAB PLAN,
which they have termed "Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management
Plan - Environmental Impact Statement". 1 see the BLM's lips moving,
but I hear 1 eft -wing fanatical "so cal led environmental ±sts" talking.
I call them "so called environmentalists" because a good deal of them
are self-minded political activists who have never set foot in the
State of Montana, much less the areas in question. A true
environmentalist would be concerned for what is best for the land and
creatures supported by it, human species included, not by handing over

huge amounts of land to the BLM. which cannot properly manage the land
they already control

.

The BLM would like to swap approximately 115,000 acres of useless land
for some of 631,000 acres of targeted improved land {much of which is

wet land). This land was improved through private ownership - not. BLM
management ! Private 1 and owners have been the stewards of these lands
for generations , their livel i hoods depend on good 1 and management
practices as does the livelihood of their future generations . The BLM
would like to seize control of these lands to improve elk, deer, and
bighorn sheep herds, and to promote recreational use.

When was the last time you saw a BLM employee fixing fence bordering
private land that was destroyed by elk? How many untold dollars
would it take to implement such a plan? Do they expect these farmers
and ranchers to scrape a living off of land that will support little
more than rattlesnakes and antelope? Do they expect these farmers and
ranchers to spend years of time and money to improve these
"wast el ands" so they can take them back sometime in the future? Who
has more to gain (or lose) through good land management practices? 1

think the private landowners

.

I suppose the affected landowners could find an al ternat e source of
income , but it won ' t be mining , logging , or any other surface
disturbing activity if the South Moccasin/ Judith Mountain Scenic Area
of Critical Environmental Concern is passed. If you live in Central
Montana and don't farm, ranch, mine, or log, what else da you do
work for the government? If you don' t have an occupation listed
above, your job or business is directly or indirectly supported by
them! The Environmental Impact Statement identifies negative impacts
to mining and logging by the creation of the ACEC .

The impacts are
deemed significantly greater for mining with a likelihood that two
open pit mines will be foregone. The full economic impact of this is

not spelled out in the EIS.

The Document shows the total value of mineral production in Fergus
County for 1987 was approximately $500,000.00. One of many things not
mentioned in the document is that the gross production of metals in
Fergus County in 1991 will exceed $20,000,000.00! Assuming the two
mines are the size of the Kendall Mine, the potential economic loss to
the State of Montana and Fergus County is approximately 9-12 million
dol lars annual ly in taxes, payroll and local supply purchases . This
would be a severe negative economic impact to Fergus County.

184B

ee Lewistown
come here

Page 2

There are some local business people who would like
with a tourist based economy . They feel that people -.,

if they can see logging or mining activity from the highways leading
into town . I believe this would only benefit a select few of all the
community businesses. What about real benefits to the community as a

whole? Keep in mind, we don't have a sales tax. People don't come to
Lewistown for their vacations like they do to Yellowstone or Glacier
Parks. They come through Lewistown on their way. Natural resources
devel opment and tourism together can both benefit our
employee of the Kendall Mine, I can tell you that
see gold mines. CR Kendall offers

area. As an
.. people dp want to

see goia mines. un i\enaaii oners two mine tours a day through the
summer which are always booked f ul 1 . Obviously , mines are a tourist
attraction in this area.

The EIS di d not say condemnation would not be used to acquire targeted
lands. It also mentioned nothing of compensation to those who would
be negatively impacted by the Plan . Maybe they would hire everyone
who would be out of work eventually to track and study black footed
ferrets! (I'll let someone else open that "can of worms" )

.

Is the BLM really listening to us to make common sense, practical
decisions about the land we 1 ive on? The BLM must follow the
Congressional mandate stating "public lands must be managed for
multiple use".

I urge all people concerned to write to their congressmen, state
representatives , and county commissioners concerning the Judith-
Val ley-Phillips RMP EIS, whether you agree or disagree.

Does the BLM really need that much more land - if so, I've heard New
Jersey is for Sale!

7$JUy «J
Barry Gallagher
714 8th Avenue North
Lewistown, Montana 59457
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COMMENT FORM
EL'lCi: FOOTS!) FE3R2T SiilKTRODUCTIOK

fWeawPrinj) Name Address

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Date

H-20

Z-2

1^
HC 53 Box B065

Malta, Montana 5953- November 8, 1991

Id at First Creek Hall, the National Guard
ty , Montana, it was

it the meetings you ..

and the Villa Theatre in Phillips Go

repeated sever&l times that ywrre'gafifl 26,uuu acre

for prairie doers and ferret-re-introduction. ;-.hen the Dept. of Fish
' -rr dr a ft oi 5eptemb c r, 19 91. Dlu ek-

ilillife
Footed Ferret Reintroduction and Kanagement

W6pa»A94 to AU of IMllips County so uth s i
'

the acerage has
a^LXk Kivp.r iwi±

large difference
Ynu call it. ra i^t.rniiuet

would sayl
but in vour draft, vou say there was n

evidence found of ferrets SVj R being in ihillips Gounty. John Crem

said that G ene 3arnard told him that he might have seen one as a

Job"but didn"t Know ir it
jhen your July 1991 draft
yULU 1 W.]flli.'

L^-, ijirO.jQO 'tlliftJbi

illegal in my estimation
The aa-p e -tto4

not.
:ame out,
uf uur J. i

inother snow
that was the first anyone knew

judud land.—Tl.dL ib umuplutsly

,t a ll ov er the Unit a d States—i-i

istakes that
on the land

11 child could have done a better job. Wrong ow;

kn moved, no roads- not even Highway 191. only abo

i of the actual peoples places on the map. No wonder that strangers

think this one big wilderness.
-on -jtoneherg (author 51 th e Sept-l^l uraitj was ax our house one

.

and told us that if we accepted the ferrety we_would not have the w.

! n r- nui i i nnwn mi ,i\-., Rptr tjdi i tW gudrwTi Ltf«—Lha I? A littl« later he -

LK or F.JI said should be in writing because it co'

r.dar th e ranch a r s a .ro l eary o f BSttMWMaw:

that anything

raised to believe that you were no better than your word. Jell, evefi

if it is in writing, it can be changed, as the dra ft shows on the

acreage. Also when the elk were introduced in South Phillips Gounty

a number of years aco , an agreement was signed by the ranchers and

T.Ji" that only a certain number of elk would b-

That agreement has somehow disappeared and

alarming 1 numliai fe

"—r:u wonder wu mi w Liu:

T understand that when CKR was

llowed"to jncre
Ik are increa

T^rt
into a wildlife Refuge the ranch?

Id bo minimal impac tprosing their e^tt- ls. on www worn tju.iu—wt«
on their aums. Now there is everywhere from Ofi to 100$ cutbacks on

,to„u>,»: BUREAU OFLAND MANAGEMENT »*ste? Let cattle graze it again?

District Manager

P.O.Box 1160

Uwismwn. MT 594.57
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COMMENT FORM
~LACi'. FOOTED FERRET REINTRODUCTION

{Please Print) NaTTIC

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Date

M B4 BoX MM
. \r'A (- ' K j f? ,1 l?T MALTA, KONTAMA J9538 liovember 8, 1991

Y-l

A-4

TTiT"esTi"mated cost's for this ierrex remxroduction is ;tii,i4V

for from 1991 to 199S.. How many more million dollars has it already

UtJbJL Jlitfl for y.0\±L UlUlUtfU. MUi!

ny of the meetings.

-
7ro

~one would gtv me an amrog set"

think it's—

b

ime some common sense wa s broug.it WKae nvt u uui govsr

ana let the ranchers go back to taking care of their own business.

ments to the land or to help feed and clothe our homeless and hungry
rmvironmantal i sts that are so worrie d about the land now are

probably descendants of homesteaders that came out here and couldn't
make a living on this harsh land. Now that we have taken care of it

learned 'to utilize it, they want it for predatory etc. and to come

look at it. By the way, tourists, etc. only pay 1% of the cost of
diiuiiBi '

b ±jay
-
pi-

' uvidu a !>,'
-Uining

profit on each aum
ii fra ttwroena Una $1.9?

This came from Cy Jamieson.
f wo ha ifB ttowa WWh Pnnr" j n>l nf Wctwa Wan 9< th< land , how come

nearly all of the land wanted for acquisition was improved land?
'

nue thiK erazv wanton s pending fif us taxpay
:: -

ey , time and trying to make it so miserable that we can't make a

ant living.. Jhcn we ranchers art.; gone frem the land, your source

money for your wages will also dry up, and also your food.

Please return 10: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manapcr

P.O. Box 1 160

Lewistown. MT 59J57
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12 November 1991

Mr. B. G. Miller, Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District
Lewistown, Montana 59457

re: JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN EIS

Dear Mr. Miller;

My recent review of the proposed ACEC designation for much of the

Lewistown area has left me quite alarmed. Such a sweeping

restriction of public use of "Public Lands" is not in the best

interest of either the local population or the country in general.

Public lands need to managed for the good of the public. This

includes keeping the lands available for economic development,

including mining.

The economic impact on the local economy ...

J-34 1 greater than currently estimated. The Kendall mine alone h
-ill be significantly

greater tnan uucchhuj-jf csi.iuiqi.cu. *us »w.idall m 1

produced 40 times the value that the EIS indicates.

The fish and wildlife concerns are fabricated. The cutthroat trout

population is not in need of drastic measures of protection, and

the black-footed ferret can be reintroduced without eliminating the

public from the land.

Blanket designation of gullies, creeks, streams rivers and bogs as

"wetlands", with all the attendant bureaucratic red tape that comes

with that label will only serve to restrict the public's use of

these lands and increase the cost of paperwork inflicted on the

public.

Please consider scrapping this ACEC proposal altogether and craft

a more reasonable approach to managing the PUBLIC'S lands.

Sincerely,

/

KENT TURNER, JR. ,.. Project Geologist

KT/mps
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November 13, 1991.

Tureau of Lsncl Mar.aeement
t e*»i *town Dlstr&et Office
'evistovm, Montana 59U57-1L60

Attn. "r. ^. ^ene Miller
v.

Pear Mr. Mi : Ler:

In response tyj your letter of Cct. 18, 1991

rpfnrdi'i^ the acquisition afid dis%>sal of certain lands byT

lie.. u '"'

rto not ob ject^hrivever to the oronert

the B.L. M -, T am enclosing a ^"v flf my letter to »'r. Mari

f 9/10/9M with hi? answers to rrjy qu'est'ons.

'infortunateiy t ^awe'^is^lacpd Ms lettM

but I think hjfl answers which I heve inserted are correct.

m-.. fpr-iine at this time i& tuBt 3 will

keen the land for the re-son. stated in the enclnsfd letter

unless itve^n" b<* s'o'd either privately Or to the ftouornment
''' «nL iPox a" r^'asopHB^W "Jic

T do not ob ject^hftwever to the Property

Nffinp identified in the final R?IP/P.T!?\tian anA\tflble..

Very trul''> vour 8 ,

- *£*> i MtdUdJk.
i.?\l™ If "T " p. ««rii't,I
Fnc. J

AtliiihmtiKs iirr avuili.bli- fur review '« U* Lewistown HisiricI Officii.
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Nov. U, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457

Sub)*

Gentlemen!
Please

Judith Valley Phillips
Impact Statement

thi.

a ELM land exchange. This land was i

desire to exchange for other land.

We have been following all the ii

certainly sec no benfit to farmers.
Please remove our lands from thi,

been done.

ource Managemen Plan & Environr ental

that
lied

we do not choose to parti
to us by our father and we

ipate i

have no

ormatton in the Lewistown paper and

map and send us notification bh B has

/$/ Arlene Leiiuuge* Roepke
6108 St. John's Ave.

Edina, Mn 55424

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMF/EIS.)
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PEGASUS GOLDCORPORATION
Pride in Action!

November 18, 1991

Mr. B. G. Miller

Associate District Manager

Bureau of Land Management

I-ewistown District Office

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS

I am writing to you about the subject Environmental Impact Statement and the

designation of Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) proposed in this EIS.

Pegasus Gold Corporation is a major North American gold producer. It has mined

precious metals from its flagship mine, Zortman/Landusky, located in Phillips County,

Montana, for over ten years. We employ 176 people at this operation, and bring

approximately $15 to $20 million to the local economy each year.

I oppose the proposed Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS.

In general, I am concerned that, although the proposed EIS relates only to Judith Basin,

Fergus, and Phillips counties, if established, it could set a precedent for mineral

prospecting/production in the entire state of Montana. Of the four mines Pegasus

currently operates, three are located in the State of Montana. Mineral concentrations

that may be rich enough to become mines are where mother nature puts them. Nobody

has any control over that. When they are found, they will be mined for wealth creation,

jobs, taxes, and the benefit of the national community, or they will not. With respect,

Mr. Miller, to the poverty and incredibly sub-standard living conditions under which so

much of our population lives, it is selfish folly to foregoing the creation of wealth for the

sake of protecting a view out of a window, which, despite the advent of a mine, will in 99

percent of the cases be infinitely better than that enjoyed by most of the citizens who live

in the inner cities of this country.

North 'J Post Street Suite 400 Spokane. Wsghington 99201 • Telephone (509) 624-1653 • Tele-Copier 1509) 838.8317

191 192A

Norman Ranch
MR Norman or Keta Beck

To B.L.H, Lewistown Mt

At this time we do ;

needed for stock

Rt 3 Box

Rt 1 Box

172 Lew
1674

More specifically, I feel the creation of ACECs require further consideration before they

are established. My main concerns are:

for
ell any of the Judith Rlv

But we are renting land from BLM that we would liek to buy If the
|

reasonable & not like a former sale by B.L.M.

Yours Sincerely
/s/ MR Norman

received for reproduction in the final RMF/EIS .

)
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MO
|

J-34 |

M-8

H-21

F-16

How will existing operations within the designated areas be affected by this

plan?

Would the Bureau of Land Management continue to maintain authority for

management of public lands within its control, and on a site-specific basis?

Criteria used for selection of the Lewistown Scenic ACEC was based upon

1987 data, which significantly impacts the economics of the area, since the

Kendall mine began production after that time Will data be updated to

reflect current economics, i.e., the Kendall mine production for 1991 will

exceed $21 million?

How/why was the protection of cutthroat trout habitat in the Collar Gulch

ACEC designated, since these fish are not threatened or endangered in

Montana or the western United States?

Was consideration given to the impact that two ACECs, designated to protect

areas for the reintroduction of the black-footed ferret, would have on

bentonite and precious metals mining in the area?

Was the designation of -.,_>0l ^niles of river bein^ tudied for wetland and/or

riparian management consistent with President Bush's .:ew guidelines for

managing wetlands?

Over two million surface acres and three million acres of federal mineral rights will be

effected by the proposed Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS. I urge

you to re-evaluate this proposal in its entirety, with attention to those specific questions I

have posed above.

Thank you for your consideration of this request.

Youta sincerely,

\jimx-

John M. Willson

President and CEO

JMW/bha
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November 19, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller
Acting District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457

Leo Anna, and Aldon Bergtoll of Saco, Montana are the owners of

Xnds "long upper Frenchmen Creek, Phillips County, Montana.

Some of these 1-^%^-e been identified «f£^^^JK
T^Zl r^^tt^rs^to Al^n^t^'to ?he other Bergtolls

notifying them of this fact,

on behalf of Leo and Anna Bergtoll, I notify you.

1. They manage and control the entire ranch

properties, including the fractional shares

owned by Aldon and they are contracting to

acguire Aldon's shares.

2 They do not want any of the Bergtoll lands
'

included in any further reports, as being

available for or selected for acquisition by

the Government.

Cordially yours,

ROBERT HURLY

RH/cs

cc: Leo and Anna Bergtoll

Valley County
501 Court Square

Glasgow, Montana 59230

Phone: (106) 228-8221

FAX; [406| 22B-9027
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November 20, 1991

Mr. B.G. Miller

Associate District Manager

Bureau of Land Management

Lewistown District Office

Lewistown, Montana 59457

Dear Mr. Miller:

Your proposals included in the EIS for the Judith Basin area have overtones and designs

which are reminiscent of the original "Vision Document" for the Yellowstone area. It seems

that government agencies have a difficult time learning from their own experiences. The

Vision received a resounding "No" from the people of Montana and the same end is

warranted by your proposals for ACED's. The BLM's job is to manage the public domain

under its jurisdiction within the framework of the laws governing such lands. These type of

maverick restrictions are not in keeping with those laws and are yet another attempt by the

conservationists and obstructionists to carry their own agenda through and by the federal

agencies.

"Viewsheds" which prohibit raining and other activities because they are visible from areas of

population is a new and dangerous precedent which is not in the realm of BLM management

policies. If this policy is allowed to be incorporated in the EIS, it will be used at every

opportunity by those whose interests aren't the good stewardship of our public lands but

instead, the end of access by the public. Protection of the cutthroat trout is equally as

dangerous and ill conceived. The cutthroat is not a threatened or endangered species and if

you"treat it as such, it also will be used, as other species have through the Endangered

Species Act, for reasons other than animal protection.

In closing, this EIS is a dangerous document and attempts to set several precedents which the

BLM is not empowered to propose or enforce.

Sincerely, r
^

&,tfMkA-
Paul Dale

P.O. Box 242

Whitehall, Montana
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November 19, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P. O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please remove Valley County lands from Appendix A - "Land

Acquisition and Disposal in the "Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource

Management Plan Environmental Impact Statement."

Valley County is willing to trade lands with the Bureau of Land

Management when the need arises.

The Bureau of Land Management was formed to manage federal lands,

we do not feel it should be in the acquisition business. With the

federal deficit as high as it is now, the federal government should

not be trying to purchase additional lands. Taking lands off of

the tax rolls is a detriment to local governments and the local

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Very truly yours,

VALLEY COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

V-l

Arthur A. Arnold, Chairman

Gene C. Reimche, Member

VCC/dw

P.O. Box 6610
Great Falls, MT 59406
22 November, 1991
ph: 454-3441

Mr. B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

SUBJECT: Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement, Appendix D

Dear Mr. Miller:

I recently reviewed portions of the Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. I wish to take this
opportunity to clarify permitting requirements referred to in Appendix

, Best Management Practices. Any activities carried out under A.l.d.,
.l.j., and A. 3. a. where disturbance of any streambed or bank occurs as

la result of a project sponsored by a federal agency (i.e., BLM, USPS,

I etc.) would require permitting through the Montana Stream Protection Act

1(124), which is administered by the Montana Department of Fish,

(wildlife, and Parks. The Natural Streambed and Land Preservation Act of

I 1975 (310 permit), which is administered through county conservation
ricts, applies only to private non-governmental individuals or

| corporations that propose altering a perennial stream. The 310

permitting process would only occur on BLM land if a private logger, as

in B.2.c. of Appendix D, a private mining concern, or some other private
entity proposed a stream project. I have included a copy of Append'

with the previously referenced sections highlighted
descriptions of both stream protection acts
contact me or the department's habitat protectio
2449) if you require additional information.

brief
Please feel free to
bureau in Helena (444-

George Liknes,
Fisheries Biologist

i:,l»wn Jlisli'icl Oll'ici-.
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Route
59ABO

, i. y 9

1

A-9|

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewiscown, MT, 59457-1160

Since I have received a copy of the Judith-Valley -Ph 1 1 1 ips RMP/ETS, and
the deadline for comment has been extended to Dec. 13, 1991 , I have addition;
comments to add to those few which 1 made in a latter requesting the plan.

After studying the plan at some length, I endorsa Alternative A (The

currently used plan), However, T could probably accept Alternative E (The

Preferred alternative), If certain restrictions were placed upon It. Some
examples follow:

1. The plan must make clear that multiple uses are compatible with the

purpose of these lands as National Resource Lands.

2. Livestock grazing and Hunting must remain among the top priority use.

of this land. The people of the state it exists within deserve the courtesy
of being allowed to keep these parts of their heritage.

3. It must be made clear that land acquisition will be from willing
sellers only; and that at no' time will any attempts be made to intimidate or

otherwise force ranchers from their private prope ty , which is the only homes
(Once more a heritage

be a more sensible appro
ed by MT, Fish, Wildlife

o be preserved!

)

ch than land pi

and Parka Dept

t should
uld be 6

most of them have ever known
Conservation easements might
Block Management Plans, as u

effective,
4. Endangered Species:

A. Bald Eagle - Probably has recovered to the point wh
status could be downgraded - possibly even delisted,

B. Gray Wolf - Worldwide population numbers show that
now, and never has been, endangered or even threatened.
be delisted. Forced l-Hi.ntrodui-;: ioti into the st.udy area

mistake!
C. The plan places too much emphasis upon the Black Footed
Ferret. Initial introductions should be made only in locations
where they will not interfere with other activities, and any
populations should be designated experimental -non-essential only

.

In closing, I will add that although these are Federal lands

users are the people of the state in which they exist (In th

- Montana), Therefore, the people of Montana should have,

detirmining the management of these lands

.

I will also say that I have spent considerable time 1

area. I have been quite impressed by the ranching operation
Also, the majority of the rangeland I have hunted upon '.

and has nor, been overgrazed. The abundance of wildlife
Once again, 1 express my support for Management alternat

working, why tinker with it.

Thank you for accepting these comments.
Sincerely yours:
/s/ Stephen V. May

, their

is part
pr

Leu

mary

major B ay 71

arts of th study

s I have seen,

eon well manaeeri

mazing 1

ive A. It s

tly as received fo: in the final RMP/EIS.
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We do not feci

Mr. David Mari
Page 2

November 15, 1991

5. Oil and Gas Leases and Developemenb
\

BLM has strict standard stipulations,
need to add to the existing regulations.

6. Nardrock Mining:
BLM already has shriek standard stipulations on hardrock

raining. We do not feel that this manuel should set any new
presidents when you consider the economic impact and the ability
of the land to renew itself in a picturesque manner.

7 . Riparian Wetlands:
We feel many areas designated as areas

management can best be managed through the
grazing , properly rotating and resting area
any areas need to be completely removed fro

in need of better
ise of cattle
;. Wh do not feel
grazing. We agre

R-l

G-l
G-2
G-13

G-4
fl

with the findings of MSU ' s riparian expert Dr. Clayton Mariow.
We feel that BLM is not addressing their nox^ious weed

I problem and they need to work closer with the lessee to correct

| this-

8 . Elk and Bighorn Sheep :

We feel that Alternative B is the best plan because there
is no expansion of the elk herds . The elk are expanding
into large herds, it seems premature to identify habitat- for
wildlife when no numbers of animals are available . We feel
that blm and Montana Department of Fish Wildlife and Parks should
enter into an agreement on the numbers of elk and wildlife
the area will sustain- The existing elk herds are using aiot
of private land as habitat. We feel that the BLM needs to have
a more active part in controlling wildlife as well as the cattle
numbers it already controls. It does not seem that you can do
a proper job in regards to range management when you only control
part of its use

.

9 South Moccasin

;

We preTer Alternative A. We feel the BLM does not have
a viable area for an elk herd, 1300 acres = 35 AUM's will not
sustain many elk year round. Why was this area ever recommended
for an elk herd?

1 - ACEC:
We feel that BLM' s goal should be multiple ues and should not

alter the basic goal of Central Montana from ranching and farming,
mining and recreation; to Tourism and recreation. We feel that
Alternative A, no ACEC is in the best interest of all of Central
Montana

,

We felt that the plan was extremely bias in favor of envir-
ormental interest groups. We didn't feel that the plan addressed
some of the major problems enough such as cattle numbers verses

198 198B

November 15, 1991
Christina Route
Hilger , Montana 594 51

Mr. David Marl
District Manager
Bureau Of Land Management
Lewi st own District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59*57

Subject: Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr . Mari

,

We have reviewed the RMP/EIS and attended several mee
We have several areas of concern regarding the plan,

I . Land Acquisition =

feel that the document clearly state that the BLM
;mn land. Land aquisition and disposal would

only through a willing seller or buyer basis, we feel fcha

values could fall if the issue of confiscation is not plai
addressed. We are not interested in selling or trading ou
that was listed for acquisition . We resent the fact tha t

was li sted without our knowledge , we have removed it. from
In some instances the land that you have listed for acguii
would leave the landowner with the lesser valued land, and
no water available and with the problem of fencing.

A-29

Mr. David Mari
Page 3

November 15, 1991

Many of the maps were not accurate with the legal dis-
criptions, this could lead people to believe there land was
not included in the plan. The informative letters that should
have been sent to us were mailed to another party, who else got
their mail second hand? The economics of the plan was in error
in more than one place, for example cattle are not usually ran on
BLM ground year round, so most peoples AUM's are only !

; of the
required pasture for a cow and calf for 12 months. When you loose
12 AUM's you are probably loosing 2 cows not just one.

The trend toward more public land worries us. We have invested
the last 24 years working toward the goal of owning our own

ranch. When a person works and sacrifices toward a goal you get
concerned when someone changes the rules in the middle of the
plan, especially when the other person hasn't invested very much
of their time or money in the project.

A-9 I .

We
* I win not

nly
land

the pla
i I i on
with

Sincerely YouES

,

warnek
Laura Warneke

Black Foote
l-

t =

H-44|»

We feel the BLM has enough land without a qui ring more
prairie dog towns for the black footed ferret . If the ferret
would make the come back and utilize all the prairie dog town
under the BLM control it would no longer need to be protected,

feel that the Black Footed Ferret should be introduced
experimental -non essenstial not as an endangered species

.

do not feel that this project should be one of open ended
expence accounts. We feel that the government doesn't have
enough money to write a blank check for the ferret.

3. Access;
Access needs to be on a individual or site basis . we prefer

alternative B because we feel the BLM has adequate access to the
public lands. Making more access will create a larger weed
problem and a construction and ma intai nance problem. To stop
using existing roads and make an area a walk in area and turn
around and make another area a drive in access by creating
"new" roads appeares to be a poor stewardship of federal funding.

4. Off Road Vehicles
We believe the

Alternati
en to off road vehicles
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Gateway
i

"1 Simmtnlals''

3U Route 2 Box 2190 Lewistown, Montana 59457 Phone (406)538-8551

November 23, 1991

Chuck Otto
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Re : Purchase

Dear Chuck;

II
am inquiring into the possibility of purchasing the

BLM administered land included in Permit #6035, held by

| Emmet A. Butche This land is described as:

T13N E17B S25

S/2, SW/4

I would appreciate your answer regarding the possibility
of obtaining this land.

Emmet A. Butcher

~$^wt#r&-̂ J^y

200 202

Box 13 SR 1

Saco, Mt. 59261
Nov. 20, 1991

B. Gene Miller - Acting Disc. Manager

Bureau of Land Management

Lewistown Dist. Office

Box 1160
Lewistown Montana 59457

Dear Mr. Millar,
Thank you for your response to our letter of concern about the B.L.M. Land

exchange as set forth in the draft RMP/EIS released in July.

Even though your explanation of the B.L.M. 's position concerning the Land

exchange put some of our concerns to rest, we realize that politics do enter

in and policies do change.

There has been a decided push over all the "West" to put more land under

government control. We are very opposed to this policy. Because of this we

do not want to enter into any Land exchange with the B.L.M. and would like to

have our lands removed from Che map and table dealing with acquisition and

disposal in the final RMP/EIS.

If the B.L.M. should decide to sell these smaller isolated acres, such as

included In our ranch, we would be Interested in buying those that are

included in our ranch.
Sincerely yours

,

/s/ Colgate & Irma Robinson

Gateway
f! Simotobk''

its Route 2- Box 21*50 Le «n, Monlano 59457 • Phone (406)538-8551

ed for reproduce!' the final RMP/EIS.)

November 23, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
P, 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Re: Land Exchange

Dear Sir:

Please remove the land that I own from the proposed

BLM land exchange program.

The land is described as follows:

Section 3, Township 21, Range 20

Lots 1, 2, S/2NE/4

Section 34, Township 22, Range 20

S/2SE/4

Section 35, Township 22, Range 20

S/2SW/4

Thank you.

in^rely, )
A v/< r; .fa %J

Darlene P. Butcher
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Swinging H Cattle Company

WinneH, Montana 59087

November 22, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown, Montana 59457

RE: Judith Valley Phillips

Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement

We are writing you with regard to the EIS Draft that has been
proposed by the Bureau of Land Management. We have a ranch in Petroleum
County and are concerned about the following areas.

1. There should not be a net gain in acrea of public land through

land acquisition. Loss of private property results in loss of

taxable valuation.

2. Restrictions On oil and gas exploration and production results

in loss of income and taxable valuation.

3. Uncontrolled increases in the elk population resulting in
degradation of the land on both private and BLM lands and
therefore loss of AUM'S,

4. No forced access across private lands to reach public lands.

Off road vehicle use should he limited to existing roads

and seasonal road closures should be allowed.

5. We prefer the alternative of eliminating prairie-dog towns.

Some of these prairie-dog towns are taking over huge blocks

of land and must be controlled, reduced in size, and in some

areas eliminated.

We have had grazing permits with the BLM for many years and feel

the present management plan has been working very satisfactorily.

Other than eliminating prairie-dog towns, we feel no changes are

necessary.
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Resource Management Plan

ifalley/Phillips resource Management Flan LIS and evaluate the BLM lands only.

rheEili-: should refrain from writing LI.j on any lands that they d, not own. An LIS

Ls only necessary on their land or lands that are in the current proctss of

(Please Prim) NaiTW Address

Katherine L. Conrad
''+.- &l£2 November 2 Q,1Q°1

It is BfetftJ
that nu- 1 rfiir.nve all fee and state land3 fron L tne Judith/

The Tax Paytrs n.or.ey was spent on the h^S th.-.t should never have been spent.

because of this i riL these 1 mis will become tht target lor s**fii-fcl

interest gr<>' ps and tj.e Feu&ral ijovur. *Iit.

1

he plan to take ir% Kttituae.

j.: vnlvi.fi , -t.r ii:; C ,..:i/

Llrtady ,. lj dt;x^ school s/sten.s laUtii-j for their programs.

The mountains they wish t&havs, beo, of their oeauty, have oeen maintaine i

in the same families for as many as four arid five generations. There ia no reason

to beliAve that imported ELM Sfflplfl/ttfet are capable of maiiaginj- these lands^than

the present owners

Cy Jamison, Directo(of Bit

Conrad Burns, Senator

%-CZZ>L-t^<-^ £ £tr?&c*- ^L '/ikf/f,

Kon ftarler;ee, State
Please rcium 10; BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

District Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457

Max liaucua, SeufitoJ

Pat Williams, State Kep.
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Peg^J Trent:

Western hnvirorur.w.tal Trade Assn.

William Perry Pendley
Kountain States 1m u <j1 Foundation

Please return lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Di strict Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lcwisiown, MT 59457
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.

Because of thia dscuu«t the privata lands Kwttlaud will teesma -.he tara«-ursaicai special im.ere..t gr ...a a.4 the r'eatrai Go ferment.

T ''e «*S lavolWiiJji FerLus C^.nty w._d re,.iave valuable ^r^trtaes fee lh<
t.x rolls a: a cause h rdsj.^ Tor u.e already short cjj i'mios school 9-jSU.m,

The Mountaii.s Bii. wishes i,o i.ave wect:..L,e wi their
in thfc sa. i 1'andlits for ati hkj y as fo,.r l^o: rive ^ei
to show that Bii'.. can do as good a jou in their

ember 2S , 1991

De-ar Gentlemen ,

In reply to your letter concerning the trade on some BLM land
that W« have. As of this time it, would not be feasible for us to
trade, As it wo^ild throw our management plane out of kilter. As
most of you know this is poor farming country so we need all the
grass we ' ve got for our cow?;

, wh ich are a major part of our
livelihood here.

Thr-mk you
,

Darius D, Hofer

Harold L. Conrad

cc: Cy Jamisoiij Director ol SI&

Co;,rad Burns, senator
Eon harlfctiei-, State ciib^i

t-iax aucuS, Sfcliat^r

Pat lailUma, &U e itfep.

Pe,_ y Trenk, Uee..cm hnvdror.it.nt 1 Tr^de Assn.

Willia/.i Perry reridlfcy* li0i,ntajjj Stttbs Legal Foiaiuat-ion
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211 WITTMAYLR GRAZING ASSOCIAT

November 27, 1991

Mr. Gene Miller
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457- 1160

Dear Mr. Millar:

Tne Wittraayer Grasing Association and the Silver Dollar OrazlnsAssociation would like their names removed from the RDM's JudithValley Phillips final JiMP/EIS dealing with land acquisition anddisposal.

Thank you.

erely

,

Leonard B
President

//?.

213

8661 Duke Place

Denver, Colorado 80231

December 3, 19

United States Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Airport Road
P.O. Box 11 60
Lewistown, Montana 59457- 1 1 60

Dear Sir:

I own properity in northcentral Montana. Legal description -
T.23N..R23E., Section 24.NW1/4. I understand from discussions
with feilow land owners in the area that the BLM is developing
a resource management plan for this area and that the properity

I own has been identified as a possible canadate for exchange or

purchase.

if possible, I would like a copy of the management plan.

Thank you, 7

212 214
VERNON TAYLOR.JR.

B, Gene Miller

Acting District Manager
U.S. Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

Recently I received a letter from you regarding the Judith
Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement.

I am the owner of a ranch in Fergus County several miles
south of the town of Fergus known as the Box Elder Ranch.

The purpose of this letter is to indicate that I do not wish
to have the BLM take over the land associated with my ranch.
Unfortunately I am leaving the country for a month but will,

on my return and before December 15, identify the BLM land
associated with the operation of the Box Elder Ranch.

Sincerely,

Vernon Taylor,.. Jr.

X-12

X-5

P. G. Bo« B73
Hines, OR 97738
December 1. 1991

f. bene Miller. District nanaaer
Bureau of Land nanaqement. Lewistown District Office
P.O. Bo* 1 160
Lewistown. MT 59457-1160

Enclosed is mv comments on the draft Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Manaaement Plan Environmental Impact Statement.

I have visited the area a number o+ times, and have fished and
floated the Judith. I have based mv comments on both a review o-F

the Document and noon mv knowleae of the area.

It IS OOvious from the draft imoact statement that all
alternatives have the Dotential to substantially affect the
lifestvles, livelihood, and private property of local residents in
and around the BLM lands. 1 found that one important issue is not
aoeauatelv discussed throuanout tne document and that is the
VlaDl 1 ity of . Local Communities- both economi call v and protection
Of 1 1 festvle.

Economic lmoacts are a i cussed in Section 3- Affected Environment.
If this same deares of detail was shown tor Qacit alternative in a
tabular form that contrasted each alternative vs current
condition, it would qreatlv strenathen the analvsis. The analvsis
in Chapter 4 is aeneralized without the degree of specificity that
Chanter 3 has.

Dictated by Mr. Taylor
Signed in his absence

Private lands are intermingled throughout the area with BLM lands.
Motions taken on BLM lands can areatlv influence what happens on
private land and vice versa, while I'm sure that most local
residents would support responsiDle oublic use of the BLM lands, I

know that there is considerable concern that the riahts of private
landowners will not tie respected bv a percentage of tne visitinq
public.

Considenna the considerable cultural resources- such as
"sodai es" , ohast towns, pioneer cabins, and prehistoric sites,
facilities and buildings. 1 i vestock. crocs, fences, and other
valuable natural resources on the private lands, as well as the
remoteness of the area and attendent law enforcement problems,
there is substantial basis for concern. Tnrouahout the document,
1 found that the analysis tended to minimize the impacts to
ad iacent 1 an downers and tne resources found on these lands.

I found th s portion of the analv
of the actual direct a

reasonable assessment
is. . I also found same

is to give a misleadi-na
d i ndi rect costs and i nadeauate
nd compar i son of the
aoarent discrepancies such as
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X-6

X-7

E-9

:he discussion an economic impacts an oaae
2 under land acauisition and disposal wher
jf SV.UOO is predicted tor the piannina a.r

Hi, 000 -for the county is predicted.

0,Tl

vi under Alternative
increase of revenue
but a net loss of

items tnat I +B»J need to be addressed: Effects an Cauntv Te
Bases in more detail, fctfects on Uounty Services Neetied-
esaeciailv law enforcement, health services, road mtce., Effect c

County Income and tmplovment bv beononuc base sector, h-ttect on
Lommunitv stability, b+fect on Community Uohesi veness, a
discussion on wnetner the impacts predicted are short term, lona
term, and what are the cumulative iona term impacts.

Some analysis was hard to understand- an BKamole is tound on page
mxv where hardrock mininq is discussed as a positive unoaet -for
visual, resources under alternative C. when in fact mmimq impacts
would sti i l occur , out at a lower level tnat under al ter native w.
1 also saw no predictions ot impacts from dredqino or hydraulic

+ c items that 1 would like to deti ill

B-7

B-3

1 . He cess: Ai 1 of the al ternati ves callina for increased access
describe essentially unlimited. unregulated public access. While
the need +or additional public access is understandable- there are
a number of other alternatives that should have been analyzed.
Specifically, acouirina access to allow only specified uses or
con-finino use to specified times, allowing access under permit
niv. or witn some otner type of reaulation to reduce impacts to
ad-iacent private lands as well as to resources on BLfl lands.
Considering the remoteness of manv &L» lands and the difficulty of
law enforcement, these alternatives should be discussed.

1 also did not determine from the document whether or not BLI-I is
considering condemnation of access. 1 may have missed a
discussion of this, but it should be made clear what is meant.

2. Wild and Scenic Kiver (Judith): I aaree with BLM ? s proposal n

to recommend tnis river to Lonoress as a wild and Scenic River.
The recreation potential tor this river is low as suitable river
flows occur onlv tor short Periods durina spring run off and
fGllOWinO storm events.

me majority ownership alo
considerable condemnation
lands. Management of these
adeouatelv protecting the

io this river is private and
lould be required to acquire these
private ranae lands is more than
dent if led outstanding v remarkable

s no guarantee that a Wild and Scenic River
desionation would further increase protect i on- indeed, based on
e>:oeriences elsewhere where rivers nave been designated, the
increased public use following designation would qreatlv threaten
the numerous historic resources found on the private lands as well
as riparian veqetation and stream bank conditions..

215
ix- ix-;iiix' r 3, 1951B. Gene Miller

District Manager, BLM
Lpwisttivm District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59'»57-116o

Whisrene the Phillips County Cuaziriq District '.'Io-ms fo#i'*b*

the fallowing statements go en rscord in rwtporw* t*> r.hi

V«llev. and Phillips Res«ure« Management Plan.

UWMJ»I Land Acquisition Oiid Disposal

ftCCOBs Fhouid be cluerl)' defined in oid»i' to (Mclvct both i

private landowners rights of ownership *iv$ 1*98«8. rhi* definil
will Etribss the responsibility of the publi,- h-i fldlii-r-.: [o 1 1 i-vf
rlohts.

Issue: off Road Vehicles

individual BLM pat-mil tee have the right to dwlotuta if tU
want ORV use for game retrieval etc. etc.

Issuer Oil J, Gas Lease development t. Hard ftatik Mlnjny

rPstrlotWe as to inhibit possible dev«lopm«nt and (jp-owth ol
important Indus ti ies within the boundaries of the RHP area.

ssuet elk 5 Bighorn Sheep Habitat

i h

ill be a reduction in

G, . I rn-il..." (i livin-. The BMP t«-#m did not add. *ss Che tinlWK fcs thai-. Mile
-I<4 | issue would have on livestock grazing metusetneiitf pafi4 XV I. Current

H-20

;ue: Prairie Dog S Black Footed Ferret

ected area lias not been taken seriously
ited ferret introduced into this area. I

it the black footed ferret ever existed
>cf does tlis BLM have?

dents Within the
not. want tli» bla<

lOtl the validity

unsubstantiated information which could have's negat iv-*"" impact -

member s ot the PhjUiPs eras in? District, lie fnoe thfll. the ftt'M
oianning board proceeds with care as their decisions Will affeci
Hues and that of cur children.

<$ &s Q&toc&rzM'r. G.k.i&l^Jus;. ^/yLy
?I08 Prfftidaht President
South Phillips Brazing District North Phillips Gra-alne I District
P.O. Box 1P9 p-°- Bo* «5
Malta, MT 59538 Malta, ht 59538

(BoproBoatlag 10S Individual liTeatock ( Hoproaenting 107 individual llTootgck
oporntora) operators)

BSI Phillips Reaource Area, Malta

214B 216
ft coooer at i ve st idv wi
SL itaOl

i

li tv 15 isted
conclusi on on page Z-&7

W-5

H-22

A-53

the State ot Montana to Determine
paae .'566 o-f the document. Based on vaur

t would aDDear that filLM's position is
that the Judith 1S5 nansui table tor desionation. It so. the
statement on oaae 367 under #6 that the MSH recommendation ot
entering] into a cooperative agreement with the State of Montana to
further study the issue ot suitability is appropriate is not
reasonable- the issue should de moat.

3. Black—footed Ferret Management: P.L. 93-205, the Endangered
Soecies Hct of 1973 dictates that all alternatives provide far
minimum viable Black-footed Ferret populations, otherwise it would

l not de a valid alternative. With this in mind, it is ver
difficult to understand why the recommendation would be for more
acreaoe than the S.Sua shown under Alternative A considering that
the impacts to other resources increase as the amount of Prairie
doa habitat increases as snown on paaes 211-213.. The rationale

I

for increased acreaqe is not clear.

4. Land Hcauisition: Mil alternatives discussing acquisition of
lands bv the BLM consider 100% land ownershio bv the U.S
bovernment. It would appear that a number of other al ternati ves
could meet the manaoement objectives. Examples are acquisition 0+
development riohts. Conservation Easements. Scenic Easements,
Recreation Easements. These alternatives would lessen the impact
Ion tne landowner, provide for ranch operations, protect the tax
base, and still provide tor management needs. These options shoulde aiscussed in the final document.

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Range Hani

Code 320

'. O. BOX 637
T PECK AGENCY
, MONTANA 59255

Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box ll60
Lewistown, MT 59^57-1160

Deai Mr. Miller:

Thank vou +c

_.

—

-\d^\f^M—
^Times n. Ker

opportunity to comment on the draft.

^» -kL^ fcz

In reference to letter to the BJA Range Dept., Fort Peck Agency dated 07-18-
91 (re: Lowell Hassler, NRS, BLM - Glasgow Area Office) and to the draft
Judith - Valley - Phillips Resource Management Plan - Environmental Impact
Statement; (RMP/EIS), our intent lies in the opportunity of cooperation to
effect an eventual transfer of certain BLM lands located in Valley County
near the former Glasgow AF"B, which are currently identified for disposal in
the RMP/EIS. Under the provisions of 25 CFR 151, it is our desire to have
these lands transferred into trust status for the Fort Peck Indian Tribes.
The trancsferral will as-sist in facilitating an agricultural economic devel-
opment project presently under consideration by the Fort Peck Indian Tribes.

The lands are described as folloi (s attached map )

:

T.30N. ,
R.iJOE.

,

Sec. 1; EJEi, SWiSEi , NWiSWi
12: NEl, NEiSEJ
13: NWJNEJ

T.JOS.., R.I IF..
,

Sec. 6: SWJ , SJNWc , WiSEl , SEISE1
Sec. 7: N), SWJ, EiSEl , SEiSEl
Sec. 8

:

SHiNWJ
Sec. I/; NJSJ. WJNE*
Sec. 18: SiNWi

T.31N. , R.'40E. ,

Sec. 4; SWJNWt
Sec. 5= SEiNE!
Sec. 9: EJSEJ
Seu. 10: SWJ

Sec. 15:

Sec. Z2\

Sec. 23:

Lot 5

SW!

NWJ, E*SWi, SEeSE
SElNEi
wjnw;
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T.32N., R.40E.

Sec. 17:

Sec. 32:

Sec. 33:

SE*. NiSWi
NEiNEi

HJNi, SEJNWi

Since/ely, /

Superintendent

cc: Area Manager, Valley Resource Area, BLM, Glasgow, Ml'

Enclosures

,Bm mailable for wlwin th. U*I*»m»<« orto -
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FaunaWest

H-24

H-23

1-12

WUcfif/e Consultants

P.O. Box 113 • Browns OuJch Bd. • Boulder, MT 50G32 U.SA . [406)225-3221

2, December, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller,
I have reviewed portions of the Draft Judith, Valley, Phillips

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement and the
following are my concerns:

Your document fails to incorporate recent prairie dog research
into any of the alternatives. Given a 308 repopulation rate of
prairie dogs following control, prairie dog control is not
economically feasible as proposed. Annual maintenance costs are
greater than the value of the forage gained. Current research
suggests that prairie dog distribution is linked to livestock
grazing and soil disturbance. It may be less expensive to manage
prairie dogs by providing ranchers who graze cattle on BLM lands
inhabited by prairie dogs with a grazing fee rebate and reducing
stocking levels on these allotments.

More importantly, your document fails to recognize the
importance of the prairie dog ecosystem to other wildlife species
inhabiting the shortgrass prairie. Specifically, the mountain
plover and ferruginous hawk. Both of these species are associated
with prairie dogs in Phillips County and are currently being
considered for Federal protection under the Endangered Species Act.
The prairie dog colonies in Phillips County represent the major
breeding grounds for the mountain plover. Your management plan
does not have any option which would allow for expansion of habitat
for these two species.

I am also concerned with the rejection of the nomination of
the Mountain Plover Complex on Little Beaver Creek in Valley County
as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (pages 352-353). This
is one of the three documented breeding sites in Montana and may
represent the second major population in the State. I have
reviewed the records of mountain plover sightings in this area nnd
have found 123 observations of 314 birds since 1978. Tn light of
the continuing decline of mountain plovers and the likelihood of
being Federally listed, I think BLM should reverse its decision on
this ACEC,

Thanks for the opportunity to CO
Sincerely

,

anagement plan.

^/_ ^J^mmrC*.
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COUNTY CQMMISSIQNEBS

EUGENE |GENE) COWAN
Loring, Monlana

WAYNE C. STAHL
Saco, Moniano

Clork and Rocordor

INGELEF I. SCHWARTZ

PHILLIPS COUNTY

i'flfc'JIJ

Shoillf - Coroner

UENt I'EICMF.IIX
Clork of Court
FRANCES WEBB

District Judge
LEONARD H. LANGEN

Glasgow, Montana

X-8

Malta, Montana
59538

November 27, 1991

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 594-57

Phillips County Commissioners
Phillips County Assessor
Phillips County Treasurer
Phillips County Clerk & Recorder
Malta, MT 59538

Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
DRAFT - JULY 1991

INTRODUCTION: The draft resource management
,environmental impact statement (RMP/EIS) addresses ma.ior

for Phillips County which is included in the planning area"
Issues addressing Agriculture; Hardrock Mining; and Gas Leasing
Development on public lands are of great concern to the economic
welfare of the residents who live in Phillips County. Property
taxes; severance taxes and federal transfer payments regarding
agriculture; hardrock mining; and pipelines would be affected
most by management actions in this RMP/EIS. Therefore, we would
like to submit the following information to update the economic
information located on pages 142-143 RMP/E IS Draft July \M\ , for
the following reasons:

and

Sources listed were Department
1986-1989 and are now 3 years outd

of Rev
ited.

i.ies Biennial

SECOND^ Due to unforeseen changes in Montana Legislation-
mainly the Special Session July, 1989; there has been major
changes in the taxation of Net Proceeds not reflected in
this section.
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PaSe 2

Comments addressing Dr ift RMIVEI
November a 7 , i o '! i

X-8
I

THIRD: Agr.iHuJtur-.-iL related taxable value quoted in
paragraph 2; page l4i> RMP/EIS Draft July nil at i_% is
low and should ba corrected to current levels (sap Tabl.8

FISCAL un'.i] I IONS:

In 1989 the Montana Legislature passed HB 2H in a special session
called by the governor to address school funding. Implementation
of the new school bill drastically changed taxation of oil and
gas proceeds to help fund public education. Property taxes paid
to local government (Cities; Counties: and Schools) would be
replaced with a flat, rate local government severance tax. The
flat rate tax would then apply to all oil and gas produced in
Montana. This revenue would then be collected by the State and
redistributed back to Local government (Cities ; Counties; and
Schools)

.

The consequences of this legislation effectively removed a
significant portion of the tax base (48%) and shifted the tax
burden to the remaining classes of property.

Ki AGRICULTURE : Agricultural -related taxable valuation
comprises 35% of the total tax base in Phillips County as
reflected in Table 1 on page 3. Included as agricultural
properties are: livestock; farm & agriculture machinery;
heavy equipment; tools; ag land; and ag buildings. Ag rela
businesses add another 2% to the tax base. Although it ta
many taxpayers to constitute 35% of the Phillips County Tax Ba
10 of the top 20 taxpayers in Phillips County are ranchers,
community has already experienced hardship during the sev
drought in the 80' s. Any adverse impact on agriculture has
reaching effects into the entire community.

219C

Page 4

Comments addressing Draft
November 27, 1991

C. HARDROCK MINING: When Zortman Mining war. first

initiated, Phillips County was part of the gas boom taxing place

in the Northern part of the County as well :is the construction of

american colloid Bentonite Plant. Employment was doing well and

the County was enjoying the benefits a healthy economic
environment provides. At this stage Zortman was constructing its

leach pads and beginning the process of leaching gold.

Just as Phillips county started to appreciate the profits of the
oil and gas boom, the market dropped out of the oil and gas

industries and prices crashed. Without: the drilling activity the
bentonite plant closed it* doors and with the added insult of
completely demolishing the plant and burying the concrete.

Zortman Mining helped stabilise the economy by providing
employment at. the mine and employment by the mine contractor
N.A. Degerstrom inc.; C & S Industries; and many other businesses
that provide services to the mine.

This operation has had a signi ficant py s.it ive impact on Phillips
County and helps every person who lives in the region by
providing a significant impact to the property based tax system.
In 1991, Zortman Mining, Inc. and N.A. Degerstrom provided
$ 833,630.62 in property taxes . This figure does not include
the Resource Indemnity Trust Tax (RITT) or the Metalliferous
Mines Tax that, is paid to the State of Montana and provides
additional tax revenue.

As stated before, In 1990, the State of Montana removed from
local control the tax on its net proceeds and royalties. The
impact of this legislation moved Zortman Mining to the largest
industry in Phillips County dealing with local ad valorem
property tax. The following classifications contributed over
3,790,253 in taxable valuation for County tax base in 1991: Gold
Proceeds ( Zortman Mining): N.A. Degerstromf Contractor 1 ; and Real
Estate! Zortman Mining) owned (See Table 3). The ad valorem
taxes of which Zortman Mining. Inc. and associates paid are
$ 833,630.62 dollars and make them the largest taxpayer in
Phillips County. These taxes support the local government;
roads; schools; state equalization of the school system; and all.

the services a county provides to its ci.tir.ens. Note: All but
the 40 mills to state equalization and the 6 mills for the

university system remain in Phillips County.

219B 219D

Page 2

Comments Addressing Draft RMP/EIS
November 27 , 1991

Page ft

Comments Addressing Draft RMP/EIS
November 27, 1991

TABLE 1

AGRICULTURAL-RELATED TAXABLE VALUE

TABLE 3

HARDROCK MINING AD VALOREM TAXABLE VALUE
CATEGORY

LIVESTOCK
AG MACHINERY
HEAVY EQUIP
TOOLS
AG LAND
AG BUILDINGS
TOTAL

:

CURRENT TAXABLE VALUE

S BF7.847
1,230,199

349,492
12,153

3, 457,86-4
7 9 4.7::-! 7

CATEGORY

CONTRACTOR FOR MINE:
GOLD GROSS PROCEEDS

:

REAL ESTATE £ PERSONAL PROP:
TOTAL

:

CURRENT TAXABLE VALUE

S 6 3 6,274
1,40 7 , 3 57

1 ,746.622
3,790,253

source: Phillips County State Report 1991
*Not«l Ag related business 1

? contribute an additional 2% to Ag
related taxable value.

^—GAS PIPgL_IJEg__ Phillips County has enjoyed a prosperous
growth in the drilling for natural gas. This trend is
expected to continue. Taxable value derived from pipeline
mileage; situs; and personal property is shown in Table 2.
The gas industry has a significant impact in Phillips County
and any alteration in the production of Natural Gas will
have a negative impact on the local economy.

TftB&E 2
GAS PIPELINE AD VALOREM TAXABLE VALUE

Phillips County State Report 1991.

TABLE 4

SUMMARY TABLE

AGRICULTURE:
PIPELINE MILEAGE:
HARDROCK MINING:
CITIES & TOWNS:
OTHER
TOTAL

COUNTY WIDE
% OE TAXABLE VALUE

13%
13%

i o 6-i

CATEGORY CM RR.EN.T_ JT A X. A B LE VALUE

PIPELINE MILEAGE S 3.963,244
PIPELINE STTUS 3?. ,114
PIPELINE PERS.PROP. 3 3 4 . & 9

1

.

TOTAL: $ 4,329,96 9

source: Phillips County State Report 1991

*Note: Additional revenue is provided from
Severance Tax of $ 1,545,331.

Note: County wide taxable value 1991: $ 19,533,004
source: Phillips County State Report 1991

SUMMAEYt Any management decision made will affect the fiscal
economics of the area. When you have 7 4% of the tax base
incorporated into Federal lands all details of that decision must,
be considered. Pisase update you records to show current taxable
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Page &

Comments Addressing Draft RHP/KIS
November 27, 199 1

PHILLIPS COUNTY

In^elef I. Schwar-tz, Cllerk 5c Recorder

Ellen Jean Mavencamp, Treasurer

Jeanne L. Barnard, assessor

DATED this 27th day of .NOVEMBER t 1991.

221

prairie wind architects

December 1

Mr. Gene Miller
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT

RE: Judith/Valley/Philips rmp

Dear Gene,

I read the Judith/Valley/Philips rmp with a critical eye, and
I'd like to commend your agency for what seems to me to be a log-
ical and balanced approach, from both an economic and environ-
mental approach.

I particularly appreciate the designation of Lewistown's signa-
ture viewshed as an ACEC. I feel this demonstrates a long-term
perspective in the face of numerous short term demands.

I think you've done a good job.

Very truly yours,

220 222

COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

,'enn: eabch
route 2, box 222s
lewi3t0wii, mt 59457

(Plenxe Prim) Name

K Kindle , Fred Nov. 29, 1991
Malta, Mont. 59538

No, I'm not interested in a land exchange, the Government wants to

trade wasteland for my good bottom lands, the only thing I have of

value. There already is far to much Government owned land, which

ctteat.es no revenue compared to private lands. We - re told Govnment

lands have increased in Phillips County 30-507, already; this is going

to btEa\ us all as we can't carry the tax load. Then comes the

Endangered Species, the wolf, Blaok Footed Feilret will destroy the

cattle and sheep industry ju*t ss the Spotted Owl has the timber. So

called Enviromental concerns have ruined Oil and Farming industries,

there isn't much loft our Government can destrov. We are headed ripht

down the same path that Russia is just emerging from, there are some

very d e s p orate times ahead for those people. Total Government control

and dictatorship do not work] desporate people are not product ive!

I served eight yeats in the forces that, guard the 'Greatest Country'

ever, now I have to stand byf and watch this happen, Uncle Sam if it i

not to late PLEASE Just say 80!

BUREAU OF 1ANI> StABAC-EKBKT
1BVIST0VN DISTRICT OFFICE
AISPOEI poa;i

p,o, 30>; Lift a

LBV'ISTOWr, «1 5&45'?

The Janni asneit would LiKft all at cur prop*rty listed in the Draft

Judith Valisy Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental
I;tiDtfCT Statement f.S:MP/BIS s tor acquisition removed from all maps,

tattles find any other documents. This also should include the map In

L lie LftwitxowTi District office for ACEC areas.

descr ipt .ion of our property 11

ii Qtta numbered 161,6,. ©8 JVP:

al Desc: iptloi'i

T . 1 6S. , H . 17
Section 2 Lots 1,.

Please return lu: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O. Bo* 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457

S!*cn ion 3, Lota 1, 2

SftCt 1011 Lu, Lots 3, 4

Sect ion >1, Lots 1,2
NE1 '43V1

Sect ion IS, vi -2V1 '2

Section 12, Lots 1,2
SI /2J3W1/4,

Section 14, Lots .1 , 2

Section IS, Lots 1,2

3,4, SI '2NE1-4, (SBl/fli

3, and 4;

5 ,5,?, and 6|

3.4,5,6, and 7, JJE1/4, ElxSKWl/*,
4, N1.-SSE1/4;
SBl 4NV1/4, SEl-'4j

5,4,5, and, 6, NE1/4, Nl.'S'SHI '4

.

NE1/4SW1/4;
3, 4, "5, 6,7, S,9, 10, aafl U. SE1/4KS1/4|
3, and 4;

T. 17K, ,R. 175.
,

Sect ten .'34. Wl-'UNVl 4. JJwl''43Vl,'4, 3E1/4SW1/4;
Sedition 3-5, SfEl''4£-Vl 4;

We would also 1 ilea any other reference to parcels o£ our private
property not listed on the above legal deecr

3
pt ion removed from ELM
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Jtate lend

>ci.dt ion an

Nve3t'iiEnts

1+09 i.rir.fi

3 : .
'-'.;>' a : re.

t
.1. ^.li.L.tb , '."a^lay. *niUit)

; aii -ions Pei^efj' bt T-Vjlona, ayrrentl;'

the j'ei&en LiipJ A livestock Co , of ,'e

executive ji'ficer oX the Montana

prior to ,thyt wats 'loirn^saiorjer c

for* the state of i-'pntami 1-9&1—e»9«

T have read the comma* 3 presented Oct, ind by the •J.fcoeto^rowera

Public T.anda Council a"ri the basing Districts vfieoclattofl aruJ

beJieve thay cover most of the concerns t tuttf? .lult-s well, anJ

car; su^ort the'n all. I'here are El few items thwfc J w&nt bo

expaua upun insofar da tne feigsn Ranch is coiifrerried .

i'he preferred alternative („;} is cause for (Slar-m In several

respes&sj especially in the lanu acquisition, eocaaa, wetlands

nanageTient , /lO -Us ana -game management. In atuct^i-i;. fro'fl the

standpoint of the Leiden ranch, it would have been very help-

ful had there been more detailed iano description of the Lands

i.n question.

I'here

In ot

. tremendous lack of rsali

A-6
A-ll

much of the plan,

forda, " itiy wish .for a loaf of bread when you can

as wall wish for the grocery store?" Air example:

Director Oy -la^ison has been statinp that

exchange ijro^ra.'
, no net ^ain wag envisioned.

I.-3»«feiR2
til, 719 ac. in exchange for 1-6-w.

sound like any one was listening.

fclmost U 4, 00-0 a-c. of state lano has been designated

for acquisition with little or no concern about bfl-i

reaction, .J^euk ifi£ as one who has had sons experlenc

in ytata-7'ederal land exchanges thi& borders on tne:

any

::;erfri
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h»a Jew 0SITyin_ catacity, out La Important I'nr shade,
.irutertltw ail sma „raztnt . hue tm "uali.ua»ass"
nr this acii suali is ao.-iawteit dubious ooeorflinj to
some urofa.asieua.is at 'immmmi .Hate iJnlvesalv, it would
seat possible t.-.at any cu;«afcti eoKt«mp]»t»j by etthcMf
: sturc :eiKinui!j or tlsa _v onalt be ;ust as e..;Uy
aeeoi)l3lis>;«a through a cooperative eTfort w<th tin;

praaant user/owner without ahar-r.trl;J tne ownarahip sf tie
tracts- lnvoiv<*a tart'r.er ern,.,li,_ trie Iijm! tax base.

:.l is hoiiari that before you anally establiarl the p,an triat

you tails into corn, l.i era Lion these comments alon„ with the
nany hers you have received. jespitu tbe (act that a

couple pounds DJT paper and th asaaus of words have ktM Into
each document, there is atUl little information as to wno
the advocates .ere for tr.e nsrious options. Tt is clear
that the resident livestock men were r,ivBr) lew option;;.
1 hope that this situation car. be rectified before tills

becomes final .

'hank you.

'Tore le^al public access

construction, including b

equire sine

if necessa:
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stated bj

teou^li tr

from.

,,i olilcais at tne
i . jrinj Lo ,'tnnett even

weren't sure where the noney would cone

G-4
aa pian calls for an expansion op' bi -i s-fue habitat
ut is silent as to trie wishes of the iont. nsh
ilolife u rtrlta in the -natter. ] I, is hoped that

the ii,:: won't fan into tne sa-e -.rap Yellowstone park
officials have in overastimat i.n„ the carrying capac'ty
of their area.

JW.110S attention to the bats i„ kaora Save wlU i.robaply
do -nore to reduce tee bat population than ar.ythin, ttioitjht
of yet. ;,he,. all of tiie onlookers be«in to arrive tc
see what they have been unaware of up to now, the
bats are ijoot likely to disappear,

peoifio problems of concern to the JaigeD ranch and its neighbors

1. hand ...cquisitron: 1120 ac. of state land plus 5+7 ac.
of 'I'eijen deeded land is proposed for acpuisition as
necessary for game habitat, hunting and picnicl.n_.
It snould be realised that the reason these lands are
desirable today is because of tne protection afforded
them by this ooutury old ranch. Punting has been available
and I suppose picniclnj would oe air rlcht aasMltuj
someone would be interested where there is no water.

titat t.t'iat is there is less likely lo change uprer
)ujd ce whan tuc government

*tatr nf Montana
Office of Hie Ojoufrnnr

a&eleita, fflBontaaa 39E20

4B5-444-31 11

private control than

take

2. ..dditionai leg-ax public acces
as the 'falgen Kills and i-;o. and J.

embrace lands owned by the '?ei*em
which tney lease fro-,, d::T . :'r,ere have been no access
problems with Lho possible exception of those hunters
who want to do their hunting with a pickun.

^no areas describe

ic^onaid ."reek

or are state lands

-.cid Jndle i-i

proposal involves
he .-ar '-:orse

i ake

been used by the

December 5, 1991

David L. Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Mari;

Please accept this letter as the State of Montana's commentsto the Draft Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management plan andEnvironmental Impact Statement. You may also be receiving somespecific comments from various state agencies of Montana state
government as well.

Prom the length and detail of this draft resource management
§ ??i .

s °bvl°u= that it was prepared after much thoughtfuldeliberation. Vou are to be commended for now allowing publicreview and comment of this draft, as well as holding 1 number ofmeetings in the central Montana area and extending the publiccomment period until December 1991. Given the large numbers ofalternatives and the various categories addressed by this draftit is absolutely essential that the public be fully Informedabout the alternatives and the potential consequences forcnoosing specific management alternatives.

The Judith, valley and Phillips Counties represent a goodexample of the state of Montana's rich historical heritage aswell as our future opportunities. This area contains the
'

traditional industries that developed Montana (i.e., agriculturelivestock production, mining and logging) as well as the various'service and government activities that are supported by thesebasic industries. Consumptive use of the land forms the economicbackbone for people in central Montana and the rest of the state.

There are now, however, pressures to increase nonconsumptive
of public, as well as private, land. These new amenitybased activities, including a growing tourism industry

increasing importance to your studied region of Montana, as iellas the entire state.

ty
are of
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David L. Mari
December 5, 1991
Page Two

In planning for future land uses, it is absolutely
imperative that the local people have an effective and heavily-
weighted voice in the decisions that affect their lives. Even
though this draft plan concentrates on federal public land
issues, public land and local populations are interdependent on

one another. Local people make the area what it is today, and

will continue to provide the year-round and long term stewardship
to this important region in Montana. Their voices deserve to be

heard, and heeded, when making decisions affecting the use of

public lands.

While it is true that nonconsumptive uses of public land
will be of increasing importance in the years ahead, I understand
that some of the local citizenry believe that the draft resource
management plan may be encouraging these changes "too much, too

soon.

"

For example, the draft plan identifies over 600,000 acres
that meet BLM's acquisition criteria, yet identifies only one-
fourth of that amount of BLM land that is available to exchange.
These exchanges should be on a strictly voluntary basis, with
private landowners volunteering to sell or exchange their land.

The BLM should also consult with neighboring landowners that may
be affected by changing land uses, as well as local governments
that would be affected by property tax changes.

The draft plan also prefers alternatives that would restrict
the ability to develop oil, gas and minerals. Through proper
environmental planning and mitigation, these uses should be able
to occur in an environmentally responsible manner. Because
"minerals are where you find them," the advisability of
restricting such consumptive uses, prior to fully understanding
the specific mineral potential that will be lost due to the
restrictions, is questionable at best.

There have also been a number of concerns raised about the
reintroduction of the black footed ferret into this area.
Proposals to reintroduce endangered species creates an enormous
amount of uncertainty concerning future allowable uses of public
and private land. Until a plan can be agreed upon by all
interested parties, that would not only welcome the
reintroduction efforts, but also have a high probability of

success to both the reintroduced species as well as the
surrounding human uses, such reintroduction is questionable. It
may also be advisable to analyze results of the reintroduction
efforts in Wyoming prior to Montana hosting such an effort.

In conclusion, the Bureau of Land Management has assembled
an enormous body of knowledge in the Draft Judith Valley Philips
plan. I would encourage you to build on this foundation by

224B

David L. Mari
December 5, 1991

acquiring as much public input as possible. Prior to the

implementation of any management changes, I would also encourage
you to work with private landowners, conservation districts,

citizens' groups, and state agencies. The eventual outcome will
then provide for future management decisions that blend Montana's

rich heritage with the prosperous future all Montanans desire.
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December 5, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller,

Please consider the following comments on behalf of
Defenders of Wildlife concerning the Judith/val ley/ PhiHips
Resource Management Plan EIS

.

We commend you for developing a document that is generally
well-organized and easy to follow. we are concerned, however,
that analysis and documentation that would allow the average
citizen to understand why the BLM has chosen a specific manage-
ment direction is often lacking. This is especially true with
prairie dog management recommendations.

The BLM has done a reasonable job of looking at a variety
of potential candidates for ACEC designation. We believe,
however, more of the candidate areas should have been recommended
for designation. We specifically would urge ACEC or ONA con-
sideration far BLM lands near the Missouri River.

We support the thrust of BLM direction on elk and bighorn
sheep management. We believe the document should have explained
more fully, however, how enhancing these wildlife values could
play an important role in increasing local tourism. In our view,
this area of Montana—because of its proximity to the CM. Rus-
sell National Wildlife Refuge and the Wild and Scenic Missouri
River—may become an extremely important recreation and tourism
area in the future. It's the largest, most scenic and most un-
developed portion of the Northern Great Plains. The EIS fails to
adequately recognize the national significance of its lands near
the Missouri River.

For most of the same reasons stated above, we also support
the BLM's general direction concerning land acquisition and dis-
posal, we would urge you to consolidate BLM lands along the Mis-
souri River, especially those near the CM. Russell National
Wildlife Refuge. Again, we believe the long-term benefits of
such an approach—both to the local economies and in the national
interest—are substantial.

NORTHERN ROCKIES OFFICE: 1534 MANSFIELD AVE., MISSOULA, MONTANA 59501 •{406) 549-0761

NATIONAL OFFICE: 1244 NINETEENTH STREET, N.W. i WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 • (202) 659-9510
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H-24

H-24

PRAIRIE DOG MANAGEMENT

Our primary concern with this EIS involves your recommenda-
tions for prairie dog management. This document fails to provide
a scientific basis for its decision that prairie dogs must be
maintained at artificially low levels. It's simply not possible
from the information provided in this EIS to understand the ra-
tionale the BLM has used for making its most fundament; deci-
sion: how many acres of prairie dog towns should be allowed to
exist in various resource management areas?

We find this completely indefensible and consider it a basis
for challenging this section of the document. We strongly urge
the BLM to correct this problem in the final EIS.

While the preferred alternative proposes an ongoing govern-ment poisoning program to keep prairie dogs at artificially low
levels, it fails to offer even a shred of evidence for why such aprogram is necessary or desirable. It's only by looking at Appen-
dix I that one can find a basis for the management options being
offered. Even at that, the numbers which appear in Appendix Iappear to be completely arbitrary and without any scientific
foundation, as they are based only on simple percentages (1% or
10%). If there is a scientific base for these numbers it's
neither disclosed nor referenced in the EIS.

|

Further, the conclusions of this EIS appear to be in con-
flict with existing BLM policy for prairie dog management onpublic lands. That policy states {{BLM Prairie Dog Ecosystem
Habitat Management Plan) i "Where it has been documented through
field investigation that prairie dogs cause unacceptable damage
to public resources, such as soil loss or destruction of vegeta-tion a variety of land treatments including prairie dog control
will be considered for rehabilitating rangelands."

The document provides no evidence that prairie dogs arecausing unacceptable damage to public resources. To the con-trary, it states plainly that prairie dogs will have little im-pact on livestock AUM levels, on soil or on vegetation. Even inAlternative D—the alternative that allocates the most acreage to
?r™

lrlB d0*V"*h* ?na:f-y
sis concludes (page 176) "the change inAUMs may not be significant enough to require a reduction inlivestock grazing". The preferred alternative calls for no

I changes in livestock levels to accomodate prairie dogs. Ifprairie dogs aren't and won't cause "unacceptable damage topublic resources"—even at much higher levels—then why does BLMfeel it needs to keep prairie dogs at an artificially low level
| to the detriment of a broad range of wildlife species'

OF WILDLIFE

The document does make it clear (page 151) that virtually
every livestock permittee with a grazing allotment wants to see
prairie dogs controlled on public lands. But the BLM never
presents any reasons to the public for why this course of action
is necessary or desirable. The EIS offers no documentation or
support for the livestock permittee's contentions that prairie
dogs are having a significant impact on livestock production, nor
does it offer the slightest documentation that prairie dogs are
harming other resources. To the contrary, the document discloses
no impacts to soils from even the highest levels of prairie dogs
(page 155 , Impacts to Soil and Vegetation from Management
Common) ; it show no impacts to the economy (page 159, Impacts to
Economic Conditions) ; and it shows no impacts to livestock graz-
ing (impacts to Livestock Grazing Management; page 176).

Past BLM documents (BLM Prairie Dog Ecosystem Habitat
Management Plan; The Prairie Dog Ecosystem: Managing for
Biological Diversity, etc.) have clearly defined the important
ecological role of prairie dogs. They've explained how dog towns
are often the center of wildlife activity in prairie ecosystems

,

and that nearly forty other species of wildlife depend upon them.
This important information is largely omitted from the draft EIS.

ir_'ic I In fact, in the Affected Environment section (page 127) , then J | ecological importance of prairie dog towns isn't even mentioned.
Instead, it's asserted that prairie dogs only have become a sig-
nificant resource since 1983, when people started to travel to
the resource area to shoot them.

This section epitomizes what's wrong with the draft EIS 's
approach to prairie dog management. Prairie dogs have always
been an importance resource in this area. They were important in
the days of Lewis and Clark just as they're important today—and
for the same reasons. They are a central feature of the prairie
ecosystem, performing important ecological functions and provid-
ing habitat for many other species. The critical shortcomings of
this document are that it fails to recognize the importance of
prairie dogs and it fails to protect their habitat.

The problem with allocation of prairie dog acreage is most
acute in the Judith and Valley RAs. Simply maintaining the cur-
rent extremely low levels of prairie dogs in these areas (a whop-
ping 71 acres in the Judith RA) is completely unacceptable and
without foundation. The BLM must present some evidence for why
such a policy is desirable .

H-26

If there are substantial wildlife benefits derived from
having significant prairie dog acreages in the Phillips RA
{significant enough that the prairie dog complexes are proposed
for an ACEC designation)

, then why aren't there similar benefits
in the Judith and Valley RAs, where prairie dog numbers are much
smaller?

226C
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The Bureau has a mandate under FLPMA to manage for a diver-
sity of wildlife on its lands. We believe your prairie dog
management recommendations—which virtually eliminate a key com-
ponent of the prairie ecosystem over two-thirds of this area

—

violate that law.

Maintaining prairie dog populations should not be a priority
on public lands just because of black-footed ferret recovery in-
itiatives and the incumbent Endangered Species Act respon-
sibilities. Such an approach sorely misses the point. Prairie
dogs should be allocated a place on our public lands because they
are an important wildlife resource in themself . The fact that
ferrets are nearly extinct is only testimony to the fact that
federal agenices have historically failed to recognize their im-
portance. Your own document explains that prairie dogs have been
reduced to levels far below their original range (both Clark and
Knowles estimate less than 10% of their original range). Allow-
ing prairie dogs to exist at more natural levels is critical to
maintaining biological diversity on BLM lands. The BLM must make
a commitment to exanding this important wildlife habitat.

We would strongly recommend that BLM allow prairie dog
populations to expand in the Judith and Valley RAs to more
natural levels (at least 5,000 acres). If the BLM is truly con-
cerned about promoting biological diversity across its resource
areas, it's indefensible not to allow these prairie dog towns to
expand.

We believe the final EIS must also clearly define the cir-
cumstances under which prairie dogs will be controlled, as has
been done in the Prairie Dog Ecosystem Habitat Management Plan.
We find an arbitrary level of 1% or 10% totally unacceptable.

We have one final concern. To the extent that BLM has as-
sumed the role of managing prairie dog populations on its land
through shooting (normally a state responsiblity)

, the BLM has a
duty to ensure that its prairie dog shooting program will not
jeopardize ferret recovery. It's clear that concentrated shoot-
ing can significantly diminish the ferret prey base. This could
inhibit recovery. Shooting must be managed in a way that this
concern is addressed. This RMP contains no managment plan for
shooting, nor does it contain any strategy for maintaining high
prairie dog densities in the ferret recovery area. Under the
RMP, shooters could severely deplete the ferret's prey base. We
strongly urge you to establish a management plan in your final
EIS, or you will risk breaching your Endangered Species Act
responsibilities.
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We are committed to seeing the BLM implement a balanced, ra-
tional and scientifically-based prairie dog management program in
these resource management areas. We are prepared to challenge
these plans if significant changes aren't made in the final EIS

.

Specifically, we'd like to see: 1) a prairie dog management
policy that recognizes prairie dogs as an important component of
BLM lands that will be controlled only when there's documented
resource damage or conflict; 2) a plan that al*lows for expansion
of prairie dog towns in Valley and Judith RAs to more natural
levels, as described above (to at least to 5,000 acres in each
RA) ; and 3) a management plan for prairie dog shooting.

ACECS

We support all of your recommended ACECs . Your notion of
making the prairie dog towns in Phillips County an ACEC is com-
mendable. We also strongly support your Collar Gulch and South
Moccasins-Judith Mountains recommendation. They show sensitivity
to important areas. Perhaps the biggest shortcoming from an ACEC
standpoint is the failure of the draft EIS to recognize the
unique attributes of the BLM lands contiguous to the Missouri
River.

Viewed individually, they may fall short of the stated
criteria. But when considered together, and in the context of
proximity to the c.H.R. National Wildlife Refuge, they take on

(national significance. BLM could show great vision by developing
a proposal that designates its holdings near the Missouri River
as ACECs. If they don't meet ACEC criteria, these lands might
jointly be considered as an Outstanding Natural Area. This would
be similar to what BLM's Butte District did when it designated
BLM lands along the Rocky Mountain Front as an ONA.

ELK AMD BIGHORN SHEEP

We support the EIS recommendations for elk and bighorn sheep
management. The range of these species can be expanded with only
minor impacts to adjacent landowners.

LAMP ACODTSITIOK MTO DISPOSAL

We support the general direction which the DLM proposes for
land acquisition. At the same time, we would strongly urge the
BLM to give highest priority to opportunities for consolidation
of its holdings in the area near the Missouri River. We also
support the BLM thrust of acquiring key tracts important to en-
dangered species or riparian habitats.
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December 9, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Lewistown District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 594 57-1160

Re : C_o_mments of Red Thunder Inc .

on Ph" i U i ps Resource' Area RMP/EIS
Prepared by Bureau of La nd Managem

Dear Mr- Miller:

Director

4696 Overland Hd.

P.O. Box 1612

Boise. ID 83701

[208) 343-7024

FAX: (308) 343-7024

Serving the

flacky Mountain West

The following comments are filed on behalf of Red
Thunder Inc. , an association of Native American
traditional people on the fort Belknap Reservation. The
comments are directed to the BLM's July 1991 draft
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement (RMP/EIS) for the Phillips Resource Area.

In particular, the comments address the failure of
the RMP/EIS to adequately consider the impacts of mining
expansion in the Little Rocky Mountains. As you know,
Zortman Mining Inc. currently operates what is reputed to
be the world's largest cyanide heap leach gold mine there
at its Zortman/Landusky operation.

As detailed below, we believe the RMP/EIS violates
the Federal Land Policy & Management Act (FLPMA) , 43
U.S.C. § 1701 et seq., Bureau of Land Management
regulations, the National Historic Preservation Act
(NHPA) , 10 U.S.C. § 470 et seq., Executive Order 11593,
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) , 42 U.S.C. §
4321 et seq., Council on Environmental Quality
regulations, the American Indian Religious Freedom Act
(AIRFA) , 42 U.S.C. § 1996 and BLM's "trust" duty for the
protection of Native American tribes. Red Thunder
requests BLM to undertake major revisions in this
document prior to issuance of a final RMP/EIS to assure
that the agency is in compliance with these laws and
regulations.

1405 Arapahoe • Suite 200 • Boulder, Colorado 8030? • (303) 444-1 188 FAX (303) 440-8052
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Again, our comments regarding acquisition revolve around our
belief that this area surrounding the Missouri River will even-
tually be recognized as the heart of the Northern Plains prairie
ecosystem. The current economy which is based on the extraction
of resources is likely to give way to an economy that emphasizes
the protection of unique natural features.

This draft EIS proposes a seriously-flawed prairie dog
management pi an- -one we would be compelled to challenge if it
doesn't change prior to the final EIS. While we recognize the
BLM's legitimate concern for being responsive to the desires of
its grazing permittees, in this case it would be done at con-
siderable expense to important wildlife habitat and biological
diversity.

We support BLM direction in several other parts of the docu-
ment, especially in regard to elk and bighorn sheep management
and land acquisition direction.

U-2

The Phillips RMP/EIS violates FLPMA,
BLM regulations, the NHPA and
Executive Order 11593 because the
BLM has failed to locate and
inventory Native American historic
sites eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic
Places in the Little Rocky Mountains.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Hank Fischer
Northern Rockies Representati

Twenty-five years ago this year. Congress enacted
the National Historic Preservation Act out of concern
that "historic properties significant to the Nation's
heritage are being lost or substantially altered, often
inadvertently, with increasing frequency." 16 U.S.C. §
470(b)(3). The NHPA created the National Register of
Historic Places and established a national policy that
the federal government shall "provide leadership in the
preservation of the ... historic resources of the United
States." 16 U.S.C. § 470-1(2). To carry out this policy,
Congress made it clear that federal agencies were to
"administer federally owned, administered, or controlled
. . . historic resources in a spirit of stewardship for the
inspiration and benefit of present and future
generations." 16 U.S.C. § 470-1(3).

More specifically, Congress directed that:
"...(E) ach Federal agency shall establish a program to
locate, inventory, and nominate to the Secretary all
properties under the agency's ownership or control by the
agency, that appear to qualify for inclusion on the
National Register " 16 U.S.C. § 470h-2 (a) (2)

.

Five years after the enactment of this legislation,
in 1971, the President issued Executive Order No. 11593,
which more specifically defined the duties of federal
agencies in this regard. Under this order:

"
. .

.
(F) ederal agencies shall ... no

later than July 1, 1 973 , . . , locate,
inventory, and nominate ... all sites,
buildings, districts, and objects under
their jurisdiction or control that
appear to qualify for listing on the
National Register of Historic Places."
Ex. Or. 11593, Sec. 2(a) (emphasis
added)

.

In 1976, Congress enacted the much-broader Federal
Land Policy & Management Act governing the general
operations and management of the public lands under the
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Bureau of Land Management. In enacting this legislation,
Congress assumed that "the national interest will be best
realized if the public lands and their resources are
periodically and systematically inventoried and their
present and future use is projected through a land use
planning process. " 43 U.S.C. § 1701(a)(2).

To carry out these ends, BLM was required to prepare
land use plans, 43 U.S.C. § 1712(a), and to "prepare and
maintain on a continuing basis an inventory of all public
lands and their resource and other values..." 43 U.S.C. §

1711(a)

.

In developing its land use plans, BLM recognized
through its own planning regulations that the agency
"shall arrange for resource, environmental, social,
economic and institutional data and information to be
collected, or assembled if already available." 43 C.F.R.
§ 1610.4-3.

Now 25 years after the enactment of the NHPA, fully
IS years after the deadline set in Executive Order 11593,
15 years after the resource inventories required by
FLPMA, BLM has still not adequately "inventoried" or
"located" eligible Native American historic sites in the
Little Rocky Mountains, as required by NHPA, Executive
Order 11593, FLPMA and BLM regulations.

Approximately 13 years ago, the Montana Historical
Society wrote a letter to the Montana Department of State
Lands, BLM ' s partner agency in overseeing the
Zortman/Landusky Mine, about the presence of potential
historic sites in the Little Rockies. In that letter the
Society wrote:

"I wish to advise you that there are
identified cultural resources in those
areas . No comprehensive inventory has
been conducted , so it is likely that
other sites are also there, which will
be endangered by mining activity.... If
possible, please arrange for an
inventory to identify any other sites in
this area." (Exhibit A) (emphasis
added)

.

To this day, nearly 13 years later, despite the
mandate of NHPA, despite the mandate of Executive Order
11593, despite the mandate of FLPMA and BLM regulations,
despite the warnings of the Historical Society nearly 13
years ago, no comprehensive inventory of Native American
historical sites in the Little Rockies has been conducted
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applied for mineral exploration rights on these mountain
peaks. It is hard to imagine how the isolation required
by Native American "vision questing" at these historic
and sacred sites can take place with the intrusions of
roads, drill sites and, eventually, large-scale open pit
mines.

In addition, Mr

Butte (Map Point 12)

in his 1990 report.
lists "Antoine Butte
or open pit mining

. Flemmer listed a site at Antoine
as an "important ... fasting area"
(Exhibit B) . Nevertheless, BLM ' s RMP
" as a foreseeable future location
as an expansion of the

Zortman/Landusky operation. (Appendix C at p. 329). The
RMP says: "Development of the Antoine Butte deposit could
take place in approximately 5 years." {RMP/EIS at p. 328).

At some point, BLM's inaction with respect to the
inventories required by NHPA, by Executive Order 11593,
by FLPMA and BLM regulations can be considered nothing
other than an open defiance of the law. Red Thunder
submits that BLM's preparation of the Phillips RMP/EIS is
blatantly illegal for failing to include an inventory or
location of Native American historic sites in the Little
Rockies that are eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.

U-3

The Phillips RMP/EIS violates NEPA,
CEQ regulations and BLM regulations
because it fails to adequately
disclose impacts on Native American
historical sites in the Little
Rockies, including the likely
irretrievable destruction of
numerous sites

Under NEPA, a feder
an Environmental Impact
actions significantly af
U.S.C. § 4332(2) (C) . The
adoption of an RMP is su
1601.0-6. Under federal
document. 42 U.S.C. § 43
to federal regulations,
an EIS must be of "high
and an EIS must contain
significant environmenta

al agency is required to prepare
Statement (EIS) for major federal
fecting the human environment. 42
re can be no dispute that BLM's
ch a major action. 43 C.F.R. §

law, an EIS must be a "detailed"
32(2) (C). This means, according
that the information contained in
quality," 40 C.F.R. § 1500.1(b),
a "full and fair discussion of
1 impacts..." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1.

BLM's own regulations recognize that information in
an RMP/EIS must be high quality and detailed. These
regulations specify that an RMP "shall estimate and
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by BLM, and existing sites are still "endangered by
mining activity."

There can be no question that there are numerous
Native American traditional/cultural sites in the Little
Rockies that are eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. In June of 1990, Dan
Flemmer, a BLM archaeologist, documented a number of
potential sites that are now threatened by Zortman Mining
Inc. operations in the Little Rockies. His report showed
that:

"These resources are extremely important
to the Native American people who use
them.

"

"It is further recommended that these
cultural resources be considered to be
eligible for nomination to the National
Register of Historic Places. .

. " (Exhibit
B) .

But Mr. Flemmer's report was hardly the definitive study
or inventory of Native American sites in the Little
Rockies. Mr. Flemmer specifically noted in his brief
five-page report that:

"(T)his (report) represents the barest
of location and associative information
regarding these historic socio-cultural
properties." (Exhibit B)

.

As a result, the "inventory"
Executive Order 11593, by FLPMA,
has still not been done.

required by NHPA, by
ind by BLM regulations,

Meantime, potentially "eligible" sites are
threatened by further mining at the Zortman/Landusky
operation and BLM has done nothing to alleviate the
conflicts. Resolving conflicts of this nature is one of
the central reasons that Congress ordered the BLM to
begin comprehensive land use planning. Nevertheless, the
Phillips RMP/EIS is hopelessly inadequate in resolving
these conflicts. For example, Mr. Flemmer in his 1990
report listed "Old Scraggy Peak," "Saddle Butte," "Indian
Peak," and "Mission Peak" as areas potentially "eligible"
for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
As of December 1990, however, Zortman Mining Inc. had

display the physical, biological, economic, and social
effects of implementing each alternative considered in
detail . " 43 C.F.R. § 1610.4-6 (emphasis added).

The Phillips RMP/EIS woefully fails to meet these
high standards with respect to its description of impacts
of mining in the Little Rocky Mountains on important
Native American historic sites. Of course, having failed
to even adequately identify these sites, as required by
law, it is not at all surprising that the RMP/EIS does
not adequately consider impacts on these sites.

The deficiencies are serious. Nowhere in the RMP/EIS
does the document discuss the severe visual impacts that
expanded mining will have on Native American sacred sites
or how expanded mining will interfere with the ability of
Native Americans to gather medicinal plants used for
traditional healing

.

Instead, the RMP/EIS merely states in the most
broadbrush fashion that mining development could
negatively impact a projected four cultural properties
for the entire resource area. See Summary table, p. xx,
and Impacts to Cultural Resources from Hardrock Mining,
p. 190.

Nowhere in the RMP/EIS are these four properties
specifically identified. Nowhere is it disclosed what
specific types of properties may be affected. Nowhere is
it specified whether these properties are in the Little
Rockies are elsewhere.

Nevertheless, the limited conclusion that "four
properties" of historic significance "could" be
negatively impacted is, frankly, laughable. Mr. Flemmer
in his 1990 report identified at least four Native
American sites that are threatened by imminent mineral
exploration by Zortman Mining Inc. and another site that
is threatened by open pit mining planned by Zortman in
the near future. Indeed, in view of the large scale,
major expansion of mining planned by Zortman throughout
the Little Rockies -- an area comprising roughly a full
township of federal land — it is most likely that dozens
of historic properties, including old Western mining
properties as well as Native American sacred sites, will
be utterly destroyed.

The disclosure of these impacts in the Phillips
RMP/EIS is wholly inadequate under NEPA, CEQ regulations
and BLM's own regulations. The terms of NEPA explicitly
require that federal agencies disclose: "any irreversible
and irretrievable commitments of resources which would be
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involved in the proposed action should it be
implemented." 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (2) (C) (v) . Under BLM's
regulations, RMPs "are designed to guide and control
future management actions..." 43 c.F.R. § 1601.0-2. The
Phillips RHP/EIS does not disclose the likely-

irretrievable loss of numerous Native American historic
sites in the Little Rockies occasioned by the envisioned
mining that the RMP authorizes.

U-3

The Phillips RMP/EIS violates NEPA,
FLPMA, NHPA, BLM regulations and
CEQ regulations because it fails to
consider any alternatives for the
protection of Native American
historic sites from the impacts of
mining in the Little Rocky
Mountains.

Under NEPA, regardless of whether an EIS is required
or not, a federal agency is required to "study, develop,
and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended
courses of action in any proposal which involves
unresolved conflicts concerning alternative uses of
available resources." 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2) (E) . The statute
mandates that an EIS itself must include a discussion of
"alternatives to the proposed action." 42 U.S.C. §

4332(2) (C) (iii) .

CEQ regulations make very clear that the discussion
of alternatives "is the heart of the environmental impact
statement." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14. To carry out this
central function, agencies are required to " (r) igorously
explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable
alternatives." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a). BLM regulations
fully recognize that these mandates apply to an RMP/EIS.
43 C.F.R. § 1610.4-5.

Protection of eligible historic sites in the Little
Rockies in some fashion is a very reasonable alternative.
In fact, the NHPA itself requires that:

"Consistent with the agency's missions
and mandates, all federal agencies s_hall

carry out agency programs and projects
... in accordance with the purposes of
this subchapter, and give consideration
to programs and projects which will
furthe r the purposes of this
subchapter ." 16 U.S.C. § 470h-2(d)
(emphasis added)

.
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the mandate of NEPA, the mandate of CEQ and BLM
regulations, all require that BLM consider an alternative
that protects Little Rocky Mountain Native American
sacred sites from destruction by mining.

Sadly, however, none of the alternatives in the
RMP/EIS seriously considers any limitations on mining in
the Little Rockies for the protection of sacred sites.
Under FLPMA it is very clear that the Secretary of the
Interior has the power to institute mineral withdrawals
in order to restrict mining. 43 U.S.C. § 1714(a). In
fact, the Secretary of the Interior is specifically
authorized to make mineral withdrawals that may exceed
5,000 acres and last for up to 20 years. 43 U.S.C. §

1714(c)(1). in addition, the Secretary of the Interior
can restrict specified uses of the public lands by simple
"management decision" made pursuant to BLM's land use
plans. 43 U.S.C. § 1712(e).

Nevertheless, the RHP/EIS fails to consider any
alternative that would protect Native American historic
sites in the Little Rockies by means of a mineral
withdrawal or management decision. Instead, the RMP
considers the following Little Rocky mineral withdrawals:

Alternative A: .

.

(RMP/EIS at p. 36)

386 acres for recreation and
town sites.

Alternative B: ... acres.
(RMP/EIS at p. 46)

.

Alternative C: ...

(RMP/EIS at p. 57)

Alternative D: ...

(RMP/EIS at p. 69)

.

Alternative El ...

(RMP/EIS at p. 83)

180 acres for recreation sites.

,950 acres for recreation sites,
town sites, bighorn sheep.

,500 acres for recreation sites,
cemetery.

None of the alternatives considers significant closure of

the more than 25,000 acres of public lands in the Little
Rockies to mining. All alternatives considered involve
only minimal, token mineral withdrawal and none consider
any withdrawal for historic sites, much less Native
American historic sites. As a result, Red Thunder submits
the RMP/EIS violates NEPA, NHPA, FLPMA, CEQ regulations
and BLM regulations.

2271

Moreover, the alternative of protecting
historic/sacred sites in the Little Rockies has been
specifically requested by the governing body of the
Native Americans on the Fort Belknap Reservation, the
Fort Belknap Community Council. That resolution provides

"...WHEREAS, proposed exploration and
mining is being considered for expansion
into all of the B.L.M- -administered
lands adjacent to the southern boundary
of the Reservation, destroying or
adversely impacting numerous important
historical and traditional religious
sites used by the Gros Ventre and
Assiniboine people in their culture,
religion and subsistence...

"NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the
Fort Belknap Community Council does
hereby respectfully request the
Secretary of the Interior to intervene
and halt all further expansion of mining
activities and exploration in the Little
Rockies of Montana until such time as
the; preservation of Tr i ba 1 natural
resources and hi atori cal /religious sites
can be properly guaranteed for this and
future generations of Gros Ventre and
Assiniboine Indian..." (Exhibit C)

(emphasis added)

.

Moreover, BLM, under federal law, may not simply
ignore this request. FLPMA requires that:

"In the development and revision of land
use plans, the Secretary shall ... to
the extent consistent with the laws
governing the administration of the
public lands, coordinate the land use
inventory, planning and management
activities of or for such lands with the
land use planning and management
programs ... of or for Indian
tribes. ... In implementing this
directive, the Secretary shall ,

to the
extent practical, assure that
consideration is given to those . .

.

thetr j b.al plans that are
development of land u

lands " 43 U.S.C.
a pla ns for public
3712(c) (9)

.

andate of FLPMA, the mandate of NHPA,

U-3

The Phillips RMP/EIS also violates
BLM's "trust" duties for the
protection of Native American tribes
and the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act because BLM has failed
to adequately locate Native American
sacred sites in the Little Rockies
and the RMP/EIS failed to consider
any alternative that would protect
those sites.

Under pertinent and historic court decisions, the
federal government has a special trust relationship with
Native Americans. United States v. Kaqama . 118 U.S. 375
(1S86) ("The Indian tribes are wards of the nation.").
This trust relationship imposes a fiduciary duty on the
federal government to protect tribal property rights,
Seminole Nation v. United States . 318 U.S. 286 (1946),
hunting and fishing rights, Menominee Tribe v. United
States , 391 U.S. 404 (1968), water rights. Pyramid Lake
Paiute Tribe y. Morton , 354 F.Supp. 252 (D.D.C. 1973),
and rights of cultural significance, United States y.

White , 508 F.2d 453 (8th Cir. 1974). The federal
government ' s "trust" relationship also encompasses
protection for Native American sacred sites since they
are essential for the preservation of Native American
culture. See The Trust Doctrine: A Source of Protection
for Native hm^rjjrz^I} -^c.-rod 3i;.:es, 3'd Cath.U. L.Rev. 705

(1989)

.

In 1978, Congress acknolwedged the importance of
protecting Native American historical and cultural sites
by enacting the American Indian Religious Freedom Act
(AIRFA) , 42 u.s.c. § 1996. The act established a national
policy that the United States shall "protect and preserve
for American Indians their inherent right of freedom to
believe, express, and exercise the traditional religions
of the American Indian, Eskimo, Aleut, and Native
Hawaiians, including but not limited to access to sites,
use and possession of sacred objects, and the freedom to
worship through ceremonials and traditional rites." 42

U.S.C. § 1996.

The Act further required the "various Federal
departments, agencies, and other instrumentalities
responsible for administering relevant laws to evaluate
their policies and procedures in consultation with native
traditional religious leaders in order to determine
appropriate changes necessary to protect and preserve
Native American religious cultural rights and practices."

10
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42 U.S.C. § 1996.

The Act demonstrates congressional intent to create
a trust obligation for the protection of Native American
traditional religious practices and sites. To meet this
obligation, BLM must at the very least consider Indian
religious values whe-n undertaking a land use project such
as the mining expansion contemplated by the RMP/EIS.
Wilson y. Block , 708 F.2d 735 (D.C.Cir. 1983), cert .

denied , 464 U.S. 1056 (1984).

In this case, BLM's failure to locate* and inventory
Native American religious sites, BLM's failure to
adequately consider their likely destruction by increased
mining and BLM's failure to consider any alternatives for
their protection violates BLM's federal "trust" duties
for the protection of Native Americans and AIRFA.

E-14

The Phillips RMP/EIS violates NEPA,
CEQ regulations and BLM regulations
because it fails to adequately
disclose impacts on water quality
likely to be caused by mining in the
Little Rockies.

As we have already said, NEPA and federal
regulations require that an EIS contain "detailed"
disclosure of environmental impacts with "high quality"
information and "full and fair disclosure." 42 U.S.C. §
4332{2)(C); 40 C.F.R. §§ 1500.1(b), 1502.1; 43 C.F.R. §
1610.4-6.

The entire RMP/EIS contains 13 paragraphs discussing
potential direct water quality impacts from hardrock
mining. (RMP/EIS at 167-168). The gist of this disclosure
is that:

"Surface and groundwater degradation is
possible during and after mining
operations. Suspended sediment is the
major pollutant associated with
exploration projects. Heavy metals,
changes in pH, increases in dissolved
solids, nitrates and cyanide are the
most common pollutants from actual
mining operations.,.."

"If state and federal regulations are
followed, no significant water quality
degradation should occur, under normal

227L

is given whether fish will continue to survive. It is
hard to see how the cumulative impact to water quality
affecting the Native Americans on the Fort Belknap
Reservation will be "positive" as the RMP/EIS claims.
Clearly, the disclosure contained in the rmp/eis
pertaining to water quality impacts is thoroughly
inadequate.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit these
comments, and we respectfully request that the RMP/EIS be
substantially changed to address these very serious
concerns.

Yours truly,

Red Thunder
D. Marble
V.McConnell
Cong. Williams
K.DUnnigan, DOI

Zogg
Pamela Howell
Sandy Crane

on behalf of Red Thunder Inc.

Attachment arc available for review in the UwfatOWIi District Office.
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operating conditions... When normal
conditions are exceeded, the potential
for surface and groundwater
contamination is increased. As the
number of active mine sites increase,
the risk of experiencing abnormal
operating conditions and water quality
degradation also increases. " (RMP/EIS at
167-168)

.

The entire RMP/EIS contains one paragraph on the
cumulative effects of the preferred alternative on water
quality:

"The cumulative effects on air and water
quality would be positive. Water quality
would improve through grazing management
on 2. 38 million acres with riparian-
wetland areas by increasing stream bank
vegetation and reducing erosion. Water
quality could be impacted by cyanide
contamination from hardrock mining
operations." (RMP/EIS at p. 221).

Given the scope of the mineral exploration and
mining that is expected in the Little Rocky Mountains,
this kind of disclosure is disgracefully inadequate. As
the EIS projects:

"In the foreseeable future 40
exploration projects are anticipated for
the Little Rocky Mountains and
surrounding area.... At any one time an
estimated 8 to 10 projects will be in
one of the following stages: initial
evaluation, actual construction and
drilling, held open for study, or in the
reclamation phase..." (RMP/EIS at
pp. 326-327)

.

The RMP/EIS also projects that the Little Rockies will
see 8 new actual, open-pit mining projects, including two
expansions of the existing mines, four entirely new pits,
and the development of sulphide ore at the existing
mines, which poses an especial threat to water quality.
(RMP/EIS at p. 329)

.

Nowhere in the RMP/EIS are the affected water bodies
mentioned. The location and extent of pollution is not
specified. There is no indication whether mine-caused
degradation will simply add sediment to the water, or
pollute it so badly that it is a health threat. No idea

12
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District '!ana<*er
'Ju^eaM o^ Land f-5anaf&n*nt
Ifiviptown, pit cn '-

(n

Dear Siri

' i . I4ND ACQUISITION

a, ff 9 ^prieral -TovernTipnt p^ouJM not he in the h-DPlrre^P

o^ Iftrsrt aenuiM + ior , Hue to + k p lor-r o^ nriva+e landc
ir Petroleum County, it would "lurt the tax ^a^e.

.?. ACCES5 TC BJJ5 LANDS

a. I uerronallv ^eel there i? ppouph anr^PF + o ^edpral
landp in northern Petroleim Conntv.

5. 0?? ROAD VEHICLE USE

a. I support the limitations o^ o^f road vehicle use
and believe that accppr should he li niter- to

existing roads, I ^eel that peaponal road clopure? arfi

beneficial.

RIPARIAN AREAS

The perni+tep phould de pinnate v.'hat he wantp for
rioariar areas , aPrt thp BM should ptand all oost

ELK Af-'D BIG FC:J
i\ ;>HELP HArT'lA 1

]

The elk herds
to the noint
existing- ran^

should not he allovprl to i ncrp asp
-pre it would h e dp+ranen+al to the
conditi ons

.

h. I i^eel t h at tv-e herds in north Petroleum Countv
is already too larpe for the exiptin? ran?e

.

f. PRAIRIE DOG AiN'E BLACK FOOTED PERPET ' MAMGEMErJT

a. No black footed Jerrett should be introduced i n
Montana until it ip proven puceessfulv in jJyoninr.

h . Thp BLM phould initiate a nrairie dorr control proeram
that ip effective. If prairie dors- are left unchecked
the depredation of orivatp and federal lands in
the Chain Ruttes area are eoin^ to he pevere.

The economic studies listed in your EIS report apnear to
he Tiore in favor of the federal ^overnTiert t^an the county
level.

Richard A. Marshall
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COMMENT SUBMITTED BY MONTANA AUDUBON COUNUIL WITH REGARD TQ THE
JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN AMD ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT (JVP RMP/EIS)-- final comment -- Dec. 6, 1991..

Please consider the following comment from the Montana Audubon
Counci 1 regarding the Bureau of Land Management

' s (BLM) draft
Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Impact Statement (draft RMP/EIS). The Montana Audubon Council is
the coordinating entity for the nine National Audubon Society
chapters located within Montana. We consider ourselves to be a
broad-based conservation Organization with about h, 000 members in
the state. We are a "grass-roots" organization and you may very
well receive comments from other units of the Society as well as
individual members

.

This is comment
July 30, 1991,
at the time of that meeti

add it ion to that presents
meeting; copy of that t

at the Billi
:atement was s

Many members of our diverse organization are interested in the
"proper" "multiple-use" management of the resources of the JVP. Not
only do our members participate in what commodity users of
resources term recreation, our many members benefit from the com-
modities themselves. Putting it another way, all of the concerns
developed in the scoping process are important, and we object if
there is effort made to corrupt the term "multiple use" to "our"
multiple use.

We think the agency tries to do too much in this document. There
is a natural divigion, the Missouri River, between the Judith
Resource Area and the Phillips and Valley Resource Areas. We had
excellent cooperation from those members of Audubon who are know-

plus the patience, of BLM people when we were seeking in-
the vast plan to be studied and commented upon was

ledgable
formation

,

almost too

Land
the
prop
mend
tion
natu
unde

:
main, we support the Bl

n exceptions . We wi 1

1

in order;

Acquisition and Disposal. I

preferred "Alternative E, " with
Lscuss each of the nine planning

.th the reasoning given by
agency (Page iii) (Table S.l - Summary of Alternatives) for its
osed "Land Acquisisition and Disposal Policy." We would recom-
an acquisition policy that has as one of its goals the protec-
of threatened and endangered species habitat and significant
al communities not protected elsewhere (and note an example
our comment for Areas of Critical Environmental Concern) We

would stress the importance of retaining, or acquiring, as the case
may be, even relatively small areas of private land ownership if
these areas are shown to be critical for (wildlife) Bpeoies of con-
cern (that is, not necessarily limited to threatened or endangered
species) or critical for riparian or wetland habitat. That is to
say, we believe the "preservation of biological diversity" should
be on your priority list. We realize that agency administration of
small and/or isolated land parcels can be a source of frustration
for the agency as well as for adjacent private property owners. To
sura up, trade out isolated parcels, if not valuable for other rea-
sons, and use the process and proceeds to block up BLM lands. We
agree that any land acquired should be from willing sellers only,

page one
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FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE
CHARLES M. RUSSELL NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE

P.O. BOX 110

LEW1STOWN, MONTANA 59457

page two

December 6, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Assistant District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P0B 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Desr Gene,

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft Judith-Val ley-PhiHips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS) , The
document reflects a significant effort and thorough exploration of the issues.

The Charles M. Kussell National Wildlife Refuge fully supports the preferred.

action selected by the BLM. The proposed prairie dog management alternative
contributes significantly to the black-footed ferret reintroduction effort
while still maintaining other resource values. It is refreshing to see
management protect the scenic and visual resources in the Judith and South
Moccasin Mountains while still permitting mineral extraction. The scenic and
visual resources in central Montana contribute to the high standard of living
we enjoy.

There are numerous instances where the CMR can cooperate with the BLM to

achieve mutual goals. The Refuge looks forward to working with the BLM. If I

can be of assistance, please call.

Because of their importance to waterfowl , we urge the agency to
obtain those portions of Itchpair Slough tVal ley RA) , Shed Lake
(Phillips RA), Woody Island Coulee (Phillips RAJ, and Joiner Coulee
(Phi Hips RA) that may be in private ownership . These objectives
are well in line with the agency ' s committment to the North Ameri-
can Waterfowl Plan , the four goals spelled out in its riparian-
wetland initiative program (BLM Riparian-Wetland Initiative for the
1990

' s , USD I /Bureau of Land Management , Washington, DC , September
1991 ) and other activity plans. Other high potential areas that
should be aaquired are Buckley Lake (Phillips RA) and the remaining
part of Whitewater Lake (Phillips RA) not in public ownership.

Access to BLM Land. We support the effort and urge it be expedited.
As the years go by prices paid cannot do anything else but accel-
erate. Purchase should be from willing sellers only.

S-7

There is, at times, need to restrict acaesa, as
recommendations under the various alternatives
Vehicles." If sensitive species are not or cannot
the public land by the resource agencies , wher
protected? The ferruginous hawk (Buteo regal is )

,

noted in your
for "Off-Road
e protected on
can they be

piping plover
(CharadriuQ melodus) , and mountain plover (C. montanus) are three
species of concern wherein i t might be necessary to restrict access
during the breeding season. The ferruginous hawk, nesting on the
ground , ia vulnerable to human disturbance and populations are
deel ining. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has received o.

request to list the species as "endangered .

" We would say restrict
access to at least three -fourths mile from active nests ; if you
have s tud ies recommending other distances or restrict ions , use
them. The other two are also ground nesters, and cannot withstand
too much trespass (but see comment under "Of f - road vhiclee ) . The
EIS can state these specific cases , and language stating, for
example , "including but not limited to" would allow for additions
ae needs arise

.

Jlpfhn Foster
Refuge Manager C-10

Off-road Vehicles. We
the Billings publ
you will add Whiterock
ative C," restricted ti

plained why the area wa
as a "bargaining chip."
ORV use area.

lition as stated
"Alternative E .

"

it

Jish to reitera
;ing; that is , we favor
Coulee (Phillips RA) , as shown in "Altern-
limited 0/RV use seasonally. No one ex-

j dropped in "Alternative E," except perhaps
We support (page 56) the proposed intensive
observati

be kept within due bounds and offer a
ill concentrate use where

al outlet , too

.

The danger to mountain plover comes from vehicles , ORV or other-
wise, running over their nests in the short-grass or alkali and to
piping plover (probably the most vulnernable of the three species

)

because of its habit of nesting on the beaches. Use can be
restricted during nesting season, and we would recommend this be
stated in the EIS.

Oil and Gas Leasing- We reiterate what we said in our preliminary
support of the provision under

"No Surface Occupancy" (NSO) on oil and
le around Wilderness Study Areas (WSAs)
>/ ice (FW/S) refuges . We find no good
Ln "Alternative E. " We would like to
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statement (dated July 30, 1991)
"Alternative D" calling for "No
gae activities within H m
and Fish and Wildlife Se
reason for dropping this
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have the language expanded
for "Alternative E, " be
sensititve, rare

habitats

We ha

r modified with what you are now
oe so worded "to include protectior
ndangered species in general (emphasis

1 and gas activities may cause a risk to aur-h .^ria

e is c onsid erabl e m srtal Lty to iter
ponds for i, ater th e Fi E h and W 1 li-
a prov lsion 3 to cover th sse; cooper-
lven . Can this be ment oned n the

reason to believe th
- .-istaking oil-well suit

Jj-7 |
life Service expects to enfo
ation of the BLM ghould be e

nal EIS?

Hardrock MininH . Our concern with hardrock mining has to do wthe cultural and other resources, some proposed for protectiondesignating these as "ACECs" or other means. It is a strange thin this country that we can destroy irreplacable heritages inname of "progress" and the "dollar." Sold has increased
from what it was, although it is down from the heady priceyears ago--it is now hovering under $360.00 per ounce Ais unique; the presence of gold is not. What makes these tw'o^minesprofitable is "The ore (is) highly amendable to the cyanide leach-ing process * * * (page 320, Appendix C)

"

S^^'n" '"Went reports of leak, of cyanide. A recentheadline (Billing, Gazette, Billings, HI, Friday, November 8, 1991)
' Mining cleanup coot: $912 billion" and subtitled: "20,000

ines cover 153,800 acres in Montan

ice
few
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(on
ted
da-
tee
ted

abandoned
repor says

Pacif?r?«*!!£ ,
U

,

P
r°,

n
,

th% imP act ° f cyanide en wildlife in the

J^ W . ,"? <Clark, Donald R. Jr., and Roger L. Hothem. 1991.Mammal Mortality at Arizona, California, and Nevada Gold Mines

rnS'SXt^ Ml""^' CaUf0rnU Fish *"d ^me, Sacramento,7712). 61-69.) states; "Thousands of vertebrates have died at mineover the 10-year period of the study. The
sites
mines using the cyanide leaching process is not precisely knowninasmuch as some are on private land and mines open and close allthe time "Bird deaths are on an order of magnitude greater thanai aeatns , and mammal deaths are
than reptile or amphibian deaths.* *
reported is 'bat.

i order of magnitude greater
The largest mammal category

One hundred aeventy four "bats" killed over

S„™,

°/ ime may n0t Beem very Mny- but there is goodreason, according to the etudy, that "reported mortalities mayrepresent only a minor portion of the total. * * * Reportingrequirements vary by State and by whether the mine is on BLM orprivate land; thus many mines have not been obliged to report * * *

nf™« i *.

c°unts and ^cies identifications are made by minepersonnel who have reason to be biased in favor of under-reporting
tr™,- !

and n0t reportinB deaths of known ETRPSC (endangered,

sno^r! '
rar

,'
°r P^°teCtBd mammal 8P eci es, or mammal species of

tMnMm)
-

" Further
'

"A fed"al investigator statedtnat total cyanide mortalities could "

reported * * * ," if for no othe
awayoccur

her reaso
iraes greater than

many wi ldl ife deaths
mine sites; to date, searches for and counts ofdead animals have been limited to immediate nine sites

Mining companies tout their propoaala as "multiplemoment they begin a fence goes up and there is an
uaa, " but the

armed guard at

page five

Prairie Dog an d Black-footed Ferret Management Plan._ He reite
what we said in our preliminary comment, submitted previously
July 30, 1991). We remain impressed to learn that a Coordina
Resource Management Plan (CRMF) committee proposed the recoramen
tion (page 92) for "Alternative E." It is plain the commit
followed the criteria outlined in the "Analyais of Black-foo
Ferret Translocation Sites in Montana (Clark, Tim H et al 19The Prairie Naturalist 19 ( 1 ) : 43-56) .

" Reintroduct ion will notsucceed if local people do not support it, and we are glad to learn
all the agencies involved have done a tremendOUB job to inform asmany as possible and enlist support.

We support the control of prairie dogs (black-tailed prairie dog,
Cynomyg ludovicianus) aa outlined for "Alternative E (pages 87-
88)." Control is the other aide of the coin for local support for
the reintroduction of the ferret. Sport shooting of prairie dogs
has become quite a sport, especially in Phillips County. Ue don'tobject provided all concerned atay within due bounds. We urge the
BLM areas, when making information and maps available to the
shooting public, also warn against taking other species. It's too— sy--especially if things get boring--to take a shot at a hawk or

(Incidentially, Map 6, Prairie Doga and
not in either of the two copies of the

draft EIS available to us!)

eagle
Black- footed Ferrets,

Areas of Critical iron
agency made only
pages 345-356)

,

importance criteria (Appendix B
will explain further below.

nate, and, especially in the

nental Concern

.

We were diaappoin

be our

nominations out of 31 submitted (Append;
interpreted your relevance

• page 345) inconsistenly , t

We do appreciate those
itanoe of the Az

nder the heading ; Hardro

the
< F,

and
3 we

you did
(Please

Mining )

,

N-l

referre
believe this is the only real way the oave will be protected ,

we note, the cave is utlilized by bats for winter hibernation,
including several species of Myetio and Townsend's big-eared bat(Fi.cotus tomsendiil, the latter species being rare and local and
a possible candidate for threatened or endangered status. And, aswe further note, it is one of only two oaves in Montana that areknown to harbor sizeable bat populations (Chester, J. H. , et al
1979. Resource Inventory and Evalutation, Azure Cave, Montana.Unpublished Report, National Speleological Society. 65 pages), al-though (as noted under Hardrock Mining , we now are aware of otherlocalities where bats roost or hibernate. Surveys are needed to

|

determine their status. We need further information as to
'implementation" of the management plan for the cave: what is

|

presented (page 90) is rather brie

ACEC.
Audubon also nominated the Lower Judith River for a
should have nominated it for a "Wild and Scenic River," using thecriteria in Sections Kb) and 2(b) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act (WSRA3, as interpreted by the joint USDI/USDA "Guidelines."
However, we have to agree that the high proportion of private land
(76 percent to 83. 4 percent, depending upon how this
page 365), makes the idea impractical at this time..
agency keep the possibility in mind.
organization such as The Natu
pursue just such an idea.

calculated

;

suggest the
Sometime down the road an

Conservancy might feel impelled to
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We agree with the agency's recommendation that A2ure Cave, identi-
fied as one or two known caves in the entire Northwest that con-
tains hibernating bats, has to receive protection from mining and
other disturbances (Campbell, N. P. 1987. Caves of Montana.) While
other localities, Buch as mine tunnels, having bats have been dis-
covered since, these localities are few and scattered, and we know
very little; consequently, it, is best to take no chances.

Collar Gulch merits protection for its population
pure wests lope cutthroat trout (see further discus
appropriate "ACEC" headings)

.

Riparian and Wet land Management of Watersheds^ Note our comment
nder Land Acquisition and Disposal. We appreciate the the

emphasis on proper management of riparian and
With objectives outlined for "Alternative E"

of genetical ly
3ion under the

made
agency '

s

wetlands. We agree
(page v) as being practical to accomplish. We have no objection at
all with the statement under "Alternative E" (page 85)- "After
management objectives are met, BLM would allocate any forage
increases within riparian-wetland areas to watershed, wildlife and
livestock (emphasis ours) .

"

We particularly encourage you to vigorously pursue the implementa-
tion for wetland management as outlined for "Alternative E" (page
85). We are quite concerned about the dif f iculi t ies currently
plaguing nesting success of prairie ducks, particular! ly early
nesters as mallards and pintails. The steps outlined should help.
Beyond that, many other species of birds depending upon wetlands
should benefit

.

We support the remaining ACEC nominations you did make, for t
reasons stated in the draft BIS, and will make no further , specif
comment on on the proposed Square Butte ONA ACEC, South-Moccasi
Judith Mountain Scenic Area ACSC, or Big Bend of the Milk Riv
ACEC. We would like to stress one point: In the designation a
management of the ACECs, we urge emphasis be placed on the prese
vation of the natural systems, rather than emphasising the recre
tion potential. Particularly with Azure Cave and Square Butt
formal access could very well contribute to undue degradation
the asset you are trying to protect (See: Access to BLM Land) .

Designating the proposed prairie dog complexe
ferrets in the reintroduction effort seems to
Note our support under comment
regard to Collar Gulch.

slated to receive
i to be real isitc

.

erning Hardrock Mining with

He ill pport your efforts to have the many allottments
(of whatever management category - I, M or C) meet the agency's
riparian objectives. Only the Valley RA appears to have anysignificant proportion of its allottments meeting objectives.

"t • Hunting in Montana ia
s of our organization coin-
af game animals and having
, we recognize the needs and
«>el 1 . There is concern from

"Implementation" of the management plan (pages 89-90) appears to be
well thought out and practical. We need to make consistent efforts
to retain "viable populations" of animals that have disjunct popu-
lations in order to maintain genetic diversity. The fragmented
distribution of the westslope cutthroat trout is a good example; it
is plain you recognise the problem.

As to applying criteria inconsistently, referred to above, we think
this shows up in the options presented for the proposed Acid Shale-
Pine Forest ACEC. The reasoning presented under "Alternative D"
for designating the four areas (War Horse, Briggs Coulee, Chippewa
Creek, and Ford's Creek) appears sound wherein you say (page 76):
"The four tracts would be designated an ACEC to prevent elimination
of the entire unit in case of a catoatrophic event such as fire."
And we support research aa, proposed under
determine the effects of grazing, fire, etc. c

community * * * (pages 88-89) , " an option

utlined
We

for

Elk and Bighorn Sheep- Habitat Managem
important economically, and the purpos
cide with having healthy populations
opportunties to hunt. At the same tirat
concerns of the ranchers to benefit as
some segments of the ranch
(the most recent being an
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1991).

"Alternative

Ue

"Alte
suggest

D, "
setting

and t

iside

Alternative E, " "to
i this type of plant
not mentioned under
the four tracts, as
as called for in

ng community regarding elk populati
article in the Great Falls Tribu

Observe The BLM area at War Hors
satellite National Wildlife Refuge, e

holding (Map C, page 95). We note wi
1,240 aoree here (T16N R25E) as meetir.
and suggest you give it priority.

partially adjoins a FW/S
r rounding a private land-
i approval your 1 i sting of
the acquisition criteria,

We

It is not our biggest desire to hav "lu

G-13

to try and d
oecurri ag,
Departra ent oi

quotas

.

We r

In any event
basis

.

We a
domestic she
deneis) It
be met, we sh

re crops" (page 86) planted
raw elk from private crop land where depredations are
Rather, we would recommend working with the Montana
Fish, Wildlife a Parks CFW/P) to increase the hunting

ealize full well this might be easier said than done.
,

try other measures-, first . Work on a oase- by-case
agree with the proposed policy (page 86) to not allow

zing to overlap with bighorn sheep (Ovis aana-
the objectives of the "draft EIS" can

1-4

belit
etting

communities .

he draft EIS

obvio
hould all benefit.

the relevance and importance criteria bias against
- a repre sentative sampling of (emphasis ours) natural
An example is Rock Creek (Snowy Mountains). Aocord-

\age 349), it meets none of the criteria.
Stated reasons point out that Half-Moon Canyon, on the Lewis and
Clark National Forest , has similar botanical communities. Good.
But, again, what 'a wrong with having a sufficient number of
representative samples of different natural communities. And, yet,

irea, al though not recommended as an ACEC, will not
land will remain in federal ownership, and it will

ed for livestock grazing * * * (page 349)" That protection
only as long as the present staff remains and ia familiar
qualities of the area.

be logged,
not be use

*ith the

noted
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have the language expanded, or modified with what you are now using
for "Alternative E," be so worded "to include protection for
sensititve, rare and endangered species in general t emphasis ours)
where oil and gas activities may cause a risk to such species and
habitats.

We have reason to believe there is
birds mistaking oil-well sump ponds
life Service expects to enforce pro
ation of the BLM should be a given,
final EIS?

:onsiderable mortal ity to water
for water; the Fish and Wild-
isions to cover these; cooper-
Can this be mentioned in the

Hardrock Mining. Our
the cult
designat
in this
name of
from wha
years ag
is uniqu
prof itab
ing proc

ural
concern with hardrock mining has to do with

r resources, some proposed for protection by
ing these as "ACECs" or other means. It is a strange thing
country that we can destroy irreplacable heritages in the
"progress" and the "dollar. " Gold has increased in price
E it was, although it is down from the heady price of a few
3"it is now hovering under $360.00 per ounce. Azure Cave
e; the presence of gold is not. What makes these two mines
le is "The ore (is) highly amendable to the cyanide leach-
ess * » * (page 320, Appendix O"

Newspapers carry frequent reports of leaks of cyanide. A recent
headline (Billings Gazette, Billings, MT, Friday, November 8, 1991)
States: "Mining cleanup cost: $912 billion" and subtitled: "20,000
abandoned mines cover 153,800 acres in Montana, report says."

A recent report upon the impact of cyanide on wildlife in the
Pacific Southwest (Clark, Donald R, Jr., and Roger L. Hothem. 1991.
Mammal Mortality at Arizona, California, and Nevada Gold Mines
Using Cyanide Extraction. California Fish and Game, Sacramento,
77(2):61-69.) states: "Thousands of vertebrates have died at mine
sites * * * " over the 10-year period of the study. The number of
mines using the cyanide leaching process is not precisely known
inasmuch as some are on private land and mines open and close all
the time

. "Bird deaths are on an order of magnitude gr-- 1

al deaths, and "

f"»« lonu
; inus many mines nave not been oc

Second, the counts and speaies identifications are maae
personnel who have reason to be biased in favor of under-
total Ha*tVin mm.it <.«* _ 4.: -1 j-1 _ j> .... .— -

Mining companies tout their proposals as "multiple use, " but the
moment they begin a fenoe goes up and there is an armed guard at
the gate.
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Prairie Dor and Black-footed Ferret Management Plan. We reiterate
what we said in our preliminary comment , submitted previously (on
July 30, 1991). We remain impressed to learn that a Coordinated
Resource Management Plan (CRMP) committee proposed the recommenda-
tion (page 92) for "Alternative E. " It is plain the committee
followed the criteria outlined in the "Analysis of Black- footed
Ferret Translocation Sites in Montana (Clark, Tim U., et al . 1987.
The Prairie Naturalist 19 ( 1 ) : 43-56) .

" Re introduction will not
succeed if local people do not support it, and we are glad to learn
all the agencies involved hove done a tremendous job to inform as
many as possible and enlist support.

We support the control of prairie dogs ( bl ack-tai led prairie dog,
Cynomys ludovicianusi as outlined for "Alternative E (pages 87-
88) . " Control is the other side of the coin for local support for
the re introduction of the ferret . Sport shoot ing of prairie dogs
has become quite a sport , especially in Phi Hips County. We don ' t
object provided all concerned stay within due bounds . We urge the
BLM areas , when making information and mops available to the
shooting public, also warn against taking other species. It's too
easy—especially if things get boring—to take a shot at a hawk or
eagle or what not . ( Incident ial ly , Map 6, Prairie Dogs and
Black-footed Ferrets, was not in either of the two copies of the
draft EIS available to us!)

Areas of Critical Envi mental Concern We ed thewere disappo
agency made only 8 nominations out of 31 submitted (Appendix F,
pages 345-356)

, We think you interpreted your relevance and
importance criteria (Appendix F, page 345) inconsistent , as we
will explain further below. We do appreciate those you did
nominate, and, especially in the instance of the Azure Cave (Please
be referred to our comment s under the heading: Hardrock Mining )

,

believe this is the only real way the cave will be protected. As
we note, the cave is utlilized by bats for winter hibernation,
including several species of Myotis and Townsend's big-eared bat
(PJecotuB townsendii) , the latter species being rare and local and
a possible candidate for threatened or endangered status. And, as
we further note , it is one of only two caves in Montana that are
known to harbor sizeable bat populations (Chester, J. M. , et al

.

1979. Resource Inventory and Evalutation, Azure Cave, Montana.
Unpublished Report, National Speleological Society. 65 pages), al-
though (as noted under Hardrock Mining , we now are aware of other
local it ies where bats roost or hibernate . Surveys are needed to

I determine their status. We need further information as to
"implementation" of the management plan for the cave; what is

|

presented (page 90) is rather brief.

Audubon also nominated the Lower Judith River for an ACEC . We
should have nominated it for a "Wild and Scenic River, " using the
criteria in Sections Kb) and 2(b) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act (WSRA) , as interpreted by the joint USDI/USDA "Guidelines.

"

However, we have to agree that the high proportion of private land
(76 percent to 83.4 percent, depending upon how this is calculated;
page 365 ) , makes the idea impractical at this time . . We suggest the
agency keep the possibility in mind. Sometime down the road an
organization such as The Nature Conservancy might feel impelled to
pursue just such an idea.

231C
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We agree with the agency's recommendation that Azure Cave, identi-
fied as one or two known caves in the entire Northwest that con-
tains hibernating bats , has to receive protection from mining and
other disturbances (Campbell , N. P. 1987. Caves of Montana . ) Whi le
other localities, such as mine tunnels , having bats have been dis-
covered since, these localities are few and scattered, and we know
very little; consequently, it, is best to take no chances.

Collar Gulch merits protecti
pure wests lope cutthroat tro
appropriate "ACEC" headings)

.

for its population of genetically
(see further discussion under the

and Wetland Management of Watersheds. Note our comment
and Disposal

.

We appreciate the themade under Land Acquis
agency's new emphasis
wetlands. We agree wit

"i proper management of riparian and
bjectives outlined for "Alternative E"

(page v) as being practical to accomplish. We have no objection at
all with the statement under "Alternat ive E" (page B5) ; "After
management objectives are met , BLM would a 1 locate any forage
increases within riparian-wetland areas to watershed, wildlife and
livestock (emphasis ours )

.

"

We particularly encourage you to vigorously pursue the implementa-
tion for wetland management as outlined for "Alternative E" (page
85) . We are quite concerned about the difficulties currently
plaguing nesting success of prairie ducks, particular i ly early
nesters as mallards and pintails. The steps outlined should help

.

Beyond that , many other species of birds depending upon wetlands
should benefit

.

We urge and will support your efforts to have the many allottments
(of whatever management category - I , M or C) meet the agency' s

riparian objectives . Only the Val ley RA appears to have any
significant proportion of its allottments meeting objectives.

Elk and Bipharr
important econo

Hunting in Montana is
organization coin-

Shee^j Habitat Management

.

lically, and the purposes of
side with having healthy populations
opportunt ies to hunt . At the same t ime , we recogni ze the needs and
concerns of the ranchers to benefit as well. There is concern from
some segments of the ranching community regarding elk populations
(the most recent being an article in the Great Falls Tribune,
Tuesday, IJ-jv. 5, 1991) .

It is not our biggest desire t<

to try and draw elk from priv.
I occurring. Rather, we would
Department of Fish, Wildlife &
quotas. We realize full well this might be eai
In any event , try other measures first . Wor
basis. We agree with the proposed policy (pa
domestic sheep grazing to overlap with bighor
deriBis), It is obvious, if the objectives of
be met, we should all benefit.

i have "lure crops" (page 86) planted
te crop land where depredations are
recommend working with the Montana
Parks (FW/P) to increase the hunting

r said than done
on a ase-by-cas
86) to not alio
sheep (OviS aana

"draft EIS"
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We support the remaining ACEC nominations you did make, for the
reasons stated in the draft EIS , and wil 1 make no further specific
comment on on the proposed Square Butte ONA ACEC, South -Moccasin-
Judith Mountain Scenic Area ACEC, or Big Bend of the Milk River
ACEC. We would like to stress one point: In the designation and
management of the ACECs, we urge emphasis be placed on the preser-
vation of the natural systems , rather than emphasizing the recrea 1

tion potential . Particulari ly with Azure Cave and Square Butte

,

formal access could very well contribute to undue degradation of
the asset you are trying to protect (See: Access to BLM Land) .

Designating the proposed prairie dog complexes slated to receive
ferrets in the reintroduction effort seems to ue to be realisita.
Note our support under comment concerning Hardrock Mining with
regard to Collar Gulch.

"Implementation" of the management plan (pages 89-90) appears to be
well thought out and practical. We need to make consistent efforts
to retain "viable populations" of animals that have disjunct popu-
lations in order to maintain genet io diversity. The fragmented
distribution of the westslope cutthroat trout is a good example; it
is plain you recognize the problem.

Ab

Pin
for

And
det

"Al

to applying criteria inconsistently, referred to above, we think
S shows up in the options presented for the proposed Acid Shale-
e Forest ACEC. The reasoning presented under "Alternative D"
designating the four areas (War Horse, Briggs Coulee, Chippewa

ek, and Ford ' s Creek) appears sound wherein you say (page 76)
;

e four tracts would be designated an ACEC to prevent elimination
the entire unit in case of a oat os trophic event Buch as f ire .

"

we support research as , proposed under
ermine the effects of grazing, fire, etc. oi

munity * * * (pages 88-89)," an option
temotive D. " We suggest setting aside
lined for "Alternative D," and manage
ternative E.

"

"Alternat ive E, " "to
in this type of plant

: mentioned under
four tracts, as
called for in

We Observe The BLM area at War Horse partially adjoins a FW/S
satellite National Wi ldl ife Refuge, surrounding a private land-
holding (Map C, page 95). We note with approval your listing of
1 ,240 acres here (T16N R25E) as meeting the acquisition criteria,
and suggest you give it priority.

We believe the relevance
setting aside a repr
communities .

and importance criteria bias against
sampling of (emphasis ours) natural

An example is Rock Creek (Snowy Mountains ) . Accord-
ing to the draft EIS (page 349), it meetB none of the criteria.
Stated reasons point out that Half-Moon Canyon, on the Lewis and
Clark Nat ion a 1 Forest , has similar botanical communities . Good

.

But, again, what's wrong with having a sufficient number of
representative samples of different natural communities . And, yet

,

"The nominated area, although not recommended as an ACEC, will not
be logged, the land will remain in federal ownership , and it will
not be used for livestock grazing * * * (page 349)" That protection
may last only as long as the present staff remains and is familiar
with the qualities of the area.
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Canadians, the federal government and Provinae of Saskatchewan
erating, are well along on the creation of a "prairie national
'. " Thpu ^ro rini nff art hfiBHUDD r\f the q^^rpi tu n^ iinH-r'^l^anThey are doing ao because of the 3Carcity
rie on their side of the border. What they call prairie is
the same ns what we call short-grass plai
we i in our country, term prairie--the

ly disappeared. Will the same happen
ip Creek is just
:wo Canadian uni 1

not threaten ranchers and the
isibilities. Many may
;nt but think

is well known
rass--has vir-
r short-grass?

.bout opposite on our side of the border from
Perhaps something can be worked out that
" and their operations, but recognize the

cof f "preserving" the land here in its

We n't that the present plan ignores grazing
needs (Great Falls Tribune, Great Falls, MT, Tuesday, November 5,
1991) . As stated in the news story; "Grazing in the area had been
addressed in two earlier environmental impact statements, and was
not considered one of the nine key issues addressed in this
documgnt * * * "

What we must point out the grazing (emphasis ours ) is not the
only privilege the public enjoys thru the use of these lands
make a living from their activities; others use them for recrea-
tion. All individuals, whether acting as individuals or as part of
organizations— ranching, mining, recreating! whatever—must work
together; give and take. As we noted in our comment under Elk and
bighorn sheep habitat , if elk prove a problem the "take" can be
increased . And, yes , the FW/P should be encouraged to not permit
the problem to get out of hand before the necessary dec i sons
be made. We believe grazing has received balanced treatment.

Thank you for receiving our comment.

ust

2^ z&fy,
CJAMES PHELPS
Public Lands Chair

Attachment" News story, Great Falls Tribune,
Great Falls, MT, Nov. 5, 1991, entitled:
"Ranchers charge new BLM plan ignores
grazing needs .

"

ailubk' For review in the LeWfeWwn District Office.
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BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
LEVISTQVK DISTRICT OFFICE
AIRPORT ROAD
p.O, BOX 1160
LEVESTOVU, MT 39457

Dear Gene: Miller

I aiii not interested in selling any at my property in the South

Moccasin Mountains to th* BLM and would like all pi my property listed

Its the Draft Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EISi for acquisition removed from

all maps, tables and any other documents. This, also should include

the map in the Lewistown District office for ACEC areas.

The following Is a description at our property listed in the letter

received from Chuck Otto numbered 1616,08 JVP:

Ltsgal Description

T, 16N. ,
R. 172,

,

Section 12, El/8SVl/4|

I would also like any other reference to parcels of my private

property not listed on the above legal description removed from BLM

documents.

3$-%,

-J tc ftX^ U%>: +.~.-f-

S~9¥?6
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COMMENT FORM

WILLIAM T. HARRER
2743 CrrenlvurDr.

Great FjUv Ml <?4(M

IPliaie Prim) Naitie

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

A-ll

Otc.7, my

^^

AJLa-J fiLm^^ik.^/Jj>

y>yvu^,ZH~,''tti

y^y^n^j'-ri''^>^

1-14

1-15

2?25 - 8 Ave. No. #5
Great Palls, KT 59^01
December 5, 1991

B. Gene Miller, Assoc. District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown MT 59^57-1160

Dear Sir;

This is in response to the draft EIS for management of BLM land :

the Judith, Valley & Phillips Resource Areas*

I am pleased that a number of areas have been designated Areas
of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs): South Moccasin-Judith
Mountains Scenic Area, the Acid Shale-Pine Forest, the Square Butte
Outstanding Natural Area, Collar Gulch, Azure Cavs, Big Bend of the
Milk River, Prairie Doe: Complex 1 and ComplexZ in the Phillips RA».

I feel it is important to close these areas to 0RV use in order
to protect them; and for the same reason they should be withdrawn
from h?.rd rock mining and oil and pas leasing.

I hope that the Bitter Creek Wilderness Study Area will be

recommended for wilderness t and that the prairie grasslands from
Bitter Creek north to Canada be designated an ACEC. This would
then adjoin Canada's Qwssland National Park.

I believe the Little Rockies should be withdrawn from
mineral entry, and designated an ACfcC to protect the

scenic qualities and preserve native American cultural and
religious sites.

Sincerely yours,

Carley McCaulay

Please rcium 10: BUREAU Of LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O.Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457
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COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

(Please Prim) Name

3m

-L^'ffl^ j.\ fc*-e-J^j-N£ j&*>- ^~. -v^Qjj _^Rj S^A /&&£*£*

-A

/rfitfJ^ m. Sfo^s
| ,s . s q I

-^g>^ du^ -t^t *fLi, .^rr^M

SrssA^aut-^i => ^^qu^s^aJL . a~J --^-^ cwo-^

aioJM. a -(.vX^

X^^A^ 8>-<A

_t jjo^C^

~ Li±d. -r^^»: .Sr„b J2^J n^*.* ^ (Xt^,.uxtxn^a^MS^>.^.

/P^^^o^ —-Ji taJ3tr-*J -^t^^^m^Jr . sV^ d^tJ /fc^/W^ J?Jko/>

~MrJ>**5ad, , t\^d ^v^st^J) .

Jjt ^jj& -^° J.-jXBa Q^J <il J^ ^jJ^ttB *&"

^jjh^* jkSL, 1?lr\ osgM ^J^fa. a~<l SkSjU -^^AilA. ciaJ

, xOvtL.^ -a_e -,>i »l yv^gJl^ ../K.o^j-. AXi /^ l fc>' 1

^R„ AAjjdt>K~d> -*&> ^>~mM MUl^ <XAt .^JU-

-rn^JL -^t -^-jfL-j JX» JLj^M-^ -4*\ f^rfQ ^ko^. o-oJ^>Cp

o A rt-tAJ^A *Xja oJla^X' r-t-~m\ Q~ocr<T .^A^A^Ia/n~ j

Please rclum In: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disuict Manager

P.0- Box 1 160

Uwislown. MT 59457

-n
K<5uY\jt^'

^'UVLOOJ^^
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P.O. Box 1408
Malta, MT 59538

December 9, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

De Mr Mil Icr

:

Z-8

Z-9

T am writing to comment on the Draft Judith-Val ley -Phil lips
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement
(JVP). I was somewhat surprised, however, that I had to go hunt-

up a copy of the document myself because I was not mailed one. I

submitted three letters nominating Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) , submitted two letters concerning
the National Guard Proposal for Valley County when that was
included in the early planning stages of the document, and
responded to every request from the Bureau of Land Management

I(BLM)
for feedback during all planning stages. Why was my name

suddenly removed from the mailing list? Was it your desire to

have only ranchers and miners submit comments?

I was immediately impressed with the size of the JVP document

,

but not with the quality of content. I will not spend much time
commenting on the many "typos" , misspel lings and mistakes that
are prevalent throughout, the document. I would have thought that

with spel 1 -check i ng procedures common to most word -processing
computer programs that many of the errors would have been found

prior to printi ng , and that out of respect for the people
involved that names of people would not have been misspelled. A

few examples include the invention of a new Phillips County
Commissioner on page 237, the listing of another Commissioner who
is actually retired, an inaccurate citation of a Montana Academy
of Science Monograph on page 251 , the omi ssion in the Reference
Section of a source cited in the text, and the frequent
misspel ling of names, including the raisspel ling of my name no

less than 20 times on pages 346 through 352. Tf the care you
took in copying the spelling of my name is indicative of the care
exercised in review of the ACEC nominations, then it is

understandable why there are serious flaws in the results of the

ACEC review process. There are, however, more important problems

to be discussed.

It was quite obvious that this document should h

into two or three Resource Management Plans
encompassed by the JVP is too large and diverse f<

be covered in great enough detail for f
decision as to which alternative should
Missouri River offers a logical dividing 11

een split
The area
issues to

eader to make a

ed. The
for splitting off
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Bureau of Land Management December 6, 1391

Judith Resource Area
Airport Road
Lewistown, Montana 59457

Donald Taylor
615 1/2 Pine
Lewistown, Montana 59457

re: Judith valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Sir:

The primary facet of the aforementioned study that should be

taken into consideration is that it is a DRAFT. Having perused

the study I noticed a multitude of gross errors. So many that

they are to numerous to mention

.

As I understand this study was in the works for approximate-
ly four years with as many as forty individuals contributing time

and labor. The DRAFT offers five alternatives which are unac-
ceptable to those of us who reside in the immediate area. How

can you offer a DRAFT without having taken into consideration the

ramifications that will affect those dwelling and working in the

effected area is beyond my comprehension.

What I propose is that the Bureau of Land Management rework

the DRAFT and remove all irregularities, correct maps to show
proper boundary lines of BLM and private property and reword you

economic studies to reflect the actual impact that a FINAL state-

ment must contain if it is to be a viable plan acceptable to all

effected persons.

Rep. Williams
Rep . Mar lenee

F-17

S-4

S-9

T-2

the Judith Resource Area , but even the Valley and Phil lips
Resource Areas are enough dissimilar that separate documents
should have been written. The wildlife resources and their
habitats also vary considerably across the JVP area, and few
people arc knowledgeable of all wildl i fe issues in all three
Resource Areas.

I question where the waterfowl production estimates on page xvii
corae from. The short description on page 154 which hints at the
technique used does not go into adequate detail, and does not. use
recent data. Does the "normal annual precipitation" come in a

year , after a year, or before a year with adequate residual
vegetation? Duck production , especia lly for the early nesting
species , is more a result of previous years ' precipitation than
the current years rainfall . Gjersing ' s and Mundinger's Masters
studies are 15-20 years old , and were accomplished before
raccoons invaded the Milk River Valley and mild winters allowed
them to survive out on the prairie . The impact of raccoon on
nesting waterfowl is well documented at. Bowdoin National Wildlife
Refuge in the Phil lips Resource Area . Nest dragging studies for
use in Mayfield nest success calculations is the current accepted
method for estimating duck production. What is the current
Mayfield success for the JVP area? Have you made any Mayfield
calculations or done any nest dragging?

The discussion on "Sensitive, Threatened and /or Endanger red

Species Habitat Implementation" on page 16 contains major flaws
which should have been caught prior to printing of this draft
document. The federal list in column one does not include the
endangered least tern, the endangered whooping crane, or the
candidate species Swainson's hawk. The least tern and Swainson's
hawk are mentioned in column two, however, which discusses their

prese nce in the planning area. Why is there a lack of

consistency in discussing these species? Why did you not mention
that piping plovers are also found at Bowdoin National Wildlife
Refuge in the planning area , and in fact, were first found
nesting at Bowdoin in 1967? Two of the piping plover nests
documented for Nelson Reservoir in 1986 were actually on a road
northwest of Nelson Reservoir and not on the reservoir itself.

This was on BLM land temporarily withdrawn by the Bureau of
Reclamation, which Could revert back to BLM during the life of

this planning document.

The document, on page 20 states that the Montana Gulch Campground
in the Little Rocky Mountains will be closed. Why is this? Is

this consistent with the BLM' s recreation plan for the next
century which anticipates more demand for recreational facilities
on Public Lands? Did the decision to close this campground go
through a public review process?

The comparison of al ternati
opinion that you chose the '

ias quite the
alternative

rough , but it is
as the preferred

my
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one . Alternative D allows for some economic uses of Public
Lands , but minimizes the destruction of other resources which is
a necessary component of multiple-use land management . The off-
road vehicle restrictions in Alternative D do not go fat- enough
in protecting wildlife habitat and preserving the future of sport
hunting recreation, but the other Al ternatives are p.vnn worse

.

Big game hunting has experienced serious threats from the anti -

hunting community in recent years (lion and bear seasons in
Cal ifornia , bison season in Montana I , and the indiscriminate use
of of f- road vehicles in hunting situations furth'er threatens the
future of hunting in Montana. Many sportsmen realize thi s , and
walk- in hunting areas are becoming much more common and accepted
across Montana . The Fall 1991 issue of Outdoor Ethics , a
publ i cat ion of the Izaak Walton League, 1 ists big game as the
species of game most often involved in illegal or unethical
hunting , As long as the indiscriminate of £ -road driving by big
game hunters is allowed on Public Lands, the future of all
hunting recreation in Montana is severely threatened. The
general public may soon join the ant i -hunters in opposing
unethical behavior such as hunting from vehicles.

I support Alternative D because of the expansion of bighorn sheep
and elk populations into unoccupied habitat, the concern for
riparian and wetland habitats in allotment management plans, the
reintroduction of the black-footed ferret, and the protection for
the bats in Azure Cave. 1 support continuation of the shoot: ng
program for prairie dog control, but not poisoning efforts.

E-15

which do not adequately
habitat. Tt has less

orthern and central
Valley Resource Area.

E-15

F-17

S-10

Alternative E has several problem areas
assess impacts on wildlife and wildlife
protection for big game security habitat
Phillips Resource Area, and most
Wildlife proof fences required for pla
ponds for protection of elk and bighorn sheep do not take into
account protection for migratory birds. Haw are these federally
protected birds going to be kept away from the solution ponds?
The threatened piping plover migrates across the Phillips
Resource Area in the vicinity of the Little Rocky Mountains . It
nests in gravel habitats in at least two locations in Phillips
Resource Area, and has been found at two locations in Montana
with higher elevations than the Little Rocky Mountains. What
precautions are being taken to prevent an incidental take of
piping plovers at a hardrock mining site? How is a 30% increase
in waterfowl habitat going to be monitored and measured in either
Alternative D or E? The term "waterfowl" is not specific enough.
Are you going to emphasize habitat for ma 1 lards , northern
pintai 1 s , redheads and canvasbacks which are in troubl

e

continent-wide, or are you going to manage for northern shovelers
and gadwall which are not in as much trouble?

237D

S-I3

S-14

S-15

S-16

suspect that your sharp-tailed grouse dancing ground inventory
569 grounds is not accurate unless a complete inventory was

ntpleted in 1991. The nine grounds on Bowdoin National Wildlife
Refuge have decreased to two in recent years , and similar changes

ve probably occurred on BLM land , The term " lek" refers to an
assemblage of birds. When the grouse leave , the lek is gone.
The physical location where the assemblage occurred is a dancing
ground

.

Other problems are minor. The Hunge
properly called the gray partridge . Yot

mourning dove as a migratory game bird t

The American wigeon is misspelled several
used the "d" since 1984.

rian partridge is
neg 1 ected to ] ist

f statewide import a

r

times. No one else

S-8

S-I8

The discussions in the
information which would

Affected Environment
>e important in evaluat

iecti lack much
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Z-6

S-7

S-7

S-ll

S-12

each alternative . The publication on riparian dominance types
(Hanson, Chadde and Phister 1988) cited on page 119 sounds
interesting, but it is not listed in the Reference Section. The
discussion on Threatened and Endangered Wildlife Species on page
123-124 again omits much pertinent information. There is no
mention of the whooping crane sightings in Phillips Resource Area
in 19 90 which were published in American Bi rds . How are you
going to manage for whooping crane migration habitat as the Wood
Buffalo flock continues to increase in number during the ' fe of
the RMP?

I The bald eagle is not "the only endangered species which
I routinely uses BLM land within the planning area." Sightings of
I peregrine falcons have increased dramatically in recent years, as
published in American Birds , and include an August sighting of a

I subadult peregrine.

I

The discussion on J

and suggests that t<

east terns ft out many sightings of terns
AS have been found on only one island of th

Missouri Hiver below Fort Peck Dam. I refer you to the 1989 an
1990 Piping Plover and Least Tern reports of the Montana Pipin
Plover Recovery Committee which document the additional island
and tern sightings in detail . The piping plover discussion o
page 124 is not even close to being factual. The first record o
nesting piping plovers in Montana was at Bowdoin Nationa
Wildlife Refuge in 1967 and was published in Western Bi rds
Plovers were first observed at Nelson Reservoir in 1986 and thi
was published in The Prair ie Naturalist and American Birds
These citations need to be listed in your Reference Section
Piping plovers did not nest at Nelson Reservoi r in 1990 a
suggested in your document.

S-7'|

The discussion on ferruginous hi

frequently nest in trees in thi
discussion on long-billed curlew;
managing grasslands at a level
condition, on nesting curlews

.

curlews if they are listed as thr

iks does not mention
Phi 1 lips Resource I

does not mention the
of 80% in good or
What are you going

d or endanqt

hat they
;a. The
.mpact of
ixcellent
i do for
id? The

re found on
This occurs
prairie dog
pra j rie dog

A random
prairie dog

discussion on mountain plovers suggests that most £

prairie dog towns in the Phil lips Resource Area

.

because of a biased sampling effort in favor of
towns . Others have found mountain plovers off of
towns in both the Phil lips and Valley Resource Areas
sampling of prairie dog towns and grasslands without
towns might lead you to draw different conclusions.

The discussion on white-tailed deer on page 125 makes no manti
of the impact of the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
whitetail distribution and density, or the impact of epizoot
hemorrhagic disease in population control. Both are facto
equally as important as severity of winters and quality
forage.

Throughout the document you have lumped all duck Species under
"waterfowl " , and then made general statements that are true for
only some of the species. There was no discussion on managing

I

emergent cover for redheads and canvasbacks . You have more
recent data on goose productivity than McCarthy (1973). Why have
you chosen not to use it?

I

The discussion on nongame birds on page 127 makes no mention of
Neotropical Birds. Why not? Other agencies are budgeting
millions of dollars for monitoring and for habitat developments
for neotropical birds . Why is BLM not .keeping pace with other
agencies responsible for managing wildlife habitats?

I The "no surface occupancy" stipulations listed on page 298 list
I Nelson Reservoir as the only known nesting site for the piping
I plover in the planning area . Why have you omitted Bowdoin
I National Wildlife Refuge? One of the nests found in 1990 at
I Bowdoin was very near the refuge boundary and could have been
| impacted by drilling activity on adjacent lands.

My remaining comments deal with the discussion on the
comprehensive assessment of ACEC nominations found on pages 345
through 356 (Appendix F). I was very surprised at the gross
inconsistencies in assessing nominations, and the apparent intent
to keep ACEC designations at a minimum. The Valley Resource
Area , with 1 , 019 , 886 acres of land, did not receive any ACEC
designations . This hardly seems possible. You probably missed
hundreds of ACEC designations in the mil 1 ions of acres of Public
Land in the three Resource Areas.

Assessment inconsistencies were most obvious when comparing the
Rock Creek Canyon ( Val ley RA ) , Old Scraggy Peak, and South
Moccasins -Judith Mountains Scenic Area . The Moccasins-Judith
ACEC was accepted because of its scenic value to Lewistown and
other nearby communities , even though the BLM is a minority land
owner in the area . Rock Creek Canyon and Old Scraggy Peak were
dismissed, even though Rock Creek Canyon is mostly BLM land and

237E

1-18

E-16

E-17

1-20

-21

is the most scenic area of Val ley Resource Area north of the
Missouri Breaks, and Old Scraggy Peak is a prominent feature
above the town of Zortman and is completely owned by BLM. It
appears that the Moccasin-Judith area was chosen because of the
mere whim of a manager who perhaps has never visited the Rock
Creek Canyon or looked closely at Old Scraggy Peak,

Old Scraggy Peak was wrongly assessed in a number of ways. It is
the most scenic peak in the Little Rocky Mountains , and is of
more than local significance to the many people who have cl imbed
the peak over the past few years. The bottle register on top of
the peak lists hundreds of names from many states and two
countries . When was the last time that a BLM employee monitored
the entries in the bottle register? Has a BLM employee ever
monitored climbing activity on old Scraggy Peak by checking the
bottle register? Has a BLM manager ever investigated climbing
recreation on Old Scraggy Peak? Has a BLM manager ever climbed
Old Scraggy Peak? How will it be reclaimed if the mining company
decides to destroy Old Scraggy Peak? Will it be restored to the
same peak elevation and with the same rook face on the south
face? What will the residents of Zortman say after the mine is
gone and their mountain range is permanently scarred?

Ttchpair Slough also did not receive adequate consideration

.

While similar wetland complexes are common in Phillips Resource
Area ( several were made into National Wildlife Refuges ) , the
Itchpair Slough Complex is the only one in Valley Resource Area
which offers outstanding waterfowl habitat. It is almost
entirely BLM land, and yet is threatened by over grazing and
inadequate water suppl ies in some years. What essential
resources in the Relevance Criteria are not present? What
essential resources in the Importance Criteria are not present?
What data do you have which supports the statement that the
complex "does not produce a signi f icant number of waterfowl?"
Have bald eagles and peregrine falcons used the area? Are
sandhill cranes suspected of nesting there? How many other areas
in Val 1 ey Resource Area are suspected of having nesting sand hi 1

1

cranes? Did you look at any criteria other than the impact that
an ACEC designation might have on the grazing permittee?

The Rock Creek Canyon Area of Valley Resource Area also did not
receive adequate consideration. Tt is severely threatened by
of f -road vehi c 1 e use . The main road into the area from the
southwest is a two-track trail that is badly eroded. All terrain
vehicle tracks criss-cross the area after the big game hunting
season . Most of these tracks have the potentia 1 to become as
eroded as the vehicle track entering the area from the southwest.
The dense coniferous plant community is not found in either Eagle
Nest Coulee or frenchman Creek ( Frenchman Creek is not even
located in Val ley Resource Area ) . When Rock Creek Canyon was
characterized as the most scenic area in the Valley Resource
Area, why was it compared to Frenchman Creek in Phillips Resource
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1-21

1-17

I

Area? Was it the intent of management not to designate any ACECs

in the Valley Resource Area SO as not to impact grazing

permittees?

One important area was not nominated as an ACEC during the

planning process, but should have been. The Saddle Butte

I Proposed Research Natural Area in the Little Rocky Mountains is

Inow nominated as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern and

I needs to be assessed prior to publ ication of the final JVP

| document. The area is of more than local concern because of the

presence of a rare plant community. An extremely rare savannah

community was found on the upper southeast s

Butte. This community hae been classified
menzie s ii/Andropogon scoparius and has not
previously from any location on the globe
makeup 18 very unusual, as the two dominar
separated due to moisture/temperaturr -

is GI and state
more

1-16

ipes of Saddle
as Pseudotsuga

lot been reported
The plant component
ipecies normal ly are
%S. Its global rank

indicating' that it could be expected

that no more than five occurrences are likely to be found

globally. The Montana Natural Heritage Program currently has two

plant community occurrence records from Saddle Butte on file.

Expansion of mining activities in the area pose a significant

threat. What has been the status of the plant community since

the area was proposed as a Research Natural Area? How many times

have BLM employees monitored the site? What have been the

impacts of trespass grazing on the community over the years? Has

a BLM manager ever visited the rare plant community?

It is quite obvious, after nearly seven pages of comments ,
that

the JVP RMP/EIS contains serious flaws . BLM has a history of

making decisions and then searching for facts to support those

decisions, rather than collecting and assessing the facts before

making a decision. I urge you to reassess the ACEC nominations

using the facts rather than relying on the opinions of those

afraid to tackle difficult management situations. I also urge

you to consider using all or parts of Alternative
preferred Alternative.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the JVP Draft Document.

Sincerely , 1 <—

-

Dwain M. Prellwitz O
Certified Wildlife Biologist

the

238A

Y-40

Y-39 I BelknaD Indian Reservation, and potential effects on federal

policy recognizing this as a permanent: homeland for the Qros

Ventre and Assiniboine people. The priority of this federal

policy and law as evidenced in the trust relationship between

the Tribes and the federal government are ignored. No
consideration is given on how proposed use will impact the

Reservation and Congressional purposes in establishing the

Reservation as a permanent homeland.

Obviously, the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine Tribes have been in

this region longer than any other land owner or entity. It is

disappointing that the BLM and the State of Montana did not
directly consult with the governing body of the Tribes in

developing this important plan. It appears to be a violation of

federal law that the important policies of Congress in recognizing

the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation as a permanent homeland for

the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine people are ignored.

Most certainly, if development is allowed which either
contaminates the environment, destroys history and culture or

adversely affects wildlife, this "permanent homeland" is degraded.

Each year Congress spends millions of dollars through the
Department of Interior, Department of Health and Human Services,
Department of Labor and Department of Housing and Urban
Development to improve this permanent homeland. It is clearly
improper for another federal agency, the Bureau of Land
Management, to ignore this trust responsibility in the performance

of it's duties," and even allow (encourage?) development that
undermines the work of these other agencies.

It is hereby requested that these concerns be reviewed and
addressed prior to the final publication of any final RMP/EIS in

the this region, Please respond to my office if you need
clarification on these comments.

Sincerely,

Donovan Archambault
President, Fort. Belknap
Community Council

cc -, Superintendent
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Fort Belknap Agency
Harlem, Montana 5952 6

Assistant Secretary Ed Brown
Department of Interior
Room No. 4160
1849 C. Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20240

Area Director
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Billings Area Office
Billings, Montana 59102

Secretary Manual Lujan
Department of Interior
Washington, D.C. 20210

Attachment art available for review in Ihu I.ewistovui District Office.
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Fort Belknap Community Council

COMMENT FORM

December 4, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Lewistown District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Re; Comments on Phillips Resource Area RMP/EIS.

Dear Sir:

I am writing on behalf of the Fort Belknap Community Council to

forward to you the enclosed resolution as the Council's comments
on the draft RMP/EIS for the Phillips Resource Area. The Council
is very concerned that the draft document is seriously deficient
in key areas of concern. As a government with responsibility to

over 5200 enrolled members of the Gros Ventre and Assiniboine
Tribes, and as one of the largest landowners in this region, the
Council is concerned that deficient areas be addressed prior to

final adoption of the draft document.

Our areas of concern- include the following:

(Pleaxe Print) Name
Clarence Blunt
Shirley Blunt

HC tu :-"--ox OiiQC

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

Address Date

Malta, Kont. 5953&

I feel that off-road travel should be allowed to remain as it ia on SQ& laud.

C-5
Game must be harvested in this area, and without vehicle access on ELK and state

land, the hunters will not eaa and take garse that they have to pack out by han I

U-2

U-3

1-15

E-14

Y-39

1. Historic preservation statutes, regulations and related
laws are violated by the procedures followed in the
development of this RMP/EIS, as well as the proposed language
because the BLM has not performed an adequate
cultural/traditional study under Bulletin 3B and NI-IFA.

The National Environmental Policy Act is violated because
i did not consider the impacts on traditional /cultural
es of Native Americana,

3. Alternatives to raining, including, but not
mining withdrawal for the Little Rocky Mountain
adequately considered in the draft document.

limited to

4 . Water
consi der
traditions

impacts due to continued mining are not adequately
ed, especially in light ot the substantial
1/historical legal rights of the Tribes.

The RMP/EIS completely ignores the presence of the Fort

sing increasing the elk herd on the CMR on the south sid

If you increase the herd south of the : r, there is no way that they wil

stay the: the river is no barrier to elk travel. At this tine we have all

the elk on the north side that can be tolerated without extensive range and crop

darcaee.

I am not in favor of reintroducing the black-footed ferret in southern Phillips

proposal. In the last ten years the prairie dog population

has increased dramatically and there has hen: program to control the:

propose to ciontrol then to the 1^8 level, hut y -u have not done so, nor have you

proved that you can control thm. They are incrafesing at a devastating pace and

destroyinc acres of our grazing allotment and spreading to adjoining private land

endangered species in the area will have a negative impact

i land values. A Takings Implication Assessment should be prepared and studied

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Box 1 160

m, MT 59457
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fcefore any part of the JVP RMP is implemented.

I an opposed to the acqu .sitlon of any more land by the federal government for any us.

240A

X-9

F-16

H-46

M-8

Seeondj the criteria for ACEC's is sufficiently ambiguous to allow for a wide range

of individual interpretation by regulators, thus depriving miners of one critical

component in the equation of whether existing mines will be allowed to operate

or new ones will be able to proceed with their plans-stability in government policy.

I

Third, the economic data in the document is outdated and grossly inaccurate. Tin's

renders much of the remainder of the information in the document suspect. Is it

based on sound scientific data or is it biased or inaccurate or both? This is

particularly of concern in the document's proposal to withdraw 3,500 miles of river

for wetlands study when the criteria for wetlands is still a matter of dispute.

Fourth, sound scientific evidence also appears lacking in the document's proposal

to establish an ACFC to protect cutthroat trout. This species of fish is neither

threatened or endangered in Montana or the Western United States. Similarly,

considerable license-lacking careful thought-appears to have been taken to create

two ACEC's for ^introduction of the black-footed ferret, This sort of single-

minded thought fails to consider any impacts on the area's economic stability or

the people who live there.

I

Will the cutthroat trout and the black-footed ferret become the spotted owl of

Montana?

Finally, more than 250 persons attended public hearings on the document and the

vast majority expressed strong opposition based on these and other issues. A
variety of multiple use activities are occurring in the resource area that meet
modern legal requirements and public expectations, The environment is not being
harmed, but the people who live and work in the area will be if this proposal is

adopted.

We urge you to listen to the people, reconsider your proposals and make thorn a

priority in any future drafts of this document.

Thank you for allowing us the opportunity to express our views on this issue.

Sincerely,

Gary A. Langley

Executive Director

GAL:jd

cc: Cy Jamison
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aaoi diii- j sjtiv.-

I k'k'iui. MoiilLina 5HW1
Phone (-1061-143 72<i7

h~AX l-JOfi) !•:;! ;-j.9H

*MONTANA
MINING
Association

„ December 10, 1991

officers Mr , b ,g. Miller

-nJSSjSJ Associate District Manager
ritanifeciwpiei Bureau of Land Management

•oujiLMTaMiM Lewistown District Office

vterfnrtkM Lewistown, MT 59457-11160

Dear Mr. Miller:

ilu fwrt» -r-hjj wi]] represent the comments of the Montana Mining Association regarding the

».MT»nu Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS. The Montana Mining

s««t«T Association is a trade association representing; 1) Every major producer of metals

,nd industrial minerals in Montana; 2) Companies currently searching for minerals

UJ^5*ii in Montana; 3) Individual prospectors and miners, and 4) Suppliers of goods and

r services to the mining industry.

1 The 4,000 person's who live in Montana and work in our state's mining industry

! earn combined salaries of $150 million per year and pay more than $20 million in

AFFcainc state and federal income taxes annually. We are proud of what we do and are

wotuhtMTSBTi! concerned about the environment in which we live. Two major mines, operating.

executive witllin tne constraints of federal, state and local laws, are located within the

director resource area. These mines employ more than 250 people. They and their

BMBi/MiMff employers contribute approximately $40 million to the local economy annually,

nrmu.KTMMi! Moreover, much of the area is highly mineralized and several individuals and

m..™^.-^, companies currently are prospecting there. Thus, the potential exists for other
""""J™™™"** m j nes in the future that will produce minerals for the world with environmental

sensitivity, provide well paying jobs and contribute to the tax base.

It is for these and the following reasons that the Montana Mining Association

opposes the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS.

I

First, the idea of creating Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC's) and

viewsheds that would withdraw land from mineral entry simply because mining or

prospecting activities can be seen from a populated area could establish a state or

even national precedent. This would severely limit the ability of the domestic-

mining Industry to produce needed minerals and contribute to the economy.

December in, I9 cil

Tom J. and Jaoguelin* P- DeMars
Box 64
Winifred, Montana 59459

Pn-atsd States Deoai Iment of the Interim
Bureau of Land Management
Tucli th Rwsourc* Srpa
Airport Road
Lewistown, Montana 59457

ft*i RMP / EIS

Gent 1 emeu

:

Wa opsone the blm Draft of'

This plan affects the operation of our ranch by taking our hay
production 1 and and wir.te-rmg ground,, leaving us with summer
range only. This action would yreatly reduce the value of the
! emai n \ ng ft-cr *» we own . It would also yi eatl y reduce t he number
of animals we could c an

.

Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS.

A-4

In add i Li

the RMP,

pert/

a 1 a o

i if the BLM acquit eg '.he lands they have
tm , as Fergus County landowners , would be
led Share of taxes because of the los
\& AUMS.

ifi

'Slil my

do not seem to
noxious weeds

e land i

be

thj

intj cans of the land you now own as
concerned . How nan you just if

y

>Jc ate also concerned that an uncontrolled increase in elk herds
will tr-si'M in (VtjLadat ion of prsvste p! ape-rty and BLM lands.
This will also tesujt in reduced AUMs , further promoting loss of
! a« ii-:- vi :-]!]" and placing a gr ea t rtx hat den on rema: ning land
ownet 3 . Al though there is no pi ail in the RMP to present 1 y
i "'inTroduc* Eerretta in northern Fergus County, please be advised
that we are stl a rig ly against the reintroduction of any endangered
rfjMBC l.fcfci , a? such reint l oduction would af f *»-Ct how our private
i aa*ifi and BLM lands could t— used. Again. this could result in
th.'- 1 oss of tax revenue ] r: Fet gus County

, jEutlirei hurdeni ug the
i cmai n a. ny laud ownets .
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Page Two
United States Department of the Interior
December 10, 1991

We trust you will consider our cnnce
reflected in the final draft.

Tom J , Demars
Jacquel ine F . DeMars

j, , . > s s
TJD/mbh
CC: Senator Max Baucus
Senator Conrad Burns
Representative Ron Marlenee

and they will be

243

Tom J. and Jacqueline F. DeMars
Box 64
Winifred, Montana 594S9

United States Department of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Judith Resource Area
Airport Road
Lewistown, Montana 59457

Re: RMP / EIS

Gentl emen

:

Pursuant to your letter of October 18, 1991, we are notifying you
that we do not choose to participate in a ELM exchange, nor
transfer any land we may own to the BLM. This includes, but is
not limited, to the land we own in the Judith River area. Please
remove all of our lands from your Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS
of July, 1991.

If there are any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Sincerel y

,

Tom J. Demars
Jacqueline F. DeMars

TJD/mbh f " '/
'

CC: Senator Max Baucus
Senator Conrad Burns
Representative Ron Marlenee
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December 9, 1991

December 9, 1991

Wil 1 iam Snapp
Route 3

Lewistown, Montana 59457

United State Department of the Interio
Bureau of Land Management
Judith Resource Area
Airport Road
Lewistown, Montana 59457

William D. Snapp
Route 3

Lewistown , Montana 59457

Re: RMP / EI5

Gentlemen:

Pursuant to your letter of October 18, 19 91, I am notifying you
that I do not choose to participate in a BLM exchange, nor
transfer any land I may own to the BLM. This includes but is not
limited to the land I own in the North Moccasin Mountains
described as follows:

Township 18 North, Range 17 East
Section 13, E2 , NW4, E2 SW4, NW4 SW4;

Township 18 North, Range 18 East
Section 18, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, NE4, E2 W2, W2 SE4,
NE4 5E4;
Section 19, Lot 1

.

United State Department o£ the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Judith Resource Area
Airport Road
Lewistown, Montana 59457

Re: RMP /EIS

I oppose the BLM Draft of the Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS.

This would affect the operation of my ranch by taking 1200 of

3000 acres in that area, leaving 1800 acres and reducing the

value of those remaining 1800 acres. It would also result in the
reduction of the number of animals I coul d run.

In addition, if the BLM acquires this land they have identified
in the RMP, I, as a Fergus County landowner, would be burdened
with an increased share of taxes because of the loss of private
property and AUMs .

A-4

are any questions, plea

rely,
(
<~~/T - X"

7 .£ « II

Wi 1 liam Snapp

WS/mbh
CC : Senator Max Baucus

Senator Conrad Burns
Representative Ron Marlenee

not hesitate to contact me.

i do not seem to be taking care of the land you now own as far

noxious .weeds are concerned. How can you justify acquiring
re land in this regard?

T am also concerned that an uncontrolled increase in elk herds
wil! result in degradation o£ private property and BLM lands.
This will also result in reduced AUMs , further promoting loss of

tax revenue and placing a greater burden on remaining land owners.

l trust you will consider my concerns and they will be reflected
in the final draft

.

Sincerely

,

Wi1Yiam Snapp f *

WS/mbh
CC : Senator Max Baucus

Senator Conrad Burns
Rep. Ron Marlenee
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udith Valley

A-9

To Whom it May Concern,

I am writing in response to the Department of Inter:

Phillips RMP/EIS. Our family has property in Fergus County thai

targeted by this plan for possible acquisition by the Federal Government
has a. direct impact on our ranch. In that there is no adequate B.L.M.
property within a reasonable distance of our ranch available for trade, i

unrealistic to assume that we would be anything but uncooperative.

I

Quietly hidden in the text of this plan it says that land acquisition
on a "willing seller" basis. This warranty needs to be clearly expressed
not merely implied. The prospect of the Federal Government condemning ou
property for their acquisition is what scares people the most.

Secondly, sending a 430 page book out to people without adequate publ
relations preceeding it is inexcusable. Five pounds of maps, charts and
graphs, and government double talk Is an Impossible pill to swallow.

Sincerely.
The Paul Holzer Family
Stanford, MT

eived for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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T*&*35p,

Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Bx 1160
Lewistown, Mt. 59547

Dear Mr. Miller:
I am a member of the Petroleum County Stockgrowers Association.
I am going to voice my concerns about the Judith Valley Phillips RMP-EIS.
I do not believe the Bureau of Land Management should acquire more private

lands. I think that a private individual can do a better job of managing than
a government agency. If a private individual does a poor job of managing his
land he loses money. If a private individual does ,

land he should make money. I believe this financial ;

that motivates people to manage land properly.
I do not believe the BLM has this financial ince:

they administer.
You have a tough job. You have people like me c

BLM to back off on this land acquisition. On the other side yo>

Congress dictating how you should manage. As an example,
manage prairie dogs so the black-footed ferret can multiply.
Endangered Species act of 1973 Is about plants and animals,
is a way for the United States government to acquire privai
being paranoid.

I'll reiterate the reason for this letter. I don't be
acquire more private land.

Ta/Aj R.nE.

good job of managing his
ncentlve is the only thing

i manage the lands

ide that want Che
l have Che U.S.

you are required to

I don't believe the

I believe this act
:e land , I hope I ' m

lieve the BLM should

T.x) aj . R. *t»,

Sim ely:

/s/ Steve Hale
Bx 57

Winnett. Mt. 59087

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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ROBERT E. COFFEY

County Manager
Treasurer

LOIS POULTON
Justice of the Peace
Phone 429-5311

COQTT3STTY OFwETEOLETJM
P.O. Box 226

WINNETT, MONTANA 59087

BRENDAN J. MURPHY,
PATRICIA WEINGART, commission!

WILLIAM G. SOLF, commissioned

BONNY L ALLEN

Clerk of Court

Phone 429-531

1

Fa* No. :429-5311
ROBERT BUSENBARK

Sheriff

Appraiser

D.E.S. Coordinator
Coroner

phone 42S-SS£1

David L. Mari

District Manager

Bureau of Land Management

p. 0. Box 1160

Lewistown, Montana 59457

Re: Formal Notice from Petroleum County Requesting Participation

in Bureau of Land Management Land Use Planning Process for

Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS and Notification of Intent

by Petroleum County to Develop a Local Land Plan

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to Bureau of Land Management (BLM or Bureau) regulations

at 43 C.F.R. 1G10.3, Petroleum County formally requests that its

County Commissioners be granted the opportunity to participate in

the development of the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management

Plan for the Judith Valley Phillips Area. BLM regulations specifically

provide opportunities for county governments to participate in the

*valopment of and to influence the decisions made through BLM

planning processes, beyond those participation opportunities

granted to the general public:

248A,

,

(b) State directors and district and area managers shall

provide other federal agencies, state and local governments

and Indian tribes opportunity for review, advice and

suggestions on issues and topics which may affect or

influence other agency of (local) goverimertt programs.

43 C.F.R. 1610. 3-] Emphasis Added.

of :

Y-38

As described above, this regulation, entitled "Coordination

Efforts" gives Petroleum County the additional opportunity to influence

BLM land use decisions. This regulation directs the BLM to give local

governments early notification of proposed decisions "which may have

a significant impact on non-federal lands," and requires that the

Bureau take all practical measures to resolve conflicts between

federal and local land use plans. Id. Petroleum county has not been

involved with the BLM to the extent required by the above regulation

and formally request that the Bureau recognize Petroleum County's

right of participation as required by BLM regulations.

ng

The above BLM regulations also use the term "coord

the relationship between the local government!

The word "coordinate" means equal

or importance; not subordinate." _
ed. 1979). Therefore, in developing its land use plans, the fed.

agencies must equally consider the needs of the -local communities a

expressed by the Petroleum County government.

In addition to requesting the right of participation, this letter a

notifies the BLM of Petroleum County's intention to develop a local

la:.J -j so plan. The BLM riHjul at; ions re-rui:-.:- ;i.iii n.i;l-ti:n:y between

federal land use plans and local land use plans.

" to describe
federal agenci<

of the same rank, order, degree,

Black's Law Dictionary , 303 (5th

1

BLM ui.it it sLato;

(a) Guidance and resource management plans and amendmei

to management, rr.mu.'work plans shall tic consi stent with

off icially approved a. g'lau-id plans,

a nd policies and programs ' litdined therein , oF other

federal agencies, state and local govenments and Indian

tribes so long as the guidance and resource management

plans are also consistent with the purposes, policies,

and programs of federal laws and regulations applicable

to public lands, including federal and state pollution

control laws implemented by applicable federal and state

air, water, noise and other pollution standards or

implementation plans.

(c) State directors and district and area managers

shall, to the extent practicable, keep apprised of

state and local governmental and Indian tribal policies,

plans and programs, but they shall not be accountable

for ensuring consistency if they have not been notified,

in writing, by state and local governments or Indian

tribes of an apparent inconsistency.

248B.3
(e) Prior to the approval of a proposed resource

management plan, or amendment to a management frame-

work plan or resource management plan, the state

director shall submit to the governor of the state (s)

involved, the proposed plan or amendment and shall

identify any known inconsistency with state or local

pla programs.

43 Clf*. 1610.3-2 Emphasis Added.

Again, BLM regula- ith lo«

BLM : igu la-

ta) In addition to the publi involvemen t, .. .the following
federal

state and local governments, and Indian tribes.
-complished with <

The objective* of c oqi-.-i in , 1 Lion .

and district and area managers
state directors

1 keep apprised of non-

that
Bureau of Land Management plans

consideration is given to those

in the development of resource manaqemen

public lands; assist .i n resolving, tt

practicable , irnronsis I
^' L</i^J?r rw^ii

federal go-

ederal and 1

.ent plans ; and provide for meaning Hi].

public "ir.vi-iv^Mt i': of ni-hor fori.?

.:nd joi- al govt)

appo'

ri : ,-rj-

officia ls, both elected and

and Indian tribes in the development of

-WBB* management plans, including early public

notice of proposed decisions which may have signifii

impact on non-federal lands.

require BLM plans to be consistent

that such consistency reviews occur, the local

I govenment is responsible for notifying the BLM of conflicts between

Y-38 I local and federal plans. This letter shall constitute that notif-
ication for Petroleum County. Once the BLM is notified of the

inconsistencies, the agency must consider alternatives to alleviate

these problems. This consideration should appear as part of the

environmental impact statement that was developed with the

Judith Valley Phillips resource management plan..

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) also requires that

federal agencies, including the BLM, evaluate the affects of their

actions on communities. For example, one of the goals of NEPA is

to, "use all practicable means to . . . preserve important historic.

cultural and natural aspects of our national heritage." 42 U.S.C.

4331 (b)(4). Emphasis added. Culture and custom are defined as a

"right granted to a locality." Custom is a usage or practice acqui:

by the people, which by unvarying habit has become compulsory and

has acquired the force of law." Bouvier's Law Dictionary 417, 1667.

Culture is the customary beliefs, social forms and material t:

a group; "an integrated pattern of human behavior passed to succeeding

.J.J11LJ1-:.! !_.LO::S. " Wf'h >; t>! I'.

-

' A ^CV C O 1 i.
~

-t

above definitions do not limit cusb

i of

Dictionary , 1975.

nd culture to one particular

race or group but describe it as a use that is passed to succeeding

generations. Under these definitions, certain ranches, timber jobs,

mining or other commodity interest that have been passed from generation

to generation are included as custom and culture. As stated above,

once these terms have been defined, NEPA requires that they be "preserved. 1

The logical place to define custom and culture is the elected local

government. Custom end culture will be defined in Petroleum County's

plan.

Finally, Petroleum County also understands that the BLM Judith valley

Phillips Plan evaluates whether the black footed ferrets should be

re-introduced pursuant to the Endangered Species Act (ESA) . Although

this letter does NOT describe the County's position on this subject,

the Endangered Species Act required that local governments be notified

and allowed to comment on all species listings and critical habitat

designations. 16 U.S.C. 1533 (b) (5) (a) (ii ) . The courts have ruled

that failure by a faderal agency to adequately consider these types of

comments will void the final agency decision. Natural Resources Defense

Council v. Clark, Ho. B6-0548 [August 13,1987), Petroleum county will

include a discussion of black footed ferret introduction in Us land

plan.
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Such discussion will include a description of the steps that the

county is taking to preserve the black footed ferret. The ESA states

that if local governments develop local recovery plans to protect

an endangered or threatened species, those plans would have to be

considered before the federal agency could take additional steps to

protect the species. lti U.S.C. 1533 (f) (1). The plan to be

developed by Petroleum County to protect the ferret will be

adequate without additional rejntroduction by the B.L.M.

in conclusion, the ELM has failed to fulfill its obligations under

the above regulations to allow additional participation for Petroleum

County in the development of the Judith Valley Phillips Resource

Plan. Petroleum County requests Lhat it be allowed its full measure

of participation, beyond that offered to the general public. Additio 1

ally, Petroleum County is in the process of completing a local land

plan and requests that the BLM coordinate its activities with that

local land use plan. Please notify Petroleum County of the BLM's

intention to honor and obey these statutes within 15 days of the

date this letter is received. Petroleum County looks forward to

working with the BLM on this plan.

Sincerely,

BOARD ^F COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

-aLu^_,_j Scf's. ^A.

II-fL-tU^' -"?"

Ul JiU<^y~.

249A

a. relatively nww
de'f in.i.tt* guid^

rifarin and wet lands ffl«r>ftgem*i

policy,, W<s feel that we? -should hav<

Hn-ffls mi this. H the BLM wishes to
..-...

:
__ onsib I* tu' that ccifrU et these

pro jec: t'ffl „ The? Parftiittse should bra caaipsM »ted •'\- env ]tr>B
a-f water, by wrallB or pipelines l.a w*t*r hi» stack.

Wh.i,lra we are? not bothered by Elk and Bighorn Sheep at
thiiS lime, many Stockmen are -fettling the «-K8I.Ct* of ETU;

especially those north o + us. It will not be too long before
EM. k wil 1 be a problem if the- pal icy of the F.issh and Oamffi on
this matter continues. I do real.Uw fchftt t.l

nw BLM has given
free rein t(3 the Fish and Game in these matters, I still
feel that the BLM should not let them run rough si hod over
them., I feel the more fines should be leveled -far

dee true t,ion o-f -forage and oft road vehicle use.
We have no sympathy for the Prairie Dog , he hafei been a

vniry disti-uotiVE anamal , 1 remember when they were al I over
this country destroying large portion-* of the grazing lands
leaving nothing but their mound* at dirt. Wecsn show yau
where there urn® to be big towns. 1 1 took: m lot o-t- work to
nd this coun.try of them. If they are so important I am
Sttno there »r» plenty o-f them to start Dog Towns in ai i

the major city parks throughout the country.

respectful J, y yours,,
F..M.. Teiqen Prss,.

Teigen Land $ Livestock Co.
Teigen,, Mt- 59084
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1115 Olympic Avenue
Edmonds, Wa. 98020

6 December 1391

Gene Mi 11 er
f
Dis fcr let Man

Bureau o-F Land Manaqsm,->n

P.O.SOX 1160
Lewis town , Mt.594S7--l 160

Dear Sin

Bureau o£ Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

sponse to the letter of October 18, 1991,

uld like to have my property removed from RMP/EIS.

i win b

and e>:perienc
Plan and the

It h*H b

Livestock Co,
of the Winnet

strict
g . The

people has bev

I have b-

am of the opi.
nfide th

not have give:
thought '

right, sii

in the ni

Regard in-

our private
controls of
Fi<*h and Gai

e attempting to put down on paper the thoughts
es regarding the Judith, Val lev, Phil lips RMP/EIS
effect it would have on our area.
een my privilege as Manager of Teigen Land &
, to have the opportunity o-f serving as Director
t Coop. State BfAEinq District tor some time,and
siting -for my father when they were* setting up
some times those meetinas lasted till early
knowledge and experience acquired from those
ru thffl years dealing with a number 'of B.l M

n an inspiration.
En asked to comment on the J. v.P. RMP/EUS,, I

nion that had the BLM taken into their
Directors of the Grazing Districts they would
the impression they did. You would have

the caretakers of the land would have? had %

hey b.i~<s the ones that have the qreatest stake
e

.

Dear Sir:

This reply is in

reading the letter I i

Thanking you
Sincerely,
/s/ Katheryn A. McDowell

Description far property:

The South East quarter of Section thirty-three (33) in Township cwenty-one

(21) North of Range nineteen (19) East of the Montana Meridian in Montana. 160

acres.

ed for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

ai'-es •-;

ServJ
al lotments

uld

K-l

Access we do
The Acid

taken cars of
much weather

II
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United States Dept. of the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
Airport Road

Box 1160
Lewistown, MOntsna 59457-1160

Gentlemen:

This is to notify you that 1 qui not interested in the BLM
land exchange, and would like my lands removed from the
map. My land description is as follows:

Northeast quarter (NE) , Sec. 31, T. 25N, R. $$%.
Northwest quarter (mi), Sec. 32, I, 25N, R. 39E.
NWNE, SjNE, NjSE, Sec. 32, T. 25N, R. 'J9E.

Sincerely

Harold D. Ej.de

KCR 271-1572
Glasgow, Montai

252 P.O.Box 811
Lewistown. MT 59^5?
Dec. 6,1991

Cy Jamison, Director of BLM
Department of Interior
18 and East Street, NW, Room 5660
Washington, D.C. 202^0

Due to the willful neglect on the part of the BLM in seeking '.
>i

input from the affected and adjacent private land owners con-
cerning (1) elK habitat, (2) condemnation possibly, (3) timber
harvest, (*f) mineral development and (5) tax consequences, I
oppose all aspects of the TVP-RMP and believe it should be thrown
out in its entirety. The public land should be put up for sale.

I also request that the BLM remove all fee and state lands from
this EIS and evaluate the BLM lands only.

The BLM should refrain from writing EIS on any land that they do
not own. An EIS is only necessary on their lands.

I request and immediate rewrite of this 'Document Evaluating cur-
rently owned BLM land ONLY.

ZD^rfiEWTTO^ fite&tT -HzjaJ, £/}^JiO /wfltt

yjtLCt/imP&ZKy ^TAj^cy, 3o/o*Jie rjOA!LGy pacrcWj

COMMENT FORM

DRAFT

Judith

Valley

Phillips

Resource Management Plan

tfe//y JfoSS
HC gy flo-ii. S"l() 5
.Tug, "Af rifz & /&-8~?l

&snJ? rf^s.Lj&sh* .^-^a^<i^B^-<l^i

Thank you.

Yours truly,
*

i

y['*y A- ^^/£'

Conrad Burns, Senator
Max Baucus , Senator
Ron Marlenee, State Rep. ,

pat Williams, Sate Rep.
.William Perry Pendley, Pres.& Chief Legal Officer

Mountain States Legal Foundation
Denver, Colorado

Peggy Trenk, Western Environmental Trade Assn. |g8N
t Mpnt.

(£. ,L*JU'j>s.<S Jd£? d&OtttuJL £te*£X-*mA.r\^t^

r!t.~X. o J7' Osi-T^yi- ^st~ xjxss^i^-*. J^tXv ^c^i-Y ^is-a^i-'—

xi^a& t ,£&£&£. gfcea^aaaifcaX.

Slf£ tsggkJi -f- r?-^

A^. rT->VL^m4,OZe-di ^ifaea

S&~(2*-T

{ZCSJ.<L4. s£r £_k-2L &*ZtM.

PImkc reium lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manage?

P.O.Box 1160

Lcwi.slown. MT 59457
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To: Cy Jam son

Direct r of BLM
Copies sent to: Robert Lotten - State

David Marl - District
Conrad Burns - Senato
Max Baucus - Senator
Ron Marlenee - State
Pat Williams
William Perry Pendley
Peggy Trent - Western
Bonnie Conley Tolton

Sandra Koas H

Director BLM
Manager BLM

- Pres. & Chief Legal Officer
Environmental TradcAssn.
Western Scates Public Lands Coaliti

HC 84 Bo:

Malta, M
3105

. 59538

Sir:

nty > 28 yea: and

G-8

C-5

A-6
A-ll
A-l

Z-2
A-9

We have been ranching in the South Phillips Cou:

Kellys father before him. I am against this EIS i

We have helped increase the elk, deer, antelope, etc. population by land

improvements for years. We have a lot of elk on our land in the Larb Hills
because of these improvements. Without us & others this herd would not of

increased as well as it did. They water at our developed springs &
reservoirs, Eat on our best crop, grasslands and hay meadows, The BLM wants
to lure them on there land. How? They are on the best of ours. What will
they do to lure them (BLM)? In the bad drought years we had they were in our
hay stacks, not on BLM land. We want less government control.

We have always allowed hunting on our property. We see hundreds of
hunters every fall. We have never been closed, other then the first 2 weeks
when fire danger is high. The no off road game retrival is wrong. There will

be less game retrived if this goes into effect. Most hunters will just leave

there game lay or quit hunting out here. A lot of them are ridge hunters
(hunters who drive ridges and hunt from their pickup) . They will not drag
their game 50 feet this needs changed.

I am also against the reintroduction of the ferret. No one wants them.

They will hurt the economy of Phillips County. The loss of taxes, and cattle

sales is In the millions. 52,593,000.00 in cattle sales plus 103,000.00 in

taxes. They say the plan will Increase the Income by 1.9 million. What about

the millions it costs to reintroduce the ferret and loss of hunters due to no

off road game retrival. This plan Is going to hurt the economy of our area
badly. Farmers & Ranchers pay roughly 50% of the taxes in Phillips County.

This used to be a free country.
Why is 6 times the amount of BLM & private \

as the BLM has to trade or dispose of. Our prin

on the maps. Who got permission for this? No on>

our private land on this plan. BLM has enough lai

roads on the maps are definetly wrong (false informatio 1

on there. Why? This is a public document.
I would like to know if the BLM will us condemnation to aquire lands?

here so many different stories from them.

Chris Erb was at public meetings on the EIS plan & I was at a Chamber
meeting in Malta & heard him say for his opening statement that people are

concerned with losing their land. That was the exact opposite of what was

nd identified for aguisition
te & fee lands should not be
.e asked us If they could put

iady. Some of the

n) . Some aren't even

255A

said at the meetings. We would like straight answers to our questions.

I request an immediate rewrite of this document evaluating currently owned

BLM lands only.
A very concerned citizen
/s/ Sandra Koss

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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258 Malta., Montana
Rovembsr JO, iS9t

Z-2

H-20

ME. Of JlKEESOIff DI2ECT0B OP BIB
ospAHCBSEiw op uwmoa
18 and saafe 3ire2t. w. book 56&*
'riASKINGTOR, D. C. 202&0

De*r Kr. Jaaioecni

ffa are writing in regard to tha black footed forrott raintroduetlon

In ?hllllpB County, Montana. We don"t believe it would emx-ve any purpose

other than to drive ranehara off the land. As tite prairie dog devastates

tha land completely where tie lives- As tfcay increase . ( and they have at

an alarming rata) they move out and devastate more land. The ferret

rtintroduetion is supposed to help control thee, but ana ferret will only

sat one prairie dog every two »eefcs. so, we don't bellere they win do

much toward control.

Also, the ferret it a nocturnal animal and could only be viewed at

night, Snat rancher would want strangera driving through hla cattle at

night? Shat is if the rancher is allowed to leave hie cattle on the

range where ferrets are.

2oa July 1991 draft Is full of Ol«*tfcM and half trutha- Highway

191 ie not even en the map—this highway goao all tha way across the

state and to Canada.. Share are very few road* on "*Ms map that should

be there—also only about one-half of th* ranchers homes are on the map,

creaks have been moved aa much ae 10 miles- can these be just "mistakes"

or ia It intentional to mafce it 1c k Hie it is not inhabit*ted?

We ranchers feel very threatened by this plan and weren't oven aware

that our deeded acres were m this July 1991 draft far ac^ulBi-tion. rie

don't believe that this is legal.

We don't know how thie can. be called ferret ralntroductlon when thore

i.a no proof that fcicy wara aver h«re- Xt is all her«eay.

We urge you to look this plan and the Piah and Wildlife Draft of

September 1991 over very carefully and then, scrap -aie whole thing.

258A

H-19

Wwa th. first draft« ant in July iS91l may only waittM 8<S,ooo

aoros for rsintroduction and 6*0,000 aor.s at deed«d lout. Whan tha
Haft awl rfUdlll* Sittt'euu out In September came out, thay mnm tha
•Hole south tali or Phillips county xroo ku* Hiver to ttu maeo^-i
Ri»er. This ie nuite a Mango isn't it in 3 montha.

INDUE you for your tlM and hop. you can resolve this in favor of the
ranchers and Kontana. a. .. „•„ afford w 1<JM „„,«,^ Md rtiu
mate a living.

Sincerely,
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Karton Oxarart

«va osesmrt

HC 84 BOXX 8065
«AMi, KOSIiM 59538
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George W Berg R-2 Box 2175

Lewistown Mont S9457

Please Cake my land off the list to be aquired by bliu. Also I don't like to

see logging taken away were you can see it from town or from a road. I have

loged a lot of places some of them twice. One is Glen Vogl on lime Kill loged

in 1977 loged in 1990 it still looks good from the road and could be loged

again in about 12 years.

/s/ George U Berg

ctly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Upper Missouri Breaks -=^J

AUDUBON SOCIETY '

EO. Box 2362, Great Falls. Montana, 59403

December 13,1991

Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
PO Box 1160
Lewis town, Montana

Dear Mr. Miller:

These are the comments of our Audubon chapter in relation to
the Areas of Critical Environmental Concern identified in the
Draft Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement.

In general we are delighted to have six areas selected that
are judged to be outstanding from some environmental aspect.
We have some comments on some of the areas with which we
are particularly familiar.

We see no reason why mineral entry or oil/gas exploration
should be allowed in any of these areas that have already been
identified as " outstanding"

,

1 Square Butte: We are concerned with the goat population
on Square Butte- We view this population as
fragile because of the isolation from other
herd and therefore from another gene pool. We agree
that public access would be desirable but we

L_ 1 also see dangers in public access could we
limit that access to hikers and horseback travelers
or would such restriction be allowed?
At the present time, the land owner limits access

r jy but if access is public, would budget be increased
ij ** to allow for frequent monitoring of the visitors?

2. Azure Cave: We are concerned that mineral entry or oil and
gas exploration would have adverse effects on the
bat population. For the same reason, we are concerned
"development" at the cave would impact the bat popu-
lation, and because of the techinical difficulty of
the cave, development would be very expensive.

3. Big Bend of the Milk River: We are delighted that this area
of rich a rcheo logical record is to be protected. We
are also delighted that the Native People have been
involved in the planning. Again oil/gas or mineral

571
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entry would be devasti the values of this area

This area too needs protection against the environmental

damage of ORV travel.

4. collar Gulch, we surely endorse any protection for the We St

slope Cutthroat Trout that is possible. We support the

plan to acquire mining claims to protect the trout.

5. we support the south Moccasin-Judith Scenic Area We hoje tlMrt

mineral exploration can be eliminated i,n the areas

considered "scenic"

a ftoid Shale-Pine Forest: we are impressed that this area is
|. Acid snaie 'i.

dered , M[c,ptlon,1 . a „d we recognize that although

we" encounter this type of vegetation rarely as we are

in the wildlands, it is part of the plane ecosystem

and such examples need maximum protection. We cannot

adjust "nrotection" of this ecosystem representative

with mineral entry or oil/gas exploration.

Wo are impressed with the obvious effort expanded by the BI.M

staff to identify these ACEC areas.

in addition to those areas wo have other concerns within the

Geographic area.

1. we want to make sure that the important ""=
^"""wilderness"

Wild and Scenic Missouri which were considered as "wilderness

by BT.M continue as WSA and that all of us work toward these

"prairie" wilderness designations.

It„
ndditinn «a believe that we should follow the leadership of

Canaan establishing a matchlng-prairie park" along the northern

border of valley county to matehd the Canadian park.

Thank you for your efforts.

264

December 10,1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown, Montana

Vfith regards and. answer to your letter of October

18,1°91 concerning our property in the little Snowies:

If the B.L.K. has a i+Ot- ^cre tract with_the quantify

and Quality timber, and with a full time spring on it

closer to Billings, we would consider trading it.

VJe had it re surveyed by Iffl Associates, Boseman,

Montana, and divided into three parcels December 5.

1973
We would consider selling it to the B.L.M. if

we could get our money back out of it. Otherwise we

will continue owning it and possibly sell it at some

future date, as has always been in our plans.

Sincerely,

-/-'/!

& Jeannette Lee
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t,hh
Director of Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown , Montana

A-9

Dear Sir:

I write to protest the Praire Dog Land Acquistion Proposal .

When did this country lose the "of the people, by the people

and -for the people" philosophy"? Requiring ranchers to sell

there land to the government, no matter what the price is,

is wrong. How would you like to be told you HAVE to sell the

mast precious possession you have? How would you like to

be told that half o-f where you live will become public

domain? It is not AMERICAN to -force the people to give the

ment what they want

.

aovGi

Second y the land acquistion for pr

ciples of good land management-
ow something about.

re dogs defies all

something you s.r<s to

seen land that is run

by the praire dogs? Why don't you. suggest or even force,

like you are trying to do with us ,-^peopl e who want this to

have praire dogs in their backyards. Maybe they would likeU-

«B lawns and great holes and the rest that goes with it.

After all it is not the suburban lawns and yards that raise

food for our country.

Thirdly, you will be putting hardworking people out of

butiness. Maybe what you want is more people on the

government handout list. Why do you propose a plan that can

only reduce the revenue for our state and government when we

are already unbel ieveabl y in debt? Do you have a plan that

the praire dogs are tawed or produce food for a nation.

Can you see how ridiculous this plan is? Let those

proposing it take the PERSONAL responsibility themselves

rather than involving the government and creating another

government agency to govern the praire dags, prehaps the

Bureau of PRAIRE DOGS.

rise and intelligence, oppose th al ,

/J/cU
.,/'

Margaret Arnatt
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Dec. U. 1991

B. Gene Millet, District Manager

Bureau of Land Management, Lewisti

P.O. Box 1160

Lewis town, MT 59457-1160

Dear Sir,

, District Office

To allow praire doss to occuppy large acreages of public land is allowing

horrible destruction of our native rangelands. Should some other use

cause such destruction, surely it would receive condemnation from both

environmentalists and federal land management agencies.

I am against the introduction of the black-footed ferret. Bv no means

does this mean that myself and farmers and ranchers like myself are to

be labeled as people who don't like animals of the wild. Too many times

farmers and ranchers are labeled as bad guys. Actually we have invested

more than any other group to provide forage and cm""" for wildlife in the

everyday operation of our farms and ranches, through QQOd conservation

practice such as deferred grazjig, building dikes, spreading water,

building reservoirs, strip cropping and many other practices.

I am against the introduction of an endangered species to South Phillips

County because of the far reaching effect on the area. With an endang-

ered species land values could be lowered, tax base reduced and simnly

the Farm and Ranch Community could be removed from South Phillips County

which in my mind is the objection of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

If the ferret was introduced as experimental non- essential, it would

take very little to change the plan to endangered species. Then without

3ny regard for theeconomical impact on th agriculture community and the

towns, schools and people in the surrounding area, we could all be

removed, with no thoughts of the years of work and sacrifice to estab-

lish a stable business to pay taxes and support the County, State, and

Nation.

The B.L.M. is responsible for the E.I.S. for the resource area, however

they seem to have uBed personnel with a single use concept to do the

study. Their goal is to promote wildlife and remove livestock grazing

from federal range. The B.L.M. needs to maintain a multiple use concept

which is what they were for in the first place-to manage forage on

federal lands for the grazing of livestock. This is not mentioned in

the E.I.S. for the resource area.

The B.L.M with their memorandum of understanding with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service seem to have surrendered all decisions regarding use

of forage on federal lands without first asking U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service if they have and plans fo r ic -
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To maintain 26,000 acres of prairie dogs to support the introduction of

50 ferrets of which they figure 90% will die, in my mind is so for out

of proportion I can't believe and body agrees with it. Prairie dogs at

10 per acre for 26,000 acres would be 260,000 praire dogs

I believ the people of Phillips County are in a fight for their very
exlstenae as a Farm and Ranch Community, ant! the surrounding towns are

also. There is a very deliberate plan to remove livestock from federal

lands in either South Phillips County through land purchases, change

of name sch as, Game Range or Refuge. The most threating of all Is an

endangered species being introduced in the area - not found here, but

being brought In. In no way should South Phillips County be subject

to rules of the Endangered Species Act when a Species is transplanted

here. To me It is a deliberate move to remove the agriculture industry

from South Phillips County.

The Judith-Valley-Phillips RMP does not adequately discuss the negative

impactB of the proposed alternatives for prairie dog-black footed ferret

management

.

spectively submitted
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The Judith-Valley-Phillips RKP does not adequately discuss the negative

impacts of the proposed alternatives for prairie dog-black footed ferret

management.

To allow prairie dogs to occupy large acreages of public land is allowing

ho-ritle destruction of our native rangelar.ds. Should some other land use

cause such desctruction, surely it would receive condemnation from "both

environmentalists and federal land management agencies.

Prairie do^s destroy plant communities, increase soil erosion, and

cause siltation'of areas downstream. They destroy critical winter forage

for sDecies such as antelope, sage grouse and nule deer. They also negatively

affect the resting cover for upland gaiBe birds and waterfowl.

In the past twenty years prairie dogs have expanded tremendously in

south Phillios County. The hi^h numbers of prairie dog towns on public lands

has made it difficult for private landowners to keep them from infesting their

private lands. Because the BLM has done very little to control this expansion

of prairie dogs, they have set this area up for ferret reintroduction.

The introduction of an endangered species to 3outh Phillips County could

I

have far-reaching effects on the area. The RMP does not adequately address

what the introduction of the ferret could do to the economic stability of

the county. Releasing an endangered species could have a very negative

effect on the land values of the private land included in the ferret rein-pro-

duction area. Lowering land values would put many landowners in financial

jeopardy and have serious effects on any county or state activities that

rely on income from the tax base. An economical assessment should be in-

cluded with this plan to estimate the effects of the proposed management.

I

Another problem with the Itf'iP is that it doesn't address the fact that

there has been a loss of forage available to livestock because of Lhe presence

of the orairie do
f

: towns. The plan states that, there will be no reduction

of AuTl's, yet there has been a loss of forage. Efforts should be made to

replace the forage that has teen lost due to unchecked expansion of prairie

dogs.

The ELK should reduce the size of the reintroduction site. Using only

the 7 KK criteria is not very realistic." The people of Phillips County

should not ha\e to bear the burden of having so many acres of prairie dogs.

26, COO acres of orairie dogs is not needed to provide habitat for ferret

reintroduction. "The "starfish arms" of the 7 KK complex should be removed,

making a more realistic reintroduction area that doesn't affect so many

landowners.

Private landowners are being held hostage by the 8MP. If they choose

to get rid of the prairie dogs on their private land, then the ELM is going

to let the prairie dogs expand on the federal grazing allotments. These
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December 7,1??!

Bureau c

L'*wisto'.i

Lsntf tfena'f merit

district Office

Dear Gene Miller,

In response to your letter r gardinp the tracts of lond the
BLM would like to acquire Vfe choose NOT to narticioato in anv
land oxchanre at this tirce. ',fe are requesting that yev remove

all our land from the maps and tablf dealing with acquisitions
and disposal in the final PJT-EI5.

Chsrlr-s and Lorraine Scbwank*
HCR 63 BOX $

Zorbman, Mont.

59516
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federal lands are an integral part of their ranching operations. The ELM
should not consider the prairie dogs on private lands to be tied in any
way to a ferret reintroduction. The Bureau should not force the private
landowners to be a part of the ferret reintroduction, which is what they
are indirectly doing with this HMP.

This management plan doesn't use strong enough language when it talks
I about reducing the prairie dog acreage to 1988 levels prior to the release
I of any black-footed ferrets. The HMP says it prefers that this is the way
I it will be. It should say that the prairie dogs n.U3t be reduced to 1°88
| levels before ferret reintroduction. Prairie dog control is critical in
south Phillips County.

Landowner attitudes toward the prairie dogs and ferrets is hardly men-
tioned in the HMP. Basically, the landowners are against ferret reintroduction.
Even with a reasonable reintroduction plan, the landowners fear a "change
of the rules in the middle of the game" which could change a basically
acceptable plan to an awegome monster that might put everyone out of business.
These landowners need some sort of guarantee that their operations will not
be in jeopardy.

The BLM should maintain a multiple-use concept when it comos to prairie
dogs and black footed ferret3. It i's about time the BLM stood up to the
U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service and their single-use concepts.
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P.O. BOX 381

Malta, Mt 59538-0381
December 10, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Airport Road
Lewistown, Ml; 59457

BLM Personnel;

On Monday evening, December 9, I attended a meeting on the introduction of the
ferret in Phillips County and am really concerned. Currently, we are watching
bhe collapse of Russia because of heavy government control. America is going
down that same road at double the speed because of enviromental control.
Where is America going? Where does it end?

The ferret is the question. He have samples of bhe results. One is the piping
plover. Irrigators from Nelson Reservoir would like to hold Nelson full

—

with limited effect; cabin owners would like to keep the lake down some

—

with Limibed effect. The piping plover controls the lake; no ifs, ands or bubs
about it.

The coyote is another example, a hard predator on wildfowl and livestock. It
was .largely a government program that eliminated them years ago through poison
and the introduction of mange. However, they are back.

The prairie dog was virtually eliminated from Phillips County around 1930
with the assistance of government poison. As a boy in the Bowdoin area in the
'40s, I remember the old dog towns that were empty- I never saw a prairie dog
until around I960 when the government re-introduced them on CMR, a mistake we
now regret. People were concerned when they ware brought back, but were told
the dog would be contained on the CMR. At that time bhey were very strongly
protected. Now the dog is 50 to 60 miles from CMR and a real problem-the cause
of bhe ferret situation as I see it.

T have read parts of the Draft of Judith, Valley, and Phillips R.M.P.E.I.S. , and
really fear the implications I find. The ferret is only ONE of approximately
75 species being considered and to be dealt with; the tip of the iceberg. Each
specie has its own buffer zone, ranging from a quarter mile to two miles, where
no man or livestock may set foot. T find the penalty, from other sources, to
be a $50,000 fine and some years in jail.

_I have land in the ferret zone, roughly lfc by lh mile, 1360 acres of farm and
hayland. One grouse lek site (lek being Greek bo me in this ..usage as Webster's
defines ib as Albainian currency), in the center of this tract of land eliminates
me from trespassing on the land that I own . Imagine bhe impact that 75 species
would have on producing land. Also, the question arises, who reimburses a pro-
ducer for production lost through endangered species protection?

Albhough I am unsure of the number of people one farmer feeds, it must be around a

hundred. Food comes from the land; it is only stocked on the grocery shelves
Cor the consumer to purchase -

I am very opposed to this plan.

Sincerely,

An Endangered Farmer

KtjxJt, 'Si uu>'i Ste-^— * £^*'\&L t^'l? U^ tJ-£&*U. ^,,'iu .r.-/. 575
a/.^e^. »m
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W. M.VAUGHEYJR.

P.O. BOX 46

HAVRE. MONTANA 59501-0046

(406) 265-5421

December 11, 1991

Mr. Gene Miller
District Manager
Lewistown District Office
Bureau of Land Management
Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

RE: Resource Management Plan
RESOURCE AREA: Judith-Valley-Phillips
DISTRICT: Lewistown
QUADRANT: All

Dear Mr. Miller:

By way of introduction I am an independent explorer for oil and gas with offices
here in Havre since 1968. I wan a Carter Administration appointee to the

Lewistown District Advisory Council in the late 1970's and was reappointed
for an additional term in the early 1980's.

I am writing in response to the report dated November 6, 1991, turned out by

your office on Che above subject. The area covered by the report is well-
known to me through my exploration activities the past 23 years.

II
am most concerned with the radical decrease from "Current Management" Status

to "Proposed Action" status of that acreage that your office proposes be covered

by future oil and gas leases carrying standard stipulations. Conversely 1 am
most concerned that your office proposes a truly radical Increase In those

acreages where special stips will be placed on future oil and gas leases.

Lastly, I have a hard time seeing the need for no surface occupancy stipulations
being placed on the total number of acreage you propose for that classification.

I definitely hope that as a citizen, I will be allowed to be involved in the

planning process for the resource area Involved to Its conclusion. In this

connection I will do my very best to participate in public meetings called in

this connection.

Sincerely, I

towf&ifl\]
W. M. Vaughey, Jr

cc: Cy Jamison
Jerry Majerus
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BLM Resou Manayement Pla

T_11 I We request a set of rules on ACEC on private lands We
1 * demand that any land not currently being managed by the

BLM be removed from the plan.

Additionally

We ask that the black-footed ferrect not be introduced

until aftar reauthorization of the endangered species

act in 1992.

Sincerely;

JC-, sfJ<*~
Board of Directors, Fergus County Farm Bureau

Alan F, Shammel, President
Hilgcr, Montana 59151

406-462-5639
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Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1 160
Lewistown, Montana 59451-1160

Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan

Sirs

:

The Board of Directors, Fergus County Farm Bureau, would
like to submit the following comments on tie proposed Management
Plan, we have divided our comments into eight areas of concern
which are as follows:

1

)

Land Acquisition

We belie/e there should be No Net Gai:i in Federal Lands,
We also believe no Private Property should be targeted for
acquisition without the expressed written consent of the
Property Owner.

2) Access

We believe if there presently exsists no access to isolated
BLM tracts, then they should be offered to the present
leaseholder at fair market value. We support alternative
A on access.

3) Off -Road Vehicles

We support alternative A

4

)

Oil and Gas

We support alternative A

5) Hardrock Mining

We would like to see the BLM enforce the policy already
in place: No undue degredation and PROTECT ADJACENT
LANDOWNERS PROPERTY AND RIGHTS.

6) Riparian and Wetland

We support alternative A

7) Bighorn Sheep and Elk

we are opposed to any increase
nor increase in their numbers.

in habitat for these species

B-2

Patricia A. McNamee

552 Diehl Drive

Helena, MT 59601

December 11, 1991

STATEMENT re. Judith, Valley, Phillips Resource Management Plan.

I am Patricia McNamee of Helena, MT, currently a shareholder &

director of Teigen Land & Livestock Co. of Teigen, MT.

I support the comments, presented Oct. 2nd by the Stockgrowers,

Public lands Council and the Grazing Districts Association.

With regards to specific concerns of the Teigen ranch:

1. Land acquisition: I am opposed to the proposed land

acquisition of 1120 acres of state land plus 547 acres of Teigen

deeded land. In the USSR the government thought they could manage

the land for the good of the people. Now they are looking to the

USA for food. Our government should not be trying to obtain farm

& ranch land for nonessential purposes.

2. Additional legal public access: This is unnecessary. Teigen

Land & Livestock has allowed hunters access at no charge. Why

should it be necessary for the government to acquire land for

access at expense to the taxpayer when access is already available

free of charge? Taxpayers have more essential things to pay for

with their tax dollars.

3. Acid Shale Pine Forest ACEC: This is also unnecessary. The

war Horse Lake proposal involves an area that has been used by the

Teigen ranch for decades. The Teigen ranch has been a conservative

steward of this land. It is not their policy or intent to

overgraze or otherwise abuse this area. Furthermore, just because

something is declared "unique" doesn ' t mean that the government

must own it. For example, Yogo sapphires are "unique" to the Utica

576
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area, but that doesn't mean that the government should buy it.

The Teigen ranch has accepted the challenge of providing food for

the world's hungry. The Teigen ranch desires to maintain and

protect the land. The Teigen ranch allows access to outdoorsmen and
women. The Teigen ranch pays taxes on the land it owns. The same

can be said for other fanners and ranchers. For the above reasons,

your plan is unnecessary and costly.

The U.S. government already owns 728 million acres, an area 12

times larger than Indiana. Please remember that private ownership

is the backbone of our economic system.

Thank you for your careful consideration of my state

many others you have received.

Patricia A. McNamee

ents and the
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December 10, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Levistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59437-1162I

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please remove the A. W. Pratt Ranch land from Appendix A - "Land

Acquisition end Disposal in the Judith- Valley-Phillips Resource

Management Plan environmental Impact Statement.

"

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely Your s,

A.W. Pratt
425 6th Street North
Glasgow, MT 59230

i Che proposed Judith Valley

WinnetC, MT
December 11, 1991

Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown, MT

Dear Mr. Miller,
I would like to make the following

Phillips RMP/EIS:

Land Acquisition and Disposal - I do not favor any net gain of public

lands. I would like to see all isolated BLM tracts without access
offered to the leasee.

Access - I am opposed to forcing access across private land,

Prairie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret - The degradation of land by prairie
dogs would not be tolerated from any other source. It is wrong to allow

land degradation for any management objective.

All chings considered, the only option I can support is Alternative A.

Alternative E (BLM preferred) could have a negative long term effect on our
local economy. Decreased AUM's and restrictions on mineral development will

erode the local tax base.
Sincerely,
/s/ Chris King

{Typed exactly as received for reproduction in Che final RMP/EIS.)
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LCM, Ltd..
P.O. Box 50124

Btlltngs, MT 5910SO124
(406)245-9031

P.O. Box 596
410 17th St., Suite 1910
Denver, CO 80201-0596

(303) 623-3122 FAX (303) 595-854 7

P.O. Box 2687
Austin, TX 78768-2687

(512) 4

October 14, 1991

David Mari
District Manager
BLM
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Ml 59457-1160

RE: EIS OH CENIRAL MONTANA

Dear David:

I request that you remove all lands (ours included) from this'

EIS and have the report. include BLm Lands only.

We do not want any part of our ranch included in this report.

1 have written letters to.you with explainations why so 1 feel
I dp not have to explain them again.

McCormick

enclosures
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December 10, 1991

BLM District Office
Airport Road
Lewistown. MT 59457

Gentlemen :

We are writing to request that our land, tax recorded owner as

Brevig, Joan K & Brevig, Clark A
Route 2 Box 2233
Lewietown, MT 59457

Brevig, Clark A

Route 2 Box 2233
Lewistown, HT 59457

is removed from the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management
Plan. We want all and any reference to our property removed.
That includes map shadings, Township and range listings and
written reference. Further, we request that a "Taking-Study" be

Y-5 I instituted and that complianc
I Land Plan is followed.

ith County

Any questions concerning our request may be directed to Clark
Brevig, RR2 Box 2233, Lewiatown, MT 59457, 538-5579.
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Burea of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MX. 59457

RE: JVP/RMF EIS.

District Manager Marl:

I am not interested in selling any of my property in the South Moccasin Mountains
to the BLM and would like all of my property listed in the Draft Judith Valley
Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS)
for aquisition removed from all maps, tables, and any other documents. Xhis
should include the maps in the Lewistown District office

The following sections include Phillips Bar Diamond Ra
Robert K. Phillips and/or Wes Phillips property):

Sections 6,7,8,9,17,17,18

R 17 E,

Sections 1,1?

R 20 E,

Sections 10,15,17,20,21

ACEC areas.

Inc, land (and/or

T 17 N, R 16 E,

3,8,9,10,11,18,19

TUN, R 17 E,

Sections 13,24,25

I would also like any other reference to parcels of my private property not
listed on the above legal description removed from any BLM documents, including,
but not limited to, all "land classification maps" and references.

Phillips Bar Diamond Ranch, Inc.
/s/ Wes Phillips, pres . 12-12-91
/s/ Wes Phillips
/s/ Robert K. Phillips

tly as received for reproduce
. in the final RMP/EIS,)
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COMMENTS - JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RMP CRAFT EIS
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The Big Open Project

102 Geneva

Hamilton, MT 59840

(406)363-5067

B, Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Managemen
Lewistown District Offic
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown MT .5 9457-1 1 60

RE: JUDITH-VALLEY-PHILLIPS RMP DRAFT EIS

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please include this letter and attachments into therecord of comment on the above noted Draft EIS.

The Big Open Proj
to increase publ

'

reg'
ation of

Big Open Project have
We hope our

preparing the Final EIS

s begun in ,1986 and since then has worked
-encss of the potential of the Big Openncludes part, of the Judith Valley Phillips area)

,

-»-*** grazingspecies. Members of the
tory , ecolog

ments will be

Bob Scott
Director
Big Open Proj

s-19

2. THE DRAFT E Ij_DISMI S

S

E S T HE IMPORTANCE OF MAN YENDANGERED, THRE AT ENED . O R " F J 1 ! LI TH "

Historically, the wolf and the grizzly bear were vital andcommon predators in the planning area. In fact, the plainsregions, in general, were more important for these speciesthan were the mountainous regions. The gray wolf is brieflymentioned m the EIS, but r e in t r oduc t ion is given no seriousdiscussion. The grizzly bear is not even mentioned. Thebald eagle, the peregrine falcon, the least tern, and thepiping plover receive brief mention. Table 2.1 (p. 16)briefly lists a number of other sensitive species "of— -ern" but no special interest isshown in the document
them in the alternati
appear to be overlook enti

- least weasel
- long-legged ba
- meadow jumping
- masked shrew
" northern three
- vesper sparrow
- blue sucker
- finescale dace
- shortnose gar
- cheek chub
- endangered inv

special

oed woodpecke

r

ate spe Cv ous)
The document does
endangered specie
reintroduction pi

elle job of considering one
black-footed ferret, and the

_ _ comprehensive and commendable. Thent and importance of the black-footed ferret effort
S the scope ofwork the agency will have in addressingremaining species.

However, the
ferret; are ba
which are now
which conside
scietitif

black-foote
oncept
approa

defined
introduced spe
and missing sp
original ecolo

reduction plans ft
n single-species n

now considered outmoded. A holi
iders the total ecology of the «*„
ally valid approach. We recommend this approachncy, and note that the 'total ecology" can only be- t'

| area . Weed species
a Plants and animals)!(including

s must be o ed dis

itut.es habitat or potential habita
of species, and full study and
ould result in additional
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3. THE DRAFT EIS F AILS TO CONSIDER TOTAL ECOSYSTEMS

The planning area mainly follows county lines, but
ecosystems generally do not. The "cumul ative effects"
mandate of NEPA calls for inclusion of impacts from all
parts of the ecosystem. The Big Open Project has considered
an area that historically, biologically, meteorologically,
sociologically, and economically is an integral unit. The
document should address impacts on this integral unit, The
agency planning team is no doubt constrained by bureaucratic
necessity and somewhat arbitrarily imposed geographically
limits, but the cumulative impact of what might occur on
adjoining portions of the ecosystem needs to be considered.
The Missouri and the Musselshell are not barriers to elk or
grouse or any other mobile species. Furthermore, the
viability of important species may depend on habitat or
interactions with adjoining regions.

The Draft EIS should
integrate with plans

refore consider alt
other jurisdictions

l> . THE DRAFT EIS . US F.S POOR ECONOMIC DATA

The scale at ment financial support of local
agriculture is not adequately accounted for in the document.
Recent experience (the timber industry, manufacturing, etc)
shows that changes or removal of subsidies can radically
alter a regional economic picture. Failure to plan
realistically for the possible discontinuance of subsidy can
cause severe problems. The economic history of the planning
area reveals a constantly changing economic base - fur
trade, buffalo hunting, open range, mechanized farming, etc.

ng for change is therefore essential. The probable
iculture in decline andre for

of tw for replacem

ecr eacion .

X-10
I

The future job of the agency may, in fact, be to design
accommodation between the two scenarios. In any case,
reliance on outmoded data for grazing costs and benefits,
tourism and travel benefits, and agency "costs" causes
inaccurate conclusions to be drawn.

ADDITIONAL ALTERNATIVES

We suggest that the agency consider

1. An alt
fica
ent
and elk

oration on aative for total ecosyster
nificant portion of the resource management area. Th
Id entail reintroduction of missing species including

lention only two, and replanting or
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SUMMARY
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the Draft EIS
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ch a magnificent wildlife
In view of the fact that
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public
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alterna
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ils dequately inform the
proposed actions and
reasonable range of

We hope the Final EIS will include management
ich due justice to the tremendous potential of the
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encouraging the spread of native vegetation. Introduced
exotics such as wheat , sheep and cattle, would be phased out
of the target area, unless the effect of the introduced
species can be positively shown to be benign.

2. An alternative which creates and funds specific
ecological research study areas. This would entail funding
for research on species which are little known at this time,
and determining their place (originally and at present) in
the total ecology of the area.

OTHER COMMENTS

We have specific concerns about the land acquisition and disposal
plans described in the Draft EIS. The present pattern of BLK
holdings, due to unplanned historical circumstance, represents a
largely random assortment of land types and serves no single
function or purpose. The concept of reorganizing the land
holdings, therefore, is a concept we can support. However, the
broad guidelines for acquisition and disposal allow for the
possibility of unconnected trades which serve particular
individuals or interest groups and result in land holdings
equally disparate as the original pattern.

It is advisable to pursue an acquisition and disposal policy
which accomplishes a broad integrated goal . Such a policy could
include establishing significant blocks of public ownership in a
single identified entity such as the Big Open Wildlife Range (See
attached mop). Isolated holdings which preserve important small
and unique areas could still be maintained or acquired. Central
to such a concept, is the idea of an integrated block of land
that includes all es s ential parts of an ecosystem . In essence,
prime agr"

As an example of this pro
acquiring all the private
Resource Area bounded on
and on the East by a line
additional land necessary
identified in the EIS) is

would be

ess, we suggest the agency consider
land in the south portion of the Valley
he north by the 7th Standard Parallel
through Sage Hen Creek. The amount of
to acquire (beyond that already
about only 23,000 acres. The result of
to establish a contiguous BLM holding

er 760,000 acres. This large block of public land would
adjoin the CMR and contain prime habitat for elk (present herd is
about 3000 animals), deer, grouse, and numerous other species.
Managed as wildlife habitat, this substantial block of land would
be ideal for a wild bison reintroduction project.

0-7

Another significant overs ight in. the land acquisition plan is
failure to include any land along the Musselshell River. The
Musselshell bottomlands are an essential portion of any
reconstituted plains ecosystem. If the agency does not pursue

J ' ; on of Musselshell bottomlands, it will find itsel

he

the POM of udying ilde Bfi de

December 10,1991

Bureau of Land Management
District Manager
P.O. Box 1160
Levistown, MT 59157

Dear Sirs;

I am responding to your draft Judith/Valley/Phillips

Resource Management Plan.

Your draft environmental impact statement is quite

extensive and no doubt required many man-hours in labor

and cost quite a lot to prepare . Having reviewed it , T

feel that your preferred plan is mainly a plan to enhance

wildlife, recreation , and preservation and would be an

economical setback: to the area due to loss of tax base and

loss of local rights and income.

Of the plans presented, only Plan A with present uses

would be acceptable to myself and our operation. By your

draft, you (T3LM) have less than 24% of the land in the study

area and still less of the economic base. In my opinion you

are a minority and I resent your ability to vastly and ad-

versely affect our livelihood and social and economic values

f the - area -

Nowhere in the plan do I see anything about range res-

toration , range reseeding, club moss control , additional

fencing, or other ways to enhance the production of grass;

only ths f 60% of the grass will be preserved for wildlife

and watersheds . Also , your preferred land acquisition projects

a reduction in AUM' s

.

In regard to land acquisition; first I believe that you

should dispose of all small and isolated tracts . For any pas-

tures or areas that are comprised of len- than 50% federal

land, these should also be traded or sold. In areas that are

over 50% federal land, you could acquire land by trade or from

willing sellers? but in no case should you acqu re more acres

or property of higher value than that of which you have disposed.
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Also, any withdrawals or restrictions of the present multiple

use of federal lands would be offset by the sale of an appro-

priate acreage of federal land to compensate and protect the

tax base and economic impact to the area.

Regarding impacts to livestock raising under your preferred

plan; with the purchase of an additional 631,71? acres with

your improved management efficiency at an additional cost of

$3,159,000, there will be a reduction of 3 1 ^ 166 AUM's for

livestock forage. This tells me that private ownership is doing

a better, cheaper job and also paying taxes. We h'ave been

preaching to the USSR and other countries to get property out of

government ownership and into private ownership. I believe in

this ideal and the United States should be doing at home what we

are advocating in other countries.

In regard to the introduction of the black-footed ferret; T

believe that first the prairie dogs and their towns must be

brought under control. Prairie dogs are destructive to grasslands,

suppressing and destroying desirable grass species, which reduces
production and leads to erosion. In my opinion, it is a crime
that they have been allowed to proliferate to destroy grasslands

and adversely affect the ecosystem- I am sure that you would not

allow livestock to cause this sort of destruction, if the ferret
is introduced, I feel that there should be compensation for

private landowners and grazing permittees for disruption of their

operation and for losses that may directly and indirectly occur;

such as access, reduction in grazing, and a decrease in land

values

.

Your study doesn't address the availability of water for

your plans. It states that you will negotiate with the Bureau of

Reclamation to divert irrigation waters for waterfowl use. If

you will check, there have been numerous years that there wasn't

enough water for present irrigators so any additional depletion
of this source would greatly affect the area's winter feed base

and the irrigator's livelihood. Also, the addition of over 5000

more ponds with waterfowl islands would jeopardize water sources
for present ponds and reservoirs. I would rather see 5000 water
sources which are functional than have 10,000 that get only
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VALLEY COUNTY

SPORTSMEN'S CLUB
P.O. Box 664 - Glasgow, MT 59230

C-6

C-l

C-5

C-24

December 12, 199]

Bureau of I,and Management
District Manager
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, HT 59457

Re: JVP Resource Management Plan
Off-road travel {Valley County)

Dear Mr. Miller:

As a participating member of the CRMP group established by
the BLM to create a preferred alternative for off-road
travel in Valley County, our club has certain] y .lost Caith
in the public input process as conducted by your agency.

There were 36 individuals representing 10 or more groups
on the CRMi?, all of which felt they could have a positive
influence in the process . However, it appears in the
final analysis, our participation was not only
unnecessary, but a waste of time . The recommendation of
this group was totally disregarded in that the final
"preferred alternative" is suspiciously like the one
created by the BLM prior to appointing the CKMP group.

Our club is al so more than a little suspicious of the
motives of the BLM with regard to this plan. If the
intent is, in part, to protect fragile soils on public
land, why then is so much fragile soil in Valley County
left out of the plan? Why were just a few areas in the
County selected? Could it be a plan to create the
de-facto wilderness areas without going through the
wilderness review process, rather than to prevent soil
erosion and to provide for quality hunting?

The CRMP group recommended game retrieval be allowed,
however, the BLM didn't support game retrieval in the
beginning and, accordingly, has not included game
retrieval in any alternative. The reason cited is that
game retrieval would create an enforcement problem for the
Montana Dept . Fish, wildlife & Parks Why wou] d that one
item pose more problems than any of the others involving
enforcement of of f-road travel rules and regulations?
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partially full only to dry up early in the season. I am sure

there are sites for future developments, but it is doubtful
that your plan could be implemented without seriously jeopar-
dizing existing uses. Could it be that ducks and geese have
priority over food and people?

There are numerous other problems in your plan that need
to be addressed but in essence; you have not taken into con-
sideration nor addressed the needs of the local people or

the private sector and the implications that your plan would
have on the area. Your preferred plan would bring hardship on

the people of the area, stall future economic growth, reduce
revenue from property taxes and curtail productivity; thus

creating social and economical problems. Also, with your

prolific prairie dogs and ambitious waterfowl plan you could
be disrupting or destroying our present ecosystem.

The
tra'
of a

The
are
90%
resu
to i.

will
with
to d

DFH S P has stated that any element of an off-road
el will cause enforcement problems, but only because
lack of manpower - not because it's hard to enforce!

.

fact that it is a law is enough deterrant. Some people
bound to take advantage of any of the rules, however,
are going to abide by them, thus obtaining the
Its you desire. Allowing game retrieval is not going

act the effectiveness of an off-road program. It
however, allow more people to utilize the resource

out damaging it. Isn't this what we 're supposed
with public land?

Because you appeared to totally disregard every phase of
public input in developing your "preferred alternative",
there is now overwhelming support of our 100 plus club
members to request you include alternative A (current) in
the JVP rather than alternative E. No plan at all is
better than a bad plan.

Regardless of what alternative you ultimately select, our
club would emphatically request you include game
retrieval . Please consider the desires of the people who
live here and use the land in your decision making
process

.

«?;i
<&a&

'Skip^Erickson, President
Valley County Sportsmen's club

Darren L- Menge

First Creek Ranch inc.
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Dec. 11, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
District Manager
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dear Firs;

Your Judith/Valley/Phillips RMP is extremely one-sided,

anti-multiple use, and will have very "harsh impacts on private

landowners and local and state economies.

This document clears fetal way for the ESA and its drastic

effects on the people living in this part of Montana-

The loss of tax revenue of 103K does not include the loss

of cattle tax revenue or equipment and land development revenue

increases. The 10% increase in agricultural economic activity

is purely a shot in the dark and would never replace the loss

of 37,000 AUM's of cattle grazing. There is no guaranteed AUM

mitigation in the plan. The exchanged land is for the most

part too poor for anything but grazing.

There should be no net gain in land acguisitions - BliH land

should only be traded for land of equal value. Any federal agency

buying private land should not be able to pay more than the

appraised value.

Any losses in tax revenue; including cattle, machinery, and

buildings; should be picked up by the federal government and

paid to the affected county. This would fully replace the tax

losses to the local and state economy resulting from land ac-

quisition and disposal .

No water should be diverted from Milk River. There isn't

enough water for irrigators in over 5 out of the past 10 years

already. Any additional water used would adversely affect

private land owners and the local and state economy.

Any loss to the local economy caused by raising waterfowl

here for hunting in the south is unacceptable; those who will

receive the benefits should pay. There is hardly room nor the

water rights for a 30% increase in dam construction for wetlands.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

REGION VIII, MONTANA OFFICE

FEDERAL BUILDING, 301 S. PARK, DRAWER 10096

HELENA, MONTANA 59626-0096

December 12, 1 991

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1 1 60
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

Judith-Valley-Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Draft Environmental Impact
Statement

National
Clean Air
Montana

Draft Environ-

In accordance with our responsibilities under the
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Section 309 of the
Act, the Environmental Protection Agency's Region VIII
Office (EPA) has reviewed the above-referenced Draft E
mental Impact Statement (DEIS).

The Bureau of Land Management - Lewistown District has
proposed five (5) alternatives for multiple-use management within
the Judith, Valley and Phillips Resource areas. A preferred
alternative has been selected. Alternative E. Nine (9) planning
issues associated with this plan were identified during the EIS
process. These were: land acquisition and disposal, access to
BLM land, off road vehicles, oil and gas leasing and development,
hardrock mining, riparian and wetland management of watersheds,
elk and bighorn sheep habitat management, prairie dogs and black-
footed ferret management, and areas with special management
concerns.

Alternative E was selected by BLM because it is a
combination of all the other alternatives in a balanced resource
development versus protection form. Although EPA's review
supports Alternative D as far more protective of the environment,
Alternative E does provide some excellent resource protection.
This alternative will designate critical environmental areas;
close off these critical environmental areas; set aside areas for
the reintroduction of the black-footed ferret and improve or
maintain riparian-wetland areas.

EPA does prefer Alternative D and in this regard offers the
following attached comments, concerns, and points of view which
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D-9

Fencing f or-cxisting dams with tanks- installed below, -paid "for

by the BLM would be a much better and more acceptable solution.

The 238 miles of streams listed for erosion control must be

listed and costs identified to each affected landowner and leasee

.

A $2-2 million cost to ranches is unacceptable. Improved habitat

on 595 miles of streams and rivers must be addressed in the same

manner .

Surface disturbance restrictions are unworkable , period

.

Grouse are not nor will be a candidate for an endangered species.

I

Winter range restrictions are completely unworkable and will

be an infringement on private land owners with intermingled pri-

vate and BLM land. Some operators depend on winter range for

profitable operations . The potential for litigation is high.

Multiple use is thrown out the window.

This document is merely a prelude to the impacts of the ESA

in this area of the country. Present use is the only plan that

will not have a huge negative impact on the economy and the way of

life enjoyed by the people living here-

The document is far too technical and was developed that way

on purpose to keep local input out. Tt should be rewritten and

educati onal seminars included in the next RMP. The potential for

anti-government (BLM, usfws) activity is increasing, as is the

potential for more private land being closed to hunting and other

activites

.

Sincerely yours

,

Scott Cassel

Box 495

Saco, MT 59261

may improve or clarify the final document. EPA was impressed
with BLM's document construction, format (especially appendices),
impact disclosure and intensity to detail with most all issues.
EPA feels there was excellent development and discussion on
impacts and how each alternative would or would not resolve those
potential conflicts with the environment.

EPA's environmental concern here is mainly with mining and
the suggested negative impacts with future mines and current mine
expansions. Mining is an issue which needs further attention,
expanded review and stronger protective commitment as part of the
preferred alternative. Alternative D (page 69) provides superior
protection of those Areas of Critical Environmental Concerns
(ACEC) which the BLM has identified in this document. The
preferred Alternative E (page 83) falls dramatically short in
protecting those resource important areas from possible mining
development (50,000 acres versus 6,000).

We draw your attention to Section 313 of the Clean Water Act
(CWA) and Executive Order 12088, "Federal Compliance With
Pollution Control Standards", which state that Federal agencies
having jurisdiction over any property, or engaged in any activity
resulting, or which may result, in the discharge or runoff of
pollutants, shall be subject to and comply with all Federal,
State and local requirements respecting the control and abatement
of water pollution. Also, Section 319(k) of the CWA specifies
that Federal development projects and programs must accommodate
and be consistent with State Nonpoint Source Pollution Management
Plans. We think the BLM needs to take a more active role in
addressing water pollution control concerns on BLM land.

In accordance with the criteria that EPA has established for
rating draft environmental impacts statements, we have rated this
Draft EIS as category EC-1 (Environmental Concerns - Adequate
Information). A copy of EPA's rating criteria is attached.

If the BLM has any questions concerning these comments,
please feel free to contact Jeff Bryan of my staff at (406) 449-
5486, or FTS 585-5486.

Mx.d&£
John F. Wardell, Director
Montana Office

Attachment-

Phyllis Williams, 8WM-EA
Dawn Roberts, OFA-A104
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Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

DETAILED COMMENTS

EPA recognizes that hardrock mining may have very negativ
impacts on various resources both on and outside the
management plan areas. Impacts to wildlife (page 181),
forest land (page 189), livestock (page 175)', soil and
vegetation (page 170), air and water quality (pages 167-
168), cultural (pages 190-191), recreation (page 194),
visual (pages 197-198), and social (pages 216-217) are
described in detail within the draft EIS. Many of these
negative impacts are stated as associated with mining in

I

Little Rocky and Judith Mountains. How can these impact
possibilities be better dealt with within the context of
Alternative E? EPA would suggest using Alternative D's
benefits concerning this hardrock mining category as an
excellent start

.

Y-21

Y-22

K-5

EPA believes its extremely important that management
emphasis be placed on "preventing unnecessary or undue
degradation by applying mitigating measures" on all mining
operations. This is certainly a very important component of
the HEPA process and should be so utilized. Alternative E
details a lack of this commitment as appropriately expressed
in Alternative A (Table S.I. v.).

There appears to be some conflict between statements in the
Summary of the Cumulative Effects and those addressing the
same issues in Impacts by Alternatives . This difference is
particularly notable in the air and water quality sections
(page 221). Cumulative effects may have strong influences
both outside or adjacent to the physical boundaries of the
resource management areas. Impacts on and those from Fort
Belknap Indian Reservation, as an example, should be
identified and evaluated as part of the overall management
plan. Especially wildlife, air/water quality, and cultural-
social go beyond the parameters of these resource areas.

I

EPA asks why the Acid Shale-Pine Forest ( ACEC ) was not
listed and discussed in the hardrock mining section of
Alternative E (pages 83-84)? This area was discussed in
Alternative D clearly under hardrock mining.

OIL AND GAS:

Alternative E does appear to favor oil and gas leasing and
development as shown in Table 2.44, page 83. For
Alternative E the total number of acres closed to leasing is
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RESOURCE CONSERVATION & DEVELOPMENT AREA

December 10, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

RE. Written Comments about Judith Valley Phillips RMP/Eis

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please consider the following comments on behalf of the Central
Montana Resource Conservation and Development Area, Inc. , regarding
the draft Environmental Impact Statement (Resource Management Plan)
for the Judith Valley Phillips Management Areas.

The Introduction on page 1, Purpose and Need, states:

"The JVP RMP/EIS provides a comprehensive plan for managing
federal resources administered by BLM and is prepared under
the authority of Section 202(a) of PLPMA. The RMP/EIS
precedes activity planning which Is a site-specific, detailed
plan that precedes site development."

Page -4, Issues not addre

Coal

ed,

"Coal development is not addressed in this RMP/EIS because the
planning area is not in a coal production area and no federal
coal leasing will result from the plan. Also, no coal
companies expressed interest in coal resources during the
scoping process. Potential federal coal leasing would be
guided by the federal coal management regulations (43CFR3425)

.

Future application for a coal lease would require an amendment
to this RMP/EIS and would be subject to state government and
public review.

"

A. The fact that this planning area Is not currently "in a coal
production area" or that "no coal companies expressed interest in
coal resources during the scoping process" certainly does not
preclude the existence of a significant occurrence of coal in the
planning area, of which BLM probably holds a substantial mineral
Interest. The portion of the statement which says "no federal coal
leasing will result from this plan", is an understatement if BLM
does not consider the existence of hundreds of millions of tons of
coal an important enough resource to be included in a
"comprehensive plan for managing federal resources administered by

'.-.';.
7,

:

>MV0 iWENUE.WEST;; :
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less than the 'no action 1 (current management) Alternative A
by approximately 20,000 acres. Oil and gas development does
exhibit negative impacts on air and water quality, soils and
vegetation, wildlife, cultural, recreation and visual as

I

stated in the Draft EIS. EPA asks why there would be no
impacts on livestock grazing from oil and gas leasing and
development?

WATER RESOURCES-VEGETATION:

EPA agrees with the BLM concerning their statement, "reduced
livestock allocations may be needed to improve riparian-
wetland areas in some allotments" (page 175). The BLM
should be concerned with an ecological status that shows a
40 percent poor to fair condition class for all riparian
zones (page 121). Perhaps this situation will be improved
upon after an analysis has been completed on all stream
reaches (page 123) and measures taken to address those
specific problems.

M, lEPA is also concerned with those stated potential impacts to
-1 Iwestslope cutthroat trout population associated with mining

lactivity in the Collar Gulch area (pages 181 and 188).
Again, Alternative D would be a very positive approach to
dealing with this important resource issue.

P-l

JVP RMP/EIS page two

B. Even if coal development was included in this RMP, future
applications for coal lease would still be subject to state
government and public review. However, any "future application for
a coal lease would require an amendment to this RMP/EIS" , a
monumental task which could be avoided if coal resources and coal
development were Issues addressed in the current process of
developing a comprehensive federal resource management plan.

C. The 19B3 BLM Billings Resource Area RMP/EIS Included coal and
coal development as an issue considered, even though it was not a
"significant production area at the time." That final EIS states,
"The resource area contains known deposits of coal where surface or
underground mining could occur. Before Federal coal can be
considered for leasing, a decision must be made in a land use plan
determining how much of the coal is acceptable for further
consideration for leasing." Is that not the case for the Judith
Valley Phillips Resource Area? Since the completion of the 1983
BLM Billings Resource Area RMP/EIS, one major coal development
project has been proposed, and Is currently in the final months of
state and local government and public review. Had the coal
resource not been Included in the 1982-83 management plan
development process, this project would probably still be trying to
get an amendment to the management plan, or more likely, would
never have been pursued.

D. This RMP/EIS states that 49.1 million tons of federal coal
resources with high/moderate development potential exists,

I according to a 1986 study. Are there any private coal resources in
I the area that, in combination with federal resources, may change
Ithe development potential of coal? Is this quantity considered to
I have moderate/high development potential based on current mining
methods and technologies only?

IE.
This RMP considers the "Unavoidable Adverse Impacts" of each

alternative on hardrock minerals and oil and gas development
activities, though does not include coal. The same thing applies
to "Irreversible or Irretrievable Resource Commitments".

F. This RMP/EIS states that this RMP will provide for management
of lands for the next 15 years. With such major management
initiatives as (1) Land Acqulsit ion and Disposal

, (2) evaluation of
ACEC nominat ions and ( 3 } re- lnt roduct ion of the Black-Footed
Ferret, how can impacts of such management alternatives not be
potentially significant to the consideration of future coal
development?

P-2

P^4
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JVP RMP/EIS three

G. Many recent studies conducted for the National Energy Strategy,
NW Power Planning Council Electric Power Plan, Montana Governor's
Office, etc., project increased demand for energy over the next ten
to twenty years. A significant portion of this increased demand
may have to be addressed with coal resources . Recent Clean Mr
Legislation by Congress appears to hold the potential for Increased
demand of the West's cleaner coal resources. Foreign markets are
currently taking a closer look at the possibilities of using
Western U.S. Coal. Clean Coal Technology Research and Development
efforts are seeking cleaner uses of coal resources, including fuel
cells, methane gas extraction, etc.

The potential for the status guo of the Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Area as a coal production area has not been
evaluated, particularly if consideration is given to the possible
changes the above may bring over the next fifteen years to coal
development . Numerous sources , such as the Montana Bureau of
Mines, U.S.G.S., Montana Department of Natural Resources, even BL.M,

to name a few, acknowledge the existence of significant quantities
of coal resource in this management area. It is simply
unacceptable to leave such an important resource out of a planning
process when it can have immeasurable Influence on the future of a
vast Resource Area.

This RMP/EIS will be remiss and Incomplete if the coal resource is
not given the full consideration of an Issue in this process

.

Without evaluation of the Coal Resource, the accepted alternative
should be Alternative A (No Action - Current Management).

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments about the Judith
ih I 1 1 1 no PaeiMir^o Manadomont Plan CITS draft. Please

.nal draft or your

xnank you tor tne opportunity to provide comments
Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan EIS
consider the above comments before issuing the ficonside. _

Record of Decision.
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Land Acquisiti ial

I feel that the

within
irmittee should have the first right to acquire Federal land

alottment. I also feel chat the Federal government has

plenty of land in this area without acquirering more. It would be a blessing

to the local residence if the government would dispose of what they have.

Access and Off road vchickel use

I am concerned about what appears to be a blanket policy about this issue. I

feel it should be a matter for the individual permit holder and the B.L.M. to

work out in a case by case situation.

Riparian and Whetlands

II feel the riparian and whetlands portions of this RMP-EIS Impact Statmcnt

should be with held, since there is not a clear definition of what they are

within the statment.

Elk and Bighorn Sheep

The B.L.M. fi purpose is to manage range conditions on Federally owned land in a

multiple use concept. There for it would appear that If the B.L.M, Feels that

the area within the R.M.P. can sustain an increase in Elk and Bighorn sheep

then they should also increase the number of cattle within the same area,

since cattle have a more positive enpacked on the economy.

Prairie Dog and Black Footed Ferret

It would appear the B.L.M. , State Fish and Game and the Department of

Wildlife, are trying to use the Endangered Species Act of 1973 as a way to

secure the'ir own jobs at the expense of the local economy and lifestyle of its

residence, through the use of the Blackfootcd Ferret and Prairie Dog.

In conclusion I feel that this Range Mai

tool of the government's to try and get mon
R.M.P. is the result of a few individuals w
economy and lives of the individuals trying

ignier Program,
ol of its

uther

egard to the local

ctly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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ient In the .rd of the Judith ValleyI wish to enter this

Phillips R.M.P. - Eis.

May name is Leo Barthelmess . I live In Phillips County.

Land acquisition, and disposal, any permit holder should have at their

option, the right of first refusal, if any land within his a her alotment is

being considered for disposal, or being aquired by any outside of that alotment.

Anything less does not meet with the criteria of due process.

Access to Public domain Is everyone's right, however there should be

certain responsibility to go with free access, such as respecting the Multiple

use concept.

It appears that everyone whether it be Federal, State, County or private

have a different policy on wetlands, and riparian areas. This should be deleted

from any rmps until a unified policy is in place that Is acceptable to everyone

who will be effected.
The elk and bighorn sheep management programs run paralel with prairie dog

ferret program. Very little consideration is given to the producer, who lives

in and around the effected area . This action does not lend Itself to the

multiple use concept, (not one bit)

Manny of us in the private sector are opposed to this rrap. Always in the

back of our mind we feel our way of life, which we love Is in Jepordy. We also

feel that many of these new programs are just the mean's used to perpetuate the

growth of more bureaucracy.

Thank you

.

/s/ Leo Barthelmess

He 84 box 8070

Malta Montana 59538

(Typed exactly as received for reprodur.t 1 the final RMP/EIS.)
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Regarding Judith, Valley, Phillips Resource Manage:

As a member of che Tcigen Land and Livestock
'1th the Pet ilei

Te gen, Monta 59084

December 12 1991

ement PI m:

Board of directors. I V lsh to

County S ockgrowers ide as.comment on the plai

Name ly

:

1. No net gain of B.L.M. lands should be made. Too much government

control already.

2. No forced access across private lands should be made to reach public

3. Access should be limited to existing roads.

U. Special management costs, such as fencing water development, etc.

should be paid by B.L.M.
5. Allowing Elk population to increase would create degradation of land,

and result in fewer AUMs which would cause financial hardship.
6. Prairie Dog and Black Footed Ferret should not be favored against

people' h rights. They do not pay taxes.

7. Any special management should not affect total AUMs

,

8. Oil and Gas Exploration should not be restricted. This would cause a

loss of taxable valuation. After all • where does your income come from?

9. Reduction of AUMs - results in loss of taxable valuation.

I must add the comment that this nation, and this State have been built up in

a large part by farmers and ranchers. Any further restrictions and
limitations will only decrease their contribution to the welfare of the

country.

/»/ Ann Teigen

tly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

Valley County
501 Court Square

Glasgow, Montana 59230

Phono: (406) 228-8221

FAX: (406) 220-9027

December 11, 1991

Mr. David Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Re: Formal Notice from Valley County Requesting Participation in
Bureau of Land Management Land Use Planning Process for the Judith-
Phillips-Valley Resource Management Plan and Notification of Intent
by Valley County to Develop a Local Land Plan

Dear Mr. Mari

:

Pursuant to Bureau of Land Management Regulations at 4 3 C. F.R.
Section 1610.3, Valley County formally request that its County
Commissioners be granted the opportunity to participate in the
development of the Judith-Phillips-Valley Resource Management Plan
for the Lewistown District Area . BLM regulations specifically
provide opportunities for county governments to participate in the
development of and to influence the decisions made through BLM
planning processes, beyond those participation opportunities
granted to the general public.

BLM regulations state:

(a) In addition to the public involvement . . -the
following coordination is to be accomplished with other
federal agencies, state and local governments , and Indian
tribes. The objectives of coordination are for the state
directors and district and area managers to keep apprised
of non-Bureau of Land Management plans; assure that
consideration is given to those plans that are germane
in the development of resource management plans for
public lands; assist in resolving, to the extent
practicable, inconsistencies between federal and non-
federal government plans; and provide for meaningful
public involvement of other federal agencies, state and
loc al government officials

f
both elected and appointed,

and Indian tribes in the development of resource
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Box 424

Nye, Montana 59061
December 11, 1991

United States Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

The following are my comments on your draft Judith Valley Phillips

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (RMP/EIS)

* The Draft RMP/EIS does not Spall out how may individual ranches and farms

will be destroyed by implementation of the various scenarios.

one historic PN Ranch on

of winter feed, but
To destroy such a ranch

sible.

A-31

For instance, acquisition of one hay meadows ol

one Judith River not only eliminates its sourct

protected, accessable calving grounds as well,

for nebulus recreational and "ecological" purpc

Why is it economically desirable to convert range land to farm land when

the Government, really the taxpayers, is already paying to put farm land

back to grass via its Crop Reduction Program?

The economic analyses of one various scenarios presented are questionable.

With drastic realignments of land use proposed in several plans, it would

seem desirable to panel a group of knowledgeable experts in one economics

of the various enterprises impacted, both positively and negatively, to

arrive at an acceptable consensus.

Yours Truly,

/•/ Diane Wolfgram
Diane Wolfgram, Ph.D,

328-6957

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)

Y-38

management plans, including early public notice of
proposed decisions which may have significant impact on
non-federal lands

.

(b) State directors and district and area managers shall
provide other federal agencies, state and local
governments , and Indian tribes opportunity for review,
advice and suggestions on issues and topics which may
affect or influence other agency or [local] government
programs

.

43 C.R.R. Section 1610.3-1 Emphasis Added

As described above, this regulation, entitled "Coordination of
Planning Efforts" gives Valley County the additional opportunity
to influence BLM land use decisions. This regulation directs the
BLM to give local governments early notification of proposed
decisions "which may have a significant impact on non- federal
lands," and requires that the Bureau take all practical measures
to resolve conflicts between federal and local land use plans. Id.

I

Valley County has not been involved with the BLM to the extent
required by the above regulation and formally requests that the
Bureau recognize Valley County's right of participation as required
by BLM regulations.

The above BLM regulations also the term "coordinate" to

describe the relationship between the local governments and the
federal agencies. The word "coordinate" means "equal, of the same
rank, order, degree, or importance; not subordinate." Black's Law
Dictionary, 202 {5th ed. 1979). Therefore, in developing its land
use plans, the federal agencies must equally consider the needs of

the local communities as expressed by the Valley County government.

in addition to requesting the right of participation, this letter
also notifies the BLM of Valley County's intention to develop a

local land use plan . The BLM regulations require consistency
between federal land use plans and local land use plans.

BLM regulations state:

( a ) Guidance and resource management plans and
amendments to management framework plans shall be
consistent with officially approved or adopted resource
related plans, and policies and programs contained
therein, of other federal agencies, state and local
governments and Indian tribes so long as the guidance and
resource management plans are also consistent with the
purposes, policies , and programs of federal laws and
regulations applicable to public lands, including federal
and state pollution control laws Implemented by
applicable federal and state air, water, noise and other
pollution standards or implementation plans.
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(c) State directors and district and area managers

shall, to the extent practicable, keep apprised of state

and local governmental and Indian tribal policies, plans

and programs, but they shall not be accountable for

ensuring consistency if they have not been notified, m
writing, by state and local governments or Indian tribes

of an apparent inconsistency.

(e) Prior to the approval of a proposed resource

management plan, or amendment to a management framework

plan or resource management plan, the state director

shall submit to the governor of the state(s) involved,

the proposed plan or amendment and shall identify any

known inconsistency with state or local plans, policies

or programs.

43 C.F.R- Section 1610.3-2 Emphasis Added.

Again, BLM Regulations require BLM plans to be consistent with

I

local plans. To ensure that such consistency reviews occur, the

local government is responsible for notifying the BLM of conflicts

between local and federal plans. This letter shall constitute that

notification for Valley County. Once the BLM is notified of _ the

inconsistencies, the agency must consider alternatives to alleviate

these problems. This consideration should appear as part of the

environmental impact statement that was developed with the Judith-

Phillips-Valley Resource Management Plan.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) also requires that

federal agencies, including the BLM, evaluate the affects of their

actions on communities. For example, one of the goals of NEPA is

to, "use all practicable means to ...preserve important historic,

cultural and natural aspects of our national heritage. 42 U.D.S.

Section 4331(b)(4). Emphasis added. Culture and custom are

defined as a "right granted to a locality." Custom is a usage or

practice acquired by the people, which by unvarying habit has

become compulsory and has acquired the force of law." Bouvier 's Law

Dictionary 417, 1867. Culture is the customary beliefs, social

forms and material traits of a group; "an integrated pattern of

human behavior passed to succeeding generations." Webster's New

Collegiate Dictionary, 277, 1975- The above definitions do not

limit custom and culture to one particular race or group but

describe it as a use that is passed to succeeding generations.

Under these definitions, certain ranches, timber jobs, mining or

other commodity interests that have been passed from generation to

generation are included as custom and culture. As stated above,

once these terms have been defined, NEPA requires that they be

"preserved." The logical place to define custom and culture is

the land use plan; the logical entity to define custom and culture
is the elected local government. Custom and culture will be

defined in Valley County's plan.
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Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management;

P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown. MT 59457-1160

Dear Sirs:

I am sure you have already received many letters complaining about the

Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS plan that you propose. I, too, am not in favor

of this plan, & I ask that you consider this plan very carefully.

I have only two areas that I want to comment on. The first being the land

acquisition idea. Being a land owner & also believing in free enterprise, I

do not believe that it Is in the best interest of the American people for the

government to acquire more land.

The second comment concerns the economic Impact of the preferred

alternative, When AUM's are reduced, the government looses their base money,

the local governments loose their property tax money, the city merchants loose

because the rancher has less money to spend in town & also the rancher looses

because of reduced cow numbers, If you are going to reduce AUM's, let's make

sure that the wildlife, or whatever is going to replace the cattle, yields the

same or more in dollars. In other words, please take a careful look at the

true economic impact of what you are proposing.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

/s/ Raymond A. Hole

received for reprortui
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Finally, Valley County also understands that the BLM Judith-

Phillips-Valley Resource Management Plan evaluates whether black

footed ferrets should be re-introduced pursuant to the Endangered

Species Act (ESA). Although this letter does not describe the

County's position on this subject, the Endangered Species Act

required that local governments be notified and allowed to comment

on all species listings and critical designations. 16 U.S.C.

Section 1533(b) ( 5 )
(a) ( ii) . The Courts have ruled that failure by

a federal agency to adequately consider these types of comments

will voice the final agency decision. Natural Resources Defense

Council v. Clark, No. 86-0548 (August 13, 1987). Valley County

will include a discussion of black footed ferret introduction in

its land plan. Such discussion will include a description of the

steps that the county is taking to preserve the black footed

ferret. The ESA states that if local governments develop local

recovery plans to protect an endangered or threatened species,

those plans would have to be considered before the federal agency

could take additional steps to protect the species. 16 U-S.C.

Section 1533(f)(1). The plan to be developed by Valley County to

protect the ferret will be adequate without additional

reintroduction by the BLM.

In conclusion, the BLM has failed to fulfill its obligations under
the above regulations to allow additional participation for Valley

County in the development of the Judith-Phillips-Valley Resource
Management Plan. Valley county requests that it be allowed its

full measure of participation, beyond that offered to the general

public. Additionally, Valley County is in the process of

completing a local land plan and request that the BLM coordinate
Its activities with that local land use plan. Please notify Valley
County of the blm's intention to honor and obey these statutes
within fifteen (15) days of the date this letter is received.
Valley County looks forward to working with the BLM on this plan.

Sincerely,

Valley County Commissioners

Congressman Pat Williams
Congressman Ron Marlenee
Senator Max Baucus
Senator Conrad Burns
Cy Jamison, Director of BLM

December 11, 1991

Lewistown BL.M office
Airport Road
Lewistown, Mt. 59547

Dear Sirs;
I'm writing regarding the controversy over the BLM-ACEC area or concept.

I want to say I have heard so much pro and con and fianlly decided I had

to come down against it.

The main reason Is my years of watching the whittling away of our rights

intll now I have a real and complete distrust of any move made by the

A-12 |-
government in any agrL The ideas sound fine, but how will it

adjusted" and "modified" in years once they get a doo:

All aspects of the country have lost thier rights
opei

agriculture in

particular, because i

if we have to use it.

I think we have t

in number I guess, but we still have the power

latest proposal.
Sincerely,

/s/ Mrs. Ken Perry
Utica, Mt. 59452

tly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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of laud are to be taken out of
lease stop this disgraceful , harmful

BLM
Lewis town, Mt

Dear Sirs -

I am concerned that 460,000 acri

production & given to prairie dogs,

usage of the land.

Wyo has it in the papers all of time that they have more black footed
Ferrets than they know what to do with them. Why isn't this brought to the

public of Montana's attention.
Stop this stupid movement.

Sincerely

/s/ Billie Lou Arnott

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS,)
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IF
Mr- B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

mum wmm skim
MONTANA CHAPTER

P.O. Box 2163
Great Falls, MT 59403
12 December, 1991

The Montana Chapter of the American Fisheries Society (MCAFS) would like
to take this opportunity to comment on the draft BLM Judith-Valley-
Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement
(RMP/EIS) . The Montana Chapter is one of 51 Chapters of the American
Fisheries Society, an international organization of nearly 9, 000
fisheries biologists, aquatic science professionals, and student members
dedicated to the advancement of fisheries science and the conservation
of renewable aquatic resources.

After reviewing the draft document, we strongly support the
establishment of the Collar Gulch ACEC (Area of Critical Environmental
Concern) to provide security to the genetically tested, pure strain
population of westslope cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki lewisi ) , a class
A species of special concern, which inhabits a mile of stream in Collar
Gulch. This population is particularly important since the historic
range of westslope cutthroat trout has been severely reduced east of the
continental divide. in 1984, it was estimated only 14.1 stream
kilometers of the original 11,400 kilometers in the Missouri River
drainage contained genetically pure populations. The MCAFS supports the
maximum protection possible for the westslope cutthroat trout population
in Collar Gulch (alternative E in the RMP/EIS). This includes
designation of 1,618 acres as an ACEC and withdrawal of the area from
mineral entry. This action would have little impact on other users
since only minor negative impacts would result to hardrock mineral and
forestry developments in the Collar Gulch area and only potential future
economic conditions, due to restrictions on mineral development, could
be affected by maximum protection of the cutthroat population.
The positive impacts realized to air and water quality, wildlife, and
recreation appear to outweigh any potential negative impacts.

An additional comment on the RMP/EIS involves the Riparian and Wetland
Management of Watersheds. Based on fisheries values, the MCAFS
recommends alternative D, which provides for the maximum number of
allotments, mile of streams, and water sources to be managed for
riparian and wetland values. The fencing of waterfowl and fishing

300 301A

reservoirs to establish or protect shoreline vegetation for a - 100-feet
perimeter around the high water line, would have significant positive
effects on water quality in reservoirs capable of sustaining fisheries.

Thank-you for allowing the MCAFS to comment on the RMP/EIS.

Sincerely,

££&,.
James Peterson
President , Montana chapter
American Fisheries Society
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December 11, 1931

To: The Bureau of Land Management

Re: Land Acquisition

Legal description of proposed acquisition:

T. 17 N. R.22E
Section 20
E 1/2 of NW 1/4
NE 1/4

TOTAL: 720 Acres.

Sectio n 2 1

NE 1/4 Of SW. 1/4
S. 1/2 of SW. 1/4
SW. 1/4 of SE. 1/4
N. 1/2

I am Kathryn Link Wyman and I was born and raised in
Central Montana on the ranch my husband Wayne and 1 now operate
known as 3 -Links Ranch- The 720 acres listed above is owned
and operated as a part of this 1 ranch.

I am writing to object to the proposed acquisition by the
B.L.M. of this land. 1 want this afore mention land removed
from the B.L.M. Wish List. I feel it is important to keep
it in private ownership for a continued tax income for the
county of Fergus. I also strongly feel that the government
already owns enough land.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Wyman

304
P.O. Box 3 501

Casino Creek Road
Lewistown, Mt 59457
Phone 406-538-7160

or 406-53S-S984
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Marvin Mathison, Ronald A. Combs
Owners

• Ready mw Concrtw
• Sand &. Craucl

All Typeti^ Grade*
• Septic Tanks
• Pre-Cast Products
• Peed Bunks •2--IMI

?

November 6. 19*1

Cy J amis or.

Director of BLM . Department d£ Inte
18th and East Street NW , Room 5660
Washington. D.C. 20240

Dear Jamison

,

1 am writing as a concerned tax payer and businessman of Central
Mt. The J/V/P RMP has serious implications on the people oi this
area. If this document is implemented, it would greatly increase
the Federal Governments control of our land and people.

The Government means wel I , but your program
and to expensive . Federal control of 1 and w

impact on the development of our resources.

e to restrict:
have a nega 4--

.

1 am in favor of multi-uses of the land, this includes £e

ranching, tourism, recreation, timber, oil, gas, and mini

Y-l |There are al ready state and Federal regulation in place,

\r ry |we need another layer of control?

We cannot put acec's. in you: hands. In my opinion, the
Government has "hit THE WALL" We cannot afford anymore
GOVERNMENT!

rmino

.

ng ,

vrhy do

$/Cci7* f/fgf&u

somr- ovp

mo-i$. r/tftrcFWt&mb 1

/ w^Tbck us weeny

WncH ii/HMf SoWUMtft mKy-m-tiTT^Mpr

WttfifSF- weMe. VeFifftleLi n0-femiuvmH

Soj/trcF oof, (3)/f6(GSr Foot/am p/trM? ^WS) fife fr&
G0T,kTmLmr-fn is^ifanmy-im p&smte

is/iwftsifeHjo euiAtiyrMtr M8kifc<0W4t&&r

TW&04 ftesietftf TffiSWDf is RJtf/f- htw/Klbffl
lb so l/fH faffoUfStftf wouib HWt /Wtw Tff/fT% IT

WtrPLtf's P?f[Fo(WMUr~fc WsflW/SUVMrHS

^4C3
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December 11 , 1991

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lew i s town , MT 5 9457

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am Don Pyrah which along with my wife Tammy, are involved
in a family incorporated ranch along Fords Creek and ad-
joining the east side of Black Butte in Fergus County,
Montana. Firstly, I would like to express here that I air
adamantely opposed to the dangerous precedent set in
the Judith, Valley, Phillips Resource Management Plan ( JVP RMP
Specifically, this rmp represents a dramatic shift in
the traditional uses of the Multiple Use concept. The
EIS seems to be directing more focus upon land acquisition
and disposal, recreation, and access issues. It appears
as if public pressure is bringing this change about. Mere
identification of some 670,000 acres suitable for acqui-
sition, opens the door for federal mandate to acquire these
lands. This is very dangerous, and a precedent which needs
carefully examined.

Land Acquisition and Disposal

I request that lands deeded to Three Links Ranch Inc. in
"Township 17 North, Range 22 East, be removed from the lands
identified as meeting acquisition criteria. See attached
legal description. I would like to point out why our
property would be of little value to the BLM or the public.
The existing BLM land contained within our property has
little recreational value. Wildlife does not utilize this
acerage on a regular basis. Other recreational activity
use appears minimal. The lands that have been identified
as meeting acqusition criteria, merely peices these isolated
BLM tracts together and provides a "recreational corridor"
to the southeast exposure of Black Butte. The mule deer
hunting opportunities near Black Butte will still pri-
marily occur on privately held lands. The "corridor"
would only be of value during antelope hunting when the
antelope seek safety on the large flat the corridor
would encompass. The pub i ic domain lands above our deed-
ed lands do not begin until almost 1/3 of the way up Black
Butte, well into the trees, wildlife occurances are negligable
above this point. These reasons support my withdrawl
request.

308B
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AFTER private property rights are identified. The JVP
RMP needs to be in harmony with the current MDFWP elk
management document. I support a no-net gain in elk
habitat. As we know, expanding populations will always
use marginal habitats. During periods of population
decline, populations will shrink back into the habitat that
provides the greatest security. The BLM ' s best 'intentions
of providing more elk habitat are superfluous to an
expanding elk population. There are too many factors, other
than habitat, which drive herd expansion. The herd will con-
tinue to expand or decline irregardless of the BLM or
mdfwp efforts to manage peculations and habitat.

In summary, I would like to express my feelings about the
effort taken to compile the RMP. With such a large under-
taking, I realize that it is difficult to please all
interests represented. I personally feel that the
plan which provides the best results for our community, and
the nation as s whole, is to continue with current
management alternatives represented by alternative A in
the JVP RMP document. I feel that the BLM at the current
time is doing a very acceptable job of caring for the
resource, and this also supports my selection of alternative
A. Thank you for the opportunity to comment on these
issues

.

THREE LINKS RANCH INC.

T 17 N. R 22 E.
Section 30

El/2 of NW1/4
NE1/4

Section 21
Nl/2
NE1/4 of SW1/4
Sl/2 Of SW1/4
SW1/4 Of SE1/4

-WITHDRAWL, RRQ U L; Ji

T
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Nowhere in the EIS are any cooperative alternatives and
cooperative management ideas addressed. I believe that
public lands need identified where they exist ON THE GROUND:
This means somehow, not neccesarily with fences, but
above ground markers set at pre-determined distances
to identify lands where intermingled with private lands.
I feel that if these lands were identified so that any-
one in the field could ascertain they were indeed on
"public lands", we may be able to avoid some landowner/
recreationist conflicts. I have some further thoughts on
access. Creation of a tresspass board, composed of BLM
officials and landowners, would examine damages done by
access problems. Assignment of an AUM utilization figure
could enable the board to determine how much damage was
done. The landowner could then receive some sort of "credit.
However, this credit need not be monetary. I feel that
if this were done there may be many willing landowners
allowing access across private lands. Granted there are
some problems with my proposal, but I feel there are
merits that may provide a tenative solution to an ever
increasingly difficult situation.

Riparian and Wetlands Issues

Jerry D. Hani ey
138 13th AUE, S.

ewistown, MT 59457

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Lewistown, MT 59457

Dea rs and Hid am = .

1Q
[Scientific research at many universities has shown that

r-lo Iproper grazing practices can augment riparian zone habitat
Iconditions. The RMP needs to acknowledge this information.
The very nature of riparian zones and wetlands require
special management considerations. Changes in management
strategies need serious consideration; herbicide rates

,

prescribed burning, and season of use grazing. Some of
the many federal monies spent towards this document could
have been applied towards these problems. Noxious weed
management is probably the most important issue that was

R_1 |
not adequately addressed in the RMS, and blm efforts to-

** Awards control of noxious weeds have been largely ineffective.
Much care is needed when addressing these issues to ensure
that we do not end up with our riparian zones and wet-
land areas a "quasi-wilderness " in the coming years.
Regretably, this seems to be the current trend.

G-l

G-2
G-13

Elk Habitat

(Primarily, there needs to become an increase in inter-
agency cooperation between the BLM and the MDFWP. There
can no longer be the attitude of hiding behind divisions of
responsibility if cooperation of landowners is desired.
If we are expected to take responsibility then agencies
must also. The problem with this RMP is that habitat
augmentation should not overlook private property rights.
The government is not suppose to usurp individuals' rights
for its goals. in other words, address habitat questions

Enclosed please -find COMMENTS & QUESTIONS - JUDITH UALLEY
PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN EIS which sets forth my
concerns and commen ts regarding the pi an. I have also
submitted opinions and comments in March 1990, at the
October 2, 1991 public hearing held in Lewistown and have
spoken to BLM personnel regard i ng this is sue.

I understand that you have been directed by Washington D. C.
to initiate a management plan that will be -followed for 15
y^d.rn-. This draft plan sets -forth the GLM's initial
proposal and the final plan will be modified to incorporate
the general publics concerns and input into the pi an. I

appreciate the research, planning and writing you people
have put into this draft. However, my understanding is that
certain guidelines and laws have not been followed,"
particularly regarding constitutional rights, county riqhts
and public hearings. I hope this will be cleared up and we,
the public, will have all avenues of procedure and i npu t

towards this plan available to us.

In general I find it very -frustrating that -folks like me,
who hold jobs and are raising -families, have to -find the
extra time to study and respond to such a complicated
document that you people were paid wages for two or three
years to research and comp ile. This pi an affects our very
1 i ve 1 i

hood and living cond i t i ons . Where is our two or three
years? Where is our compensation?

I f you have any quest i ons regard i ng my commen ts and
quest i ons p 1 ease feel free to contact me

.
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COMMENTS Ht QUESTIONS
JUDITH WLie'i PHILLIPS

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN EIS

Based on th* mul t i tude of
text contained in the dr*
or i mp lementsti on of th i s

management practices. I

rewritten with the presen
into consideration and th

period allowed before tin
Howei-'sr, realizing that t

prstsrrfd Al t *r n ft.t i ve E)

and comments according! r.

! W-.I 1 1 comment and pu t to

COLLAR GULCH
M>- -rami i y own s

1 ocal mining bu
ned i :•! 1

d comments are hereto* iubmi t ted to

er,t, Lewistown District Office
1 deadl ine.

[l>t ,: &W*4frO /(,/??/

unanswered *nd unclear issue? dnd
t pi

1 an
i

I protest an/ f i n*T t zat i on
p I an other than *oi 1 owi ng cur rtnt
eel that the dr **t should &*
public

i
npu t and £©mm*n ts ta.k*n

n another di scus-si on snd comment
l i :s t i on md imp 3 emen t&t i on .

e BLM m*y force the pier, (' the
n us, I h .?.'..' e posed my qusst tgnt

quest i
on*

Qu 1 c hi pr oposal

1 ch has beenCol 1 ar Bu
and m i nerai resourc
th i * and al so the f

deve 1 opment poten t i

i n a smal 1 per t i on
shared the gu ! ch to
determined that the
be put o n m

the BLM

and :- known for it; mining hi Stony
Page 135, among Other places, states

: that It has h igh to moder ate mineral
it i s al so known for the f

i ah found
the creek . Pip par en 1 1 v , both haW?
cme t i me . Now , however , the BLM has

t be protected and 1 imi ts must
r> Oftd* a n d people!

M-12

the. then
, Chi

s I m 1 1 i

jlch Wacago bulch and uppe
Cr*4'k? This is common knowledge and can easi
win the BLM investigate these other habitats, and their
imp or tance before proceeding further wi th the proposal s

Collar Gulch? If not, wh r not? Spec i f i cal 1
>

, who
recommended the Collar Gulch ACEC and what is their
background and knowl edge o-f the gu 1 ch?

same ,

Spring

There are conflicting stories
Apparently the BLM cl'aims they
Many say they were planted in

Waldo u angess, a game warden.

is to the source of the
are native to the creek
:he ear \y 1940' * by a Mr

row deceased. I recent 1
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*p * tat population m the c ****? It an 1-, are tuese bats.
M-Z(J

I
;,r esentl v endangered, and pleas* be specific! Dhl* through

M-22 Tate-Pc
are be

sad I rig of the drM
9 i thei- no 1

:
<•*

front' Is th

to just
Bulch

-'

d J di »cover
p or t an t or i

n o t be t ng
ss i bi 9 bat h I oernacul urn ,

« used s.s an i ssue , ss tr,

the BLM s ACEC and

i th -' e s J Writ th Mo it a

M-24

M-25

M-21

M-23

M-29

Med''

however I have newer heard of the 7a tf-Poet t er Caw*
Significant caves in Collar Gulch, jyaf has for. bod-
recently asked. Where is the cave spec

i
f i era ! 1 1 o-.:

Why . s it not shown on an-.- ai the m* p =. : n (he dr«f t

show i t on a m?f . Hew ' arge t s the cave and I ft it

Significant as compared 'with other €?:** In this part of the
couftt.iv? I have explored = number of relatively large caves
if; the Judith Mountains. These caues are accessed from
under- ground m i nt wor k i nai and , i n man t cases, wer e used i n

*--'n..i ijnc t i On i.'J i th the m i n i ng . It is i mpor tan t to note just
how compe tent the natural caves are and how we It thev
withstand the adjacent mining activity 'blasting,
'.ant i 1 a t ;

on
, tf aff i C i e tc .

';
. Ie there eu

I dente of mining in

the Tf ne-Poe t ter C&vt 1^ PI ease el ab orate on the cave ' =

iniportar.ee and what danger >t i
= [ n or could be In. Page 8?

states that mirfin-Q acti/'lty that could physically endanger
Mijgr | the e **»'* '"Ould not be allowed. Please specif/' what ma>

-ZD | endanger the cave and what would be done to protect it. An
_e>i.-mple would be blasting vibrations thst ha^e the potential

damage the cave . What would oe the guf dti ihes f or
determining the potential danger and damage from the
v i br at Oft. ft* If the danger did not affect the cave i tse 1

-

but might affect the ba t = (if in fac 1
: there are any) would

res tr i c t i oni be i mp 1 emen ted? Woul d th i a c RV* be c
I osed to

the pubi.e or would there be restrictions put on public use
of the cave"

Page*:S* sUt« that the BLM would initiate a study and
develop measures to eliminate a "source of water quality
degr ada t i on in the dr A i nage .

" What degradat i on is

OL'Cur-r i m-rj Is this discussed in the draft and if »o where-
Is this, the phenomenon that is 1 oc all v known , that is - that
an unnamed tributary of Collar Creek runs red with some
natural occur r i no iron = ta i n i nq, very 1

i kel r from Red
Mount* In? 1+ this is the c="Se" the fish have lived With it

for .-ear-.. Would the BLM hope to change this natural
occurrence "' If the de gr ade> t i on is caused by some thing e 1 se

please explain its threat to the fish.
M 29

1

M-

Page 8? states ths

I

What -ir e the t;.pe =

addre-ss^ Would tf'

pi an?

BLM

e public hi

ould prepare an ftC t

the act V i t y plan w
v e i npu into the a

3
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Miolcreeks and ponds in the area. The BLM has been t

"J- J | story. Did the BLM investigate the story?

spoke to a close friend of Mr . Wangess who tolu me that
there is no doubt that '.'angess planted fish in Collar Crjek
around 1940. Uangess, working with s Mr, Killroy, who was
he manaoer- of the 1 ocal f

i sh hatchery , pis
f thi
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M-14

M-

M-15|

M-9

Another important fact confirming this storv i
=

; it i
=.

doubtful any fish '.that mav have inhabited the creek) would
have survived the cyanide operations of the Tail Holt Mine
in the late 1'20's and early I93C's. Real ire that m those
years the strong cyan i de 1 adened ta i 1 i rigs and excess
sol u t i on» were si mp 1 y dumped over the bank , in this ca.se

about luGO feet above Collar Creek 1

Does the BLM h»V« information that differs from the above
information Can you substantiate it? Did you check it

Out? If not, will you research it? If not, why not?
Wou id it make any difference in the BLM ' s pi ann i no if in

fact the fish S.ri' not native to the creek? Does the term
"pure strain" i ndi c i te "native"? Def i ne pure strain.

On page S9 you state that the fish - westslope cutthroat
trout - are a Montana State Species of Special Concern;
however Tabl e 2.1 on page 1 6 does not list the f

i sh as a

species of special interest or concern. Additionally, the
entire section covering threatened and endangered species on
pages 123 through 1 30 does not men t i on these f i sh . Wh i ch i s

are the f i sh threatened or of spec i 8,1 concern or not and
please substantiate. Does the State of Montana require

al cons i de rat i on for Spec i es of Spec i al Concern"' Doe s

ederal government? If so, what special consideration
quired? Why is an ACEC necessary. In the BLM's
on , to protect the t

i
sh? Do you h*ut facts that prove

the proposed ACEC is necessary?

Considering the variable flow of Collar Creek and its
1 i ke ) I hood to occasi onal 1 y dry up ,

par t i cu 1 ar 1 y in the area
where the fish are, if a severe drought fell upon us.
wou 1 dn ' t the BLM be mak i ng a better investment in finding a

more suitable environment to protect such fish? The plan
states that drought is one of the endanger i ng f ac tors and of
course no one has control over that condition' Why pick an
area where BLM ownersh ip is not comp 1 e te •', s-ee commen ts

below), where the creek flow is barely adequate, where
mining has had precedence and has good potential now and in

the future, where the 1 oca. 1 publ i c has enjoyed motor i zed
access, for years and where the origin snd classification of
the f ish is unclear ?

Page S9 states that the BLM would try to purchase private
proper- ty in the qu 1 ch . The Hendr i ck s and the Edward
patented mining claims make up the 40 acres of patented
mining c 1 a ims d i scussed In the plan ( al though they are not
mentioned by name). The Selma Hanler Trust, for which I

'

serve a= a trustee, owns 4 .6 acres of the Hendr i cks claim.
The remaining 16 acres of the Hendricks and all 20 acres of
the Edward are owned by Helen Boll of Milwaukee. This
OWnersh i p i n format i on is on record in Fergus Coun ty. The
Seime Hani*? Trust does not intend to sell" to the BLM. 1

recently spoke to Mrs. Gol 1 and she told me she had received
a letter of inquiry from the ELM which she, "threw in the
garbage and is not goi ng to se 1 1 to anyone other than f or
mining purposes." I asked if I could relay this message to
the BLM because she obviously was not going to respond to
their inquiry and she sa i d ves . Simp 1 v stated , the 40 acres
is not for sale to the BLM. Please remove this land from
the plan.

I have spoken to two separate parties owning land at the
mou th of the gu 1 ch wh i Ch I assume wou 1 d be among the 240
acres discussed i n the plan. One part?- was adamantly
Opposed to selling; the other sa i d he wou I d have to have
"one hell of a good offer" to even consider selling. Please
state if you have i n tor mat i on other than whs t I have j ust

does the BLM have in mindA i c Ipointed out . Wh s% dol 1 ar amoun t

/vlI>|to p«y tor this type of acreage?

A-7

A-32

of f i i f i

BLr

or to the release of the draft plan) by the BLM of their
ntion to hopefully buv our property and also of the
ned ACEC wh i ch cou I d dr as t i cat 1 y af f ec t our property?
didn't the Selma Hanley Trust receive a letter from the
regarding their desire to purchase the Trust's land*

cowers-

Page 127 states that the T&te-Poetter Cave In Collar Gulch
is a h

i

bernacul urn for big~eared bats. The Table 2.1, paqe
16 des I cmates bi o-eared bats as a spec! es of spec I al

M-20

l

concern D° b* ts ,lw* ' n th * ",ye? I+" i,r"'< houi 1&r, °. e **

A-9

That portion of the Hendricks owned by the I

about oOCi feet of Collar Creel- and about the same distance
of the road. The t por t

i on of the Hendr i cks and all of the
Edward owned by Mrs. Gol I covers an additional 2,400 +eet of
the creek and about 1,200 feet of the road. This totals
3,000 feet of Collar Creek and about 1,800. feet of the
Col l ar Gu l ch road that -ax-t within pr i vate proper ty . When
patent was issued (in 190.53 I would assume that the
gover nmen t reserved ditches and canal s right of ways bu t no
other reser .,js t i

on; were withheld. These facts point out
that ? sub st an t

i
al por t i on of the gu 1 ch and creek ar e on

private property, This information (maps, survey notes and
ownership) IS on record in Fergus County and in the BLM
of i ice in B i 1 1 i rigs, Mon tana .

the BLM acquire private property, patented mining claims
other , through condemnation"- If yes, wi 1 1 the BLM use
h tactics to acq u i re 1 ands . Pie SB6 address and c 1 e ar up
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M-31

M-33

Nap S p*9* *? i a d i f f
i :u t tc rssd and appears to h*WB sorr

i naccurae t*s or err or a i- + it. Th* CoH ar Su I ch road, wait
is designated as "BLM Roads - closed" is incorrectly shown
nor fch of the two patented mi rung cl *ims when . in f *e t , mor
than JlSOO feet of the rwd i = within the e!ajm*. Likewise
map Q or- p-$ge 9£ shows the patented c] aims to the sou th o*
Collar Creek when, in fact, the claims COver th* cre*k for
3,000 feet, The rnrtf.-sl auruey p l a t map and survey notes
prove this and are on record in the BLM Office I ft Billing-
I strongly object to th*?* in^a curat i «« or erroff and
request that they be ... orr ected. Does th* BLM agree w i th
these

i naccurae i es or errors? I-f not , wh - r>&t

"

esse would these Issues be resolued b*fo
•further with ACEC plans in Colls
no

, pi east r#p Iain how
resol u i no An

I ssue as i

6 i t ft *f

the BLM proceeds
ch? If the 'answer i

s

ou couia proceed without -first
iportant as this.

A-4

Msp E> page 94 p i gh 1 1 >

The 240 acres of pr i
..

" scqu i si 1 1 on area.

"

show the
ute land
?houldr. ' t

i s i neficated as
h&tis a! so been

M-10

M-34

E-28

M-32

M-32|

To ray best knowledge the fish octup> the ..reek within the
Hendricks claim and some within BLM lands to the west of the
Hendricks. Also, the creek flow goes underground ''dries up)
on the eastern one third or so of the claim. The point
being that some of the fish population, and possibly the
m»j or i

t.y
,

if. w i th In pr i ys te proper ty . I f weather perm
I

t ted
I WOUl d go into the field snd confirm these facts.
Unfortunately that probably can't b* done until nf:, t spring
or summer 1 Does the BLM agree with the above concerns?
Does the BLM have facts or proof that differ from the above'
If so, what ^re trier? If the above is. in fact, the c*«e,
does i t change the BLM's approach or pi arm i ng in Col l a.r

Gulch'' How does the BLM propose to enhance the fish habitat
hen in fact you don't own ell of the lands containing th*
ab i t a t ?

tied Sy. of theOn page I S8 it is stated that an
wildlife hftbit&t has. been disturbed or destroyed by
in the gul ch . Who made this es 1 1 mate and p 1 ease prou i de the
facts to substantiate the estimate? Please provide the same
information on the projected 10/: that may be affected bv
future mining.

Figure 2.13 page Si alternative E is inaccurate. The
"ct osed" area s

i

gn i f y i ng Col 1 ar Gu 1 ch doe s not appear to be
shown in the correct pos i t

i
on on the map . PI ease expl af n

this. Does the BLM feel that the reader does net require an
accurate look? Or, it this an accurate look?

Cm page 8* you state that the area would be closed to
motorized traffic and no additional access would be pursued.

•re a map showing exactly what access would remain open

309G
M-

jch « d^ term i net • o

V; i remmen t a] ! .. con
a due* the "potent i

Sou no engineering prac t • ces in t

-is world can and do drama t i cal 1 t

woul d this be taken i nto

M-16

M-30

M-l

then
i gr.t would the
te proper*,"'

Item A, continued on page PO . Where is the
trout population? To mv best knowledge It i

property (the Hfrftdr i cKs> . Does the BLM h«V*
information as to the low reech^ What legal
BLM hav'e to restrict water withdrawal on pr

I

If in fact the BLM did restrict wj thdl *<>* ' o
landowner would the BLM supply the landowner with other
water or eompensa te him in some way" 1 Does the BLM have
water rights on Collar Creek'"-' Does the BLM have records of
any evicting Water r

i

gh ts on Col 1 ar Creek?

I tern ft. This complete!- eliminates an/ and all disturbing
activities (e^-epf crossings:.'. Shouldn't this be left open
to rev i ew in the Fl an* of Ope rat i on? What wou l d be used to
define the cree;. in the event of natural creek rt chart n* 1 mg?
The point being that a disturbance may we 1 1 be out of the
100 foot limit at the time of incept 'On but later
rechar-ne 1 i ng may put the disturbance within the 10u foot
limit. Does the BLM acknowledge that it has no control over
what

i

= don* within lurj feet of the creek on the private
property'* Likewise, I am awftr* that there are restrictions

i mposed by other agenc i es regard! ng d

I

sturbances in stream
beds. I would like to note that Collar Gulch is a special
place to me and caring for its resources is important to me,
Howe uer I do not feel that mor e res t r

i c t i cms and
W i thdrawal s , as- you i<r'i pr OpOS i ng , are necessary to protect
these resources .

M-27|port
should allow flexibility to allow for relocating

ns of the trail if that would be the more feasibfe
to take. Does the BLM agree with this?

Regarding all of these restriction
the BLM intend to place similar re

M-2

str
page

c t i ons
and '0

, MQId 1 d

property such
claim*'? if sc
such re'stricti
mining ac t i

U

\\
under- e*istmc

-.3 the Hendricks and Edward patented mining
what legal right would the ELM have to place

:ms on private property (keep i ng In mind that
es on private proper ty wou Id a T ready fall
state and federal 1 ams)

?

je cause the BLM has no 1 ege. I Ight

1VT-1 I
th

' - PrilJ * te property wh.-- would y

to

EC
e s t ab

1

ea that
proper

don
"'

orkable ACEC

restr I ct i ons on
h an extensive
nd hoi di ngs to

M-l |*

on that existing
operating plans,

Jl d amp 1 y protect
ate

egu 1 at i o
i ty and

lap Gulch, the
does the BLM pr
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M-32

M-35

or better yet

,

99 does not pr
be provided?
woul d n ope

access you plan to close"' Map G on
enough detail. If there isn't, will

urse, access to the private property
Would the BLM intend placing

309H
m-i|::;:

on that access?
v entitled to on

What access does the BLM
:hese pr i va te 1 ands"

ng

Page 21?

ipie of the gul

M-3|
ease e*p lain
re AC'EC. Coi

same go a 1

?

how the BLM arrived
Id less acres be req

E-21

M-36

M-5

F'age S? savs that stream protection and enhanc em.en t

[structures wou 1 d be used to protect the f i sh . PI ease
I e 1 abor ate - what are enhancemen t structures? What types of
I development? What would be done to assure that the BLM " s
lactivit;. in the gulch did not affect the adjoining private
|property along the cre*k?

Page S? and 90 discuss th« i mc I emen t at i on effects on mining.
The paragraph "BLM woul d pursue impact Col 1 an
[Gulch Creek" is a little confusing. Does "Protective
[withdrawal for Collar Gulch" mean withdrawal of the entire
lACEC area as shown on Map D page 96, or- just the gulch
| proper"5 PI ease c 1 ar i f y .

tates that "Implementation (of Alternative C, D &
E> could negatively affect the social well-being of the
1 oca I commun

i t i es by re due i ng potent i al future economi c

ac t

i

m
I ty assoc i a ted with mineral e * p 1 or at i on and

development." Whereas Alternatives A & B would not have

itl'iis
detrimental effect. How can the BLM take such a gamble

With the well-being of the local people? Would the BLM
provide economic relief to the communities'1.

E-21

Pages 166, 20S, 214, 231 and others,
alternatives D St t witt.drai.ving this i

ACEC'J wou 1 d have a s i gn i f i cant negat
one underground mine would be foregor
A (current man ag em en t ) wou Id all ow m
though unnecessary or undue degr adat
pre vented. Why wou Id the BLM choose
negatively affect an industry that br

the 1 ocal commun i t i es - especial 1 y wr
'.under alternative A' "unnecessary or

Id S+i 1 1 be pre
al commun i ties

tate that under
ea ( i mp l em-en t i ng an
e i mpac t on mini ng a

Whereas al ternat i

i ng to continue even
»n wou Id still be
M t e r na t i y e £ ) to
ngs economic growth
ft, it is stated that

degr
Would the BLM compensate th

ost economic growth?

The same paragraph say
conducted on cl aims wh

Icourse this would not
M-6 |Hendr i cks and Edward.

|* located cl aims" rathe

The Ta i I Ho

-.. that "Validity exams would be
n a Plan of Operation is filed."
ipp I y to patented claims, such as t

PI ease elir'i f this — such as say
than j ust " c 1 aims"

.

1 t obv ous tha too
i ssues for
i mp 1 emen t

existing 1 aws and
the env i ronmen t wh

ma n c 1 e a r

be consi dered .

ernat

mine i s on a located claim and is known to be
a ual id mining pr oper ty . Recent work has conf i rmed this an
I understand that the owners have supplied the BLM with
information support ing this. The mine is up si ope from the
creek and within your proposed ACEC. On page i 66 it Is

I

stated that one mine -the Tail Holt?i would be foregone if
Al ternat i '-* E is implemented. Will the BLM compensate the
mine owners for- their loss"' If not, why not? How would th
loss Of one mine be justified to the local mining i ndust r /"'

The Silver Bullion, a patented claim, adjoins the Tail Holt

I

and the two wou id probabl - be deve l oped toge ther . Has the
ELM attempted to pur-chase the Silver Bullion* As with the
Hendricks and Edward patented claims, the BLM does not he i, e
the right to interfer with the development of the Silver
Bui 1 i on - correct? I feel you bra at tempt ing to designate
an ACEC in an area you do not have adequate Land holdings
and that has greater potential for it* m i r,*r a 1 % than for th
proposed ACEC.

use o f t hi e

that devel

I urge the BLM to
ve A and continue working within the
egulations that were enacted to protect
1 e al l ow i ng econom i c growth and mu 1 t i p 1

e

and. Keep I n mind that
men t can be done

p r e '..' e ri t e d .

OU admi t in the pis
degradat I on isndi

M-
On page i tern

di scharqes
*d and w

def ine for

1-5

T-8

J-21

SOUTH MOCCASIN-JUDITH MOUNTAINS SCENIC APEA
Figure 2.1 page 23 indicates a great deal of lands, publ.c

I

and private, falling into the scenic ACEC class. Does the
BLM intend on implementing more scenic ACEC's in Fergus
County? In the Judith Mountains"-' In the near future?
This designation which 'nclude; private lands has
e ssen t i al I ,. ear mar ked the I and (for its seen I c vslue 1 for
the future whether intentional or not. This earmarking
ecu 1 d de tr i men tal 1 > af f ec t the future sal e , devel opmen t or

I

use of the land b. the prWetts land owner. Why was private
land designated for its visual resources in a plan that was
only to designate BLM lands"1

On page 21 i t * tates
relative! y v

i sual

1

y u

llh is v i ewshed a 1 read:-'

I -'
1 oggi ng, ol d Hanc-'er

I transmi »s
i
on tower no

iNorth Moccasin Mounta

.hat this area was chosen because
idrsturbed. What is this relative
has surface disturbances within i

open cut, burned ar^.^, new
th of Lew. st own , surface mining i

ns) . How can these be i ghored b.
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T -., [casual observer or ay the BLM in prep

naked eve

J-23

Deft rv* the casual observer
"
J The naked eve •; casual ?> ma* no

>e abl e to defect. a certa i n disturbance -from Hi QhW.a.ys s7 or

'1 or Lewi stown , wh i 1* On the other hand * trained observer
jr someone wanting to find a problem may see the
disturbance. What will constitute a di styrbance that

wH I "attract the at ten t i on of the casual observer "
i page

21)? Exactly where will the sne-w point limit be, Main
Street hill in Lewi stown , the overpass by the dr Ive-ifl

theater, the highway b;v Moore, etc."' What qualifications
will the person or- parsons making these decision" h«V«?
These are mportsnt fluest t on* J

p I e as » be spec i f i c

.

J-13

J-14

Page 5? says that
won Id be required
What are the exact
camouf 1 agi ng, for exsmpl e . .

tents, a pickup or car, mine portals, ..

dumps c pr i or to rec 1 amat i on ) por tab! b equ i

and heavy equ
i
pmen t , dr i 1 1 r

I

gs , 1 ogg i ng e

Please be specific as to how these various
m

i
gh t be , and to what degree , camouf 1 aged.

determine what needs to be camouflaged? Also
proceeding paragraph when respond

i ng

'UflBQlncj facilities and equipment
they cannot be pUced out of v i ew .

"

i rerntn t.s whan one con si ders
a power line, smal 1 bu i 1 di ngs

,

ie rail roads ,
waste

i pment , bu 1 i dozers
equ i pmen t , etc .?

types of items
Who i l l

si den the

Page 5? says that access, facilit

I

screened from view by using the r

imply hidden from view; or more C

the view? Also consider the two
respondi ng

.

arid equ i pmen t may be
ral terra I Fl . Does th i s

best effort to protect
ceeding paragraphs when

1 would like to point out that open-pit mines in the

Moccasin and Judith Mountains (Kendall, Giltedqe and the
smal 1 er cuts and pits found around the 1 arger underground
mines) are at an elevation around 4,700 to 5,100 feet. The
skyl i ne within the v i ewshe Id i S we 1 1 above this e

1

evat i on

(Burnette peak - 6,054, New Year Peak - 6.032, Pyramid Peak
- 5,?60). The point being that any mining is more likely tc

h* fiflflpop the base of the moun tains rather than hi gh up and
.. nearly as pronounced to the observer . Nor i s

t 1 C |i t likely that the skyl i ne v i ew woul d be effected. Have
J"U Ithese facts been considered in the draft plan?

J-6

therefore not
k e 1 y that
facts be

With the above in mind please address the following. Is, i

t, this proposed ACEC desi gnat i on i n tended to pre wen t a

ge open pit-mine that wou Id perm an en 1 1 ,- change the

skyl i ne v i ew of the mounts ins? Is it al so i n tended to

prevent smal 1 er open-p i t , op en -cut or undergr ound mining
that can be reclaimed to nearly the original, natural
appearance? On paqe 165, 191 and 231, among others, it

states that Alternative E "would »f fee t ively prohibit
open-pit mining development in portions of the scenic area.

309K

E-21

-33

that some money m&; come in from increased P-BCi cations' use

but may not offset the loss from the forefiorrs mining.

Ml nt ng hs= pro 1

,
1 en to prov i de subs t ant 1 a1 econom i c benef i t to

Fergus County for over iOu years. How can the BLM justify
taking this potential benef i t away from the county by
effectively eliminating mining eppor tun i t i es? You state

that "these rest-r tct I on* (on m > n ; ng) may i ncrease recreat i on

use." That seems to be a big gamble you're willing to t&kft

w i th our we 1 1 -be i no, and economy' PI ease be more spec i f i c

abou t the "
i ncrea* i ng econom i c ac 1 1 v i t ;•'

" that may r esu 1 t

from increased recreational use. How much money"-' How much
.ta^es paid to the count:-? How man? new jobs?

Page 2\B says that under current mi. nag* men t tac tic*
(Alternative A) the social well-being of the recrea t i

on i s

t

woul d dim. i n i sh if his needs are not me t . What does d imi n i -sh

i'ndicate? Will he lose money, health, home, job, etc.-
What exactly, are his "need*"? What will cause him to lose
"recreation quality"? Specifically, what facts are there
that indicate the recrea t i on i st is lacking recreational
quality in the proposed scenic viewshed? Under Alternative
C, C' or E .ou admit a possible significant reduction ''by

restricting mining.) in economic activity causing a decrease
i n soC i al we 1

1 -be
i no to the 1 ocal commun i

ties. How can the

, nt ISLM justify such a gamble With the well-being of the local
J-/4 | c i t i zen ='" PI e sse respond !

T «c llfl various places you use the term "visual contrast rating
J-2j li-eqij irements" ; please define this term.

E

Would this area i 4 , 566 acres) be closed to DRY thru this
designation or only if alternative C, D or E is chosen in

the Off Road Vehicle issue"'

1 d be done to ex

T lolaiready in proqress in the proposed ACEC (if there
J ~ lj^lsuch activities)"' To the BLM'

nq d i s t ur ba
osed I

know

i t i es
re any
ny such

ict I i tv presently going on

The
tfil

J-30

J-ll

map on page 94 shows private lands within and bordering
proposed Scenic ACEC. In the .Judith Mountains, there

.re two such areas of private proper ty within the proposed
ACEC. One is in Puby Gulch which is about 3 miles wide;
another m Limekiln is about 6 miles wide 1 In the South
Moccasins St similar area is over 6 miles wide!
Unfortunately, this map nor any others in the plan, show the

topography or mountains. Consequently, the reader cannot
cornel ate the proposed ACEC to the country . PI ease prov i de

accurate maps I PI ease prov i de a topo map

!

Publ ic comment has shown that the private land owners are
lunwillmg to sell lands to add to these scenic ACEC*. Have

of the effected 1 andowners aoreed to se 1 1 1 ands needed
explain how the BLM can JustifyACEC"' Flea

II
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J-7

U-l

J-28

However page 1 65 states that "Management prescr i p t i cms in

the scenic area would effectively prohibit developing
hardrock resources by open-pit methods." Please specify
what nature of an open-pit and in what portions of the area
mining would be prohibited. These generalized statements
leave too much room for confl lets and problems and should be

clarified beforehand. It is also stated on page 165 that
under Alternative A (current management) mining would be

al 1 owed but wou Id st i 1 1 be required to avoid unnecessary
degradation of the visual resources. Why then does the BLM
feel it is necessary to designate the area an ACEC
(Al ternat i ve E>?

On page 191 you say that mining cou 1 d negat i ve
1 y i mpac t a

projected cultural property eligible for NPHP . The next
tence says some of these "proper t i es" . What is it, a

gle property or are there more than one? Where and what
this property? How will mining negatively impact it? To

what degree could mining "create res i dual impacts to these
resources"? Who made this determination and what are their
qual

i
f i cat i ons? Why is this i nf or mat i on not in the draft

pi an?

Page 195 states that under Alternative A a negative impact
to sightseeing and hiking in the mountains could result from
mining. In my 20 years of mining I've found that all over
the country folks enjoy S i gh tsee i ng and tour i ng mines. The
Kendall Mine has a full schedule of tours during the summer
months. Many other mines I've worked at were the same way.
That opportunity would be taken away from the public If

Alternative E prevented a mine from developing. As to

hiking, Wh*r* do the majority of people hike? I think you
would agree that it's within easy walking distance of their
car or camp . You ' r e not go i ng to have many h i kers if they
can ' t dr i ve or camp near the hiking ar ea . What driving and
camping access would the BLM provide into the Scenic ACEC?
PI ease be more spec i f i c as to what a " negat i ve i mpac t to
sightseeing and hiking" would be.

J-ll

limiting multiple use and initiate a Scenic ACtC and
increase the cost of management of 4,566 acres when any
number of private land owners can make whatever surface
d i sturbance he wants on his I and and therefore disturb the

y i ew and consequen 1

1

y the wl sual resources of the adjoi n rng

BLM 1 and? Wou 1 dn ' t this negate the purpose of the Seen I

c

ACEC? What protect i on does the BI_M have over th i s potent i al

probl em?

I t becomes appar en t that par t i

Mountains there is too much pr

the proposed ACEC. If you feel
data that would substantiate it.

ularly in the South Moccasin
vate land to even consider
otherwise, please prov i de

Page IPS, 224 and 221 states
deter i orate from among other

Joo IHow does clair
-^o|away? Claim

hat.scenic qualitieswould
h i ngs, mining claim 1 ocat i on

.

the ulew from 3 or 10 miles
1 ocat i on usual 1 y entails bl az i ng and tagg i ng 3

trees or putting up ? smal I posts per claim. Then a small

excavat i on is requ 1 red . Hard I y an eye sore ! Does the ELM

I

intend to put restraints on claim location in the Scenic
ACEC under Alternative E? If it is not intended to stop
claim location why was this statement put in the plan?
Does the ELM i ntend on wi thdr&wi ng the ar e a from mi neral
entry?

Page 213, a

Ferqus Coun
mines not b

cng others, a dm I that nder Al ternat i w

1 -be i ng because

10

E-22

E-21

E-23

Y-6|

1 urge the BLM to implement Alternative A and continue
working within the existing laws and regulations that were
enacted to protect the en v i ronmen t wh i 1 e al 1 ow i ng economic
growth and mu 1 t i p 1 e use of the 1 and . Keep in mind that you
a dm i t in the p 1 an that devel opmen t can be done wh i 1 e still
preventing undue degradation.

HARDROCK MINING
The BLM has control (through Notice Review or Plans of
Operat i ons) on mineral exp 1 or a t i on , deve 1 opmen t and
product i on . Add i t i on a 1 1 y , the state and federal government
have controls over such activities. Why then does this pi an

propose additional restrictions and withdrawals? Can or
cannot the BLM manage mining activity by using the current
management tactics" 1 If they cannot, why not?

Withdrawing 6,205 acres from mineral entry would have a

detr (mental econom i c effect on the commun
I
t i es and coun t i es

through the loss of jobs, tax revenue and monies spent by
the mining i n dust ry . Th i s f ac t is stated many t imes

I throughout the draft plan. How can the BLM justify the
(potential of lost jobs and revenue from such withdrawals?
[Would the BLM make up such lost revenues to the affected
I are&tt? How can the BLM even consider such a plan that could
•result in economic hardship to the local population 1

Regard i ng Append! n C - Hardrock Mineral Resources, pages 313
through 332 . Th i s sec t i on , wh i 1 e conta i n i ng much accurate

I

and good information, needs updating. This should be

updated to reflect current operations, production, taxes
paid, employment, etc. The Kendall Mine alone will produce
over S20 million In gold this year. This dollar amount will
have a positive economic impact far beyond the projections
of the draft plan

!

Mining is considered to be one of the many multiple uses of
public lands. Alternative A allows such multiple use to
con tinue While the preferred Al ternat i ve E restricts and i

n

some esses eliminates mini ng, Is the BLM required to
le multiple use of public 1 ands"'

\Z
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1 ternati
aw £ and

G-l

G-2

G-8

G-l 9

G-20

G-21

Y-16

B-l

B-3

I urge the ELM to impleme
working within the *x I S-t

I

enacted to protect the anui ronmen t wh lie all owi no fconom i

c

growth, mining and other multiple use of the land.

ELK AND BIGHORN SHEEP HABITAT MANAGEMENT
Land owners, are already troubled by elk populations. These
an imal s are cost

i ng 1 and owners money and t line through crop
and -fence- damage , BLM lure crops do not seem to work. In
man^ cases the elk get -feed and water on private land. In
light of these existing problems, how would the BLM propose
to cope with increasing problems by increasing herd sizes?
Mill the BLM assist the privet* sector- -financially in

correcting these damages"' Has the BLM or other agencies,
determined that increasing herd size is imperative tor herd
well-being or survival? f-f so, where are the tacts to
support this?

Al ternat i ue E props*** an increase of 66, J 60 ?cr es over
Alternative A -for elk habitat. Where would these acres come
from? Do these additional acres have adequate -forage?
Alternative A calls -for expansion only where foraoe is
available, it appears then that Alternative E would expand
habitat regardless o-f whether or not proper -foraoe is
aua i 1 abl e . Would the private sec tor be expected to prov i de
the -forage? I -f not where would it come -from and who would
pay -for it? These same commen ts and quest 1 on* hoi d t

bi ghorn sheep habi ta t

.

On page S4 under managemer. t prescriptions seasonal
restrictions would be placed on mineral exploration work i

elk and sheep habitats. In my 20 years o-f mining I've nev
seen wildli-fe unnecessarily disrupted because o-f the
[activity. At whos discretion would these restrictions be
Idecided? What are crucial wildli-fe periods"' Under no. 5,
Iwhat constitutes a habitat 1 oss? What is the limit as to
I how -far away and in what natural conditi on ? comparabl e si
Imight be establ i shed?

for

Would the BLM require additional monies, m
emp 1 oyees to manage this I ssue under Alter
compared to Alternative A or B"' I -f so , he
justify this increase and where will this
come -from? I recommend Alternative B.

e E as
the BLM

i on a I -funding

ACCESS TO PUBLIC LAND
Does the 71,793 acres needing new access and the 1,126,356
needi ng addi t i onal access -fall within the scope o-f this 1 '91
draft p 1 an or does it cons i der access needs for pTftpr* and
projects beyond this plan^

I

Many land owners do not want access across their land onto
public 1 ands : m i gh t they be -forced into giving up such
access? Can condemnation be used to acquire these accesses"'

(3

309O
Jhere would the BLM get 'the money to purchase and manage
:hese proposed additional lands? l-Jou 1 d this require
additional BLM management and employees" 1 How would these
ddition.E-1 people be paid -for"-1

OIL AND GAS LEASING AND DEVELOPMENT
This. I ssue is con-fusing as presented
I have not completely studied this i

no commen t

.

ue to a 1 ack of t im

and therefore have

RIPARIAN AND WETLAND MANAGEMENT OF WATERSHEDS
I have not had adequate time to study this issue and

p IQlWoutd the BLM honor private land owners rights while
1 vy

I implementing this issue?

I

Would the BLM require additional mo
employees to manage this issue unde
COmp a i red to Alternative A"' I -f so,
add i t i onal -funding come -f r-om"'

%\ ternat i ve E a

-i e r e w i
1 1 t h i s

PRAIRIE DOG AND BLACK-FOOTED FERRET MANAGEMENT
I have not had adequate f i me to s tudy this, i s«U
therefore have little comment.

H-l|"™
.Jould the BLM honor pnv

ementing this issue

I

Would the BLM require addition
employees to manage this issue
just if ied and wher

I

AZURE DAUB
Is the cave a bat hiber
and what size bat popul

i es , managemen t and
so, how can this be

11 this additional funding come frorr

hat type of bate
at present?

I have not had time to study this issue in -full and
therefore limit my comment.

I recommend Alternative A be implemented.

ACID SHALE-PINE FOREST
I have not had 1 1 me to study this i ssue in full. I

recommend Alternative A.

SQUARE BUTTE ONA
I have not had time to study this i ssue . I recommend

BIG BEND OF THE MILK RIVER
I have not had t i me to study this I ssue and therefore ha

15

309N
r>_a jlf so, will condemnatiD J | the -future?

309P
be used to acq

lUJhere would the men*
B-2|access? Would this

emp 1 oyees

come from to purchase additional
equire additional BLM management and

How wou Id these addi t i onal peop 1 e be paid f or ?

I recommend that Alternative A be implemented as it does not
require excessive expenditures o-f BLM money to acquire new
access. It allows for managing multiple use access and
allows for seeking reasonable additional access.

I

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES
Figure 2.13 page Si alternative E is inaccurate. The
"cl osed" area si gn i f i rig Col 1 ar- Gul ch does not appear to be
Shown in the correct posi t i on on the map . The "limited
yearl ong" area encompasses the entire mountains, nearby
foothills and plains, Including private and public roads.
Please explain this. Does the BLM feel that the reader does
not requ i re an accurate 1 ook? Or , is th

i s an accurate 1 ook?

M-31

C-20

A-52

A-9

A-ll

Map G page ?? is difficult
- open" south east of Maic
not open to the pub) ic. 7

designated as "BLM Roads -

north of the two priuatel>

to read. It shows a "BLM Roads
-n that is on pr i vate proper ty and
ie Collar Gulch road, which is

c 1 osed" is i ncorrec tl y shown
owned patented mining claims in

the gulch, when In fact, more than 1500 feet
within the claim s I strongly object to these inaccuracies
or- errors and request that they be c o r r e c t e d . I hope o t h e r

have scrutinized these maps closely in areas that affect
them!

The map on page SI shows limited year 1 ong des i gnat I on in th

North Moccas ins but I can not -find any text reqard i ng this
area. Why?

E of each i ss
i nc 1 ude p 1 ans

I LAND ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL
Does the 631,719 acres meeting acquis

I apply to those acreage needs if Alterr
[Is implemented? Or does the 431, 7t9 i

I beyond the scope of this p 1 an?

I

Can condemn at ion be used to acquire the types of lands
discussed in the draf t.? W

I
l 1 condemn at i on be used to

acqu i re such 1 ands?

Page 232 states that under Alternative E there will be an
economic loss in the livestock industry and tax revenues
wou Id decrease . Can the pub! i c be assur ed that there w i

1

be no lost tax revenue or PILT payments if the proposed
acqu i s i t i on and d i sposal take place? If so what exactly
I'M 1 1 the 1 oss be to the count

i es? If there is a 1 oss in

revenues to the counties., how e*.fl the BLM justify such an
action in times of poor economic conditions?

My name is Jerry Hanley and I was born and raised in the -

Lewistown and Maiden areas. My heritage is from a mining
background and I intend to preserve that heri tage and those
opportunities -for my children and their children and others
like me. I have been In the mining business for 20 years.

I have reviewed the BLMs draft Judith 'Jalley Phillips
Resource Management Plan EIS dated July 1991. This is a
rather 1 engthl y-comp ! icated document and takes a great deal
of time and patience to study. It is unfortunate that these
types of things that so greatly affect the common citizen
are nearly beyond his reach. I Know that you BLM folks have
been given a job to do and must make your best effort. I

hope you listen to the general public and not the
overpower i ng out of town or out of state ant i deve 1 opmen t

special Interest groups.

Although I am concerned with all nine i ssues presented in
the draft eis I have particular concern with three. Those
are 1) HardrocK miring 2) the South Moccasin - Judith
Mountain Senic area and 3) the Collar Gulch.

As anyone who has rev i ewed the eis knows each i ssue has 5
a! ternatiue managemen t plans discussed and presented for
selection. The blm has chosen their preferred alternative.
In each case that is alternative E , To me, E stands for
ELIMINATE deve 1 opmen t opportunities!

In the Hardrock mining issue the EIS proposes to change the
present management. The proposed 8LM choice would place
more restrictions on mineral development and would withdraw
6,205 acres. I also understand it to mean that the BLM, at
their discretion, could withdraw more acres in the -future
and place other restraints on industry, This type o-f

management would only act to suppress the natural resource
Industries. This fact is stated over and over in the EIS.
We cant af-ford that type of land management

.

Alternative 5 woul d al 1 ow deve 1 opmen t of hardrock mi n i ng
projects by complying with existing federal, state and local
regulations and requirements. Only 320 acres would be
withdrawn from mineral entry and the Judith Peak/Red Mt
m i neral w I th drawn areas wou I d be lifted and the suspended
claims would be returned to their owners I urge th i s type
of managemen t

.

Issue 2 - The South Moccasin - Judith Mt Scenic Area. This
area has apparently been chosen as a ACEC because in

someone S view it is visually undisturbed and it contains a
large block of public lands. What this amounts to is that
the view of the South Moccasin and the Judith Mts from the
Lewistown area and the highways leading to Lewistown would
remain unchanged. The EIS proposes that, quote "this area
wou 1 d be managed to protect the visual resources -from

593
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surface disturbing fcCt IV [ t J »** . This type of mansgtmen t

would mean the end of timber and mining developments and
many possi bl e recreation deve 1 opmen ts in that area. On page
332 you recogn Izs th*t "the general nature of the

restrictions could and probably would make some m

transm i
ssi on tower 1 oca ted be tween town

or the 1 ogged o-f -f area on the sou thwest -foo thills of the

Judiths, or the 1 ogged areas on the east si de of the Sou th

Moccasins? These are part of the view — they are there!
This view doesn't seem to bother the folks that live here.

This is not a wilderness area-
and make I

t

Are we trying to save the view for a city dweller who passes
through on his vacation and wants an unblemished look of

Montana. Let them take care of there own backyard before
wi th ours.

cl ose . Le ts not try
of one .

fop a c i ty dwe

1

they

Through all this I realised that we al

"ronment to exist. Ue may not like
1 1 have a r i qh t and

1

th I n

obligation to use our environment to exist. Ue may
what our ne

i

ghbor does or how it 1 ooks , bu t if he is

the law and the norm we must respect his rights and
oppor tun i t i es-

Ule ve here -- we look but we also need ti

.nd to contribute to the commun i ty

.

touch to make a

living an

I ssue 3 is Col 1 ar Cu 1 ch . The EI S proposes to des

I

gnate
this as an ACEC. I understand there to be 3 factors

1 It. - T-A~ D_ «. 1 I. _. .. ~ •..,*. "I T k n anvolved. They are 1. the Tate Poetter cave _.

nhabi ting Col 1

The ex i st i nginusivta, i ney are i. tre r*is rotue
BLM Collar Gulch Trail and 3. the fish
Creek .

I have never been to the Tate Potter cave but do know of

many caves in the Judiths. Most of these are accessible

309S

Iver than gold potential
tees exploration activit

u i th the suppressed si

h t a 1 ow .

You propose to purchase 40 acres of patented mining claims
in the gul ch . Maybe I can save you some t i me and effort
right now by telling you that I and my family own a portion
of "that ground and have no intentions of selling this m i n i

n

property . The f i sh are more than we 1 come to stay, we like

them! I have fjzry intention of investigating the mineral
deposit on this property and if feasible will develop and
mine it. I will fight to prevent the BLM from taking this
opportunity away from me or my children or their children.

The mange men t of Col
Aqa in, this is not w
mike i t such!

Gulch shou

In closing I would point to page 143 of the draft EIS which
says that economics and related problems were cited by
residents as the major problem facing Lewi st own. Specific
concerns include poor economy and the lack of jobs and the

youth leaving the area because of the lack of opportunities.
Probl ems with funding school s , roads , water and special
services were also cited. Last but not least is the concern
of how to keep business from leaving the commun i ty . Nowhere
in the EIS could I find any public statements requesting ELM
management tactics that would stand in the way of

devel opmen t oppor tun i t i es.

am knowledgeable and we 1 1 aware of the positive economic
d social impacts mining projects have brought to this &re^
r over 100 years. <Th i s is not to i gnor e the timber
dustry) . In the last 4 years about 20 million dollars
ve been invested in some of our underground operations. I

am not going to present detailed data here but hope that
others attending this hearing will. I can assure you that
we 3,rs talking big money and jobs that stay right in this
commun i ty.

I

It is. in black and white - specifically on page 21B and 21?'

- that the SLMs preferred proposals presented in this draft
EIS could diminish potential economic and social support for
this smal 1 commun i ty . How can such a proposal even be

cons i dered?

E-llI

Please don't attempt to take away
to better ourselves and our f&mili
and commun i ty

.

THANK YOU

need, hopes and rights
in our own environment

JCkJkcu /91 r
V
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from undergound m i ne work ings and are quite impressive.
Caves are quite common in our 1 ocal 1 i me stone format I ons. I

1 ook forward to investigating the Tate Poet ter cave -- I

only hope that by the time I get there that it isn't secured
with a governmen t padl ock

The Collar Gulch Trail is a nice trail and I compliment the
BLM on it. It is a simple trail and can easily be relocated-
if it conflicted with some type of deve 1 opmen t , or the

tie we 1 opmen t coul d possi bly work around the trail. Isn't it

funny how we can walk the trail past old mine workings,
ruins, old tin can dumps and other reminders of the past and
say "gee thats neat --get the camera" bu t ye t a newer
operating mine or development Is supposed to be an eye sore
and undesi rabl e

!

The fish are a westslope cutthroat trout and are cl assi f i ed
as a "Montana State Species of Special Concern" they are not
an endanoered species. I say you are sitting in front of a

room full of Montana State Species of Special" Concern. As
the working men and women of. this country we are an
endangered species because of proposals 1 ike this EIS.

Getting back to the fish. To my best knowledge the fish
were planted in the creek in the 1940s. Collar Creek is

protected by our states stringent water quality and
nondegradat i on pol icies. Why then do we need more
restrai n ts?
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,618 aces as ACEC -

r - probably suspend
The BLM has proposed to des i gnate 1

withdraw the area from mineral entr
existing mining claims Clam not cl

motor i zed vehicle use and at temp t to purchase privately
owned lands in the gulch. On paqe 231 of the EIS you state
that "withdrawing the Collar Gulch ACEC would have a

unavo
i
dabl e adverse impact on hardrock mineral deve 1 opmen t

opportunities". On.page 135 high mineral potential and
product i ve forest 1 ands are ackn owl edged within the gu 1 ch
and your proposed ACEC.

The Tal 1 Hoi t mine. 1 oca ted on the sou th west si ope of
Collar Gulch was developed by my grandfather, Mr George
Uieglenda, in the lats 20 ' s and early 30's. My family
maintained the claim for years until it was acquired by
others and worked. A group of local men are presently
trying to explore the mine and have shown that it has the
potential for becoming a produc i ng proper ty. One of these
men could not be present at this hearing because he had to

leave town to find work. Your proposal spells an end to the

mine and you admi tt that in the EIS. There- has been other
exploration activities in the area. There are numerous old
mines and prospects in the gulch and along its flanks. IT

IS MINERAL COUNTRY! Realize that much of the gulch has more

3^" Kiuc^
tt_c_ j it o

m-IU -^r LO^ mi

J^. -<N-^-i /'<?-

A. R-fT) . P

P, Mu±s

Please rcium 10: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Do* 1160

Lcwisiown. MT 59457
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PRODUCTS

3C 25 Box ^270
Lowistown, .IT 59-t57

Dec. 12, 1791

.iy cements on the Judith /alley Phillips Resource Mflnagemeat ?Un
are baaed on 30 plus years as a rancher, .reading the plan and attending

three of the meetings and the hearing in Lewi st own. In all of the meet-

ings that I attended the comments of the crowd and the testamony at the

hearing were that the preferred Alternative "E" would have a negative

impact on our local economy and the culture of our communities. I never

heard any discussion supporting the "preferred " Alternative.

1 . Land Acquisition and Disposal—I agree that disposal of isolated BLM

lands would improve -3L.-1 grazing administration efficiency. Instead of

land acquisition, perhaps the funds from disposal should go toward lower-

ing the National Debt. So private Imd should be identified for acqui-

sition in the final plan.

2. Access—Most land owners have very little problem with access to 3LX

lands or their private property for that, matter, if the public is willing

to walk and pick up their garbage and take it home. T oppose additional

vehicular access.

;. Off Soad vehicles—ORV use is the ;

shed, vegetation, and wildlife habi+at

in designating areas for 03/ use. I

xest way to damage soils, water
mremendous care must be used

efer Alt. Q.

.ard liock ."lining- orefer Alternative

5. Prairie Dog-Slack Footed Ferret

—

Ay question on this idea is "How much

government money will eventually be spent to reintroduce the Ferret?" I

prefer Alt. A.

I

6. I believe there should be no HS-l BS&fl in habitat for ELk and I oppose

the use of lure crops. I would support adequate habitat r or 3is Horn

jheep except in areas that would have a negative impact on hardrock mining,

7. Scenic Area ACEC—The Lewistewi viewshed should be planned by the county

commissioners and BLM should manage in harmony with their plan.

I

8. Riparian and Wetlands

—

',*/ biggest concern here is the weed issue. In

all. SLM Flans the problem of noxious woods must be addressed and efforts

increased to control or eradicate noxious weeds on BLM lands. Work with

adjacent land owners and county weed control boards.
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VERNON TAYLOR. JR.

December 12, 1991

VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

B. Gene Miller

Acting District Manager
U.S. Department of the Interior

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

As a follow-up to my letter of November 1, 1991 to

you regarding the Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement,
I herewith declare that I do not wish to have the BLM
take over land, as specified below, which is associated
with my ranch, The Box Elder. The following list

identifies that land as:

Township 17 North Range 20 East
Section 10 - EJ SWJ and Sl3
Section 11 - VH 5W* and SEi SW*
Section 15 - Ni
Section 12 - S* SW£
Section 13 - NWJ- and NEi SWJ

Thank you for your attention to this request.

Sincerely,
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v«
Vernon Taylor, Jr.

Dictated by Mr. Taylor
Signed in his absence
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December 12, 1991

Draft Resource Management Plan/EIS

Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Areas

Mr. Jerry Majerus, Team Leader

Lewislown District Office

Bureau of Land Management

P.O. Box 1 160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Majerus:

Te-aco Exploration and Production Inc. ("Texaco") has reviewed the draft Judith-Valley-

Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. We offer the

following comments:

• In order of priority, Texaco prefers proposed Alternatives B, A or E. Alternative B

has the least amount of restrictions on oil and gas activities, yet adequately addresses

environmental issues. Alternative E, though more restrictive, appears to have

reached a reasonably balanced approach to land use management.

I

Generally we agree with your assessment of oil and gas potential in the area, though

geologic relationships in the Blood Creek syncline and northeastern Fergus County

|
might support a high potential rating.

• We are opposed to habitat expansion in areas north of Winifred, around Cat Creek

and along Judith Mountains, all areas identified as having high oil and gas potential.

The BLM should consider reducing the habitat size to minimize conflicts between oil

and gas and wildlife interests.

. BLM has stated that many of the private lands targeted for acquisition have

moderate to high oil and gas potential with the only negative impact of such

acquisition being additional administrative problems.

I

We believe oil and gas development activities would be significantly impacted if

private lands were converted to federal lands. The increased procedural

requirements and possible appeals will almost certainly cause delays in permitting

and increase the cost of doing business for operators in the area.

316A

Mr. Jerry Majerus

December 12, 1991

Page Two

D-ll
On page 16 it is stated that oil and gas leasing and development would have no

impact to the social well-being of the area. We challenge this assumption. If 50 new

wells are drilled each year, oil and gas activity should have a significant beneficial

impact on the local economy and social well-being of the residents.

BLM appears to have substantially increased the number of acres subject to special

lease stipulations (Controlled Surface Use Stipulation), primarily to protect Visual

Resource Management (VRM) Classes. We believe that many of these areas could

be adequately managed with standard lease stipulations. Use of special stipulations

should be limited to cases where the standard stipulation proves to be inadequate.

The following errors or omissions should be addressed:

D-12

1. P. iv - Alternative C - Oil and
j

the text on P. 56.

; leasing and development does not match

2. P. 94 - There are no township or ranges on this map.

3. P. 96 - Townships are reversed.

P. 6 - Outlines of ACEC's are missing.

Texaco appreciates the opportunity to comment. Please contact Mr. T. M. Belton if you

need further information.

Very truly yours,

TEXACD EXPLOITATION AND PRODUCTION INC.

8k
E. C. Burritt

Rockies Area Manager
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December 13, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

RE: Your letter of October 18, 1991
JVP 1616.08

Dear Mr. Miller:

In your letter of October 18, a copy of which is enclosed, you
stated that if we at the Spring Creek colony chose not to
participate in a BLM land exchange that our lands would be removed
from the map and table dealing with acguisition and disposal in the
final RMP/E1S, provided you were notified by December 15, 1991.

This letter is to notify you that we do not wish to
participate in any BLM land exchange. Accordingly, please take all
appropriate steps to remove our lands from your maps and tables
dealing with this in the final RMP/EIS.

You also stated in your letter that BLM has identified lands
for disposal in the future. We currently lease four small tracts
of BLM land that you have identified as meeting the disposal
critera. We would be very much interested in purchasing these
properties in the event they are ever offered for sale. These
properties are described as follows:

T 16 N, R 17 E, P Mer. Montana
Section 6: Lots 1, 3, 4

Section 8: NE^NE^

T 17 N, R 17 E, PMM
Section 32: NE^NE^

All in the County of Fergus
Total area: 199.57 acres

Please contact us if these properties are ever offered for

Rev. Paul Walter

Attachments art available Tor review in Ihc Lewistuwn DMrkl Office.
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December 13, 1991

Bureau of Land Management Office

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

This is our request that your agency please remove any property under Samuel K.
andCharleneA. Phillips or under Samuel K. Phillips and Sons as a possible
consideration for any future BLM land transfer or land acquisition programs.

I would also like to take this opportunity to say that Gene Miller, and others
in the office, have been very helpful in all or our dealings with your agency.
Whenever we had questions or concerns, he was always very accomodating.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at work 538-7471 or
at home 538-5773.

Sincerely,

Michael S. Phillips
For Samuel K. Phillips

319
FERGUS COUNTY

STATE OF MONTANA
Lewixtown, Montana 59457
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December 13 , 1991

S. Gene Miller, Assc. District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewi st own District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457

PHILLIPS COUNTY LIVESTOCK ASSOC.
P.O. BOX 159

MALTA, MONTANA 59538

DECEMBER 12, 1991

RE: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan
and Environ mental Impact Statement

.

B. GENE MILLER, DISTRICT MANAGER
BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
P.O. BOX 1160
LEWISTOWN, MONTANA 59457

Dear Hr. Mil ler:

We have been approached by numerous citi2ens in regard
to the Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS. These persons have
expressed an interest in local participation in the development
of the final version of the RMP/EIS. We have informed these
concerned citizens of your expressed willingness to work with
Fergus County and its people to resolve whatever Issues may
arise. We certainly appreciate your recognition of the
importance of meaningful public participation, despite the fact
that the formal comment period expires on December 15th.

Or. behalf of our constituents, we intend to pursue
development of a local Land Use Plan. In this manner, the people
of Fergus County can be assured that their interest will be
addressed by the Bureau of Land Management as the final document
takes shape.

We are aware of the stated goals in the Code of Federal
Regulations, which direct consistency between local land use
plans and BLM resource management plans. We recognize the
importance of this concept, as do you, and look forward to
working with you as we represent the interests and people of
Fergus County

.

Dea: Mr. Mille

As we become Involve
process, we will maintain clos
to assure that issues and cone
your attention.

in the local land use planning
contact with you and your staff

rns of our citizens are brought to

FERGUS COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

a 1— ^rr-

The Phillips County Livestock Association would like to respond to
several areas of concern in the Judith-Valley-Phillips RMP. Our
Association is made up of rancher and businessmen in the Phillips
County Area. We have a membership of 148.

On the Off Road Vehicle issue, we feel that there should be no block
response to this issue. Each allotment has a different situation
and therefore the use of 0RV for game retrieval should be left up to

the individual BLM permittee. There is a large population of wild
game in the affected area, and the limiting of 0RV for game retrieval
will be detrimental to both the sportsman and the permitee.

In regard to your proposal on Elk and Big Horn Sheep management, we
are opposed to any alternative that will reduce A.U-M.'s on public
lands. In polling our neighbors, no one is in favor of increasing
the elk herd. They feel that there is already plenty of elk damage in
the affected areas. Some of the lands that you have identified for
acquisition for elk and sheep habitat management are part of ranches.
Most ranchers would not be willing to sell parts of their ranches.
It is stated in the Alternative E section on Land Acquisition page 86,
that forage on newly acquired lands would be allocated primarily to
elk and big horn sheep. This would eliminate some A.U.M.'s that are
now used for livestock. We believe in the multiple use concept. We
are opposed to single use acqusiticn by the B.L.M..

In the planning area analysis on Land Acquisition and Disposal, the
comments suggest that the economic conditions of the Malta and Phillips
resource area are of utmost concern. Most of what we read in this plan
magnifies this concern. The proposal to dispose of 166,021 acres of
which 68,069 acres could and probably would be farmed, seems counter-
productive considering the current farm policy. The preferred altern-
ative wouldacquire 95,299 acres for recreation values; 51,874 acres
for access; 484,546 acres for threatened and endangered species and
winter range and riparian habitat. We feel this would all have a very
negative impact on the local economy. The study shows Phillips County
losing 5103,000.00 in annual tax revenue which would be devastating
to local government and schools considering the financial problems

l& •//.' (
(",-.
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A-34

they now face. It also states Payments In Lieu of Taxes are at their

I

maximum in Phillips County. We question the statement that Phillips
county would have an increase of $279,000.00 or 7% due to an increase of

recreation opportunities. We can agree that some recreation may be

transfered from private to public lands, especially since the land pick-
ed for acquisition is mostly prime hunting land and the land dispossed

of would be the poorest of hunting land. We feel the net gain in recre-
ation dollars would be negligible for many years. We have serious

concerns with the fact that land designated for disposal could be bought

by any willing buyer ifthe current lessee was unable to purchase it.

For our comments on the Prairie Dog and Blai

please refer to the attached Exibit A, page;

et Management,

We prefere that the BLH does not pursue additional ace

or improve existing access within the BLH's multiple u

believe that people who use their vehicles for hunting, transport wee

seeds from other areas of the state and nation into our area. We are

concerned that more access would contribute to this growing problem.

but maintain
incept. We

ransport

»On the Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds planning issue, we

are concerned about the definition of what is is wetland. We do not

feel there should be any action i

what a wetland is.

on thii established

oil and Gas Leasing and Development issue is also an area of concern

to our members. As a nation very dependant on the import of foreign

oil, we can not put undue restrictions on our own companies to become

more self-sufficient. As farmers and ranchers, we have survived the

past fuel shortages, but it has put terriffic financial burJfens on our

opporations. We need to continue the leasing and development of our

natural resources.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the above issues. We

need your help in the coming months as this plan is implemented to con-

sider the comments from people in the affected areas and not put on

additional hardships of these people.

Sincerely,

Ross Wiederrick
President
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Exihit A, Page 2

federal lands are an integral part of their ranching operations. The ELM
should not consider the prairie dogs on private lands to be tied in any
way to a ferret reintroduction. The Bureau should not force the private
landowners to be a part of the ferret reintroduction, which is what they
are indirectly doing with this RMP.

This management plan doesn 1 t use strong anough language when it talks
about reducing the prairie dog acreage to 1988 levels prior to the release
of any black-footed ferrets. The HKP says it prefers that this is the way
it will be. It should say that the prairie dogs mu3t be reduced to 1988
levels before ferret reintroduction. Prairie dog control is critical in
south Phillips County.

Landowner attitudes toward the prairie dogs and ferrets is hardly men-
tioned in the BMP. Basically, the landowners are against ferret reintroduction.
Even with a reasonable reintroduction plan, the landowners fear a "change
of the rules in the middle of the gams" which could change a basically
acceptable plan to an awesome monster that might put everyone out of business.
These landowners need some sort of guarantee that their operations will not
be in jeopardy.

The ELK Should maintain a

dogs and black footed ferrets.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

multiple-use concept when it comes to prairie
It is about time the BLM stood up to the
and their single-use concepts.
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The Judith-Valley-Phillips Rl'-P does not adequately discuss the negative

impacts of the proposed alternatives for prairie dog-black footed ferret

management.

To allow prairie dogs to occupy large acreages of public land is allowing

horrible destruction of our native rangelands. Should some other land use

cause such destruction, surely it would receive condemnation from botn

environmentalists and federal land management agencies.

Prairie dogs destroy plant communities, increase soil erosion, and

cause saltation of areas downstream. They destroy critical winter forage

for soecies such as antelope, sage grouse and rule deer. _
They also negatively

affect the resting cover for upland game birds and waterfowl.

In the past twenty years prairie dogs have expanded tremendously in

south °hillios County. The hi^h numbers of prairie dog towns on public lands

has made it difficult for private landowners tc keep them from infesting their

orivate lands. Because the BLM has done very little to control this expansion

of prairie do^s, they have set this area up for ferret reintroduction.

The introduction of an endangered species to south Phillips County could

have far-reaching effects on the area. The BMP does not adequately address

what the introduction of the ferret could do to the economic stability of

I

the county. Releasing an endangered species could have a very negative

affect on the land values of the private land included in the ferret reintro-

iuction area. Lowering land values would put many landowners in financial

jeopardy and have serious effects on any county or state activities that

rely on income from the tax base. An economical assessment should be in-

cluded with this plan to estimate the effects of the proposed management.

I

Another problem with the BKP is that it doesn't address the fact that

there has been a loss of forage available to livestock because of the presence

of the orairie do r
- towns. The plan states that there will be no reduction

of kW'B, yet there has been a loss of forage. Efforts should be made to

replace the forage that has been lost due to unchecked expansion of prairie

dogs.

The cLt; should reduce the sice of the reintroduction site. Using only

this 7 KH criteria is not very realistic' The people of Phillips County

OfctOUld not haw to tear the burden of having so many acres of prairie oo^s.

26, COG acres of prairie dogs is not needed to provide habitat for ferret

reintroduction. 'The "starfish arms" of the 7 KM complex should be removed,

making a more realistic reintroduction area that doesn' t affect so many

landowners.

December 9, 1991

Mr. David Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road
P. O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 594 57-1160

JVP - RMP
Draft EIS

Dear Mr. Mari:

H-2'

N-4

Private landowners are being held hostage by the HHP. If they choose

to get rid of the orairie dogs on their private land, then the ELM is going

to let the prairie" dogs expand on the federal grazing allotments. These

The following comments concern the BLM's Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the Resource Management Plan for the Judith Valley
Phillips Resource Area.

General

The draft management plan is extremely difficult to analyze in it's
current format . Many hours were needed to study the various
alternatives and their related impacts, I do ask that the BLM
extend the comment period to allow the public more time to analyze
the various alternatives.

Azure Cave acec

I object to the change of the withdrawal area to the Azure Cave
ACEC to " protect cave resources and potentially the northernmost
bat hiberniculum in the United States." The bats are neither rare
nor endangered, however the BLM would designate 14 acres to
protect theses resources. This designation is not based on
scientific study or fact. The impacts of this preferred alternative
could be very significant as mining in the area would be impacted
or completely restricted. Existing mining claims in the area may or
may not be economic to mine in the future. Should they become
viable properties, then and only then should the cumulative effects
be analyzed. This proposed ACEC should be withdrawn until
scientific data can support such a measure.
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South Moccasins-Judith Mountains Scenic Area

This scenic area ACEC nominated by the BLM is most curious and the
criteria for this nomination is very ambiguous. There is no thought
to potential lost revenues for Fergus County, the State of Montana
or the United States Government. Simply stated the BLM finds mining
offensive to look at.

Suppose mother nature changes the "viewshed" with an earthquake or
other natural event. How does the BLM propose to return the area to
it's original topography? I admit that this remark is juvenile,
however that is how 1 view this proposal by the BLM.

I

Management of federal land is the BLM's responsibility. They do not
have the right to limit development because they are offended with
"unsightly disturbances" in their own backyard. Why does the BLM
limit this ACEC to this specific area? What limits the BLM from
determining other areas becoming "scenic areas"?

Please remove this proposed ACEC from the EIS and allow the permit
process and resulting public comments and cumulative effects follow
course.

Black-Footed Ferret Re introduction

My interpretation of this issue is that the ferret will be
reintroduced to southern Phillips county regardless of public
comment, apparently the result of the Endangered Species Act.

ions need to negotiated with the public concerning
nagement when the ferret migrates from it's habitat area.

Activities that could result in potential changes in ferret habitat
also need to be defined specifically. I am very concerned that
potential mineral development and management of existing
agricultural resources within the management area would be of
negative impact. The public definitely needs more time to
thoroughly understand and comment on this issue.

H, jspecific mitigatio
"1 Iferret management '

Sheep and Elk Habitat Expansion

The BLM needs to do their homework before promoting sheep and elk

I

habitat expansion. What types and numbers of ungulates has the
Little Rockies supported historically, what are the current
populations and their existing herd conditions. The BLM would
indiscriminately increase sheep and elk herds without scientific
study to determine if this is slightly viable. What are the effects
to private landowners whose economic livelihood is severely
hampered by increased grazing from elk and other ungulates?
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Cornwel 1 Ranch
P.O. Box 1031
Glasgow, Montana 39230
December 14, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
District Manager
P.O. Box 1160
Lewi st own, Montana 59457

This letter
the proposed operat
Judith Vail Phi 1 1 i ps Resou

your solicitation f

presently in draft
ce Management Plan.

We are operators of a family owned cattle ranch in Valley County.
Current Cornwel I Ranch grazing operations are conducted in
compliance with an Allotment Management Plan formalized in 198B
and put into practice in 1990. Considerable cooperative effort
with the BLM Valley Resource Area Office of Glasgow, Montana,
went into the formulation and design of this planed grazing use.

More particularly, this plan of use was designed around the Buggy
Creek drainage which bisects the Ranch from north to south. The
area encompassed by this watershed is strikingly center fold to
the Ranch in its entirety. Truly the very heart of the entire
operation. It is irreplaceable, as to providing; livestock
shelter during early spring and late fall storms.

It was recognized early on in this planning process that
controlled use during these two periods were of critical
importance and vital to not only a viable Ranch endeavor, but
equally vital to that of progressive resource enhancement. Pi

resource plan of use was devised to meet both areas of concern.
Whi le this planned use has been in place only a short t ime,
positive results are already evident.

Upon receivin
Management Pl_.
year, we were disturbed to
Acquisition and Dispi
was listed among tho*

the "Draff Judith Valley Phillips Resource
ronmental Impact Statement in July of this

aver that under the proposed Land
j. Proposals, that this heart of the Ranch,
lands to be acquired by the BLM.

A-35

The loss of these lands from our ownership, poses a threat that
we are very apprehensive of. we do not believe that the Ranch
could remain as a manageable and viable Ranching unit with these
lands not under our control. Control, that has endured now for

1*1 most one hundred years. What are the plans for these lands thatwere not considered at the time our AMP was arrived at? Has the
IBLM abandoned the principal of joint effort in land management?
What goals are unattainable under our ownership that
(Government ownership can correct?

nly
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it a]

I

very
data
milei

Wetland/Riparian Areas

It appears that the BLM has performed a broad brush solution to a
complex problem. Where is the field work and corresponding
to support setting aside 348 allotments containing 595 stream

i and 5,850 water sources? Natural resource and agriculture
businesses would be severely hampered by such measures. The BLM
must consider potential changes to each wetland/riparian area as
they become an issue of concern, not as one general policy. Please
assess the impacts of your draft RMP by being more specific and
doing the proper baseline work before the final RMP is completed.

Thank you for allowing me to comment on the draft EIS.

A-6

A-ll

Sincerely^/

M~V
/ /James Geyej?
L x Box 13 06

Malta, Mt. 59538

Considering the lop sided, total acres listed for acquisition
(&OO,000> acres and only (140,000) acres listed for disposal,
logic would seem to indicate that this is pure and simple a land
grab designed to put more and more of Montana privately owned
lands under Government ownership. Using the arguments put forth
by the Government planners of this land management document i.e.:
"that reverting those disposal tracts to private ownership would
encourage land development and enhance tan base for local

I

government entities", then; doesn't reverse logic say that it
would be detrimental to put a much larger acreage of existing
private lands back under Government ownership?

This proposed action of listed land acquisitions by the BLM did
immediately have a profound negative impact upon values of the
involved land units. This cloud of Government action against
these lands would deter any prospective buyer's interest in a
Ranch unit. In your letter of October 18, 1991 you stated that
any one desiring to have those lands that were listed for
acquisition removed from said listing could do so by requesting
such an action, consider this letter such a request from Cornwell
Ranch of Valley County, Glasgow, Montana.

I would offer as a substitute preferred action in this area:
That the proposed Rules in the Land Acquisition and Disposal s.r-es-
be stricken. The BLM's need for a carte blanche approach is
questionable, in fact; it has not been demonstrated that
reverting private lands to Government ownership is beneficial.
Certainly this is a reversal of policy upon which thi
was founded

!

Cornwel 1 Ranch
Walter Cornwell

• fC
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14*5 Elkay Drive
Eugene , Oregon 97^04

December 1 1 , 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59^57-1160

RE: Draft RMP/EIS for Judith-Val ley-Phi Hips Resource Areda

Dear Mr. Miller:

As an interested citizen and former Montana resident, T am
pleased to submit the following comments for inclusion in the
public record . My comments fall primarily Into your Interest
categories 3 (possible new alternatives) and 4 (needs for
clarification)

,

The history, pre-history and natural history of the dry Great
Plains should have taught us this: Expect change. The
paleontological and archaeological records confirm this.
Looking back millennia before the homestead days, we see a
gradual succession of human, plant and animal responses to
shifting climatic, biological and socio-cultural conditions.
Foot-bound, nomadic mammoth hunters are followed by bison
hunters, are followed by hunter-gatherers, and so forth. By the
time our history begins a couple of hundred years ago, things
begin to wobble. The pace of change accellerates dramatically,
and is increasingly caused by the destructive effects of our own
economic and technological activities. In our history, intrepid
explorers and adventurers are quickly followed by fur trappers
and traders, are followed by gold-seekers, are followed by
Indian fighters, are followed by commercial buffalo hunters, are
followed by mineral and cattle barons, are followed by
homesteaders, are followed by ranchers and farmers, are followed
by tourists, recreationalists , agribusinesspeople, and so on.

When I look back upon this boom-and-bust spiral which is our
cultural heritage on the dry Plains, it occurs to me that,
generally speaking, we have not lived as if change were a

natural part of the landscape, or even as if the landscape
itself mattered very much. Initially, of course, we did not
understand the landscape, nor did we know for what sorts of
changes to prepare. We imposed ourselves upon the land in some
inappropriate ways, as a result.

Ignorance of conditions, though, can no longer serve as sn
excuse. For whatever reasons, we still have not fitted
ourselves to the arid lands in ecologically sensitive ways; we
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have not created, there, ways of life which are readily
adjustable and self-sustaining. Clearly, we have broken off,
diverged from the greater course of human prehistory on the dry
Plains. We have over-used and under-planned, and we have not
done well by the future. Repeatedly, people of the Plains have
paid for such shortsightedness with their jobs, even their ways
of life.

With all respect due the current B.L.M. planning process, 1

sense a strong current of business as usual in the RMP/EIS
document- in my view, the alternatives presented for public
consideration are both limited and inadequate. Tt is arguable,
of course, that alternatives are constrained by political,
financial and administrative realities of the present. But we
must remind ourselves of the proven long-term costs of
over-using lands for short-term gain. Damaged soils, depleted
resources, lost species—we are paying for all of these today.
As long as nature is treated as something that lives in the
cracks between civilized enterprises, our children will continue
to pay—unless we learn to make wiser choices.

Generally ,' my objection to the proposed alternatives is that
they tend to cluster around the rather narrow, short-term
considerations of stewardship: How can we best manage the land
and resouces for the benefit or gratification of HUMANS TODAY?
Because this human-centered approach does not also adequately
address the needs and interests of the various non-human
organisms involved, it cannot provide for their long-term health
and Integrity. Our own long-term security, of course, hangs in
the lurch.

A related difficulty with the available alternatives stems from
the multiple-use approach used in their creation. In the
attempt to satisfy divergent—even conf 1 icting--human interests,
this approach has resulted in piecemeal management. Individual
parcels of land, or individual plant and animal species, are
treated as if they were separate, separable entities which, as
parts of larger ecosystems, they are noL.

Here again, the alternatives fall short. How can we arbitrarily
plug ferrets and prairie dogs back into the system, without also
considering all of the other associate species, like bison, with
whom these creatures have powerful symbiotic relations? How can
the land ever heal; put itself back together again; find its
natural strengths again, if we manage for politically-defined
parcels and single interests, rather than for entire webs of
life? Unfortunately, I do not see such questions addressed
within the current list of alternatives. Through the narrow,
short-term management scenario presented to us now, wo risk
re-activating the dynamics of boom-and-bust, thus losing even
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re of the very things
ains worth living.

which have always made life on the
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I

To its credit, the RMP does advocate adherence to "sustained
yield", but sustained yield of what? Here in the Pacific-
Northwest, for example, we are supposed to have had sustained
yield for years. Still, we have come to the point now where the
old-growth forests have been cut down to the last ten percent or
so ; where salmon stocks have dwindled to some two percent of
their former size; where we all face socio-economic and
environmental crises as an increasing number of species are
placed on the endangered list, and so on. When we look at the
gaping holes in our ecosytems , can we really believe that
sustained yield is anything more than a token, a theory?

Given the emphasis on stewardship and multiple-use philosophies,
it is not surprising that the alternatives in the current
HMl'/EIB largely avoid the fact that we are now dealing with a
greatly-damaged ecosystem, important parts of which are simply
missing. Alternatives favoring rein t reduction of displaced or
endangered species--such as the black-footed ferret--gesture at
this serious problem. But they do not go nearly far enough.
Fur example, the dominant grazing animal of the Great Plains
ecosystem--the American Bison—is not even mentioned in the RMP
(save in the context of past cultural resources in the Big Bend
of the Milk River) .

Historically and prehistorically , of course, the entire
Judith-Valley-Phillips Study Area comprised some of the best
bison habitat on the Great Plains. In fact, it was the bison
which, almost exclusively, supported human life within the study
area for thousands of years. Within this vast study
area--described on p. 151 of the RMP/EIS as "rural, largely
unpopulated"--should not this fact be acknowledged? Should
there not be some portion of this study area where principles of
shortgrass ecosystems and their restoration can be considered
and placed into practice? Can the costs of our failure to do so
be easily born by those who come after us? I think not.

1 do not mean to suggest that the environmental destruction of
the past two hundred years can be overcome in one stroke with
the addition of more powerful alternatives; such healing will be
a long time happening in any case. And I do find some
alternatives—particularly the preferred Alternative E—to be
somewhat progressive; to a degree, its very existence suggests
that a departure from current management standards is
desircablc. Alternative E has the added advantage of
recognizing that times change: It keeps future options open by
promising "no irreversible or irretrievable commitment of
wildlife habitat" (p. 233). still, it docs not also ENHANCE
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long-term future options to an acceptable degree, through
aggressive restoration efforts. The fact that the preferred
alternative MAY keep a damaged ecology from deteriorating even
further , is insufficient.

Q-5|

In fact, in light of current developments el

F falls far short of what we should expect,
recent article in my local newspaper discuss
ecosystem-based management over the standard
approach. According to the article, with th
we should be able to buy protection for one
price and protect additional species—even >

ecosystems—at bargain rates. Ironically, :

article also points out that, some Interior D
have recently advocated ecosystem managemen
costly than species-by-species protection,
constraints aside, then, the return on our
the more substantial the investment in prat
ecosystems. Why are we not seeing more sub

direction reflected in the current RMP

sewhere , alternative
For example, a

es the advantages of
species-by- species
ecosystem approach

species at full
ntire watersheds and
n this case, the

artment officials
, finding it LESS
Practical
ax dollar is greater
cting and restoring
tanti al movement in

In the 198/. Draft Environmental Impact Statement on the
management of the c.M.R. National Wildlife Refuge, the Montana
Fish and Wildlife Service appeared somewhat responsive to the
sorts of concerns expressed here. Again concerning the bison,
that important species was at least mentioned in the earlier FWS
document (p ,p . 85 ; 262 ; 263 ) . Though bison reintroduction was not
selected as a priority in response to a Defenders of Wildlife
request, the issue was addressed and included in the Intensive
Wildlife Management alternative. Furthermore, the FWS showed an
inclination to meet people half way. Their response to
Defenders follows: "FWS experience has shown that bison
management by a government agency is both difficult and
expensive. Therefore, use of bison to manipulate vegetation for
wildlife was not selected for the Proposed Action. The FWS will
work with any permittee who proposes to substitute bison AUMs
for cattle AUMs In a CMR allotment" (p. 263).

I have no dollar figures to back this up, but my belief is that
if we put bison and ecosystems back in place to manage certain
marginal, agriculturally-unproductive lands for us, the
long-term management costs would be far less than with continued
intensive management by bureaucracy. Furthermore, from the
standpoint of pure productivity, the native bison beats the
imported cow every time, and it does not have to be coddled
through the winters. This is because bison evolved in that
country, while cattle (or sheep) did not.

My own survey of Current ecological
Bison strongly indicates that, due t

irch on the Amer
5 omnipresence
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historically and prchlstorically , the bison
(maintenance and integrity of the shortgrass

.5 key to the
ecosystem . Why

reintroduction issue not even raised for discussion in
| the current Judith-Valley-Phillips document?

Early in 1987, a Montana resident—a former rancher from the
Judith Resource Area--proposed what amounts to a vast ecological
restoration zone in eastern Montana. The Big Open, as the plan
is called, would promote restoration of the entire natural
spectrum of native plants and animals—notably biscn--within an
area of approximately 15,000 square miles. This
privately-managed cooperative would involve parts of the
Missouri, Yellowstone and Musselshell River drainages in
east-centra'J Montana. Other conservation organizations, notably
The Nature Conservancy, are attempting similar, though more
limited , restorations in several Plains states . These are
conceived primarily as biological preserves and scientific study
areas , however

.

er hand, is the only initiaLiv
elude humans as part of the

a) . That is to
restored , healthy

,

ie economic base fur
As the proposal

The Big Open plan, on the ot
am aware of which seeks to i

equat i on ( as they naturally were for mi
say—as conceived in The Big Open plan-
natural ecosystem would once again form the
human life within that fragile environment.
suggests-, with the ecosystem approach to management, local
Montanans would be able to keep their land and rural way of
life, make more money, and save both the land and the wildlife
in the process.

In parts of the Judith, Valley and Phillips study areas, an
arrangement like The Big Open could maximize the benefits of
ecological management, while reducing relative costs to the
landholder, to the taxpayer, and to future generations.
Ironically, although lands of all three Resource Management
Areas fall well within the proposed boundaries for The Big Open,
no mention is made of this anywhere in the RMP document.

I feel strongly that The Big Open restoration concept should be
included for consideration within the list of reasonable
management alternatives. Across the country, and in many other
parts of the globe, history is tending toward the view that
ecosystems are best maintained in tact, and that our own
long-range survival depends upon it. The values we see in the
natural lands are changing also, and will continue to change.
Let's not get left behind.

In closing, I would point
study areas concerned here
have Options open for rest

jut that people in the dry Plains
are extremely fortunate to stil

>ring the strength and integrity
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their natural ecosystems. In other parts of the Plains--the
tallgrass areas, for instance--the natural ecology has
long-since been obliterated, options lost. According to the
Regional Attitudes section of your RMP/EI5 (p.p. 146-151 ) , many
local residents in the study areas fully appreciate the extent
of their own good fortune. According to the Montana Futures
survey you cite, "Nearly three-fifths [of respondents] believe
protecting the environment is more important than economic
development" (p. 146). As a frequent visitor, 1 can agree with
that view to an extent: I do not come to Montana and spend my
money because of the city life it offers, nor do the thousands
of other visitors. We come to experience and to learn from the
natural values which are increasingly hard to find elsewhere.

But , as propo.
for Montanans
envi ronmental
chance for ach
that for which
wildlands and
have a unique
ecologically,
country to Lea
investments in
now, their gre
fulfilled.

als like The Big Open show, it is not necessary
to choose economic development at the expense of
protection, or vice versa. In fact, the best
ieving both at once lies in the enhancement of
Montana is already well-known: Unspoiled

wildlife. The people of eastern Montana still
chance to manage a region-sized land area
for their own benefit and for the rest of the
rn from. If Montanans will make the necessary
protecting and restoring those natural systems
test assets, greatest opportunities, may bo

I urge that the decisions you ultimately will make at the close
of this study strongly protect and enhance the natural values of
the environment upon which all life depends.

Douglas Coffman

AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
P. 0. BOXBlS 403 N.E. MAIN LEWISTOWN, MONTANA 59457

(406) 5 38-5436

J-8

December 13, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management, Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Mr. Miller?

The Lewistown Area Chamber of Commerce would like to comment
on the Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and Draft
Environmental Impact Statement. Our comments are based on
discussions in our various committees and the Board of Directors,
attendance and comment at various public meetings , and a recent
simple opinion poll conducted in the media.

Private property rights are the basic tenet of our society.
If any lands are pursued for acquisition as noted in this plan, we
would insist that it be conducted on a willing seller status. Your
efforts to remove land incorrectly identified have gone a long way
toward allaying that concern. While we have no say over the use of
condemnation, we hope that option will rarely if ever be used in
the future.

The creation of ACECs in the Judiths/South Moccasins and
[collar Gulch seems redundant. Don't we already have management
[controls in place that will protect the visuals in the former case,
land water quality in the latter? While we highly value and promote
the visual aspects of Central Montana, including New Year Gulch and
Limekiln Canyon, we also value the profitability of one of our
larger industries, mineral extraction. Discussion of any potential
projects on a case-by-case basis seems a wiser course of action.

Finally, the economics of the plan, with substantial property
tax reductions under the preferred alternative, are also of great
concern to us. With escalating costs and frozen revenues, counties
need every bit of revenue they can get.

While these comments are far from specific, I hope that they
will be of use in your planning. Thank you for the opportunity.

Sincerely,

Webb Scott Brown
Executive Director

Serving Central Montana Since 1908
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My commence are based on ray knowledge of the area where vro ha'

26 years, which is Ruby Gulch which is bordered on throe sides by

considered for the Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic Area ACEC.

Alternative E (preferred) is the best.

Ac cis s to BLH Loud

onsidered for new

ived for

i area

ItIt is mentioned that Pyramid Peak is to

Id not be considered for these reasons:

It Is very steep from all directions for a long way and drops into deep

It is a bare rocky nob that would not serve any recreational purpose

and would not be an "adequate recreational experience" enough to warrant the

expense of providing access. As far as the vista is concerned, Judith Peak

has the same view and more, and already has a road. There Is no water, It is

windy and either very hot or cold and you can't even make a cow stay up there.

C-13|,
I !

Off Road Vehicles

uld like to see the 0RV trail up Limekiln Gulch take off the map for

This area is made up of small, dead end valleys, steep mountains, deep

coulees and lots of wild life. I don't think ORV's are compatible with this

type of mountain, On private land, if anyone has an open area it is used for

hay production or grating and the land owners don' t even drive around as

everyone is dedicated to taking good care of these nice mountains.

The county roads up here are very popular with older people. It is a

short drive from town to be in the forest and view wildlife, ORV's would
disturb that, cause noise, and subject the area to spread of weeds, fires and
vandalism. So far we have no leafy spurge or spotted knapweed but it is

'ing up to the West of us where Limekiln Gulch :

r in the area.

The: ry little

Hard Rock Mining.

Management Prescriptions for So

Disturbance could be screened from '

residents and users of the area as i

Degradation o£ water is a conce

South Hoc

Hocc - Judith Me ACEC 2.

lew, not only from Lewist

Judith MT Scenic Area ACKC

: must be the way to
,

/&/ Mary R. Milburn
Giltedge Re HC 35 3ox 4098
Lewistown, MT 59457

received for reproduction in che final RMP/EIS.)
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December 13, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road

P. 0. Box 1160
Lewis town, Montana 59457-1160

Att: David L. Mari, District Manager

Responding to the Judith Valley Phillips Rem
Environmental Impact Statement - draft copy

Dear Mr, Mari

First, I support the BLM land exchange policy. Thi;
on both private and BLM lands.

ill lead to better

I believe that ac
through BLM lands
vate landowners t

gates, Fire, etc.

ss to BLM lands should be achieved through constructing roads
rom existing access points and not exposing surrounding pri-
the problems such as noxious weeds, trash, trespass, open
that access through private lands would cause.

I oppose acquistion of more land by BLM. There would he very serious reduction
in AUMs from acquisition. Also, increasing elk numbers in areas such as Square
Butte in Chouteau County through land acquistion will cause conflict with sur-
rounding private land as the existing herd is all the area can stand, as is the
case in most If not all areas.

The Blackfooted Ferret, if released at all, should be deep within the CME Wildlife
Refuge. If introduced as is suggested in Phillips County, adjoining private
land will be severly impacted through the existing Endangered Species Act.
The introduction should be delayed until the Act is modified to meet the needs
of private lands and enterprises.

Thank you,

C. E. "Ted 1

.

1 Lucas
Rtc 1 , Box 43

Highwood, MT 59450
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"
x O |Resource Man?

accepted as part of the Judith Valley Phillips
qement Plan Environmental Impact Statement.

Tn addition, this county requests a copy or list of all
activities that this federal agency will undertake or plan
to participate in , in the cominq year. This county
requests this list so that the county can coordinate and
ensure consistency between federal land planning and
management activities and local land use plans and other
projects

.

Pursuant to the above cited regulations , the opportunity
for participation given to local governments is a distinct
process and such notice should be qiven to local govern-
ments before the general public is asked to comment on a
federal land use or management plan.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

JUDITH BASIN COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

/ /K--<.- f ( ''V •* C^
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Box 557

Stanford, MT 59479

Phone 566-2511

December 13, 1991

Bureau of Land Management,
District Manager
Airport Road
Lewistown, MT 59457

RE: Notification of Desire to Participate in Federal
Land Use Planning Efforts

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to Bureau of Land Management {BLM) regulations at
43 C.F.R. #1610.3, Judith Basin County formally requests
that its County Commissioners be specifically notified of,
and be granted the opportunity to participate in, all land
use or other planning efforts or decision making processes
undertaken by either the BLM or Forest Service within the
borders of this county or surroundinq counties. This
county is interested in participating in all federal
activities that will or may, directly or indirectly affect
the citizens or the tax base of this county. Those federal
activities possibly affecting this county could include the
revision or creation of all state, regional and local land
and resource, use and management Dlans, the creation or
revision of state, regional or local wildlife, or other
renewable and non-renewable resource management plans, and
the creation or revision of any planning documents
requiring an environmental assessment (EM, a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONST), or an environmental impact
statement (EIS) under the National Environmental Policy Act
( NEPA )

.

VIS (This county is engaqing in a land use process and putting
I-lo (together an interim land use plan. We respectfully request

Box 512
Stanford, Montana. 5947
December 13, 1991

Mr. Chuck Otto
Bureau of Land Management
Department or" trie Interior
Airport Road
LawietOWl . Montana . 59457

Dear Sir,

In resp
the Bureau of Land
enlarge the Squar

.

Montana . by acquiring surrounding privat
you that we do not wish

'

of

ever to ohange

your letter and subsequent public statements
Management ' s desire . if not intention, to

e Butte Natural Area in Chouteau County.
„„ land, we wish to inform

.ny of our property. If wesell
>ur minds, we will contact you or the age

Sincere ly yours

.

Ted My 1 lymaki

-4*

fctvliymaVi"' '

V4-
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Hilger, Mt

.

Dec. 12, 1991

Lewis town BLM

To Whom It May Concern;
Please accept these comments on the Judith Phillips Resource Plan
I generally accept your attempt to write a multiple use plan for our area.

You must continue to support multiple use in spite of local special interest
pressure.

While I do not relish the idea of more government land in our area I see
nothing wrong with a willing seller plan to block land or acquire areas of
special concern. As an after thought I mush prefer public ownership to Ted
Turner or Church Universal & Triumphant!

The scenic area N. of town makes sense. Don't allow our beautiful
mountains to be destroyed for a non-essential mineral.

I feel fire management is overlooked. With the massive fuels building
fire will some time take the area. Why not enact a vigorous controlled burn
program. Livestock & wildlife will greatly benefit. There is risk involved
but we would gladly welcome the effort.

As a ranch with many elk we probably don't want more elk but can live with
them now. In reality public land provides little for them in our area. The
Breaks are much different.

As more private land is closed to public access demands will increase for
use of the public land. BLM can aid both sides with thoughtful exchange of
use agreements that allow some control of public access to public land in
trade for access to private holdings. In general we must recognize most
public land is multiple use land as opposed to single use such as open pit
mining.

I think generally the plan is written as a general moderate multi use
plan. It has been unfairly attacked by local politicians and a couple narrow
minded economic interests. Keep your long term duties in mind.

Sincerely,
/s/ John S. Gilpatrick

eived for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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333. PHILLIPS COUNTY

DRAFT JUDITH, VALLEY, PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

comments Troy Blunt
HC 84 Box8145
Malta, MT. 59538

Issue-Land Acquisition and Disposal- The U.S. Government should
not be in the business of acquisition and disposal should
only be to existing permit holders.

Issue-Access to BLM Land- Most access issue's could be handled
by working with the permittee and adjacent landowners.

Tssue-Of f-Road Vehicles-Because the management situation will
be different on each alloment, the Permittee should have the
right to designate ORV for game retrival if they wish.

Issue-Oil and Gas Lease and Development-Environment concerns
are important but should nut be so restrictive as to inhibit
possible development and growth of important iindustries within
the boundaries of the RMP area.

i55ue-Hardrock Mining-The same as Oil and Gas

Issue-Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds-This issue
should be tabled until a complete and workable definition
of wetland and riparian is on record.

Issue-Elk and Bighorn Sheep Habitat Management-The impact
of increased elk and sheep habitat means that there could
be a reduction in domestic livestock ADM ' s . This could reduce
the tax base of the county and reduce the producers ability

I

to make a living. The impacts this issue would have on livestock
grazing management were not properly addressed by the RMP
team. Current populations levels of these big game animals
seem to be adequate in providing sports person entertainment.

Sheriff - Coroner
jimj-'-ftaieReaw
GENE PEIGNEUX

Clerk of Court
FRANCES WEBB

Malta, Montana
59538

District Judge
LEONARD H. LANGEN

Glasgow, Montana

9 Ki 1 lej . District Kar
of Land Kfta&sfris^rti

x-i

Issue-Prairie Dog and Black Footed Ferret lntroduction-So
far the desire and intentions of the residents within the
affected area has not been taken seriously. We do not want
the Black Footed Ferret introduced into this area. We do
not want as many Prairie Dogs as we have now.

In conclusion, we consider the document to contain flawed
and unsubstantiated information which could have a negative
impact on the citizens of the RMP area. We hope the RMP
planning team proceeds with care as their decicions will affect
our lives and that of our children.

v;* f*4! i ci-'

e RHp-EIS
££ found
ion to 3

ur ec;:.nom:

document

.

t unitv to
anal draft
is a>oeridft
Dercentaa

tant part

«i. ch4 sc-csnoisic lmpft.;"!; t<? the if facr.*:! a

untSsr the proposed sii*t"n*tiy*ffi wi i 1 b?
in the dl '

a

t x. £hOM : t h e rw i s o , We & :- « n
rsaree t'ecauee no H»t j ng of the acEump
c mr-'deUr cr ths models th^iwelve'ff we i

We t o<: i triat t he y^ub i i c shou ": c be
view end comment on thas* import* ni i

t

is adopted. B^Cfluse the economic viatj

1

nt on natural resources. and the ELM c
e of these resources, we f«e I that this
of the RKP-EIS and should be sjiplained b

Ity of the

i-tte

We fee] that the RKP-EIS should in no way identify orivate
i and f el- acquisition in the Land Acquleitioft and "

Dieposft.]
Planning lesue. Th:? is an invaeS&n of private property richt?.
Furthermore. w« do not feel the BLM has any husiness in acquiring
additional lands to meet their manaoement' ob.iect : ves . The lands
th^t have been identified for acquisition tend to be highly
productive areas winch, if taken out of production, would oreotjy
reduce the economic activity and the. tax base of tho area. Your
economic evaluation seerr^s to show otherwise and wf think you
should re-evaluate your assumptions and model. The. lav states
that an EIS must evaluate and consider economic consequences to
the affected people and cotumunities of proposed managtment
changes. We do not think the RMP-E1S adequately accompli she*
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this,

In reviewing the Off Road Vehicle Planning Issue, we found
;t very disturbing that ORV use is limited in south Phillips
County' flaring hunting seascn . There current ly exists * 1 »rcre

population of game in south Phillips County that is in need of

annus! harvest to maintain the productivity of the area, Any

action which would lirr.it the ability of sportsman to harvest this
came will jeopardise this production. We ier 1 that there should
be a came retrieval clause in the rule if the affected permittee

In rcvicwinc the P.ipTU'ion anii Wet land Management of

Watersheds planning issue, ws find it disturbing that, currently,
iv: warkina definition of & wetland is on recotd. Wg feel that

this iesue" should be tabled until the v:orhmc definition of 6

vat land iff f in:-. i iced and on f '. rrrd . It seems v*i y unsr :<duetivo *.e

uc to plan for and try to implement a manacement system that will

lr; reviewing the Elk and Bighorn Sheep Kan:.gemtnt issue, we

: :'.::.:: it interest :r.'j that producer r fare already havirijj pr :>faler&£

with ell', d&iiispe or, private lands in south Phillips County cut to

tv.ofh peculations while the plan state? that additional fraMtA*. it

svb3 lable in this ares .
we fee ] that the additional habjtM

:a«-ntif-iwd is land that is currently unepp**l inc to el);. W> sty
this because the current high populations should have moved ir.tc

these areas by this time if there areas were truly high cuality
h&iitat. Wfl feel the.t the RMP should in n; wa; pi-oi^ot*; :;wr*aces
in cih habitat re thic Mill most likely lead to increasec in cH:
numbers by the State Department of fish. Wildlife and Parks. This
v?l 11 only 1 sad tc increased probl ems anc damage t o pi' iv&te a S'p-e -

hay meadows, forage and fences.

In reviewing the Fw*iri* E*c*9 and ?lack-foctod Ferret
Ma na cement plannina issue we found many problems. We feci that
the size of the 7kra complex should be reduced- Some of the arms
01' branches of the coroplesi ehauld be eliminated which would
erectly decrease the number of affected landowners. Because the
ELK prop-OS*-* to sustain a large number Of prairie doc scree which
will lead to e serious encroachment of prairie does onto private
J and . we feel that the ELM should bear the entire expense of

Brain e do-.r control on all acres in the eempiu?: including private
lends . Private landowners should have the right to centre 1

prairie dogs on their lands whenever they wish. If private acres
are controlled. the ELM should in no way have the ability to
increase the number of prairie dogf on public land to compensate
for this lose. The 3LM must control all prftii'Se dog towns to
then- 19bb levels: before any ferrets are introduced. Managing for
prairie dogs offends us in other ways. It is strictly a single
use concept that contradicts the multiple use concept which
oovti us' ELM manaaement decisions. The ecological damage arid

erosion problems which are evident on all prairie dogs towns
CftUSt- & severe decrease in habitat for other wildlife species/.
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foraoe for livestock. and the aesthetics of the infested area.
Final ly - because of the 1 arge number of people af t ected by this

.

wc feel the ELM needs to conduct an economical and sociological
analysis of prairie dog and black-footed ferret management in
couth Phillips County. "if planning and implementat ion are not

performed to protect the producers of south Phillips County, the
economic arid sociological ramifications of the plan will cripple
the entire county's tax base and way of life.

In conclusion , we have attended many meet ings on these
issues and have found the majority of the- attendants to feel the

way we do. Show the people of Phillips County that the system
works. Show us that the comments you are required to solicit by
iaw lead to changes in'this plan so that it truly is a management
plan for the affected people.

sincere i>

Sherman Poucette
Chairmtn . County Com;.-:: sci oners
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Doc. 14, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager BLM

Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457—1160

Dear Sir:

I was at a meeting here Friday when an appeal was made to have an extension

on the comment deadline for the Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS in the county

camu.s5ianc.rs ' office.

There were two good point brought out in support of the extension of the date: one

was the bad time of the year (July) when it was released for anyone involved in agriculture

to wade through it and the other was the need to have county commissioners sort of

side-by-side involved with the BLM from square one through the entire process.

Personally, I have been an advocate of more county involvement for more than

25 years and it is finally getting attention.

Even if the extension is denied, I would urge that your economic evaluation

have heavy imput from the county cenmissioners who are really the only ones to give first

hand accounts of how federal agency decisions affects those of us living in these

Montana cormunities heavily impaired by BLM.

You have seme wonderful people staffing your Valley Resource Area office and

we know it isn't easy for them to deal with the complex issues that are often

influenced by people who could care less how we survive in the small wsstern

communities.

I appreciate your staff in the field here.

Gladys Silk /

633 -7th Ave. No.

Glasgow, MT 59230
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Phone: (406) 228-9301

Home: (406} 228-8056

P.O. Box 151

341-3rd. Ave. S.

Glasgow, Mt 59230

Dec. 14, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management

Lewistown District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457—1160

Dear Sir:

To say the least, your Judith, Valley, Phillips PMP/EIS is a massive document for

study at the most inappropriate time of. the year for people involved in Agriculture.

The newspaper has an important role within a community, especially in Valley County

where we've had a history of a yo-yo: economy, much of which is tied to federal government

decisions

.

First, Fort Peck Dam. In the dry 1930s, the land hugging the Missouri River and new

under the lake was mostly the only area paying taxes consistently . As for value, one

man earned $4,000 for one year's crops of choice alfalfa seed (many farmed for seed cash

crops) and the nextyear, the federal government grabbed his land for §4,000 including his

house. That was onje small piece of land. We lost the whole area under the lake tax

base forever. We were promised irrigation which never materialized and recreation status

which only happened about three years ago when Rep. Ron Marlenee slipped that through in

a major appropriations bill. The beneficiaries of the project were downstream states for

the last 50 years, with this area only realizing tourist benefits which does not help

the tax base to any notable extent.

Then came Glasgow Air Force Base, boom, bust, and its yet to be determined how

the tax base lost for that facility over more than a quarter of a century will be

boosted by the giant Boeing Company, the one bright spot in the constant erosion of

tax base- . ,

Over the years, the federal government has continuously nipped away on the annual

units on the Charles M. Russell Wildlife Refuge, and in spite of a long and tedious EXS

session, nothing changed from their original goal to rid the land of sheep and cattle

and the public coffers in those counties be damned. Again, more tax base eroded forever.

Even the ELM, the good neighbor over most of the years, forced ranchers into court

some 10 years ago when the Valley County cattle got evicted from public lands because

of drought that must have stopped at the Phillips and McCone county lines because none

of those cattle were forced off the range during the widespread drought in eastern Montana.

It cost the cowboys an arm and a leg to fight the decision in a Billings court, and although

they won the case it zapped the pocketbooks of those who were trying to keep their heads

above wwatcr without any extra hassle. This affects our main street economy.

One of the toughest battle of all was the Bittercreek Wilderness proposal that

immediately affects land values for the private landowners who depend on the Bittercreek

area to keep their ranch operations viable. No one in the county wanted wilderness,

lly the BLM. came to the same conclusion. At this point, it really doesn't matter

.use waiting in the wings to jump in and restrict the use of the same chunk of land

the area of critical environmental concern proposed designation.
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Glasgow, Mi 59230

We urge that especially careful groundwork be done to truthfully reflect the
economic affects of any decisions that touch Valley County. Our people are battle
weary. If a stay of execution (extending the deadline date for comment) is not
forthcoming fran the Department of the Interior, we want you to know we tack the

county commissioners,' proposal to be a partner in the HLM planning process because
surely that will cuft down the odds that wa will be burned again.

The comnent deadline for December certainly reflects only a benefit for the
federal government. In July, when the document was issued, the ranchers are tuning
up for haying and other harvesting operations which do along through August and into
September. There's hay to be hauled, roundups and cattle sales, pushing right into
the holiday season.

It would make more sense to issue a document in January and end the
comment period in April or May. That's the slow end of the real world in ag country.

We want to complement the crew on the ground now at Valley Resource Area, ELM,
They have been cooperative in every way with the newspaper, and as we understand, with
the people using the public lands here.

Hopefully, you can understand why the people of Valley County are spooked by
government plans and ElSs because most often the finished product does not enhance the
life of the peopjle of Valley County, mostly zapping some of its value forever. We've
been had too many times by federal agencies.

Sincerely

,

O^'Joan Helland
Publisher

a Utile magk in our printing!
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Exploration Production. Nonl

December 11, 1991

Mr. Jerry Majerus, RMP/EIS Team Leader

Lewistown District Office

Bureau of Land Management

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

SUBJECT: Draft RMP/Environmental Impact Statement

Judith - Valley • Phillips Resource Area

Lewistown District

Dear Jerry:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the subject draft, RMP/EIS. Conoco

recognizes that such planning activities of the BLM can have a very significant impact on

the future of the oil and gas exploration and production industry. Specifically, we feel that

it is in the best interest of the majority of the public that BLM management of public lands

does not unnecessarily restrict oil and gas operations. To this end, we offer the following

comments for your consideration.

In general, the BLM has done a good job of presenting important planning information to

the public. However, we have several concerns regarding stipulations and their application,

r\ 1 \^c are principally alarmed by the increase in lands subject to special lease stipulations.

L*"*^
| The BLM has increased the imposition of special stipulations by over 2,000 percent. While

it may be that due to regulatory changes BLM does not have the latitude it once had to

impose mitigation measures on lessees, we are fearful that the BLM intends to overly

restrict oil and gas activities without proper justification. Use of special stipulations must

only be used when standard terms and conditions prove to be inadequate to protect the

An example of our concern relates to the use of restrictive stipulations to protect visual

resources even in areas where management objectives allow moderate to major modification

of the existing character of the landscape. BLM has indicated that it intends to use the

Controlled Surface Use stipulation on all Visual Resource Management (VRM) classes

except Class 1, which would be subject to a No Surface Occupancy (NSO) stipulation. We
object to the use of the Controlled Surface Use stipulation in VRM Classess III and IV.
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December 13, 1991

BLM
Lewistown

Att: B. G. Millet, District Manager

I wish to express my objections regarding the Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan EIS draft dated 1991 -

I own part of a patented mining claim • the Hendricks - and have no

intention of selling.

1 grew up at Maiden - Collar Gulch has been a part of my life - and my

family's - We do not see the need for government taking over -

/s/ Selma W. Hanley
1000 Ft. Terrace Dr.

Lewistown, Mt 59^57

My son Jerry Hanley expresses in detail objections point by point
with his

I co

in the final RMP/EIS.)

D-

Mr. Jerry Majerus

December 11, 1991

Page 2

Standard lease terms and conditions, which specify that operations can be moved up to 200

meters, should be used for these VRM classes since they provide the BLM with adequate

management discretion to sufficiently protect visual quality.

Another area of concern relates to BLM's proposal to expand elk and bighorn sheep

habitats. Obviously, an increase in habitats will result in an increase in restrictive

stipulations. But an even greater concern is that several areas where BLM has proposed

expansions specifically include areas identified as having high potential for future

development. Precisely, the areas north of Winifred, around Cat Creek, and along the

Judith Mountains identified as having high potential for development have also been singled

out for elk and sheep habitat expansion. We oppose habitat expansion in these areas and

recommend that BLM modify its habitat expansion proposal to eliminate future conflict

between wildlife and oil and gas instead of endeavoring to creaie new conflicts.

We are also concerned about the stipulations used to protect sage grouse leks and nest areas.

BLM indicates that NSO will be used within 1/4 mile of sage grouse leks and nesting areas

to provide for maintenance of grouse populations i n the area. The need for NSO
stipulations should be periodically monitored in these areas to ensure that grouse are still

using the stipulated area. If they are not, the stipulation should be dropped from the lease.

We support BLM's decision to reduce the winter range restriction by six weeks. While the

BLM has indicated that is timing restriction would not protect winter range during severe

winters, this may not be a significant concern. If at some point in time winter conditions

are in fact severe, such as deep snow and harsh subnormal temperatures, it is highly

unlikely that operators would begin new drilling activities. Moreover, such conditions are

unlikely to prevail longer than 60 days, the time frame BLM may restrict activities under

the standard terms and conditions of the lease. Consequently, in our view, very few, if any,

new impact from oil and gas activities would occur.

I

The map which identifies where lease stipulations will be applied needs to be clarified. This

map indicates special stipulations would be required in areas where there is no federal

acreage. BLM has stated in the document that the plan only applies to lands under its

jurisdiction. Therefore, it is important that the stipulation map be limited to BLM acreage

analyzed during the planning process.

BLM has indicated that may of the lands identified for acquisition have moderate to high

potential for oil and gas development. Thus it is not appropriate to assert that the only

negative impact would be minor additional administrative problems associated with

permitting activities. The increasing difficulties of conducting oil and gas operations on

federal lands are rapidly becoming prohibitive. The administrative problems associated with

operating on BLM lands are such thai companies are becoming mired in a morass of
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Mr. Jerry Majerus

December 11, 1991

Page 3

procedural requirements and/or appeals by opposing interest groups. In other words, the

impact of BLM acquisition of high potential lands could be very significant.

The statement of Page 216 that oil and gas leasing and development would have no impact

to social well-being is objectionable. Impacts to social conditions have been described as

impacts which would enhance or diminish social well-being for recreationists, ranchers, and

the local business community. Page 140 indicates that production from federal leases

accounts for an estimated $13.4 million in economic activity, SI. 8 million in earnings and

approximately 89 jobs. If additional acreage becomes available for oil and gas leasing and

50 new wells are drilled each year, oil and gas activity would have a beneficial impact on

the economy and social well-being of residents that cannot be ignored.

J3g^
'

w
i

A. L. G. Bisso

Supervisor, Environmental,

Safety and Training

ALGB\crs\12119I

cc: Robert Hardin

SR File

R. S. Whitelaw

340

David, and
PN Ranch
HCfi 83 Bo:

Winifred, MT
406-462-5563

ckie Holmgren

33

Dec 14, 1991

COMMENT FORM FOR DRAFT JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS RMP,

Below we have listed several area's where we feel, as ranchers,
threatened by the JVP RMP. We do not believe that the JVP RHP will be

in the best interests of Montana or citizen's of the state of Montana,
or the bread and meat eating citizen's of the United States.

1) Government should not be In the realestate business within its

own confines. The BLM should not be allowed to take donations from
special interest groups to purchase property from individual land
owners. The system of free enterprise is damaged as average citizens
cannot compete. The realestate market for ranches has already felt
the impact of studies such as the JVP RMP (private property is
delimited on maps as being sought after, in the RMP> , which crt

uncertainty in the market. People are now concerned whether a

that is based on or contains BLM land would be worth purchasing or

holding on to,

2) Many ranchers/farmers in Montana and the west will cease to
exist if cow numbers are cut back or lease fees increased, to the
breaking point, on BLM lands.

clearly

ranch

X-ll

3) Is the economic analysis In JVP RMP as good as it could be? Is

Wendy Favinger, with a BA in Economic' s, a qualified enough person to
have handled such a project with so much underlying effect on native
Montanan 1 s?

Revenues from tourism in Montana are generated primarily from June
through August, and October through November. No mention of this is
made In the RMP. However, Favinger does mention that fluctuations in

the agricultural and mining industries are offset by tourism (pg.

140). The main trade centers for tourism, as noted by Favinger, are
Lewlstown, Malta and Glasgow. How then, can these be accurately
assessed for BLM lands contribution to tourism revenue? Certainly not

as accurately as that for farms/ranches and mining/forestry. As
travel agents have predicted most tourism takes place within 50 miles
of the nearest freeway or main artery and very seldom off of the
pavement. This does not make sense that useful BLM lands should be

withheld for the majority of tourists who never see them, or care, As
mentioned, but not under Tourism and Recreation, the raining and forest
industries also contribute a share of "tourism", only these people
aren't here for a lark,

II
would like to know why Favinger thought she had to mention the

amount of revenue generated by Tourism and Recreation for 21 counties
in Montana? We didn't see the figures for revenues generated for the
same 21 counties under Agriculture, Dropping these kinds of figures
Into the report is misleading to the public who may not read the fine
print. Also, the idea of Montana as a ranching state is one reason
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Dec-ember 5, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Montana State OFfice

Billings, Mt. 59101

Dear Sir:

1 am very much opposed to the introduction of the black-footed Ferret in

Montana. At present time, we have a never-ending job of keeping the prairie

dogs out of our hay meadows'- They are also invading our range. :,With ferret

introduction, the 26,000 acre block in either area of 1, 2 and 4 would cer-

tainly interfere with my ranching business. I have a large investment

building up a ranch to make it work with the public domain. It did take

a lot of hard work to make a workable unit, it is hard to believe that

some day our federal, government would change it to a prairie dog farm.

The value of my ranch has already gone down and too, who would want the

ranch now if I tried to sell? We are being overrun by prairie dogs now and

I can't understand why we need more jsut for the sake of another rodent.

the prairie dogs do multiply and if lot of control is not done it will be

again the same as sixty years ago and that was a hell of a mess. It was

virtually one dog town from the UL Bend to Zortman. Where was the ferret

then?

The country has financial problems - with schools, hospitals and more, but

always money for the upkeep of rodents and we don't need them.

We have a program set up by the BLM which is working, and any change due

to the ferret wil not "be better, I am sure.

many people come here, they might not get off the pavement in
Lewistown, Malta, or Glasgow but, to see a local rancher, in a cowboy
hat and work clothes while they are downtown is part of what they came
here with a vision of, Cutting the rancher/farmer out will only hurt
tourism and hunting.

The revenue generated by Recreation in terms of hunting and off road
vehicle use should be adjusted to show the contribution of the
agricultural community by their "production" of wildlife on private
lands, and also adjusted for the damages (weed spreading, erosion,
damage to personal property, livestock fatalities due to hunting, and
trouble between landowners and hunters) caused by off road vehicle use
and hunting.

These are but a few problems we had with the Economic Conditions of

the JVP RMP <pages 137-144). Seven pages seem an awful small amount
when talking about the livelihoods of Montana families and citizens,
in a monograph 429 pages long.

5) The JVP RMP has five alternative plans, Plan A is the current
plan or system now employed to manage BLM lands. We attended the
Winifred meeting and when Chuck Otto was asked the question "why not
just stay with Plan A?", The answer was given, that, that just wasn't

happen, the BLM has too much pressure on it from special
ferent ways of managing the BLM. Our question

hy is Plan A even in the JVP RMP? It seems to ue that the
Lewistown District Office in giving this answer, was biased against
Plan A even before the JVP RMP was written, that in truth, there are
only four alternatives and perhaps, only one, The concept that there
is a choice, may in reality, be a sham,

-, . I interest groups for dlffe
Y-l lis then, why is Plan A ev

Off road
We have

ehicle use is
nd th

issue that we feel has been over
.den on BLM lands south of

Note the attached map of Phillips County-

Yours truly.

River that has a roadgrader
we rode this country we saw
even during the hunting
aver, we did find one
center of the roadway. We
be long before more
asture through vehicle

JJohn A-i/john A- Matovich

fa\ t
J^r-Jj

Cleveland, MT and adjacent to the Missouri
maintained access into it. The whole time v*

only a handful of vehicles on this property,
season. This area is noxious weed free, how*
Spotted Knapweed plant growing right in the
pulled this plant but knew that it wouldn't
Knapweed would be drug into this wonderful p
use

.

It seems that many off road vehicle users also have a vendetta
against nature rather than a love for It, as evidenced by wheelies,
crosscountry travel when the road is available, and litter.

Many supposed hunters never get out of their vehicles, but shoot at
animals in high speed chases in there pickups and four-wheelers across
country. This is not right, off road vehicle use encourages this kind
of abuse to animals (possibly not only wild animals) and to the land.

Q-?|t
7) We wish that a picture of livestock would have been included en

front cover of the JVP RMP. Perhaps this was an ever site but,
how it portends of things to come.

a ) The reparian an
we believe, would hav
understood . And the

L wetlands issue is also soary to us. The BLM,
! to much power on a subject that is still little
mly ones to suffer for it would be the rancher,
miner. Note the gross injustices already
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perpetrated by the US government in managing the National Wetlands
Conservation Program.

9> The BLM and State Wildlife departments must work together, with
the state taking the lead in improving wildlife habitat, not the BLM.
The condition now appears to be that one acts and then the other trys
to react, with no coordination between the two, no planning. The
rancher/farmer, resides in the middle, having to absorb the losses
Imposed by the bureaucrats, who never seem, in all
studies, to find a place for the ra
for them to support more wildlife o
damages.

leir great
her/farmer in the ecology, except
their property free .of charge and

Above

10) There are many parts of the JVP RMP that scare us, tl
Hontanan, who lives on the land and makes their living fro:
is just a few of our worries. We may be a minority, but, \

who choose to stay here, year in and year out, bad or good, We see
this land as something other than the playground of the urban United
States, who come when they feel like it, look at or hunt wildlife that
runs on our deeded land as well as the BLM lands, and then retreat to
their Jobs in the cities and towns, where they enjoy the comforts of
the modern world, We are not trying to reclaim all of the beautiful
agricultural, historic, and once wilderness land that has went to
urbanization, we are not trying to kick them off of their land.

We are family oriented people, we plan to stay in ranching as long
as we can make a living at It. The Holmgren's have been In ranching
since 1870 when our Great Uncle homesteaded outside of what is now
Columbus, MT. Ve believe family life is deteriorating in America and
farm and ranching Is one of few places where children have a family
that works together, mom and dad are both home. These children
actually know where their food comes from and the work it takes to
produce it, these children are active in 4-H not gang wars, these
children learn responsibility at an early age, these children have
roots, these kinds of values are still being taught in the rural west.
Please don't let the rest of the country push us off the land simply
for their leisure pleasure under the guises of wildlife protection and
"lets preserve Montana". Montanan's have already preserved Montana,
it's the outside influences that will eventually kill it,

Signed,

David G. Holmgren

Jackie A. Holmgren
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Draft
Judith, Valley, Fhillips
HMP/Eis Statement

Ifeel the effects of the draft is very negative
to the economy of Fhillips County and to the
lifestyle of the local farmer and rancher In
spite of what is shown to be the cass In the
draft

,

Hecreation may not increase to the extent you
think. We are are on a secondary highway
system, not on the Interstate or close to a
National Fork.

Therefor I think Alternative. A (current) Is
the preferred alternative.

Norma Kelly
HC 65 Box 6210
Malta, MT 59538

David Skiff
HC. 65 Box 6030
Malta, MT 59538

Judith, Valley, Phillips
Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement

After reading the draft I feel the impacts on
the local economy is going to he very negative.

Therefor I favor Alternative A (currant) in
almost all cases. Alternative B could be imp-
lemented in a fen cases. This would protect
the social well being of local residents, and
they Hill be able to maintain their current
lifestyle.

T^oyrs truly,

y^g^t7
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December 13, 1991

Pi. Gene Miller, BLM
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT S94S7-llfaO

D*ar Mr. Mil ler:

The Montana Stockgrowers Association, Montana Public Lands Council and the

Montana Association of State Grazing Districts would like to offer the

following comments in regard to the Judith Valley Phillips Resource

Management Plan

.

Issue #1 : Lfllld Acgui: and Disposal

LynnCornwell

Lany Descticcmacker

Chuck Rein

Big Timber

Many of our members are concerned with the amount of highly

productive private land identified that meets acquisition criteria versus

marginal BLM acreage available for exchange. While it has been explained

the acquisition and disposal process will be between willing parties and

the large amount of private acreage identified is due to the possibility

of a lack of willing parties, there is concern over BLM's real objective

in identifying such large amount of acreage for possible acquisition.

Wc realize there is growing public interest in having the government

own more land. However, BLM Director Cy Jamison has the policy of no net

gain of federal lands. Any acquisition plan must comply with this policy.

We are very concerned with any proposal for more land acquisition

for elk habitat when consideration should first be given to population

management of wildlife. Even though the State of Montana is responsible

for population control, very little has been done to address this problem.

The BLM needs to sit down with the state and determine realistic

population goals and habitat objectives. At the present time, the sky

seems to be the limit.

This issue of land acquisition and disposal needs to be re-evaluated

and the concerns of the landowners need to be answered before moving

forward.

The preferred alternative states a reduction of 2591 cattle. This

reduction will have a negative economic effect on, not only the ranchers

themselves, but on the economies of the local towns. The BLM must realise

the ranching industry is a constant and stable aspect of those counties.

Any reduction in livestock AUM ' s or the removal of private land from

production will only hurt the people who have managed both public and

private lands and who have improved the condition of these rangelands

according to the BLM.
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stand that maps identifying Lands are incorrect. Thesi

A-9

A-3

A-7

We also :

to be corrected.

Tt is stated that any acquisition will be on a willing party basis.

However, condemnation by the federal government has been used in the past. Will

it be an alterative in this RMP for acquisition? While landowners have been

assured condemnation will not be used to acquire private lands declined for

exchange, this plan specifically needs to say this.

I

In regard to the private lands identified for acquisition, who identified

the acreage and were the private landowners involved in this process? If not,

this is a terrible abuse of private landowners and their private property rights.

Were outside groups involved in lands being identified? And if so, who were

they?

Management of BLM lands is very important. Many times we hear the concern

raised by the BLM as to lack of manpower and finances to keep up with lands and

programs presently operating. Acquiring more lands and developing more

management options, which need more manpower and money, will lot decrease this

concern. It will only require more and more taxpayer dollars.

We are also concerned with ranching operations being disrupted if a party,

who is in another part of a county or who is not the permittee, trades private

land for BLM land within another ranchers allotment.

Tf the landowner indicates he is not willing to sell or trade, the record

of decision should not include these acreages and they should be eliminated from

further consideration unless proposed by the landowner.

IB: #2: Access to BLM Land

The Bureau needs to monitor this proposal very closely. When more roads

are established, there are more costs associated with management and maintenance.

The BLM will need monetary resources which may lead to the possibility of taking

funding from other projects.

Increased access could also lead to more weed spread, game displacement,

and disturbance of other uses of the resource.

B-l I These questions should be asked: 1) are there other roads where access is

o T | already available, and 2) will additional access actually benefit the resource?

Issue 113: Off-road Vehicles

Off-road vehicle use, as well as access to BLM land, should be handled on

a casc-by-case, area-by-area basis- Meeting and working out a solution through

communication and cooperation is the best way to settle these problems instead

of a blanket policy.

issue #7: Riparian and Wetland Management of Watersheds

We appreciate that livestock grazing will be used as a tool to meet the

objectives of riparian and wetlands. We would caution, however, that the

definition of wetlands has not been determined and is still being discussed among

many agencies, organizations and people. The BLM and the livestock operator must

work closely together when developing a management plan in the area.

In several places it is mentioned livestock forage allocations would be

granted on newly acquired land if they are compatible with wetland management

objectives. It has been documented that properly managed livestock can help

345B
manage the forage and wo would encourage the use C

lie Lp ith \ ;tland management.

F-20 1,

We feel the BLM should closely look at the logic of excluding herbicides

nd prescribed fires in the wetlands complex. Some form of weed control will be

..eeded, because weeds will eventually grow. When and if noxious weeds occur, the

BLM should be required to control them as is everyone else in Montana.

Issue 118: F.Ik and Big Horn Sheep Management

As was stated previously, in regard to elk management, the first criteria

should be population management of wildlife. Tt is premature to discuss habitat

until population limits have been identified.

Issue #9: Prairie Dog and Black-Footed Ferret Management

Many questions need to be answered before we can even consider supporting

this issue. Questions such as 1) funding, 2) the establishment of a non-

essential, experimental population of ferret, 3) prairie dog control, 4) the

assurance of private property rights protection, 5) the assurance of the

continuation of livestock grazing, and 6) range improvements to provide for more

forage to keep the livestock AUM's constant.

Tn addition, the law requires an economic and social analysis be completed

habitat is identified for a threatened and endangered species. To

t know of such an analysis.I

In addition

wh.n critical hah,

our knowledge, we

Issue It 10: ACEC's, of Criti al Environmental Concern

It is our opinion the designation of these areas is the creation of defacto

wilderness. In regard to the Azure Cave ACEC, if this area is advertised is

there any assurance that what the BLM is trying to protect, i.e. bats, will not

have so much public attention drawn to it the bats will be driven away? It

appears that special interest groups have had an inordinate amount of input in

identifying these ACEC's.

We would like to thank the BLM for this opportunity to comment.

J'Xf(\ Courtney, PresideniT

MT Stockgrowers Association

!

Mark Davies, President

MT Assoc, of State Grazing Districts

Walt feMina, Chairman

MT Public Lands Council
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December 13, 1991

From:

Sene Horyna

General Delivery

Roy, MT 59471

To:

Bureau of Land Management

Lewtstown District Office

PO Box 1 160

Airport Road

Lewistown, MT 59457-1 160

To Wnom It May Concern:

I would like to comment on the necent Draft of Judith Valley, Phillips

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

The draft has several areas of concenn to myself as a rancher, 12nd owner,

BLM land user, and a citizen:

1 ) Land acquisition and disposal:

I cannot understand why the Federal Government feels that more land

under federal ownership is necessary. As the draft Indicates, thene are

thousands of acnes in Fergus County targeted for acquisition by the BLM,

Fengus County alneady has fan mone federal land than is necessary. The

tax vase for the school distnict we live in is made up of veny few tax

paying land ownens. I
understand that the BLM, on a voluntary basis, does

A-6 Ireimburse the various counties for tax payments on federal land. This has

Ibeen an area of uncertainty in the past. What will happen if the BLM

A- 11 Incomes the owner of thousands of mone acnes? This spells one thing to

the taxpayer: disaster.

The disposal of BLM pnopenty has many impl ications, none of them

appealing. Tnading pnopenty seems to be what disposal of pnopenty will

I

involve. This may be fair, howeven, who will appraise the value of the

properties traded? Will we have to settle for whatever a government

agency thinks is fair? Any land that is to be acquined by the BLM must be

done in a manner that will not place undue financial pnessune on the

parties involved.
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F-27

_2) Riparian Habitat:

The management plan Indentlfies potential rtparfan habitat areas. What

are the requirements to meet the preservation of riparian habitat?

Fencing dry creek beds so livestock cannot damage so called stream beds

is not acceptable. Developing water conserving structures (ponds, earth

filled dams, etc.) for riparian habitat and livestock watering (with limited

access if necessary) are much more practical solutions.

3) Endangered Species:

This is a very serious Issue. Apparently any land, private or public,

identified as habitat for an endangered species will probably be used for

the preservation of that species and nothing else. This will cause undue

hardship in the form of reduced grazing and land use. This in turn will

cause tax base loss for local government, business and schools. I live in a

school district which has large tracts of land under federal ownership.

The tax base is composed of few land owners. This makes for some of the

highest taxes in the county. History has proven that ranchers are the best

stewards of the land. Chances are very good that they will do their very

best to aid in the preservation of such habitat, however they will

inevitably bear the brunt of the economic loss.

In conclusion, I see no real need for more federal land ownership. In some
isolated cases, land trades or disposal may be beneficial to both the

public as well as the BLM. Both riparian habitat and habitat for

endangered species are prcbably Issues that can be resolved with a great

deal of compromise between the federal government and public land uses.

The present draft does not take into consideration the vast economic

impact which will eventually affect much more of Montana than the study

areas.

Thank you for reading my concerns on this subject.

Gene R. Horyna
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northwest Federation of Mineralogical Societies

2516 - 15th Ave. W. #204

Seattle, WA 98119

December 11, 1991

David L. Marl
District Manager

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160

lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Mori:
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THE EWIROWMEWTAt MEPIA CENTRE

An Institute o£ the gflfi&ttl project
Box 9383, Missouli, MT 59807
280 E. Front, Missoula 59802
(406) 728-9380 FAX 543-6232

lene Miller, District Mgr

.

ox 1160

Ills:

THEIR MASTER'S VOICE

Judi h-Vallcy- fillips

State management of the wildlife resources have all but ignored the role(s)
of habitac/wildl Lfe corridors, t lie ecosystem concept (a) of

7 habitat integrity, and
multi-species management. It seem to me that the P.1.M approach in this "IS mahes
the same mistakes. It fails to look at the Inegrity oF the region us wall aa the
individual species— it" focuses only on the high-profile species, Calling to

consider the countless small plants and animals unique to the area, and their
cumulative role in making the Jud it li-Val ley-Phillips area what it !?,

Ibis area is part of the Big Dry, The Eig 3pen areas of 'lortl" America, and
lias unique characteristics which make it an ecosystem, in a professional/scientific
sense. :'ou should start from that premise. If not, you roahe mistakes Just like
your not considering all aspects of the riparian completes, e.g., the rol»(«) of
water impoundments/reservoir s/iitocli ponds on the riparian systems and drainage
patterns. Each pond creates long-term or permanent changes in the riparian condition,
and probably the ground water/water table condition as well. These changes are
profound, in an area characterized by dryness. Think, especially, of the small,
relatively isolated , plant and animal species, their communities, their habitats.

Ultimately, it is time thai land managers, agricultural interests, and the
resident* of the nig Dry/TUg Open area stop pretending that this pars of "orth
America has a great agricultural future. It does not. It has a great future,

but it is tied to natural conditions, wild species, and an economy sh'iftatl to

emphasizing space, wildlife, hunting, recreation, Ufa style, Mativo \merlcan values
culturally and environmentally-sensitive tourism, etc. Your SIS would he Par mora
useful, if built from such premises. ""be economies, populations, and future prospect;

of the Valley-Judith-Phill l.ps area have been steadily downward. The doC is.ion-makin^
slaps in this PIS, T. think, are designed Co continue this trend, primarily because
it starts with the wrong values and premises. The ESS does not accept the over-
riding parameters dictated by the climate, the geographic location, the transportation
problems, or the values "outsiders" of the United States and the world see In Eh«
open space and life styles inherent to the area, if t were in your position, I would
give the entire EIS what I call the "30 year or 50 year test"—how do all of these
considerations look 50 years in the future, given wliat la happening on a global
scale?

; n a wor id Wit„ io million people? Tn a world with rapidly degrading air,

climatic, water, space, and life style standards? In a world wit!: Billings at ^
a million people, Calgary at 2 million, and Missoula at 300,000? "o me, those
are the considerations which should set the outer limits of your 218. "hot Is the

rani i rid i

Enclosed is our review of your Draft Judith Valley Phillips Resource

Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement, dated JuJy 1991.

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment and hope our efforts
will assist you in your responsibility. Our 15000 member Federation of

clubs and their members is committed to furthering interest in the areas
of earth science, lapidary arts and crafts and out-of-doors family
activities, as well as multiple use of our public lands.

To better acquaint your office with our organization and to up date your
files, I have also included a copy of our Federations Code of Ethics,
our Land Use Policy and a copy of collecting rules we have been publish-
ing in our Federation for the last several years.

We hope this information is of value to you.

When the final Land Management Plan is available, I would like to have

a copy sent to me. T would like to review it and have a summary of

that review published in our newsletter.

Jon Sptfrtfiu.gl

President

Attachments B n Ihc Lewistown District Offic
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Northwest Federation of Mineralogical Societies
Public Land Advisory Committee
Review of:

Judith - Valley-- Phillips Resource Management and EIS Draft PLan.
July 1991

The Northwest Federation of Mineralogical Societies ( N FM 5 ) public
Land Advisory Committee (PLAC) has reviewed the above Draft Plan
and would like to make the following comments. The review was
conducted with limited personal knowledge of the area and done
in support of our Societies commitment to the "Multiple Use"
concept in the management of Public Lands.

We were pleased to note the intent of the three Resource 'Areas to
continue to "allow exploration and development of locatable mineral
resources (metalic ores, gems tones, etc.) on public domain land"
(page 11) as well as, access "for study of unique geological features
and for casual invertebrate fossil collection without a permit
(page 12). Though "recreational rockhounding" was not specifically
mentioned in the text, we would conclude that field collecting
activity by our members and their families, that does not violate
existing Laws and Federal Regulations, will be a part of the overall
recreational activities that the District will encourage.

In examining the several Alternatives outlined in the Draft Plan,
we found only a few proposals that were objectionable and we feel
that our membership is generally supportive of the Preferred
Alternative "E" as a reasonable compromise between the multiple
use and preservation goals. However, we would like to point out our
feeling that "Multiple Use" as 'a stated goal is less obvious in the
new plan, something we have observed in all of the management plans
we have had the opportunity to review. We find this of some concern.

We would want to encourage the District in any efforts to improve
access to BLM managed lands, including support of the "willing
seller" purchase of land, as well as, disposal of lands which do
not meet the management needs or objectives of the District,

pecially where such activity would improve the continuity of

eed for 0RV regulation
r_y_ to to protect the

D-14

the

The majority of ou
and support closur
land resources.

Natural resource development policy seems appropriate in Alternative
"E", as do most of the environment and wildlife policies and plans.

The Areas of Crilical Environmental Concern .(ACEC) that would be
set aside seem reasonable except for the South Moccasin and Judith
Mountain Scenic Area AC EC which seem to lack justification. We
would wonder if such designation is necessary because of the BLM
reclamation and mining operation plan approvals necessary to
operate a mining operation. We are also confused by a statement
on page 134 regarding this area. and its "low potential" for oil

and gas. The Judith Mountains appears to be in a "high potential"
oil and gas area on Map 5, Side A. We did have difficulty locating
a map of the exact boundary of the Judith Mountain section of this
ACEC.
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Recreational opportunities are on area of keen interest to our

members and we were sorry that we could not find recreational
rockhounding mentioned in the recreation sections of the Draft Plan.

The quartz collecting location on Judith Peak Road was noted on page

19, and the statement on casual- invertebrate fossil collection on

page 12 were very welcome statements to read. Petrified wood,

gypsum, and minerals are also collected in the District.

We would recognize the mention of "partnerships" with organisations

in the Recreation section [page 18) as an opportunity for our members
to work with the District Managers to improve the recreational
opportunities and we will suggest to our local members that they

consider working in this area. Members in other areas have installed
comfort stations and the like on BLM land in the past. We would
hope this language would be kept as part of the final Plan.

Two additional minor observations are:
1. We suspect that changes in 43 CFR 3809 surface management

regulations currently under consideration may effect the

Implementation statements under Non Energy Mineral Resources
on page 10. We understand that the 5 acre threshold is

likely to be revised as is "casual use" of mining claims.

T-2J
2 We noted the closure of the Montana Gulch Campground, and

could find no explanation inthe text. Perhaps it is part

of the Azure Cave ACEC Proposal, or a result of the curren
La n dusky mining operations.

in some

We appreciate the opportunity to review the Draft Plan and found

it relatively easy to read and understand, and would congratulate
the preparers. We also hope our comments have been
way helpfull to you in reaching your final policy S

Plan.

Reviewed by

:

Jon Spunaugle
NFMS FLAC
12-1-91
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December 10, 1991

B. Gene Miller
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

I have reviewed the draft Judith-Val ley-Phil lips Resource
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. My comments
will focus specifically on prairie dog habitat management as
outlined in the plan.

First, the Bureau should be commended for
favorable to conservation of prairie dog ecosyst
Phillips Resource Area. Designation as ACECs al

colonies on BLM land identified for reintroducti
footed ferret (BFF) is both relevant and import a-

the endangered black- footed ferret , and therefor
Second, No Surface Occupancy stipulations f

within the area designated for ferret release (t
are appropriate given the potential loss of prai
from roads, drill pads, and extraction facilitie
is noted that BLM's Preferred Alternative E for
Resource Area provides the highest commitment of
maintenance of prairie dog ecosystems of al 1 alt
presented.

everal actions
ems within the
1 prairie dog
on of the black-

recovery of
e is warranted.
1 and gas leasing
he "7km Complex")
rie dog habitat
s. Finally, it
the Phil lips
BLM ownership to
rnatives

It is, how
there is a grea
"7km rule" used
The 7km Complex
viable system,
produced to dat
a comparative b
presume , as an
of prairie dogs
appropriate
criteria are
highly dynamic;
and recolonize
the geographic

ever,, critical that
difference betwee:

to define BFF
model does not
The habitat suitab

: have had bu'

as is , potential rei
underlying feature
at a point in time
ranking a number

eded. However,, the
prairie dog coloni
over time. It is xv

extent of existing

the Bureau recognise that
l designating habitat under the
tat, and managing that habitat,
port to create a biologically
ility models for BFF habitat
bjective in mind: to rank, on
ntroduction areas. They
of the models, the distribution

11 remain constant. This is
ites for which objective
airie dog ecosystem is
expand, contract , go extinct
enough simply to describe
itat.
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leads to
dogs is
system 1

system'

5

sizes an
stable
such va
density
some act
which at

ent work by Klebanoff et al

.

I
1

J and Lamberson et al .

[

2
]

the conclusion that spatial heterogeneity of prairie
likely to inject a great deal of stability into a managed
ike the one BLM proposes in Phillips County. The
stability depends on a contagious distribution of colony

d interspersion over time. In other words, the most
ystem is one in which there is a normal distribution of

iables as colony size, colony interspersion, prairie dog
and so forth. The implications for management are that
vities which BLM proposes could have significant effects
first glance seem counterintuitive.

For example, the way in which prairie dog shooting is

managed may have profound effects on stability of the prairie
dog/BPF system. If the shooting program is managed on an

informal basis, the most likely scenario is that shooters will

move from colony to colony when shooting efficiency declines to

some point of diminishing returns and so on. The result is that
such activity will severely narrow the distributional range of

individual colony population densities, producing essentially
uniform densities among colonies aver time (assuming these
colonies are not over-cropped). As a result, some of the
complex-wide dynamics, such as recolonization of senescent or

extinct patches, may not occur due to lack of population
pressures, or conversely, local patches may be driven more
quickly to extinction by immigration driven by inbreeding
avoidance. [' ] Further, it is possible that low ferret birth
rates could result from colonies where prey availability was
limited, and this has been shown to be highly destabilizing

.
[ 1]

Further, although the 7km rule indicates what habitat should
be included in a delineation of BFF habitat, it does not purport
to address, within the complex, which habitat patches (colonies)
are biologically significant. Work with biological systems on
archipelagoes, extinction probabilities based on patch size, and
a host of other recent work with refugia indicate that the shape
and location of patches comprising the habitat are critical to
the likelihood of persistence of populations inhabiting them.

The conclusion is that the farther from what might be termed the

1 A. Klebanoff, S.Minta, A.Hastings and T.W.Clark. 1991.
Aae-Deoendent Preda t

i

on Model of Black-footed Ferrets and Prairie
Dogs , SIAM J. Appl . Math. 51:1053-1073.

2 R.H. Lamberson, M.Butler, R.VanKirk, C.Voss. 1989. A

viability Assessment for an Isolated Black-f oo ted Ferret
Population at Meete etse. Wyoming . Unpubl . Mac, Env . Systems
Program. Humboldt State Univ., 61 pp.

3 3 .Hoogland
Science 215:1639-1641

1982. PrjLiri e Dogs Avoid Extr eme I nbreeding .
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"geometric center" of the habitat one travels , the less important
that habitat becomes in terms of its usefulness in providing a

stable core for the population. This is particularly so in this
case, where the population is highly constrained and there is no
source or sink populations of either prairie dogs or ferrets
outside of the system. Thus , because the effects of management
are likely to be much more significant near the "core" of the
habitat than near the margins or at the end of long
archipelagoes , this suggests that management that may impact
prairie dog distributions are better planned in those areas than
near the core.

ing comments with
airie dogs:
at colonies south of T
significant
than colonies such as

nt in this zone
onies and a distinction
this importance,

ore zone, areas in
oning and so forth are

f colony
ome individual colonies

cted into the care
g area.
shooting and poisoning
than the center of the

H-13

Based on the above, I have the fallow
respect ta the Phillips Management Area pr

1) The Complex geography suggests th
26 N as a group are going to be much more
biologically to both prairie dogs and BFF
B-004 at the end of long corridors. Manag
should reflect the importance of these
in management should be developed based on

2) ELM should provide, within thi
which manipulations such as shooting, pois
excluded so that variance in the distribut
attributes is provided for, i.e. so that s

will have high densities and some will not
3) Positive mitigation should be dir

area and negative mitigation to the outlyi
4) Activities involving prairie dog

should be directed at the perimeter rather
Compl ex.

Finally, BLM should address the following issues:

11) Lead contamination and secondary poisoning of predators
like black-footed ferrets where shooting is highly concentrated
is a very real threat given the level of shooting activity and
the number of prairie dog carcasses left on the surface. BLM
should address this problem.

2) BLM's assertion that it is "managing" for 71 acres out
of a total of 700,000 ac on the Judith Resource Area and the
implication that it is thereby providing some kind of wildlife
benefit associated with prairie dog ecosystems or biodiversity is

misleading and seems to be offered as a thinly veiled
justification for BLM to poison prairie dogs. Prairie dogs would
probably be better off if there was no target level to drive a

poisoning program and control was conducted on an ad hoc basis,
because clearly the size of this acreage is not likely to
contribute in any real way to biodiversity within the Resource
Area and can only serve to create demands that BLM control
prairie dogs

.
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An I 3) The land-exchange program within Phillips County targets
"O Ifor disposal lands that contain prairie dogs (e.g. B-004, B-035,

|b-023, etc.}. BLM should reconcile these proposals.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on your plan.

Steve Forrestv
2008 E. Calhoun St

.

Seattle, WR 98112
(206) 328-5558

BLM EIS -4
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Montana Wilderness Association

Y-16

District Manager, BLM
Lewistown District Office

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1 1 60
Dec 10, 1991

Dear Sir:

Here are MWA's comments on the JVP-RMP/EIS.

I

General:

1. There is no budget information at all. But note that this RMP will guide budget

requests for the planning area (p.5). Without budget information, one can't determine

the balance of effort between the various issues - e.g., how much effort will go to

acquiring access vs. improving riparian areas. Nor can one assess the rate at which

activities proposed in the plan will actually be accomplished. BLM should present a

proposed budget for each alternative.

2. The "Environmental Consequences" section of the draft EIS is virtually

meaningless due to the failure to delineate the budget and time-frame parameters of

the alternatives. Thus, BLM ends up comparing the impacts of RFD scenarios for oil &

gas and hardrock minerals with the impacts of acquiring aJJ 632,000 acres, accessing

all 72,000 acres, improving si 343 allotments, ftio, This is as maanirtylesa as

comparing the proverbial apples and oranges. The nature and intensity of

environmental impacts (and economic & social impacts) are clearly dependent on the

rate or time-frame of impacting activities. BLM should define "RFA" (reasonably

foreseeable accomplishment) scenarios for all the appropriate issues considered

under each alternative, and analyze and compare the resultant consequences.

For example, BLM has actually acquired an average of 2,000 acres per year

over the past decade in the planning area. At this rate it would take over 50 years to

acquire just the 1 1 5,000 acres anticipated in exchange for lands identified for

disposal. Yet the draft EIS discusses the consequences of acquiring all 632,000

acres. That violates NEPA's direction to evaluate the "reasonably foreseeable

consequences" of the proposed action. The same argument pertains to several other

issues in this draft EIS.

P.O. Box 635 • Helena, Montana 59624 • (406) 443-7350

351 Jnited State;

-Department o

Agriculture

.rest Lewis and Clark t tonal For.

at-rvice Box 871

Great Falls, MT 59403
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Reply To: 2356/2670

Date; December 12
,

1991

B. Cene Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

P.O. Box. 1160

Lewistown, MT 59475-1160

(406) 538-7461

Dear Mr. Mille

M-19

The attached report describes a survey of Tate-Potter Cave by USPS

Wildlife Biologist, Don Saaae and several other National Speleological

I

Society Members on November 10, 1991. Townsend's big-eared bat

(Plecotus townsendii ) was confirmed to be present in the cava, The

[.SFWS lists Plecotus townsendii as a C2 species. We hope this

information will be of use to you in considering the Collar Guleli area

of critical environmental concern (ACEC) described in the Draff Judith

Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact.

Statement (July 1991).

ed addit rial In fori plea

>&
JOHN D. GORMAN

Forest Supervisor

Dr. David Center
Montana Natural Heritage Pr<

State Library Building
1515 E. 6th Ave

Helena, MT 59620

Attachments are available fur review in the Lewistown Dislricl Offlw.

3. We object to the "Impacts to Oil and Gas", "Impacts to Hardrock Minerals", and

"Impacts to Livestock Grazing Management" sections in the "Environmental

Consequences" chapter. The information in those sections has nothing to do with

environmental impacts. The purpose of this whole process is, first and foremost, to

elucidate the environmental impacts of proposed government actions. How can

V *>fi |
restr ict i n9 potential development activities, through designating "no lease" areas or

|mineral withdrawals, have any environmental impacts? Certainly none of the material

presented in this draft EIS in these particular sections is relevant to environmental

consequences. If it must be included, I suggest it be moved to subsections of the

"Impacts to Economic Conditions" section.

O- 1^1 ^' Appendix L needs an explanation of the columns and abbreviations.

re: Land Acquisitions.

1. The pool of potential acquisitions (632,000 acres) is so large that some
indication of priorities, in terms of areas or primary resource values desired, is

essential. I suggest the following priorities: for areas, the Missouri River and its main

tributaries (Arrow Cr, Judith R., etc.) and for resources. ACECs > riparian/wetland >

wildlife (generally) > recreation > access. We think BLM should also acquire lands

that are inholdings in WSAs, with a highest priority rank, since wilderness values and

roadless recreation are very limited and found only on public lands in the planning

area.

ri -7 I 2. There is no indication of the degree of effort (personnel and $$) that will be
*3~ i |focused on acquisitions, nor of the desired or anticipated rate of accomplishment.

re: Access.

t, BLM should distinguish between vehicle access and foot/horse access, in

terms of both needs and impacts. For example, Square Butte and Black Butte (Judith

Mtns) are ideal locations to acquire foot and horse access only (along with a parking

area).

2. One of the goals for this issue is to identify needs to restrict access in order to

protect wildlife, etc. (p.5). Has this been done?
3. The priority areas for access under Alt. E (p.79) are mostly small parcels in the

Judith Mountains. While a few of these may be desireable (e.g., 'Upper Armells Cr,

Black Butte) , the only need for so many would appear to be to provide access for

miners. We think that is inappropriate, since miners should purchase any required

access.

4. The highest priorities for access should be for Square Butte and for the Judith

River, since both areas encompass such outstanding and unique natural and

recreational values.

re: ORVs.
1. There appears to be no consideration of enforcement capability in

determining where closures and restrictions are implemented, nor of the effectiveness

of the closures and restrictions in determining the impacts of ORV use. I'm pretty sure

that several studies have measured or estimated closure effectiveness, so that

estimates of impacts can be scaled up to reflect vehicle trespass. BLM should apply
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C-15

C-14

C-21

C-22

C-23

and adjust such considerations in this planning effort.

2. The next-to-last paragraph on p.5 states: "Designations ... will minimize

conflicts ... with other ORV user groups ..." Shouldn't you strike the term "ORV from

that sentence?

3. I wonder if a seasonal area closure in the Missouri Breaks area during spring

breakup might be required to protect soils & water quality? Does BLM have any data

on this?

4. Many of the designated routes in the Missouri Breaks area are not improved

and should not be open to vehicles during the wet periods (e.g., Nov & Dec, and again

in spring) to prevent gullying, etc.

5. The exceptions to area closures (p. 82) are too liberal and would result in

unnecessary impacts to surface resources and other users. They should be tightened

as follows:

a. access for camping limited to 1 u0.feej; off designated roads & trails;

b. no exceptions for the handicapped (except for motorized wheel-chairs);

c. snowmobile travel permitted only on snow and within a designated period

(e.g., Dec 15- Mar 15).

6. The first paragraph under "Off-Road Vehicles" on p.91 contains the phrase:

"while recognizing the need for continued use of off-road vehicles..." We suggest this

be changed to: "while recognizing the advantages of off-road vehicle use for certain

B management activities ..." There is no general "need" for ORV use anywhere.

7. The proposal to leave the Frenchman Creek and Cottonwood Creek areas

open to ORV use is illegal, since the draft EIS acknowledges that adverse impacts will

occur (pp, 169, 174)

T-ioL
re: Oil &Gas.

1

.

We could find no acknowledgement of the short and long-term impacts to

visual resources from road and drill pad construction associated with exploration.

2. The lease stipulations are referenced under "management common", but in

fact vary by alternative and thus should be subject to public comment. Here are our

comments:

I

a. All "exceptions" and "modifications", in addition to "waivers", should be
subject to public notification and comment, and possibly to environmental analysis as

well, since even a one-time, one place exception may have a significant impact on the

human environment and may elicit significant public interest.

b. BLM should allow exceptions and modifications that add or tighten

restrictions as well as those that relax restrictions, since, for example, a new species

occurrence or hazard may be discovered subsequent to a lease being issued.

o n I c. All exceptions for NSO stipulations written forT & E species should require

" ' (section 7 consultation with the USFWS, since even a one-time, one place exception

might have a significant impact on a particular species.

Id.
The timing restriction for raptor nests should include nest sites active within

the past three years (at least), rather than two years, since many species, including

ferruginous hawks and golden eagles, may return to a site after 2 (or more?) years

absence.
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E-24

E-15

E-25

5. The management prescriptions for existing valid claims in the proposed Collar

Gulch ACEC, and for the South Moccasin-Judith Mtns area, seem reasonable and
necessary to protect the unique values of these areas.

S6.
The mitigating measures listed on p.86 are excellent. Would the miner cover

thithe costs associated with numbers 4 - 6?

17. We would like to suggest a general wildlife prescription, namely, to require

bird-proof netting over cyanide ponds.

S8.
The numbers in table 4.5 don't appear to jibe with those in table 2.45. Which

are correct?, or what am 1 not understanding?

9. Regarding mineral materials, these permit regulations (p. 1 "I ) are too liberal

and should be tightened, since surface disturbance alone, without milling or leaching,

etc., can still have serious impacts on many resources, I suggest (a) a 2 acre limit for a

CER and (b) a plan statement prohibiting n 'erial sales or permits in ACECs and
riparian/wetland areas.

re: Riparian/wetland management.
1. ThB triggers for initiating additional measures to protect and enhance

riaparian areas should be defined and de?

(e.g., see p.6). An "improving trend" may s

improvement is too slow.

2. Specifically, we object to the lang»

I

"stated time-frame" for achieving an objec

of improvement in the first place, and, her.

should trigger additional management me..

These sections of the draft plan allow the BLM too much discretion and cater to the

grazing permittees at the expense of the public's riparian resources.

tj an 3. By what formula or procedure wo 1

.

'"? BLM allocate forage increases between
r-££ (wildlife, livestock and watersheds under thn draft plan? This should be specified.

"ibed in more detail than that provided
• be unacceptable if the rate of

qe in the 3rd paragraph on p,85. The
t should be based on a "substantial" rate

. any delay in achieving an objective

res (such as reducing stocking levels).

F-241

Y-9

4. We do not understand the.differer between "I" and "M" allotments. For

example, I would expect all "H*allotmcnts.tw .)e "not meeting objectives" and all "M"

allotments to be "meeting objectives". "Pie- -<3 explain.

5. BLM should establish some priori! ..for which allotments to work on first.

"Group 1
", which is presumeably the highe priority fH's not really clear from the text),

lists over 150 allotments for Alt. E. We coi I'fft&^y Indication of how many AMPs
peryear BLM has written or revised in the r ,st and piansiito.wrlts in the future (again,

there should be budget information in this pltrtj. We suspect ttftit 145.0+ AMPs would

take several years, perhaps a decade. We suggest BLM prioritize' alifaWotments found

in the UMWSR and in WSAs for improving Parian management, siricethose areas

generally have the highest natural and rec itionai values of the planning area.

re: Prairie dog and ferret management.
1. BLM should maintain several diSf

(though not as large as) the 7km complex.

alternative, to assure habitat for associate

catastrophic events.

2. BLM should prohibit shooting at s

--ied (tan-town complexes, in addition to

yon'' 'hs&e identified in the preferred

>eci^ r
. vis-a-vis disease threats and

"Tal r'"p-towns in order to determine the
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T-2

T-2

K-3

3. All proposed ACECs (under Alt. E), in their entirety, should be no-lease areas.

Although the impacts of exploration might, in some situations, be compatible with

protection of the values for which the ACEC is designated, the lease confers additional

rights for development and production, and those activities would, in all cases,

degrade the ACECs.
4. The statements regarding tradeoffs between short-term use and long-term

productivity for Hardrock Minerals and Oil & Gas (p-232) are totally wrong. Any
alternative that emphasizes {as Alt, E does) maximizing access, right now, to minerals

of all kinds is clearly favoring short-term use over long-term productivity. Energy
minerals are non-renewable, and hardrock minerals are only partly "renewable" (i.e.,

recycieable); so our use of these resources now clearly impoverishes future

generations.

5. Similarly, the draft ElS fails to acknowledge that mining energy resources and
hardrock minerals is also an irreversible and irretrievable commitment of resources

(p. 233). Indeed, I urge the BLM to explicitly close certain areas to mineral

development of both kinds (energy & hardrock) to ensure the availability of such

resources for future generations.

6. Since December of 1988, and as part of a settlement with the National Wildlife

Federation in response to the Conner v. Burford decision, the BLM has not issued any

leases in areas with potential wildlife conflicts: wetlands & riparian areas, occupied T &
E species habitat, important big game winter range, grouse leks. We urge the BLM to

permanently adopt this policy, especially since the oil & gas industry has apparently

been content with the lease offerings made under it to date.

7. The BLM should establish restrictions on geophysical exploration on sensitive

lands through this planning process (i.e., identify areas with timing or distance

restrictions, as for lease stipulations). The impacts of exploration activities are

significant enough and predictable enough to be acknowledged and addressed
through the planning process, rather than being left to the manager's discretion.

re: Hardrock Mining.

1. The recommendation to revoke the Montana Gulch campground withdrawal is

based on a decision to close the campground. Why and when was that decision

made, and where is it documented?
2. Do the people in Landusky and Zortman want BLM to revoke the withdrawals

and dispose of the holdings there?, or might they want some public recreation sites

someday? II would seem that such protected parcels could become quite valuable for

recreation and other amenity values as the general area becomes more developed
and impacted by mining.

3. We support the withdrawals listed in Table 2.45. At present, the only

mechanism BLM has for protecting areas from all impacts of mining is a withdrawal,

and I feel the special resources and values of the areas listed warrent such protection.

4. We support the additional proposed withdrawals (from Alt. D) of 5,504 acres in

the Little Rockies (for the same reasons as mentioned above) and for the Acid Shale

Forest ACEC, since bentonite mining would likely impact that community, and
Montana has lots of other bentonite depose elsewhere (so why encourage even
looking at the area?).

impacts of shooting on associated species, (i.e., compare occurrence rates of

mountain plover, etc., at towns with and without permitted shooting.)

3. Similarly, we urge BLM to incorporate the ORV closure of prairie dog towns

(from Alt. D) into the plan, so that the Impacts of ORV use on associated species might

be determined.

re: ACECs.
1. The first paragraph under "Imp1em<

end with "Cave access would not be allow;

remainder of that sentence and paragraph i

and its resources, pursuant to preparing an

should be permanently restricted.

Q o I 2. Map F on p.98 (the Big Bend ACT
'

^~~-) Jmissing, among other things.

3. BLM has played a central role In &'

program. We think thai ACEC designation i

and protecting natural areas, and we suggf

nominations in that light: Rock Creek (Vai
1

Coulee; Woody Island Coulee.

rotation" for the Azure Cave ACEC should

d until an activity plan is completed." The
s unwarranted, since analysis of the cave
activity plan, may indicate that access

» is Irtc^+npfBta - the ACEC boundaries are

'ablishing [he Montana Natural Areas

3 the most appropriate tool for recognizing

rt the RLM reconsider the following

County); Beaver Creek Ponds; Joiner

Sincerely, r. A,,^
Cedron Jonos,bLM Commi'
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Land # Ranch, Inc.
Valentine Road

Roy, Montana 59471 December 1 1

,

_L221
Land Acquisition and Disposal;

The land owner s ail lmnl design Lbfl nrr KCqOTtttgg should ha? e

notified in advance of the statement. The government said it

would not use condemnation but the owners are doubtful.

should PI allowed to reltio ffe their land from the acquisition list.

If owners wish to sell tneir proterty some potential buyers woulrl

be wary of purchasing BUOil land. The BLM should

property not bidding on prii/ate land.

disposing of

xne JSLM cannot effectively rr

;he land they own ithout acquiring more. -i-t is obvious r.he 'FjT K

planning on acquiring a lot more land than they dispose of.

wou-i.i have a serious impact on the economy of ranchers, towns and

a:-. ..-.-i*^. IT Uit-re r±Ĵ UL _
>..

:1_r, plan w tf ur eter Altfirjiat J.Y6 A. SLs

definatly are against Alt. E. It would be better if the whole plar

was thrown out, Under "a" tnere wouia oe no significant impact on

air and water quality. "A" provides the smallest loss of .SUM'S wi 1

east cost. It has a positive impact on the wildlife and recreation

ss of BLM land;

The BLM saye" it wants to pursue aecess to their land and ther

tney clo^e U;e ro^dy in tir, ey±u. This doesn't make sunee. How car

thRTs he acflfias of the roads are closF-d-? By closing thr. road a th^rje

be an increase in the wildlife including elk as a lot of hunter

are not able to walk

nffpT-gd WQ pi-ofBT "R"

drag an elk

"^ qui

Please return 10:
? L^Nb

3St. Of the alternative:

y a minnr i mpai-t
flfl '" 1 "I i 1 1

MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O. Bo* 1 160

Lcwismwn, MT 59457

Lund # Ranch, inc.
Valertine FJOH

,

d

Rov. MT qq471

Off -Road Vehicles;

There should be a way ior ranchers to u-e CFTV 'a in connect.: or

,1th InnV-lng flft.gr t.l-air livoetnrlf ORV's «•>-«* ^ pffir-ip n t tnnl

ranchers. We pi ve & and strongly oproae alternative

"A" does not have a significant impact on livestock gr a z .1 n

Oil and Gas Leasing

We prefer Alternative A as any other alternative would unfavorably

1 mpar.t—hhe eennamins nf T.'r-p pvef. This plan would have a positive

impact on enviromental consequences and on th« Tildlife.

H a T firry > K 1 33 i n g ;

We prefer Alternative B as the reclamation would restore

vegetation in the long term and there would not be e

Reparian and wetland ma::; ysirsi-.t

The BLM wants to manage these areas by fencing out water

frfliaiflflj *nr\ KJtdJialttg livsctfifir r.iimhoT'.Q I£ alJ the water.. Ls-f.s

out of an area the grass can't be used unless the livestock owner i ad

the time aid money to haul water or otherwise develop v>&ter. Thi

wou l d—elim inate—ga me ranch er s—

a

nd w o uld hav e a d e finit e

—

impact—iw
the area. Any change in grazing privileges ie seen ss the begining

of the removal of livestock from public lands. Many rfinchers have

of I'ontivo roanagomont—of thooo —Oft—frhf» ii> awn f i nd tin r.ot

Please remm lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O. Box 1160

LOwljitOWtt, MT 59457
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Lund § Ranch, Inc.
Valentine Road

Roy, in 59471 12-11-91

(cont.) BLM interference. We prefer Alternative B and are strongl;

e d to Alte

environment; 1 conaeauencc

B" would be a pea-1-t
-i-ve- impact an t h e-

nd give more access to water sources.

water quality would improve . There would be an overall improvemen"

Lu auil Hiid—vu t.« tali

leaat cost to the rancher

Li vestuck f u willi Hit

Elk and Bighurn Sliyyp Hauilyl—ii'ianagwmynt

It is irre .'•ilM to create more elk habitat wt

saying it was not responsible for wildlife. This situation allows

jtM anfl t ha VFttt Lu blfarn e em 1

? : uil.cr ±r,j—[...» blk i
-mjres-sfcr: ^ott—

;-reas designsited as potential for elk habitat are too small and ha 1

re

If elk increase in an area it will decree ne the AUK'

r,-)
.
nv.T-r:

—

ziy. e.g s tray- "forces and sat hay srfl emps.

Alternative gainst alterna tive

Frairia jjpg -an-fl- Bractt-f ocrt ea rs. r et r.ana-gement

There is no grass for several acres around a prairie dog tow i

This reduces the livestock grazing. If the livestock numbers

r;- \r.-:-s::, t .'vvr : TT^ ZT71 i i.'y;-.->-t on the economy of h;i arts-. tin prtffei'

Alternative a and oppose alternative E. All plans have a negative

impact on the environmental conseque Under Plan A there

iiiUj

,n amprovera-

: ct on wildlife

t in soil and vegetation" "antl a signlffc^Ht-p'O'Sftt"

prefer

Plca.sc rciurn lo: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lewistnwn. MT 5'J457
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Lund § Ranch, Inc.
Va.ltfnt Jrifei Roi-,d

Roy. MT 59471

m& opjp oso any aaw*—IW^ag d esi gn a t s d -.ACEC .

—

£he- -South Moooas ia-

^udith Mountains scenic area has already had a portion burned

Restrictions on development of this area would significantly reduce

pot ent i-a& oponom iiO wn fe -i whioh would deore ao e the poolal

vell-belng of loe&l communities.

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manager

P.O.Box 1160

i. MT 59457
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to maintain or expand 650,140 acres of elk habitat within the
resource management area. Identified within this preferred
alternative BLM unclear ly addresses allowing for the
development of new elk populations in unoccupied habitat of
the Little Rocky Mountains. currently, the Little Rocky
Mountains does posses potential elk habitat along certain
sections of the range but elk populations within the vicinity
only on rare occasions utilize the habitat. My first question
addresses BLM's comment concerning new elk populations. As
presented in this alternative, it appears BLM is proposing to
develop or introduce new elk populations into the Little Rocky
Mountains . As stated on page i , BLM ' s responsibility with
such wildlife issues is identifying and maintaining the
habitat, not the wildlife.

The Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP) is

entrusted with the responsibility of wildlife management.
Communications with the MDFWP identifies that the MDFWP does
not propose to increase elk populations in the elk management
units which comprises the Little Rockies due to the lack of
security cover and wildlife depredation on private lands.
Therefore, why is the BLM proposing development of new elk
populations or expansion of elk habitat in this area, if no
plans or programs have been instrumented by the entrusted
regulatory agency requiring such development ?

As previously stated elk populations do exist within areas
bordering the Little Rocky Mountains such as the Missouri
Breaks and Bull Creek; and elk habitat currently exists within
the range. In light of this information one must ask himself,
why is the area only utilized rarely by migrating elk
populations and no resident herd has established itself in
this area. As identified by the MDWFP one major reason that
elk populations do not currently inhabit the Little Rocky
Mountains is due to the lack of adequate security cover with
a second reason being past illegal harvest of migrating elk
through the area. Reviewing this information and the contents
of the preferred alternative, BLM fails to identify and
present control measures to facilitate protection of a

resident elk population should it be introduced. As stated
on page 8 6 of draft RMP, implementation of the preferred
alternative would seasonally restrict ORV use within elk and
bighorn sheep habitat to designated roads and trails with
exception of the Little Rocky Mountains. Therefore, it
appears that BLM would continue to manage potential elk in a
manner that provides forage but not security from the forces
which in the past might have prevented the development of a
resident herd.

More disturbing than the proposed elk habitat identified in
the preferred alternative is BLM's proposal to expand current
bighorn sheep habitat. BLM's preferred Alternative E
addresses aggressive expansion of the bighorn sheep habitat
within the Phillips Resource area more than tripling the

355 355B
December 12, 1991

Mr. David Mari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Airport Road
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Re: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Mari:

After considerable review and study of the BLM's draft EIS for the
Judith, Valley and Phillips resource areas, I present the following
comments and questions. As a Phillips County resident these
comments addresses my concerns of potential impacts the EIS
document presents to residents and businesses of the resource
management area.

JLs. Presentation of the EIS Document.

I have been involved reading and interpreting government
documents and regulations for the past 10 years of my career,
and I have to state that this document is far and above the
most difficult publication to follow and comprehend of any
previously experienced. Discussion of the various
alternatives presented within the text is scattered throughout
not giving the reader clear and precise descriptions of the
various alternatives and their representation with each other.
The document format is such that the reader must thoroughly
research the document and its contents to grasp a general
consensus of the proposed actions and impacts the various
alternatives could protrude on multiple users within the
resource management area. To simplify future EIS documents
such as this and provide the general public and lay person an
opportunity to review the document without extensive hours of
frustrating study and research; discussion and presentation
of the specific alternatives, their status and potential
impacts should be collectively discussed in a single section.
Presentation of this text requires the reader to review the
Table of Contents multiple times and reference numerous
sections of the text in order to gain a close assimilation of
what relationship each of the proposed alternatives could
portray. Due to the complexity and difficulty the document
presents to the reader, I request the comment period be
extended

.

2

.

Expansion of elk and sheep habitat in the Little Rocky
Mountains.

Under Alternative E, the preferred alternative BLM proposes

H-31

habitat currently maintained. if blm ' s and MDWFP past
management of bighorn sheep habitat and populations is a

reflection of what is to come in the future, expansion of the
habitat and introduced populations will be maintained under
only occasional supervision and study. Bighorn sheep
management in the Little Rockies Mountains has been absent of
BLM and MDWFP field studies and inventories since 1987 until
a joint aerial survey between the two entrusted agencies and
Zortman Mining Inc. was conducted in the spring of 1991.
Without periodic reviews and studies of the resident
population, how can the entrusted agencies make managerial
decisions and proposals encompassing the addition of more than
three times the current habitat.

Re-introduction of the black-footed ferret.

The black-footed ferret re introduction and recovery plan
presented in draft RMP fails to identify and clarify the
importance of public involvement in the re- introduction
efforts. After careful review of the presented RMP plan and
discussions with MDWFP personnel, considerable differences
exist between the plan presented in the draft RMP text and the
latest draft prepared by the North Central Montana Working
Group. Modifications in the draft RMP text need to be made
to incorporate issues addressed and presented within the North
Central Montana Working groups publication entitled A
Cooperative Black-Footed Ferret Reintrocluct.i nn a nd Management

S-7

Plan for the North Central Montana Complex , dated September
1991.

After review and comparison of the two texts, significant
differences exist in the identification of the reintroduction
area, status of the black-footed ferret with regards to the'
Endangered Species Act and the necessity of public involvement
with the re- introduction process . The RMP fails to i dent i f

y

to the general public, BLM' s responsibility with regards to
the re- introduction plan and the agencies responsibility to
maintain and protect black-footed ferret habitat should
public sentiment prevent re- introduction. As addressed on
page 3, The BLM is required by the Endangered Species Act of
1973 (ESA) , as amended, to protect and provide habitat for
threatened and endangered species. Therefore should public
sentiment and pressure prevent the re-introduction plan, the
BLM could be compelled by the Endangered Species Act to
protect and maintain current prairie dog populations. The net
result of such action could be similar to those experienced
with the Spotted Owl in the old-growth forest of the Pacific
Northwest requiring considerable mitigation and litigation to
resolve the issue.

In light of these issues, the BLM RMP should be amended to
incorporate modifications made since the draft RMP was
published and additional town meetings should be held
identifying the entire current re- introduction plan and
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consequences residents, recreationalist and businesses might
experience should the plan be rejected. Such meetings should
include representatives of all the various agencies involved
allowing the public an opportunity to converse with and hear
everyone's side of the story. Due to the complexities and
emotions of this issue, blm should extend the comment period.

4. Impacts to Mr and Hater Quality from Hardrock. Mining.

Z-7

F-27

N-4

On page 167 of the draft RMP text, Table 4 . 6 incorrectly
identifies the EPA Drinking Water Criteria for Cyanide-
surface Water (WAD) as 0.022 mg/1. This concentration should
correctly read 0.22 mg/1 WAD cyanide.

Proposed wetland/riparian areas...

Review of the BLM draft RMP with regards to proposed
wetland/riparian areas identifies a very aggressive program,
which for the most part presents no evidence BLM has conducted
any systematic evaluation to determine whether the areas
demarked for protection are or can be designated as such.
Without conducting field evaluations of the proposed areas
contained within the resource management plan, how can the BLM
demark and set aside 348 allotments containing 59 5 stream
miles and 5,850 water sources without scientific evaluation
that such parcels even have the potential to be improved or
maintained as perpetual wetlands? The scope of this proposal
could dramatically affect future multiple users associated
with livestock grazing, recreation and natural resource
development. I ask that the BLM re-evaluate the consequences
of such actions and present the general public with feasible
alternatives with sound scientific evaluation rather than a

Christmas Wish list.

ftzure Cave ACEC.

Alternative E, the preferred alternative identifies
designating 14 acres of BLM property as a ACEC to protect
Azure Cave resources and potentially the northernmost bat
hibernaculum in the United states. As identified in many
sections of the draft RMP, the BLM proposal is unfounded and
not based on scientific evaluation. The BLM proposes to
protect this area of critical environmental concern without
affording the public or multiple users the simplest luxury of
studying the area and determining if such bat populations
exist and their significance to the environment. Once again
it appears the BLM is placing the cart ahead of the horse,
without studying and evaluating the site how can the area be
determined and designated as a ACEC without any substantiating
facts? This ACEC designation should be withdrawn until
scientific studies and evaluations have been completed
supporting such a designation.
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"Comment.-; cm Blackfooted Ferret'

Atten District Manager, Dave Mari

Dear Sir:

I would like to go on the record as opposed to the

Blackfooted Ferret in Phillips county.

In my oppinion this animal serves no beneficial pu:

money spent researching this area, the relntroduction, and monitoring the

ferret after he's here would be much more benifical to society If used to

reduce our national debt

.

We are very busy worrieing about these "endangered animals", but who will

care for these animals if this country doesn't pay her creditors.

Much less money would be spent if we built an arificial living complex for

the Ferret, they could be monitored more closely, cheaper, and be set in an

area less remote more accessible to people wanting to see them.

I have been active in Farming and ranching in South Phillips county for 20

some years. During that time praire dogs have always been a problem, many

attemps to control them on our place have had only limited success. With lack

of nieghbor cooperation and loss of certain chemicals for poisoning the dogs

are winning. However under current circumstances then
possibility that other chemicals may become available,

cooperation we could rid ourselves of this Rodent.

If another "endangered species", is released in this area, opportunity for

control of praire dogs will be greatly restricted. In addition even the "nan

essential" status given to this experimental group is limited protection at

best. If something were to kill the other groups of Ferrets in captivity

leaving only this group, pressure would be applied to remove the "non

essential" status to protect the species.

Please consider transplanting this experimental group in a National Park,

where access is already controlled, and monitored. A place where people

already come to view animals in the wild.

We have endangered species in Phillips County now, and they are being

protected. Presently the Black Footed ferret is not endangered here, Please

lets keep it that way.

/s/ Warren Taylor
HC 84

Box 8245

Malta Mt 59538

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.J
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South Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic area ACEC.

The proposed management stipulations BLM has presented in the
draft RMP with relationship to the South Moccasin-Judith
Mountain Scenic Area ACEC fails to adequately identify future
potential economic impacts which could be experienced by the
Fergus County area. The BLM is entrusted with the management
of federal lands and such management responsibilities includes
and allows for the development of natural resources on such
lands. Those mitigation measures identified within the
preferred alternative would preclude mineral development on
the lands identified within the ACEC, if by no other means
than economic hardship and the inability of any developer to
meet the reclamation goals and objectives mandated by the RMP.

I

Should BLM be provided the opportunity to designate this area
as ACEC due to aesthetic and scenic values what will prevent
future ACEC designations in other areas?

Please reconsider the potential effects of this issue and
remove the ACEC from final JVP Resource Management Plan.

Thank you for granting me the opportunity to review and comment the
draft JVP Resource Management Plan.

"Comments on Land Aquisition"

Dec 11, 1991
Dave Mair

Sir
ed the draft RMP and attending info meetings I want to submit

1-1
A-36|

Sincerely,

.William S. Ly^~

Having i

these comments:

1) I understand what B1M is attempting to do with Land Aquistion &

Disposal plan. Blocking Land will increase managability and reduce costs.

2) TEE Bar Land & Livestock Inc. Received a letter to notify us of part

of our allotment being designated for disposal, we are Interested in

perserving that transaction. "SWk and S^.SE1* Sect 30/27-28".

3) TEE Bar Land & Livestock would also be interested in aquiring other

lands in our alotment that are small tracts, intermingled in our private land.

NEkNEk Section 31-27-28

NUkNW^ " 15-26-27

SW^SW^i & SE^fflft; of 21-27-27

NEk of 21-27-27 Lying NW of Line Fence

W4 Section 5-26-27

All B1M Land in Section 32 6. 33 of 27-27.

TEE Bar Land & Livestock Inc.

/&/ Warren Taylor Pres.

HC 84 Box 8245
Malta Mt 59538

Attn Area Manger J.V.P. R.A. Dave Mari

Dear Sir:

Having reviewed the draft RMP and attending Info meetings I would like to

submit these comments.

1) I understand what BLM is attempting to do with Land Aquistion &

disposal plan. Blocking the Land will increase manageability and reduce

costs.

2) Warren & Lori Taylor own land in Phillips Co. Section 12-26-2'/. Due

to a correction line a small portion of BLM Land is fenced into our property.

be place on list of disposal properties thank
, _, I We are requesting that

A-JD|you.
/s/ Warren Taylo
HC 84 Box 8245
Malta Mt 5953a

(Typed exactly . ed for reproduction In the final RMP/ETS.)
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Malta, Mt.

December 13, 1991

B. Gene Miller

District Manager, B. L. M.

Lewistown, MT. 59^.57-1160

Dear Sir,

My name is Francis V. .Jacobs. My family ranches approximately fifty

miles south of Malta by road, more to the point of the location, the ranch

buildings are near the east end of the Dry Fork road. Much of the ranch

was homesteaded by my wifes family. Our son Lee, is on the ranch with us,

making him the fourth generation.

I was going to try to comment or address each of the concerns in the

P.. M. P. draft. But I find your draft is not easy to figure out or what

the real intent is. So I am going to make some comments, mainly about the

area south of Malta, of which we are familiar.

First of all about the access to B. L. M. land. There is no problem,

bo just leave access alone, it is working. As fax as elk and big horn

sheep are concerned, we have plenty of elk in south Phillips County.

Leave the elk and sheep the way they are.

Off road vechicles are no problem the way it is now. The price of

of policy will cost to much.

Prairie dog and blackfooted ferret; this is the area where my

family and I have most of our concern. You have no prairie dog management.

It appears that your ?.. M. P. is geared up for the blackfooted ferret

introduction plan. Tour land acquisition program appears to be aimed

to rid the people living in this area to insure the ferret program.

The land acquisition also dims our hopes of being able to buy more

land to add to our ranch, because we will have to bid against the

U. S. Government, we are against this program also.

I am well acquainted with people that live on the farms and ranches

in south Phillips County. They are the true environmentalists, with

real concern of saving our lands and making and keeping them productive

to feed and clothe our families for generations to come, and yes, they

are concerned for the wildlife that lives here. You must remember

the people that live here are the ones responsible for the game being

in abundance today. In the thirty plus years that I have lived here

our range has been improving, it is a slow process. Education is the

key to success from forage improvemnet to wildlife management, not costly
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Page 2

programs administered by the government. Dec. 13, 1991

Sincerely,

r"

introduce the Black Footed
Dear Sirs:

I am writing In regard to your proposal

Ferret in South Phillips County. I am opposi

reasons the. main one being I don't believe they will control the Prairie Dog

population.
Next on my list is the fact that if you get them here it just opens the

door for any other animal that the "groupies" take a notion should be here.

Why do they believe the animals are more important than people? I believe

the.y should leave things alone. Look how hard our forefathers tried to get

rid of the coyote, wolf, prairie dog, etc. They are all still in excistence.
True, not as many, (except for the prairie dog) but there is absolutely no
reason that they should be that plentiful.

I read a pamphlet that was presented to the school children on the Ferret

& Prairie Dog. What a bunch of lies. How can anyone in good conscience make

the claim the prairie dogs benefit any grasses. All they need to do is come

out here and see how they totally destroy all foliage where their towns are.

Shame on you - brainwashing those kids and then having the gall to ask them to

donate money - wow! what is our country coming to?

Speaking of money, there are so many places the money being spent for this

program could be put to so much better use. I won't go into that - you know
as well as everyone what hard times anyone but the rich have when it comes to

health care or disabilities, not to mention food, clothing, etc.

If we really do have government for the people and by. the people our

concerns will be taken into account and you will put a halt to this nonsense.
Sincerely,
/s/ Mrs, Donna Crowder
HC 84 Box 8110
Malta, Mt 59538-9702

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMP/E1S.)
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December 11 , 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau Of Land Management
Lewis town District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Sir:

Salsbery FAmily Limited Partnership chooses not to
participate in any Bureau Of Land Management land
exchanges as identified in the JVP-RMP/EIS. We
would appreciate your co-operation in removal of our
private lands from your map and table dealing with
acquisition and disposal in the final HMP/EIS.

Sincerel y yours , a /}

Sa'lsbe^ry Family Limited ParTTMrship
HC 65 Box 6110 '

Malta, MT 59538

Attachments arc availahli- Tor i n (he Lowistown District Office.

361A

7. Elk and Bighorn Sheep management- men t

H-l

8

.

Prairie dog and Black-footed ferret managemen
The Federal Government, through the various agencie
involved with the INTRODUCTION of the black-footed
ferret, needs to guarantee in a written legal dotrum

that the ferret will always be managed as a non-ess
experimental species until such time as it can be
from the endangered list . The prairie dog towns n
be reduced to the 19SS levels or less . In keeping
the BLM'S indicated desire to improve range condit
near 100% good to excellent condition, the prairie
does not fit in- In most prairie dog towns, the r

condition is poor to non-existent . A contradictio
is very disturbing.

9, ACEC- no comment

Sincerely yours,

nt
intial
emoved
ed to
with
on 5 to
dog
nge
that

Kevin Salsbery
Salsbery Family Limited Partnership-Salsbery Ranch, Inc.
HC65 Box 6110
Malta, MT. 59538
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A-2
A-ll

C-5

C-3

December 12,1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management,
Lewistown District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT. 59457-1160

In response to the invitation to comment on the JVP-
RMP/EIS, I would like to offer these comments.

1

.

Land aquisition and disposal- The key word in this
issue title is disposal . I believe that the BLM and the
Federal Government In general should be returning lands
to private ownership and not aquiring more lands. There

lis no alternative in the RMP to allow for disposal as an
|objective

-

2. Access to BLM land- Alternative A appears to be the
most acceptable. The alternative that impacts everyday
livestock operations the least, within the BLM's multiple
use mandate, is the most desirable.

3. Off Road Vehicles- I believe that use of ORV's
for game retrieval should be allowed. Also, the management
plans for grazing permittees should allow unrestricted
use of ORV s for management purposes at all times.

4. oil and gas leasing and developement- I support the
maximum amount of deve] opement that is environmen taly sound
as an aid to the economy of the area.

Hardrock mini r-'.ame 4.

F-23
i. Riparian and wetland management- ah of

seem to be a series of contradictions. You ind
ithere will be an increase in AUM's, but the pro

riparian improvement will be reduced livesto
The permittees cost to effect these livestock r
is in the millions of dollars throughout the re
In the preferred alternative , it shows that i n

areas, currently about 40% of the AUM's are all
livestock . if you achieve your estimated produ
of 3,780 AUM's and 40% go to livestock, you mak
approxiamately 1,512 AUM' s . At your estimated
$2.2 million to the permittees, this is about $
AUM. These costs coupled with reduced lives toe
are not acceptable through any of the alternati
are written-

your alternat
icate that
bable method
ck allocation
eductions
sourse area.
the riparian
ocated to
ction increas
e available
cost Of
1,455. per
k allocations
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Box 18?
Dodson, Mt. 59524
Dec, 12, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
District Manager
Box 1160
Lewistown, Mt. 594^7

Thank you for allowing
urce Management Plan.

ur.ent on the Judith, Valley, Phillips
Res

I feel Phillips County could best be served "by deleting the land
acquisition and disposal part of the R.M.P. The tax consequences
associated with this proposal would be very detrimental to our area. Tns
system used In the past has worked quite satisfactorily.

Additional access to B.L.K. lands needs to be looked at very care-
fully to determine if benefits outweigh the problems caused.

Off-road vehicle use seems to be a matter that needs to be looked
at differently in different areas. In both B.L.M, access and off road
travel, the possibility of spreading noxious weeds should be considered.

In the Riparian and Wetland portion of the plan, care should be-
taken not to erode the tax base and the economic well being of the area
Tns same would hold true for the balance of the plan.

Sincerely,
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December 13, 1931

Bureau of Land Management
Airport Road
Lewi s town, Montana 594 57

RE: Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan

Dear Sirs;

In your management plan, you have identified private
property in regard to land classifications, mineral
potential, viewsheds, etc. It is our belief that planning
by your agency of land not under your control without the
consent of the property owner is at the very least
unethical and at uiost illegal. We therefore demand that
any lands deeded to Maurice and Betty Shammel or Maurice,
Alan, and Karl Shammel be removed from this or any future
plans and not be referred to in this or any future plan in

any way whatsoever.

Shammel Ranch
202 Salt Creek Road
Hilger, Montana 59451-9752

Phone (4061-462-5639
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United States Department of the Interior SmSiS

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

MAlUt-'G ADDRESS

FWE
MAIL STOP 60120 DEC 1 1W

Memorandum

To: District Manager, Bureau of Land Management, Lewistown, Montana

From: Assistant Regional Director, Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, Region 6

Subject: Draft Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement (EC #91/77}

The Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) provided comments on the subject

document on October 3, 1991. We wish to supplement those comments with the

following:

(1) The document states that the Bureau of Land Management (Bureau) land

identified for ^introduction of the black-footed ferret would be

designated an Area of Critical Environmental Concern. The Service

supports this designation.

(2) The Service believes the No Surface Occupancy restriction on prairie

dog towns within the 7 km complex should be retained on all towns

in the complex, not only on towns identified as initial release

sites. The Service supports the use of waivers, exceptions, and

modifications on the prairie dog towns following the "Draft

Guidelines for Oil and Gas Activities in Prairie Dog Ecosystems

Managed for Black-footed Ferret Recovery, FW5, 1990," if needed to

accommodate oil and gas development. The Service recommends that the

I

black-footed ferret No Surface Occupancy stipulation for Alterative E

(preferred alternative) on page 297 be modified by deleting the

wording "not identified as initial release sites for the black-footed

ferret" from the stipulation.

Questions regarding these comments should be addressed to Dennis

Christopherson, Fish and Wildlife Enhancement, 1501 14th Street West,

Suite 230, Billings, Montana 59102; the telephone number is FTS 585-6570.
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LEWISTOWN

INSURANCE
520 W. MAIN • P.O. BOX 210 • LEWISTOWN. MONTANA 59A57 • PHONE W06I 538-5458

December 12, 1991

B. Gene ".tiller, Dist. Kgr.

Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Sox 1160
Lewistown, MI 59457

RE; Judith - Valley - Phillips Biff / EIS

Dear Mr. Miller:

After revicwin;; the summary of alternatives as printed in the July 1991 Draft,

I have; the following personal comments:

1. Land Acquisition And Disposal: Either alternative A or alternative 5 appear
acceptable at this tine, considering there is a willing seller or acceptable
exchange for both parties in each Instance. T prefer no net gain in publicly
owned lands, and at the very least a minimal increase where a willing seller
simply does not want a net exchange of any kind.

2. Access To L'.LM Lands : The. preferred Alternative F. appears to be the responsible
choice for proper actions needed for access to BLM land.

3. Off-Road Vehicles : The preferred Alternative E appears to be the responsible
choice for :;iultiple-use of BLM land.

4. Oil And Gas Leasing And Development : It appears that Alternative A and

Alternative C are very similar and best allow for future economical development
of these area resources.

5. Hardrock tiining : Alternative A appears to be the best alternative at this time.

Properly controlled mining can still be based on each project's individual merit,
and continue to enhance the economic well-being of Central Montana.

6. Riparian And Vletland Manapergf-nt of '..
:a tersheds : Alternative A appears to be

the best choice with local agricultural land users, presently.

''
.. :~ i

i.-- -
1

1 i 1
_---. ::.: .,-- ,'.i tir-rn^rivo .'

.

;:i"l'! .'..!. t.~
, rnative C appear

to be the same, and allow for the continuation of the present and most successful
management program.

8. Prairie Dog And Black-Footed Ferret Management ; I'm not sure if re-introduction
of any kind is necessary if there will be any reduction of economic value to the

present rancher/BLH lessees in that area. Alternative A appears to be the most
workable option, at this time.

366A

»l

Arc- ?.P Of Crit ical Environmental Concern :

South Moccasin - Judith Mountain Scenic Area - Alternative A is my choict

at this time. Alternative C has some potential for discussion, and I would

like more information on "surface disturbing activities".

B. Acid Shale-Pine For,

this time.

C. Square Butte OKA - Alternate
geological feature.

native A appears to be the best choice, at

E is the best choice for this unique

D. Collar Gulch - Alternative A is my present choice, with Alternative c

M. las a potential discussion point. Mineral entry is not withdrawn here, and
"1

J
certain precautions should be considered.

E. Azure Cave - Alternative E is the best option for another unique area

we can protect for greater public interest.

F. Big Bend Of The Milk River - Alternative C is the best choice here, as

limited mineral entry should be of little harm in this instance. Withdrawal

of mineral entry is not acceptable here.

Thank you for the opportunity to participate In this commenting period. I look

forward to receiving further information on these nine Issues. The final IiMP/EIS

will hopefully be one that will melt the many valid opinions of the genuinely

concerned citizens of our area and state.

Respectfully submitted,

CaS/6^<^>*» 'V^z^t'

Rep. Ron liarlenec

Gov. Stan Stephens'

Fergus County Commissioners
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Kevin J. Ryan
Route 3, Box 3114
Lewistown, MT 59457
(406) 538-9619

December 11, 1991

Mr. Dave Hari
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Mari:

I am writing to you in opposition to portions of the Judith Valley
Phillips Resource Management Plan, specifically the South Moccasin-
Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC and the Collar Gulch ACEC. I
also have questions regarding the economics of this draft proposal.

The vast amount of information in the draft JVP RMP EIS makes it
impossible to address all the issues involved, but I have attended
public meetings on this plan and have found that nearly everyone
who took the time to show up was opposed to the increased
governmental control espoused by the plan. The people who made
their views known were residents of the area and whose livelihoods
depended on use of public lands in one form or another. I urge you
to listen very closely to what was said and make wise use of the
input provided so that a workable plan can be implemented by the
BLM that ensures multiple use of lands.

My impressions for the prescriptions to the preferred alternatives
far the South Moccasin-Judith Mountain and Collar Gulch ACEC ' s are
that they relieved the BLM of making decisions on a case by case
basis and that a thorough review of the impacts from the preferred
alternatives was not done. There are laws already in place that
protect the environment from undue degradation from mining
operations at both a state and national level. Enforcement of
these regulations will accomplish the same goals set out in the
preferred alternatives without sacrificing the positive economic
impact of mining, livestock grazing, logging and recreation.

367B

Before the preferred alternative of mineral withdraw can be
implemented, the BLM must identify the cost of purchasing the
patented claims in order to specifically evaluate economic impacts
of this action. My recommendation is that Alternative A be used
that allows for mining by filing a Plan of Operations and meeting
water quality standards.

Economic Impacts

J-34

Y-16

Economic data for mining revenues in Fergus county only went
through 1987 and shows the gross value of metal mine production to
be $500, 000 in 1987 for Fergus County. This significantly
underrates current revenues from mining for 1988 through 1991. In
1991, the Kendall Mine is expected to produce $22,000,000 in gross
value of metal production, employ 74 people (80% of which are local
residents) with a payroll of $2,200,000, and will pay approximately
$784,000 in taxes. The economic impact study must be revisited by
the BLM with the most current information in order to make an
accurate analysis of the effects caused by going with the current
preferred alternatives.

I also find that approximately 48 additional BLM employees will be
reguired to implement the policies proposed in the preferred
alternatives. How many of the additional people will be taken from
the existing pool of BLM employees and how many new people will be
hired? What is the additional cost to the taxpayer for the
increased staff and how will this be funded? In an era when record
federal deficits are severely crippling the American economy, I
absolutely cannot agree with increased government spending to fund
a plan that essentially prevents economic growth of Fergus County.

Summary
In conclusion, I believe the BLM has chosen preferred alternatives
without doing a thorough, in-depth analysis of the actual impacts
of those alternatives. When this is done, I think you will find
Alternative A for Hardrock Mining, the South Moccasin-Judith
Mountains Scenic Area ACEC and the Collar Gulch ACEC is the most
logical approach in managing BLM lands.

You are charged with a responsibility for wise management of public
lands. Do not abdicate that authority by simply closing off lands
so that you do not have to make hard decisions on a case by case
basis. Leave your options open by managing for wise multiple use.

367A 367C

South Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC
This section lacks detail, is subjective and vastly underestimates
the economic impact of mining in Fergus County.

The key observation point for meeting VRM Class II specifications
is Lewistown. That covers a large area and a variety of

TOT | observation points. The BLM must be more specific in identifying
J

-'-'I which key observation points were used in designating the ACEC!
By being specific, this will allow a company filing a Plan of
Operation in the area to evaluate potential visual impacts without
confusion or misunderstanding. Please respond with the exact
locations of the KOP's.

on page 213, the discussion on economic impacts from the preferred
alternative acknowledges that significantly reduced economic
activity due to restrictions on mineral development could occur.
However, it makes an unsubstantiated statement that by making the
area off limits to mining, recreation will be encouraged and could
potentially offset the negative economic impact of possible loss of
mineral production. I am unable to imagine how this could be
seriously considered. The area is currently not an ACEC and is
protected by current environmental laws and yet I have never heard
anyone suggest that Lewistown can increase recreation revenues by
simply forbidding mining in the area. I am also unable to find any
survey or study that identifies the number of people using this
area for recreation, the revenues collected from recreational uses
and how mining specifically impacts recreation in this draft plan.
Please respond with the specific data and economic information that
supports the conclusions reached in the preferred alternative '

s

economic impacts due to hardrock mining.

I

Collar Gulch ACEC
The Collar Gulch area has high mineral potential and incorporates
patented claims, yet the preferred alternative is to withdraw it
from mineral entry. The reason being is to protect a cutthroat
trout that is neither endangered nor threatened. This appears to
me to be a drastic measure considering the potential cost of buying
the claims out by the BLM , funded by the taxpayers, as shown on
page 208.

Montana ' s water quality standards do not allow any industry to
degrade the waters of this state unless given an exemption, and
even then degradation cannot exceed the EPA drinking water
standards. By requiring a mining operation to meet these standards
through the use of best management practices and engineering
controls, the fishery in collar Gulch can be maintained and
protected and there will also be economic benefit to the community.

Thank you for the opportunity to voice my opinion and I hope you
will listen attentively to the residents of this area when making
the final decisions on the Judith Valley Phillips Resource
Management Plan.

Sincerely,

E-18

M-l

Robert Lawton, Montana BLM Dir
cy Jamison, Director BLM
Congressman Ron Marlenee
Senator Conrad Burns
Mr. Larry Grinde
Mr. Dick Knox
Fergus County Commissioners
Lewistown Chamber of Commerce
Montana Mining Association
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368 Hilgett, Mt.

080. 10, 199:1

of Land MtUjagemsH

Lay-

A-9

1-5

I would like to aointnent briefly an two aspects of the Jadlth-Va.!

HiillipB aaesourca Management Plan.

Firii.l, I disagree with allowing i-JLM Lo acquire any new acreage. It

i« my Leliuf thai, any governmental unit that really desires to acquire

a piece of property "for the public eood" oan , and moat Likely will,

take it through the condemnation process if nsoaas&ry. This, 1 L'iml

most deplorable and una.ccepta.lile. 1 feel that if the gate is opened

r'or new land acquisition by B1.M that the statement that it would only

be from "willing sellers" might not necessarily be adhered to.

Second, in thu Visual Rasouree Management section, Lhore is much pri-

ately ownad. land included in the Glass II category, in the Judith

. action as shown on page 2'}. l do not believe that BLM should hava

any authority over how private Ly owned agricultural land should he

managed. I also request that any land which I own or have an ownership

interest in be HOT included in 3LM"s VHM planning.

In summary, I feel BLM's RMP should be rewritten to confine

management plans to land which is now federally owned, arid i

Sincerely,

lu

3Utf,r,,.. <fL- J>
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John S. Schultz
f' i) i:r:---

;-;..

Grvss l^iw. MT sqn-^

I am dsfinitplv nqajnst. any raK£b Qj Uflil b&iaa fl ppropr j led for reaso ns of

"public benefit." Ba the parcels private, public, or s cUo I I
.yi 1-1 -:: _-

_

The operators of said lands will be severely disruped on these ranches/farms if

they do not have same, in conjunction with the deeded or private land that they

now control as these are already yjabig work ing units.

The small family operator who is just considering turning the operation over to a

younger generation will be unable to accomplish this task if lands are "confiscated

Jhe loss will be tragic in terms of rural economics, our schools will close and

small local businesses will disappear.

There will be a severe restriction on the already hard pressed climate of doing

business in Montana.

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
District Manage;
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. S
,
R I Th Box 269

Roy Ml'..
r;9471

1. I have been a rancher, contractor all ray life in centra! Fergus Co. I'm

64, I've worked for many ranches and farmers. I doii'c know of any of thffi

timers that weren't conservation minded. I don ' r. know of a place where a

riparian law would have helped, except, lo let noxious weeds Lake over becau

a riparian law would have prevented their control.

2. The BLM has Coo much land to control now. I chink they should only sel

noC buy or exchange, and reduce the BLM Co small controlanle blocks, Use t.

money from the sale of land to reduce the national dept. Not waste it on m

FiT.M expanses

.

3. We are overrun by wild game. The. day is fast approaching when if. will

a decision between ranchers or wild life. Tf the wildlife and endangered
species wins, LewisCown will ille. With Lawlstown dead, you won't have to

worry about the senie view.

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RMF/F.TS.)

December 13, 1991

B. Gene Miller
Acting District Manager
United States Department of

the Interior
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

RE: Elizabeth K. Pittm

Dear Mr. Miller:

This firm now represents the estate of Elizabeth K. Pittman, who
died in 1974. This letter is in response to your letter of
October 18, 1991, which I did not receive from the attorney who
formerly represented the estate until December 6, 1991.

Your letter does not indicate to which property of Mrs. Pittman
it refers. However, I believe it is the property in the Judith
Mountains consisting of slightly less than a full section in
Alpine Gulch. That property is now owned by Mrs. Pittman 's
heirs, all of whom live out of state. They are:

jack Pittman
3919 Hulman
Terre Haute, IN 47802

173 Behrends Ave.
Juneau, AK 99801

Pamelia Reynolds
Route 2, Box 117
Poseyville, IN 47633

You should direct future correspondence to the owners of the
property at the above addresses. I will appreciate receiving a
copy of correspondence you send them.
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Page Two
Elizabeth K. Pittman
December 13, 1991

The new owners do not know why the property appears on the BLM
map and table dealing with acquisition and disposal in the final
RHP/EIS. They are unwilling to allow the lands to remain on the
map and table and hereby notify you they decline to participate.

Thank you. Please contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

'w - •

; 4- <:•(( v

JAMES A. HUBBLE

JAH:1JS

c: Jack Pittman

3734 JD tumb^r, Ii?c.

At Judith Gap, Montana

Post Office Box 206-401 Steele Judith Gap, MT 59453Phone (406) 473-2233
FAX (406) 473-2277

December 13, 1991

David L, Mari, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Mari:

1 want to take this opportunity to comment on the draft Judith-

Valley-Phlllips Resource Management Flan and Environmental Impact Statement.

In particular, I would like to address the issue of Land Acquisition and

Disposal and It's effect on Forest Management.

One of the major reasons J.D. Lumber, Inc. bought the sawmill at

Judith Gap is the amount of private forest land in Central Montana, At

this time, 80% of the timber we have under contract is privately owned.

Because of our well-received harvesting practices and competitive prices,

we are able to acquire private timber. The BLM cannot necessarily guar-

antee who will be the successful bidder of a timber sale. Therefore, I

cannot support the Preferred Alternative (Alternative E) that would place

an additional 22,000 acres of productive forest land under BLM ownership.

I support Alternative A. It is unreasonably ambitious to think ycu will

acquire that much additional acreage when }j>y your own addition, 80% of

the land exchanges never take place!

Also, I cannot support the idea of a $123,000.00 reduction In annual

tax revenue. That is simply not fair to the taxpayers of the planning area.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jeff Welmer, Owner
J.D. Lumber, Inc. of Judith Gap

JW/pk
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Stanford, Montana
Dec. 12, 1991

Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown, Mt.

Dear Sirs:

RE: RMP-EIS
Please be notified that at this time we are not interested in and exchange of

BLM. land for our private land. Please remove our lands from Che map and

table.

If at some time in the future land adjoining us should be for sale, we

would appreciate being notified.
Thanks

,

/s/ Saima Myllymaki
/s/ Ted Myllymaki

in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Forest Grove, MT 59441
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TO: the BL-K Office Pare: Pe comber 12, 1 9?1

Subject; Tlie auqul gitiuT: Ji" wore BLM land

.
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Mr. David L. Mari
December 11, 1991
Page 2

GKIIKPAi, COi-L-iEitTS

Section 5(d) of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C.

section 1271 et seq . requires all federal agencies to consider
potential national wild, scenic and recreational river areas in

all planning for the use and development of water and related

land resources. 15 U.S.C. section 1276(d). The planning
responsibility imposed by section 5(d) plainly requires the BLM

to assess the values of potential Wild and Scenic Rivers during

the preparation of resource management plans pursuant to the

FLPMA. Recognizing that responsibility, BLM Manual Section
1623.41A2d identifies wild and scenic river recommendations as a

possible determination to be made in such plans.

To provide further guidance for fulfilling BLM's planning
responsibilities for potential wild and scenic rivers, the

agency's Washington office on July 23, 1987 circulated Instruc-

tion Memorandum No. 87-615, containing draft guidelines for

identifying, evaluating, and protecting potential wild and scenic

rivers on BLM lands. That guidance was promulgated by the

Director in final form in Instruction Memorandum No. 87-670 and

the attached Guidelines for Fulfilling Requirements of the Wild

and Scenic Rivers Act (the "Guidelines"), issued September 8,

1988 and renewed annually. In addition, the Director included a

"Wild and Scenic River Act Plan Review Procedures summary"
{"Procedures Summary") with his June 4, 1990 Memorandum to State

Directors concerning the resolution of existing American Rivers'

Protests that clarified certain elements of the study process.

Under the directions established in the Guidelines, planning
for potential wild and scenic rivers on BLM lands follows a

relatively straightforward, three-step procedure. Each BLM

resource management plan is to:

(1) evaluate the eligibility of potential wild and scenic

rivers within its planning area for inclusion in the

National Wild and Scenic Rivers System in accordance
with the criteria set forth in Section 1(b) of the Wild

and Scenic Rivers Act (i.e., whether the river is free-

flowing and possesses one or more "outstandingly
remarkable" values)

;

(2) determine the appropriate classification ("wild,"

"scenic," or "recreational") for rivers found to be

eligible;

(3) assess the suitability of such rivers for inclusion in

the national rivers system, based upon the public
values and uses that would be enhanced or foreclosed by

375

American 'Bjvers

December 11, 1991

David L. Mari, District Manager
Lewistown District Office
USDI/Bureau of Land Management
Post Office Box 1160
Lewistown, Montana 59457-1160

Re: Draft Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan
Environmenta 1 Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Mari:

American Rivers, formerly named the American Rivers
Conservation Council, is a national, public interest not-for-
profit corporation with more than 17,000 members nationwide.
American Rivers is the only national conservation organization
dedicated exclusively to the preservation of free-flowing rivers.
In its eighteen-year history, American Rivers has worked
intensively to protect rivers under the federal Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act and has actively assisted states and local groups with
their river conservation efforts.

American Rivers has worked extensively with the Bureau of
Land Management ("BLM") since 1987 in its planning efforts for
the river resources on the public lands. American Rivers has
assisted the planning staff in Washington to clarify admini-
strative direction for consideration of potential wild and scenic
rivers in BLM's resource management planning, and has reviewed
and commented on numerous BLM plans. American Rivers has filed
to date six Protests of Resource Management Plans. Each Protest
alleged, inter a lia, that the individual RMP failed to comply
with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and explicit agency admin-
istrative requiring that BLM study potential wild and scenic
rivers and provide interim management prescriptions for those
rivers found eligible. On June 4, 1990, the Director agreed that
the four RMPs failed to comply with the Wild and Scenic Rivers
Act and advised the affected State Directors that additional
planning was required to comply with established requirements.
One of the other RMPs was subsequently withdrawn and American
Rivers entered into a negotiated settlement of the sixth RMP, the
Arizona Strip RMP.

American Rivers members live near, use and benefit from the
resources of the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Area, including
its rivers and associated landscapes.

hoi Pennsylvania Ave, &£
Si irra 400

Washington, t>c 20003
(202)547-6900

(202) 543*6142 (FAX) *.mt*'wvw**w
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Mr- David L. Mari
December 11, 199X
Page 3

such protection, the degree of public, state and local

interest in designation, and practical concerns
regarding costs and feasibility of administration.

Guidelines, Section VIII, at 9-12.

Until a final decision is reached by the agency and, for

recommended rivers, by Congress, BLM is to protect river resource

values and characteristics through specific management pre-

scriptions established in specific or programmatic interim man-

agement plans. Guidelines, Section IV. C. , at p. 7; Section IX,

at p. 20.

I

.

Comments Concerning Eligibi lity

American Rivers does not find credible the conclusion that

of 187 streams on within the analysis area, only one possesses an

I

outstandingly remarkable value. The information contained in

Appendix G does not represent a credible resource inventory of

values possessed by rivers which flow through the area.

For example, Milk River is nominated as an ACEC due to

nationally significant archeologic values. Draft RMP at 355.

Such values should lead to a presumptive finding of _ eligibility

.

Similarly, Bitter Creek appears to possess outstandingly

remarkable scenic values. Id_-_ American Rivers believes that

based upon this information, and other information in the Draft,

there are likely other candidates for wild and scenic status.

I I

.

suitability of Judith R iver

American Rivers believes that the planners improperly

determined that the entire length of the Judith River is not

suitable and that the planners misinterpreted BLM guidance

concerning study of rivers which flow through mixed ownerships.

BLM guidance indicates that the percentage of BLM ownership,

i.e. , substantial control of 40-50% of the total shoreline and

adjacent lands, should be used as a guide in identifying

segments for study. Guidelines, section VIII. A. I.e. The

Guidelines also provide that "joint studies" should be followed,

to the extent practical, where a river identified on the NRI

touches only a small area of public lands. Id. at VIII. C.

1 Although the Guidelines explicitly refer to "joint

studies" only in the context of NRI rivers, American Rivers

believes that the principle of interagency cooperation should not

be limited to NRI-listed rivers. Rather, the BLM should pursue
(continued. .

.

)
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Mr. David L. Mari
December 11, 1991
Page 4

American Rivers believes that the appropriate procedure to
be followed in situations of mixed ownership is to determine
whether a stream and its adjacent area possess outstandingly
remarkable values. This determination may include the
identification of particular segments, based upon land ownership,
changes in river character and the other factors listed in
Guidelines, section VIII. A. I.e. If a river segment is eligible,
then it is subject to interim protection pending a determination
of suitability.

BLM may defer suitability studies of particular streams,
particularly in the case of a joint study, Guidelines, section
VIII. B and C; however, the RMP must include decisions on
eligibility and classification. Id.

BLM may choose to defer the suitability study to a joint
study; however, the Plan should identify which streams may be
eligible for the national rivers system, and it should protect
those streams, or stream segments, which do qualify until a

decision has been made concerning the stream's suitability for
federal designation.

III. d it iona 1 Comments

only through full documentation of the basis for BLH's
findings can the public be assured that the agency has in fact
given these streams the consideration mandated by section 5(d) of
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, and that rivers and streams with
potential as additions to the national rivers system have not
been rejected on a superficial examination.

The fundamental importance of such documentation is plainly
expressed in the Guidelines: "The RMP record of decision (ROD)

serves as the release document for river areas, or portions of
river areas/segments, determined nonsuitable for WSR river
designation." Section VIII. B.I-

Moreover, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) , the planning documents must assess the potential
environmental impacts of any decision not to recommend rivers for
inclusion in the national rivers system. In California v. Block ,

690 T.2d 753 (9th. Cir. 1982), the United States Court of Appeal
for the Ninth Circuit held that the Forest Service is required to

( . . .continued)
such interagency cooperative agreements whenever a river which
possesses outstandingly remarkable values is identified.

375E

Mr. David L. Mari
December 11, 1991
Page 6

(Guidelines state: "... the RMP must prescribe the protection
(interim management prescriptions) to be provided for the river
and adjacent public land area pending the suitability and, when
necessary, subsequent action by the Congress." Guidelines,
Section VIII. A. 3. a., at p. 11 (emphasis added).

The Guidelines address in detail the scope of management
prescriptions that should be adopted:

Specific management prescriptions for river corridors
identified from the NRI list, or otherwise identified for
study, should provide protection in the following ways:

1. Free-flowing values . The free-flowing characteristics
of such identified river segments cannot be modified to
allow stream impoundments, diversions, channelization,
and/or rip-rapping to the extent the BLM is authorized under
law.

2. River values . outstandingly remarkable values of the
identified river segment or area must be protected (subject
to valid existing rights) and, to the extent practicable,
enhanced.

3. Classification Impacts . Management and development of
the identified river and its corridor cannot be modified,
subject to valid existing rights, to the degree that its
eligibility or classification would be affected (i.e., its
classification cannot be changed from wild to scenic, or
scenic to recreational)

.

Guidelines, IX, B., at 1-20.

We trust these comments assist the planning team complete
and improve the RMP. Please do not hesitate to communicate with
us if you have any questions concerning any of the matters set
forth above. American Rivers looks forward to working closely
with the Judith Valley Phillips Resource Area.

Sincerely,iincereiy, _ i

Thomas J. Cassidy, Jr. y

General Counsel

375D 376

Mr. David L.
December 11,
Page 5

Mari
1991

W-l

prepare a site-specific EIS when it decides in its planning
process to release potential wilderness areas for nonwilderness
uses. BLM decisions not to recommend designation for potential
wild and scenic rivers, like decisions releasing potential
wilderness areas, irretrievably commit the resources of such
rivers and their adjacent lands, and require similar site-
specific environmental analysis. Even where the BLM establishes
relatively protective prescriptions for a river area in its RMP,
such as an ACEC, the decision not to recommend Wild and Scenic
River designation exposes the river to a continued risk of
hydroelectric development that may degrade or destroy the river's
free-flowing character, and to mineral development that may
impair its outstanding natural values.

American Rivers' concern with the depth of the planners'
eligibility analysis is not a mere academic concern. In addition
to identifying eligible streams, the description of outstandingly
remarkable values is a central component of any suitability
study. The heart of the suitability determination is a
consideration of the characteristics that make a river and its
corridor a worthy addition to the national rivers system.
Guidelines, section VIII. A. 3. That analysis is crippled if the
eligibility determination is incomplete. Also, streams not found
eligible are subject to management activities which may impair or
even preclude their later inclusion in the national rivers
system.

American Rivers is concerned also that the planning team may
have adopted a screen, either formally or informally, that
resulted in the exclusion of streams of relatively small length
or volume, congress provided an expansive definition of "river"
in the Wild and Sceni-'c Rivers Act. See 16 U.S.C. §1286(a)
("'River' means a flowing body of water or estuary or a section,
portion, or tributary thereof, including rivers, streams, creeks,
runs, kills, rills, and small lakes."). The wild and scenic
rivers system encompasses a wide range of rivers and streams,
from Alaska's vast Fortymile River system to the North Fork
Owyhee in Oregon to Louisiana's Saline Bayou River. The public
lands planning activities of BLM and the Forest Service are
leading to the identification of literally hundreds of rivers
eligible for the national wild and scenic rivers system.

Assuming that additional rivers are found eligible, the RMP
should include detailed management prescriptions.

In order to protect the resource values and character of its
potential wild and scenic rivers until a decision is reached
regarding their designation, BLM's Guidelines require agency
planners to establish detailed management prescriptions. The

^^^9 ^s^Jlu^^JL^
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Cene Miller
Assistant District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office

Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59*57

Dear Mr. Hilt*

December 12, 1991

As residents of Lewistown and users of public lands in the Judith-Valley-

Phillips Resource Area we support the preferred action, identified in the

Resource Management Plan - Environmental Impact Statement.

We fully support the Bureau of Land Management's efforts to protect the visual

and scenic resources in the Judith and South Moccasin Mountains. It is a

priceless resource that will far outlast the short term benefits of

uncontrolled mining. We also supporL the BLM's plans to acquire private lands

that would create more manageable units of public land. We would prefer these

lands be acquired from willing sellers whenever possible.

Thank you for the oppo: .ity to (

Sincerely,

William J.^lferg @

M nfy f
icy R.
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U.M. Anderson Box 246

Hinsdale HT 59241

It would appear the B.L.M. has been infiltrated by the Nature Conservancy or

the Trust for Public Land. The proposal to trade a Total of 166000 some acres

for 632000 some acres of private land which a good share is some of the more
productive private land only make a bunch of mad lesees! ! I Antagonistic I !

perhaps fits better!
The maps with no roads fences or bulding sites makes it appear a complete
Wilderness already. The black footed ferret is just another weasel, Before
there was a B.L. M. All the ranchers went together & poisoned prairie dogs &
gophers to conserve a little grass, it took years to deplete them to where

they could be lived with! ! Now they want to preserve them! !

!

Sincerely

(Typed exactly as received for reproduction in the final RHP/EIS.)
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CR KENDALL
P.O. Box 799

Bilger, MT 59451
Phone (406) 030-2501 Fax (406) 538-7834

December 12, 1991

B. Gene Miller

Acting District Manger
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District

P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, Mt. 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller;

CR Kendall Corporation Is pleased to submit the following comments on the Judith

Valley Phillips, Resource Management Plan, Environmental Impact Statement.

Overall we found the Judith Valley Phillips RMP EIS to be a well constructed easy

to read document. This is impressive given the size of the area and the number of

issues covered. CR Kendall, however, does have serious concerns about the

potential of the South Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC and the

Collar Gulch ACEC proposals to cripple future mining exploration and development
in the Judith Mountain range. CR Kendall hopes that the BLM will reconsider the

extent of the restrictions placed on surface mining within the Judith Mountain
Scenic Area and reconsider its recommendation to designate Collar Gulch as an

ACEC and to withdrawal the area from mineral entry.

CR KENDALL'S CONCERN

The potential impact of the prescriptions placed on mining within the South
Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic ACEC by BLM's own admission would
"effectively prohibit developing hardrock resources by open-pit mining methods"
(page 165}. We also interpret the proposed prescriptions to have this effect.

While we agree that the BLM is justified in its belief that mining development on

the visible face of the Judith Mountains should be considered a sensitive issue, we
also believe that the prescriptions go too far in protecting the visual resources at

the total expense of open pit mining.

The Collar Gulch ACEC goes even further with its proposed withdrawal from

location under the existing mining laws.
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The combined effect of these two ACEC designations would be to severely limit

the mineral development potential of the Judith Mountains. The restrictions would
not only affect the development of minerals within their boundaries but could ruin

the economics of deposits that cross the boundaries. The Collar Gulch ACEC
could easily make development of small deposits on either side of its boundaries,

needed to feed a common processing facility, uneconomic due to the restrictions

on building support facilities within the ACEC.

WHY IS THIS ISSUE IMPORTANT TO CR KENDALL mND THE COMMUNITY?

The Kendall Mine is an important employer, tax payer and purchaser of services in

the local community. The current reserves at the Kendall mine will be exhausted

by 1995-1996. If new reserves are not located, the mine will shut down. The
Judith Mountains are high on the list of exploration targets intended to supply

these new reserves, Whether the Kendall facilities would be moved to the Judiths

or the Judith ore trucked to the existing Kendall operation would depend on how
much ore was found, its location and the economics involved.

While the EIS talks in terms of one or two small, new mines being foregone due to

its proposed preferred alternative, in reality, the two ACECs may eliminate the best

chance for continuing existing employment of 72 people, continuing payments of

$750,000 in assorted taxes per year and continuing purchases of $2,000,000 of

goods and services in the County each year. The emphasis on forgoing new jobs

and dollars, rather than the potential loss of existing ]obs and revenue, contained in

the document appears in part to be a result of using old economic data in the EIS.

The use of 1987 data resulted in a significant understatement of the economic
contribution of mining within the county. On page 139, table 3.9, the EIS shows
Hthe gross value of mineral production in Fergus County as $500,000 in 1987. In

[fact, the gross production of metals in Fergus County in 1991 will exceed
($20,000,000. We hope the numbers used in the final EIS will be updated to be

more current.

I

In regards to the Impacts to Economic Conditions section in Chapter 4, we believe

that choosing the small mine model as what is foregone by the ACEC designations

understates the economic impact of the ACECs to mining. CR Kendall's targets

are the larger size mine shown in table c.1. Also given that much of the ACEC
designation backing appears to come from those who feel that the ACECs will

increase the dollars accruing to the local economy from increased recreational

activities, we are surprised that the discussions on pages 213 and 214 are not

based on supportable estimates of the economic value gained for recreation by the

ACEC designations versus the economic value potentially lost to mining. More
detailed analysis of this point should be considered if the changes suggested
below are rejected.

383C

The first prescription refers to the visual contrast rating requirements for VRM
Class II areas, using Lewistown as the key observation point. Lewistown is not a

single point. Given the terrain of the face of the Judith Mountains, it would make
a difference as to which side of Lewistown the point was on, as to what would or

would not be visible. More specificity as to the observation point or points

proposed and an analysis of the available topography mapping to clearly show
what areas are actually visible from those points would be useful.

The prescriptions are hard to evaluate without examples to judge their application

T OA |
a9 3 ' ns t- Prescriptions numbers 4 and 5 imply some visual intrusion is acceptable.

J-ZO |how much is acceptable?

One of the consistent problems encountered in conducting land use planing vis a

vis mining is that if a mine is not already in existence or a mine operations plan has

not been submitted for permitting purposes, it is difficult construct specific enough
information on specific mine impacts on which to base logical, land use trade-off

decisions. In order to add some perspective to our comments, we have developed

two possible mine scenarios based on exploration activities to date. The examples

are meant to be generic but represent what we believe to be realistic scenarios in

terms of expected mine size. Neither of the examples are for an underground mine

as we do not believe that the expected ore grades will support a well run,

environmentally sensitive, economic underground mining operation.

The first example assumes that a pit is started in New Years Gulch on the back

side of the ridge line. The pit would encroach on the ridge line with 5 acres of

disturbance visible from the eastern most portion of Lewistown, via Limekiln Gulch

(see map 3). The pit would not be visible from central or western Lewistown. All

of the mine facilities would be located out of view in New Years Gulch. This plan

assumes mining 5,000,000 tons of ore, and removing 1 1 ,000,000 tons of waste.

The mine life would be 5 years with leaching operations running 7 years. The mine

would employ 70 people.

In this first example, only a small amount of visible acreage will be disturbed.

Mining activities would be occurring on the back side of the ridge. Proper use of

existing and planted vegetation would make an effective screen limiting visual

impact to only those times when equipment was operating on the ridge top. While

the profile of the ridge top would be slightly altered, proper reclamation would

assure no long term visual impacts.

The second example envisions a 50 acre pit South Southwest of Burnette Peak,

visible from Lewistown (see map 4). All the processing facilities would be hidden

from view in Ruby Gulch. The operating plan would call for the waste dump to be

built in such a fashion as to completely hide the pit from view. Reclamation of the
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SOUTH MOCCASIN-JUDITH MOUNTAINS SCENIC AREA ACEC

Historic gold mines, with recorded production, exist in numerous widespread

locations directly to the north of the drainage divide which defines the boundary of

the proposed Lewistown scenic view shed. Recent exploration work conducted by

Canyon Resources Corporation, parent company to CR Kendall Corporation, and
other mining companies has identified southward extensions of broad structural

zones which host previously mined gold deposits and currently contain areas of

ore grade gold mineralization within surface rock samples. These strongly gold

mineralized areas occur within the proposed Lewistown scenic view shed and

indicate a high potential for development of gold mining operations in this area in

the future. Canyon's exploration directly within the proposed view shed is

preliminary, yet has been quite successful. This suggests that many other

undiscovered mineralized areas may exist at or near the surface in the area.

Canyon's exploration activities directly to the north of the view shed boundary is

much more advanced, including nineteen drill holes completed in 1991. Results to

date indicate similar geologic environments and excellent exploration potential

within the proposed view shed (See Map 11.

We do not question the fact that the face of Judith Mountains presents an

attractive view from Lewistown. We agree that any development which might

affect that view should be handled in a sensitive manner. In discussing the South

Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC with members of BLM, the Board of

County Commissioners and the general public, it has become clear to us that intent

of the parties is to protect the view from major disturbance of the type that could

ruin the scenic benefits offered to those living in Lewistown and those who might

come to visit for recreational purposes. The prescriptions set fourth in the preferred

alternative go much further.

During our discussions in the area, it was clear that no one wants to see a mine

developed that takes the mountain faces away or otherwise leaves a highly

noticeable, obnoxious scar in the view shed. When we discussed the possibility of

a limited, temporary disturbance that leaves no permanently noticeable, obnoxious

scar, we did not sense general opposition. The Board of County Commissioners
for Fergus County endorsed the preferred alternative for the South Moccasin-Judith

Mountain Scenic ACEC but in doing so stated that they felt it allowed for

development. In our discussion with them they expressed some surprise when
shown the previous quote that open pit mining would be "effectively prohibited".

I

This leads us to believe that with more specific prescriptions and some recognition

of temporary versus long term impacts, a more flexible management scheme could

be developed that would allow limited surface mining to be considered on a case

by case basis.

waste dump would be done concurrently with mining. It would take approximately
two years to finish the waste dump to a point that completely hides the pit from
view. The remaining waste would then be deposited out of view in a second dump
In Ruby Gulch. This plan assumes mining 5,000,000 tons of ore, and removing
11,000,000 tons of waste. The mine life would be 5 years, with leaching

operations running 7 years, The mine would employ 70 people.

This second example assumes a more visible location on the face of the mountain.
All support facilities could be hidden by topography. During development and
active mining some activities would be visible. Careful mine layout would make
use of spoil placement and concurrent reclamation to limit visual impacts. The
distance to Lewistown would make camouflaging efforts more effective than if the

view point was closer. The amount of visual impacts would be small compared to

the size of the view shed. Reclamation efforts could easily be undertaken that

would severely limit or eliminate long term visual impacts. Areas of rock outcrops
and/or limited vegetation are currently visible across both the Judiths and South
Moccasins. In fact, the old mine on the face of the South Moccasins is

undistinguishable as a mine unless you know exactly for what you are looking, and
this mine was not reclaimed to anywhere near the standards we are talking about
for a new operation in the proposed ACEC-

T 1 Q
|
We believe that enough leeway should be incorporated in the prescriptions to allow

|either of these examples to be considered on a case by case basis. We believe

that management decision should make some allowance for temporary versus
permanent disturbance, that the decision should consider the relative amount and
visibility of disturbance versus the economic benefits evolved. Without some
indication in the decision documentation to this effect, we would have to believe

that any visible surface mining, no matter how limited the visibility, would be
prohibited. There would be little point in conducting further exploration under
these circumstances.

COLLAR GULCH ACEC

Numerous historic gold and silver mines, which account for the majority of

recorded precious metals production in the Judith Mountains, exist within and
directly adjacent to the Collar Gulch drainage basin. This highly mineralized area

contains two known broad gold bearing structural zones as well as a large area of

potential porphyry copper and molybdenum mineralization previously explored by
several major mining companies. Although Canyon Resources is not actively

exploring the Collar Gulch area at this time, we feel that the developing potential

for precious metals deposits is high and we are currently reviewing several mineral
propm ; ies in the area for future acquisition and evaluation (See Map 2),
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While the Collar Gulch ACEC posses less of a conflict with CR Kendall's current

property interests than the South Moccasin - Judith Mountain Scenic ACEC, it

carries at least as high of a potential to impact future mining potential in the Judith

Mountains. It would withdrawal a large core section of the known mineralized

trend through the Judiths, spiting the two areas designated by BLM as having high

mineral potential. Along with the proposed Scenic ACEC, it would chop up access
to the mineralized exploration target areas of the Judith Mountains so as to

severely limit the economic potential of the whole range.

While most of the mining prescriptions proposed seem reasonable, the proposed
withdrawal from mineral entry and management goal stated for the preferred

alternative on page 89, present an inflexible, distinctly anti-mining bias. Existing

regulation would appear to allow for the protection of the stream without the

ACEC designation. The withdrawal from entry appears to be as strong a measure
as would be taken to protect an Federally listed endangered species or the best
trout stream in the State, neither of which is the case. Given the historic mining
activities in the Judith Mountains and the availability of other potential recreation

and habitat areas in the greater Lewistown area, we believe a more flexible

approach, possibly considering the potential for off-site mitigation, would be more
appropriate.

The proposed prescriptions present a good basis for management with out the

proposed withdrawal. We believe a few of the prescriptions could be modified to

have less impact on the mining potential while still satisfying the intended

management objectives (assuming the objective is not just to ban mining).

Prescription 1 on page 84 could be modified in two ways. First, rather than using

the simplistic approach of banning any use with potential for hazardous or toxic

discharge to Collar Gulch Creek, a more sophisticated approach would be first to

require any such activities to be conducted elsewhere if a reasonable alternative is

available and, second, require that any activities with any such theoretical potential

to be designed to eliminate any reasonable foreseeable potential for discharge. We
also believe that the mining proponent should be allowed to propose off-site

habitat mitigation to offset any residual risks that can not be adequately dealt with

through proper, economically feasible engineering design.

Prescription 2 on page 84 could use some more specificity. The jump from the

discussion of the Tate-Poetter Cave on page 135, where the tentative conclusions
from the initial inventory are discussed, to the sweeping prescription that no
activity that could physically impact the cave would be allowed, could use a little

more explanation.
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ISSUE COMMENT FORM

(Please Print)

Judith
Valley
Phillips
Resource Management Pla

Ernest a. Olson

Date

Address Box 91?, Htlta, MT 59538 phone „ 654-1923

page 1

I feel the economic analysis is very much our of line. Th,rp i . „„ way

it could be right. Also when we asked questions at th» ...ti.p ». w.r °

told we didn't know what we were talking about and marie to tail Ilka

we had no business questioning the fUrurers
. Yet how th. atpuaaa »—»

come by coule not be explained. A good example of one we ran tlgma oat

for ourselves is the projected reduction of cattle grazing allotment.,

The plan would have to of been all 12 mo. leeses and in onr area th-y M
29

mostly 6 mo. so the amount of reduction is doubled what is ahn

economically to our county that is a lot of money. This ia only r...

example and when you are not able to get fitrurers on hew the n..w.
from how can you comment on them. Plus I feel this person was vary

bias in her view and came up with the numbers as how she wanten them tn

be. An example when land is traded and a piece becomes all priyata aft.T-

the trade. The land was not taken out of the projected rec. pro jar-t i nna
,

And I can gurantee that if a person traded and gats all lilgl priyata piaraa

they will be closes just for the principal of the thing. We want out

rights and The private rights are being taken away.

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue;
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» , , I Prescription 9 could be modified to allow for some flexibility for replacement or
1VL-1 | mitigation on a case specific basis.

v* -1 1 iTable 2.1 on page 16 does not list the westslope cutthroat as a Montana species
1V1-1 1

|
f Spec ia | interest or concern. Is this an error? This seems inconsistent with the

underlying justification of the ACEC. We assume this is an oversight.

SUMMARY

We believe that the designations of South Moccasin-Judith Mountain Scenic ACEC
and the Collar Creek ACEC will severely Impact our ability to develop minerals in

the Judith Mountains. We believe that more flexibility is needed in the

management prescriptions to allow for better case by case decisions to be made if

and when potentially conflicting development proposals are submitted. In the case
of the Scenic ACEC, we believe that limited open pit development should be
allowed if the mine-life visibility impacts are not overly intrusive and the long term

impacts are negligible. In the case of the Collar Creek ACEC we question the

severity of the proposed management decision versus the values to be protected,

We believe that with some modification the management prescriptions coupled

with a more flexible mitigation approach would offer a more appropriate course of

action than the withdrawal proposed.

Thank you for considering these comments. If you have any questions please

contact me.

ISSUE COMMENT FORM

[Please Print)

Name Eraest A. Olson
. Address Mai ta,

Judith
Valley
Phillips
Resource Management Plan

Phone #

page 2

Ho farrets we have never had them I don't know what makes them think they

wauld live here. The only evidents they were ever here had to be planted.

We must have Prarie Dog control. They are over running the country and

destroying everything in their path.

Z-2|The m are all wrong and makes us look like we don't exist. Why??

Are we "being considered for Wilderness????

r\-9 |No Condemnation and No Federal Land Expansion. ovcrn merit ownes to

}^c^u^y "

Thia plan is a violation of our private rights. We will he a prime area

for land trusts buyers. We will also probably be targeted by economical

and radical groups. You are violat our rights and making out life hell.

Robert D. Benbow
Mine Manager

Attachments a SS&-Z /< dMmL.

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue:
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Jason M Olson

12-5-91

Box 1623 Malta He 59538 406-654-1621

I feel this whole plan is an injustus to the local people involved. There are

no formulas In which to figure the economics included. We, the people of the

area, feel the analisus are very wrong, When questions were asked how these

figures were arrived at we got no answers. There is no possible way this

uld have the positive impact projected. An example of one miscalculation is

. the reduction of cattle on acquisition of land. The projection is

A TQlreductlon of 3,000 head of cattle. Well in our area most leeses are 6 mo

"--lea and this figure was arrived at all leeses would have to have been 12 mo

accually the loss to the county would be double the projection. Most of

the economic projections are done on the same bases if land was traded and a

piece that is presently hunted because of the public within became all private

because of the trade The projection just expanded the area of hunting &
enlarged the numbers of recreationalists . There was no reduction considered

for closures where there there would be private only after the trade. Also

after being push with this plan there are going to be more closures of private

land anyway and that was not considered. The economic analisus is a farce .

Also we want No Ferret's. And we want reduction of Prarie Dogs They are the

most erosive thing on any lands. There will be nothing left of the land or

grass if they are allowed to spread as they have been.

With no actual definition of wetlands it is a bit hard to talk about
management

.

to be a Nation owned by
called America and Not

Specafy No Net gain of Federal Lands, We don't wai

the Government. That is why in the past we have b<

Russia.

nl Protect Private landowner Rights it is essencial to free Ameri'

A*"V (Condemnation at all i ting.

/s/ J a i 01s-

received for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Judith
Valley
Phillips

Michelle I. 01«on
Addre8s

Box 1623 Malts, m 5953{Jh __.„
654-1621

Resource Management Plan

Phone #

Page 1

I looked at the maps that came with this plan and was really taken back.

Z-2
Chore are no ranches or schools showen. There are •veil Hi-ways and main

'oada not on them. It looks to me like this place is wide open spaces.

I think this was done on purpose eo that possibly later on this can he

taken to eongress and made into a Wilderness. Well I can tall you right

now we are here and we are going to put up a fight before we become part

Z-2f
|of a wilderness. Who did the maps and why was everyghing of "taxable value

left off? How will the community survive when this is all government

when we pay on an average $5,00 per acre plus improvements and the BILT

payments are 100 an Iacre and no improvements. Also we pay $8.00 per

head per year for cattle run on this land. The economic analyst shows

A-25
a reduction of 3.000 head' but that is incorrect because this was figured

as all leases as 12 mo. and most of the ones in this are are 6 Ho. so

the actual figure is closer to 6,000 head reduction. This is a good example

of how incorrect mos* of the economic projection are. The figurers in this

thing are outragious.

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue:

386A
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Name

Date 12-1-SI

Michelle X. Oison

Judith
Valley
Phillips
Resource Management Plan

Phone #

page 2

We want on Farrets and we want reduction of prarie dogs. They are the

most distructive little creaturers around.

We, don't want to fee the target of outragous groups that will be getting

copies of this plan. We ££ want all private land taken out of the

plan and the projections taken out of the economic picture.

We feel our rights are being violated by this plan and our land being

given to everyone. You are making oa targets, tfe don't like it and

we want you to know it.

We want no further expansion of Federal holdings. The government can't

take care of what it if£flX owns now. The tax base of the economy can't

stand it.

No condemnation and no expansion of government holdings. Don't make us

targets.

M-Am j #jl»)

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue:
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(Please Print)

Name Lillian Olson

12-7-91

Address Box 912, Malta. HT

.
59558

Resource Management Plan

. Phone U 654-1023

page 1

I don't like this plan at all. Government expansion will ruin our country.

We mant all private land taken out of this plan. We don't want to be

hasled any more. You are trying to ruin the county tax base and turn

us into a wilderness. Who is going to pay taxes, for that matter your

wages when we are all gobbled up??????

Leave us alone and let us make a living.

If you can't manage the land as is sell if XKXX to the leese. We want

no Condemnation. We want Prarie Dag control and no Farrets.

z^E

P-ll

e want the maps corrected to show the people and roads and schools.

We want the economic analysis to show the true jipcture. Hot just her

version figured her way, all 12 mo. leeses really.

The plan is a mess and can't even really be commented on as it is so

naccurate. The coal and bentonite wern't even mentioned.

Don't us prople that live here have any rights to privacy, what happens

when this goes out to every environmental group in the country. We get

hit by tadicals.

This land is good for cattle and people arn't gJSKXKgX going to travel

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue:
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ISSUE COMMENT FORM

(Please Print)

.. Lillian Olson

Judith
Valley
Phillips
Resource Management Plan

Phone #

page 2

raade like ours to recreate unless it is to hunt anyway. Cert ion ally no-

one will ever see a farret Aven if he thrives.

The money and expenses that this plan costs is unreal and for what?

It looks like a government take otfer.

<£M*z* c9lAou

I would be willing to work with you on the following Issue:

388

DarTell 01*
12-2-91

1+C84-805 S Male Mt 59538 658-2628

H-20|

A-9l

P-ll

As a landowner in Che area proposed as acquisition I feel my Rights have bean

violated. With This plan going out to all radical and economical nuts I will

be a target to many without them ever laying eyes on me or the land involved.

1 feel the government should not be a land owner and further acquisition

should be cut off and if the land is qot manageable as it is, sell it back to

the leese if he wants to buy it.

If our government continues as it presently is will be a government owned

country & there' will be no private anything and we can change our name as we
will no longer be free America.

I also feel The economic analisus was very bias on all accounts. And when

we asked questions about how the figurers were reached, We were told we

wouldn't understand even though we had people with economic Degrees asking
questions. I feel we were purposely refused the answers to our questions and

that this plan would have quite a different effect on the community & econony

than is projected.
We want no Black Footed Farret. I feel they never were in our area. The

only thing that was found in our area was conviently found after this plan was

Started. Quire a coincience don't you think. We would also strongly suggest

control of Priarte Dogs. They are causing in measurable damage to the range,

erosion & devistation.
want No condemnation of any kind in writing,

later

.

This plan is a major mistake and puts all of us

many. Also the economics should have to be comple

i. Also Bentonite and Coal weren't considered"

We, the private landowners, of the area are

anging the plan

in the area as a target to

ely redone as they are very
at all.

ery threatened by this plan.

/s/ Darrell D Olson

(Typed exactly as receive^ for reproduction in the final RMP/EIS.)
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Please rcium to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O. Box 1160

Lcwiswwn.MT 59457
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Ka + y Mafn-tHnh Malta, MT 59538 December 14, 1991

against ferret reintroduction in Phillips County unless you

can make certain guarantees to the private landowners- Prairie

dog expansion is a major concern. Prairie dogs have not been

effectively controlled in recent years. Unless the prairie dogs'

numbers are reduced prior to reintroduction, our grazing land will

be in great jeopardy of being ruined by prairie dogs.

As tax-paying American citizens, I don't believe we should have

to have a livelihood-threatening plan shoved down our throats.

But since it seems choice on this, I feel we should

be guaranteed market value compensation should we have to give up

our way of life and livelihood because of situations that result

from the ferret reintroduction.

The problem isn't that we don't care about the ferret becoming

extinct. We just don't want to sacrifice our lives for it. You

find a place to reintroduce the ferret that won 't threaten al-

ready established human beings, and there won't be a problem.

return to: BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Disirici Manager

P.O.Box 1160

Lcwisinwn, MT 59457
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Western Environmental Trade Association

208 N. Montana Avenue, Ste. 104 - Helena, Montana 59601
Phone (406) 443-5541

Fax # 443-2439

December 15, 1991
Franfclin Crotfield, J.I

a fillhon. 2nd Vice PraWcn

* Boll, 3rd Ww P™Wo,
Gene Miller
District Manager
Lewistown District Office
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. BOX 1160 Flnt Security Bonk Helena

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160 FXEamvE director.
Peggy Olion Trrnk

Dear Mr. Miller,

On behalf of the Western Environmental Trade Association, a
statewide coalition representing agriculture, labor, mining,
timber, motorized recreation, and oil & gas interests, I wish to
register the following comments concerning the draft RMP/EIS for
the Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource Area.

1 should point out that I have received copies of numerous letters
generated by the various groups involved in WETA, all expressing
concern with the potential this document has to limit multiple use
opportunities in this area. In my tenure with the association, I
can only relate to one similar experience whereby a document has
drawn such broad opposition—that being the draft "Vision for the
Future" document proposed by the Greater Yellowstone Coordinating
Committee. There are a great number of similarities between the
two documents, particularly their potential for restricting the
ability of private landowners to manage their own lands, their
inclusion of terms that cannot be defined in a scientific manner
and thus allow for subjective judgments to be made in future land
management decisions, and their failure to adequately address the
present and future economies of the local communities in the area.
As a result, WETA believes the BLM needs to seriously re-assess the
scope and direction of this entire document and the limits of the
agency's own authority in this arena.

Because our members have already addressed specific matters of
concerns to their particular industry or interest, I want to
highlight the three overriding concerns we have with this document:

1. The amount of private land identified by the BLM for potential

I

acquisition is staggering. While the agency has explained that the
process is intended to involve willing parties, the BLM has not
addressed potential loss in property values once acreage has been

39 IB

Page 3

December 15, 1991

Vision for the Future", this document appears to move the agency
into a realm that raises not only jurisdictional questions, but
also highlights the role people who live and work in this area
ought to have in determining their future. We believe people are
the most important factor in this process and should not be
ignored.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Sincerely,

Peggy/ 01 son Trenk
Executive Director

391A 392
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Page 2

December 15,

identified for acquisition, nor has if offered adequate assurance
that if in the future those lands most desired by the agency are

I

not made available by the landowners, other alternatives such as
condemnation may be sought. Further, the emphasis on expanding and
enhancing wildlife habitat, and particularly the introduction of
additional species, will mean that landowners are going to be
impacted by management decisions made by the BLM despite the fact
that the agency's jurisdiction does not extend to private lands.
Other resource industries will be negatively impacted by further
restrictions created by this habitat expansion as well.

2. The next area of concern is the incorporation of the viewshed
Iconcept in the document. How does one define "viewshed" in an

J-22 lobjective manner? Very few activities can be conducted without
moderately altering the existing character of the landscape. Yet
these activities may be critically important to the economy of an
area. By emphasizing this concept, the agency is setting up a
process whereby development activities are going to be severely
restricted or even denied based on the judgement of perhaps a
single BLM employee who has little or no objective criteria on
which to base such a decision. Unfortunately our experience has
been that decisions that rely on such subjectivity do not favor
multiple use activities. WETA believes that it is in the best
interest of the BLM and the interests we represent to strike such
a reference from this document.

3

.

Finally, WETA wishes to express great concern for the
document's failure to adequately address the economic and social
impacts of resource management decisions on local communities.
Current mineral production in Fergus County alone exceeds estimates
contained in the document by literally millions of dollars.
Additional revenue could also be generated by increased oil and gas
activity if additional acrsage were to baccme available.
Agriculture is the foundation of many of these communities, yet the
document fails to provide an accurate picture of the cumulative
impacts of the various planning goals on the ability of local
ranchers and farmers to operate even at current levels. wildlife
impacts on grazing, adjustments in property values or other
restrictions are going to alter the economic landscape and we
cannot afford to overlook such considerations.
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Again, there are a myriad of other concerns that have been raised
by individuals and organizations that will affect their own
interests. Based on the level of public opposition to this
document, as well as the concerns outlined here, WETA urges that
the draft either be withdrawn from further consideration or
drastically revised in a manner consistent with the mission of the
BLM and the multiple use concept. Like the "Greater Yellowstone
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rare qualities considering the rarity of mountainous areas *

the planning area. Consequently, the area should also m

criteria and should be considered, in at least one alternate

th live streams in

et the importance
?, as an ACEC area.

T-2

1-6

1

Please consider this area as an ACEC in the document and carry it forward into

the Preferred Alternative. This area would certainly fit the relevance and

importance criteria for ACECs and the area should be considered for withdrawal

from mineral entry.

I notice that in the Preferred Alternative only Camp Creek campground is proposed

I

for segregation from mineral entry. Why is the Montana Gulch campground not also

carried forward into the Preferred Alternative for this protection? I would like

to see this campground also considered for protection from mineral entry.

Several other areaB come to mind that should be considered for special area

status and designation. Cottonwood Creek in south Phillips County has live water

live fish population. Live streams like this on the open prairie are rare

<»nd should warrant some special protections, perhaps through the riparian area

I

No mention is made in the document of Indian Lake rock. This cultural resource

is an important resource from several standpoints. It possesses socio-cul tural

significance and was once nominated to the National Register of Historic Places.

Tliis site should be considered for some special designation and warrant more

protection than what is offered through just multiple use management.

The document does also not mention anything about all the large "ceremonial

circles" (medicine wheels) in north Phi Hips County. The document does not

address these cultural sites in any manner. These sites should be considered for

st some heightened designation considering their significance for

archeo logical and potential socio-cul tural use. These areas might also be

msidered for an ACEC designation and be considered for the full range of

protection that the planning system can afford.

Azure Cave, in the Preferred Alternative, is proposed for a 140 acre ACEC

r.omination. I would like to see the 479 acre area carried forward into the

Preferred Alternative because the original 140 acre withdrawal does not include

all off the cave area. When plotted on a topo quad map the withdrawal area and

cave formations do not coincide. Therefore, the larger ACEC designation is

essential to protect this important cave resource.

Finally, I would like to comment on the lack of any alternative that addresses

IWSAs. Although WSAs are mentioned in Chapter 3, nowhere does the document mention

what, is to happen to the WSAs after congressional consideration. I can only

assume that those areas recommended in the Wilderness EIS would go wilderness and

the areas recommended as not suitable would be returned to multiple use

managemen I . I would like to see the WSA areas , both recommended and not

recommended areas, considered for some other protective designations in the event

I

that the ares are not voted in as wilderness. In at least one alternative these

areas should be considered for Back County, Primitive area or ACEC designations
and carried forward into the Preferred Alternative.

6
|

N-2

T-6

1-6
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District Manager December 14,1991
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Mari

The following are my comments on the JVP BMP:

Overall, I support the Preferred Alternative. However, I would like to suggest

that the District consider some areas that, appear to have been overlooked in the

document's development.

Of major concern is the Beaver Creek area in the Little Rocky Mountains. I

believe that this drainage should be considered as an ACEC and carried forward

to the Preferred Alternative. This is the only live stream left in the Little
Rockies. It contains a population of brook trout and live heaver ponds. Beaver

should be considered for reintroduction into the area, as well, if they have been

trapped out. Although the area has not been developed as a developed recreation
area and campground, this should be considered in this document as it is used for

recreational purposes. The Beaver Creek drainage in the Little Rockies should be

considered as an ACEC and one of the management prescriptions should be the

withdrawal of the area from mineral entry. This stream is subject to placer
mining that could destroy the drainage for any future use. With the mining
destroying recreational use of nearly all the rest of the Little Rocky Mountains,

I would like to see at least one area protected for hard rock mining in the

Little Rockies. The only area left that has not been completely affected is the
Beaver Creek drainage.

I take exception to the findings in the document that the area does not qualify
for ACEC designation found in appendix F. The scope of the nomination should be

expanded to include the entire drainage in the Little Rockies. To say the area

does not meet the relevance and importance criteria is absurd. It certainly has

scenic values worthy of some protection. Mountainous areas in the planning area
are few and live streams are even more rare. Thus, their scenery ie rare. Be

adv Lsad that the relevance and importance cr i ter ia states that the nominated
areas "include" the suggested criteria but nowhere does it say that areas to be

nominated must be limited to the specific wording of the criteria mentioned. For

example, under "Fish and wildlife resources" the criteria states that the area
be considered if it includes endangered, sensitive or threatened species, but the

designation need not be limited to these criteria only. I contend that the Beaver

Creek area in the Little Rockies is worthy of scenic values worth preserving

since live mountain streams are so rare in the planning area. The area does have

fish (brook trout) and wildlife resources (beaver) worthy of protection, since

this combination is so rare in the planning area. The area does possess natural

processes and systems that are endangered by hard rock mine development. Of any

area in the planning area that qualifies for ACEC designation, 1 think this one

does.

I also believe that the area meets the importance criteria. The Little Rockies
are not just locally significant. The area's campgrounds are visited by people

from much more than the local area and if the area was to be developed, it would
certainly get more than local use. The area also possesses fragile, sensitive and

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the JVP RMP.

William Huhbell

106 Prospect Dr.

Miles City, MT 59301
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,

Bureau of Land Management,
Lewistown Discrict OfCice,
P . 0. Box 1 160,
Lewistown ,MT 59457-1160

DearMr. Miller:

I wish lo comment on the Judith Valley Phillips Resource

Management Proposals.

First, I approve of the six ACEC's, Namelyj Judith-Souch

Moccasin, Collar Gulch, War-Horse-Br iggsCoul ee , Sauare Butte

Azure Cave, Big Bend of the Bilk Rive. I would suggest Chat

there be no Mining activities allowed in these areas and no

off-roaJ- driveiing by four-wheelers and the like.

T £. l'
Is there any provision being made

X-O |ness status for Bitter Creek area?
de for po ible fu wilde

Asa whole, T believe your plan is a good one. It would be

great to have some Wild and Scenic River status Eor the

JUdith River but it doesn't sound possible right now.

Thnak you for your consideration.

34 9 Fox Dr ive ,#16
Great Falls, MT 59404
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Highway #2 East - Malta, Montana 59538

Mike Lang, Owner

December 16. 1991

B. MILLER
DISTRICT MANAGER
BUREAU LAND MANAGEMENT
P. 0, BOX 1160
LEWISTDWN. MT 39457

(4()fi) 654-2022

MT 1-WD-243-42M

RE: I. .and Resou

Mr. Miller

opposed to

Mar

thi pl« it

1) Economic analysis - .t taml you hav« overstated the positive
dollar valu&s and have not weighed the potential loss ot
dollars through land d-evaluation and social impacts of trie
fami lies living in the arsa

.

2 J By 1is till y private 1

invaded people?' a. pri
acquiring land

.

3) ELM should q u .i.t boin
Parks.

wish list" for acquisition yo
The government should not b

at for the R Wildlife and

I

-There should bffl off road vehicle travel for game retrieval
and it should be the land permittees discretion and not Matt*
government, plan that is either too restraining or too vague.

R i pa r

we ha
and s

and wetland decisions should be put on hold until
federal plan which is definite. Makes one? ruling

on® follow it.

Again, I am not impressed with this management plan. The landowner
and taxpayer &re the ontss who will lose. You have lost a lot of my
respect far the BLM. The dollar-, you spent to prepare tNs plan and
the loop holes that wisre loft in the plan would ew« private
business to be disgraced.

Sinceroly

,

CUSTOM APPLICATION SOIL

Mike Lang,
Owner/Manga

Id/lrmp
FFRT1UZER LOOMI% AG CHEMICALS EQUIPMENT
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terms and conditions, which specify that operations can be moved up to 200 meters, should be

used for these VRM classes since they provide the BLM with adequate management discretion

to sufficiently protect visual quality.

We are also concerned that several of the areas identified as having high potential for

development have been placed in a VRM Class II. In view of the fact that mere are limited

areas identified as being prospective for future development, these areas should be allocated to

a less restrictive class of visual quality to allow for maximum development opportunities.

Moreover, the fact that all the EIS alternatives contain the same VRM Classes, it is

impossible to discern whether less restrictive visual management schemes would be appropriate

in -these areas. Therefore, we recommend that the final EIS address a broader range of

alternatives regarding visual management objectives.

Another area of intense concern relates to BLM's proposal to expand elk and bighorn

sheep habitats. Obviously, an increase in habitats will result in an increase in restrictive

stipulations. But an even greater concern is that several areas where BLM has proposed

expansions specifically include areas identified as having high potential for future development.

Precisely, the areas north of Winifred, around Cat Creek, and along the Judith Mountains

identified as having high potential for development have also been singled out for elk and sheep

habitat expansion. We are adamantly opposed to habitat expansion in these areas and insist that

BLM modify its habitat expansion proposal to eliminate future conflicts between wildlife and oil

and gas instead of endeavoring to create new conflicts.

We are also concerned about the stipulations used to protect sage grouse leks and nest

areas. BLM indicates that NSO will be used within 1/4 mile of sage grouse leks and nesting

areas to provide for maintenance of grouse populations in the area. The need for NSO
stipulations should be periodically monitored in these areas to ensure that grouse are still using

the stipulated area. If they are not, the stipulation should be dropped from the lease.

We strongly support BLM's decision to reduce the winter range restriction by six weeks.

While the BLM has indicated that this timing restriction would not protect winter range during

severe winters, this may not be a significant concern. If at some point in time winter conditions

arc in fact severe, such as deep snow and harsh subnormal temperatures, it is highly unlikely

that operators would begin new drilling activities. Moreover, such conditions are unlikely to

prevail longer than 60 days, the time frame BLM may restrict activities under the standard terms

and conditions of the lease. Consequently, in our view, very few, if any, new impacts from oil

and gas activities would occur.

I

The map which identifies where lease stipulations will be applied needs to be clarified.

This map indicates special stipulations would be required in areas where there is no federal

acreage. BLM has clearly stated in the document that the plan only applies to lands under its

jurisdiction. Therefore, it is important that the stipulation map be limited to BLM acreage

analyzed during the planning process.

Claire M. Moseley, Manager

Federal Land Planning

1 860 Lincoln Street, Suite 404 Denver, Colorado S0295
Telephone 303/860-0099

FAX 303/860-0310

December 16, 1991

Mr. Gene Miller

Lewistown District Manager
Bureau of Land Management

P. 0. Box 1160

Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

On behalf of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association (RMOGA), I would like to

offer the following comments on the Draft RMP/EIS for the Judith-Valley-Phillips Resource
Areas in central Montana. RMOGA is a trade association with hundreds of members who
account for more than 90 percent of the oil and gas exploration, development and transportation

activities in the Rocky Mountain West. Consequently, we have a strong interest in how the

BLM intends to manage its lands with regard to oil and gas resources.

In general, the BLM has done a good job of presenting important planning and resource

information to the public. However, we have several serious concerns regarding oil and gas

I

lease stipulations and their application. We are principally alarmed by the increase in lands

subject to special lease stipulations. The BLM has increased the imposition of special

stipulations by over 2,000 percent. While it may be that due to regulatory changes BLM does
not have the latitude it once had to impose mitigation measures on lessees, we are fearful that

the BLM intends to overly restrict oil and gas activities without proper justification. Use of

special stipulations must only be used when standard terms and conditions prove to be
inadequate to protect the resource.

An example of our concern relates to the use of restrictive stipulations to protect visual

resources. Even in areas where management objectives allow moderate to major modification

of the existing character of the landscape, BLM has indicated it intends to use the Controlled

Surface Use (CSU) stipulation on all Visual Resource Management (VRM) classes except Class

I, which would be subject to a No Surface Occupancy (NSO) stipulation. We strongly object

to the use of the Controlled Surface Use stipulation in VRM Classes III and IV. Standard lease

398B

Mr. Gene Miller

Lewistown District Manager
Bureau of Land Management

Page 3

BLM has indicated that many of the lands identified for acquisition have moderate to high

potential for oil and gas development. Surprisingly, it is asserted that the only negative impact

would be minor additional administrative problems associated with permitting activities. We take

issue with this view. The increasing difficulties of conducting oil and gas operations on federal

lands are rapidly becoming prohibitive. The administrative problems associated with operating

on BLM lands are such that companies are becoming mired in a morass of procedural

requirements and/or appeals by opposing interest groups. In other words, the impact of BLM
acquisition of high potential lands could be very significant.

The statement on Page 216 that oil and gas leasing and development would have no
impact to social well-being is also objectionable. Impacts to social conditions have been

described as impacts which would enhance or diminish social well-being for recreationists,

ranchers, and the local business community. Page 140 indicates that production from federal

leases accounts for an estimated $13.4 million in economic activity, $1.8 million in earnings and

approximately 89 jobs. If additional acreage becomes available for oil and gas leasing and 50
new wells are drilled each year, oil and gas activity would have a beneficial impact on the

economy and social well-being of residents that cannot be ignored.

We appreciate this opportunity to provide you with our comments. Please contact me
if you have any questions or would like to discuss our views in greater detail.

Sincerely,

MJUM-*
Claire M. Moseley

Manager, Federal Land Planning

CMMxw
cc: Robert Lawton, State Director
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

December 13, 1991

B. Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown/ MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the Draft Judith-
Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan Environmental Impact
Statement. The preferred alternative does not adequately balance
protection and conservation of the area ' s natural resources
wildlife, visual, wilderness, sensitive plant and animal
communities -- with resource development, particularly oil and gas
development. Specifically, we offer the following comments on the
preferred alternative.

1. Areas of Cri t i ca 1 Knv i ronmental Concern

.

ACECs are designated to protect outstanding natural features. The
preferred alternative, however, inadequately protects these areas'
resources by leaving many of them open to hard rock and aggregate
rock mining, as well as oil and gas leasing. Additionally, many of
these sensitive areas are open to unrestricted ORV use and
potentially inappropriate grazing use.

The Acid Shale-Pine Forest, proposed as an ACEC because of its

I

unique vegetative community, is open to hard rock mining. How can
such a community be protected and maintained if mineral entry is
allowed? All ACECs should be closed to mineral entry and sale.

Additionally, all ACECs should be • off limits to oil and gas
leasing. Oil and gas leasing threaten the resources of Collar
Gulch, Azure Cave, and Big Bend of the Milk River ACECs, which have
been designated for the welfare of the west slope cutthroat trout,
the ' northernmost bat hibernaculum, and outstanding cultural
resources respectively. Lease stipulations are mentioned for the
Square Butte, Acid Shale- Pine Forest, and South Moccasin-Judith
Mountains. Stipulations are often waived and do not offer
sufficient protection of the very values these types of areas
contain.

NORTHERN ROCKIES REGIONAL OFFICE

105 W. MAIN STREET, SUITE E, BOZEMAN. MT 5^715

(406) MM'SQG
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Square Butte currently has on "off-limits" designation for oil and
gas development. Under the preferred alternative, these
restrictions will be loosened under the guise of a 1/4 mile "No
Surface Occupancy" perimeter around the area. The BLM should not
be undermining the purpose and already established management of

this area. Quite simply, energy development should not occur
within ACECs at all because it is incompatible with the resources
that the areas are designated to protect.

we are pleased to see the 7km Complex for black-footed ferret
re introduction recommended as an ACEC. However, it is
inappropriate to allow oil and gas leasing and other development
activities within the complex. Due to the scope of impacts for oil
and gas exploration, development and production, all leasing should
be prohibited within the Complex. Grazing should be carefully
monitored and eliminated if there is a conflict with ferret
reintroduction

.

1-14

'ing areas for ACEC designationThe BLM should recommend the folio
in its final plan:

Highline Prairie. Including the Bitter Creek wsa, Highline
Prairie is one of the last and largest intact sections of mixed
grass prairie left in the nation. Bitter Creek WSA and the
contiguous federal land to the Canadian border should be designated

Area of Critical Environmental Concern. Canada's Grasslands
National Park lies immediately to the north of the border —
designation of land in Montana would preserve a truly unique
ecosystem. To insure the integrity of this area, Highline Prairie
should be off-limits to oil and gas development, military maneuvers
and off-road vehicles.

I

Woody Island Coulee. The rare creeping juniper/little
bluestem community type that exists here should be protected.
Additionally, the remote location, wilderness character and
spectacular topography all warrant protection.

Joiner Coulee. These prairie pothole wetlands should be
protected as an ACEC.

Little Rocky Mountains. The Little Rockies contain important
elk and bighorn sheep habitat as well as unique areas like Azure
Cave and Saddle Butte. Additionally, the range contains Native
American spiritual sites. Mining activities are systematically
destroying the Little Rockies. The BLM should not allow the
Zortman and Landusky mines to continually expand and level the
range. And, the BLM should withdraw from mineral entry and
designate as an ACEC the 25,000 acre proposal supported by the Red
Thunder Organization.

1-17
I:

1-15
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2 . Wild and Scenic River Corridors.

The Milk and Judith Rivers should be recommended for Wild and
Scenic River status. The Big Bend section of the Milk contains
many unique and rare archaeological and cultural resources such as
petroglyphs , tipi rings , and jump sites . The Musselshell River,
Frenchman Creek, and Arrow Creek also qualify for Wild and Scenic
River designation and should be recommended for designation.

3

.

Visual Resource Management .

Tq Ino areas have been designated as Class I Visual Resource Management
"-^lareas. why? The Little Rockies, Judith River, Highline Prairie

and Square Butte should definitely be designated as Class I.

4 . Livestock Grazing.

Over 50% of the Resource Areas' allotments need improvement. Yet
this issue was not adequately addressed in the DEIS. Supplemental
baseline data, a plan for improvement, monitoring and, if
necessary, adjustments in AUMs needs to be developed, along with
a time line for implementation. The BLM must make riparian/wetland
habitat improvement a top priority when assessing its grazing
management program.

5

.

Off-road Vehicles.

C-l

C-2

The majority of the land in the three resource areas is left open
to uncontrolled ORV use. . .only 3 , 565 acres are closed with

11,830,454 acres unrestricted. It appears that the entire Valley
and Phillips Resource Areas are open to ORVs under the preferred
alternative. The BLM contradicts itself by acknowledging the
impact of unrestricted ORV use: "ORV use of 1,830,454 acres would
harass wildlife and reduce the long-term productivity of
wildlife..." (p. 232), yet leaves those acres open in the preferred
alternative. We are particularly concerned about the lack of ORV
restrictions in sensitive areas and the ACECs, and feel the
proposed restrictions are inadequate. ORV use should be permitted
only on designated roads and trails throughout the three resource
areas.

Additionally, designated ORV routes through the Bitter Creek WSA
should be eliminated. Allowing ORV use in the WSA is contrary to
the BLM's mandate to protect WSA's until Congress determines
wilderness designation (or release)

.

6. Wildlife

We are concerned that unrestricted ORV and motorized use throughout
the JVP area will have adverse impacts on wildlife and wildlife

400C
habitat. Habitat such as critical winter range and calving areas
should be off-limits to ORV use.

The document does not sufficiently address threatened and

I

endangered species. The pallid sturgeon is not addressed, nor are
piping plovers and interior least tern wetland protection
adequately addressed. Additionally, the 12,346 acres of prairie
dog towns with potential for black-footed ferret reintroduction
habitat should be off limits to oil and gas development, ORV use
and hardrock mining.

We have additional concerns about the impacts to wildlife of oil
and gas leasing and development which will be addressed in our
comments on oil and gas leasing.

7. Hardrock Mining..

The agency is proposing to revoke mineral withdrawals at Judith
Peak and Red Mountain Radar Sites, the Landusky Town Site, Landusky
Recreation Site, Montana Gulch Campground and the Zortman Town
Site. This is another example of the BLMTs lack of balance between
resource protection and resource exploitation. Inadequate as they
are, the withdrawals at least offer these historic and recreational
sites some measure of protection and contribute a deqree of balance
to the competing uses of resources in the Little Rockies.

8. pjl and Gas Exploration and Development.

The BLM needs to recognize that oil and gas exploration and
development are only one of a number of multiple uses. Lands with
other resources and values that are incompatible with oil and gas
development should be off-limits to leasing. Under the preferred
alternative, only 117 , 9 62 acres out of approximately 3 million
acres are closed to oil and gas leasing. This figure only serves
to emphasize the lack of balance within the agency.

The BLM has discretionary no-lease authority to protect lands with
resource values that conflict with oil and gas development. In the
draft JVP RMP, the BLM has neglected its own current policy to
forego leasing in important wildlife areas. After administrative
protests were filed following the Conner v. Burford decision, the
BLM agreed to forego leasing in important wildlife areas until new
NEPA documents were prepared. No oil and gas leases have been
issued since December 19 88 in riparian areas, important big game
winter ranges, wetlands, threatened and endangered species habitat,

I

and sage grouse and sharptail leks and dancing grounds. None of
the alternatives in the draft JVP RMP continue this policy, but
rather resort to placing stipulations on leases in order to protect
wildlife values. The JVP RMP should provide an alternative that
would continue this policy of no leasing in important wildlife
habitat.

D-4
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The important wildlife habitat mentioned above -- riparian areas,
critical big game winter ranges , wetlands , threatened and
endangered species habitat, and sage grouse and sharptail leks and
dancing grounds — are areas where stipulations are an unacceptable
substitute for a no-leasing decision. Additionally, stipulations
are subject to exceptions, waivers and modifications, and do not
provide the iron-clad protection the agency would like the public
to believe.

The diversity and abundance of wildlife in the JVP Resource Areas
is due to quality habitat. This means large expanses of land
showing little human impact, when habitat is broken up by roads,
ORV use , and the multiple impacts of oil and gas development

,

wildlife invariably loses. Over time this fragmentation reduces
habitat into small islands which cannot maintain an abundance of
species. Development of an oil or gas field involves such things
as building drilling pads, additional roads, heavy traffic and
possible spills or dumping of hazardous wastes. All of these
activities fragment and degrade wildlife habitat. Once habitat is
fragmented, animals are more susceptible to poaching, predation,
disease and loss of prey base. Oil and gas leasing on the scale
allowed by the JVP RMP will lead to a decline in wildlife and would
sacrifice irreplaceable habitat for short term, speculative
economic interests

We believe the following areas should be off-limits to oil and gas
and mineral leasing:

rare, threatened, or endangered species habitat. Species that
should be considered include bald eagles, peregrine falcons,
piping plovers, interior least terns, ferruginous hawks, and
pallid sturgeon. In addition, potential reintroduction areas
for black-footed ferrets should be not be open to leasing.

prime big game areas including winter range, summer range,
migration routes and calving areas.

riparian areas, wetlands, streams, reservoirs and potholes.

potential and designated Areas of Critical Concern.

existing roadless areas and proposed wilderness areas.

potential Wild and Scenic River corridors.

prime recreation areas.

.outstanding scenic areas.

areas with significant cultural or historical value such as
existing or proposed National Historical Sites, Native
American sites, and National Natural Landmarks.
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sites where soils are documented
reclamation cannot be assured.

as unstable and where

D-5

steep slopes {25 percent or greater).

The JVP draft RMP does not adequately analyze the effects of oil
and gas leasing and development:

The plan does not clearly indicate the level of interest in
the area for oil and gas leasing.

The plan does not provide a cumulative effects analysis.

The plan does not address adeguately reasonable foreseeable
development scenarios and the environmental and socio-
economic impacts of full field development

.

Mitigation measures are not adequately addressed.

Again , we appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft JVP
RMP. We are deeply concerned that the preferred alternative leans
heavily in favor of resource development, particularly ORV use and
mineral and oil and gas development, and does not fairly consider
other equally important resource values — wilderness, wildlife,
recreation, historic and cultural values.

Please keep us informed as to the progress of any supplemental
documents and the final plan. Thank you.

NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION
Northern Rockies Natural Resource Center

240 N. Higgins, Missoula, Montana 59802

^5§5^_
Sandy Mclntyre
Regional Associate
Northern Rockies

December 16, 1991

Gene Miller, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

Please consider the following comments on behalf of the
National Wildlife Federation concerning the Judith-Valley-
Phillips Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS)

.

In general, we believe that the RMP/EIS is fairly well
organized and shows that the Bureau is seriously trying to
address some of the resource issues facing the Judith-Valley-
Phillips area. At the same time, we believe that because of
perceived political hostility in eastern Montana, the Bureau has
not presented a full range of alternatives or examined more
aggressive treatment of resource problems. This serious flaw in
the RMP/EIS precludes a thorough discussion of potential
management directions on public lands and prevents a meaningful
analysis by both BLM officials and the public of the tradeoffs
and benefits associated with any particular course of action.

In particular, NWF believes that a better analysis of
wildlife alternatives would have raised legitimate and serious
questions regarding the preferred "middle-of-the-road'' management
strategy identified in the DEIS. Alternatives that examined
substantial expansions in wildlife populations, greater
protection of non-commodity resource values and enhanced
recreational opportunities would have provided a provocative
counterpoint to the preferred alternative's reliance on
traditional management.

While the most extreme option would include some
incorporation of the ideas associated with the "Big Open" or
"Buffalo Commons," including reintroduction of buffalo and large
predators coupled with a substantial reduction in livestock
numbers, even less polarizing options, such as greater ooperation
with the Charles M. Russell Wildlife Refuge and an
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Gene Miller
December 16, 1991
Page 2

expansion of Missouri Breaks wildlife populations and recreation
opportunities, were omitted. While we recognize the sensitivity
of such proposals in eastern Montana, an analysis of both the
costs and benefits of such options might either help to put such
ideas permanently to rest or show that a re-exami nation by both
local and national publics is warranted. BLM showed no
leadership in avoiding these hard but stimulating discussions

.

Hardrock Mineral Development

The Judith-Valley-PhiHips RMP presents, for the first time
that NWF is aware of, a reasonably foreseeable* development
scenario for hardrock minerals in the Resource Areas. NWF is
pleased to note the inclusion of this analysis, it is critical
for the surface management agency to review and determine where,
and under what circumstances, hardrock mineral activities will be
allowed during the land use planning process. While we have a
number of concerns about the analysis of impacts of hardrock
mining, and offer suggestions for areas where management of
hardrock mining Bhould be clarified under the preferred
alternative, we believe the inclusion of the reasonably
foreseeable development scenario and the analysis of hardrock
mining impacts in the discussion of alternatives represent a
significant step forward in BLM's effort to comply with the
supplemental program guidance for hardrock minerals.

BLM supplemental program guidance at 1624.3 for locatable
minerals directs the BLM to identify areas that will be open to
mining, areas that will be closed to mining, and any terms,
conditions or restrictions that will be placed on mineral
activities. Further, the guidance identifies data that should be
included in the analysis of mineral activities in the land use
plan. BLM gives additional guidance on the need for the RMP/EIS
to include an analysis of the direct, indirect, actual and
potential cumulative impacts of mineral activities as part of the
Instruction Memorandum 90-632, "Questions and Answers Concerning
Resource Management Planning and Environmental Review
Requirements in the Locatable Minerals Program." With this
guidance in mind, NWF reviewed the treatment of hardrock minerals
in the JVP RMP/BIS and found it lacking in a number of respects.

The reasonably foreseeable development scenario explains the
type of mining operations that are likely to occur in the
Resource Areas and offers some analysis of the size and economic

I

potential of the hypothetical mining operation. However, the
analysis of typical mining scenarios does not evaluate the
surface impacts of these scenarios. For example, the surface

402B
Gene Miller
December 16, 1991
Page 3

mining operations with ten million tons of reserves (open pit #2)
is likely to impact more surface area and result in significantly
greater mining waste than the open pit #1 with one million tons
of reserves . In order to evaluate" the kinds of impacts that are
likely to occur under the discussion of development and activity
potential, it is critical to know what commitment of surface
resources will occur, and for how long, and what irretrievable
commitment of resources is likely to occur at the termination of
reclamation. This analysis appears nowhere in the RMP/EIS, and
should be included for the reader to evaluate the tradeoffs in
mineral development versus surface resources protection.

In addition, the appendix includes a reasonable scenario for
minerals development in areas with significant mineral resource
values, but fails to look at the cumulative impact of minerals
development on other resources within these areas. For example,
the Zortman and Landusky mines are located in and adjacent to

Xflg bighorn sheep habitat (RMP/EIS at 181). If the BLM scenario
Erft occurs and ten additional operations or expansions occur in the

general vicinity of these mines, how will the bighorn sheep
habitat be affected in the short term and the long term? It is

. our understanding that water quality violations have occurred
Ifrom the existing operations. What impacts on water quality will£m loccur with the permitting of ten additional activities in this

** farea? These kinds of questions should be answered in the land
use planning process.

Another issue of significant interest to NWF is the BLM's
discretion to deny, modify or condition operations that will
conflict with other resource values. The land use planning
process provides an ideal opportunity to identify areas where
mining/surface resource conflicts might exist, and apply
conditions and restrictions on mining activities to protect the
surface resources

.

BLM is required to prevent undue and unnecessary degradation
from mineral activities. The land use plan should outline in
detail the steps that will be taken within the Resource Areas to
prevent undue or unnecessary degradation. To some extent, the
RMP includes indicators of the kind of resource degradation from
hardrock mining that could be, and should be, undue and
unnecessary. For example, land within the planning area has been
assigned visual resource management classifications, based on
scenic quality and other factors. BLM has the discretion to
condition or restrict a plan of operations in high quality visual
resource management classes to prevent undue and unnecessary

Gene Miller
December 16,
Page 4

degradation. In this and other circumstances, however, BLM has
not exercised its management authority.

NWF is concerned about the limited number of areas in which
BLM will exercise any discretion to modify activities or mitigate
impacts. It appears that BLM will restrict activities or
mitigate impacts of hardrock mining only in two ACECs and in
bighorn and elk habitat, although a host of other resource values
exist in the Resource Areas that should be protected from adverse
impacts of hardrock mining.

Restrictions should be placed on hardrock mining in riparian
and wetland areas . BLM has identified a number of riparian
habitats within the Resource Areas in I or M allotments that are
not meeting the Bureau's objectives of riparian enhancement. It
is inconceivable why BLM would allow any mining to occur in
riparian areas . Mining should be prohibited from riparian and
wetland habitats. If, however, BLM managers feel they do not
have the discretion to prohibit mining, at a minimum mining in
riparian and wetland areas should be severely restricted to
maintain the riparian and wetland values

.

Similarly, mining in cultural resource and historic areas,
in all ACECs, in Class I and Class II visual resource management
classes, and in areas where mining would adversely impact
important aquifers or other water sources should be severely
restricted to prevent undue and unnecessary degradation. In many
cases, mining must be restricted or curtailed completely in these
areas to protect the site or resources from undue hardrock mining
damage. It is unclear how the BLM could protect the resource
values in Azure Cave, for example, while allowing hardrock mining
to occur unrestricted.

I

The land use plan also fails to indicate the uses to which
the lands and waters affected by mining will be returned after
mining ceases. This is a very important consideration and must
be spelled out in the land use plan. The identification of the
reclamation objective or post-mining land use is particularly
important given the reliance BLM places on this activity to
mitigate the adverse impacts on surface resources that will occur
with hardrock mining. BLM repeatedly asserts that "adverse
impacts" on wildlife, soils, vegetation and similar resources
will occur, but assures the reader that "the mining Bites will be
reclaimed" or that BLM will "mitigate the impacts" to protect the
surface resource. ( See , e.g., pp. 156, 158).

anal
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The land use plan needs to include direction to the land
managers requiring that lands and waters adversely impacted by
mining be restored to a condition capable of supporting the pre-
mising diversity of wildlife and vegetation, and that the visual
quality of the area be restored as well. This direction is
required in the land use plan to give meaning to BLM's assertion
that adverse impacts on surface resources will be mitigated
during reclamation. Otherwise, these assertions are empty.

As a final note on the hardrock mining analysis, NWF read
with amusement the discussion of legislative changes in the
appendix covering reasonably foreseeable development scenarios.
To balance the presentation, you might consider adding some
analysis on the potential for positive impacts from legislative
changes to the Mining Law to round out your discussion of the
.impacts of legislative changes on mine profitability. Even the
BLM has identified legislative reforms to the 1872 Mining Law
that would bring positive impacts to public lands management.

BLM also notes in this cursory analysis of legislative
changes that "permitting procedures and compliance requirements
will be stricter in the future." Does this statement imply that
the "stricter" requirements will be due to increased
environmental protection? There may be a benefit in public land
management to increased environmental protection. If so, in the
interest of balanced presentation it would be useful to, indicate
what benefits could occur from this new approach.

Oil and Gas Leasing

I

The entire discussion of oil and gas leasing in the JVP area
is misrepresented by the failure of the EIS to identify BLM's
current leasing practices or their impacts on the availability of
oil and gas leases.

Following the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals' decision in
Conner v. Burfprd

t
which held the Forest Service's leasing

process illegal under NEPA, the National Wildlife Federation
filed administrative protests with the BLM asserting that all oil
and gas leasing decisions in Montana suffered from the same legal
shortcoming identified by the courts in Conner . As a result of
these protests, the BLM agreed in 1988 to forego all leasing in
important wildlife areas on both Forest Service and BLM lands
until new NEPA documents were prepared.

Under this settlement between NWF and the BLM, no oil and
gas leases have been issued in wetlands, threatened and
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Gene Miller
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endangered species habitats, important big game winter ranges,
riparian areas, and sage grouse and sharptail leks and dancing
grounds for the last three years . While this moratorium has been
in place since December of 1988, NWF has yet to hear a complaint
from the oil and gas industry about a lack of leases being
issued. The apparent reason for this is that the blm has been
packaging lease tracts where no wildlife conflicts exist.

I

The fact that this current policy is nowhere mentioned, much
less identified as a practical alternative, completely undercuts
the credibility of the EIS . The duty of the BLM to present a
reasonable range of alternatives is fundamental under NEPA;
conversely, the failure to examine a current policy which
provides greater protection to wildlife values than any
alternative identified in the EIS renders the document legally
unacceptable.

I

To the extent the RMP/EIS proposes to rely on stipulations
rather than forgo leasing in sensitive areas, it fails to
document the effectiveness of the proposed stipulations . Rather
than no-surface-occupancy stipulations for winter ranges and
strutting and dancing grounds, the RMP/EIS proposes using
seasonal restrictions, or in the case of grouse leks, a 1/4 no-
surface-occupancy stipulation. No data or citation is provided
to justify these minimal protections, even while the EIS
concludes that no serious impacts are anticipated. Given that
the BLM has never produced any sort of programmatic NEPA document
dealing with such issues, the JVP EIS must provide documentation
for all its claims. This EIS fails to meet this standard.

ACEC Designation

While NWF supports the designation of Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) identified in the RMP, the EIS and
Appendix do not adequately explain why other nominated ACECs were
rejected. In particular, the Bureau seems to be interpreting
designation criteria narrowly, without reference to national
priorities or directions.

For example, we note that Itchpair Slough and Shed Lake were
nominated for protection as ACECs but were dismissed because they

I

did not meet appropriate criteria. The cursory explanation
provided in Appendix F does not allow outside evaluation of the
BLM's analysis, and efforts to secure this material by NWF
through FOIA requests could not be processed within the comment
period. At the same time, a review of the "relevance and
importance" criteria suggests that both areas should qualify.
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Q_£ I federal land management be adjusted to promote plant and wildlife~u
| diversity across eastern Montana?

To cite just one example, thousands of acreages of sage land
have been put into either crops or CRP in the past 10 years. The
RMP confidently suggests that sage grouse, and by implication
other sage-dependent species, are doing well in the JVP area.
But anecdotal conversations with biologists familiar with the
area raise many questions concerning habitat fragmentation,
cumulative impacts and other emerging biological concepts.

In summary, the RMP/EIS presents a workmanlike plan for
dealing with resource issues in the JVP area, and we recognize
the hard work and thought needed to produce such a document. We
also believe that the Plan, if followed, will improve certain
habitats and enhance some resources. At the same time, the
document misses many opportunities to explore past and future
conditions on the northern great plains in a way that illustrates
the full resource potential of the area.
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Important wetland areas are a vital national resource, and the
North American Waterfowl Plan makes protection and enhancement of
wetland areas a national priority. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service has made a priority of acquiring wetland areas in
Montana. Given these facts, the BLM's explanation is simply
inadequate

.

Similar questions can be raised concerning virtually all of
the ACECs nominated but rejected. Given the positive direction
provided in the FLPMA for ACEC designation and keen public
interest in resource protection, the Bureau's cautious, almost
secretive, approach to their nomination cannot be justified.

I Finally, we agree with the comments provided by Defenders of
1-6 (Wildlife insofar as ACEC or Outstanding Natural Area designation

|along the Missouri River is concerned. As our introductory
comments note, the Bureau has not identified any creative
alternatives for study and consideration. Clearly, managing the
Missouri Breaks in close consort with the 850,000-acre Charles M.
Russell National Wildlife Refuge would be strongly supported by
many people and would greatly enhance land and wildlife
management in this area.

Ecosystem Issues

The comments submitted by Defenders of Wildlife challenge
the RMP for failing to provide an adequate explanation of the
Bureau's prairie dog management direction. While we agree with
concerns expressed by Defenders, we believe they raise larger
issues which should be addressed in a programmatic land use plan.

Much of the JVP area has been dramatically altered by
management. Livestock grazing, fire suppression, predator
control and other activities have dramatically changed the flora
and fauna of much of the area. It would be useful for the BLM to
describe likely past ecological condition, the changes that have
occurred, and whether such conditions can be restored on any
parts of the JVP area.

It would also be useful for the BLM to analyze recent
changes on private lands. Over the last 20 years, and even more
recently, a great deal of native prairie has been put into crop
production. Much of this acreage is now being restored to grass
covers through the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), but very
little, if any, of the land being enrolled in CRP is being put

Q-6linto native grasses, what are the impacts of these conversions
'-'land reconversions on indigenous flora and fauna, and how should

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY
MONTANA CHAPTER

6994 Gooch Hill Road
Bozeman, MT 59715

December 11, 1991

Mr. B. Gene Miller
Associate District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P.O. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Mr. Miller:

itin
Resource

to the Draft Judith-Val ley-Phil lips
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

(JVP)
.

I represent 2 03 members of the Montana chapter of The
Wildlife Society, the professional society of wildlife managers,
researchers, educators and administrators in Montana. Many of
our members are either Certified Wildlife Biologists or Associate
Wildlife Biologists. We are affiliated with The Wildlife
Society, Inc. of Bethesda, Maryland, a worldwide organization of
wildlife biologists. Past President of our Chapter, Fritz
Prellwitz, compiled the comments from our membership and assisted
with this summary statement.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this draft document,
and also the amount of time it must have taken your staff to
prepare this lengthy environmental impact statement. Our initial
reaction to the JVP is that the effort should have been spiit
into two or three documents. The area encompassed by the JVP is
too large and diverse for all issues to be covered in great
enough detail for either the reader or the local residents to
comprehend and to come to a decision as to which alternative best
represents ones views. The Missouri River offers a logical
dividing line for splitting off the Judith Resource Area, but
even the Valley and Phillips Resource Areas are enough dissimilar
that separate documents could have been written . The wildlife
resources and their habitats also vary considerably across the
JVP area, and few people are able to fully understand the issues
relating to wildlife that are expressed in your document for such
a large and diverse area. Few people are knowledgeable of all
wildlife issues in all three Resource Areas.

The Montana Chapter of The Wildlife Society supports Alternative
D because it emphasizes resource protection, a concept that is
necessary if future generations of Montanans are to enjoy our
rich and diverse wildlife heritage. We support Alternative D for
the following reasons: 1) The off-road vehicle restrictions would
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off-road vehicle use. 2) The

F-17

withdrawal from mineral entry of 5,504 acres in the Little Rocky
Mountains would protect crucial bighorn sheep habitat, whi le
other management would allow for the expansion of bighorn sheep
populations into unoccupied habitat in the Larb Hills area and
the Missouri Breaks Bull Creek area. This would ultimately allow
for greater hunting and big game viewing opportuni tl«a which
would be of economic benefit to the State of Montana , while
further dispersing and protecting bighorn sheep populations which
occasional ly are susceptible to major disease outbreaks . We
recommend that no domestic sheep grazing be allowed in areas with
bighorn sheep populations. 3) The provision of 660,140 acres of
habitat to maintain and/or expand elk in all areas presently
supporting elk populations, as well as allowing for new elk
populations in unoccupied habitat in the Little Rocky Mountains,
-he South Moccasin Mountains and in the Missouri Breaks Bull
Creek area, would offer the same rewards as previously discussed
for bighorn sheep. 4) The protection and enhancement of riparian
and wetland habitats, especially as . it relates to waterfowl and
waterbird production, would be critical for BLM's participation

I

in the North American Waterfowl Management Plan, We support the
idea of increasing waterfowl habitat by 30% on the number of
al lotments proposed, but question how the 30% will be measured.
We also would like to see greater detail in how habitat would be
managed and monitored to improve upland nesting conditions for
the early nesting mallard and northern pintail , and how emergent
cover would be enhanced for the over water nesting canvasback and
redhead. 5 ) The rein troduct ion of the black- footed ferret , a

species native to the JVP area , would be an important part of
this alternative, although the degree of protection for prairie
dog habitat as offered in Alternative E would also be acceptable.
The Montana Chapter of The Wildlife Society is most concerned
that the ferret be reintroduced, and less concerned about which
of several methods is used . 6 ) The designat ion and protection of
479 acres in the Azure Cave area of the Little Rocky Mountains
would offer the most protection for this bat hibernaculum. Its
designation as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)
would protect the area from mineral entry. We do not bel ieve
that the 140 acres protected in Alternative E would be adequate
for a cave system that is still developing and in need of further
mapping. Mining in proximity to Azure Cave could impact the
natural processes occurring in the cave system, as well as
negatively impact hibernating bats. 7) The acreage values for
land acquisition, closures for oi 1 and gas leasing , withdrawals
from mineral entry, and for size of ACEC designations all point
toward the selection of Alternative D. 8) This alternative calls
for some poisoning of prairie dog towns, but expansion could also
occur. We would support the sport shooting of prai rie dogs as a
control measure, rather than poisoning, as long as threatened and
endangered species are protected.
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Subject:

December 13, 1991

Revised December 16, 1991

David L. Man, District Manager, Lewistown District Office,

Bureau of Land Management, Lewistown, Montana

Chief, Branch of Engineering and Economic Analysis

Judith-Valley-Phillips Draft Resource Management Plan/Environmental

Impact Statement (RMP/EIS)

The Bureau of Mines reviews many RMP/EIS's for the appropriateness of iheir

assessment and management plan for mineral resources. We found the Judith- Valley-

Phillips RMP/EIS to be one of the best, if not the best, BLM document we have

reviewed to date. The assessment of the resource situation as the result of proposed

management plans was conducted and presented in a very professional manner. Your

staff deserves the highest commendation for a job well done. We strongly recommend

that this document be distributed to other BLM district offices to be used as an example

when scoping for or completing their draft RMP/EIS.

We have only a couple of comments concerning your management plan. On pages 162

and 163 it correctly observes that the creation of split estate will result in negative

impacts to mineral resources that could be significant. It is our understanding that BLM

does not favor the creation of new split estate lands, yet this document seems to

condone this action. The purpose of land acquisition and disposal is to improve the

1 manageability of public land. The creation of split estate by disposing of only the

surface merely transfers the burden of management to the minerals staff under a much

I
more difficult situation. In our role to promote the health of the mining industry, we

: concerned about the creation of any new split estate. If the disposed lands are

I prospectively valuable for mineral resources, this property, both surface and mineral

| estate, should be kept as public land to help facilitate the development of that resource.

„ | Another Bureau concern at this time is the proposed South Moccasin-Judith Mountains

J-2" | Scenic Area ACEC. As proposed, it will significantly impact mineral resources. You

A-38
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The Montana Chapter of The Wildlife Society does not support many
parts of the preferred Alternative (E) for the following reasons:
1) There is a lack of protection for big game habitat and big
game animals from of f -road vehicle use in the northern and
central portions of Phillips Resource Area, and in a major
portion of southern Valley Resource Area. Big game hunting has
experienced serious threats from the ant i- hunting community in
recent years, and the indiscriminate use of off-road vehicles in
hunting situations further threatens the future of hunting in
Montana. Many sportsmen real ize this, and walk-in hunting areas
are becoming much more common and accepted across Montana . 2

)

Less wetland and riparian habitat would be protected in this
alternative. Less allotments would be managed or enhanced than
in Alternative D. We also again ask how the 30% increase in
waterfowl habitat would be measured. 3) Hardrock mining
exploration and development would be allowed over a much larger
part of the JVP area. Management prescriptions for the various

I

ACEC s and concerns do not adequately protect wildlife. Wildlife
proof fences required for placement around solution ponds for
protection of elk and bighorn sheep do not take into account
protection for migratory birds . How are these federally
protected birds going to be kept away from the solution ponds?
The threatened piping plover migrates across the Phil lips
Resource Area in the vicinity of the Little Rocky Mountains . It
nests in gravel habitats in at least two locations in Phillips
County, and has been found at two locations in Montana with

than the Little Rocky Mountains. What
revent an incidental take of
site? 4! Acreage amounts for
in the JVP area are greatly

5 ) Although this alternative cal Is

of prairie dog control, poisoning

have identified thai designation of the South Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic Area

ACEC could result in the loss of two potential open-pit mining operations-a significant

negative impact. Of the 3.4 million acres of federal mineral estate administered by BLM
within the Judith, Valley, and Phillips Resource Areas, only 7,874 acres or 0.23% have

high potential for hard-rock mining. This suggests that occurrences of economic hard-

rock mineral resources on public land throughout the plan area are very, limited and

yet, due to their high value, the economic benefits that could result from

mineral resource development exceeds that of any other competing land use. Any other

resource having such limited occurrence as this, while representing such a significant

importance to the public, would be fully protected, and the land parcels containing

them would be managed to enhance their value. In our opinion this issue is too

important to be addressed cursorily in the RMP/EES. It warrants a separate EIS with a

detailed assessment and individual alternatives.

Thank you for this opportunity to comment. If your resource specialists require

technical assistance in these mineral-related problems, we would be willing to assist you

to the extent time and our available resources allow.

'John R. 'Norberg

uoiinty , ar

I

higher el
precaution
piping plo
all econorr

are being taken
g plovers at a hardrock rt

economic uses of pub! ic
;ased in Alternative E.
many non-toxic methods

option. The Montana Chapter would prefer that
sport shooting be used as the primary control method.

The Montana Chapter of The Wildlife Society does not feel that
the ACEC nominations were adequately analyzed and considered in

this document. The Valley Resource Area, with 1,019,886 acres of
land, did not receive any ACEC designations. This hardly seems
possible

.

I thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft document

,

and ask that you consider the Montana chapter of The wildlife
Society' s concerns when preparing the f ina 1 Resource Management
Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

.

Sincerely,

Keith E. Aune
President
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"aniel R. ^truckman
215 Burlington
Billings, -iT 59101
fc06 256-3588

1/16/92

district manager
Bureau of Land Manafieraant
Lewistown District Office

Ref: draft judith-Valley-^hillips Resource j/anagement plan and

Enviornmental Impact Statement (RMP/SIS)-

I would like coirunent on the management of Azure Cave {see pp. vlii,

xviii, xxiii, 77,166) I did not find any speleological organizations
listed as contributing to the draft plan.

jzure cave access ought to be restricted per alternative J) to

protect bat hibernation. Because of the relatively easy acesas

to the cave sits from ^ortraan I recommend that access be restricted
to formal application and then by strict l±x criteria. £>at*fAes

:

Application to be in writing at least two l

entran.ee.

entrance only between June 15 and August 15.

minimum size of party to be k\ maximum size J.

carty must agree, in writing. to observe special cave conservation
practices and stipulations, such as packing out human waste,

staying out of fragile crawls, staying on trails.

rach member of narty must list caving experience and climbing

"experience. Specifically, all cavers must have experience in

rappelling and' ascending in other vertical caves.

Cavers must have suitable equipment.

in short, the cave should be accessible to just aoout anyone who

takes the trouble to apply, demonstrate appropriate expertise
and knowledge of conservation and have adequate personnel and

equipment.

Azure cave offers unique recreational opportunities and I would

welcome the opportunity to help develop a method for allowing cave

access to qualified cavers.

"aniel ^truckman
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411 413
Mr. Cy Jamison
Director of BLM
Department of Interior
16th and East Street
NW Room 5660
Washington, D,C. 20240

Pamela S. Williams
P.O. Box 3673
Rapid City, SD 57709

November 27, 1991

Dear Mr. Jamison:

I am writing in regards to the proposed Judith/Valley/ Phillips
Resource Management Plan in Central Montana. I do not support the
proposed plan which calls for the acquisition of approximately 465,000
acres of private land for elk habitat, prairie dog management and
Areas of Critical Management.

As you can see, I am not a resident of that area or state at this
time, but I was a resident of Lewistown, Mt from 1981 to 1987. I love
Montana and the people and think that it is very important to preserve
their heritage, independent spirit and "way of life". I do not
believe that this proposed plan and land acquisition is in the best
interest of the Central Montana people or the economy of the state.

In the decade of the 90's, I am very disturbed by the trend of America
toward more government control of land seemingly acquired under the
auspice of "Environmental Preservation". These acquitions often limit
mining, cattle grazing and other capitalist, job producing ventures.
By limiting or eliminating these ventures, tax revenues are lost thus
leaving the schools, counties and towns without money to operate.
Rural America is losing population quickly enough without the
acquition of more land by the government and loss of people, jobs and
tax :

NOVEMBER 11, 1991

PRESENTATION BY

MONTANA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

TO

CY JAMISON, DIRECTOR OF BLM

ON

JUDITH - VALLEY - PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN EIS

As a taxpayer, I am also concerned about land acquitions by the
government. Not only is there a loss of jobs and tax revenue by the
government land acquition, but money is required to hire people for
the management of the public land as well as for operating expenses.
We the taxpayers can only support so much public land! I believe
a capitalistic economy and system is best for America with limited
amounts of government ownership of land.

I encourage you to reconsider and not adopt the proposed Judith/Valley
/Phillips Resource Management Plan.

Pamela S. Williams

CC: President George Bush
Sen. Larry Pressler
Sen. Tom Daschle

Rep. Tim Johnson
Mr. Clint peck
Mr. Larry Descheemaeker
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BS MONTANA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
502 South 19th • Bozeman. Montana 6S71S

Phone: (406) 587-3153

November 11, 1991
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. HANSON
DISTRICT III DIRECTOR, MONTANA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION

TO
MR. CY JAMISON, DIRECTOR OF BLM

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

CONCERNING THE JUDITH - VALLEY - PHILLIPS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN (RMP) AND THE (EIS)

The land acquisition and culture resource of the area has caused a tremen-

dous turmoil between the community and BLM. This land was settled over 100

years ago by people with strong beliefs in private property rights, not by libera! land

policies as stated in the EIS. Eighty percent of this land in the area is owned hy

individual families, to these people selling land is not a way of life. They have spent

most of their life trying to build and maintain their land holdings through four or

five generations. The idea of their land being slated for acquisition by the govern-

ment gives them a feeling of betrayal.

This document does not recognize private property rights or ownership to the point il

does not have a definition in the glossary of the term. The closest the EIS comes to recognizing

private property rights is under land disposal, "transfer land to private use and production".

The economic condition of the area is depended on the natural resources, BLM controls

and manages a large percentage of these resources. Under all of the proposed alternatives there

is a negative economic result on the community. Currently the economic lifeblood of the

community is in poor condition, the negative management conditions proposed in the EIS would

result in a loss of jobs and tax base of surrounding communities, An incorrect evaluation was

made under Alternative E, it would cut 31,116 AUMs which would result in a reduction of about

2500 head of cattle. This is only feasible if you graze 12 months a year. More likely grazing

would be for only five months. Based on 5 months grazing this would be a reduction of over

6,000 head. An economic study done by Dr. John Lacey at Montana Stale University, the value

of a BLM AUMto the community is $74.76, which multiplied by the 31,116 animal units comes

out to be $2,326,232.10 in direct loss to the economics of this area.

The wild and scenic along the Judith in attachment G.l states, "it would not be feasible

for the BLM to manage its relatively small section of the river without acquiring private land

bordering the river and within a rim-to-rim corridor." Then it continues on by slating values

that should be paid per acre from $35 to $450. Early in this document, it states land acquisition

would only be done by willing sellers, this section makes one to believe it would be by willing

seller. This riparian area along rivers is some of the most productive and has the highest tax

base. The ownership of this tax base would not be in the best interest of the community.

FARMERS AND RANCHERS UNITED i
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STATEMENT OF THE MONTANA FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
BY DAVID L. MCCLURE, PRESIDENT

TO

MR. CY JAMISON, DIRECTOR OF BLM
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

CONCERNING THE JUDITH-VALLEY-PHILLIPS RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT PLAN (RMP) and the (EIS)

Director Jamison, on behalf of Montana Farm Bureau Federation with over 41 00

member families, I request that you personally review the RMP-E1S for the Judith -

Valley - Phillips District of BLM. We sincerely appreciate your willingness to meet

with us and consider the concerns of those directly affected by BLM decisions.

First I would like to state that Montana Farm Bureau members do not oppose the

proper multiple-use management of lands administered by the bureau, those lands which,

unfortunately, have not been transferred to private ownership. Montana farmers and

ranchers have, and will continue to follow good management practices to protect and

enhance our natural resources so that we may pass these valued resources on to future

generations. We do not believe that the heavy handed ways of the federal government

are the best method of ensuring proper management.

Second, the fact that the transcripts of the public hearings on the RPM contain

only the statements and questions of the concerned public and affected private landown-

Bers raises some serious questions. Why were the BLM personnel unwilling to have their

comments recorded as part of the proceedings? The absence of official assurances,

guarantees, answers, or promises from the record certainly gives the appearance that the

public hearings were to pacify local concerned citizens and nullify opposition to the BLM
plan while still not providing on-the-record explanation of that plan.

Specifically, Montana Farm Bureau has several major concerns with the RPM-
EIS. We support the concept of private ownership of federal lands, and agree that isolat-

Ied,
unmanageable tracts should be transferred to the private sector. However, we oppose

the identifying of large areas of private property for acquisition by the federal bureaucra-

cy. These actions disrupt proper management and discourage improvements. Land

values arc affected and to some extent, damage has already been done by the draft plan.

It is a frightening experience to learn that your property is coveted by a federal agency.

In many cases this is property that has been in family ownership for several generations.

A Q l
The tnrcat of condemnation cannot be denied once a federal agency targets private prop-

A-7 Jerty. Land use planning on private property, classification of private lands and targeting

of those for acquisition appear to be improper use of funds and personnel.

FARMERS AND RANCHERS UNITED i

413B

According to the document pre discussion 95% of the people were satisfied with the

Y- 1
[Status quo of things as they currently exist. Why was this document written with all the land
(acquisition and alternative planning to the high degree that exists in the EIS. Was it written for

A- 1 1 1 the 7% that did not agree with the rest of the community?

Farm Bureau believes in private property rights and multiple use of public lands, For the
good of the communities and the BLM within the JVP area a revision of this document is

needed to mend fences and establish acceptable management of these resources.

We believe that land use planning can best be accomplished at the county or

comparable level of government and by private landowners. We oppose federal legisla-

tion and agency policy which would impose land use regulations. The entire plan and the

process is a threat to local control and the traditions and values of our area, While we arc

constantly being told that agricultural practices and land use activities will continue, our

concern mainly relates to the adage "trust me, I am from the federal government". We
have seen too often that the implementation of laws are not always enforced as they are

intended. The taking and regulation of wetlands across the country by federal officials

provide a very good but unfortunate example of what little comprehension the federal

bureaucracy has in regard to local agricultural practices. A good local manager one day
does not guarantee similar management or policies the next day.

The economic impact of the RMP-EIS for the affected communities is definitely

negative. Additional adverse economic pressures will result from less cattle numbers and
resulting slowdown for local businesses as well as for tax supported local services.

Economic analysis in the study is suspect in several areas. One example is the assump-
tion that BLM grazing land disposed of would produce more local revenue as cropland
and still be subject to SCS conservation requirements. The sodbustcr provision of the

Farm Bill would preclude this from happening, however that doesn't appear to deter the

planners from their conclusions. The plan could stifle economic activity in the mining
and lumber industries—this should be thoroughly investigated.

The Montana Farm Bureau supports the concept that the federal government
should manage its lands so that no harm is done to adjoining lands, crops and animais.

The plan for elk habitat and ferret introduction presents a real thrcat to that concept. Wc
believe the federal bureaucracy should have, as part of any plan, an arrangement to

compensate private landowners for any adverse effects—economic or otherwise. We ask
thai all private property regulations and planning be removed from the RMP-EIS.

Following is an outline of individual concerns by those directly affected by the

BLM plan.
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ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL

I. Labeling private property for acquisition by the BLM is an invasion

of private property rights.

A _ 1 |2- What right does a few individuals in the BLM office have to target

I private land for acquisition.

3. The BLM should not be competing with the private interests for land.

There is enough competition without the federal government bidding

for land.

14.
If the BLM docs compete for land will they use only the appraised price

for their bid or will they continue to bid above that price if a competitor
does.

5. We are in favor of the disposal of isolated tracts that the BLM cannot
properly manage. These tracts should be offered to adjoining private

landowners for purchase at a fair market price. Moneys received from sale

of these lands should be used to improve other BLM lands.

6. Some of the land targeted for acquisition is the river bottom land of

ranches. This land is generally the majority of the hay base for an

operation without which the ranch may not be a complete operation unit.

Examples arc on the Judith River and Arrow Creek.

7. Once our private land has been targeted for acquisition the BLM will

continue to track it. This means that if views in Washington change,
then the BLM is ready to acquire more private land.

8. The BLM office indicated that they wish to acquire land over federal

minerals to get the surface and minerals together again. The release

or sale of the mineral rights would be a better solution.

9. By targeting private land for acquisition, the BLM has caused economic
damage to the owner of the land by reducing the possible buyers of his

ranch due to the cloud of the BLM taking part of it.

10. This JVP management plan has caused many hard-feelings toward the BLM
and its employees. It has also cost the ranchers and others a lot

of money and time to fight it.

II. The BLM is not consistent in its plan. The letters received by private
landowners identify more land than the map in the draft shows. This
happened in the South Mocassin Mountains.

12. The economics shown in the draft concerning the monetary effects from
loss of grazing arc incorrect.

413G

ELK AND BIGHORN SHEEP HABITAT MANAGEMENT

I . Some of the areas that have been identified for elk habitat don't have a

source of water except on the adjacent private land. There is not any
winter range in some of the proposed elk habitat areas. The BLM is, by
identifying dry summer range providing the Fish, Wildlife and Parks an

excuse lo run more elk on private lands.

C 1A P- There isn't any impacts shown to livestock grazing management due to the
*J~1^ I elk management plan. This needs to be addressed. If additional elk

habitat is provided, livestock grazing on both the BLM land and adjacent
land will have negative impact.

3. The BLM doesn't provide for fixing the fence damage caused by the elk

moving from BLM land to private land.

4. The elk plan is interesting in that the State owns the elk, so the BLM
says the State needs to be contacted for elk problems. However, by
providing habitat for elk expansion the BLM is also causing the problems
but will not be responsible for them.

ACECS

SOUTH MOCCASIN - JUDITH MOUNTAINS SCENIC AREA

The map of the ACEC of the South Moccasin Mountains in the BLM office

shows an area that covers many acres of private land, both surface and mineral.
Even though this is not shown in the draft, it shows an indication of what
the BLM would like to have. This is an invasion of private property rights.

The individuals in the Lcwistown office or any where else have no right to

identify private land for ACEC.

The idea that the BLM can identify the small part of the South Moccasin
that is BLM owned as an ACEC and expect to control the rest of the privately

owned land is absurd. The BLM only owns 1290 acres of surface in the South
Moccasin Mountains. The majority is privately owned and not a single land

owner in the mountain has any desire to sell or trade the BLM for any of
the private lands. The scenic quality that Lewistown enjoys is the result

of the private landowners much more than that of the BLM.

3. Adding additional restrictions on the mineral activity in both mountains above
those required by the State are not necessary. These restrictions effect

both the mining industry and the adjacent owners of mineral rights. The

I

economics of this is addressed properly in the draft. The figures for

mining are not current, probably since it would show a larger negative
impact.

Ml) 1

MP
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ACCESS TO BLM LANDS

1. Any land that the BLM docs not have current legal access to should be

be disposed of.

2. Unlimited access damages the land and resources.

3. Private land adjacent lo access routes is abused and requires additional

burdens of the private landowners. The spread of weeds, littering, open
gates, shooting from the roads, and the possibility of additional regula-

tions by the BLM on these adjacent private lands arc some of the possible

problems.

4. The BLM should be required to abide by the Montana State weed control laws.

5. Many of the areas that the BLM lias identified for legal access have

currently had access provided by private landowners. The landowner

can regulate access to fit various conditions much better than can people

sitting in an office. Some of these conditions are fire danger, too many
hunters, erosion of roads when muddy, and many other conditions which
change from time to lime.

OFF ROAD VEHICLES

Support Alternative A.

OIL AND GAS LEASING

HARDROCK MINING

1

.

When the BLM imposes more regulations on federal minerals it has a

negative impact on adjacent owners of mineral rights. This is not

addressed in the EIS.

RIPARIAN & WETLAND MANAGEMENT OF WATERSHED

pon ll. Noxious weeds arc not currently controlled on the riparian areas the

^ I BLM controls. The Missouri River is a good example.

2. There are presently 4 agencies trying to control wetlands, the BLM does

not have lo make separate rules too.

OTHER PROBLEMS WITH DRAFT

1. Economics of draft: It shows increased agriculture income due to

raising crops on disposed acres. This is possible only by sodbusting

which removes the landowner from the ASCS programs. This would not be

feasible in most cases.

2. The BLM also talked of planting lure crops for the elk, this is also

sodbusting by ASCS standards.

3. Even though the draft is not in place, the Lewistown office is using it to

operate by. An example is that an offer to purchase BLM land previously

offered for disposal under the old BLM management plan was not even
considered due to the new draft.

4. BLM should be required to abide by the Montana weed laws.

5. The BLM should not be planning on private lands.

T I The following land owners would like to see the South Moccasin Mountain range
J -O Idclistcd as an ACEC from JYP RMP.

Robert Phillips

Wicks Ranch Crop.

Joe, Joey, Jon & Jim Wicks
Phillips Bar Diamond Ranch, Inc., Wes Phillips, Pres.

Phillips Cattle Co., James E. Phillips, Pres.

Don Jenni

Clark Brevig

Lawrence Jenni

Don Stilson

Tom Butcher
Dave McClure
Joe C. Wicks
Edward Majems
John T. Sramek
Eldon W. Foster

Sam Phillips & Sons Partnership

Sam, KimTodd & Mike Phillips

Gary Jenni

Floyd Jenni

Spring Creek Colony, Paul Walters, Pres.
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APPENDEX A

NOVEMBER 11, 1991 STATEMENT BY

MONTANA FARM BUREAU PRESIDENT

TO

MR. CY JAMISON, DIRECTOR OF BLM

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

DOCUMENTS CONTAINED:

1) Statement by Jenni family

2) Statement by Ivan Kercher, K-M Livestock Co.
3) Statement by Jerry Hanley
4) Statement by Joan K. McCormick
5) Statement by CR Kendall

6) Statement by Peter Kurisoo,Chief Geologist, CR Kendall
7) Statement by Representative Larry H. Grinde
8) Statement by Representative Dick Knox
9) Photocopies of newspaper articles

413J

CR KENDALL
P.O. J3oi 799

HUger, MT 59451
Phone (SOS) 538-2301 Fax{40S) S38-7834

December 18 , 199

Chuck Otto
Judith Resource Area
P.O. Box 1160
Lewi stown, Montana 59 4 57

Dear Mr. Otto:

I am writing to you concerning the future Judith Valley Phillips
Resource Management Plan currently being formulated. In regards to
restricting non-reclaimable development within the Lewistown
viewshed, I would like to bring to your attention the numerous
mineral occurrences which exist within this proposed area (see
attached maps) . All of these areas have potential for future
economic mining operations. With continued exploration, many other
occurrences may be discovered. If surface disturbance is severely
restricted as proposed, future exploration activities, and
ultimately mine development and economic growth of the region,
would come to a standstill. In addition, such a precedent could
snowball throughout the western U.S. into a totally unworkable
environment for the mining industry. I believe currently existing
reclamation regulations are sufficient to protect public lands from
excessive regradation. I would ask that you seriously reconsider
the inclusion of the Lewistown Viewshed ACEC in the Judith Vallev
Resource Management Plan.

Sincerely,

fit L.
Peter Kurisoo
Chief Geologist
CR Kendall

413K
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W0 MONTANA HOUSE OF KEl'RESEXTATIVES

HOME ADDRESS
ROUTES
LB'VlljlOWN, MONTANA 6S

r'HONc: MOB) 53B-3573

REPRESENTATIVE LARRY GRINDE
MINORITY WHIP

HOUSE DISTRICT 30

APPROPRIATIONS HELENA AUDflESS:

CAPITOL STATION

HELENA, MONTANA S!KK(M>|.|.

BLM Officials

According to Public Law 94-579 the BLM has the authority to study land rmn-
agement and to make recommendations for use of such land. They : lay also recommend
that the existing BLM land use continue as it currently is. (admitted in testimony)

Most of the recommendations they have made are already available to them. Land
exchange, condemnation, control of oil, gas and timber harvests and the amount of

AUM's on grazing areas to name just a few.

Y- 1 |
TheK shy has such an extensive plan been written when these areas arc already

-^ I under the discretion of the BLM. Even more disturbing is the fact that nobody has

Y-Z | complained or asked for changes in the existing plan.

P.L. 94-579, sec. 102 (a) #7 slates management be on the basis of multiple use
and sustained yield. Yet this plan removes areas that are clearly being used for multiple

use and sustained yields.

P.L. 94-579, sec. 102 (a) # 12 states lands he managed in a manner which recog-
nizes the NATIONS need for domestic sources of minerals, food, timber and fiber from
the public lands. Yet under this plan there will be a loss of AUMs and some lands will be
taken out of use for mining, oil and gas exploration and for timber harvest.

P.L. 94-579, sec. 102 (a) # 13 states the federal government should, on a basis

equitable to both the federal and local taxpayer, provide for payments to compensate state

and local governments for burdens created as a result of immunity of federal lands from
state and local taxation. (P1LT Payments). At the hearings I asked repeatedly if there

would be an economic impact to our area? The answer was yes, but they were unable to

y- -y Istatc how much impact. The plan itself states there will be a loss of AUMs. Where are
**•" ' | the PILT payments mentioned?

In the hearings the BLM has stated that they have worked hand in hand with state

413L

government on developing this plan. After checking with the Governor and the Fish,

Wildlife and Parks, there has been one meeting. I further asked if the additional lands for

wildlife would be managed with the adjacent private land owner in mind. Their comment
was that the wildlife was the states responsibility. To me this is very irresponsible! The
BLM provides the habitat but docs not take the responsibility for wildlife that will feed

on private property. This created poor relationships between the state and the private

landowner.

In nas oeen staiea in me neanngs mat mere win De no condemnation under tins

proposal. Yet, when I ask them to write it into the plan they refuse. If there is to be no
condemnation why are they so scared to put it in writing?

II have asked repeatedly that the ferret be listed as "experimental non-essential" as

opposed to "endangered species". The ferret is not endangered, yet the BLM has refused

to address this in writing.

T-9 I
"^e scen 'c v 'ew 's me area lnat horrifies many of us. There are not distinct guide-

*"*
I linos as to what is included in the view area. Who determines this? Moreover, this sets a

precedent in the state that lias the potential of closing down lands that should be multiple

use.

I have attended every meeting in the Lewistown area and have been in contact

with a representative from Phillips county who has attended the meetings there, It

amazes me that not one person has been in favor of this plan! Yet the BLM insists on
pursuing this.

I

Who does the BLM represent? Do they represent the taxpayer who is affected by
this plan or do they represent a handful of people who think they know what is best for

us?
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BLAINE COUNTY
Chinook, Montana 59523

February II , L992

TO: Dave Mari
li.L.M. District Office
Lewistown, MT 59457

FROM: Blaine County Comntiaaiouora
Box 278

Chinook, MT 'j9
r
>23

RE: Conanaati on draft KMP/E is for die Judith-Valley Phillip* Resource Area;

1. The BI.H fuels that 69.069 acres of their exchange land ia suitable for

cropland- The affect this may have tin A.S.C.S. programs and current ruli

against sodbustina needs to be explored.

2. The. loss of approximately $172,000 In property taxes is unacceptable to

county government, even if counties continue to receive PUT payments,
the net loss would approach $125,000.

3. The oil and j;as industry is one of very few left in Montana and should

be encouraged rather than discouraged. This is not accomplished with
the lease stipulations and changes to 43 CrR 3101 Regulations that this

R.M.P. would put in place.

A, Once a&ain the mining industry is one i>f the few remaining in our state.

This R.M.P. would remove 6.205 acres I rom mineral entry for mining claim
and impose more management prescriptions (Regulations). While there

are known coal depoeitB, it is not addressed and should be.

414A

BLM would maintain and/or improve riparian-wetland areas in 348 allotments
with 595 stream miles and 3,850 water sources to increase animal units,
apparently for big horn sheep and elk, no mention is made of increased
animal units for livestock even though management costs for affected

BLM would provide 12,346 acres of praire do;

Area for black-footed ferret reintroduction
environmental concern, along with 871 acres
and Judith Resource Area. All this with no

towns in the Phillips Resource
rtth a designation of critical
if prairie dog towns in the Valley

this could have a very negative effect on surrounding range land, oil and gas
development and mining not to mention the effect that the reintroduction of

black-footed ferrets have on private lands in the adjacent area.

We ask that the
.

t on this R.M.P.

[,M take these comments into consideration before the final

mmissiouer 'Commissioner

Commissioner
'^t-awr^ -
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! Valley County

February 18, 1992

David L. Marl, District Manager-
Bureau of Land Management *Oi''

Lewistown District Office V #.

Airport Road
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

RE; JUDITH VALLEY PHILLIPS/Resource Management Plan
Environmental Impact Statement
DRAFT/July 1991

Dear Mr. Mari

:

This letter is being written on behalf of the concerned citizens
who live in Valley County.

Each time one of the Federal agencies issue a new EIS such as the
subject document, it goes through the "Review" and "Comment"
process. But, in the end, it becomes the "gospel" by which we
all must live. Federal and State Agency Regulations require co-
operation with local governments. Therefore, when a Federal or
State agency puts together a plan that affects a County's
economic well-being and impacts private property rights, it is
not following the law and, in fact, it is in direct violation of
the law.

In the EIS Plan, the traditional multiple use policies are
targeted for extinction under the present agenda before the
governmental agencies, i. e. , Bureau of Land Management, the
National Park Service, Forest Service and the Fish and Wildlife

Qur local government and the people in Valley County do not have
the resources available to compete with the "tax free" and/or
"non-profit" groups who have directed to change our economic
activity and our culture.

The Judith Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan/Environmental
Impact Statement clearly shows throughout it five alternatives
under each separate heading that the Bureau of Land Management
has the plan set in motion to expand its acreage management on
public lands and into the management of private land. These
3.3 sled alternatives are unacceptable in all ways when they relate
tc any kind of expansion. Some Valley County concerns are:

415A

LAND ACQUISITION S. DISPOSAL

- Remove acquisition acreage from plan. No reason to

include these acres in plan.

- No reduction in AUM's; in fact there should be a projected
increase in AUM's due to more moisture and better land
conditions and management.

- Propose possible disposal of acreage that does not have
public access to private landowners adjacent to it.

BUFFER ZQNS

- There should not he additional acres (Buffer Zone) added
to the CMR. These acres would no doubt eventually be
included as part of the CMR through the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

LIVESTOCK GRAZING MANAGEMENT

- Oppose all AUM's reduction.

OFF-ROAD VEHICLES

- Leave at Current levels and allow for game retrieval of
423,770 restricted acres and closed 1,947 acres.

GAS AND OIL LEASING

- Acreage with standard stipulations should be left as such
instead of adding special stipulations. No surface
Occupancy and Closed/No Lease should be decreased not
increased in acreage numbers. Lncourage leasing not
discourage it.

HARD ROCK MINING

- Request that coal and bentonite mining heed to be
addressed.

RIPARIAN AND WETLAND MANAGEMENT

- Should be at no cost Ln p

only increase livestock A
enhance multiple us*?.

nd should help
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ELK AND BIG HORN SHEEP

- Increase in elk and sheep should not dscrease livestock
AUM' s; in fact, we want an increase in livestock numbers
and no increase in wildlife.

ENDANGERED SPECIES

~ No introduction of endangered species.

ACEC'S

- Removal of all of theae from documents; if allowed to stay
they could possibly be acted on like wilderness study
area.

WILDERNESS AREA

- Remove all from area plan.

VISUAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

emove from document because this will put restrictions on
creage. Remove all VRM Classifications and not just the

We want to express once again our concern for economic impact on
Valley County and state that once an ElS is in place, it is very
hard to change. Also, we are continuing to review the SIS, Wft

might sum up by saying that our County needs a "no net loss" of
individual property rights a"nd "regulatory overkill" fur our
economic survival when new management plans are being drafted.

Sincerely yours,

Valley County Commissioners

Arthur Arnold
Chairman

41 6A

10, Concerns Over Access, Oil & Gas, Coal, Benton i tp, Water
A.U.M., Elk, Bighorn, Sheep Habitat

11. Hunting and Control of Big Game

Thank you for considering these concerns

.

-s;. lJ^c(-

Board of Chouteau County Commissioncr
John E. Witt, Chairman

416 OFFICE OF

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

CHOUTEAU COUNTY, MONTANA

P.O. BOX 459 - FORT BENTON. MT 59442

(406)622-3631

417 L12-1C-9Z ll!32fJM 4QS2S5S4S7- ±~0z<:z^~5osi. H 1

.loJin Win, Chairman

Charlfls Qaniaulriar

Kenneih H. EngDllanl

REGUl»H MEETINGS:

E«ry Monday.

Fusl 4 rr-iird Tuesdays

February ]i, 1992

U. S. Department of Interi
Bureau of Land Management
Lewistown District Office
P. 0. Box 1160
Lewistown, MT 59457-1160

Dear Sirs:

COUNTY OF HILL
STATE OF MONTANA
Havre, Montana 59501

Nora Nelson, Ciiairmaa

Kschy Bessette. Commissioner

Lloyd Wolery, Commissioner

[406]26S-5481 Ext. 27

Following is a brief list of concerns of Chouteau CountyThese concerns, although addressed in the RMP/EIS, are not
addressed in enough depth to satisfy us,

1. Maintai: Improve Tax Base

a. Economic Impact; Loss of Personal Tax Base
b. Loss of Real Property Tax Base
C. The Unknowns of PILT Payments
d. Loss of Dollars to Maintain Schools

2. The Loss of Farmers and Ranchers to the Main Streets
Small Town, Montana, and Implement Dealers

3. Focus on Both Ag and Recreation On Equal Basis (Leans
heavily toward recreation.)

5. The Use of Private Appraisal for All Transactions (There
is less chance of eliminating the private sector.)

6. BLM Law Enforcement (A bureaucratic waste of moneyshowing of dominance which farmers and ranchers resent.

)

7. No Mention of Buffalo (We don't bslleva ranchers wouldever want the buffalo introduced into the area becausa of
brucellosis

.

)

February 18, 1992

Bureau of Urad K&oagetttac

We, Che Hill County ClMMlsSionara , request CO be notified of and given
the opportunity to participate in, all land use or other planning efforts undertake!
by the BLM within the borders or this county or any surrounding counties. We
wish to vol«B our opinions p#Ctaiaiiig to all t«d*r»l acrivites ' that may affect
the citizens or the tax base of this county.

We feel it is In the best interest of the taxpayara of Hill County to
be made aware of any Environmental Impact Statements or Resource ManaganaTit
Plans in the making. It is very important to maintain the economic structure
of Hill County aorf we teel our input into sietivitiiia of this nature are vital
to the well being of. our count-/.

'Jo fir Ne

7u.iu~
Isim, Cfin

i rman

EEC
Ci.jjuuiissiouer

Sd^dL
l.ioyd ifa\£

.MtA

Havre Resources kt>

No More Wilde

9 . Fencing and Upke
Tiber Dam.

)

(An example LS the condition around
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LOIS POULTON
Justice o( the Peace
Phono 429-5311

419

P. O. Box 226

WINNETT, MONTANA 59087

BRENDAN J, MUP.PHY,
PATRICIA WElNGAflT.
WILLIAM G. SOLF,

February 24, 1992

BONNY L ALLEf.
Clerk and Records

Clerk o( Court

Phone 429-5311

D.E.S. CocmUnaJor

Phon/42f3p51

Dave Mari
BLM District Office
Lewistown, Montana 5945 7

Dear Mr. Mari:
Re: JVP RMP/EIS

The Petroleum County Commissioners wish to express their
thanks and appreciation to BTJ4 and Chuck Otto for the
presentation of proposed changes lo the J uditti-Vat ley-
Phillips RMP/EIS. The presentation was very well done.

It is very crucial that the economic structure of
Petroleum County is maintained and not affected by the
activities and impacts of ElSs and RMPa. If this structure
and well-being of the county is not affec-ted, then the
proposed changes you have demonstrated are satisfactory.

We, as a Board, request a statement, from BUM that the
management of elk habitat will not reduce livestock AUMs.
We would also appreciate copies of any and all changes
implemented into the JudityValleyPhillips RMP/EIS.

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely yours,

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

Bonny L. Allen, Clerk

FERGUS COUNTY
STATE OF MONTANA
Lewutotvn, Montana 59457

2255H" OUr °?TfS °" ™ BMP/EIS &OT tfce Fergus County

2S^"» ="Plled ft™ <=a™»ents of citizens at local publS

Land Acquisition and Disposal

1. Remove all reference to private lands targeted for
acquisition, including naps.

2. So net gain of land within one olan vear during the life

Lands vail not be condemned for acquisition purposes.

Access

1. Include in an appendix a list of guidance docum-nts thatdrive access decisions.

Off-ftoad Vehicles

Concur with revised statement allowing for i

for administering lease on lands.
i retrieval and

Consider and re-evaluate reasons for seasonal
nlosures-Closures are new being recccmentiad during periods
of most requested usage, (fall) when least range damaqe would
occur.

1. Identify (by parallel display, for example) differences
between old and new wording for clarification,

Hardrock Mining

1- Do not include Collar Gulch in ACEC

2. Prefer Alternative A:

Riparian and Wetlands

419A

1. Provide information and criteria for electing riparian
area or wetlands, including a current range inventory.

Elk t Big Horn Sheep

1

.

Quantify the habitat, determine how much it will
support, and manage wildlife numbers consistent with
habitat,

2. Clarify in plan which management plan from FWP is being used.

3. Determine economic value of return from agriculture vs
wildlife.

KM need to declare any area to be Ferret-free before
reintroduction

.

No condemnation of land will occur for purposes of
reintroduction

.

Any reintroduction of endangered species or experimental
nonessential species will not preclude other multiple use
exploration and/or development.

visual Resource Management

1. Do not identify private lands in VRH's, and adjust maps
accordingly.

South Moccasin^Judith Mountain Scenic Area

None of the alternatives are appropriate.

A new alternative should include:

1. Removal of South Moccasin Mountain from scenic area
designation.

2. Surface disturbing activities would be allowed with
satisfactory plans for mitigating visual impacts when
permit application is made to BIM. This process will
include local public input.

COLLAR GULCH:

419B

Do not include Collar Gulch in ACEC.

Do not close the road to/through Collar Gulch.

™anx you for the ti- you have taxan to explain issues and changes.

Board of County Ccmnissioners
Fergus County

vem Petersen, Chairman —

Altrea B. Miller, Commissioner

UMina Beggem, CcrrniisSioneT
J-// 'ft.
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RESOLUTIOH NO. 17-1991

ADOPTING. A INTERIM LAUD USE POLICY PLAK

WHEREAS, The Citizens of Valley Countv st»to n f «„.<.....

and to preserve life ana property of Valley County "?ti\e„"
""'

rights are afforded to the citizens of Valley County.

,.„ , l
WH*REAS

' ThB citizens and County Commissioners of Vallev
lS2rL ? H

t0 pre3
,

e
,

rve th«" «9»t., valley County must hay. anInterim land use policy plan adopted.

ro„*..
NO
r;
™E*EF0RJ:

<
BE " RESOLVED the Valley county Board ofCounty Commissioners, State of Montana, declare an immediatei daL™to the public health, safety and welfare of y^ll™ County «nd

y-42 LnfSse
a^cay%rn

rg"n
d
<:y

.t
r
t
as°

h
lu
.
tl 'in

,
to "• ta°™ « 3FM2l^ano use policy Plan and attached and made a part herewith.

DATED this 13th day of December, 1991.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
VALLEY COUNTY, MONTANA

kfe^gL^
Elcte,- Clerk 7

ycjgt^-

Geno C. Refmche, Member

Attachments are available for review in the Lewistown District Office.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT

MALTA, MONTANA

IN THE MATTER OF A PUBLIC )

HEARING -JUDITH VALLEY- )

PHILLIPS RESOURCE MANAGEMENT )
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PROCEEDINGS
(Opening by Mr. Dave Mari.)

(Formal Statements monitored by Mr. Chris Erb.)

MS. OLSON: My name is Vicki Olson, and I am from

Malta.

My first concern is on acquisition. We are told

willing traders, will down the road there be an outright

buying or condemnation? I think it should be put very

plainly that we don ' t want the Government to become a larger

landowner. No condemnation and no buying.

Our community needs the tax base in our counties.

Nothing like the Heritage Trust Act that has been introduced

in Congress several times . We have been here for generations

and want to hand our land on down and not have it taken away

from us . Very plainlv , the Government should not become

a larger landowner.

Secondly , there are so many mistakes in this book

.

Example: The Double Ranch owning the Grimsley place.

We have never had anything to do with it, and the M Cross

sure isn ' t going to give it to us . Who got this information

and from where?

The economic projections seem way out of line,

and ths person who figured them will not explain any of the

figures or how they got them. I think it was made up how

they wanted it to look.
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An example is the number of AUM's to be cut--a

twenty-nine percent decrease i n grazing, on the Alternative

E on Page 174 a cut of AUM's of 31,116, which comes to 2,591

cattle. if you figure, that would have to be on all twelve-

month BLM leases

.

We 1 1 , most all of them in our area are six-mont

leases, a few eight months, and very, very few twelve months,

so that figure is about half the number that really should

be in the cut-cattle numbers, and if you take 5,000 cattle

out of Phillips County our economy will feel it, and yet

the projection for this is an increase in income of 1.9

million. My question is how.

Also the maps that are important on our roads

,

as we have been told, is on the off-road vehicle maps. Well,

by that map there are no roads south of Malta, not even the

highway to Billings . Also no ranches or schools . This makes

the whole area look like no one is there.

I expect down the road someone in Congress to say,

well, there is nothing out there anyway, so let's make it

all wilderness. Was this done on purpose or is somebody

really that sloppy at their job? These maps must be corrected

and now.

In summary, the thing is full of mistakes, and

I think it was slanted so that it will go down--go through

and down the road we will all be kicked off our land of three
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generations, and we want no more buying and no more condem-

nations .

Thank you.

MS. COLE: My name is Connie Cole. 1 work for

Pegasus Gold Corporation . My comments tonight will only

identify areas of concern we have in the Draft Resource

Management Plan. We will submit detailed written comments

before the end of the comment period.

Our concerns with the Draft Management Plan include:

No. 1. We are concerned that the black-footed ferret reintro-

duction program will be a significant negative impact to

the economic well-being of the resource management area and

represents a poorly conceived commitment of resources.

Management of agricultural resources within the limitation

required by the reintroduct ion program will be extremely

difficult. We are also concerned that mineral development

activities may also be impaired because of proximity to

ferret habitat.

No. 2. The proposed management stipulations to

protect visual resources under the preferred alternative

would create significant economic impacts to the Lewis town

area. The economic data utilized in the draft plan does

not take into account the importance of mineral developments

in that area. While we realize that minimizing impact to

visual resources is a desirable goal of development planning,
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life numbers without a cooperative agreement for wildlife

management on reservation land.

No. 5. The potential increase of withdrawn acres

for the Azure Cave area of environmental concern--we are

not aware of any systematic investigation of bat population

in and around the Little Rockies which would support the

contention that Azure Cave represents a critical bat

hibernaculum of national significance.

From our knowledge, the cave has bats, period.

We have no evidence that Azure Cave represents habitat

essential for maintaining species diversity, one of the

criteria necessary for establishing relevance within the

ACEC evaluation process . Because of its importance to

potential future mineral developments , Pegasus Gold

Corporation strongly opposes the expansion of the existing

Azure Cave ACEC acreage.

In closing, it is obvious that a tremendous effort

has gone into producing the Draft Resource Management Plan.

However, no indication is given of how the preferred

alternative will be implemented. The ELM is being criticized

for failing to manage its resources at current development

levels. How is it proposed that resources will be managed

effectively if you increase that management level?

Thank you for the opportunity to enter these

remarks into the official record. Our detailed written
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we are not aware of statutory provisions granting the BLM

prescriptive rights to limit development to protect visual

resources.

No. J, The format of the draft management plan

has made it very difficult to analyze the potential impact

to mineral development from the various alternative levels

of land acquisition and dispersal. Researching the legal

land descriptions given in the plan has been very time con-

suming.

No . 4 . We strongly question the BLM 1

s apparent

unilateral decision to increase bighorn sheep and elk habitat

within the resource area . The Montana Department of Fish

,

Wildlife and Parks has recently published a statewide elk

management plan. The Little Rocky Mountains are in the

Missouri Breaks Elk Management Unit. Key portions of both

summer and winter range are privately owned. Elk habitat

north of the Missouri River is described as limited due to

lack of security Cover.

The Fish and Game elk management plan does not

recommend increasing the elk population in this elk management

unit because of conflicts with agricultural use and the lack

of security cover. During drought years reports of game

damage are numerous . Both from landowners and sportsmen

concerns have been raised about crop depredation, and it

would be extremely questionable to attempt to increase wild-

comments will follow.

MR. BARNARD: My name is Steve Barnard. I am a

director for the Montana Association of State Grazing

Districts. I would like to read to you a resolution that

we passed at our annual meeting September 27th. It is titled

"Federal Government Acquisition of Additional Lands."

"whereas, the Federal Government is identifying

private lands to purchase or trade so that the Federal

Government can control riparian habitats, winter habitats,

and access to federal lands , and

"Whereas, this acquisition of land decreases pri-

vately-owned lands and thereby affects the tax base and

further takes control away from individuals and decreases

and constrains private use of land,

"Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Montana

Association of State Grazing Districts is opposed to any

program or proposal seeking to increase Government ownership

of private lands and taking the same out of private ownership

and use .
"

MR. KOSS: My name is Kevin Koss. I don't have

anything written down, but I would just like to say for all

the rest of the people here that nobody wants to lose their

lands by this deal , and I don ' t--I don ' t see any possible

way how you are going to get the revenue on the lend after

the people are gone, and I would think that these people

ND REPORTING
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who are trying to push this thing through--! don't think

any of them went hungry before by the looks of things. If

the farmers and ranchers aren't there that's what's going

to happen. The country is going to be getting hungry.

Also 1 would just like to comment on the elk

increased population. In the first place, I would like to

know where they came up with this number--how many elk is

in the area. For one, I live there, and I know approximately

how many elk are there, a lot closer count than what they

come up with, but— and T would just like for these people

that wan I: to increase the elk population- -I would like to

have the ones that implemented the plan come out there and

help me do all the fencing that needs done.

Thank you.

MR. TAYLOR: As I don't have any written statement,

I need to make a couple comments.

First, on the off -road travel, I have a small

allotment out south of Phillips. i am not a horseback rider,

and I am very concerned about what kind of problems T am

going to have taking care of my cows on a motorcycle. No

way at my age and everything I could learn to rids a horse.

I like horses, but 1 can't ride them. How am I going to

take care of my cows? Is there going to be something con-

crete , definite , in there that I can get a permit to use

my motorcycle for taking care of the cows? That is all on
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that score, but then back to my beloved prairie dogs. I

need to see some results . They have indreased in the few

years I have been here by about three or four fold , and that

cuts a lot of mouthfuls of feed for the cattle out of my

allotment besides being on the private lands. You can't

imagine the increase of the prairie dogs . We need something

very concrete on this control of prairie dogs.

As history has shown , once we get this endangered

species, black-footed ferret, in there we don't have no con-

trol, and I don ' t have any faith in- -in the Government or

any of the branches that like to come out and talk to me.

There are five or six different branches of Government that

is going to be responsible for this control, and all I can

see is just pass the buck to the next guy

.

I won't have it. I am very opposed to letting

these prairie dogs run wild. I mean we --the country spent

millions of dollars in the past controlling, and now we are

going to let them go hog wild all over the place. There

is something has got to be done.

MR. BLUNT: The JVRMP with the different issues

and their impacts— 1 would like to respond to their assess-

ment of the prairie dog issue and the impact that they claim

it will or will not have.

Prairie dogs are not listed in the impacts to the

air and water quality. Prairie dog towns have a very negative

affect on water quality, I feel, with increased erosion and

siltation of areas downstream. The prairie dog- ferret issue

is listed as having no impact on grazing management. There

have been many AUM's lost due to the spread of prairie dogs

in the last twenty years. Better management by the lessees

has lessened the impact of this loss, but it's still, nonethe-

less, a significant loss. This KMP should recognize this

loss and make an attempt to replace those losses with range

treatments or something of that nature.

According to the RMP, the prairie dogs do not have

a negative impact on wildlife , and I maintain prairie dogs

certainly do affect wildlife by destroying crucial winter

forage for antelope, sage grouse, and mule deer. They also

destroy nesting cover for a variety of waterfowl and other

birds.

The prairie dog issue is not lis ted as affecting

visual resources. Prairie dog towns are a negative impact

to the visual quality of our range lands, in my opinion.

Barren and desolate dog towns do not have a very high

aesthetic value.

According to the RMP, the prairie dog town issue

has no economic impacts to our area or should not have one.

This is totally false. Introduction of an endangered species

could have a devastating effect. Land values may be degraded

a great deal. Devaluing the land could create severe
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economic problems to the landowners, schools, towns-, and

our county. It would make it hard for landowners to borrow

money and would shrink the tax base affecting our schools

and county government

.

I truly wish tonight that we could have a statement

from bankers and give their opinions on this. Hopefully,

maybe we will.

The interference of federal agencies due to the

ferret in the day-to-day activities of the landowners could

definitely cause economic impacts to the whole area

.

If this plan is adopt sd, it will require some

poisoning of prairie dogs to aid in the control of their

spread. For poisoning of prairie dogs to occur on towns

overlapping State and private lands, then the financial burder

of the poisoning of those lands would be the responsibility

of the State lessee or private landowner. I feel that if

a town had originated on BLM land and later spread to these

other lands then the BLM should bear all the cost-control

work. The state land lessee or private landowner had no

control of the BLM towns that encroached upon their land

so they should not have to bear the coats of control.

There is language in the RMP that should be tight-

ened to where it says that the prairie dogs must be reduced

to the 1988 level before any ferrets could be released.

Bight now it says that the 5LM prefers that it be. T think
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it should say that they must be. Trapping and snaring should

be unrestricted except in the towns where the ferrets may

be released.

Predator control is vital to the livestock industry

,

and it's also vital to the survival of ferrets.

From the beginning U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

has said that the ferret reintroduction cannot succeed without

the support of the private landowners . There is no support

now nor was there any in the beginning from the affected

landowners. Yet the ferret reintroduction plan has kept

progressing. There is no other way to assess this; situation

but to say that the ferret reintroduction is being forced

upon unwilling landowners.

I would also like to comment a little bit about

the elk and bighorn sheep management plan or the management

issue, I do not like to see the BLH get involved in big

game management. We have one agency managing the wildlife

w. That's Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.

We do not need a federal agency involving itself in what

has been a State-managed area.

I have been told by BLM people that they aren't

getting involved in game management but they are just identi-

fying habitat, and I would like to look or read to you what

it says on Page 36 in this RMP on the implementation of this

Alternative E. The first thing it says, "Except in the Little
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Rocky Mountains, ORV use within elk and bighorn sheep habitat

would be restricted seasonally to designated roads and trails

to reduce wildlife harassment and provide habitat security .

"

Limiting of off-road vehicle travel in and around 8,000 acres

is going to affect game harassment.

There is also deer and antelope in these areas.

If you start changing the harvest of game, you are involving

yourself a great deal in game management. If your meddling

in the game management leads to increased crop damage, the

BLM has no mechanism to reimburse or aid the landowner in

any way to resolve that problem. Elk and cattle compete

much more closely than do cattle and deer and antelope.

it seems to me the elk herd in the CMR has expanded a great

deal in the last ten years. Ten years ago I rarely saw an

elk on my private land, but about five years ago that began

to change. In the last three weeks there hasn't been more

than a couple of days that I haven't had anywhere from ten

to forty head of elk grazing on my meadows and winter pasture

it's obvious to me that this elk herd is doing

quite well with the accessibility the way it is. 1 don't

believe we need to limit off-road vehicle use to give these

animals any more habitat security. The BLM needs to stay

out of the big-game-management business.

Thank you.

MR. FRENCH: My name is Sill French. I don't have
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a prepared statement now. I have three main issues that

I would like to address, and I will send you a statement

later.

One of the first ones is land acquisition. This

thing has really been a bother to me. I know that the Fish

and Wildlife Service has actual ly called the Farm Credit

Services to make sure that if—H they actually acquired

ranch because of financial conditions that they would let

them know so they could be a buyer. They called more than

once. I know this for a fact that--thai the Government Is

a land-acquisition position, and we should--we should

be able to learn from the countries around us.

Russia owned all the land, State or Government,

however you want to say it, and now they are starving to

death. They are needing our help, and they are trying to

put this back to private ownership in order to feed them-

selves .

The next issue that I would like to address is

the introduction of an endangered species. That--that will

put a real burden on--on the people of Phillips County.

For one thing, we know--we see what it has done to the people

that have to abide by the spotted owl, and there is no better

way to shut this county down or gain access and gain control

of it by the wildlife than to introduce an endangered species,

not finding one here, but to introduce one. That would cause
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nothing but hardship in my--in my opinion, and I believe

it's going to be introduced, anyway, and we need to know

that it won't be introduced as an endangered species but

on the experimental non-essential basis, and, of course

,

along with the ferret thing comes the expansion of the prairis

dog or even maintaining it at the present level with all

the soil erosion and the weeds that that causes.

The Farm Program and the Food Security Act go to

great lengths to promote soil conservation and see to it

that all the farmers do a good job of farming and control

their weeds and control the soil erosion and the water

quality, all that, and we are going to let these prairie

dogs just keep on going and ruin as much land as they can.

The third thing I would like to address is the

multiple-use concept that BLM should be more concerned with,

especially livestock grazing in particular. Under the Taylor

Grazing Act, that's what BLM was originally fur, and in my

opinion they should be working more toward multiple-use con-

cept and not so much toward wildlife and land acquisition.

Thank you.

MR. KIENENBERGER: My name is Dean Kiencnberger

,

and I will be testifying on behalf of Montana Stockgrowers

Association, Montana Public Lands Council

Association of State Grazing Districts.

First issue is land acquisition and disposal

REPORTING
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This issue needs to be explained and presented more clearly

in this RMP. Many of our members are concerned with the

amount of highly -productive private land identified that

meets acquisition criteria versus marginal BLM land acreage

available for exchange. While it has been explained that

the acquisition and disposal process will be between willing

parties and the large amount of private acreage identified

is due to the possibility of a lack of willing parties, ther

is concern over BLM's real objective in identifying such

a large amount of acreage for possible acquisition.

We realize there is a growing public interest in

having the Government own more land. However, BLM director,

Cy Jamison, has a policy of no net gain of federal lands.

Any acquisition plan must comply with this policy.

We are very concerned with any proposal for more

land acquisition for elk habitat when consideration should

first be given to population management of wildlife. Even

though the State of Montana is responsible for population

control, very little has been done to address this problem.

The BLM needs to sit down with the State and determine

realistic population goals and habitat objectives . At the

present time the sky seems to be the limit.

The preferred alternative states a reduction of

2, 591 cattle. This reduction will have a negative economic

effect on not only the ranchers themselves but on the
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economies of the local towns. The BLM must realize the ranch-

ing industry is a constant and stable aspect of these

counties. Any reduction in livestock AUM's or private land

out of production will only hurt the people who have managed

both public and private land and have improved the condition

of these range lands or have -been--as has been quoted by

the BLM.

We also understand that the maps identifying the

lands are incorrect . This needs to be corrected.

It is stated that any acquisition will be on a

willing-party status . However, condemnation by the Federal

Government has been used in the past, will it be an alterna-

tive in this RMP for acquisition?

In regard to the private lands identified for

acquisition , who identified the acreage and were the private

landowners involved in the process? If not, this is a

terrible abuse of private owners --landowners and their private

property rights . Were outside groups involved in lands being

identified, and, if so, who were they?

Management of BLM lands is very important - Many

times we hear the concern raised by the blm as to lack of

manpower and finances to keep up with lands and programs

nresently operating. Acquiring more lands and developing

more management options, which need more manpower and money,

will not decrease this concern. It will only require more
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and more taxpayer dollars.

We are also concerned with ranching operations

being disrupted if a party who is in another part of the

county or who is not the permittee trades private land for

BLM land within another rancher's allotment.

Second issue is access to BLM land. The Bureau

need to monitor this proposal very closely. When more roads

are established , there are more costs associated with manage-

ment and maintenance. The BLM will need monetary resources

which may lead to the possibility of taking funding from

other projects.

Increased access could also lead to more weed

spread, game displacement, and disturbance of other uses

of the resource

.

These questions should be asked: One --are there --

are there other roads where access is already available?

and, two --will additional access benefit the resource?

Issue No. 3--off-road vehicles. Off-road vehicle

use, as well as access to BLM land, should be handled on

a case-by-case, area-by-area basis. Meeting and working

out a solution through communication and cooperation is the

best way to settle these problems instead of a blanket policy.

Issue No. 7--riparian and wetland management of

watersheds. We appreciate that livestock grazing will be

used as a tool to meet the objective of riparian and wetlands.
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we would caution, however, that the definition of wetlands

has not been determined and is still being discussed among

many agencies, organizations, and people. The BLM and the

livestock operator must work closely together when developing

a management plan in the area

.

In several places it .is mentioned livestock forage

allocations would be granted on newly-acquired land if they

are compatible with wetland management objectives, It has

been documented that properly -managed livestock can help

manage the forage , and we would encourage the use of livestock

in these areas to help with wetland management.

We feel the BLM should closely look at the logic

of excluding herbicides and prescribed fires in the wetlands

complex. Some form of weed control will be needed because

weeds will eventually grow. When and if noxious weeds occur

the BLM should be required to control them as is everyone

else in Montana

.

Issue No. 8--elk and bighorn sheep management.

As was stated previously , in regard to elk management , the

first criteria should be population management of wildlife.

It is premature to discuss habitat until population levels

have been identified.

Issue No. 9--prairie dog and black-footed ferret

management. Many questions need to be answered before we

can even consider supporting this issue. Questions such
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as funding , the establishment of a non-essential experimental

population of ferrets, prairie dog control, the assurance

of private property rights protection, the assurance of the

continuation of livestock grazing, and range improvements

to provide for more forage to keep the livestock AUM's con-

stant.

Tn addition, the law requires that an economic

and social analysis be completed when critical habitat is

identified for a threatened and endangered species. To our

knowledge, we do not know of such an analysis.

Issue No. 10--ACEC's, and that's the areas of

critical environmental concern. It is our opinion that the

designation of these areas is the creation of defacto wilder-

ss . In regard to the Azure Cave ACEC, if this area is

advertised is there any assurance that what the BLM is trying

to protect, that is bats, will not have so much public atten-

tion drawn to it the batB will be driven away? It appears

that special -interest groups have had an inordinate amount

of input in identifying these ACEC's.

We would like to thank the BLM for this opportunity

to comment, and a letter will be forthcoming.

MS. ABRAHAMSON: Because I have a signature like

the president. I wander better with the microphone. I am

used to this. I would like to applaud everybody who is from

the older generation. They have never been to college.
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on now will not survive. This includes Malta, and this is

my home. This town has been and so has the entire county

basically supported by agriculture. "In 1990," quote,

"agricultural sales contributed nearly 2,000,000 to our

economy," by Jim Sands, from Farmer Stockman, October issue,

in 1991, so you can see it remains Montana's mainstay.

in Phillips County, the Pegasus Mine is also a

big plus, as several other businesses have been in the past,

including American Colloid and even Ruby Mine. I hope it

stays, because during these dry years we really needed it

for our tax base. If they take away and we lose Pegasus,

we could end up back to farmers and ranchers again, and we

better pray for rain, because they are the main economic

support of our county , and we have got excellent support

from the mines.

Let's get into the issues in the JVP draft. The

study for this was dons in the last three years, they say,

and rainfall and snow has been almost non-existent for the

past ten years in this area, which hasn't benefited the range

lands at all. This study, therefore, cannot be long term.

The draft also contradicts itself in so many places

it's almost a joke. if this draft or study was only done

recently, three years, since 1983, then why on Page 133 does

it state that in the last ten years five sales have been

completad to accomplish this plan? What happened to the
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They do not like speakers, and I think you are doing a fan-

tastic job.

I hate to bore you this evening. I do have five

long pages. I have read this book. It's five hundred and--

what did I say--twenty-nine pages, I believe. I had several

professors when I went to college who would be very dis-

appointed in me if I answered with three sentences or even

three paragraphs. Please bear with me.

From a wage earner 's standpoint --means I don

t

have a title behind my name--I hope you don't hold anything

against me, and with an open mind. I am going to make a

few comments, and I am sorry if I repeat what others have

said, but I think it just proves how important and how each

one of us believe in the same points, and as a wage earner

do you think that this proposal , if put into effect , is going

to guarantee everyone ' s job here in the three affected

counties , especially Phillips , where 1 reside? For genera-

tions the people have worked the land and the wildlife have

managed to survive and also to reproduce in mass numbers.

I can't see if you take all this land out of production where

all these people will go. Who will feed them all standing

in soup lines? Remember the Thirties.

The tax base will also be lost from the agricul-

tural point. It will be such a deficit to our local economy

that many of the smaller towns which are struggling to hold
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three years the plan has been worked on and the rough draft

has been made?

Of these five sales three were at the D-Y Junction

in Phillips County, two in Valley County at Hinsdale and

Tiger Butte. Looks like it's been in the planning much longer

and is actually a land grab in 'disguise.

I believe at the last meeting in Malta on this

draft we were told that this rough draft , this large book

,

cost $80 apiece. Where did they get the money from? Our

local taxpayers' dollars from down the line probably paid

for them, and not only the rough draft. How much more will

it cost to get a final copyv Why wasn't this money put to

better use like improving the so-called management that

already exists? Example : Building more reservoirs , ripping

more range land, to benefit the wildlife as well as the

cattle, and they wouldn't have stepped on anyone's toes doing

it.

If this is such a rough draft, how come it is done

in such detail and those representing the idea talk so posi-

tively like it will be accomplished in a very short time?

Rumor has it by the year of 2,000 if not before.

This rough draft said the ferret would also be

good for the tourists, and I don't understand how when it's a

nocturnal animal, and a spotlight will have to be used to

see a ferret . How many tourists own a spotlight let alone
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are out in the toolies at midnight to sight one7 One of

the BLM employees commented whan asked about this at the

last meeting, quote, "I never thought about that," unquote.

Seems like the whole rough draft was written with a whole

lot of
, quote , I never thought of that , included in it

.

On national TV recently Conrad Burns stated that

there were thirty-five BLM employees when the BLM started

in Montana compared to the 600 employees now, and I don't

know what they are doing other than trying to stay out of

each other's way and look busy, as you can't see that they

have bettered the BLM or Montana— September of '91.

I have been through several zoos and wildlife

reserves, and most nocturnal type animals are inside of a

building designed to be a reproduction of their habitat,

including a viewing room, so as to see their activities by

the aid of a nighttime imitation light source. Most tourists

will go to a zno rather than drive hundreds of miles and

not be guaranteed to see anything. Well , I take that back--

cactus, sagebrush, maybe a few prairie dogs.

I myself owned an albino ferret which was mainly

nocturnal most of his life, too. They have a short life,

you know, as their heart beats rather fast. Their average

life span is only seven years. They, too, adapt, as my pet

did. He loved Big Mac hamburgers , bananas , lettuce , candy

,

and especially chocolate.
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feelings would have resulted, and you ask us to trust the

Government

.

On Page 3 7 , this plan also states that they want

to fence the existing, specific , and new reservoirs for 100

feet around the shoreline so as to protect the vegetation

and so that the fowls nesting will not be disturbed. What

will this do to the cattle water? Most cattle are on private

ground calving themselves until the nesting season is over,

so now we have less water for the cows . Will we have two

reservoirs? One for the cows and one for the birds? I

believe I have seen many deer, antelope, and elk go through,

aver, or under the fences to get to water, forage or safety.

Now, tell me these critters won ' t disturb the nesting.

Page 154 , quote , "For acquired land , it's assumed

the average livestock grazing capacity is 5.5 acres per

animal unit month. Based on livestock forage allocations

made on acquired land in the past ten years , allocations

of livestock forage would ( sic ) be reduced twenty -nine percent

where lands are acquired for wildlife habitat," unquote,

if this truly affects so many ranchers maybe they should

all pay their grazing under protest. After all, it's probably

part of these fees that are being used to plan and accomplish

this jvprmp: right?

The natural habitat of this area is not normally

heavy grassland as the rainfall is not here and also the

Page 50 states, "After reintroduction occurs, all

activities which may impact the ferret or its habitat may

require informal consultation with the Fish and Wildlife."

All activities will be allowed except when dealing with the

ferret, it continues on. As we know from past experience,

this is not true. The Government takes more and more control.

Why, this year I even had to buy a permit to go bow hunting.

Who knows? Next year I will probably have to buy a permit

to go potty. Go back a few more years. My grandfather (sic)

is one who helped buy and transplant , as many other farmers

and ranchers did, the elk about the Larb Hills, Then the

Fish and Wildlife now control these, where and how many

permits are issued , or they try to. Why isn't the farmer

and rancher getting a return on his original investment,

since he planted them?

Go back another generation or two to grandparents

and great-grandparents here . They were forced out of their

homesteads along with many neighbors when Fort Peck was

completed. How? When the water raised they moved if they

hadn't already had their land condemned. This is Government.

After the Government condemned the land who else set a price

for this condemned land and paid that--that price to all

the farmers and ranchers regardless of their feelings? With

a little negotiation and planning and time not near so many

toes would have been stepped on again and not so many negative
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type of soil is not right for it . When in reality it takes

forty to fifty acres per cow, this is proof. The rough draft

states that low vegetation causes erosion. in real life

in 1988 all the wildlife or a large portion of it moved out

of the Larb Hills due to no water from lack of rainfall.

where did they go? To the prairies where farmers and

ranchers had reservoirs and alfalfa or hay fields. They

had eaten more grass close to their water sources in the

Larb Hills and since lack of water and close grazing was

gone they, too, moved. Do you see more erosion now as a

result of their over-grazing near their water sources? The

answer, if you don't know, is no.

They talk about soil erosion from off-road vehicle

travel. I don't see it, and talk to any other rancher or

children of. One rain wipes out the tracks, and besides

most folks don't drive off the road with a 525,000 pickup

and abuse it , and besides they don ' t have heavy tires to

withstand the cactus and thorns of nature or the money to

put into them.

Continuing on arosion--let him put more ink in

his little stenographer thing therer--erosion on Page 132,

"These problems include resource damage such as soil erosion

on steep slopes, soil compaction, and rutting from use during

wet periods, destruction of vegetation, and .loss of ground

cover as roads and trails are created and/or expanded.
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rassment of wildlife and a loss of scenic qual ity may occur

due to additional roads and trails .
" Let rne tell you on

my budget I don't have pocket change lying around just to

gas up and head for the country to harass the wildlife, and

what would be the purpose anyway? How many folks would do

this? Usually they hunt for food or fun. I have personally

seen the Fish and Wildlife fly their plana over the wildlife--

example: elk and antelope--to scare them up several weeks

before hunting season opens, many times, and I don't believe

this is right, either. Who are they worried about doing

the harassing when our Government agencies are already setting

the examples?

The Fish and Game have done nothing to improve

their grazing for the wildlife or water resources either.

Only thing is to plant no-off-road travel or no-travel-beyond-

this -point signs and the like. This is the only thing the

public can see

.

"The optimum habitat ,
" quote , Page 125, "for

antelope consists of open, rolling sagebrush-grassland as

free from human encroachment as possible. Their winter diet

consists of at least eighty percent sagebrush. Quality

habitat contains sagebrush twelve to twenty-four inches in

height," and "forbs become important during the spring,

summer, and fall, while grasses are of minor importance year-

long," unquote. I have seen them eat grass and herds of
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Gulch Campground in Land us ky . I have direct descendants

buried in the cemetery there as recently as 1990. I don '

t

understand how one Government agency spends big money to

improve campgrounds, et cetera. Then .later the same or

another agency spends even more money to close it when little

or no maintenance has been required compared to the mass

enjoyment that it brings to the public. We also have had

many family reunions there. There are many held at Montana

Gulch, and it's beautiful, close to where many of them grew

up. It's cool. There are tables, parking, and many trees.

As a Montanan, we have been hit with so many things

recently, even as a nation, including the spotted owl. Didn't

higher lumber prices also affect us, endangered species,

CRP, wolf reintroduction, beef check-off? Water rights a

century old now are being taken away due to many reasons,

the main one wildlife. Hunting rights and increase in the

kinds and number of permits required and even the let-burn

policy. Look how the public reacted when Yellowstone was

allowed to let burn. You say a lot of this is for posterity.

Who is posterity if it isn't us and our children and grand-

children, et cetera? Who are we working the land for?

Throughout this draft it talks about land being

put into CRP. As I see it, it was nothing but a land grab

or attempt in itself. It took private deeded land and con-

trolled it in its use by Government policies and agencies.
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ten to 120 or more have been eating in the farmers' winter

wheat and hay land. If they, the antelope, eat so much sage-

brush all winter long, what are they doing on the crop land?

When I hunt north of Malta we always shoot our antelope

in the wheat and barley 'fields on the Albert Flansaas place.

Let's go back to the, quote, "The optimum habitat

for antelope consists of open, rolling sagebrush-grassland

as free from human encroachment as possible." Where does

that put our roads, fencing, cattle, hunting rights, humans,

et cetera? Looks to me like on the back burner.

Page 156 , " Prescribed fire in the Missouri Breaks

can achieve desired management objectives. Fires in dense

ponderosa pine and juniper increase grass and forb produc-

tion and can benefit livestock grazing." Then this draft

contradicts itself. First we are going to benefit livestock

grazing. Then on Page 157, the very next page, "Uncontrolled

fire can also be very detrimental to wildlife . Fire can

remove large stands of juniper and sagebrush from winter

ranges and reduce or eliminate wildlife populations on burned

areas. The severity of the burn could prevent re-establish-

ment of shrubs for over ten years. This can be a significant

negative impact to wildlife in short and long term if

re _establishment of shrubs does not occur." Probably impact

the cattle , too.

In this draft it says they are closing Montana
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Even the cattle could not graze it , but , oh
,
yes , the deer

,

the elk, the antelope, the wildlife could, if this is not

a wildlife refuge what is?

1 could continue on and on. This is a long book,

as you know, if you have read this draft, you will conclude--

but will conclude saying how are three, four, or even five

blm employees going to manage this enormous number of acres

that this draft proposes to manage when currently it takes

seventy-five, a hundred, or even more farmers and ranchers

to currently manage the same amount of land?

Sincerely, Jan Abrahamson. Thank you.

MR. HOLZHEY: Yes, this is Don Holzhey , and the

biggest share of the things I want to say have already been

said, so I am just going to kind of highlight it and go

through a little fast.

T would like--

VOICE: I think she turned it off.

MR. HOLZHEY: I guess I was loud enough before.

I would kind of like to see a little proof that

they really need any more wilderness, which I think this

is going to end up in in the end, anyhow. This is just makim

a lot of people scapegoats who work with the BLM to put it

through for them. A lot of them I don't think want it any

more than we do.

They have got 29,000,000 acres of wilderness in
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the State of Montana already , and that ' s not counting refuges

and a lot of other areas, and if they do turn us into a

wilderness are they going to manage it like the CMR has been

managed by the Fish and Game?

It's the biggest laughing joke in the history of

America, and it would make most of our forefathers plumb

sick, and then we go to the multiple use, and the blm was

formed by the Taylor Grazing Act, but it looks to me like

they are more acting like Fish and Game and oddball societies

You name them. There are lots of them. I think it better

revert back to multiple use.

We can improve this land. We can have cattle.

We can have game . We used to have all kind of sage chickens

and pheasants. We had hunters on our place from all over

the United States . Kelly Koss , Earl Shores ' family --had

more pheasants than you could ever believe, and they say

in your book that the farming and the sage--killing the sage-

brush for the farming has got rid of our birds. Well, most

of the area out there has got the same amount of sagebrush

as ever, but uncontrolled fox and raccoons has just all but

eliminated them.

Another thing. We have got schools. We have got

hospitals. We have got towns--Great Falls. TV the other

night they don't have the money to run their town or their

courts.
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is properly educated, and I think you are doing pretty good

job--pretty good job of educating down south here, and l

don't think we have done a thing for the rest of this country

that wants this, and I am just going to cut her short there,

because everything else has been pretty well covered, and

I don't know why we can't improve this ground, spend a little

bit of this money on more water for these animals that came

out of the Larb Hills and ate me up two or three years ago,

and I got a real good check for that. They ate all my winter

grazing, tore up two-thirds of my second-cutting bales,

round bales, and I heard the Fish and Game was even putting

a law into effect outlawing round bales. They are a little

upset. They want those elk and deer to have a square meal.

Thank you.

MR. STARR: I will be brief. I don't have anything

written down.

I am the current president of the Chamber of

Commerce, and I should say that I am speaking for myself,

although I feel confident I am expressing the views of a

lot of Chamber members, although we haven't officially taken

a stand on any of this.

We wanted to come here tonight to--so that we didn't

give the impression that we aren't concerned about some of

the things in this plan. In general , I think we are con-

cerned, as many of the people here, about what we perceive
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New York shut off two-thirds of their street lights.

They have been laying off two to 300 county laborers per

month in New York. That's where most of these people want

this. Why? They are broke, too. why all these elk in Larb

Hills?

Go look at their fences and their crops. Go look

at Wes Koss ' crop this fall. A hundred fifty elk in there

every morning, every night, who paid for that damage?

I have got prairie dog towns listed on that map.

I wasn't important enough to be on the map. My name isn't

even on there, but essentially they still want to trade for

all of my deeded except where my buildings are. I have got

a letter to that effect , and there is prairie dog towns

,

two of them listed on me, that aren't there and never were

there. They are between me and the First Creek Hall, and

if this goes through--thase ferrets have never lived in

Meeteetse. why all this hassle up here when they can't even

get along with them in Meeteetse and they have a death ratio

of fifty-three to roughly ninety percent, and if it does

go through where is the taxes coming from and what are the

tax increases going to do to the rest of this county?

We cannot hardly keep our hospital going good

enough here for first-aid treatment, and our schools are

hurting. We need new schools everywhere , and it just said

on TV the other night that only one percent of our population
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as a national movement of sorts coming out of the East which

views farmer, rancher, and businessman in the West as

basically trespassers, and I guess our concern is that there

are elements of this plan which although I believe the local

BLM officials are sincere in what they are proposing and

sincere when they assure us that condemnation and those types

of things are not part of the plan once enacted might become

tools for an agenda that--that they are not in control of.

At the Chamber we are vitally concerned about any-

thing in the plan which would reduce the number of farmers

and ranchers in the county from--from even present levels,

because that will have a direct impact on us, on me as a

businessman downtown. Even if--even if their lands are

acquired willingly the fewer farmers and ranchers there are

out there the fewer of us there will be, and I think some-

times we forget people are a resource that deserves manage-

ment as well as the ferrets and--and the other aspects of

this plan.

That 's all I really would like to say at this point

other than to express our concern that anything which affects

the farmers and ranchers here is of deep concern to US.

Thank you.

MR. STAHL: I guess I don't really know how to

start. This came as a surprise to me.

Basically, I think the public domain, the ownership
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Of lands by public and by the U. S. Government or the State

Governments, Fish and Game, U. S., and wildlife Services,

are kind of getting carried away in the State of Montana.

I think right now it approaches almost fifty percent or

greater in the State of Montana. The numbers in Phillips

County are slightly less than fifty percent., and it Kind

of bothers me, because 1 think that people my age and younger

e not going to have the--the opportunity to use these lands

to make a great state and keep Montana a great state as it

once was, and it seems like as we progress along in the years

you look back on history a little bit, and 1 don't look back

very far, but the more and more we are here it seems like

we are becoming a playground for America, and Phillips County

seems to me to be on the forefront of that, and it's really

sad, because someday I don't think that my children are going

to be able to enjoy the things that I enjoy.

I don't like the idea of a government owning all

this land. I do have some plans that are not fully completed

yet, because I don't have all the information, to maybe help

stay off the ownership of public lands and maybe even control

some of the use of public lands by local people. I hope

to have some of that information by the end of next week,

and 1 guess from there we will progress as we can, but 1

want to go on record as saying that I really totally object

to the piecemeal progressive steps that the Federal
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here , but I. just wanted it to go on record that I brought

it all typed up for you.

Thank you.

MR. EHEAUX: Yes, 1 would like to make one. I

would like to address the wetland and riparian area. There

is two problems I have with it.

One, it has a very vague definition of wetland,

what a riparian area is, and, two, your proposed areas of

the riparians that are listed have a conditional statement

of whether --condition of what the riparian area is . Most

of them are undetermined. Before you make a policy you

should make it clear what, where, and how these riparian

areas are--are going to be affected.

I assume the BLM is going to use the new proposed

definition found in the Federal Register in August for what

a wetland and riparian area is.

I would like to read a petition that is being

circulated in response to that definition. "Whereas, the

prairie potholes and other designated wetlands have been

excluded from the proposed definition of wetlands, as out-

lined in the Federal Register, dated August H, 1991, we,

the undersigned, recommend that the prairie potholes should

not be excluded from this definition of wetlands." Prairie

potholes should be required to meet each of the three

criteria which are used on the new proposed wetland defini-

Government through one organization or another has over the

period of time gradually made to force the people out of

lands, be they private, State, Federal, or whatever. They

seem to want to block it all up and make another CMP, out

of South Phillips County.

It seems like they are spending our own money to

take something away from us that we felt has been taken well

care of for many, many years, and when you use the people

that I really don't think intend for these things to happen--

the local management of these organizations don't seem to

have the control. They are out doing their jobs, doing what

they are supposed to do, for the paychecks they get. Yet

they don't have the control of the final outcome of what

happens to what they are doing.

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service buys Innd in the

State of Montana. The local guys tell us, well, we are only

going to do this. We were told once that the CMR was going

to have public grazing, multiple use. We don't have that

anymore, and it just seems like it's one step after another,

and they are using our own money against us, and I just want

to say that I really don't think that's right, and I don't

think that public ownership of land is a good thing for the

State of Montana or Phillips County.

MS. HOLZHEY: ies, 1 do. Gene says the thing won't

bite. 1 am Diane HOlzhey , and I am not going to read mine
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There are seventy-three signatures on here. 1

am not going to bore you by reading them all. You will

have a copy, because this is going to go to Mr. Gregory Peck,

so thank you.

MR. RECTOR: My name is Jim Rector, and I am from

Glasgow. I am a member of the Valley County Sportsmen's Club,

and we met last spring, spent a great deal of time discussing

in particularity the off-road vehicle travel plan, went

through a great deal of effort, many meetings, a lot of

debate, came up with what we considered to be the best

alternative, provided that input to your management team,

and included in that off-road travel plan was a provision

for game retrieval.

We were told that that game retrieval option would

be included in the off -road travel plan, and we found at

the—at the last minute that it was removed from the off-

road travel plan, and I guess we feel as though we did do

a great deal of effort, made some meaningful input, and we

would like to see the game retrieval reinserted into the

off-road vehicle program.

Thank you

.

MR. KOSS: Yes, I am Wes Koss , and I understand

you want to expand the elk herd in Larb Hills area, and 1

personally know from experience, and I show up at my farming
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along about 7:30 or eight o'clock, that quite often 1 will

see somewhere between ten and anywhere to a hundred of them--

l lose count after that--and I have heard reports that people

have reported elk within fifteen miles of Malta, and I suppose

you biologists would say that farmers aren ' t qualified to

identify these elk, but there is a noticeable difference

between the deer that they usually see there.

I was wondering why--why would you want to grant

this curse on the rest of the county , because they do take

up a lot of what is supposed to be for cattle or your farming

and, believe me, they can do a number on a--on a crop,

especially oats, and then you want to expand the bighorn

sheep into the Larb Hills area, and in your book, the RMP,

or whatever it is, you say that it's not going to--these

changes are not supposed to affect the AUM's for the ranchers.

well , since they haven ' t improved the range land any where

is the extra grass going to come from?

"It just doesn't make sense, and, on your prairie

dog and ferrets, doesn't it seem a little ridiculous to spend

fifteen, 20,000,000, heck, who cares, thirty, for weasel

when we can't get a school built here, we can ' t--you know,

and, as was stated earlier, people are going broke. They

are getting fired. They are laid off in the big cities,

and naturally Congress can't budget, you know. They just

go broke every year earlier and earlier.
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up close then they can walk in, but the average person is

not going to walk ten miles down in there to just look around.

Anyway, I wouldn't. It seems a little ridiculous.

1 think ws need to go back and look at this RMP.

There is definitely a lot of mixups in the re --not listing

a Highway 191, tarred road. Lt isn't showed on the map for

access. Well, we all know that semis can roll over it, so

it definitely should have been listed for access. You can

even get in your little Hyundai or whatever it is across

that road.

Anyway, I think we need to look at this plan a

little more , because there is some --a lot of common sense

things are bad, wrong there, and there are a lot of obvious

mistakes that imply that--things about Phillips County that

could have a real impact on us and i f we all have to leave

because looks like the wilderness and Congress makes a

wilderness out of Phillips County--I don ' t know. There may

not be a real large number of us, but we are still going

to make the statistics on welfare, job hunting, or whatever,

and it ' s going to cost everybody , because ranchers do tend

to make a fair amount of money, anyway, for tax reasons.

It seems like I pay plenty, so we are--we need to look these

things over, look it over a little better.

Anyway, thank you.

MS. BARNARD: Thank you, Chris . My name is Jeanne
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It would seem that we are being very foolish to

promote a weasel, whether it's on endangered species list

or not, for the mere fact that it has absolutely no--no good

uses. Prairie dogs are no good use, so why would the weasel

that's supposed to kill .them be any good use, because it's

obvious they can't keep up. Anybody that's got prairie dog

towns knows that they increase like , well , like rabbits

.

Anyway, true, we are supposed to promote our

endangered species but, good Lord, let's use a little common

sense. This is ridiculous.

As for off-road designations and stuff, any time

you would like to see your little CMP- you come up against

no--no vehicles on these trails. Well, from where I drove

I can see nothing real pretty out there, so what are you

guys hiding behind all these? Everybody knows that that

little trail across there is not going to stop the animals

from migrating across the road.

Everybody has had close calls with--with deer,

antelope , elk , whatever, so I don ' t understand exactly what

a trail is going to affect this refuge, because as long as

you have the trails there, and responsible people should

stay on the trails, they should not go, you know, tearing

up the tallest hill just to see if they can make it. if

they are just going to enjoy the CMR they are going to stay

on the trails, and if they want to see something of interest
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Barnard , and I am also the Phillips County assessor; My

statements tonight are my own. I will issue an official

report of fiscal impact as far as the tax base is concerned

at a later time due to the fact that you are not just talking

land base. You are talking revenues from cattle. You are

talking revenues from the mining industry.

We are seeing a tax shift here, 1986 we saw revenue

sharing which shifted a great deal of the burden to the local

taxpayers. No longer could they rely on another source of

income . At the same time we had 1-105 , which restricted

the counties from generating any more revenue than they had

received in 1986. The impact of that is that if we lose

any value to our county now it will result in an indirect

relationship as far as the mill levy. You reduce the taxable

values. You increase mills. In turn you are increasing

taxes . I believe that ' s a concern of the people here tonight

.

The mining industry and agriculture make up over

seventy-eight percent of our tax base here in Phillips County,

so I really feel that what people are telling you tonight

you need to listen to. The impact is significant. The 1989

legislature shifted the natural gas tax to Helena . we no

longer have that as part of our tax base. Therefore the

burden falls on the mining and the agriculture as our primary

source of tax base here in Phillips County.

In a statement before the December deadline , I
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will issue the impact of reducing these revenues to Phillips

County. At this time I am not prepared.

Thank you.

MR. NOLAND: I am Ken Noland, district director for

Congressman Ron Marlenee , and first let me thank the blm

on behalf of the Congressmen for their consideration in

extending the comment period till December 15th. It was

greatly appreciated.

I think that the system is working . The greatest

asset that you have as professionals is to really listen

to the professionals who are talking to you now. These are

the people that manage. These are the folks that make their

living. These are the folks that vicki said third generation.

These are the folks that have to have the input , and , of

course, the responsibility you are charged with is to consider

their comments during the comment period , but it would be

senseless to have one meeting after another meeting after

another meeting if we weren't serious about what they are

saying.

Somewhere , sometime , it has to stop. Somewhere

,

someplace, we have to talk about jobs, income, protection

of individual rights. Your plan is great. You have done

your job. You were--you were charged to do it. Now it's

time for the people to come back in. If there is ever a

place, Chris, and you know this, that it will make a
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Hills that ' s really small , but there is a lot of wildlife

out there, and 1 appreciate wildlife. I am one of the biggest

anima 1 lovers you will ever find, but I have also seen what

the domestication of wolves can do, and consider all the

children in Montana. From what I understand three children

in Montana have had their arms removed by, quote, domesticated

wolves. Now, I am out there. Am I supposed to let my

children run around in the Larb Hills knowing that wolves

might be possible in my yard to rip their arms off, and

another thing I feel is that if you are going to domesticate,

if you are going to try to increase these populations of

these endangered species , why not do it close to the city

limits where city people can have their children possibly

endangered? That's one thing to consider. It angers me

that something like that could be possibly even considered

when you don't think there are people out there, but we are

out there , you know, and , like we said, this is the third

generation of people. Not only--I mean my generation is

pretty educated. We go to college, and -if all else fails,

heck, we can go out and get a job somewhere else, but that's

not the point

.

The point is that we are the result of the blood,

sweat, and tears of generations and generations before us.

I think you need to take that into consideration about who

made it so that you could be in your job and be in the posi-

dif ference , that the people will make a difference , it will

probably be here in Phillips County. They understand. They

are stewards of the land. They came here tonight to tell

you please listen.

Thank you.

MS. KOSS: My name is Michele Koss. I am not

—

this is my first meeting. I have never been to one of these

before. I come from the city in one of the largest agricul-

tural areas in California, and 1 have seen what these land

takers can do to small communities, because it has happened

in my own community, where just an old man had decided to

save up his- -his money and retire on a piece of property

and farm the land, just enough so that he had something to

do for the rest of his life and. provide a little more comfort

and stability for his family when he retired, and people

just like the BLM thought , hey , it would be a great idea

just to re zone property and , you know, push this little

rancher out, and his life was destroyed. Well, not only

was his property taken from him but me, a taxpayer, my taxes

were increased as a result of this mass movement to take

over agricultural areas, which I really think is a big concerr

of a lot of people around here

.

My other concern is--is the replacement of

endangered species like a wolf. I am coming from the big

city, and now I am plopped into the center of a pit in Larb
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tion that you are in now--our families.

That's it. Thank you.

MR. abrahamson: My name is Willard Abrahamson.

1 have never done much public speaking, but I will keep it

brief and to the point.

I have heard a lot of reference tonight to the

future. I right now have a year-and-a-half -old son. I would

like to know what's your definition of the future, and I

hope there is one for him in Phillips County.

Thank you.

MR. OXARART: Yes, I am Greg Oxarart. After having

read and reviewed this management plan, a lot of the people

that were responsible for producing that document are here,

and 1 think if you would just listen to the people and abso-

lutely go home and do something about your mistakes in this

thing we could probably live with it and that, like Mr. Noland

said, the system is working, and if you will just listen

to us. We go to meeting after meeting and yet we still have

the same inaccuracies in this document, and if you would

just go home , and I am talking to you guys mainly , because

you are all hcre--Cene, Mike--if you would just go home and

do that I think we could probably live with this, and you,

Chris, Loo. You have the power in your hands to rectify

some of the wrongs that are in this document, if you will

just do it.



MR. KOSS: I am Edwin Koss. I got a question for

you, Chris, first thing. Have you ever seen ths movie "The

Son and the Morning Star"? How about some of the rest of

you fellows?

That's a story of Custer and, you know, he run

over them Indians for years there, but when they finally

organized he got what he needed.

That's what's going to happen here if you keep

going. Everything will lay you back around here. Kind of

reminds me of a rapist. He thinks it don't make any

difference. He thinks he is going to get your own way , have

it your own way, whether we kick and fight or whether we

don' t.

Thank you.

(A recess was then taken.
)

(Question-and-answer session, Chris Erb presiding. )

MS. PAULETTE SHORES: My name is Paulstte Shores.

I am married to Dan Shores, and his folks homesteaded nut

south. Recently, Chris, you appeared at a chamber meeting at

which I was present , and I asked you. I said , "Are the land-

owners out in the south country worried about losing their

land?" and unless I misunderstood you you said no.

It seems to me, looking around, you have landowners.

You have chamber members. You have commissioners. You have

county assessor here. They .ire all worried about those people
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nrds , you don ' t hav

n amend it to suit

introduced?

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. EVA OXARART: In other

to go by what you tell us now. You i

yourself?

( Response by Mr. F.rb.
)

MS. EVA OXARART: Am I --

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. EVA OXARART: Am I to believe then what you

tell me tonight is not necessarily what you are going to

do tomorrow?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: isn't it a Communist state where

the government can come in and take your land and own it

all and we are just serfs?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. eva Oxarart: well, when they had the first

meeting out at the First Creek Hall there was not one person

there that wanted the ferret, and when it come out in the

Phillips County News there was no opposition to it. what

good does it do to have these meetings?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Oh. Okay. Thank you.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TROY BLUNT: My name is Troy Blunt, and 1
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losing their land. Maybe you should --people should listen

to us . We don ' t want your land acquisition. We don ' t want

your wolves . We don ' t want your ferrets . We want our land.

Thank you.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. EVA OXARART: My name is Eva Oxarart, and I

want to know if your CRMP orocess is voluntary or mandatory.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: I don't believe it any longer

is. Is it? T. think It's mandatory. We have to go by your

CRMP; isn ' t it?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Yes , I am.

(Response by Mr. Erb. )

MS. eva OXARART: Where--when and where did you

get permission to 90 on the private land and do all the tests

and whatnot that you say--that is in that book?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Yes.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: So you didn't go out there on

the private land?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. EVA OXARART: Is it also true that if the fer-

rets are introduced out there that the wolves will not be
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like to know who was responsible and their thinking behind

their disregard for the CRMP group recommendations to off-

road vehicle travel and game retrieval stipulations

.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. TROY BI.UNT: And they arc the ones that made

the decision to override the CRMP recommendation?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Can I ask you why?

( Response by Mr . Erb.

)

VOICE: But why?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. TROY BLUNT: Was no game retrieval stipulation

considered in the economic effects being you were allowed

to change it?

( Response by Mr. Otto .

)

MR. TROY BLUNT: Loss of hunters.

(Response by Mr. Otto .

)

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. KEVIN SALSBERY: Kevin Salsbery. When you

were talking about enforcement of this, are we going to be

inundated with a large number of BLM personnel or whom to

enforce?

( Response by Mr. otto.

)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: in that regard, I would like



to Know--my name is Jim Rector again. I am speaking on behalf

of the Valley County Spartmen'a Club. We are particularly

interested in this game retrieval issue. If the Montana

Department of Fish, wildlife and Parks' game wardens are

the enforcement agency for the game retrieval , did you gather

any input from the Montana Department of Fish , Wildlife and

Parks ' enforcement division concerning the enforcement of

off -road travel, and if you did I would like to knnw who

you talked to and when.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. JAMES RECTOR! Do you have any--rio you have

any written correspondence concerning the enforcement of

the game retrieval from Fish and Game enforcement people

in Region 4 or 7 or Region 6?

{Response by Mr. Otto.)

(Response by Mr. Fahlgren.)

MB. JAMES RECTOR: I guess my concern was that

we are using the Fish and Game as an excuse for eliminating

the game retrieval option. I would like to know where it

came from in the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and

rks.

( Response by Mr. Miller.

)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: 1 guess my concern is--is that

we went through the CRMP process . We went through the process

.

We put in ou~r input. The input was pretty much overshelming.
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MR. FRANCIS JACOB: My name is Francis Jacob, and

I live out along the Dry Fork Road there, and 1 would like

to know who made the determination that the lands from there

to the CMR should be on the off -road travel, no off-road

travel, and another question I want to ask you isn't that

just another attempt to bring the CMR farther north?

(Response by Mr. Erb.
)

MR. FRANCIS JACOB: Well, 1 guess maybe I didn't

get that question quite asked right. I wanted to know what

the criteria was or what--did you have a good reason for

even designating that area as an off-road travel area?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. WES KOSS: I would like to address this enforce-

ment issue because either way I have never seen any of the

six hundred and some employees enforce anything out on the

range, SO whether they are--you have to get out there and

ask somebody where the gut pile is when they are out there

retrieving their game or whether you got to go out and make

sure the people ain't driving all over the roads and all

over the hills , either way you got to enforce one way or

the other, and if you ever packed out any of the larger game

animals distance becomes an issue because if you are in the

breaks area an elk will get very heavy by the time you pack

it a mile or so, so I--I would say, you know, for the most

part you do need game retrieval.
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I believe, at least in Valley County. I am not sure what

happened in Phillips and Judith, but in Valley County, and

the game retrieval was included in that preference because

0-0 4 of the public input, and now we have a decision made by the

£-5 5 management team to remove game retrieval, and that decision

was not based on public input. That decision was based on

what--and we hear enforcement, and if enforcement is the

reason why it was removed then I want to know who in the

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks told you they

couldn 't enforce it.

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: One more thing. Then I will shut

up and sit down.

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: The reason I keep harping on

this because I happen to be a commissioner for the Fish

,

Wildlife and Parks, and I guess I want to make certain that

the Montana Department of Fish, wildlife and Parks is not

being used as a scapegoat in this decision.

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: Thank you.

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

MR. JAMES RECTOR: That's what I wanted to say.

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

(Response by Mr. Erb.)
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Thank you.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. EVA OXARART: This is the final thing?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: It's a draft, but you are still

going to do all this stuff. it's not the final then.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: In other words, you are shoving

it down our throats.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. STEVE BARNARD: Yes. I would like to know

how you are going to enforce this. What kind of plan are

you going to have so you know that they--of f -road vehicle

use or whatever?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. STEVE BARNARD: What is the penalty going to

be miles from nothing?

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. KEVIN KOSS: Kevin Koss. 1 would just like

to make a comment, first of all, that if this thing on off-

road vehicle travel is implemented so they won't be able

to retrieve game the Fish and Game's plan to increase the

elk herd from 2700 to 4500 in their proposed area— they won't

have to do anything but sit back and watch it grow, because
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if you don't get the retrieved game there is going to b«--

hunters are going to be .limited to where they are going to

hunt. They are going to go somewhere where they can get

in there, because they are not going to walk ten miles -just

to find something.

Second of all, as going along with this off-road

vehicle travel, someone mentioned earlier about traveling

with a motorbike or four-wheeler, which quite a few of the

farmers and ranchers have now, and I was inquisitive of this

myself, because I use a motorbike tn travel on a lot of our

land that is on BLM to gather cows at times, because it's

such a long circle with the horse, and I would like to know

what the stipulations are on that.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY; Yes. This is Don llolzhey again.

Just talking about vehicle permit, if you want to go out

in your pasture--kind of sounded like that. Is that what

you were meaning?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: And then you would probably have

to have a license , signal lights , brake lights , like Gene

Barnett was telling me he had to have before he could go

up and down the CMR to look at his cattle? He would have

to have liability insurance on his four-wheelar. This is

no joke. Cost him $175. He had to have his four-wheeler
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street level to drive down the CMR. I think we need an impact

statement written up, formed up, by all the cattlemen and

all the wheat farmers and ranchers, whatever you want to

call us, and 1 think there should be a little bit of regula-

tions on this game that we are feeding. You take half our

grazing rights for game. Now you want the whole dang place

if this goes through and gets endangered species, and we

feed most of that game. They are in our haystacks. They

are in our crops. You can go out there and see deer and

antelope in everybody's fields that's out there, but you

don't find many on the federal right now, and you know it's

true. l think you better get somebody else to look those

cattle over and those antelope over. They run pretty good

together. They run us out--move to the next farmer, next

hay meadow, and if you have to have permits for us to go

out there and run around your blm t think you have to have

permits for your animals to go on us, call us each time they

get hungry. We will let them in or else control them.

(Response by Mr. Erb.
)

( Response by Mr. Otto
.

)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: I thought everybody had equal

rights in America. If you can drive on our land why can't

we drive on yours? You are driving on our land when you

come out there on our roads.

{ Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. DON HOLZHEY: when you drive on a county road

you are driving on our road, you guys from the north. We

paid funds to build that road. How many funds did you guys

pay to build the roads, county roads, or the highways?

( Response by Mr. Otto.
)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: I know the feeling the public

has , the Fish and Game , and all we see is improve hunter-

rancher relationships. You better throw the Fish and Game

in there with that relationship, too . They can stand more

improvement than the ranchers

.

MR. KEVIN KOSS: I would like to go on your comment

that you just said that you guys manage the game.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEVIN KOSS: Is that not what you said?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEVIN KOSS: Well, I don't think that's

necessarily all the way true , because we are the ones that

are taking care of that land. We are going out there checking

on the cattle. If they are taking the grass down too short

in a certain area we move them. That provides good for our

cattle as well as the game that are there. We don't want

the grass to get grazed down. We got to keep up the fences

there, and also these other areas that aren't on the--on

the BLM. They don '
t --these animals spend most of their time

on the private land , because all the developments are made
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there. If it wasn't for all the springs we have and crops

up there, alfalfa meadows--they don't go out and spend their

time on the BLM land that's sagebrush and stuff, the type

of stuff that you want to trade us for. They don't spend

their time on that. They spend their time on the best stuff

that the farmers and ranchers have, so therefore I think

it ' s us who are managing the game , not you guys

.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: I would like to make a little comment on

that.

MS. PAULETTE SHORES: My name is Paulette shores,

and, again, my husband's grandfather was one of the first

homesteaders out south , and they come there with nothing

but sagebrush. They developed that land. Those roads that

are out there--most of them were made by the homesteaders

out there going to get fence posts and et cetera. Those

deer--there were no deer when they first moved out there.

My husband's grandfather says that he can remember the first

deer that came into Phillips County. They couldn't believe

the tracks. They tracked them down to see what they were.

Now there are a lot of deer, but those deer and those elk

are being raised by those ranchers.

You are posting signs no vehicles in roads that

were built by grandfathers and fathers of the people who

live out there. No off-road vehicles? I guess that's your



land. You can tell us what to do with it.

(Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. adam KOSS: I just want to make a comment

on off -road vehicles'. I live out here in South Phillips

County , have been there since 1923, and I saw- -this is off

of the carpet, because I didn't get up to speak on prairie

dogs, but I saw them when they were liberal, and I saw the

free range before, the Bureau of Land Management was

established to take uver the range, and, as this gentleman

here mentioned about the total destruction, and they didn't

let them retrieve, 1 gave an awful lot of okays for people

to hunt on my private as well as the public, and I never-

different people would say, well, we will walk in different

eas. That was fine. I like that better than driving from

one place to the other, but I said if you get game, why,

you can drive in and pick them up, you don't have to pack

them out, and l never saw total destruction anywhere. I

saw an awful lot of tracks on the--on the public and the

private both when they--end the worst that I saw on my land

was when the air base was at Glasgow, and I even trucked

few of those people out when they got stuck a time or two,

but I want to ask this gentleman what was—what was total

destruction from retrieving game.

( Response by the BLM.

)

MR. ADAM KOSS: Well, 1 heard this gentleman that
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represents Fish and Game , I guess , over there say that he--

he would like to be able to go in and retrieve, and I have

been familiar with the section of CMR down there and even

when there was range allotment , and I can recall when it-

it had quite a number of cattle that were supposed to be

equal, ana the last when my son had that allotment down there

there are thirty -three sections on that and he is allowed

sixty--sixty-some head, sixty or sixty-one head of livestock

on that thirty-some sections, and that didn't—you or the

Fish and Game or the--or the CMR, the Federal Fish and Game,

and as for not being able to retrieve down there I don't

see any reason for it, because I know how much it takes to

make— to make Lotal destruction out of anything. Prairie

dogs come the closest to all the things 1 have ever seen.

If everybody saw this one little area of grazing allotment

and little area of my field in one corner in the last two

years, they would have thought it was very close to total

destruction, and, by the way, it takes—on a stretch of land

a mile long it would take a guy driving with six-inch tires-

he would have to drive eight strips up and down in order

to destroy an acre, and I don't believe that anybody—wouldn '
t

quite be an acre then if he had destroyed it completely like

it was plowed, only cover a foot, takes eight and a quarter

feet on a mile to make an acre, and there is an awful lot

of acres in the public domain and the private, and I don't
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believe people should have to pack from anywhere on the CMR,

in our area or--or any other area, and if I give a guy per-

mission to hunt on my property I would not request him to

have to pack. I have had to pay taxes for this since 19—

thirty years, I believe, in Phillips County. That's all.

MR. TROY BLUNT: Troy Blunt again. 1 have one

more question for your experts. How will the off -road vehicle

travel restrictions change if the prairie dog complexes in

South Phillips County become ACEC?

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. TROY BLUNT: So if they become ACEC's the off-

road vehicle stipulations would not change?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: I would just like to ask for a

show of hands of those people that support the idea of --of

installing, reinstalling, the retrieval of game. I would

just like to see a show of hands all the people that are

in favor of putting game retrieval back in the plan.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. WES KOSS: As this acquisition deal has focused

on gaining access, I would say that most of these off -road

designations have been the closest to the CMR. Why would

this be so? If you are trying to gain access, why would

you close off all off-road vehicles? What good is it to

gain more access?
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(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. WES KOSS: well, if the BLM, say, from by the

Robinson School on across to Sun Prairie, the Midale Road,

Regina Road, Sun Prairie Road, Content Road, most of those

areas you get quite close, and I don't know of too many

ranchers that--that won't let a- person get across a mile

or two to some BLM ground if tha t ' s where they want to hunt

,

because that issue is already, you know, been done with.

The public has the access to hunt on BLM ground if that's

what they choose to do, and basically you have to give them

the access somehow, but I mean a rancher is not going to

tell them to parachute in.

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. WES KOSS: Well, true, but why would you want

to limit the off -road, as Francis said earlier? why would

you want to isolate that area from— from, you know, from

the road on south? That makes for quite a long walk into

the CMR area.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. WES KOSS; Well, once again, on the access

issue, 191, BLM Road, Midale, et cetera, aren't listed for

that reason, totally picture. Then you come along and see

that there is no—no off-road vehicles, well, starting from

where?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)
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MR. WES KOSS: I hope so.

(Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: I am Paul Cornwell. I am from

Glasgow. My question is its a provision for the non-

ambulatory handicapped still intact in the preferred alterna-

tive?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: Then I go back to the enforce-

ment question. How in the devil are you going to enforce

the situation when you gat handicapped people out there with

the ability to travel off road in vehicles and yet you can't

go off road to retrieve game?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: T realize that, but there is

not enough game wardens in the State of Montana , let alone

in Region 6, to enforce that situation in that strip of ground

between CMR and Willow Creek Road.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: Then as far as the roads that

will be left open in that area we were told by Terry Hueth

in Glasgow before he transferred that the roads that would

be left open for travel in that area would be the ones that

matched up with the designated roads on CMR. is that correct?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: We were told that precisely
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things, Chris, that 1 really dislike about the CMR is people

that built this country can't even enjoy it now, because

they can't walk into that country at all, and you have got

restrictions where they can ' t go down there and drive and

the people that homes teaded , blood, guts , and tears , that

built this country, with you guys and your decisions you

have limited them. You have put them back in their rocking

chair. They cannot go and enjoy what they worked for for

years . That wasn ' t part of the question. That just kind

of hit me. If that's your answer, Chris, that's what I want

to know.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: It's Tim Bruckner from Malta,

and what I was wondering is about you mentioned that there

will be ways during hunting season that we will be able to

drive out and fence or whatever we need to do, and what I

was wondering are we going to have to come to town and get

a permit to go fix the fence or--or, say, if we have a cattle

buyer we are going to have to go drive seventy miles and

get a permit, you know? You said there would be a way to do

it, but you don't have it definite.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: Yes, because you said--l mean

if we have to get a permit to go fix our fence for where

the bulls or something knocked each other through or--if
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that's what it would be are the ones that matched up with

the designated roads on CMR would be the ones that were left

open for vehicle travel.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Response by Mr. Fahlgren.
)

MR. PAUL CORNWELL: Thanks, John.

VOICE: Who decides what roads will be left open

,

what roads will be closed?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. BILL FRENCH: Bill French again. I have got

a question for you. I want an honest answer, Chris. You

can have a little time to give it to me, but if you were

going hunting a deer, wanted to go hunting, would you rather

ask me to hunt on my place or would you rather ask the manager

of the refuge, game, like the CMR, or something like that?

Your call.

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. BILL FRENCH: Well, how--I would like to go

a little further. You know, like Adam Koss said, l have

never turned down anybody who wanted to hunt or how they

wanted to do it , how they get their game . They can take

their pickup and go get it, or would you rather shoot one

down in the coulee and pack that out? If you have--you have

all the restrictions that your team is setting up on this

off -road travel thing and retrieval of game, and one of the
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we are faced with a year in prison, thousand-dollar ' fine

,

that seems a little steep, I think. Wouldn't it?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: You know, the way that—that

he said there was nothing definite.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: There is nothing definite now?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. tim BRUCKNER: It should be, because that would

be kind of a nuisance, wouldn't it? I mean even if we could

get a permit that would be kind of silly to have to run and

get a permit to go out and look at the fence.

That 's all I have.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. DIANE HOLZHEY: Yes, I have got one. Yes,

this is Diane Holzhey . I saw in the book there where the

land that you would trade us for on the land acquisition

on the mineral rights that the land that you would trade

us you would keep the mineral rights on your BLM land that

you traded us. Do we get to keep the land

the mineral rights on ours?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. DIANE HOLZHEY: Thank you.

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. DIANE HOLZHEY: A little bit.

trade



(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Are you going to change the definition?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. KEVIN KOSS: Kevin Koss again. I--I have a

question, first of all, for the Fish and Game guys here,

first of all, how do you guys count these elk and come up

with the number you think are there? I don ' t see any over

there. Nobody here can answer that?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. RON STONEBERG: I am Ron Stoneberg with Fish

and Game , but 1 am not responsible in this area , but we fly

them. Generally an aerial survey is what we do. One thing

I would mention on that elk plan to make sure you understand

that. When they talk about the whole Breaks that includes

the south side of the river and the north side. When they

talk about increasing the elk they are talking about all

the increase on the south side , so make sure you get that

.

MR. KEVIN KOSS: Well, that may be fine, but I

have seen those elk swim that river, so it doesn't matter

where the increase is--south or north. The point is I was

just going to comment on them flying to count these elk.

Maybe I am getting off the subject, but, anyway, we flew,

we have a plane, and we have flew around there at times just

for curiosity sake wondering how many elk are on our own

land tearing up the area and have seen very few, and 1 am
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the elk like we do, though? That's what I don't understand.

How do you propose to control all the elk if you take them

to a certain part of--how do you propose to keep them in

that area if you don't want them to actually expand into

our own back yard?

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: But you want to make a--set

an area for them. If you are willing to set an area for

them you have to set a way or some other method of controlling

them, not pass the buck on to Fish and Game to control them.

That doesn ' t--

( Response by Mr. Erb.
)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: It's a problem that will actually

grow rather than being a solution, all right, but we would

like a solution. You see what I mean?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. WES KOSS: When a rancher proposes to run the

cattle out there, if he manages the land, he is managing

the cattle to make money, so if you are managing a habitat

you have to manage the elk and the game, too, don't you,

or else, well, then, if somebody else is managing your cattle

on your land they could overgraze it till it's--there is

nothing left. If you are letting Fish and Game run elk and

stuff on your land, if you ain't watching over them to manage

what they are doing, manage the elk also, your land is going
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a bow hunter, so sometimes on the same day or the day after

I will go in there hunting, and there will be elk running

out of every little cranny in that whole area, and you guys

say there is room for areas suitable for expansion of elk.

Well., you guys are looki-ng at your BLM land and saying there

is room for expansion. Well, sure, there is, because all

the elk are on the—on the land of private owners, because

they are doing all the --all the improvements to the land

,

like I mentioned before , the hay ground , the farming , the

water. Those elk aren't going to go out, for instance,

in our pasture that contains most of our leased land from

the BLM. They are not going to go out there. There is

nothing out there but greosewoods , washouts, sagebrush, and

hardpan. They are not going to be out there. They are- up

in our prime grazing land, so as far as having room for

expansion there is none. The elk are expanding as far as

they ever have. People talking about seeing elk as far away

right next to Malta here. That's plumb ridiculous, because

the population is overcrowded already.

(Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. DON HOLZHEY: They never do anything.

MS. MICHELE KOSS: That's why you want to acquire al

private lands, so you can have all the elk yourself, you mean?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: Will you shoulder the burden of f
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to take--you know, it's going to get hurt.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. WES KOSS: Well, then, on your proposal for

the bighorn sheep, where is the extra grazing going to come

from? Is it going to come from out of the cattle allotment,

out of the elk, or just going to shoehorn it in there and

say it added no impact?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: There will be. There is livestock

all over them.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Is that still fifty/fifty?

( Response by Mr. Grensten.

)

VOICE: I thought the rule was you take fifty per-

cent and leave fifty percent for the wildlife

.

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Whoopee.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

VOICE: What makes you think they are going to

stay on that land that you have designated for those bighorn

sheep? Thev are moving further out like everything else has.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. KEVIN KOSS: If you are leaving this management

up to the State what are you guys even doing in it?
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MS. eva ojcarart: They are acquiring the land.

MR. KEVIN KOSS: rfe have enough trouble battling

with the Fish and Game to keep the population of these animals

down. You guys--you' guys coming in here- -are you going to

acquire the land and sell it to them? Are you going to

acquire it, run the elk for them? Grow sc^e crops or some-

thing so the elk will have something to eat? is that what

you guys are going to do?

{Response by Mr. Erb. )

MS. MICHELE KOSS: Why don't you practice that

on your own land first?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: People have been screaming for

years on this. You haven't tried it out. You aren't going

to try to acquire more public land first if you aren't even

sure it works on your own land? That makes no common sense.

MR. DON HOLZHEY: Let the Fish and Game do it.

MS. MICHELE KOSS: Fish and Game is only in charge

of the animals. They are not in charge of the land. That's

the BLM's property. That's their business to take care of

the land.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: Can you define that word reintro-

duction?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)
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MR. DON HOLZHEY: You bring us one proof that he

has ever been in this county before. Prove it. He has never

been here.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: I haven't seen one, stuffed one

or any other kind. There never has been one here.

(Response by Mr. Grensten.

)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: They weren't brought in Phillips

County.

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: None of my relation or anybody

I have ever talked to in South Phillips County has ever even

heard of one.

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: He didn't know if it was a mink

or a ferret. He was a kid. There is not too much difference

if you just get a glimpse.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: There used to be Indians there,

too. Seen a lot of teepee rings. You going to introduce

them?

( Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. KIM EHKERUD: Chris, I guess I think that ACEC

is a defacto wildernsss . Can you further explain what ACEC

is and how--why you said that they need a black-footed ferret
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habitat as an ACEC wilderness, just what that means?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: If tbmc are nocturnal animals,

those ferrets, how are you going to know whether they are

still out there or not, if they are surviving?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: That is natural, in their natural state,

collars?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. VIRGINIA KOSS: Virginia Koss, and I have spent

a year or two in South Philips County, and I remember as

a child the devastating numbers of those fat, little, yipping

creatures as I rode along in the wagon over trails of South

Phillips County. I, for one, do not want to see prairie

dogs reintroduced in huge numbers like they were then, and

I do remember the government sponsored cowboys on horseback

poisoning those and nearly exterminating them from our country

For years we didn't see them, so I don't think we need them

back, and in more recent, very recent, weeks I understand

that the papers in Wyoming are saying that they have black-

footed ferrets--more than they know what to do with down

there now. They have put the electronic devices on them.

They have multiplied, and now the papers are full of stories

of what are we going to do with them. I remember at the

last meeting you said we only needed 300 producing pairs
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of ferrets to be—to take them off the endangered species

list. If this is so, and the story of how they are producing

in Wyoming, why then do we need so many acres in Phillips

County reserved for prairie dogs?

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MS. EVA OXARART: How are you going to count them

if they are nocturnal?

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MR. BILL FRENCH: Bill French again. John, right

now on your best guess how are you going to put the ferret

in Phillips County? As an endangered species or the

experimental non-essential list?

(Response by Mr. Grensten.)

MR. BILL FRENCH: Can you guarantee anything like

that?

(Response by Mr. Grensten.

)

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. KEN BLUNT: Yes. In your plan you are saying

BLM will comply with Section 7 consultation requirements

of the Endangered Species Act. If you have a non-essential

experimental population that relieves you of those Section 7

consultations. If you get that non-essential experimental
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designation you still intend to comply with the Section 7

consultation?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: Well, excuse me, part of the proble

of Section 7 consultation burdens you people with having

to have conversation with u. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

any time you want to build a reservoir or fence or anything

that could in any way affect the habitat out there of the

prairie dog, ferret, whatever, so, anyhow, you have had non-

essential experimental population designation relieves you

guys of that burden, and in here in this plan it says that

you, you know, plan to go ahead with it.

Now, I am just- -I guess the way it says that you

will comply with the Section 7 consultation requirements

of the ESA that, you know, that this non-essential would

relieve you of those duties. What I am asking did you still

intend to go ahead with having to sit on the U. S. Fish and

Wildlife Service's door every time you want to do something.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: Are you doing anything to control

them now?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: But you are not doing anything

now. I know ten years ago on ours there that we lease there

was just maybe a hundred acres of prairie dogs at the most,
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and now there is two, vou know, several hundred acres. What

I. was wondering are you going to control them at all or--

or what is the plan on that?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: There are two different towns

there.

I Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: So far you haven't controlled

any? You haven't done anything as far as decreasing them?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: How big do they get before you

control them? How many acres or--

( Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: What's that?

(Response bv Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: You are not going to let them

get any bigger than '88?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: Has that grown since '88? Have

you Daisoned any since '88 out there?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: Uh-huh, BO you are going to

reduce the numbers?

[Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. TIM BRUCKNER: Okay.
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(Response bv Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: Ken Blunt again. I have got a not he

i

qU3S tion lor you guys . If the rein Production plan should

be slower than it's anticipated and we are not ready to bring

ferrets in hers for a few years are you guys going to go

ahead with your control work and reduction to the '98 levels

in the absence of the reintroduction plan?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: Thank you.

voiCE: About how much money has been spent on

this ferret study and reintroduction, ;-md so forth?

(Response bv Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: Don ' t you suppose it 's quite a bit , all

the manhours of studies, and so forth?

(Response bv Mr. Erb.)

voice: Don't vou suppose that money would be bette 1

spent on education or some other useful enterprise?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: no vou agree with it?

(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

[Response by Mr. Miller.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: Well, I would like to say this:

Fish and Wildlife Service has already said that the prairie

dog level at 1988 is sufficient for them for their ferret

reintroduction, so why wouldn't it be all right?
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(Response bv Mr. Miller.)

MR. KEN BLUNT: They have already agreed that that--

( Response by Mr. Miller.)

MS. EVA OXARART: If they have got all the say

whether to do it or not why are you running it?

(Response by Mr. Miller.)

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: I am Don Hol2hey. Then you said

a minute ago you didn't have any way or means of controlling

these prairie dogs. I think everybody knew Willis Kent,

and he took pretty good care of those prairie dogs, and he

was only one man, that was pretty cheap, and I think you

are kind of putting the cart before the horse. What's your

survival rate on those ferrets, and all the literature I have

got, and I have got a pile of it, the best ratio they have

ever had is fifty-three percent survival, and I don't know

how they come up with that figure when instead it's normally

ninety percent of them have died, and they were founded in

Meeteetse, natural habitat, on their own. If they were meant

to be here I think they would be here. I kind of think we

are putting' an awful lot of money to a big waste, especially

when in Meeteetse the maximum acres they used was 6,000 acres

on the white-tail prairie dogs, if I remember right, and

every dog town you have out here--you are going around the

outside measuring it, and anybody that lives out there that
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has hunted prairie dogs, ninety percent of that population

is within a hundred feet of tfcs outside primeter of those

dog towns, because they have to move out to find anything

to eat, and the drier it is the more they move out, 80 the

size of your towns Is not very accurate, and as far as this

elk deal, getting thicker elk out here, that's just ahout

as crazy thing as 1 ever heard, because back in Yellowstone

they are turning .the dang wolves loose to kill them. At

least that's what's going to happen, and if I was a hunter

I would way sooner hunt around in Yellowstone instead of

out here. At least you wouldn't get up in there so far--

you might be able to pull him downhill. You pull one out

here you can't go after him. 1 have heard a lot of hunters

say, well, if I get a big one I just take the head, I can't

drive in and get him, and I don't think that's what hunting

is all meant about, and I don't think America meant to waste

money like this on the ferret

.

I was always taught if you did something it should

pay its way, and I don't really think we are going to be

eating ferret. It's the biggest waste of money I ever saw,

and as far as the Fish and Game having control of it that's

the next most ridiculous thing I ever saw, because just any-

body that's seen CMR can look at it each year. There are

more roads getting posted, less access, a bigger wasteland,

and as far as being a wilderness just damn near every acre
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of it at one time or another was homesteaded, had lots of

hay meadows on Holly Flats and lots of hunting. Cattle and

everything was there. There is nothing there now. 1 would

be ashamed to work for the Fish and Game. 1 guess I got

a little too much American blood in me.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. KEVIN SALSBERY: Kevin Salsbery. Chris, I

would like to go back to the land acquisition. Is there

any possibility or thoughts of the BLM going the other way

and disposing of lands non-trade, for instance, to allotment

holders and stuff?

(Response hy Mr. Erb.)

MR.. KEVIN SALSBERY: Right.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: From the sounds of everything that's been

going on here tonight from the ranchers they don't want you

to have their land. You say you are going to trade the land.

They are not interested. Is this plan going to die here

now or are you going to shove it down their throat?

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

VOICE: And there is no way you can force them

to give uo their land?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Is that a promise?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)
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VOICE: Chris, there is a chunk of land in the

Larb Hills there, a stretch of forties. I know the owner

is willing to trade. He also has some land that has probably

been wetland use for you guys. Why haven't you traded that?

It's a finger in the middle of 2,000 acres of deeded land,

but yet you won't trade it. He is willing. It's better

for his management. Yet you won't trade. Why?

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Four forties in a row and a fifth one Up

there, but that's— it's lust a finger out in the middle of

a chunk of 2,000 acres.

(Response by Mr. Erb.
}

VOICE: Yes. Forties I asked about trading. How

come you wouldn ' t talk to me when I asked about trading?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEVIN SALSBERY: The reason why you won't trade

you want to trade your worst ground for some of the best

of ours. If it's not in your favor you won't. If it's an

even swap you won't talk. If our land is twice as good as

yours even swap acre amounts. Then you will do it.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: i have another one , Chris . What 's the--

of course, if this passes, what's the next step that we will

go through? You guys pick a final plan and there is still

something that we don't agree with do we have to call Ron
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Marienee up or what do we have to do next before we 'can change

it?

(Response by Mr, Erb.

)

VOICE: How do you protest?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Response by Mr. Majerus.)

VOICE: Final result--l mean if you have 300 people

that are opposing something you want to do, and back in

Washington, D. C. , they decide it's resolved, that's pretty

tough for all the people sitting here and want something

changed.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: Are you going to the landowners now to

get your changes made? They are the ones that know the

ground. Or are you sitting in your office and still going

through your files that are probably twenty years old?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZhey; Does the BLM--

VOICE: Are you going to take these comments and

use them? I mean put them to use. You guys are actually

the ones writing this whole plan right here in Phillips

and Valley County. It's not Washington, D, C, You have

the ability right now to list every meeting you have been.

No doubt you have had the same discussions, getting the same

input out of it. Are you going to listen to us?
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(Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Is there anything we said at the meeting

at the Armory change any of your minds on anything?

(response by Mr. Erb.)

VOICE: They were recorded up there?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: Don Holzhey. Is it your intent

no matter what happens here to keep the multiple use number

one?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. DON HOLZHEY: The reason I was wondering if

you want to expand all these elk and deer and whatever, sounds

like the Fish and Game has upper hand and the say over you,

but the more you get--who is feeding them in the winter?

They are not out on the BLM. They are not even staying down

on the CMR. They are staying on the deeded land. They go

to the good feed.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Why don't you up some of the

AUM's that you took away from a lot of them there?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Yes.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Well, if the forage is available

for the wildlife.
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(Response by Mr, Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: There have been cattle there

for years.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. EVA OXARART: Is that on the CMR?

(Response by Mr. Erb.

VOICE: What about that north of Burnt Lodge?

How far north of Burnt Lodge?

(Response by Mr. Erb. )

VOICE: Yes, for sheep, whatever.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

VOICE: Iron Stake, whatever, how far from Iron

Stake?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. KEVIN K0S5: You can't say the sheep aren't

going to affect them because there are already- sheep out

of the habitat they expected them to be in.

( Response by Mr. Erb.

)

MS. VICKI OLSON: Yes, Vicki Olson. My concern

is on the economic projection, and I would really urge some

review and stuff on this because quite a few of us have gone

over the economic, and they are all projected, and the higher

number like in the acquisition the higher numbers are used

to project one way and the lower numbers like the 166 is

used—one will go the other way, so they were really in many
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areas made to look the best for the plan the way they wanted

it, and I really think these numbers had better be reviewed

and stuff, because they don't reflect the true picture.

A good example is the Big Bend up here and how much money

it's going to generate, at cetera. There is no way you can

generate that much money by just tourism in the end. I mean

there are a lot of inaccuracies in it, and I feel it really

deserves a review.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

VOICE: One last comment here. Several years ago

we were having a meeting at the First Creek Hall. Gene Miller

made a comment to the group there, and I think it pertained

to everything that we are talking about, here tonight. lie

said in reference to prairie dogs at that time, but he said

don't trust us. Make us put it in writing. That's all I

am asking you. Put it in writing. Give us something we

can live with.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: Michele Koss. I think that's

one thing we need to--l have been in the banking industry

and stuff. One of the things we have always taught is cover

your own anatomy. There is a problem here I see with a lot

of issues like with numbers and facts and things that you

guys said l:hat you have pulled up that when we ask you ques-

tions about it we don't seem to get any actual facts
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separated. The right hand doesn't know what the left hand

is doing, you know. One of the things I find is very diffi-

cult to understand coming from out of this community--I am

not really from Malta. My folks are from Malta--but is that

whenever we try to find out any information no one will give

us exact answers , exact facts , exactly where they got anything

from, and it's just a bunch of bureaucracy. I don't under-

stand it, and I don't want to be somebody who is ignorant

of everything that is going on. I want to be able to walk

in and have the answers laid out right in front of me so

that I can understand it , and I am almost sure there are

a lot of people here who would also like to have the facts.

i would like for you people to get your people more organized

and trained more properly to take down what we have learned

from people in writing saying we talked to so and so. That

doesn't give me an answer.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MS. MICHELE KOSS: I hope so.

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

MR. MUNCIE TAYLOR: I am Muncie Taylor. I am from

Glasgow again. I was to a meeting several years ago about

our power U.ne being changed from Fort Peck to wherever it

went--

(Ren--''onse by Mr. Erb.)

MR. MUNCIE TAYLOR: --and I didn't believe that

674
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these meetings could actually grow into anything, but, by

golly, we wrote the equivalent of our book here thai we have

and that come back tind six months from now or a year they

did the update on it. Now, we got our deadline as of--it's

been pushed back to December 15th I believe it is for comment.

This is going to put it in there the next step from that-

-

if I am the only one that's objecting to this particular

deal I got to go to Washington for it. On that deal, on

the power line, we come back to the meeting we did; T had

to change that silly power line about four times before they

got it off of my land and out of the way of my airplanes

and stuff, but we did get it. T think it's kind of

ridiculous that we are having all these meetings which is

a waste of time because you guys have said it dozens of times.

This is the way and this is the way it's going to end up

is what the equivalent of what you said. I remember, Chris,

you said it's our land. It's BLM. We are going to do what

we are told to do with it, and that's it. What you said

at the first meeting I went to was that . Why do we --hey

,

I am from Glasgow. It's only seventy-five miles, how many

miles we put on to come to these silly meetings, and we are

not going to get change on that. Very little change is going

to be in that thing. Very, very little change is going to

be male of anything, because it's in the plan. We have

decided it already, why not really bring it back when you
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Y-15|' get this final thing? Then let's have something so we can

iron it out here instead of each individual going Lo

Washington or something and we haven't got a Chinaman's

chance. We are just like the Indians back in Custer ' s day.

Only we don't know where, to find Custer because you have

all disappeared. He got what he needed. We won't get it.

( Response by Mr. Erb. )

MR. MUNCIE TAYLOR: You are wearing the uniform,

man. You are promoting this thing. These other guys are

promoting it. Are you going to be wearing your uniform when

we meet Custer?

(Response by Mr. Erb.)

(Closing by Mr. Dave Mari.

)

(The public hearing was then concluded at the hour

of 11:05 p.m., this 1st day of October, 1991.}
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PROCEEDINGS
(Opening by Mr. Dave Mari.)

(formal statement? monitored by Mr. Chuck Otto.)

MR. RYAN: My name is Kevin Ryan, and I am a resi-

dent of Lewistown and an employee at the Kendall Mine. I

will make a short statement that I have--can you hoar me?

Can you hear me now? All right. I will start over again.

My name is Kevin Ryan. I am a resident of Lewistown, an

employee at the Kendall Mine. I will make just some short

comments

.

I have reviewed the JVPRMP fairly extensively and

have a lot of concerns about it and will address those in

a letter. However , my major concern is the preferred

alternative for the Judith Mountain and South Moccasin scenic

area as an ACEC. It would--essentially would draw 4,566

acres from mineral entrv.

T think that the BLM under the NEPA regulation

is able to moritor mining using visual resources as a

criteria and that this is lust an unneeded and unnecessary

step to take.

In the EIS it's admitted that it's very difficult

to assess the economic impact from withdrawing this area,

and T think that would need to be looked at a little closer.

If we were allowed to dn individual projects based on their

own merits we would be much better off.

A-
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I am also very concerned about the precedent that

would be set by withdrawing << scenic-view-shed area. I,

like anybody else, wants to have a nice place to live and

don't disagree with that. However, I think the scenic view

shed can be used to stop mining without any chance of the

company being able to respond to it or having a chance to

develop something that could benefit the community

economically

.

That's all I have. Thank you.

MR. GRINDE: Mr. Otto, I defer to the question

part of the session, if I might, and I will hove a statement

then.

MR. MACHLER: My name is Hal Machler. I am from

Lew: stown

.

I oppose this Dlan on principle. The disposal

of certain portions Is great, but the further acquisition

of lands, private lands, by the BLM or any other government

entity is I think really bad for our whole economy and system

This can only take ground away from the county's tax base

because of the 600,000 to 100,000 ratio. It limits what

can be done with our natural resources. Any more than that

I just oppose this plan on principle.

MR. CASBFN: My name is Mike Casben. 1 am a resi-

dent of Lewistown. I work at C. R. Kendall- I prepared

some remarks. I thought I would read them so I don't lose
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my place.

1 entitled this "Why Alternative E? " . The BLM has

chosen to pursue Alternative E, the most restrictive and

costly alternative formulated in the JVPRMP. I oppose this

course of action for a number of reasons.

First, 1 see this as a continuation of the massive

trend of removing lands from productive use. Since the I960'

the Federal Government has locked up 97,000,000 acres of

Land in wilderness, scenic and other designations, that

effectively reduce the land to a single one--recreation.

This represents untold potential for wealth generation that

is lost to us, to our children, and to succeeding generations.

The number of acres removed from productive use in this manner

continues to increase. In light of this, why not choose--

why choose the alternative that tiea up the most land? Why

not buck the trend and develop an alternative that would

dispose of federal lands?

Secondly, the cost of acquiring and administering

thi 631,719 acres in Alter ativ ould be an additional

676

burden on the taKpayers of the United states. In this day

and age of burgeoning federal deficits, why does the BI.M

choose the management ulan that will cost the most? At the

previous meeting on the JVPRMP held in Lewistown, Mr. Gene

Miller of the BLM stated that, in part, the choice of

Alternative E would allow more effic: anagement of the

NO REPORTING
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BLM's checkerboard— checkerboard holdings. A much more

economical solution to this problem would be to dispose of

these troublesome properties. That would ease the BLM's

burden and insure productive use of the lands in question

.

The land-sale revenues wpuld, of course, go towards reducing

the federal deficit.

Finally, the designation of areas that have good

mineral potential as ACEC's must be based on the erroneous

assumption that mineral development and aesthetic and environ-

mental values are completely incompatible. This assumption

is highly prejudicial and unfair to all the people of this

area who would benefit from such development. Designation

as an ACEC effectively removes an area from practical con-

sideration for mining. Why choose such a restrictive course

of action? Why not back off and let developing projects

be considered on a case-by-case basis?

In summary , I believe that the course chosen by

the BLM is a continuation of a harmful trend for the country.

I would like to propose that the BLM develop a sixth

alternative , one that shrinks the size of its holdings in

the JVP management area instead of increasing them.

Thank you very much.

MR. FINK: My name is Bob Fink. I am sixty years

old. I have lived here all my life, and this resource manage-

ment plan appears to be a land grab as the BLM has unlimited
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funds. They can buy 500,000 acres and perhaps write a bum

check that won't bounce.

The black -footed ferret made his demise at the

hands of the government trapper, not the farmers or ranchers.

The few survivors are fo.und on a ranch property in Wyoming.

I, for one, would like to see. the black-footed ferret survive,

but the BLM has many prairie dog towns ranging from small

to large. Additional land purchase is not necessary.

The magic word today is riparian, and the BLM wants

to manage our riparian. To do this they must manage our

streams. We do not need a bureaucracy managing our streams.

In the past the BLM has drilled wells in the coulee

bottoms and forced the cattle to destroy the riparian . l

give you Fargo Coulee as an example. They also are draining

our aquifer to fill fishing ponds.

The BLM does not obey our State water laws or they

wouldn ' t do this. T give you Frizner Dam Coulee as an

example . A depleted aquifer will haunt future generations.

The BLM has 1.9 million acres of LU land purchased

under the Bankhead Jones Act and millions of public

domain land, and they still want more. To this I say enough

already

.

MR. LANGLEY: For the record, my name is Gary

Langley. 1 am executive director of the Montana Mining

Association.
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Our main concern regarding this document is the

land withdrawals that— that would seem to be unprecedented

particularly in the administrative fashion in which—in which

the BLM intends to conduct these withdrawals . We feel that

this would set a precedent not only --not only in this area

but --but state wide.

For example, if an area is going to be withdrawn

from mining simply because it can be seen from Lewistown

,

and this area incidentally is very highly mineralized , what ' s

going to happen to Cooks City, where one of the major gold

discoveries of this decade has been made , or in Whitehall

,

where a mine currently is operating producing more than

100,000 ounces of gold a year and employing 125,000 people?

Just to simply withdraw land and in thi3 case administratively

withdraw land without any Congressional action is simply

a cop -out for management , in our opinion.

We in the mining industry face where-to withdrawals

now. Forest Service wilderness. We face future Bureau of

Land Management withdrawals as that issue in Congress. We

face other administrative withdrawals besides those posed

in this document , and we face future
,
probably future , with-

drawals as adjustments, and we hope they are only adjustments

that are made to the federal mining law, so we take all the

land that's been here administratively or--or Congressionally

withdrawn either as wilderness or because—because it's being
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studied for wilderness--we are looking at almost 12',000,000

acres of land in Montana that --that is being withdrawn fmm—
from mineral entry. Now, that ' s--that ' s an area the size

of some--some eastern states and some foreign countries,

as a matter of fact, so we feel this is simply--simply too

subjective

.

The other--the other point I would like to make,

and I am going to submit some formal comments by December

15th, but I would like to address the economics just for

a moment. It seems to me that you are using either outdated

or very inaccurate information in your--in your economics

section. You say that the— this document would affect

approximately ?500,OOO in mineral values, but yet when C. R.

Kendall went into operation they produced 21,000,000 in mining

values in 1991 alone, so I think before we start talking

economics maybe we had better take a look and update that

section a little bit.

The other question I have, and I guess I would

just like to know, because someone at the table asked me

,

because economics is one of the --one of the issues that '

s

been raised in this document , how many people here are

interested specifically in mining in this area? Could you

stand up? Thank you. So I really think that before the

BLM tampers with this document any more it probably should

update its economic values.
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The other inaccuracy that I feel that either exists

in the document or is subject to challenge is --is --is where

it would withdraw approximately 3500 miles of river as wet-

.land for wetland considerations. Now, the question is this

document was written before President Bush issued his new

criteria, so you are basing your document on an old manual

that will be outdated by another one that will be issued

sometime in 1991 and therefore withdrawing more land than

you should under--under what the president has—has given

as his criteria as wetland management, so I think you probably

should--should relook at that—at that section, because new

criteria has been released since this document was--was

issued.

When you are dealing with- -with minerals you are

dealing with something you can't see. Vou are dealing with

something that you can only--only really develop where you

find it, and I don't think you have really been very careful

in what you have done as far as withdrawing very-highly-

mineralized land from mineral entry. Where you would with-

draw land simply because it might be a habitat for black-

footed ferrst—you are looking at your watch; you want me

to quit—production of cutthroat trout which really aren't

an endangered species at all or threatened in any way, so

I think we in the mining industry are concerned about a clean

environment and are concerned about wide land use , but I
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really think that this document is not the way to go into

it, and I hope that the impacts on the economy and the

precedence that it will set are just too overwhelming for

you to adopt it the way it's written, and I hope you will

revisit the document before you make any final consideration.

Thank you.

MR. HELLER: I am Jim Heller, and 1 represent the

Winifred Tavern. No, not really. I didn't expect to come

to this meeting tonight, wasn't dressed very good, but I

just wanted to say that I am just a simple man, just a worker

and that I support--you know, I like the wildlife. I like

everything about it, and, you know, we need that, but we

are a species, too, and I think that it's important for us

to work and make a living for our family, that I am just

opposed to the BLM deal. I don't maybe know all there is

to know about it, but I know that--that anything that takes

away jobs is not good.

Thank you,

MR. HANLEY: I hate to do this Lo you guys, but

I am going to have to read this, because we want to move

it along.

My name is Jerry Hanley. I was born and raised

in Lewistown and Maiden areas. My heritage is from a mining

background, and I inteno to preserve that heritage and those

opportunities for my children and their children and others

like me. I have been in the mining business for twenty years.

I reviewed the BLM's Draft Judith Valley-Phillips

Management Plan EIS dated July, 1991. This is a rather

lengthy , complicated document that takes a great deal of

time and patience to study . It's unfortunate that something

that affects the common man like us is almost beyond our

reach to get into. I know that you BLM folks have been given

a job to do and you have to make your best effort at it.

I hope yon listen to the general public here and not to the

overpowering out-of-town or out-of-state anti-development

special -interest groups

.

Although I am concerned with all nine issues pre-

sented in the Draft EIS, I am particularly concerned with

three--hard-rock mining, the South Moccasin and Judith

Mountain scenic area , and Collar Gulch , and to save a little

time I am going to skip one of those here and it will be

in the written statement.

As anyone who has reviewed this EIS knows, each

issue has five alternative plans discussed and presented

for selection. The BLM has chosen their preferred alterna-

tive, m each case that is Alternative E. To me, the E

stands for eliminate development and opportunity.

The South Moccasin and Judith Mountain scenic area-

this area has apparently been chosen as an area of critical

environmental concern because in someone's view it is
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visually undisturbed and it contains a large block of public

lands. Excuse me. They call that BLM land. I thought it

was public lands. What this amounts to is a view of the

South Moccasins and the Judith Mountains from the Lewistown

area and the highways coming into Lewistown would remain

unchanged. The EIS proposes that, quote, "This area would be

managed to protect the visual resources from surface-

disturbing activities," This type of management would mean

the end of timber and mining developments and many possible

recreational developments in that area.

On Page 332 you recognize that the general nature

of the restrictions could and probably would make some mining

projects unfeasible. You state that ten exploration projects

and two potential surface mines could be foregone in the

South Moccasin and Judith Mountain scenic area.

Page 231 states that this would have an unavoidable

adverse impact on some hard-rock mining development opportuni-

ties.

Page 213 it states that positive economic effects

and tax revenue to Fergus County would be lost but that some

revenues might be regained by recreational use. You go on

to say you don't know how the recreational-use income would

compare with the development, the resource-development income.

T can assure you that the resource-development income will

far outweigh the recreational. After all, this is a look-
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but-don ' t-touch management, and just how much money can some-

body spend viewing an area of critical environmental concern?

How do you propose to visually pro Lee t all of the private

lands adjoining and surrounding these public lands? How

do you remove the present view of the old Hanover open-cut

located on the end of the South Moccasin Mountains or the

view of the surface mining activity in the North Moccasins

or the new transmission tower located between l.ewistown and

Limekiln Gulch? That's in the view. There is a logging--

logged-off area in the southwest foothills of the Judiths

and the logged areas on the east side of the South Moccasins.

These are part of the view. They are there. This view

doesn't seem to bother the folks that live around here.

This is not a wilderness area , not even close . Don't try

and make it a poor excuse of one.

To move on to the Collar Gulch issue, the EIS

proposes to designate this another area of critical environ-

mental concern . I understand there are three factors involved

--the Tate Poetter Cave--I am not sure of my pronunciation

on that--the existing BLM Collar Gulch Trail, and the fish

inhabiting Collar Creek.

I have never been to the Tate Poetter Cave, but

I do know of many caves in the Judiths. Most of these are

accessible from underground mine workings and are quite

impressive . Caves are quite common in the limestone forma -
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mining claims that are already there and attempt to purchase

private -owned lands in the gulch.

On Page 231 of the EIS you state that withdrawing

the Collar Gulch ACEC would have an unavoidable adverse impact

on hard -rock mineral development opportunities.

Page 135 says that high mineral potential and pro-

ductive forest lands are acknowledged within the gulch.

How can you take that away from us?

The Tail Holt Mine, located on the southwest slope

of Collar Gulch , was developed by my grandfather , Mr. George

Wieglcnda , in the late Twenties and early Thirties . My family

held the claim and maintained it for some! years. Right now

a group of local men have the mine. They have been working

it . It's got good potential. Your proposal was written

into that.

He has given me the get-going here, so we are going

to have to skip some stuff here.

Collar Gulch is mineral country . There is no doubt

about that. There are minerals there. There were minerals

produced in the past. This is important.

You propose to purchase forty acres of patented

mining claims in the gulch. I can save you some time and

effort right now. 1 and my family own a portion of that

ground, and we have absolutely no intentions of selling that

mineral property. I fully intend to investigate the potential
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tions around here. I look forward to looking at the Tate

Poetter Cave. I only hope that by the time 1 get there that

it isn't secured with a Government padlock.

The Collar Gulch Trail is a nice trail, and I

compliment the BLM on it. It's a simple trail and could

easily be relocated if it conflicted with some type of

development or the development could possibly work around

the trail. Isn.'t it funny how we can walk along a trail

past an old mine or ruins or an old tin-can dump and say,

gee, that's neat, get the camera, but yet to look at a new

mining operation or development that's supposed to be

unsightly or undesirable? I don ' t understand it

.

The fish-- the fish are a west -slope cutthroat trout

and are classified as a Montana State species of special

concern-~a tongue twister. They are not an endangered

species in any way. I say that you
.

guys are standing in

front of a room full of Montana State species of special

concern. As the working men and women of this country, we

are the endangered species because of proposals like this EIS.

Getting back to the fish, to my best knowledge,

the fish were planted in the creek in 1940. Collar Gulch

is protected by our state's stringent water quality and non-

degradation policies. Why do we need more restraints?

The BLM has proposed to designate 1,616 acres as

ACEC, withdraw their mineral acres, probably suspend existing

E-llI"
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of it , hopefully develop and mine it someday , and I" hope

you people don't take that opportunity away from me or my

kids or their kids. You don't have the right to.

The management of the Collar Gulch should remain

as it is.

In closing, I would like to point to Page 148 of

the EIS which says economics and related problems are cited

by residents as the major problem facing Lewistown. The

specific concerns were poor economy and lack of jobs and

youth leaving the area because there is no work. Nowhere

in the EIS could T find any public statements requesting

the BI..M management tactic that would stand in the way of

development opportunities.

I am knowledgeable and well aware of the positive

economic and social impacts that mining's had in this area

for a hundred years. In the last four years there has been

$20, 000, 000 spent on the small , underground operations here.

It certainly doesn ' t show that in the EIS. I hope that there

is other people here that will back up some of these numbers

and maybe present them.

It's in black and white, specifically on Page 218

and 219, that the BLM' s preferred proposals presented in

this Draft EIS could diminish potential economic and social

support for this small community. ilow can such a proposal

even be consi dered?

3 REPORTING
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Please don't attempt to take away our need, our

hopes, and our rights to better ourselves and our families

in our own environment in our own community.

Thank you.

MR. IVERSGNl My name is Lee Iverson. 1 am from

Winnett. I am a rancher in the northern part of Petroleum

County.

Livestock grazing is the single greatest user of

public lands in this planning area. Why isn't there a picture

of the cow on the front of the cover?

The tax base of Petrolaum County is small. There

should be more emphasis on disposable of public land to put

it on the tax rolls and less on acquisition . This plan

identifies entirely too many acres for acquisition. Those

lands so identified will be on record as subject to acquisi-

tion from now on.

The BLM has no more ability to manage these lands

than the private owners . The permittee needs to have some

input into the management of riparian areas. He is going

to have to live with it from now on, and it will be a whole

lot easier for everyone if all can agree on the best manage-

ment .

Thank you.

MR. DESCHEEMAEKER: I am Larry Descheemaeker

.

I ranch in Fergus County. 1 am also a director of the Montan;
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Stockgrowers , and I am giving these comments on behalf of

the Montana Stockgrowers Association , the Montana Public

Lands Council, and the Montana Association of State Grazing

Districts, and I will tell you right now. Chuck, I am repre-

senting the thoughts and comments of a lot of responsible

people from around the state, 1 and I am going to use my five

minutes , but I will get through it as quickly as I can.

issue No. l--the issue of land acquisition and

disposal. This issue needs to be explained and presented

more clearly in this RMP. Many of our members are concerned

with the amount of highly -productive and private land identi-

fied that meets acquisition criteria versus marginal BLM

acreage available for exchange. While it has been explained

that the acquisition and disoosal process will be between

willing parties and the large amount of private acreage

identified is due Lo the possibility of a lack of willing

parties , there is concern over BLM' s real objective in ldcnti

fying such a large amount of acreage for possible acquisition

We realize that there is a growing public interest

in having the Government own more land. However , BLM

director, Cy Jamison , has the policy of no net gain of

federal lands. Any acquisition plan must comply with this

policy

.

We are very concerned with any proposal for more

land acquisition for elk habitat when consideration should
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first be given to population management of wildlife. Even

though the State of Montana is responsible for population

control, very little has been done to address this problem.

The BLM needs to sit down with the State and determine

realistic population goals and habitat objectives. At the

present time, the sky seems to be the limit.

The preferred alternative states a reduction of

2591 cattle. This reduction will have a negative effect

on not only the ranchers themselves but on the economies

of the local towns . The BLM must realize the ranching

industry is a constant and stable aspect of these counties.

Any reduction in livestock AUM 1 s or the removal of private

land from production will only hurt the people who have

managed both public and private lands and who have improved

the condition of these range lands according to the BLM.

we also understand that maps identifying lands

are incorrect. This needs to be corrected.

It is stated that any acquisition that will be

on a willing-party basis. It is stated that any acquisition

will be on a willing-party basis. However, condemnation

by the Federal Government has been used in the past, will

it be an alternative in this RMP for acquisition?

In regard to the private lands identified for

acquisition, who identified the acreage, and were the private

landowners involved in this process? If not, this is a
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terrible abuse of private landowners and their private prop-

erty rights. Were outside groups involved in lands being

identified? If so, who were they?

Management of BLM lands is very important. Many

times we hear the concern raised by the BLM as to lack of

manpower and finances to keep up with lands and programs

presently operating. Acquiring more lands and developing

more management options, which need more manpower and money,

will not decrease this concern. it will only require more

and more taxpayer dollars.

We are also concerned with ranching operations

being disrupted if a party, who is in another part of the

county or who is not a permittee , trades private land for

blm land within another rancher's allotment. if the land-

owner indicates by December 15th that he is not willing to

sell or trade, the record of decision should not include

these acreages

.

Issue No. 2--access to BLM land. The Bureau needs

to monitor this proposal very closely. When more roads are

established, there are more costs associated with management

and maintenance. The BLM will need monetary resources which

may lead to the possibility of taking funding from other

projects

.

Increased access could also lead to more weeds

spreading and game displacement and disturbance of other uses
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of the resource

.

These questions should be asked: 1. Are there

any other roads where access is already available? and, 2.

Will additional access actually benefit the resource?

Issue No. 3- -off -road vehicles . Of f -road vehicle

use, as well as access to BLM land, should.be handled on

a case-by-case, area-by-area basis. Meeting and working

out a solution through communication and Cooperation is the

best way to settle these problems instead of a blanket policy,

issue No. 6--riparian and wetland management of

watersheds. We appreciate that livestock grazing will be

used as a tool to meet the objectives of riparian and wet-

lands. We would caution , however, that the definition of

wetlands has not been determined and it is still being dis-

cussed among many agencies, organizations, and people. The

BI.M and the livestock operator must work closely together

when developing a management plan in this area.

Several places it is mentioned livestock forage

allocations would be granted on newly -acquired land if they

are compatible with wetland management objectives. Tt has

been documented that properly -managed livestock can help

manage the forage and we would encourage the use of livestock

in these areas to help with wetland management.

We feel the BLM should look closely at the logic

of excluding herbicides and prescribed fires in the wetlands
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any assurance that what the BLM is trying Lo protect , the

bats, wiLl not have so much public attention drawn to it

that the bats will bs driven away? it appears special

interest groups have had an inordinate amount of input in

identifying these ACF.c's.

We would like to thank the BLM for this opportunity

to comment.

MR. WILLMORE: I am Warren Willmore. I represent

the Indian Grazing District and the Square Butte Grazing

Association in South Phillips County.

The Bankhead Jones Act has been mentioned here

Lonight. I want to sav a few words about it. In the Thirties

and the drought the Bankhead Jones Act bought a lot of out-

lying ranches. Their policy was that we in these grazing

districts and private guys that we had to lease that land

for livestock use to make a fair tax base for your counties.

The Bankhead Jones Act increased the grazing oreferences

on quite a few ranches for that purpose. That law is -just

like our homestead law. If we cut that -it would be just

the same as we take you oeople that were homesteaded we just

take part of it --that ' s the same principle as this deal-

cut grazing on that land. BLM administers that land now.

Soil Conservation Service administered it for about fifteen

years. BLM has administration of the Bankhead Jones Act,

but your Bankhead Jones Act was definitely to run livestock
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complex. Some form of weed control will be needed, because

weeds will eventuaJly grow. When and if noxious weeds occur,

the BLM should be required to control them as is everyone

else in Montana,

Issue No. 7--e-lk and bighorn sheep management

.

As was stated previously, in regard to elk management, the

first criteria should be population management of wildlife.

It is premature to discuss habitat until population limits

have been identified.

Issue No. B- -prairie dog and black -footed ferret

management. Many questions need to be answered before' we

can even consider supporting this issue. Questions such

33 funding, establishment of non-essential experimental

population of ferret, prairie dog control, the assurance

of private property rights protection, the assurance of the

continuation of livestock grazing, and range improvements

to provide more forage to keep the livestock AUM' s constant

.

In addition, the law requires an economic and

social analysis to be completed when critical habitat is

identified for a threatened and endangered species. To our

knowledge, we do not know of such analysis.

Issue No. 10--ACEC's, areas of critical environ-

mental concern. It is our opinion the designation of these

areas is the creation of defacto wilderness, In regard to

the Azure Cave ACEC, if this area is advertised is there
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for people to use that land to support their tax base and

their schools, and it appears like now they have power to

cut it.

Also the Constitution of the United States says

the United States is not the— government is not supposed

to own land , so they are going against the original

Constitution that we come under, so they are--the law--I

am beginning to think that laws don ' t mean nothing. It's

what you use today.

Thank you.

MR. SHAMMEL: My name is Alan Shammel . I am

president of the Fergus County Farm Bureau, and I am speaking

tonight for that organization. I am going to be real short.

I would like to read you three of our policies

which I believe pertain to this document. "We are opposed

to further private land acquisition by the State and Federal

Government unless it sells or trades land of equal value

within the area involved.

"We support the concept of private ownership of

federal lands.

"We oppose any action that infringes on an indi-

vidual's right to own and manage private property, including

stream beds, stream banks, mineral rights, and adjacent

private lands. Any erosion of that right weakens all the

other rights guaranteed to individuals by the Constitution.

"
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As you can see, we have some serious problems with

this plan. Alternative A is the only one which we can accept

at all and that one with reservations. It's Lhe opinion

of our organization 'that the rights of the private property

owners whose land has been targeted for acquisition have

been violated.

MR. BROWN: t am Mike Brown. i am a native here.

1 was born and raised here in Lewistown. Jerry Hanley has

pretty much covered my areas of concern, but T would like

to restate some of the things he has mentioned concerning

these areas of critical environmental concern.

They are using this trout issue to try to take

mineral claims away from--away from us up there on one of

the groups that Jerry mentioned that has control of the Tail

Holt Mine Dick's grandfather opened. We have located and

proven several thousand tons of high-grade ore in that area,

and I think this proposal is going to take the opportunity

for us to better ourselves away from us.

This trout that they are calling a native trout

is not a native trout at all. It was planted in there in

the Forties by Waldo Sagnet , a game warden from this area,

and I have got this information from several old-timers from

around the community , and I just- -I really think that we

have to stick with Alternative A all the way through on this

thing. If--if we don't they are going to take everything
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MS. WICKS: Thank you. 1 am Joy wicks, and I have-

we are the wick Ranch Corooration. We live in the South

Moccasins

.

The ACEC side, lhal--all right. ACEC designation

was given to the South Moccasin area without consulting with

the people involved and without an explanation of what the

designation means . We find this repugnant and trauma t ic.

I resent the trauma caused by the implied— the implication

of condemnation.

Access has never been denied to those who call

ahead unless they are--therc are too many hunting in the

area at a given time or fire danger is high. We feel no

BLM right-of-way could serve the public as well as they are

served at present.

Flk habitat. We have enough damage from deer,

and they at least jump the fences. The South Moccasins are

too small an area for more elk. No way would they stay on

the BLM land which has no water. Any viable elk habitat

would require acquisition.

No . 4 . Acquisition . We will not sell or trade

land to the BLM but would willingly buy their problem areas.

We believe the management abilities of private landowners.

No one e.lse has a greater incentive for success. We have

a great example in the Soviet Union at the moment. There

are ways to encourage desirable land use by education and
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away from us.

MS. GROY: 1 will decline my statement.

MR. FLENDERS: What T was going to say has been

said better than I could say it, so I will pass.

MR. PHILLIPS: My name is Dave Phillips. I serve

as the Fergus County extension agent for Montana State

University, and currently I am the president of the I.ewistow

area chamber of Commerce. On behalf of the Chamber of

Commerce, I offer this statement in response to the Judith

Valley-Phillips Resource Management Plan and Environmental

Impact Statement

.

We encourage the Bureau of Land Management to con-

tinue to administer federal lands in accordance with sound

principles of multiple use which recognize and honor the

rights of private landowners and private land ownership.

Those rights are among the keystones of the founding

principles of this country.

We further believe in economic stability and sound

environmental stewardship for our Central Montana area and

believe that both are possible along with private land owner

ship.

In addition to this brief statement , the Chamber

of Commerce will be submitting a more-complete written state

ment and encourage all others concerned to do the same.

Thank you.
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leadership rather than government ownership. Multiple use

can best be achieved as well with private lands as with

government ownership. Therefore the only acceptable alterna-

tive would be a new one, F. Do nothing further but take

care of your present holdings and sell those that are

unmanageable or isolated.

Thank you.

MR. WICKS: I am Joe Wicks, and these are comments

that were written from a local landowners' meeting in the

South Moccasin Mountains.

The South Moccasin landowners object to having

the South Moccasin Mountains be considered as an ACEC for

the following reasons: The three parcels of BLM land,

approximately 1200 acres, are not a large-enough contiguous

area to achieve its purpose as an ACEC.

The vast majority of the land area that is seen

by Lewistown is privately owned.

The present system has been working for years and

the land is in demonstrably better condition than years ago.

After all, our livelihood is directly affected if the land's

ability to produce is hurt

.

As to land acquisition as proposed , we oopose it

for the following reasons: Local landowners' land value

would be devalued because of the threat of land condemnation.

We believe that public ownership does not mean
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better land use or land husbandry.

None of the affected landowners in the South

Moccasins wish to sail to the BLM.

Grazing would be reduced.

The loss of tft* revenue to the county caused by

land acquisition and the corresponding reduction of cattle

numbers is not adequately recovered by PILT.

Land use management that are considered desirable--

recreation, timber management, mining, and so forth, can

be influenced by education, incentives, and other means rather

than public ownership of land. The most-efficient land use

has been achieved through private land ownership. Russia

is a prime example of the disaster of government ownership.

Concerning proposed access, there is no legal public

access now and we feel that is in the best long-term interest

of the public as well as ourselves. We seldom deny access

now "but sometimes we do limit it. Too many hunters in an

area, high fire danger, erosion, spread of noxious weeds,

and so forth , are good reasons to limit access . We feel

that public ownership would not address those problems

adequately.

Concerning elk habitat, factors such as no water,

steep slope, thick timber on present BLM land, contribute

to making the South Moccasin area unsuitable for Elk habitat;

therefore , the elk will inevitably be on private land , and
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Thank you.

MR. HAUPTMAN: My name is Chuck Hauptman. I am

an independent geologist nut of Billings, Montana.

in the first place, this RMP discussed nine issues,

just nine. Is that enough? Well, it certainly is not.

There are many, many more. The laws of the United States

and the BLM's own published mandates and regulations require

much more in the resource management plan.

For example, any consideration of a resource manage-

ment plan by the BLM requires that they consider any land-

use planning available in the county or counties that's being

affected. 5o far I haven 't seen in this document a blessed

thing that refers to anything having to do with the county

or county planning.

The county has the--has the right to plan for

industries necessary to sustain the county, including live-

stock grazing, minerals , oil and gas development , mining,

timber production, recreation, hunting, "scenic enjoyment,

and so forth. in addition, the county can consider multiple-

use and sustained-yield mandates as well as environmental

considerations and grant the opportunity for public considera-

tion.

The fourth--BLM' s plans and regulations require

that federal land use plans analyze and plan for coordination
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it won't be the blm or the Fish and Game who fixes the fences,

provides the feed, and puts up with the various inconveniences

of harvesting the game.

Therefore, the landowners of the South Moccasin

Mountains request that the BLM abide by their own statement

on Page 5, Paragraph 4, in the second column, which states,

"Decisions involving acquisition and disposal will consider

the effect on employment, personal income, business activity,

and social well-being, benefits against the cost of acquisi-

tion or disposal, and the net gain in county revenues when

comparing property taxes with payment- in lieu of taxes". "

We believe that if the above is seriously considered the

BLM will dispose of its holdings in the South Moccasin

Mountains or at the very least not change the present manage-

ment policy

.

Thank you.

MR. PETERS: My name is Tom Peters, and 1 am from

Hilger , Montana . I will make my speech short to save time

.

My grandparents came up from Missouri in the 1 920 '

s

and homesteaded right by the Hilger Mine, and my aunts and

uncles now own the land, and they have got nothing but good

to say about the mine.

In the early 1980's 1 used to live in Hilger and

I used to look up at the mine and I used to hope that someday

I would be able to work up there. Well, it's a dream come

683

and consistency with adjacent land use plans. Now, 'con-

sistency means having agreement with itself as something

else accordant , harmonious , congruous --congruous , compatible

,

not contradictory. I think you read a lot of this stuff

in this present RMP. You see that that doesn ' t apply

.

Coordination means--includes equal , of the same

rank or order of degree of importance, not subordinate.

I am talking about county versus what the BLM does in your

own county.

BLM regulations also state that the guidance and

resource management plans and amendments to management frame-

work plans shall be consistent with of ficially -approved or

adopted resource-related plans of the county and policies

and programs contained therein along with state and local

governments as counties and Indian tribes as long as their

guidance and resource management plans are consistent with

the purposes, policy and plans of the f ederal--federal laws

and regulations.

The BLM must comply with certain land and resource

management requirements. For example, they must include

multiple use under the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act.

A multiple use means that the federal agencies must manage

their land so that all uses on these lands are harmoniously

coordinated. The act states that multiple use means the

management of all the various renewable surface resources
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of the national lands so Lhey are utilized to the combination

that will best meet the needs of the American people , make,

the most judicious use of the land for some or all of these

resources or related services for areas large enough to

provide sufficient latitude for periodic adjustments in use

to conform to changing needs and conditions. Some land will

be used for less than all of the resources, each of the other,

without impairment of productivity of the land, with con-

sideration being given to relative values of the various

resources

.

Also, the National Environmental Policy Act, NEPA,

says , of course , that the Federal Government must include

in their recommendations and RMP--excuse me. Got the

snif fles--any action significantly affecting the quality

of human environment, which they have done eminently well,

I think, in this, when you talk about their nine issues,

but NEPA is a procedural requirement, not a substantive

requirement, because the courts have stated that NEPA has

two aims.

First, it places on the agency the obligation to

consider every significant aspect of the environmental impact

of the act. Second, it ensures that the agency will inform

the public that it has instead considered all of the--of

the concerns, but Congress in enacting NEPA did not require

agencies to evaluate environmental concerns over other
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appropriate considerations . Rather it required the agencies

take a hard look at the environmental consequences before

taking a major action.

Okay. I will go on with a couple of other points,

and I will be through. The BLM regulations state that the

public will have ample opportunity to participate and comment

as we have been asked to, but it also says that the data

upon which the decision making is based the BLM is required

to base their information on the best scientific and com-

mercial data.

I would like to point to a piece of information

which you have heard more of tonight, how it doesn't fit

that. This rmp doesn't fit that requirement. i haven't

seen a single bit of information in this document referring

to grazing or the revenue produced by it or any scientific

data whatsoever or maps about grazing.

FLPMA, the Federal Land Management Policy Act,

requires that there be an inventory of all grazing lands

by BLM. That inventory has never been made, so you don't

know in your county where the Section 5, 3, where the Section

15 lands are. How in the world can you then come up with

a decent economic evaluation in your county when you don't

even--the BLM can't tell you where these lands are and how

much money should be produced from those lands?

By the BLM's own admission, there are no such maps,

A-9

so, in conclusion, I say that this draft resource management

plan or ETS is incomplete , extremely biased, and not in com-

pliance with the federal laws and court decisions requiring

consideration of the economic impact on the citizens of your

affected counties

.

Thank you.

MR. BERGER: My name is Bill Berger. I am an

attorney in Lewistown , and attorneys' handwriting always

second only in legibility to doctors'. I have been asked

and requested by some landowners to give an overview and

address some of their concerns of this range management plan.

First of all, they are concerned their private

property rights are being affected and diminished. They

arc concerned that their ability to earn a living and to

provide for their families is being affected and diminished.

They are concerned that their value of their lands is being

affected and diminished.

In these regards, this plan must contain the follow

ing: preferably a statement that condemnation will not be

used. The mere threat of condemnation affects land values

and the ability to finance their ope-rations. If the BLM

intends to use condemnation, then the plan should say so,

and if they intend to use condemnation then the plan must

state the compensation will be given for the loss to the

entire operation, not just to the lands taken.
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If the BLM intends the acquisition be on a willing-

buyer, willing-seller basis , a statement must be in the RMP

that this will not change, that if condemnation is to be

used then when each parcel is targeted then there must again

be given public input as to the desirability and need for

that --for that land before condemnation is even pursued.

As far as access is concerned, when the BLM intends

acquisition for access, then that acquisition should be

limited only for the access required, and it will not affect

the use of the rest of the landowners' land from which the

access is taken.

BLM lands must be managed for wildlife on a sound

basis in regards to carrying capacity of BLM lands and not

the adjoining private lands. In that regard, the BLM and

the Montana Department of Fish , Wildlife and Parks must enter

into a contract for management of a definite number of elk

on BLM lands. The plan must contain a statement that the

number of AUM's will remain at a number certain.

In regard to the ACEC's, especially as to visual

resources, definite criteria and parameters must be set out

in the plan as to how the ACEC's will affect each landowner

within the ACEC. If condemnation is to be used, a definition

needs to be added to the plan for taking, and that definition

must include any loss or reduction of private property rights

and a statement that such losses or reduction must be compen-
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sated.

Finally, I think that many of the concerns would

be addressed in the purpose clause, if a statement such as

this would be addressed, and that is that the purpose--that

the purpose clause be changed, that it is the purpose of

the BLM and this RMP not to alter the basic economic—economy

and sociology of Central Montana from one of agriculture

and mining to one of tourism and recreation.

MR. DESCHEEMAEKER: I am Dennis Descheemaeker.

I am a rancher and farmer from Fergus County, and I just

want to say that T support the views of the Fergus County

Farm Bureau and Fergus County Stockgrowers

.

Thank you.

MS. LEIN1NGER: Mr. Chairman , this is --my remarks

are in response to Mr. Dave Mari's letter of September the

26th. I wish to thank you for answering my letter.

I am Golden Leininger. I have farming interests

in the very thin strip between Wolf Creek and the Judith

River in North Fergus County . I have a problem that is

serious of elk damaging my grain fields and fences.

May I refer to Paragraph 3, Part A and B, in your

letter, relating to management of game? Why doesn't BLM

plant more lure crops on BLM lands to draw elk from private

land, crop land, where conflicts are occurring, and if any

reduction in elk is to be handled by the NDFWP why hadn't
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MR. KNOX: My name is Dick Knox. I am chairman

of the Missouri Breaks Multiple Use Association. I am also

representative of District 29. This comprises—State repre-

sentative—comprises all of Fergus County except Lewistown,

Petroleum County, and Judith Basin County. 1 will move as

quickly as I can, Chuck.

The proposed plan--I will get into land acquisition

initially. The proposed plan calls for a dramatic increase

in land acquisition by the BLM. Presently land acquisition

is carried out as opportunities arise and exchange of BLM

.lands for the lands to be acquired is the primary means of

acquisition. This approach while surely not perfect has

distinct advantage of basically maintaining the status quo

of the tax base of the communities where the exchange takes

place.

The preferred alternative on Page 78 calls for

a total acquisition of 631,000 acres while calling for dis-

posal of 166,000 acres, a net gain to BLM if this procedure

was carried out to the ultimate 465, 000 -acres , almost 466,000

acres, and a net loss to the affected tax bases of the same

amount, 465,000 acres. This loss of tax base would continue

as long as BLM owns the land, and it is difficult, given

the perspective of the present , to visualize the return of

these lands to private landowners and taxpayers

.

The plans based on Page 79 for exchange would be
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an agreement been made between the BLM and Wildlife to control

the ever-increasing herds of elk and other game, if there

is a conflict of interest. If so, .-/hat is it?

Thank you.

MS. HEGGEM: For the record , my name is Donna

Heggem, Fergus County Commissioners . Following are comments

of the Fergus County Board of Commissioners concerning the

Judith volley Resource Management Plan and E1S.

Land acquisition and disposal. The commissioners

would like to go on record as believing there should be no

net gain in acres of public land through land acquisition.

Land exchanges with willing landowners should be encouraged

for the purpose of improving land management.

Oil and gas leasing and development. The termi-

nology in this section was confusing at best. Alternative E

appears to open more acres for development but places more

restrictions on exploration. More restrictions will further

discourage exploration in Fergus County. Therefore,

Alternative B appears to be more consistent alternative with

the economic development philosophy of Fergus County.

South Moccasin-Judith Mountain scenic area. The

board supports Alternative E. This alternative would allow

development but protect the scenic value of the face of the

Judiths and South Moccasin Mountains on public lands only.

Thank you.
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the primary means of acquisition. Here we must certainly

ask some questions. Number one: How do you exchange 166,000

acres of land for 631,000 acres of land? This is particularly

hard to comprehend when you consider that a significant

portion of the private land the BLM wishes to acquire is

highly developed irrigated land such as that along the Judith

River. This irrigated land has a market value easily ten

times that of the unimproved range land that the BLM has

to offer for trade.

In addition , a large portion of the 631, 000 acres

of private land the BLM would acquire is land that by its

location and quality has a much greater per-acre value than

the BLM land. This further increases the disparity in value

between the two blocks of land.

To say that exchange will accomplish this lopsided

transfer of private land to public land is certainly not

a straightforward approach. Obviously, over the period of

time necessary to accomplish this extremely large transfer,

large amounts of taxpayer money will have to be used. When

this is coupled with the loss of revenue to the counties

,

the lack of resource development on those lands once they

are in federal hands, the resulting loss of jobs, the massive

amount of federal dollars necessary to consummate the land

acquisition, you have an extremely heavy net loss to Central

Montana and taxpayers in general.

AUCH SHORTHAND REPORTIN
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This heavy loss is not necessary . It is not accept-

able to the State of Montana and certainly not to Central

Montana. 1 strongly urge the continuation of Alternative A.

An additional comment is in order regarding land

acquisition by BLM. Approximately 68 , 000 acres of that land

is slated to he farmed to raise crops to lure wildlife from

private crop lands. First, this approach will most surely

increase the number of elk in the area. It is highly ques-

tionable if it will decrease private crop damage.

Basically what will be done is to increase the

acreage of desirable habitat for the wildlife. To assume

that elk in particular will find BLM crops more desirable

is simply wishful thinking.

In the Missouri Breaks the heavy concentrations

of wildlife are always found adjacent to crop land. This

will not change. We will simply have more elk, and private

crop damage will continue as before.

Oil and gas development. Oil and gas development

play a significant part in the economy of the area to be

affected by this plan. The plan calls for very large changes

from the present management criteria. Specifically under

present management 3,231,201 acres are subject to standard

management stipulations. 876 acres are subject to more

stringent special stipulations. The plan calls for 1,474,000

acres to continue under standard management, but 1,748,000
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acres are to be placed under special management. This is

an--this is an increase of 2,000 percent. There is abso-

lutely no question that this will Inhibit oil and gas

development in the future.

We must also Consider that federal and private

land are intermingled all throughout the resource area.

If federal lands in effect are not available for exploration

it greatly diminishes the potential economic viability of

the entire area for oil and gas development.

Again, we find BLM policy proposed, BLM policy,

that would adversely affect the economy of the region. This

is not necessary particularly in a time when our nation is

running huge deficits with imported oil a large contributor.

Alternative A as practiced is environmentally sound and though

restrictive does provide for oil and gas development. T

strongly urge its continuance

.

We get into riparian and wetland management. The

possible implications to livestock grazing on blm lands from

proposed riparian management are very far reaching. without

question, livestock grazing will be secondary to any real

or imaginery riparian concern. The plan states on Page 85

that all acquired riparian areas will permit livestock only

if they are compatible with riparian--riparian management

objectives . This means only one thing. Livestock will be

for the most part excluded from newly-acquired riparian areas.
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I would point out that these areas are presently stocked

with livestock. The loss of this grazing base will decrease

livestock numbers which will in turn reduce the. tax base

of the area and decrease the economic viability of the

community.

Here, again, we have proposed policy that not only

is not necessary. Tt is clearly detrimental to the people

who live and who work in the resource area.

The wording of the management objective and imple-

mentation of the preferred alternative on Page 85 make it

perfectly clear that all existing AMP's in riparian areas

will be rewritten. The wording of this section is very clear.

Riparian objectives will be met first, livestock objectives

second. I submit that the criteria regarding riparian manage-

ment is subjective and therefore subject to interpretation.

Any manager, present or future, would have the perfect tool

to reduce livestock numbers in any allotment that contains

significant riparian area.

I do agree that there is room 'for improvement in

riparian management. However, it should be site specific

in all cases. The allotment holder and BLM personnel can

surely address and correct problem areas as they are identi-

fied.

The definition of riparian area as presently used

in the resource area includes silver sage as a riparian plant.
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It has already been clearly established that all types of

management will be more restrictive in riparian areas. The

inclusion of silver sage as a riparian plant vastly increases

the total riparian area. The implications are clear.

Certainly livestock numbers will be decreased to accommodate

the stringent management criteria.

In addition , the ability to control noxious weeds

will be decreased. Present management practice allows only

wick application of herbicides to noxious weeds in a riparian

area, a very slow, labor-intensive practice that is not as

effective as spraying.

This definition greatly compounds the difficulty

of control of noxious weeds. The Missouri River corridor

is riddled with patches of leafy spurge and spotted knapweed.

Realistic control methods that are environmentally sound

can control the spread of this cancer 'to adjacent private

land. Failure to do so will result in devastating losses

to adjacent property owners.

The loss of wildlife and livestock habitat is fully

documented wherever heavy infestations have occurred. The

resulting decrease in property values has also been fully

demonstrated. The BLM does not now have a noxious weed

program, control program , worthy of the name. Their failure

to develop one is inexplicable and can only harm the entire

resource area. Perhaps the best example of how far the BLM
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has strayed from its basic mission, the protection of the

land, is this fact.

In 1991 the Lewistown District spent a total of

$2,000 for noxious weed control in the river corridor from

Fort Benton to Robinson Bridge. That's a total of 149 river

miles. At the same time the proposed plan . we are discussing

tonight has identified 631,000 acres for future acquisition.

The paperwork on one land transaction alone will cost more

than 52,000. The failure of the blm to protect the river

corridor while at the same time proposing to acquire massive

amounts of new land is a devastating commentary on the

agency's ability to manage the land it is now responsible

for and to develop a fair and a workable plan for the future.

Thank you.

MR. JENNi : 1 am Don Jenni , and 1 represent the

Jenni Ranch. We are located in the South Moccasin Mountains.

There are four issues out there that affect us

directly. Land acquisition and disposal is one of the main

ones. There is over 2400 acres that thsy have identified

for acquisition from our property alone. There is a total

of 5,000 up there in the South Moccasins that they would

like to acquire.

I have talked to the people up at the BLM office,

and they say it ' s a willing-seller basis only , and 1 don '

t

believe that's near strong enough language. I think some-
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fences up there. Used to be able to fix them in the spring

because of the snow breaks. Now you got to go up there more

than once and fix them because of the elk. We don't want

anymore. They don't stay on BLM land.

Access is another problem up there. Right now

there is no public access to the BLM parcels. They go through

the private landowners ' . The one with the bes t road is

through our place. There are several miles of our public

land--or private land, excuse me, they have to traverse

before they get to public land. Then it only reaches one

of the parcels , and the parcels are not fenced or identified

in any way.

At present we let the majority of people go up

there. We do restrict some things--during hunting from fire

hazard--and then the problems with the weeds we are having.

We don't want a public access up there.

The ACEC is another problem. The people in

Lewistown would like the scenic area to be seen. The

majority of the land that you see from Lewistown as you sit

on top of Main Street Hill as you drive in does not belong

to the BLM. The surface belongs to private landowners in

the Moccasins. Even if you include the minerals that the

BLM controls and add this to that the majority of South

Moccasin Mountains does not belong to the Government . It's

privately owned, and at present the view you people in
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day down the road that they are going to come in and there

will be a condemnation procedure. I would like the land

in the Moccasins , and this would include the other landowners

,

they have all come to an agreement that none are will sellers.

We would like all the South Moccasin land for acquisition

taken out of there and at the very least put in the words

that they will never use condemnation for land acquisition.

Another issue up on the South Moccasin Mountains

is the elk habitat . Presently there is approximately 1200

acres of BLM land in the South Moccasins . We lease that

at the present time. Our allotment for livestock is thirty-

five AUM's for the entire 1200 acres. That means thirty-

five cows for one month or if it was used all year around

three cows for the year. The BLM says that they keep half

the forage for us for the wildlife, so that means they have

the ability to keep three cows up there for the year, so

they can have three elk and we can have three cows for the

year. Now they want to call this elk habitat.

Now, this does not take into effect there is no

water on the BLM land, doesn't take into effect there are

three separate parcels that do not connect . We have private

land between all three. The only way they are going to have

elk habitat is by acquisition of more land. That's all that

The elk--they are starting up problems now with
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Lewistown are seeing is a result of how the land has been

managed in the past by the private, and if you like it so

well why don't you let us manage it in the future? If you

want to change things go ahead and sell some of the BLM

parcels. We will find some willing buyers.

MR. HANSON: Good evening. I am Robert Hanson

from White Sulphur Springs. I represent the Montana Farm

Bureau in District 3 , representative from this area.

The only alternative that we can see that is liv-

able from the ag. point of view is Alternative A. D is

totally destructive to the ag. community. There is loss

of private property.

On Page 2 on land coming back 1 noticed that you

referred to transferring the land to private use. I point

this out because it's becoming more sensitive. In the last

week I have read three Government drafts . One of them

referred to private property as non-federal lands or lands

in the hands of the public, and you refer to it as lands

in private use.

Most of us in here feel that we have personal

property and personal property ownership that has certain

rights. Along with this there would be a tax base loss

that you need to run the schools , basic service in the commun

ity. There would be an economic loss to the community.

For example, it seems since I am a cattle rancher
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aver here I am a little more familiar with that part of it.

You have the .loss of 31,116 AUM's, stated to be 2,590 head.

Now, I deal with these guys over here in Fergus County

.

They keep telling me' how great it is, but I have a hard time

swallowing that you can graze twelve months a year here.

That's the only way you can have 2,590 head out of eleven

or 31,000 animal unit months. It's more like five months

grazing, which would have a total of somewhere around 6,000

head you would lose off the tax base.

In your economic evaluation several times you use

a multiplier effect. One that I noticed you did not use

was the value of an AUM by the University of Montana State

by Dr. John Lacey to a community. It has the value of $74.76.

If you multiply that by the 31,000 of animal unit months

that you are going to decrease, that would be a loss per

year of about two and one-third million dollars. We clearly

feel that there should not be any more acquisition of private

property, must only be by a willing seller, no net gain,

and we must maintain the tax base in these communities.

ACEC--boy , you have to say that carefully --of the

Judith and Moccasin is strictly a view shed, and I hope you

forgive the pun, but that ' s strictly a point of view, depend-

ing on whether you are a cowboy, logger, miner, or hiker.

Personally, 1 prefer red heads.

Thank you.
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June 21st. The rest of the plan had a time period of ninety

days starting on July 12th, so new if they are going to .

extend the period are they going to extend a period that

already stopped? The sixty-day period on the ACF.C stopped.

People here talked about ACEC here tonight. Would those

comments be valid to use that were posted after the deadline

in the plan?

Also we have the consistency thing that the people

here have talked about, and that is that the State has a

consistency thing of sixty days, and if they didn't turn

in their consistency program they would have no more say

on this plan.

Now, did this guy that we can't find his name out

who increased this comment period time ninety- -to December

15th or whenever, did this man also increase the time that

the State has to change the consistency? I say no , because

I can't find the paper. The State can't deal on a telephone

call. The counties can't deal on a telephone call, so I

am here to say that the ACEC's that are spoke at this meeting

and that are written as comments here cannot be valid to

be used in the plan in any way, shape or form, unless we

have the name of the man that extended this period.

There are only six people in the BLM with vested

duties that can change CR--Code of Federal Regulations plan.

That's in the federal—presidential appointee. That's Cy
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MR. TROW: My name is Joe Trow, and I am a resident

of Winifred, Montana, and I have had question problems with

the BLM, and the BLM has no problems because the BLM can't

speak. They are dumb. They are ignorant. They are whatever

you want to say. It's l-ike you don't go to the bank to get

your money. You go to a person to get your money.

So what I have to start and say here is that federal

employees which create the BLM must be accountable for both

their actions and their non-actions. Now, if the BLM man

says we I don't know if he isn't speaking for mc as part

of that we. When he puts in this plan it's who signs the

plan, so what I have to ask is who extended the ninety-day

public comment time on part of this book.

If we look at the calendar, December 1 5th happens

to be a Sunday. Now, do we have till the 16th to turn in

these comments or do we have to turn them in by the 12th?

This is just simple , you know, more problems that we don '

t

need. If they want to say we can have till the 16th that's

fine, but we rfant to know the man that can do this, the BLM

cannot do this, so I ask who had that comment period changed.

Then I have to ask where may I receive a copy of this change,

this change of date, this extension, because the laws say

what we have to do, so to me what we have to do is we have

to separate ACEC from the plan.

ACEC'S had a sixty-day time period starting on
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Jamison. It definitely is his name, but we call him Cy.

Then we have five assistant managers who are appointed by

the Secretary of Interior. Other than that we cannot

redelegate their authority to change a CFR regulation, so,

in other words, one of these six men had to do this, so I

did some checking, and I asked here at our locally for the

name of the man, the date it was signed, and it isn't, so

what I am here for I am to say in my own dumb words is that

the entire book should be withdrawn, put a moratorium on

it , and it should be reworked , but not from the book. It

should be reworked from the applicable laws that we have

and the dates. They have had all this time. They have the

laws. You ask them for a copy of the law personally, and

they don't have it. They say we have this authority, but

the BLM has no authority.

It's only the people in the BLM, so what we are

at here at this meeting is that we are talking on ACEC's.

We are having this man spend his time to do it, and by the

law they can't be used to make their determination because

that time ran out in August and at the State office they

are already making judgments on those appeals, on those

comments, so 1 ask how many comments besides Joe Trow's was

placed with the State director prior to August 20th or 21st,

and that's the deadline by our Code of Federal Regulations

on ACEC. They are in part of the book, but they are not
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the entire book, so what I have to ask then is what is the

status of the acec's published in the Federal Register that

was published nn the 21st of Juna, and then how many comments

were written on these, and on the other ACEC items Title 2

doesn't mean anything because the book doesn't separate it.

If you people are making comments how do you know

which you are making a comment on? On the book, which you

have ninety-day comment period, or the ACEC, which you have

sixty days comment period. If the blm has not voted I am

sure that, this doesn
' t come through by some chicken plan.

At least it didn't tell me. It might have told you.

So then we have to get down to where we are talking

dollars that comes to our county. Now, there are people

that made these analyses in this local area. I would like

the names of the people within the agency, BT.M, who did the

analysis on the seventy-five cents an acre on your PILT pay-

ment which we just got in our county yesterday for 5340,000.

With this there is a thing, and it says this is paid for

so many acres within Fergus County, which is in this plan.

By freedom of information the BLM cannot tell us

how many entitlement acres there are in Fergus County. They

cannot tell us how many there are in this plan, but they

sent us a check today.

Now, this same BLM person, can you imagine this,

we have to redistribute this money back to the school
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us how many payments were made from those lands, how many

AUM's they collected for it, how much right-of-way they

collected for it, how much any land use they collected, for

the BLM here in Lewistown can't tell us that. They have

no records of it, but they are sending out this plan telling

us that they have these records because they send us a check.

Now, then it says so directly, it says, pursuant

to the laws listed in Section 4. That includes Fish and

Wildlife and Forest Service lands, everything to make up

the total of this, shall be obtained from the administering-

-

administering federal agency.

I would like to know on public comment is the BLM

an administrative agency of the entitlement lands in Fergus

County, Phillips County, Judith Basin County, Petroleum

County, and valley County, which is in this plan, for not

one of those counties can the BLM tell us the total location

of the entitlement lands . If this sounds complicated to

you it's just seventy-five cents for every one they can't

cpme up end tell us where it's at , and what happened? This

is our school district money. This is a taxing entity.

In the State of Montana you cannot tax without

known anticipated revenues . If they don 1

t know where the

lands are, if they don't know how much the check is worth

they are giving you, how many anticipated revenues does your

school district have, so that they don't charge you so many
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districts from where these lands came from to save you and

1 tax money. If it doesn't get back to the school district

our tax money is subsidizing all of these lands that the

BLM is paying us onj they can't say where they are at) they

won't say where they are. at; I challenge them to tell me

where they are atj i have asked them through freedom of

information where they are at, but yet they send us a check,

and we don't know how to redistribute it, and now we are

not talking pennies. We are not talking— this check happened

to be for 5343,000. it could have been 396,000, but the

BLM didn't tell us how many acres we had to start with'.

I don't understand a plan that has these number

of acres in it. This is Fergus County within this plan,

and this plan cannot tell us where these acres are . Now,

if there were seventy-five cents an acre and wc are missing

10,000 of them it doesn't take a mathematician to figure

it out. We have lost a nickel; haven't we? okay. If we

have this, then the BLM can't tell us of that, and the final

thing on this entitlement acres thing is the amount of

entitlement land within the boundaries of each unit of local

government in Montana. A local unit of government is a taxint

entity. In Fergus County it ' s a school district , and the

last date of fiscal year preceding the fiscal year which

happened in the last two days--thsir fiscal year started

October 1st and ended the 3 0th- -they were supposed to tell
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taxes? The BLM is doing this in the plan. They have done

this in the plan. They were supposed to have inventoried

these lands. There is no inventory of these lands. This

is smoke and mirrors, because we have through freedom of

information the latest update as of September 5th, that the

BLM does not have a location of the grazing lands within

this RMP, this is the Freedom of Information Act, just to

the RMP. They do not have them on the--a copy of the classi-

fied public lands use for those particular grazing by counties

and school district. They don't even have it by the whole

plan, and here they are telling us they have done an

economic evaluation.

An AUM is worth. at least a nickel or a dime, but

it is not transferred, and, if you take from my school

district and put in your school district, I am sure one is

going to lose and one is going to gain at seventy-five cents

an acre, wherever you turn it around, so what we have is

in this plan.

We don't need this plan. This plan is not with

the laws. It doesn't go with our Constitution. It does

not go with our presidential order in 1988. These employees,

not the BLM, these employees have created these promulgated

rules and these things, said here is your check. I am not

tailing you where it came from, and you can't find out, Joe

Trow.
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Now, this is as simple as I can be. I have used

all of your time. I want one last thing to say. If one

thing I have said is wrong and the ELM can come arid show

you people with a document who extended the ninety-day period,

who has the authority to change a sixty-day period for ACEC's

separate from this, please bring it out, and I will apologize.

I will do whatever anyone were to ask me, but I have asked

for this for five years. Now, if you can't get it in five

years T hope somebody here like one of our representatives

has a chance tn ask this man who extended the period of time

for the comments on ACEC s , which is a base that really

restricts our land, and if they can't tell us where entitle-

ment acre lands are and if they can't tell us where our graz-

ing acre lands are they can't pay our payments in lieu of

taxes, which they did pay.

Thank you very much.

MR. BREV1G: Hi. I am Clark Brevig, I farm and

ranch in the Moccasins with my wife, Gail, my mother, Helen,

and my sister, Joan. I am also an insurance agent. I have

some written comments tonight, but basically everybody

covered them, so I will turn them in, but there is just one

thing 1 want to say.

I was visiting when I came in here with some BLM

people, and I was handing out some--a paper with some

addresses on it for you to write to people to tell them your
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opinion of this thing. Whatever your opinion is you should

do that, but the one thing that sticks in my mind, and I

have been sitting here listening to this tonight, and it's

one thing that hasn ' t been said , and it should be.

The other niglrt on the news there was a lady from

New Vprk talking about 19,000',000 acres of wilderness in

Montana . If you take a look at this plan, this plan takes

control from Central Montana of our lands. It's open-ended.

It states right in there any land that they want to they

can designate it for acquisition. It does not say they will

not condemn this land to take it. It does not matter 'if

you are a rancher, a farmer, a logger, a miner, a teacher,

a businessman, what you are doing. Your decision is gone.

What happens to Lewistown, Central Montana, the

counties around us, will happen in Washington. You will

have no more say. Everyone of you sitting in this room

whether you want the view shed, you don't want the view shed,

will no longer have a say. You need to stop this plan.

You need to write to your people and stop it. It can

devastate our county.

They want 400,000 net acre gain. You watch the

news. You watch NETA. You watch the Sierra Club. You watch

all these people. They have mors pull. We are losing one

of our representatives. They have more pull than we will

ever see. They can--administration . Cy Jamison is from
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Montana. He is from Ryegate, What happens when he is gone?

There is no-net-gain deal. That can change. At

that point in time they can say we want those lands for the

United States, for the people in the United States. We arc

going to protect them. Look around you. I am an insurance

agent. 1 get people out here from Chicago, Houston, New

York . They find out where I live , the companies 1 work for

,

and they come out here. They look around at this thing.

They say , boy , this is beautiful . This is really great

.

Hope this never changes.

People will make the decision if we let this plan

go into effect, not us. We can lose our tax base. The

businesses on Main Street will go broke. The farmers and

ranchers will go out of business. The mines will be shut

down. They chop the trees. We will have burned lumber with

all the jobs that were created there, and this town could

end up in trouble. This state could end up in trouble.

It needs to be stopped, and it doesn't matter if

you want the view shed or not. It needs to be stopped.

There is just something--you know, when Donna got up here

to speak there is something that crossed my mind. You know,

this sounds kind of funny, but it could happen, if this plan

goes into effect.

These people worked very hard. They believe in

what they do. They are trying to do the job. They aren't
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making the decisions. They are coming out from back East.

They are trying to do it the best they can. When the decision

comes down they will do it. If they are not they will be

gone. We know.

Change is the only certain thing. The BLM directors

of Lewistown have taught us that. They keep changing and

changing and changing, we need to get organized as a group

in Montana, and that doesn't mean Lewistown. Everything

to stop this plan. If the people back East have their way

and decide that all these mountains--we are going to—we

are going to--the hunters aren't going to be able to hunt.

We are noL going to be able to log. Wc are not going to

be able to mine. We are going to draw a line on the wilder-

ness at the: city limits. Then it may no longer be

Commissioner Donna Heggem. It may be Alderman Donna Heggem,

and it could happen if you don't stop it.

Thank you,

MR. HEGGEM: My name is Chris Heggem. I am repre-

senting Winifred FFA chapter. Many of our parents lease

BI.M land, and the decisions made as a result of this meeting

will also affect our futures. We would like to share our

opinions concerning these issues before us

.

First of all, concerning elk and bighorn sheep

management, we realize that wildlife such as elk, deer, and

bighorn sheep graze freely on private, as well as public.
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land. We also recognize the importance of continued livestock

grazing on state and federal lands to preserve our way of

Life.

We support the limitation and regulation of elk

and deer populations through hunting and oppose the acquisi-

tion of lands solely for elk habitat. However, cooperation

between the BLM and the state is essential in developing

an equitable management program.

For land acquisition and disposal, we are greatly

concerned with the plans for land acquisition and disposal.

He feel that any acquisitions made should not disrupt the

ranching operation or negatively affect the lifestyles of

those who ranch on BLM land. Additionally, the BLM should

refrain from acquiring large amounts of land , as one of two

alternatives will clearly take place.

Number one, the taxpayers could be burdened with

the cost of managing additional land, or the possibility

of management of the land would be less effective.

Finally, I would like to speak on access. We do

support the development and improvement of accsss to BLM

lands used by the public, and we would like to express our

thanks for allowing us to contribute our ideas and opinions.

Thank you very much.

MR. PHILLIPS: Wes Phillips, South Moccasin land-

owner. I will submit mine in writing. Most of the things
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Secondly, 1 would .Like to address the South

Moccasin-Judith Mountain scenic area ACEC. The E1S identifies

negative impact for the mining and the logging by the creation

of this ACEC. The impacts are deemed to be significantly

greater for mining with a likelihood that two open-pit mines

will be foregone. Thn full economic impact of this mining

is not spelled out in the EIS.

The document shows the total value of mineral pro-

duction in Fergus County for 1987 was approximately one-half

million dollars. The gross production of metals in Fergus

County in 1991 will exceed $20,000,000. This represents

a 3,900 percent increase. Assuming the two mines are the

size of the Kendall Mine , which is small by industry

standards, the potential economic loss to the State of

Montana and Fergus County are SI ,000,000 per year in gross

proceeds and metal mines taxes, S500.000 per year in property

taxes, 54,000,000 to $5,000,000 per year in payroll,

S4,00D,000 to £5,000,000 per year in local products--local

products and supply purchases

.

The majority of these funds are of direct benefit

to Fergus County. The EIS discloses that the yearly

economic benefits from all of the proposed combined ACEC's

will be approximately $646,000 per year. The benefits of

the resource management plan could be greatly increased by

excluding the South Moccasin-Judith Mountain scenic area
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have already been covered. I might just add one point that

BLM office is in the view shed of my ranch, so maybe we can

discuss that later,

MR. BENBOW: My name is Robert Benbow, and I repre-

sent the Kendall Mine. I have a short statement tonight.

I do plan on submitting much more detailed written comments

later.

First of all , I would like to comment on--on in

general the creation of areas of critical environmental con-

cern and the Congressional multiple -use mandate

.

When deriving policy for federal land management,

the Congress of the United States issued a strong mandate

for multiple use. Congress also passed legislation allowing

for the creation of areas of critical environmental concern

in certain instances . Congress did not provide good guide-

lines for establishing ACEC's leaving it to the land manage-

ment agencj.es to establish rules and regulations. Since

ACEC's promote .singular use, these two concepts ore often

in conflict

.

Since it is also clear that the intent of Congress

was to allow multiple uses to coexist on federal lands

simultaneously , the multiple -use concept I be Li eve should

clearly take precedence whenever possible . The RI,M has

included lands in potential. ACEC's that could with watchful

management continue as full multiple-use areas.
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ACEC as well as many others.

Thirdly, the Collar Gulch ACEC in the Judith

Mountains. The Collar Gulch area is a historic mining area,

and it has a lot of small miner activity today. As identified

in the EIS, this area has high to moderate mineral potential.

The we st -slope cutthroat trout to be protected

by this ACEC is not in danger of extinction in Montana or

in the United States. Its existence in Collar Gulch is not

significant environmentally, and there is some question as

to ita origin within the area.

Because Montana and the United States has sufficient

laws protecting water quality , this proposed ACEC is redun-

dant, and the BLM could put its management funds to better

use elsewhere.

Tn conclusion, the JVP resource management plan

produces eight ACEC designations which could be left open

to multiple-use mandate with watchful management. The BLM

should re -evaluate the cost -to-benefit ratio of the South

Moccasin- Judith Mountain scenic area . I believe the cost

of creating this ACEC greatly outweighs the benefits of not

creating it. The Collar Gulch ACEC is redundant , and I

believe BLM funds could be put to better use elsewhere.

One other comment I didn't get written down at

this time , and I haven ' t finished at this point , but we are

evaluating what the BLM feels would be the cost in managing
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this plan, and I believe it's going to be staggering and

really something that us taxpayers can' t afford.

Thank you.

MR. HUGHES: I am John Hughes, fourth-generation

rancher on a family operation in the Winne t t-Grassrange area.

First of all, I would like to read to you a resolu-

tion that was passed at the annual meeting o£ the Montana

Association of State Grazing Districts in Billings Friday.

It's entitled, "Federal Government Acquisition of Additional

Lands .

"

"Whereas , the federal Government is identifying

private land to purchase or trade so that the Federal

Government can control riparian habitat , winter habitat

,

and access to federal lands, and,

"Whereas, this acquisition of land decreases

privately-owned land and thereby affects the tax base and

further takes control away from individuals and decreases

and constrains private use of land,

"Now, therefore , be it resolved that the Montana

Association of State Grazing Districts is opposed to any

program or proposal seeking to increase Government ownership

of private land and taking the same out of private ownership

and use.

"

I have some personal comments I would like to share

with you. As a rancher, 1 am very concerned with the Judith
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There is one tract of land that ' s a small tract

of land that's been identified for disposal in my private

allotment that ' s Arthur Individual -Two Calf. I believe that

this parcel needs to be withdrawn for the following reasons:

This allotment is 100 percent government furnished. It has

a working management plan on it. Yet if this parcel of land

were to be sold within this allotment it would no longer

be a private allotment. I would then have a neighbor. if

that were to be purchased by me it would be an economic impact

on the ranch that we cannot afford at this time.

The land is critical elk, mule deer, and bighorn

habitat. It has North Two Calf and Middle Two Calf flowing

through the tract of land. Probably no better hunting in

the whole area. I think that our bow hunting that is taking

place at the present time reflects this use.

Last but not least, this tract of land has wetlands

on it . It has springs known as Bow Springs that has been

there ever since God knows when. It provides enough water

to run water at times a mile down the drainage. It keeps

the drainage saturated for a quarter of a mile downstream.

That must qualify as wetlands.

To get back to acquisition, there is an area called

Dog Creek Hills east of Winifred that's now identified as

an area needing acquisition. In 1988, October of 1988, these

federal lands were targeted for disposal. Our ranch received
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Valley -Phillips Resource Management Plan. We feel the plan

is flawed in many ways. Many landowners who have paid taxes

on land , livestock, and improvements for many generations

will be severely impacted if this plan passes in its present

form.

A few examples arc impacts to livestock management,

cost of AUM's connected with the plan such as the ACEC's--

the one we are closest to is the acid shale forest in Eastern

Petroleum County. Also this lure crop program, endangered

species plan, the riparian plan, access of off-road vehicle

use need to be combined and controlled.

This is a major concern to all landowners. We

support the no-net-gain concept concerning federal lands.

Thank you.

MR. ARTHUR; I am Jim Arthur, a rancher from

Winifred. I have written comments here that I will give

to the recorder here and shorten my testimony this evening.

There is one thing that under land acquisitions

and disposals this plan needs to be so developed and safe

that it will not and cannot be used as a tool for government

to become larger. Government needs to extend or continue

to extend its purchases, its monies, it has to spend on

existing projects and existing commitments that have been

made in the past. We don't need additional public lands

to manage and spend funds on.
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a letter asking us if we were interested in purchasing them.

They wanted to dispose of them. They are now being sought

after as winter—critical winter habitat and sage grouse

habitat. I don't believe that those antelope and sage grouse

found that property in the last three years . I think this

is very poor planning at best.

Talking about off-road vehicle use and access to

public lands, I think the Bureau needs to be very careful

of seasonal use closure. I think what we are doing is provid'

ing--giving the public the opportunity to use what we

purchased for them to use. This is a restriction of use

that I don't think we can--can tolerate.

with that I will pass this in to the recorder and

let somebody else take over.

(A recess was then taken.)

MR. BLAKEMORE: Hello. My name is Gary Blakemore.

I am from Roy, and I got a cold, and I have been working

cattle all day. Bear with me on my voice here. I am going

to cut this real short, because a lot of things have been

covered real good, and it would just be redundant if I would

keep going on.

Anyway, the BLM has identified 631,000 acres for

acquisition, 166,000 for disposal. Okay. We will lose

31,000 AUM's; right? Mr. Otto says no. How come? I see.

r.ook at Page 78. Okay. 78 is a real important page here
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under implementation. It says, "Through land acquisition

and disposal BLM would attempt to maintain the respective

county tax base by selling land --lands that may be identified

through plan amendments." I guess these plan amendments

aren't here yet, so we don't know these lands yet. Let me

read it again. "Through land acquisition and disposal BLM

would attempt to maintain a respective oountv tax base by

selling lands that may be identified through plan amendments.

'

T don't know. Plan amendments.

Anyway, it's an open-end deal, too. Page 78 still.

"In the future additional acquisition and disposal tracts

for exchange may be identified provided they meet the

criteria shown in Appendix A." Okay. In the future--i guess

that ' s for fifteen years we are going to fight with this.

Is that about right? Yes , okay.

I guess that's basically all I had to say. The

elk herd in the Judith Mountains , by the way , is doing good.

The BLM doesn't have to get any more habitat up there. Gene,

just because you didn't stick an elk the other day don't

mean there aren't a lot of elk up there. There are a lot

of them up there so--thank you.

MR. BOYCE: My name is Cleo Boyce , and I ranch

with my family both east and west of Winifred.

It's a major concern that BLM wants to acquire

more land and they don't seem to actively take care of what
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they got, and something that they said earlier in our case

we weren't notified that they were taking a look at a lot

of our land for acquisition, and mainly a lot of my dad's

irrigated, we don't think that like along the Missouri where

there are willows and stuff they have let take over is a

very good example of riparian, management

.

In the Thirties old-timers say it was a rare

occasion to see deer due to ranchers' conservation efforts,

improving range, building reservoirs, digging wells, planting

crop. Population of both deer and elk has increased

significantly. it would seem ranchers have unwittingly

improved game habitat and increased population to the point

that BLM sees the need to provide even more habitat.

Your document says BLM land is capable of supporting

expanded elk populations which in turn would increase hunting

opportunities , but when grass is short and in short supply

and water is poor who stands the reduction of animal numbers

to compensate? Wildlife or the rancher?

Increased hunting opportunities are doubtful, too,

when the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks scatters

game right before hunting season.

Finally, the land condemnation and acquisition

plan would very effectively increase government control and

the recent fall of the majority of Communist countries tells

us that doesn't work.

Thank you.

MR. BOYCE: My name is Gary Boyce, and I am speaking

on behalf of our family ranch located in northern Fergus

County

.

Our main objection to the BLM proposal of future

plans is that they will confiscate privately -owned land for

their use. In their studies they have included all the land

and water. Wildlife has been expanded so greatly that all

farmers and ranchers are being overrun with deer and elk.

To my knowledge, there has never been any reimbursement for

any damages

.

We have no objections to wildlife if the Fish and

Game and BLM had to manage their livestock the same as

ranchers do. In my estimation , this is not management

.

Last summer we had large numbers of elk live in

our grain fields . The only time these elk used BLM land

was in the daytime to sleep, thus grazing our crops, during

the day--at night. Then a week before bow hunting season

helicopters and game officials came in end scattered the

herd for miles. There was considerable amount of damage

to fences and crops. This was done without notifying us.

This--this is the Fish and Game and BLM's idea of management?

I would like to know what your future management

plans are for your wildlife.

Thank you
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MR. GJERDE: I am a rancher southeast of Grassrange.

I am also president of the Fergus County Livestock

Association.

On behalf of the Fergus County Livestock Association

with a membership of 140 family operators I submit the follow-

ing statement: Because of the .negative effect to private

property rights and the lack of consideration given thereto,

we are opposed to the Judith Valley -Phillips Resource

Management Plan.

Thank you.

MR. OGRIN: My name is Jerry Ogrin , and there was

only one comment regarding the oil and gas industry. That '

s

what I work in , so I thought since this does have to do quite

a bit with gas and oil development that I jotted down a few

comments.

I agree with most of the comments that have been

stated regarding the ELM' s ant i -development proposal or the

RMP EIS. Most of the comments have been made by people

involved with the mining and ranching interests.

As I stated, I work in the oil and gas industry

and would like to add that even though the oil and gas

industry plays a small part in the Lewis town area the closer

you are of additional public lands to the oil--to oil and

gas development will only add to the demise of this already -

faltering industry in the State of Montana.
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The BLM currently has strict environmental regula-

tions on the drilling and development on federal leases.

If BLM feels that their current regulations are insufficient

as to properly control the oil and gas or mining industries,

that the only alternative is to close or restrict certain

areas, maybe the BLM should be reviewed.

Tf lands are entirely closed to any development

in the near future, I can safely assume that they wi l l be

closed forever. Who knows what new technology may be

developed and needed in the years to come? This new tech-

nology may find new reserves of minerals, oil, or gas that

could add to the surrounding area's economy.

Let

'

s not let Lhe BLM' s guardianship role further

squeeze another breath out of Montana's economic life.

MR. GRINDE: Maybe would this be the appropriate

time? I would like to ask some questions strictly for the

record and then make some statements. Is that all right

at this point?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. PETERSEN: My name is Gerald Petersen. I am

a rancher near Giltedge. I think what this boils down to

Government is getting too big again. We have never heard

much of this during the 198Q's. I believe it's about time

to do some budget cutting again.

I would like to see the BLM put more of their lands
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is. The BLM were directed to do a study, and they did--they

did that. We could debate whether it was good, bad or

indifferent for a long, long time, but the important part

of the system is here, and if the BLM is going to accept

the important part of the management system, environmental

impact statement , then they will listen to what the people

had to say.

You were the drafters of the plan. These are the

stewards of the land. We are now coming together. We now

have the experts , the people who raise their children , pay

their taxes , keep the roads , schools , and hospitals going

here before you. You, like myself , work for these people.

We can no longer tell them that they are not going

to be influenced from the eastern part of the United states,

because we see where the State of Montana is not capable

of deciding that we should have a fourteen-bear grizzly bear

hunt. Somebody back East has to tell us how to manage that,

and if you don't think they are not going to tell us how

to manage these lands when they don't think that we are doing

a good job, you are not doing a good job, they will get a

judge to do it

.

These people ' s testimony here this evening is the

most important part of this whole system. Please, please,

listen to what they are saying very, very carefully.

Thank you.
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up for sale to the private sector as this will generate some

much -needed revenue rather than wanting to take prime agricul-

ture and range land- -range land out of production so the

out-of-state hunter has more land to hunt on. I feel that

there is an abundance of federal lands available for

recreation at the present time.

I am definitely opposed to the inclusion of my

property in the Judith Mountains in your land acquisition

program.

Thank you.

MR. NOLAND: My name is Ken Noland, the district

director for Congressman Ron Marlenee , and without getting

shot by Joe, my friend, Joe, I guess there was a Congressman

that asked that the period be extended, and I guess it was

Cy Jamison that probably granted it, and I guess that it

was--included both of them, because as we were traveling

around to listening sessions and listening to the people

,

Joe, we were right in the middle of the busiest time of the

year and they were asked to prepare and be able to give testi-

mony, so , Joe , that is kind of where that came from.

MR. TROW: Could you furnish me a signed paper

with that, then, sir?

MR. NOLAND: We did. We thank them. It is public

knowledge, Joe. It was in the paper. 1 will get you a copy.

The sys tern is working. This is what the system
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MR. GRINDE: For the record, my name is Larry

Grinde. I am a local rancher here. I do have a few ques-

tions, because I am not quite certain of some things that

are in this proposal , and I think it's important that we

get them on the record.

I guess the first question that 1 would have the

authority that you folks have taken in order to draft this

management plan was created under Public Law 94 579; is that

correct?

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. GRINDE: That's correct. That's what set this

whole proposal up, gives you the authority to do that?

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. GRINDE: So, in essence, this is not said in

statutes, but it gives you rule-making authority over this

district; is that correct?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: I believe that to be correct, but

it doesn't say in Public Law 94579 that you have to create

certain riparian areas or that you have to have a scenic

view. It only gives you the authority to look at this situa-

tion and make a judgment as you see fit. Ts that correct?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: Okay, if that's--if that's correct,

that there is nothing set in stone on this, which "I don't
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believe there is, because you have admitted it gives you

the latitude in this proposal, then in actuality you would

have--wouldn ' t have to really do anything. You could cay

that we have looked at this. The people here have comments.

We Teel that this area and this district is just fine the

way it is, and we are satis tied. Is that correct?

( Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. GRINDE: Okay. I would like Lo continue a

little farther. I want to go in the economics of this situa-

tion and how it affects us here. I guess in your judgment--

and after reading the document I find statements in there,

very lit tie economic impact , possible impact - -I guess T would

like an answer from you what do you feel that the immediate

and long-range economic impact to the three counties that

are involved in this are going to be. Ts there going to

be a great impact , a moderate impact , or no impact whatsoever-'

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: So, ves or no, there will be some

economic impact under this proposal in our three-county area?

(Response by Mr. Ottn.)

MR. GRINDE: But you do not. have figures that show

what impact will be to these three counties?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: Only speculation?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)
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MR. GRINDE: Well, if this is the case and this

professional economist did this , why is n't it written into

the document that because we are going to lose these AUM 1 s

and because of this vision this view shed, if there was n

mine, what would that impact hs? I don't see that anywhere

in this document . Ts it in there?

( Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. GRINDE: Okay. So we are in agreement that

there is going to be an economic impact to these three

counties somewhat?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: Okay. 1 would like to read something

from Public Law 94579, and it states, "The public lands

should be managed in the manner which recognizes the nation's

need for domestic sources of minerals, food, timber, fiber

from the public lands, including implementation of mining

and mineral policies." How can you come into an area if

this is the document that you are going by, that you are

authorized to use and allow economic impacts to occur?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: I would like to touch that one, but

at this time I will go on. I want to go further on economic

impact. If we lose these AUM's and say some of this ground

is taken out of our tax base which you are saying it's going

to be an even trade, maybe so, maybe not, have you allowed
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for PILT payments of any kind within this document?

( Response by Mr. otto.

)

( Response by Ms. Favinger.

)

MR. GRINDE: So, in other words, you arc stating

that there is going to be--you will go on record stating

Lhat Lo Lhese three counties there is going to be no

economic impact as far as our tax base goes?

(Response by Ms . Favinger.

)

MR. GRINDE: As a decline in PILT payment.

(Response by Ms, Favinger.)

MR. GRINDE: That's okay. Take your time.

(Response by Ms. Favinger.)

MR. GRINDE: So there would be a net loss overall

to the planning area; is that correct?

(Response by Ms. Favinger.)

MR. GRINDE: Okay. Then I would like to read

another statement from this same document that you folks

are going by and it states , "The Federal Government should

on the basis equitable to both the federal and local taxpaye

provide for payments to compensate state and local govern-

ments for burdens created as a result of the immunity of

federal lands from state and local taxation." I don't see

where you have done that . we are going to have a net loss

here. Okay. I want to go on a little farther.

1 have got a couple of other questions that came

,
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I hope you folks will bear with me , because this is- very

,

very important . In the prior meetings--l have attended the

Winifred meetings . I attended the lie wis town meetings. I

asked at that time have you worked with the State and the

State agencies on this? Okay. I would like to have your

response again on the State what agencies and who you have

worked with on the State level on this plan.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: That's the only agency that you visited

with?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: Okay. This is true. By the way,

they have, but what I want to know is in one of the last

meetings you stated that you worked hand in hand with the

Fish and Game on their new elk management plan that would

correspond with this document. Have you done Lhat?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. GRINDE: That's the poinL that I am getting

at. These State agencies haven't been consulted, I don't

think, to the extent that they should be, and particularly

they have come out with a new elk management plan. I don't

know which one you were working with, but I have talked to

the director of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and they feel ther

have been very little cooperation or work done with you

folks, and these folks who have these elk out here and the
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Fish and Game, and you also stated in one of the meetings

that this state owns the land , it's their problem, but yet

you are creating wildlife management out there but you are

not going to accept the responsibility. Yet you are not

working with these agencies.

(Response by Mr. Otto,)

MR. GRINDE: Okay, but T guess the final question

on this point is sines there has been a new elk plan adopted

by the Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, do you intend to alter

this document to correspond with that document?

(Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. GRINDE: okay . 1 appreciate you answering

these questions and I appreciate you folks taking the time.

1 do have some statements that I would like to put- -I do

have one more question. I always got one more question,

and 1 want you to be very careful with this, because it's

very important on the record and how this plan proceeds.

Does this plan in any manner give you the authority to con-

demn land?

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. GRINDE: Let me restate that question. In

this document does it state that you are not going to condemn

land?

{Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR, GRINDE: But in the future there is nothing
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to prevent you people from doing it? It's just that it's

in the law right now, federal statutes?

( Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. GRINDE: But it doesn't state that in there.

Why are you people afraid to put in there in black and white

we will not condemn land under this plan?

(Response by Mr. otto.)

MR, GRINDE: Thank you.

I want to make a couple of statements on what's

taken place on this proposal, and one of the things that

didn't come up here they think that I know that you were

confronted with last night in the Malta-Glasgow area, because

I have been with those legislators down there, and that's

the ferrets, and I have no problem. The ferret's not bother-

ing anybody. That's great. We want to keep the ferret

around. No problem at all, but to enter in the Endangered

Species Act is going to create things like condemnation in

the future. You may not be on the board in this plan in

a few years. You think about it.

I would recommend--! want this on the record--

that the ferret be introduced- as experimental non-essential

,

and that's just a different category that they can be listed

under so that it takes those people down there that have

private land, that ferret gets on his land, they are allowed

to control this animal.

The scenic view shed that you have set up in here -

-

I think this is the point where you have really gone beyond

the scope of what you are trying to set out to do. This

is a precedent. I know in the State of Montana it's an

absolute precedent . I have been trying to find in the rest

of the country if this has been done before. I haven't been

able to obtain that—those documents as of this, but what

you have done you put too much power in the hands of Lhe

few.

Who is going to stand up here on the hill and look

out and make decisions on these people's lives? This person

could be extreme left fringe group that could be in there.

It could be a good common -sense person , but you don ' t know

that. You have allowed too much authority in one area for

one person to stand up there or under rule-making authority

to say that. I think it's horrifying and I think what you

are going to create is a precedent that you ere going to

see these fringe left groups

.

I am not talking about the godd environmental

groups. There are some of them. These people are environ-

mentalists, by the way, but you are going to create left

groups who are going to get ahold of the scenic view thing,

and they are going to try to implement this all over this

country, because it's their way of stopping things that they

don't understand or don't want to be part of.
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The economics that are in this you don ' t have any

answers for us. Our PILT payments --there is going to be

a deficit there. You don't know what the impact's going

to be. It's the same thing with the scenic view. If you

cut out one mine or cut out a logging you can't tell us what's

going to happen there.

The riparian areas , in my opinion , and I hope like

hell I am wrong, they are going to be Class A wildernesses

within five to ten years. I will bet you money on it right

now. I don't think you people have worked with the locals.

I don't know how many of these people are ones that are

affected.

I have some land that's under this proposal. 1

don't think you have worked with the locals here, strictly

the people that are affected. The State agencies--you run

it by them. They know very little about it, and not to go

to the State Land Board, directly to the State Land Board.

When you are talking about 113,000 acres of State land that's

set ouL Lo be traded in this document is not working with

State Government

.

The condemnation scares everybody , scares me.

You can't blame these people for that. When I am in Helena,

for you people who don't know, I am also a State legislator

in Helena. You draft a piece of legislation and you get

people to sponsor it, and you ask and you go around and ask



for their signatures on it. It's a real jnke up there,

because you might come to them with a 200-page bill and you

say, "Good bill; trust me; sign this bill: trust me." That's

the problem that we are having here. It's not with ynu people

that have Bet up this project. ^ou mean well. We are--we

are not—nothing personal going on here, but you haven't

given these people enough solid concrete evidence of what

you are going to do. It's so open-ended. Tt allows us no

recourse in the future if this goes through. You don't have

the trust of these people that are involved in it . This

is so wide of parameters and so broad I don't think anybody

here understands it . I guess that you can see and all these

people that worked on it and you, director, who has come

in at a hard time , these people don ' t like this proposal.

I mean it's evident . These people are the stewards of the

land that you are affecting. These are the people that make

their living off this land that you are affecting.

These are the people that make their living off

this land that you are affecting. These are the people that

support this community that you are affecting. When you

go back and decide what to do with this plan, T hope you

will take these people into consideration , not the liberal

left out of Washington, D. C. , but the people that have to

live on a daily basis. J. really hope that you will take

that into consideration. Give us something we can trust

.
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( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. FOSTER: Sldon Foster.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. FOSTER: Is there anybody here that likes any

part of this plan? Raise their hand. Is that--I would like

that in the record that no BLM employees raised their hands.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

VOICE: Can the plan be aborted? I mean no action

taken?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

VOICE: That sounds good to me.

MR. TROW: 1 so move.

VOICE: What has the environmental impact statement

cost so far? A million dollars? 500,000?

VOICE: They don't figure it that way.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

(Response by Mr. Majerus.)

MR. HELLER: That $900, Q00--dnes that come from

the prairie dogs and ferrets?

(Response by Mr. Majerus.)

MR. HEBLE: Whose decision is it to pick

Alternative A?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. HEBLE: Who is the selecting official?

(Response by Mr. Otto .

)
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Make this thing tighter. Work with these people, and maybe

we can get something accomplished, because the whole proposal

is not bad, but you have gone too far. You got to give these

people something that they can trust , and they don ' t Lrust

you, so I hope you can do that

.

The only other thing that I would like to do before

you quit tonight I would like to know what your parameters

and procedures are going to be when this meeting is over

and when that December 15th deadline comes due. I think

it's December 15th. Then where do you go from there and

what can we do as a community?

Thank you.

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. HAUPTMAN: I presume that the meeting in Malta

went about like this.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. HAUPTMAN: Doesn't it occur to you perhaps

thought— Mike . the reason I ask you this if Malta was like

it is tonighi.. You have had absolutely hundred percent nega-

tive response to this affair. Who
,
pray tell , is in favor

of it?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. HAUPTMAN: Not everybody--

( Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. FOSTER: Maybe 1 can help with your analogy.

RAUCH SHORTHAND REPORTING
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MR. HEBLE: Is he at this meeting tonight?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. TROW: My name is Joe Trow, and I would like

to ask— Mr. Otto said that the pla.n had to go through. If

the plan is fifteen years we could put a fifteen-year mora-

torium on it and you don't stop the plan or anything. I

mean it's a simple common knowledge, State of Montana, we

put a moratorium on things. This plan is in the process

that it could have a moratorium put on before the final plan.

Once the final plan is put out then it happens what Mr. Otto

says. Until then these people here can request a moratorium

put on the plan.

Thank you.

MR. FLENDERS: My name is Flenders. I am wondering

is this the only area in the United States or Montana where

this plan is being put into effect or studied.

(Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MS. LEININGER: My daughter lives in Minnesota,

and she 3ays in North Dakota and South Dakota the people

aren't even allowed now to mow the grass along the sides

of the road. That cannot be mowed, so this winter they are

going to have impassable roads.

( Response by Mr. Otto .

)

MS. LEININGER: No. BLM.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)
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MS. LEININGER: Whatever. She says that goes along

with this , that those roads cannot be mowed . The grass along

the roads cannot be mowed anymore.

( Response by Mr. Otto. )

MS. LEININGER: Or South Dakota. One or the other.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. brfvig: My name is Clark Brevig. You said

that all BLM land requires a plan. That's in all the states

of the United States; right?

(Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MR. BREVIG: Now, why does the plan cross into

the private land? There is a drastic difference here. You

are supposed to do a plan on the BLM land, but here ynu have

hundreds of thousands of acres of private land that you have

a plan on. Where does it. state in that public law that you

are required to plan private land? Where does it stats that?

Is that law in writing?

(Response by Mr, Otto.
)

MR. BREVIG: I understand that. You said you did

the plan on your land. Then you picked out this private

land that you want to acquire, so you did plan on it. Does

it state that in that law that you are—that you are allowed

to do planning on private land? Is it in writing in that

law that you are using?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)
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on the ACEC, this view from Lewis town, you only deal with

the BLM land unless you can find private landowners that

would sell to you, protect the whole damn thing. Why would

anybody in their good sense take this little chunk of the

mountain here and preserve it but this private landowner

could do whatever he wanted with his? He might strip it,

log it, or he might let some mining operation go in there,

what kind of a view do you iave? It's ridiculous. Collar

Gulch. Maybe all of these fish live in my part of the creek.

Do you ever think about that? Maybe all those fish are there.

You are telling these people that you haven't in your plan

said, okay, you know, here is this private ground, we will

get it. You are saying it, because your plan is nothing

until you can acquire that private ground, and the Collar

Gulch thing, and then this view shed--it's ridiculous. By

the way, I don't like the view of Lewistown from up on top

of Limekiln, you know, but I like what goes on in Lewistown.

I like the people and the community, but l don't necessarily

like the view. I am going to get that changed.

Thank you.

(Response by Mr. otto.)

MR. CASBEN: My name is Mike Casben, and alluding

to my earlier comments is there anything in the law that

prevents you from disposing of checkerboard lands? It seems

that it does present a management problem. Difficult to

A-l
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MR. BREVIG: So you have it in writing, basically,

any land that you can do a plan on; right?

[Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. BREVIG: Does it not? Would you agree with

me that if you have a piece of land and it is designated

ACEC and it's possible that, and I think Gene mentioned it

in the last meeting, his exact words, if I remember right,

and I might not, we will deal with those lands one way or

the other. I mean there inadvertently is a condemn order

hanging over those lands; am I not right? Even though you

have never condemned those lands it's still there; isn't it?

( Response by Mr. Otto .

)

MS. LEININGER: Can you tell me why the description

of the land in one of my places is only two descriptions

in here that says ALL in capital letters?
)

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MS. LEININGER: I realize that, but then you picked

out one area, in the area of choice, part of my farming

country, my farming land. You have got ALL in capital

letters , and that takes it all.

(Response by Mr. otto.
)

MS. LEININGER: in that area it would be all.

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

MS. LEININGER: You are not going to get it.

MR. HANLEY: Jerry Hanley. So you just stated

A-54
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get into. Difficult to manage . The adjacent landowners

would probably be happy to have them breaking off, consoli-

dating the land. Would make it much more efficient and saving

the taxpayers a lot of money. Is there anything that pre-

vents that?

[Response by Mr. Otto. )

MR. JENNINGS: We received a map, well, from the

book you said map our acquisition acres. We also on the

ranch received a letter--two pages of sections and lots that

vou wanted. They don't jive. There are several sections

on the description that you give that aren't indicated on

the map. Which one is correct?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

MR. JENNINGS: It's larger than what's on the map.

( Response by Mr. Otto.

)

VOICE: I would like to know if it took three years

to come out with this manual why weren't the .landowners

notified. You have said our land would be studied for

inclusion in the ACEC. Why weren't we notified, find out

about these manuals and your maps?

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

voice: I never did.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)

VOICE: That was after you came out with the book.

(Response by Mr. Otto.)



MR. GJERDE: This really isn't a question. It's

kind of a point of in--Rus3 Gjerde--kind of a point of

information that's relative, T believe, to what we have been

talking about. There is n new video out called "Buffalo

Comments." I think it would behoove everybody in here to

see that. It deals with the modern range wars and the

history repeating itself.

VOICE: What's the name of it'.'

MR. GJERDE: Buffalo Comments.

(Closing by Mr. Otto.)

( The public heari ng was then concluded at the hour

of 10:22 p.m., this; 2nd day of October, 1991.)
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RESPONSES

ACQUISITION AND DISPOSAL

A-l A-4

A-2

A-3

As part of the land use planning process, BLM
developed guidance outlining the kinds ofdecisions

that must be made in an RMP. This guidance

includes the identification of lands that meet specific

criteria for both disposal and acquisition. Although

there is no obligation to do either, lands identified

for potential disposal or acquisition must be

considered within the land use planning process,

prior to any action. This is the case for the draft

RMP/EIS, where lands were identified forpotential

acquisition in order to increase efficient

management; facilitate sound resource management

and; consolidate land patterns. This in no way

requires BLM to act. This process simply provides

the basic land use evaluation necessary to pursue an

acquisition, should a willing proponent and/or seller

propose a sale or exchange. BLM is not proposing

to acquire land in order to increase its total acreage,

but expects the total BLM acreage will decrease

during the life of the plan.

As outlined in Chapter 1 of the final RMP/EIS, the

land acquisition and disposal issue surfaced during

the initial scoping process. BLM identified certain

lands for disposal because of their fragmented

ownership pattern and lack of significant resource

values. These lands could be used to consolidate

other land holdings for both BLM and private

landowners. Also, BLM is often approached by

individuals or organizations who want to exchange

lands to meet private or public needs. Consequently,

land acquisition and disposal was one of the issues

addressed in the draft RMP/EIS.

BLM lands are identified for disposal through

exchange under the authority of Section 206 of the

Federal Land Policy and Management Act(FLPMA)
or for sale under Section 203 of FLPMA. The

criteria used to identify parcels for disposal are

shown in Appendix A of the final RMP/EIS. Lands

identified for disposal are usually widely scattered

parcels which are difficult forBLM to manage with

limited public values. Some of these widely

scattered parcels do not have legal access.

Resource specialists in the Judith, Valley and Phillips

Resource Area (RA) Offices identified the lands

that met the acquisition criteria shown in Appendix

A. Outside groups were not involved in this process.

A-5

A-6

The lands identified in the draft RMP/EIS met the

acquisition criteria for values such as access,

riparian-wetland area management, elk andbighorn

sheep habitat management, areas of critical

environmental concern (ACECs), recreation and

other wildlife habitat. The final RMP/EIS does not

include a list of lands that meet the acquisition

criteria.

The BLM lands identified for disposal are largely

small tracts without public access, are isolated

within other ownerships and do not contain

significant resource values. Until these lands are

disposed of, they will be managed under the guidance

in the final RMP/EIS.

The criteria for both disposal and acquisition are

shown in Appendix A.

Over the last 10 years, BLM has acquired 20,633

acres and disposed of 25,286 acres for a net loss of

4,653 BLM acres within the planning area.

The amount of land meeting the acquisition criteria

in the draft RMP/EIS was much larger than the

acreage meeting disposal criteria because BLM
will only acquire land from people who are willing

to exchange. Since only a fraction of those who

own land that meets BLM acquisition criteriawould

be willing to exchange, BLM must identify a much

larger pool than could actually be acquired. Other

reasons that require a large acquisition pool include

willing sellers listing (and selling) their lands on the

open market at the same time they are working on

an exchange withBLM and the time frames involved

in a BLM land exchange discourage some

landowners.

The draft RMP/EIS identified approximately

166,000 acres for disposal. This disposal base

would provide the potential for acquiring

approximately 115,000 acres based on historical

land exchange ratios; a potential net loss of 5 1 ,000

BLM acres. The acreage identified for acquisition

in the draft RMP/EIS would provide a large enough

base to meet these historical variables and still

allow BLM to exchange the 166,000 acres identified

for disposal.
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The landowners with parcels meeting acquisition

criteria were contacted with individual letters in

June, 1991, before the draft RMP/E1S was released.

That letter informed the landowners that land

acquisition and disposal was one of the issues

discussed in the RMP/EIS; discussed with them

that one ormore parcels oftheir land met acquisition

criteria; and encouraged them to review and

comment on the draft RMP/EIS.

The draft RMP/EIS was released in July, 1 99 1 , and

BLM soon began a series of public meetings to

discuss this and other issues with the public.

These landowners were contacted again in October,

1991, with individual letters advising them that if

they did not wish to pursue an exchange with BLM
they could easily have their lands dropped from the

RMP/EIS process.

Appendix A in the final RMP/EIS includes a

summary of the land exchange and sale processes.

Public lands disposed of through the exchange

pooling process are usually offered to grazing lessees

or adjoining landowners at fair market value, plus

whatever fee a facilitator may propose. The

exchange pooling process has provided the grazing

permittee the first opportunity (not a right) to acquire

BLM land within the respective grazing allotment.

However, any citizen of the United States over 1

8

years of age; any corporation subject to the laws of

any state and of the United States; a state, state

instrumentalities or political subdivisions; and any

entity legally capable of conveying and holding

lands or interests within a state where the land is

being sold can buy public land. Only parcels

identified for sale could be sold under a competitive

bid procedure.

Any person or entity legally capable of conveying

and holding land and interests therein, under the

laws of the state within which the land or interest is

located may exchange for BLM land. Such a

person shall be a citizen of the United States, or in

the case of a corporation, shall be subject to the laws

of any state of the United States.

BLM land identified for exchange would be subject

to evaluation and the possible retention of cultural,

mineral, wildlife and riparian-wetland resources.

An environmental analysis (EA) and a Notice of

Reality Action (NORA) would be completed for

each disposal action. The EA and NORA would

evaluate each individual land exchange and protect

against disposing of valuable wildlife or other

A-9

A-10

resources, while allowing the opportunity forpublic

involvement on all land exchanges and/or sales.

The draft RMP/EIS states that "Acquisitions could

occur by exchange or purchase through negotiation

with willing landowners." Throughout the public

participation process BLM consistently said that all

acquisitions would be with willing landowners and

the RMP/EIS would not use condemnation for

acquisitions. The preferred alternative has been

revised in the final RMP/EIS to include a statement

that"BLM recognizes and respects private property

rights and would not use condemnation to implement

land tenure adjustment under this land use plan."

There is no exchange or purchase process without

willing sellers.

Once a BLM parcel becomes private property,

fencing, maintenance and other management

decisions become the responsibility of the new

landowner (in the case of fencing, the adjacent

landowner may share the responsibility).

Management of newly acquired BLM land would

be based on the needs and objectives identified for

the acquisition and the same multiple-use mandate

that applies to all BLM lands.

Any change in animal unit months (AUMs) on

newly acquired land would depend on the reasons

for the acquisition; future management

prescriptions; and would be at the discretion of

BLM. Grazing administration regulations, 43 CFR
parts 4100, specify who will be authorized to graze

the forage from additional land, if the forage is

allocated to livestock grazing. Willing sellers would

not have a contract with BLM for the grazing

privileges, but would be informed ofBLM's future

plans on acquired lands.

Where more than one qualified applicant applies

for grazing use of the same acquired lands, grazing

use is determined on the basis ofany ofthe following

factors: historic use of the public lands; proper

range management and use of water for livestock;

general needs of applicant's livestock operation;

public ingress and egress across privately owned or

controlled land to public land; topography; and

other land use requirements unique to the situation.

Grazing allocations on lands acquired for

administrative purposes, recreational opportunities,

riparian-wetland management opportunities and

wildlife habitat values average 17-29% less than

the private land stocking rate.
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The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS has

been revised to reflect Alternative A, current

management. BLM would pursue acquisitions as

opportunities arise through exchange or purchase

with willing proponents and/or sellers. The final

RMP/EIS does not include a list of lands that meet

the acquisition criteria.

Land exchanges may include BLM land within or

outside the planning area. The preferred alternative

has been revised to clarify that "during any purchase

orexchange action, BLM would attempt to maintain

the respective county tax base and allow no overall

net gain in BLM land over the life of this plan."

BLM would monitor land tenure adjustments to

identify potential problems in achieving this

objective. BLM cannot guarantee maintaining a

tax base or no net gain in BLM lands on a county

basis since exchanges could involve lands in more

than one county and differing land values.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS
identifies approximately 162,000 BLM acres for

disposal. These lands also meet the sale criteria to

facilitate an individual land exchange or meet other

plan objectives. Based on previous land exchanges,

this disposal base would provide the potential for

acquiring approximately 115,000 acres of other

land. This would be a potential net loss of 5 1 ,000

BLM acres which reflects the differing market

value of the lands involved.

Any change in the decisions in this RMP would

require an RMP amendment and associated public

participation.

In the draft RMP/EIS the land identified along

Frenchman Creek met the acquisition criteria for its

winter range, native habitat and associated spring

and fall transition area values and because itprovides

security areas for big game. The final RMP/EIS
does not include a list of lands meeting the

acquisition criteria.

In the draft RMP/EIS, some lands along Rock

Creek were identified that met the acquisition

criteria. The final RMP/EIS does not include a list

of lands meeting the acquisition criteria.

A-16

A-17

A-18

A-19

A-20

appraisal staff in the Montana State Office in

Billings. A landowner has the option of providing

a private appraisal by a Montana State Licensed

Appraiser. This appraisal is subject to review and

concurrence by the BLM Chief State Appraiser.

Appraisers determine the highest and best use of

land involved in a purchase or exchange action. In

determining the highest and best use, appraisers

take into consideration historical use, present use,

significant potential uses and trends. Once the

highest and best use is determined, comparable

land sales containing the highest and best use are

employed to establish a fair market value. For

example, if the highest and best use is for grazing,

then comparable land sales for grazing land are

used. Or, if the highest and best use is forrecreation

land, comparable sales for recreation land are used.

BLM does not have any appraisals on BLM lands

identified for disposal or lands identified that met

the acquisition criteria, unless the lands are involved

in an ongoing exchange process or past efforts not

yet concluded.

BLM did not develop an advisory committee for the

land acquisition and disposal issue.

In some instances, an exchange facilitator is used to

expedite a pooling exchange of BLM and private

land. Appraisers establish a fair market value for

lands involved. Any amount beyond that is between

the private landowner and the facilitator.

The lands identified in the draft RMP/EIS which

met the acquisition criteria (described in Appendix

A) were shown on Map 1 in the draft RMP/EIS.

BLM and the private landowner can exchange, on

a willing basis, for either surface estate, mineral

estate or both.

A grazing permittee would not be reimbursed if

AUMs are lost through an exchange. However, the

permittee or lessee shall be compensated for their

interest in authorized range improvements when a

permit or lease is canceled because the BLM land is

devoted to another purpose, including disposal.

A-15

Exchanges and/or sales would be made at fair

market value as determined by qualified appraisers.

Presently, appraisals are completed by the BLM

A-21

Under the preferred alternative in the draft RMP/
EIS, 1 13,977 state acres were identified that met the

acquisition criteria. The Department of State Lands
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A-23

A-24

A-25

A-26

A-27

(DSL) was notified and provided a list of the legal A-29

descriptions. DSL did not comment on the draft

RMP/EIS.

BLM would only have j urisdiction over the mineral

rights owned by the United States. The use of

private minerals under public surface cannot be

denied. For additional information please refer to

response A-19.

Our regulations do provide for compensation of

improvements as stated in 43 CFR 2201.1 (c) and

2201.7 (c). Also, 43 CFR 4120.3-6(c) states that

the permittee or lessee shall be compensated for

their interest in authorized range improvements

when apermit or lease is canceled because the BLM
land is devoted to another purpose including

disposal.

The decisions in the final RMP/EIS will guide

BLM's management prescriptions, even ifno lands

are exchanged.

Approximately 120 acres in the South Moccasin

Mountains have been identified for disposal in the

final RMP/EIS. This is an isolated tract and would

not be included in the Judith Mountains Scenic

Area ACEC under the preferred alternative in the

final RMP/EIS.

Significant cultural resources, identified during

inventories in support of land disposal actions, will

eitherbe retained in federal ownership and managed A-30

for their values or mitigative measures will be

sought to offset their loss. The increase in inventory

information is considered a net positive impact.

Chapter 4 describes the environmental, economic

and social consequences of implementing the

alternatives presented in Chapter 2. The impacts

were identified and evaluated by an interdisciplinary A-31

team of resource specialists and are presented for

1 2 environmental elements by issue, including land

acquisition and disposal. The cumulative effects

are part of this analysis and a Summary of

Cumulative Effects is included within Chapter 4.

A 12-month basis was used to show the number of

livestock that would be lost to the tax base as aresult

of reductions in forage allocations made when

private land is transferred to BLM. Because these

lands are not yearlong ranges, the 12 month basis

may underestimate the effect on livestocknumbers.

However, it does represent the actual loss in AUMs
over a year and the number of livestock that would

be supported by those AUMs for a year. The

reduction of 2,591 cattle would occur only if the

total 631,719 acres of private and state lands

identified in the draft RMP/EIS as meeting

acquisition criteria were acquired.

In add ition, it is estimated that a reduction of 3 1 , 1 1

6

AUMs could reduce economic activity attributable

to livestock production by approximately $2.2

million in the planning area ($ 1 .4 million in Phillips

County), page 204 of the draft RMP/EIS. The

estimated increase of $1.9 million in economic

activity in Phillips County refers to the potential

increase in crop production that could occur on

lands disposed ofbyBLM, not livestock production.

Please note that the estimated impacts for the Land

Acquisition and Disposal Issue in the final RMP/

EIS have been substantially revised, for two reasons:

1 ) the final RMP/EIS does not include a list of lands

that meet the acquisition criteria; and 2) the original

estimates of increased crop production incorrectly

assumed that acreage would be in production every

year instead of every other year. Therefore, the

estimated increase in economic activity from

increased crop production was overstated. This has

been corrected in the final RMP/EIS.

This land does not meet the disposal criteria. It is

adjacent to the Lewis and Clark National Forest;

contains aparking area that is essential for continued

winter recreation; contains portions of both

snowmobile trails and cross country ski trails; is

forested; and has excellent legal and physical public

access.

Based on previous land exchanges over the last ten

years, 41% of the BLM land disposed of is now

farmed. After completion of a land exchange, it is

the discretion of the private landowner whether to

convert rangeland to cropland.

A-28

The First Creek reservoir is owned and maintained

by Don Holzhey to the best of our knowledge. It

was not identified for acquisition in the draft RMP/
EIS.

A-32

The plats in the Fergus County Courthouse show

that the 40 acres in Collar Gulch belong to Helen W.

Goll.
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A-34

A-35

A-36

These concerns are discussed in the Environmental

Consequences section ofthe final RMP/EIS, Chapter

4. BLM has identified the additional delay and

increased restriction on federal leases over private

and state lands.

The increases in recreation opportunities discussed

in the draft RMP/EIS (Chapter 2, Alternative E,

Land Acquisition and Disposal) were estimated to

result in $1.3 million annually in additional direct

and secondary spending in Phillips County. This

estimate was based on the level ofcurrent recreation

activity (estimated to contribute $3.8 million

annually in direct and secondary spending) and the

potential for increased activity. If the preferred

alternative in the draft RMP/EIS were fully

implemented, it is estimated that recreation

opportunities could increase about 34% in the

Phillips RA. This was the basis for the estimated

increase of $1.3 million in economic activity.

Under the Land Acquisition and Disposal Issue in

the final RMP/EIS, no estimate of increased

recreation opportunities is specifically identified.

Any increases in recreation opportunities, that

translate into increased economic activity, will

depend on the values for which land is acquired.

The Cornwell Ranch lands were identified as

meeting acquisition criteria because oftheir riparian

and wildlife habitat values. The final RMP/EIS

does not include a list of lands that meet the

acquisition criteria.

The Buggy Creek Allotment Management Plan

(AMP) is an excellent example of cooperative

management. The Bureau is not abandoning

cooperation in management. The riparian objectives

of the AMP and the design of the grazing plan

provide for sound management of the riparian

resource, which is largely on private land. The two

primary goals of public ownership of these lands

would be: access and consolidation of ownership.

Under public ownership, access to surrounding

BLM land would be ensured and isolated lands of

low public value would be disposed of.

Thelandsin(T.27N.,R.28E.,Sec.30:SWl/4,Sl/

2SE1/4; T. 27 N., R. 27 E., Sec. 21: SW1/4SW1/4,

SEl/4NWl/4,NEl/4; T. 26 N., R. 28 E., Sec. 7: All

the BLM lands) are on the disposal list in the RMP/
EIS and would be available for exchange. These

lands may also be available for sale to facilitate an

individual land exchange or meet other plan

A-37

A-38

A-39

A-40

objectives. For purposes of a sale, these lands meet

FLPMA disposal criteria (Sec. 203(a)(1)). BLM
land identified for disposal would be subject to

further specific evaluation and if significant values

are found, they may be retained under BLM
management.

The land in T. 27 N., R. 28 E., Sec. 31 : NE1/4NE1/

4, is state land which is not under BLM jurisdiction.

The BLM lands that TEE Bar Land and Livestock

is interested in acquiring (T. 26 N., R. 27 E., Sec.

15:NWl/4NWl/4;Sec.5:Wl/2,T.27N.,R.27E.,

Sec. 32 & 33: All BLM Land) are not on the

disposal list because they are adjacent to larger

blocks of BLM land and will be retained in public

ownership.

BLM is not aware of any information or data that

property values of lands identified for acquisition

in this or any other RMP would be affected, either

positively or negatively. The final RMP/EIS does

not include a list of lands that meet the acquisition

criteria.

BLM does not favor creating split estate due to the

management difficulties often created. Minerals

are exchanged with the surface when it is beneficial

to overall management. This is not always possible

when disposal and acquisition mineral potential is

not comparable; or when the minerals are owned by

parties not involved in the exchange. The overall

impact to minerals from creating split estate, while

undesirable, are not significant.

Retaining all lands prospectively valuable for

mineral resources is not practical because: virtually

all lands in the planning area are prospectively

valuable for some mineral commodity; and the

overall benefit of any land tenure adjustment must

consider the impacts to all resources, not just

minerals. Impacts to mineral development will be

evaluated and considered inNational Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) documents prepared for each

specific exchange.

The information on page 1 33 in the draft RMP/EIS

describes the resources in the planning area and

what activities have taken place. The five sales

mentioned on page 133 were not completed to

accomplish this plan, but occurred during the last

10 years.

Most acquisition datacame from resource specialists

reviewing BLM policy, procedures and the

acquisition criteria and then applying that
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A-41

A-42

information to a given region. The survey is general,

using maps and aerial photos.

Land exchanges are made on an appraised value for A-49

value basis and not acre for acre. The mineral rights

are part of the total package of rights and can be

exchanged as well as the surface estate.

While the Larb Hills area does have considerable

private land, the area has high value resources

(winter range) for public land management. An

exchange offour40-acre tracts ( 1 60 acres) is difficult

to justify in terms of cost, efficiency and overall

benefit to the public.

A-43

A-44

A-45

A-46

A-47

A-48

A-50

This land parcel meets BLM's disposal criteria. It

is isolated in nature and does not lend itself to

efficient multiple-use management.

Lands previously listed for disposal were identified

on a case-by-case need for land exchange puiposes.

As part ofthe RMP/EIS,BLM looked at all resources

and their needs and reevaluated land tracts based on

a broader spectrum ofresource criteria. That is why

the status of these lands changed. A-51

An RMP is expected to last 1 to 1 5 years. Any land

exchange proposed by a landowner would have to

meet the criteria in Appendix A and the intent of

this RMP.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act

permits BLM to dispose of checkerboard lands,

provided that they meet exchange and/or sale criteri a.

BLM is responsible for identifying those lands that

meet the criteria.

The "ALL" refers to all the lands within that A-52

particular section.

Approximately 6,946 acres of the lands listed for

disposal are withdrawn by the Bureau of

Reclamation (BR) and BLM. The BR withdrawn

lands are on the disposal list because they have the A-53

potential of returning to BLM's jurisdiction upon

completion of the withdrawal review process. This

process involves reviewing withdrawals and

classifications regarding their revocation,

modification and continuation. The BLM
withdrawn tracts are for powersite classifications

and reserves and if the withdrawals are terminated,

disposing of the isolated tracts would be more

probable.

Land exchanges or purchases would be at fair

market value based on the appraised value of the

lands involved. The draft RMP/EIS analyzed the

changes in property taxes, Payment In Lieu of

Taxes and other economic impacts as a result of

land acquisition and disposal (pages 199 to 205 of

the draft RMP/EIS). The analysis does not indicate

any change in the value of adjacent non-acquired

land. Please refer to response A-l 1 for additional

information.

Funds to purchase land come from Land and Water

Conservation Funds, which are appropriated by

Congress. There is competition forLand and Water

Conservation Funds among federal agencies and

offices within agencies, based on justification.

Higher priorities by other agencies or offices within

agencies could reduce the amount offunds available

during the distribution process. However, every

year the justifications are reviewed and unfunded

projects could become funded.

The criteria used in the draft RMP/EIS to identify

parcels for acquisition did not include any related to

suitability for development of a waste site. BLM
policy does not allow establishing hazardous or

nuclear waste disposal sites on lands under its

administration. However, another agency, such as

the Department of Energy, may request through

Congress that certain lands be transferred to their

jurisdiction for such purposes. Both existing and

futureBLM administered lands would be susceptible

to such requests; as would those lands of any other

federal agency. At this time, BLM is not aware of

any interest on the part of DOE in establishing a

waste disposal site in Montana.

The 63 1,719 acres meeting acquis ition criteria were

recommended under Alternative E in the draft

RMP/EIS. This was within the scope of this land

use plan. Please refer to response A-6 for additional

information.

In certain instances, BLM would consider acquiring

conservation easements or other easements.

However, BLM is a multiple use management

agency and by not acquiring the full package of

rights where possible, BLM would not have a

multiple-use management option.
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A-54

The legal description is correct. The final RMP/
EIS does not include a list of lands that meet the

acquisition criteria. Please refer to response Z-2 for

additional information.

ACCESS TO BLM LAND

B-l

B-2

B-3

The areas identified for access are addressed in

Chapter 2 and shown on Map 3 in the final RMP/
EIS.

Many small BLM tracts within other ownerships

have been identified for disposal and there is no

need to pursue access to them. However, other

isolated BLM land parcels do have moderate to

high resource values and are to be retained in

federal ownership. Access needs to these parcels is

determined on an individual basis. Some larger

tracts of BLM land have limited public access, but

require additional public access.

The preferred alternative identifies 7 1 ,793 acres as

needing new legal public access and 1,126,858

acres needing additional legal public access. The

areas identified for new or additional access will

guide access needs over the life of this plan (10-15

years). New Year Peak, Pyramid Peak, Armells

Headwaters, Chicago Gulch, Fox Peak, Lewis Peak,

Lookout Peak, Black Butte, Square Butte, the North

and South Moccasin Mountains and the Missouri

Breaks would be priority areas for increasing legal

public access.

In many instances BLM does not have legal access

to BLM land. In order to acquire easements, a

private landowner is paid an appraised value for

granting those rights to the U.S. Government.

Money for easement acquisition is appropriated by

Congress and allocated to the various states.

Donations ofeasements can also be accepted by the

U.S. Government.

Access would be accomplished primarily by

easements. Other methods include, but are not

limited to land exchanges, cooperative agreements,

Land and Water Conservation Fund acquisitions,

or patent reservations.

As a last resort, condemnation could be used for

access. All efforts to acquire access, with an

agreement that is equitable to all parties involved,

would be exhausted before condemnation would be

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

used. The lands so acquired would be confined to

as narrow a corridor as necessary to serve such

purpose. BLM would pay for such access and any

necessary maintenance.

Access is the public's ability to get to BLM land.

Access would be pursued to BLM land where no

legal public access exists and/or where additional

access to major blocks of BLM land is needed.

Off-road vehicle (ORV) designations manage

movement on BLM land. Once access is acquired,

ORV restrictions may be placed on certain lands.

Some ofthese areas would have seasonal or yearlong

restrictions depending upon the resources present.

BLM would not use block management to acquire

access. Access would be accomplished primarily

by easements or land exchanges. Block management

is a program between the Montana Department of

Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP) and private

landowners. The BLM could cooperate in such a

program.

In most cases neither the private landowner nor the

BLM would be liable for accidents. If it can be

proven that a road was inadequately constructed,

liability may fall on the party responsible for

construction or maintenance.

During activity planning and/or route analysis,

access may be defined as foot, horse, trail or road

and the actual route would be defined. This may
include existing roads and could limit the type of

access, depending on the resources present and

overall need. The type of access would depend on

the resources present and overall need. For example,

access to the Square Butte ONA ACEC would be

pursued for a trailhead as well as a trail network to

the butte, but access within the ACEC would be

limited to hikers, horseback, etc.

Pyramid Peak ' s proximity to Lewistown, the limited

amount ofBLM land in the immediate area and the

trend of more and more private land being posted

off limits to the general public makes this an

important parcel for public access.

On BLM land, public access routes and boundaries

would be signed and restricted travel areas would

be identified and mapped. BLM would develop

public information programs, monitor use and

enforce regulations. BLM does not have the

authority to control use on private land.
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OFF-ROAD VEHICLE
DESIGNATIONS

c-i

C-2

C-3

C-4

The ORV designations in the Valley RA were

based on known conflicts and designed to reduce

adverse impacts, while leaving most of the RA
open to off-road travel.

Vehicle travel in the southern portion of this RA
(approximately 162,000 acres) would be restricted

seasonally (9/1 through 12/1) to designated roads

and trails to protect fragile soils, maintain and

improve water quality and reduce user and c-6

landowner conflicts. The designated roads and

trails are shown on Maps 4 and 5 in the final RMP/

EIS.

Vehicle travel in the southern portion of the Phillips

RA (166,720 acres) would be restricted seasonally

(9/1 through 12/1) to designated roads and trails to

protect fragile soils, maintain and improve water

quality and reduce user and landowner conflicts.

These designated roads and trails are shown on

Maps 4 and 5 in the final RMP/EIS. Designating the

prairie dog towns within the 7km complex as an

ACEC would not change these off-road travel

restrictions.

Off-road travel in two other areas in this RA (2, 1 20

acres in the Big Bend of the Milk River ACEC and

80 acres in the Camp Creek and Montana Gulch

Campgrounds in the Little Rocky Mountains) would

be restricted yearlong to designated roads and trails.

Even in restricted areas, off-road travel for

administration of a federal lease or permit, unless

specifically prohibited, is granted.

C-7

C-5

BLM would pursue cooperative agreements with

state and local law enforcement agencies and use

BLM law enforcement rangers to implement and

monitor ORV restrictions. The Bureau does not

anticipate a large number of personnel involved £_g
with enforcement, but would implement a signing

and public outreach program (brochures) and publish

maps that show boundaries and travel restrictions.

This RMP/EIS identifies the areas with differing

ORV designations and will serve as part of the off-

road travel implementation plan.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS

restricts ORV use on 656,296 acres in the planning

area to designated roads and trails from 9/1 to 12/1

.

These seasonal restrictions reduce ORV impacts,

while leaving most of the planning area open to

ORV use.

The preferred alternative has been revised to allow

off-road game retrieval. In some areas, retrieval

may be restricted.

The preferred alternative allows motorized access

off designated roads and trails for the non-

ambulatory handicapped, as defined by Montana

law.

The coordinated resource management plan

(CRMP) committee focused, for the most part, on

Valley County and the areas ORV problems. The

CRMP committee recommended the entire county

have an ORV designation limiting motorized

vehicles to existing roads and trails, but allow

exceptions for game retrieval, camping and

handicapped access. This recommendation

conflicted with needs in the other resource areas,

where certain BLM parcels had no known conflicts

and could be left open and other areas with severe

conflicts and enforceability problems with ORV
exceptions. In balancing the CRMP committee

recommendations with the other area needs in the

draft RMP/EIS, BLM expanded limited designations

in some areas; reduced the acreage involved in

Valley County; included the exceptions for camping

and the handicapped, but eliminated the exception

for game retrieval to provide greater enforceability;

and left a good deal of all three resource areas open.

For additional information please refer to response

C-5.

A small portion of the BLM land adjacent to the

southwest corner of the Fort Belknap Indian

Reservation would be restricted seasonally to

designated roads and trails (see Map 4 Side B in the

back pocket of the final RMP/EIS). The rest of the

BLM land adjacent to the reservation would be

open to off-road travel.

The ORV restrictions on BLM land both north and

south of the Missouri River are designed to reduce

the majority of adverse impacts and conflicts. The

system for the Judith RA allows access into the

area, while providing habitat security and reducing

conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized

recreation. The seasonal road closure in the Judith

RA is based on access density and problems with

new roads being formed. The system in the Valley

and Phillips RAs allows access while providing
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C-9

C-10

C-ll

C-12

C-13

habitat security, protecting vegetation and soils, C-16

and reducing conflicts between landowners and

recreationists. The difference in restrictions reflects

the difference in the resources and conflicts

identified both north and south of the Missouri

River.

These roads both serve BLM land areas that have

been identified as needing additional public access. C-17

However, the actual roads or trails that may be

granted to the BLM through a right-of-way is up to

negotiation with the private landowners on a case- C-18

by-case basis.

Because no ORV problems have been identified in

the White Rock Coulee area and the topographic C-19

relief is not as great as in the Breaks, this area was

not included in the preferred alternative.

Off-road travel would be restricted to designated

roads and trails to prevent resource damage and

reduce social conflicts. While a few roads may be

closed from September 1 to December 1, most C-20

roads would be designated open.

MostORV activity occurs during the hunting season,

September 1 to December 1. Almost all wildlife

harassment occurs during that time. Implementing

the ORV restrictions (closed, limited seasonally, or

limited yearlong) would protect most wildlife in

crucial habitat areas from harassment during the

hunting season. Once the hunting season is over, C-21

wildlife harassment ceases.

Due to the proximity of this BLM land tract to

Lewistown and the historical usage by recreationists

without damage, this is an appropriate use of this C-22

area in keeping with the Bureau's multiple-use

philosophy.

The recreation and economic effects ofnot allowing

game retrieval were considered in the analysis of

impacts. It was recognized that off-road travel

would be negatively affected, while walk-in hunting

opportunities would increase in both quality and

quantity (see pages 193 and 206 of the draft RMP/
EIS).

The standard fine for ORV violations is $50.

Each resource area office recommended which

roads should be designated open within areas limited

to ORVs.

As in the draft RMP/EIS, vehicle access for camping

would be permissible within 1 00 yards ofdesignated

roads and trails. The preferred alternative has been

revised to include an exception to the 100 yard

distance on a case-by-case basis through the use of

a special use permit.

As stated on page 82 of the draft RMP/EIS "BLM
land in the Highwoods, Belts, Snowy, North and

South Moccasins and Judith Mountains would be

restricted yearlong to reduce user conflicts, reduce

wildlife harassment and provide habitat security

(38,597 acres)." This includes about 3,200 acres of

public land administered by BLM in the North

Moccasin Mountains.

The exceptions would apply to areas limited to

ORVs, but not closed areas. The management

objectives for limited areas can be achieved, while

allowing exceptions under certain conditions.

The final RMP/EIS has been revised to reflect an

advantage rather than a need.

C-14 C-23

BLM has no specific data on ORV use in the spring

period for the Breaks. Compared to the fall season,

there is very little spring ORV use and BLM has

observed no impact to soil and water quality from

spring ORV use. If monitoring indicates ORV
damage during the spring months, appropriate

restrictions would be considered.

An environmental impact statement (EIS) is an

analysis and documentation process. The agency

must consider the environmental consequences and

results, but is not obligated by NEPA to choose an

alternative with no significant impacts. An agency

may choose an alternative that could result in a

locally significant impact.

C-15

The final RMP/EIS has been revised to reflect the

change.

C-24

Some of the concerns include; enforcing this

exception within a large geographical area such as

the three resource areas (690,000 acres) and
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distinguishing between someone retrieving game

or driving off-road for other purposes.

OIL AND GAS LEASING AND
DEVELOPMENT

D-l

D-2

D-3

The oil and gas stipulations are described in

Appendix B of the final RMP/EIS.

Current oil and gas lease management, described in

Alternative A in the RMP/EIS, uses the Standard

Stipulation form (MT-3 109-1) for all leases. Thus,

under current management, 100% of the leases are

issued with stipulations. These stipulations include

resources such as esthetics, erosion control, streams,

wildlife and cultural. In addition, special stipulations

are sometimes used where additional resource

protection is desired. These two types ofstipulations

are shown in Table 2.8 for Alternative A. All leases

under current management also contain standard

lease terms, which are the rights and obligations

described on the lease instrument (43 CFR 3101.1-

2). Standard terms and conditions are not the same

as standard stipulations.

By Montana BLM policy, the use of standard

stipulations will be discontinued when the RMP/

EIS is final. In their place, specific resource

stipulations will be applied to protect those resources

formerly covered by both standard stipulations and

special stipulations. Only those leases needing

resource protection will have stipulations attached.

All leases will contain standard lease terms, and

many leases will be issued only with standard lease

terms. For Alternative E, the acreages are shown in

Table 2.36 of the final RMP/EIS.

Thus, the acreage subject to stipulations will

decrease; from the current situation in which 1 00%
of leases have standard stipulations, to the preferred

alternative in which only leases needing specific

resource protection will have stipulations. The oil

and gas stipulations are described in Appendix B.

The 1/4-mile no surface occupancy (NSO)

restriction around wilderness study areas (WSAs)

and Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) refuges is not

included in the preferred alternative as a result of

the environmental consequences. This level of

restriction was not necessary to protect the resources

at these locations. Restrictions in the form of

Controlled Surface Use and Timing are considered

adequate mitigation to protect the resource values.

D-4

D-5

The Bureau's planning process develops

management guidance for implementation of

regulations that pertain to activities on federal land.

Revoking the oil and gas exemption from the

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act is a matter

for the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to

consider.

The current management situation is one which

allows oil and gas leasing to continue on most of the

federal lands covered by the RMP/EIS. Lands

which require special stipulations to protect wildlife

resources, that are nominated for lease during the

time this plan is being written, will not be offered

for lease until the plan is final. This policy is the

result of a recent change in program guidance at the

BLM Washington Office that mandates

environmental impact statements rather than

environmental assessments as the proper level of

NEPA document for analysis of oil and gas leasing

decisions. The interim policy is not described in the

document because it is not considered as an

alternative.

The leasing procedure described in Alternative A
of the RMP is current management forBLM within

the area covered by the plan. The standard

stipulations on Form MT3 109- 1 in Appendix B are

attached to all leases that are issued. The standard

stipulations would be used to mitigate impacts

when an activity is proposed on the lease if the

resource is present. These stipulations cover the

entire lease and are not site specific to a known

resource on the lease.

Under all of the other alternatives these standard

stipulations would no longer be used. Stipulations

will be site specific to an area identified on the

lease.

Appendix B in the RMP/EIS contains a Reasonably

Foreseeable Development Scenario of oil and gas

which follows the current guidance (Supplemental

Program Guidance 1624.2) for predicting what the

leasing and development activity will be over the

life of the plan based on the historical activity. The

specific items can all be found in Appendix B. The

RMP/EIS contains a summary of the cumulative

effects, by alternative, of the environmental

consequences over the life of the plan. Tables 4.24,

4.26, 4.28, 4.30, and 4.32 in the RMP/EIS show the

acreage in each of the categories of high and

moderate oil and gas development potential for

land that is open to leasing.
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D-6 D-13

D-7

D-8

D-9

D-10

I)-!!

D-12

Impacts to cultural resources from oil and gas

leasing and development have been revised in the

final RMP/EIS.

We have no data to indicate that birds are being lost

in oil-well sumps in this area. Wells drilled in this

area are mostly for gas. Drilling operations usually

last from 1 to 3 days. A temporary pit is used during

the drilling process and then drained. The mud used

in the drilling process is a non-toxic gel solution

and is usually placed in leaking reservoirs as a

sealer. The procedures for the use of drilling mud
are found in NTL-2B.

Under the preferred alternative, a stipulation would

be placed on oil and gas leases to protect the

integrity of the grouse lek. This is a no surface

occupancy for the lek and a seasonal restriction for

a distance of 1/4 mile from the lek (March 15 to

June 15).

Winter range restrictions are placed only on federal

minerals during the development of oil and gas

leases through the exploration phase. This

stipulation applies to federal mineral estate and

does not affect private landowner rights or a use

other than oil and gas development during this time

period.

The moderate development potential for federal

lands within the area specified is based on the

following: 1) a sedimentary package with source

and reservoir rocks, that are productive elsewhere

in the state; 2) a structural setting that is conducive

to oil and gas exploration; and 3) a lack of

established production. More of the area identified

is rated as high for occurrence potential. However,

development potential is tied to economic

parameters of the hydrocarbon in place. None of

the wells drilled in either of these areas has tested or

produced commercial quantities of oil or gas.

Drilling 50 wells each year as predicted in the

Reasonable Foreseeable Development scenario

would not have a significant impact on the local

economy or on social well-being because it is an

ongoing activity that is expected to continue in the

future. The present level of activity is expected to

remain the same.

The RMP/EIS has been revised.

D-14

D-15

D-16

D-17

D-18

Map 6 found in the back pocket of the final RMP/
EIS has been revised to clarify where stipulations

would apply. Oil and gas stipulations would only

apply to federal subsurface.

The statement on page 134 of the draft RMP/EIS
has been changed to moderate potential for oil and

gas. Map 5, Side A is correct in the draft RMP/EIS.

The area where the proposed ACEC is focated, on

the south side of the Judith Mountains is considered

moderate development potential for oil and gas.

The current guidance for implementation ofwaivers,

exceptions and modifications requires a 30 day

posting when the action constitutes a substantial

change of the stipulation. The permitting process

includes an automatic 30 day posting period during

which the public can become involved through the

NEPA process described in the document whether

or not a waiver, exception or modification is

involved. The resources that the stipulations are

intended to protect are dynamic and if there is a

change which makes the lease stipulation no longer

valid, there would be no 30 day posting period

required to waive the stipulation. This additional

posting period is required only when the stipulation

is changed but the resource has not.

The timing restrictions were developed from

Interagency Rocky Mountain Front Wildlife

Monitoring/Evaluation Program Management
Guidelines of 1987. These guidelines were an

interagency effort by the U.S. Forest Service (FS),

FWS, MDFWP and BLM were the best data

available.

The stipulations are the result of the oil and gas

industry's effectiveness in protecting sensitive areas

and still developing oil and gas resources. Many
studies and professional experience have been used

to develop these stipulations.

There are no impacts to livestock grazing from oil

and gas leasing and development because these

activities would not change stocking levels, range

improvements and/or grazing practices. Based

upon BLM's experience in other oil and gas fields,

the land area removed from production is not

significant enough to warrant change in stocking

rates.
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HARDROCK MINING E-7

El

E-2

E-3

E-4

E-5

E-6

The Azure Cave withdrawal contains 80 acres of

high and 60 acres ofmoderate mineral development

potential land. This area is currently withdrawn

and the RMP process reviewed the purpose and

need of this withdrawal and recommended

continuing the withdrawal based on the cave's

importance as habitat for bats and public recreation

values.

The process used to assess mineral potential in the

planning area followed BLM manuals 1624, 3031

and 3060. This included review of all pertinent

reports and publications on the planning area

geology and mineral production. BLM permitting

and production records were an additional source

of data. On-the-ground discussion with operators

in the hardrock program was especially helpful in

the mineral potential assessment. Mineral potential

information was solicited by letter from all mining

claimants, oil and gas operators, mineral permit

holders and professional societies. Several

responded with confidential data and reports which

were very useful. No comprehensive geochemical

or geophysical survey program of the planning area

was initiated specifically for the mineral resource

assessment.

Mining claims located prior to a withdrawal would

be examined for the presence ofa mineral discovery.

Valid claims can proceed to full development using

mitigating measures to prevent unnecessary or undue

degradation.

BLM welcomes additional data on mineral resources

in the planning area that may aid in our mineral

potential assessment. Data should be submitted to

the district manager and marked "confidential", if

necessary.

Some data was submitted during the public comment

period. However, no change in the overall mineral

potential assessment was warranted.

New mineral data would be considered through

plan maintenance which would update the resource

inventory or if necessary, amend the RMP.

The impacts to cultural resources from hardrock

mining have been revised in the final RMP/EIS.

E-8

E-9

E-10

E-12

E-1.3

The preferred alternative would manage the area to

mitigate impacts to resources from surface

disturbing activities. The preferred alternative has

been revised to reflect that specific prescriptions

for maintaining the long-term visual character of

the area would be considered during approval of a

mine Plan of Operations. The statement on

"reclaimed to natural conditions" has been deleted.

The impacts of 10 additional mining operations on

bighorn sheep habitat in the Little Rocky Mountains

are discussed in Chapter 4; Impacts to Wildlife

From Hardrock Mining. There will be no more than

5% of the habitat disturbed in the short term and

mining reclamation will replace or enhance most of

this habitat in the Ions term.

BLM does not anticipate any hydraulic mining and

very little or no dredging within the planning area.

Figure 3.9 has been updated to show gross

production values through 1991, for both Fergus

and Phillips Counties. The previous figures

presented an outdated picture ofmineral production

in the planning area. However, a discussion of

mining employment and expenditures which

describes current conditions through 1990, is given

on page 139 of the draft RMP/EIS.

A description of current operations and exploration

activity in the planning area (including the Spotted

Horse and Gies underground mines) appears on

pages 138 to 139 of the draft RMP/EIS . Capital

investment figures for mining operations (open-pit

or underground) were not included in the discussion.

However, the Environmental Consequences section

of the RMP/EIS does include estimates of capital

investment for mine development. These impacts

were based on the hypothetical mining operations

described in Appendix C of the final RMP/EIS.

Thank you for providing this information. It has

been considered in our mineral potential assessment

for this area.

The preferred alternative wouldprovide forhardrock

mineral development, while protecting other

resources of exceptional value through withdrawal

from mineral entry or with special management

prescriptions. About 86% of the land with high,

moderate or low mineral development potential
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E-14

E-15

E-16

E-17

would be open to mining without withdrawal or E-18

restrictions.

Impacts to water quality from mining operations

are addressed on pages 167 and 168 of the draft

RMP/EIS . It is important to recogn i ze that as specific

Plans of Operations are developed, more detailed

environmental analysis steps are required under

NEPA. During the review of a Plan of Operations,

BLM may request any reasonable mitigation

measures for monitoring and protection of water

quality. These mitigation measures may include

requiring the company to develop baseline water

quality data to provide for monitoring future

degradation of water quality. Under the Montana

Water Quality Act, the mountain streams in the

planning area are subject to the non-degradation

criteria. Actions that would adversely effect water

quality can only be approved by the Montana Water

Quality Board. As described on pages 1 67 to 1 68 of

the draft RMP/EIS, there are risks of accidental

contamination with the heap leach process.

The Cyanide Management Plan (1991) developed

by BLM states that migratory birds will be protected E-19

by "total enclosure ofprocess solution, treatment of

process solution to sublethal levels, or netting of

process solution impoundments." Migratory bird

mortality was identified at the Kendall and Zortman-

Landusky mines and has been corrected by placing

bird proof netting over the fenced solution ponds. If

other mines experience bird mortality, one or more

of the above actions will be used to correct the

mortality.

E-20

Mining Old Scraggy Peak is not reasonably

foreseeable. The peak holds only passing interest

for possible exploration activity. If Old Scraggy

Peak were to ever be proposed for mining activity,

BLM would conduct the appropriate

interdisciplinary review and environmental analysis.

Mining the peak itself, although unlikely, would be

an irreversible irretrievable commitment of

resources. The peak could not be restored to its

original state.

Proposed mining activities on BLM land in the

Little Rocky Mountains are presented to the public E-21

forcomment through EAs orEISs. The residents of

Zortman can, and do, comment on mining proposals.

Their comments are considered by BLM before

issuing the final decision.

Recreational use of the area is primarily dispersed

and no revenues are collected for dispersed

recreational use. The description of impacts to

recreation appears on pages 192 to 196 of the draft

RMP/EIS. The economic impacts from hardrock

mining described in the preferred alternative of the

draft RMP/EIS are based on the hypothetical

operations appearing in the Reasonable Foreseeable

Development scenario (Appendix C). The economic

impacts from recreation are based on the importance

recreationists and tourists place on scenery. For

example, the Institute for Tourism and Recreation

Research at the University of Montana (ITRR)

conducted a survey of nonresident visitors during

the summer of 1 990, revealing that "...8 1 % of the

vacationing respondents indicated they were

attracted to Montana by its scenery," (ITRR, 1 99 1 ).

To the extent that visitors are attracted to scenery in

and around Lewistown, mineral development

creating a negative effect on visual resources could

also have a negative effect on recreation and tourism

expenditures. The protection of visual resources,

on the other hand, could promote more recreation

and tourism in the area.

The goal of reclamation will be to make post-

mining land use comparable to the pre-mining land

use; and consistent with adjacent land uses. Project

specific reclamation plans will be reviewed in this

context. The exact measure necessary to achieve

these conditions will be incorporated into the

reclamation plan or become stipulations to project

approval.

The purpose of the Hardrock Reasonable

Foreseeable Development scenario (RFD) is to

anticipate future hardrock exploration and mining

activities in the planning area. To do so, certain

assumptions have to be set regarding future

technology, economics and regulatory climate. It is

assumed, for purposes ofthe analysi s, that permitting

procedures and regulations will become stricter in

the future. This is based on past trends and proposed

legislation. Stricter environmental requirements

are not the subject of the analysis; but rather are a

parameter in preparation of the development

scenario.

As described in the draft RMP/EIS, the impact from

the potential loss of these operations would be

significant. However, it should also be noted that,

while two operations could be potentially foregone

under this alternative, seven mining operations
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E-22

E-23

E-24

E-25

E-26

E-27

E-28

could potentially be developed in the Judith RA,

potentially resulting in significant opportunities for

mining-related employment, expenditures and tax

revenues. Under the preferred alternative in the

final RMP/EIS, only one operation could be

potentially foregone due to the exclusion of the

South Moccasin Mountains from the ACEC.

Any additional requirements or restrictions would

be used to improve BLM multiple-use management

of mineral activity. The general regulations

anticipate site specific detailed guidance where

special nonmineral resource values must coexist

with mineral development.

Chapter 3, pages 138 to 139 of the draft RMP/EIS

provides this information. In addition, Figure 3.9

has been revised to include the gross value of metal

mine production through 1 99 1

.

Item 4 is a standard requirement and would be paid

for by the operator. Items 5 and 6 may not always

be needed to mitigate impacts to wildlife. The size

of the disturbance, its duration, and the importance

ofthe particular habitatwould have to be considered.

If needed to prevent unnecessary or undue

degradation, the mitigation would be paid for by the

operator.

Tables 2.45 and 4.5 in the draft RMP/EIS show

different information. Table 2.45 shows the acreage

that would be segregated from mineral entry, while

Table 4.5 shows the acreage ofmineral development

potential by management category.

To date, monitoring the water quality flowing from

the mining area north into the Hays areas has not

detected any contamination that would effecthuman

or animal health.

There are many possible reasons for diminishing

fish populations. However, none of the data on

water quality shows any chemical contamination

emanating from the mining areas which would be

responsible for the reported decline in fisheries.

BLM made the estimates on the amount of habitat

that has been or could be disturbed. The average

disturbance for exploration projects is estimated to

be less than 5 acres and small mine operations could

disturb about 10 acres. It is estimated that about 80

acres have been disturbed in the Collar Gulch area

and an additional 80 acres could be disturbed in the

future. This would depend on the size, type and

number of exploration and/or mine projects.

RIPARIAN AND WETLAND
MANAGEMENT OF WATERSHEDS

F-l

The definition of riparian-wetland areas on page

1 19 of the draft RMP/EIS has been revised to the

formal definition of a riparian area as defined by

BLM: "an area of land directly influenced by

permanent water. It has the visible vegetation or

physical characteristics reflective of permanent

water influence. Lakeshores and streambanks are

typical riparian areas. Excluded are such sites as

ephemeral streams or washes that do not exhibit the

presence of vegetation dependant upon free water

in the soil." The definition of a wetland in BLM's

Riparian-Wetland Initiative for the 1990's (1991),

defines wetlands as "areas that are inundated or

saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency

and duration sufficient to support and which, under

normal circumstances, do support a prevalence of

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions. Wetlands include marshes, swamps,

lake shores, bogs, muskegs, wet meadows, estuaries

and riparian areas."

The typical prairie pothole on the glaciated plains

of the Phillips and Valley RAs is a wetland by the

above definition because it supports vegetation

"adapted for life in saturated soil conditions." The

typical pothole does not get flooded every year and

often has water for only a short time, but when it is

flooded, it supports wetland vegetation. However,

the administration has discussed changing the

definition of wetlands. If the definition is changed,

the typical prairie pothole on public land may not

fall under the final definition of wetlands for the

purposes ofagricultural use and other developments.

The Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating

Jurisdictional Wetlands was signed in 1 989, by the

Corps of Engineers, the Environmental Protection

Agency, the Fish and Wildlife Service and the Soil

Conservation Service. The Soil Conservation

Service works with the Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service to determine if an area is

a wetland and uses the same wetland definition as

these agencies and BLM.

BLM's proposal for managing riparian-wetland

areas has been to specifically identify the stream
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F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

areas and wetlands that meet the definitions and to

outline specific objectives and methods for

managing these important areas.

Riparian and wetland management is addressed

under the preferred alternative in Chapter 2 of the

final RMP/EIS. BLM would initially accomplish

riparian-wetland objectives through livestock F-6

grazing methods at current stocking levels. This

includes, but is not limited to: deferring hot season

grazing, creating separate riparian pastures,

changing the kind and class of livestock, time

control grazing or other range management practices

such as developing off-site water, salting,

developing shade sources, herding, insect control

and early pastures of crested wheatgrass. Seeding,

planting and installing rock gabions and/or check

dams may be used to meet riparian objectives in

addition to grazing management. Ifgrazing methods F-7

are not successful in meeting management

objectives, BLM would take the necessary action to

achieve those objectives. This could include, but is

not limited to, fencing riparian-well and areas,

reducing livestock numbers and use and

rehabilitating degraded riparian-wetland areas.

When trend is improving, the prescribed grazing

method should be continued even if the riparian-

wetland objectives are not achieved in the stated

time frame.

It is conservatively projected, on page 121 of the

draft RMP/EIS, that 60% of the acres in stream

riparian zones are in late serai to Potential Natural

Community (PNC) (proper to excellent condition)

and 40% are in early or mid serai status (poor to fair

condition). Improving or maintaining riparian-

wetland areas to proper functioning condition and

desired plant community would decrease

sedimentation while increasing streambank stability,

vegetation production, wildlife habitat, waterfowl

production, recreation opportunities and visual

qualities.

Waterfowl production is only one reason for riparian

and wetland management ofwatersheds. For further

information please refer to response F-3.

Even under an intermingled ownership pattern, F-8

grazing use on BLM land must comply with the

multiple use and sustained yield principles as

mandated under FLPMA. Cooperative

management, on the part of the BLM and private

landowners, is essential if management is to be

successful. Where BLM lands comprise only a

small part of an allotment, custodial management

for the public land is usually prescribed. Under this

type of management, the BLM permittee or lessee

would conduct the grazing operation to meet his or

her objectives so long as authorized use of the

public land is not exceeded or resource values

compromised.

BLM prefers to accomplish grazing management

cooperatively and it is expected that the riparian

and wetland management of watersheds initiative

can be fully accomplished with cooperation.

However, if we can not agree on management,

BLM may require the permittee to install or

contribute to installing improvements, including

fences. The private landowner always has the

option of fencing private land from public land.

The streams are based on an inventory of the

perennial and significant intermittent streams on

BLM land (see Table 3.4 in the final RMP/EIS).

There are approximately 600 miles ofperennial and

intermittent streams on BLM land in the planning

area.

For stream riparian areas, BLM completed an

extensive inventory in 1986, using the USGS
Hydrologic Map of Montana. The stream miles

included in the RMP are much less than identified

by the extensive inventory. The method used to

identify the stream miles in the RMP was based on

the resource area range and wildlife staff's

knowledge of these streams and their potential. The

resource professionals used the "stream order"

approach, that is, the beginnings of a stream are

Order 1, where it joins another branch the two

become Order 2 and when it joins another Order 2

branch it becomes an Order 3. The miles identified

are all Order 2 and above using a one inch to the

mile scale map. To the best ofBLM's knowledge,

they are riparian by definition and have the potential

to be improved or maintained as such. An intensive

inventory is underway throughout the planning

area under contract with the Montana Riparian

Association; to date all the miles inventoried have

qualified as riparian. BLM's approach was quite

conservative as to scope and does not include side

coulees that often have woody riparian vegetation.

Objectives are developed by first knowing the

existing status ofthe riparian system and the potential

of the site. Once this information is known,

objectives are developed using an interdisciplinary

approach involving the rangeland. wildlife,

recreation and other appropriate specialists. The
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F-9

F-10

F-ll

F-12

F-13

grazing permittee/lessee and other affected interests

are also included in the development of objectives.

As new AMPs are written; existing AMPs revised;

or through monitoring, specific riparian-wetland

objectives would be included to achieve the goals

of the riparian program. The objectives would be

met by grazing methods whenever possible.

Winter use may be the preferred option for riparian

management in some cases, but there are many

other options including rest-rotation, deferred

rotation, spring/fall, spring only, fall only, twice-

over deferred rotation and short duration grazing.

Riparian-wetland areas are the most productive

wildlife habitats and are generally preferred by

livestock because the grass is green longer and

water and shade may be available. Riparian areas

also contribute to improving water quality, removing

sediment, rebuilding flood plains, reducing stream

bank erosion, reducing peak flood flows, increasing

the duration of flow, maintaining instream biota

and improving the ground water reserve.

Assuming this question means changing the

classification of these lands as described in the draft

RMP/EIS, this could only be done if it were shown

that the lands were, in fact, not riparian by BLM's

definition. For additional information please refer

to response F-l.

Under the preferred alternative, approximately 595

miles of stream have been identified for riparian

and wetland values. Approximately 150 miles are

within the Judith RA, 250 miles within the Valley

RAand 195 miles within the Phillips RA. Appendix

H shows the allotments and miles of stream that

would be included under the preferred alternative.

Each resource area has data and maps for specific

allotments identified in Appendix H.

A grazing formula describes the sequence ofgrazing

treatments which will meet plant and livestock

requirements in conformance with management

objectives. The number of treatments in a formula

depends on the amount of rest needed at various

times. The formula shows the order in which

planned grazing and resting treatments are applied

in a pasture. Generally, a pasture is needed for each

treatment in the grazing formula. It's important

when designing a grazing formula is to use sound

principles of plant physiology and ecology, animal

husbandry, soi 1 and watermanagement and multiple-

use resource management.

F-14

F-15

F-16

The preferred alternative analysis of the Riparian

and Wetland Management of Watersheds issue

includes only the allotments which contain 0.5 or

more miles of stream or 5 or more water sources.

This removed 299 small allotments with only one

or two reservoirs or potholes and few management

opportunities. Many of these are identified for

disposal. Alternative E was developed to focus the

effort on a more realistic number of allotments.

BLM ' s management is directed at correcting grazing

practices that are causing streambank erosion,

unstable streambanks or scant vegetation cover.

There is abundant evidence of BLM's success on

most of the rest-rotation and deferred rotation

grazing plans that have been in effect for over 10

years. The remaining problems are in recently

developedAMPs and on allotments with no rotation

grazing plan in effect. Without rest and deferment

from grazing, riparian areas can not thrive.

BLM knows from historic evidence, including the

journals of Lewis and Clark, that all riparian areas

were not in proper functioning condition before the

introduction of domestic livestock.

It is evident that on some soils, like the typical

"Breaks" of the Missouri River and "Badlands"

throughout the planning area, geologic erosion is

very high. Because active downcutting is occurring

in these areas, the associated riparian areas may not

meet proper functioning condition criteria.

BLM is just beginning to learn about the potentials

of prairie riparian areas. These potentials can vary

widely within a few miles of the same stream

because of such factors as soil, topography, depth to

water, etc. Potential stream stability varies because

of these factors, as well.

It is the objective ofBLM riparian area management

to maintain, restore or improve riparian values to

achieve a healthy and productive ecological

condition for maximum long-term benefits. To

meet this objective, BLM will ensure that new

resource management plans and activity plans (and

existing plans when revised) recognize the

importance of riparian values and initiate

management actions to maintain, restore or improve

them.

Under the preferred alternative, approximately 595

miles of stream, not 3,500, have been identified for

riparian and wetland values. These streams are not

proposed for mineral withdrawal for riparian and
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F-17

F-18

F-19

wetland values. Table 3.4 shows the total BLM
stream miles for perennial streams as well as for

significant intermittent streams within the planning

area. Please refer to response F-l for additional F-20

information on the definition of riparian-wetland

areas.

The Prairie Pothole Habitat Management Plan

(1978) set the stage for waterfowl development

along the HiLine of northern Montana. Since the

implementation of the plan, over 1,140 reservoirs

and 1 ,000 nesting islands have been developed in

the planning area. This represents a 23% increase

in surface water and a 56% increase in nesting F-21

islands. Waterfowl objectives have been developed

and implemented in a number of AMPs. As

additional water developments and habitat

improvements are completed in AMPs, these acres

will be compared to the existing habitat. The

objectives for waterfowl habitat improvement on

the uplands associated with water developments

will be monitored following various habitat

evaluation techniques. Monitoring nest success

and population status is the responsibility of the F-22

MDFWP and FWS.

BLM will use a large body of scientific research as

well as our own experience in grazing management

practices by specifically proposing to meet riparian-

wetland objectives though grazing management

and not by exclusion ofgrazing (page 85 of the draft

RMP/EIS). The management practices proposed

essentially mirror those described in Riparian

Dominance Types of Montana, Hansen, Chadde,

and Pfister, 1988, a publication of the Montana F-23

Forest and Conservation Experiment Station,

University of Montana, which is referenced on

page 1 1 9 of the draft RMP/EIS. The descriptions of

successful riparian management practices in

Hansen, Cad and Pfister include a detailed

bibliography of supporting research. Page 154,

paragraph 2 of the draft RMP/EIS describes the role

of this research in analysis of the environmental

consequences. For additional information please

refer to response F-2.

BLM's intent is to accomplish the riparian-wetland

objectives though cooperation with the permittees.

This is why BLM included the objective (paragraph

4 on page 85 of the draft RMP/EIS) "to accomplish F-24

the riparian-wetland objectives while considering

the economic viability of the affected ranches."

This provision recognizes the potential impact to

private lands, which often have high riparian and

wildlife values, that could occur if permittees were

forced to radical ly alter their operations in response

to BLM's riparian-wetlands implementation.

The section of the draft RMP/EIS on page 85

paragraph 8, concerning use ofpesticides, prescribed

fire and land treatments has been revised. BLM will

continue to use herbicides, as well as biological

methods to control noxious weeds. Herbicide use

in the riparian-wetland complex will continue in

strict compliance with label requirements and in

accordance with the Vegetation Treatment Final

EIS, 1991.

This provision recognizes the need for acommitment

on the part of the livestock operators to achieving

the riparian objectives; the fact that BLM can not

accurately predict the time frame for achieving the

potential on most ofthe riparian sites in the planning

area; and that factors other than livestock grazing

(including floods, droughts, wildlife use, etc.)

influence the rate of progress.

The preferred alternative analysis of the Riparian

and Wetland Management of Watersheds issue

does not include a formula for allocating forage

increases. This allows the manager the discretion

to allocate up to 50% of the forage to livestock orto

reserve all the increase for wildlife habitat and

watershed protection. Such decisions would be

made though an interdisciplinary environmental

analysis and would be based on the results of

monitoring and evaluation.

An error was made on page 175 of the draft RMP/
EIS as only the AUM changes attributed to the

actual riparian areas were shown in the livestock

grazing management impacts section. The correct

figures are shown on page 1 72, paragraph 6. AUMS
would increase by approximately 10% overall

(equivalent to 92,860 AUMs). This is due to overall

improvement, including the uplands as well as the

riparian-wetland areas. Riparian-wetland objectives

will be met though management of grazing at

existing levels, if these objectives can not be

achieved under existing levels, grazing may be

reduced or other practices applied (page 85,

paragraphs 2 and 3, draft RMP/EIS).

Present management is accomplishing the desired

results in Category M allotments. In Category I

allotments, present conditions are unsatisfactory.

Conditions may be satisfactory in the riparian areas,

but unsatisfactory in the uplands due to a
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F-25

F-26

F-27

predominance of clubmoss or other factors which

limit improvements in ecological status. Riparian

areas aremuchmore responsive to improved grazing

management than are most uplands. Allotments

predominately in fair (mid serai) condition, often

the uplands, are Category I allotments.

All water right appropriations are subject to Montana

Water Law. For all projects over 15 acre feet, a

hydrologic evaluation is done to determine project

feasibility and downstream impacts. As required

by law, all potentially affected water users are

notified of the project and may protest. All

construction in the Milk River drainage, above

Vandalia Dam, is further constrained by BLM's

Memorandum ofUnderstanding with the Bureau of

Reclamation.

BLM is responsible formanaging those lands under

BLM administration. This includes riparian-

wetland areas. BLM's goal is to manage these areas

through livestock grazing management. BLM
recognizes the importance of the intermingled

private lands, including valuable riparian-wetland

areas, which could be adversely impacted by

management changes on BLM land.

The proposed action is to meet riparian objectives

through grazing management, not by excluding

these areas from grazing.

For stream riparian areas, BLM completed an

extensive inventory in 1986, using the USGS
Hydrologic Map of Montana. The stream miles

included in the RMP are much less than identified

by the extensive inventory. The method used to

identify the stream miles in the RMP was based on

the resource area range and wildlife staff's

knowledge of these streams and their potential. The

resource professionals used the "stream order"

approach, that is, the beginnings of a stream are

Order 1, where it joins another branch the two

become Order 2 and when it joins another Order 2

branch it becomes an Order 3. The miles identified

are all Order 2 and above, using a one inch to the

mile scale map. To the best of BLM's knowledge,

they are riparian by definition and have the potential

to be improved or maintained as such. An intensive

inventory is underway throughout the planning

area under contract with the Montana Riparian

Association; to date all the miles inventoried have

qualified as riparian. Our approach was quite

conservative as to scope and does not include side

coulees that often have woody riparian vegetation.

For manmade and natural wetlands, the "water

sources" numbers are from two sources; BLM
records of reservoirs on public lands and prairie

potholes for which BLM has applied for water

rights.

The intensive riparian inventory will be used to

develop site specific objectives to be included in

allotment management plans. The Montana

Riparian Association classification system will be

the basis for these objectives.

ELK AND BIGHORN SHEEP
HABITAT MANAGEMENT

G-l

G-2

G-3

BLM is responsible for managing wildlife habitat

on BLM land, including identifying existing and

potential habitat based on current and historical

data. BLM does not have a compensation program

for property damage caused by wildlife.

MDFWP is responsible for managing wildlife and

establishing wildlife population estimates.

MDFWP investigates animal damage reports on

private land and has a variety of methods available

(scare guns, aircraft to haze nuisance animals and

special hunts) to control wildlife damage on private

lands. MDFWP works with landowners requesting

such assistance, howeverno monetary compensation

is made for wildlife damage.

MDFWP establishes wildlife population limits in

coordination with landowners, other agencies and

the public.

Vegetation allocations were determined during the

Missouri Breaks Grazing and Prairie Potholes

Vegetation EISs. About 40% of the vegetation

(452,380 AUMs) will continue to be allocated to

livestock and 60% to watershed protection and

wildlife forage and cover. These allocations are

based on resource values within each allotment.

Forage for wildlife would continue to come from

the above allocations. If elk are overgrazing an

area, BLM would recommend increasing harvest

levels to the MDFWP.



G-4

G-5

G-6

G-7

G-8

G-9

Preferred Alternative

The preferred alternative has been revi sed to provide

593,980 acres of habitat for elk in the Missouri

Breaks, Highwood Mountains, Square Butte, Little

Belt Mountains, Judith Mountains and Big Snowy
Mountains. This would be consistent with the 1992

MDFWP Elk Management Plan.

The preferred alternative has been revised to exclude

identifying elk habitat in the Little Rocky and South

Moccasin Mountains; consistent with the 1992

MDFWP Elk Management Plan.

The management prescriptions would be applied

on a case-by-case basis to the crucial habitat

identified jointly by the MDFWP and BLM. This

habitat is usually specific to a portion of a mountain

range rather than the entire mountain range.

Management ofBLM landis on the basis ofmultiple-

use and sustained yield, unless otherwise specified

by law. Elk and bighorn sheep habitat have not been

given primary consideration in the Little Rocky
Mountains, but are considered resources in the area

along with timber, recreation, minerals, watershed,

wildlife and cultural resources. The Little Rocky

Mountains would remain open to mineral entry and

would be opened to oil and gas leasing under the

preferred alternative.

Most of the coordination on elk habitat management

with the MDFWP and recommendations in the

draft RMP/EIS were developed prior to completion

of the MDFWP's elk management plan. The

preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS has been

revised to be consistent with the 1 992 MDFWP Elk

Management Plan.

BLM recognizes, as does the MDFWP, that problem

areas need special attention. Under the preferred

alternative, BLM could plant lure crops on select

BLM land to draw elk from private crop land where

depredation conflicts are occurring. However, any

reduction in the elk population would be handled by

the MDFWP.

BLM does not have a compensation program for

property damage caused by wildlife. Landowners

work with theMDFWP to control damage ofprivate

crop lands.

Any reduction in elk would be handled by the

MDFWP. One of the decisions required in a

G-10

G-ll

G-12

G-13

G-14

G-15

G-16

resource management plan is the identification of

management areas or habitat.

The lure crops BLM could use would be determined

cooperatively among the MDFWP, private

landowners and BLM. The crops suggested are

small grain (mainly oats) or alfalfa.

Important habitat components consist offood, water,

cover for resting and social interactions. Water is

a very important component of crucial habitat and

is a component that can be added.

Under the preferred alternative, BLM would not

reduce livestock numbers. BLM does not have a

compensation program forproperty damage caused

by wildlife. Landowners work with theMDFWP to

control damage of private crop lands.

BLM can make recommendations to the MDFWP
on the need for additional recreation opportunities

onBLM land during the departments review period

for permits. The preferred alternative does not

recommend a formal agreement between the BLM
and MDFWP to control wildlife and protect private

land.

Page 1 76 of the draft RMP/EIS discusses impacts to

livestock grazing from elk and bighorn sheep.

Because BLM recognizes that landowner tolerance

to depredation (and not forage availability on BLM
land) is the limiting factor and because elk and

cattle are compatible under rest-rotation grazing

and other similar grazing methods, no reductions

were identified. BLM does not anticipate elk or

bighorn sheep numbers to increase to the point

where reductions in livestock are needed.

Elk habitat acres were based on the MDFWP Elk

Management Plan for each hunting district. The

BLM acreage was calculated foreach hunting district

and those acres were totaled for the planning area.

As stated in the management plan, some of the

hunting districts had unoccupied elk habitat. The

BLM acres were calculated in these hunting districts

and are the acres used for elk habitat and expansion

in the planning area.

The Larb Hills are part of the Missouri Breaks and

contain elk habitat on BLM land. The area is not

identified as habitat for elk expansion.
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G-17

G-18

G-19

G-20

The bighorn sheep established in the Larb Hills are

from an expansion of sheep planted in the Mickey-

Brandon Buttes area. Most sheep are now on the

CMR, however they may move onto BLM land,

expanding into unoccupied habitat. The habitat is

there, but the MDFWP determines whether to allow

expansion or control the population through hunting.

One of the decisions required in a resource

management plan is the identification of

management areas or habitat. This is based on

habitat potential and population goals set in

coordination with the MDFWP.

An animal population will continue to expand into

unoccupied habitat until some limiting factor slows

or stops the expansion. In the case ofelk, unoccupied

habitat is available and elk are going to continue to

expand into that habitat, until the habitat is filled or

some limiting factor such as hunting slows or stops

the process.

The expansion areas have adequate forage for both

livestock and wildlife. Alternative A allows for

expansion in the existing occupied areas where

habitat is available. Alternative E, in the draft

RMP/EIS, would allow expansion in the existing

occupied areas and in the unoccupied areas available

for expansion. BLM would supply the habitat (i.e.

forage, cover, space, etc.) on BLM land. Managing

the animals themselves is the responsibility of the

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks.

Elk management in the planning area has been

modified in the final RMP/EIS to be consistent with

the 1992 MDFWP Elk Management Plan. Please

refer to response G-15 for additional information.

The restrictions would be developed in the Plan of

Operations based on need. Crucial wildlife periods

are usually the winter months, but can include the

fawning and calving periods. Habitat loss would be

determined during the Plan ofOperations and would

include vegetation that couldn't be replaced during

the reclamation phase of the mining operation.

PRAIRIE DOG AND BLACK-
FOOTED FERRET MANAGEMENT

G-21

H-2

H-3

HI
A reintroduction plan (The Cooperative Black-

footed Ferret Reintroduction and Management Plan

for the North Central Montana Complex) is being

prepared by theMDFWP and FWS and is presently

in draft form. BLM is a cooperating agency in this

project and BLM's recommendations to the plan

are found in the preferred alternative discussion for

the Prairie Dog and Black-footed Ferret

Management issue. The plan is designed to protect

the ferret and private landowners' rights.

The reintroduction plan recommends an

experimental non-essential release. Determining

the type of designation (permitted, experimental

essential or experimental non-essential) is the

responsibility of the FWS. The experimental non-

essential designation is one of the choices available

under the Endangered Species Act.

Under an experimental non-essential designation,

ferrets would be released as a threatened species

rather than an endangered species. The ferrets

would have to cope with the existing activities in

the release area. It also means the release would be

an experiment and these animals would not be

essential for the survival of the species. The

endangered portion of the total ferret population

would be those animals still in captivity.

The draft reintroduction plan identifies an area

known as the experimental population area which

is larger than the reintroduction area and includes

the southern half of Phillips and Blaine Counties.

The experimental population area is large enough

to protect landowners from the migration of ferrets

from one prairie dog town to another or a ferret that

just migrates outside the reintroduction area.

BLM is required by the Endangered Species Act of

1973, as amended, to carry out programs for the

conservation ofthreatened and endangered species.

BLM land in the Phillips RA supports prairie dog

populations and habitat suitable for the endangered

black-footed ferret and is key to the recovery of the

species in the United States.

Prairie dogs do modify the forage composition of

the area they occupy. However, prairie dog towns

provide an island of habitat that attracts a large

number of wildlife species (Koford, 1958 and

Reading et al, 1989).

Prairie dogs do modify some wildlife winter habitat

within the Phillips RA. However, the amount of

habitat is insignificant when compared to the total

crucial habitat for antelope, sage grouse and mule

deer.
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H-4

H-5

H-6

H-7

Prairie dogs do create a loss of vegetation. The

preferred alternative would use land treatments to

increase forage, if prairie dog populations increase

above the 1988 level. By mechanically treating the

potentially treatable lands in the planning area,

forage production would be increased and theAUMs
distributed as monitoring studies indicate

appropriate.

Prairie dog control is addressed in the Prairie Dog
and Black-footed Ferret Management sections of

Chapter 2 in the final RMP/EIS. BLM would

monitor prairie dog towns for expans ion and control H-8

prairie dog populations at the 1988 level for

recreational viewing, associate species and prairie

dog shooting, however BLM may reduce or

eradicate some small isolated prairie dog towns.

BLM will use all tools available, including poison,

to maintain the 1988 survey level of prairie dog

towns in the Phillips RA. All prairie dog towns in H-9

joint ownership would be subject to cooperative

agreements for management and/or control

consistent with guidelines provided in this RMP.

The black-footed ferret, thought to be nearly extinct

was rediscovered at Meeteese, Wyoming late in

1981, and has become a nationally important species.

It is now considered the rarest mammal in North

America. A successful captive breeding program

has allowed FWS to plan re introductions of the

ferret back into its natural environment. The

existence of suitable habitat for this species is a

critical national resource. BLM is a cooperating

agency in this project in Phillips County andBLM ' s

recommendations are found in the preferred

alternative discussion for the Prairie Dog and Black-

footed Ferret Management issue.

The 7km Complex is in the southern portion of the H-10

Phillips RA and contains a significant amount of

high quality habitat forthe endangered black-footed

ferret. The area is based onFWS habitat assumptions

for ferret management (i.e. the area encompasses a

group of prairie dog towns that are no more than 7

kilometers apart).

H-ll

Under the preferred alternative, costs related to

prairie dog control and black-footed ferret

reintroduction could total $186,000 in the short-

term for both BLM ($128,000) and ranching

operations ($58,000). The ranch operation costs H-12

assume all prairie dog towns on private land would

be controlled or eliminated at an estimated cost of

$ 1 per acre; however this is at the discretion of the

private landowner who may or may not control

prairie dogs. These costs would be incurred on a

one-time basis only. Annual management costs

could total $109,000 for prairie dog control and

ferret reintroduction.

The draft "Cooperative Black-footed Ferret

Reintroduction and Management Plan forthe North

Central Montana Complex" prepared by the

MDFWP and FWS, estimates $1,1 47,400 could be

spent from 1991 to 1998.

When poisoning is scheduled on a prairie dog town

which includes state or private land, a cooperative

effort would be made to control the entire town.

The cost of poisoning for state and private land

would be the responsibility ofthe private landowner

or the state land permittee.

BLM manages wildlife habitat on BLM land and

the RMP will allocate habitat, in the form of black-

tailed prairie dogs (the habitat), for black-footed

ferret reintroduction. The actual ferret

reintroduction is the responsibility of the MDFWP
and FWS. BLM is a cooperating agency in this

project and BLM's recommendations are found in

the preferred alternative discussion for the Prairie

Dog and Black-footed Ferret Management issue.

Condemnation is a tool available to BLM for the

management ofpublic lands without the Endangered

Species Act. BLM will not advocate condemnation

for ferret management in this RMP.

Identifying habitat is necessary prior to determining

its quality and quantity. The habitat is then studied

to determine the best possible locations for ferret

reintroduction.

BLM coordinated with the MDFWP on ferret

habitat. This coordination included MDFWP
participation on the Coordinated Resource

Management Planning (CRMP) committee and

meetings with the landowners in the potential

reintroduction area.

Livestock grazing would not be excluded from

BLM I and identified for reintroduction ofthe black-

footed ferret.

The preferred alternative analysis for the Prairie

Dog and Black-footed Ferret Management issue
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H-13

H-14

H-15

H-16

H-17

H-18

H-19

does not restrict any uses in south Phillips County,

but does mitigate some activities.

Studies could be conducted on prairie dog shooting

in south Phillips County as the ferrets are released.

If these studies show a detrimental effect to the

black-footed ferret, public input would be sought to

help resolve the problem.

Only the prairie dog towns on BLM land identified

for reintroduction of the black-footed ferret would

be designated an ACEC. This amounts to 12,346

acres in the Phillips RA.

The preferred alternative uses shooting as a

supplemental form of prairie dog control.

Page 1 3 of the draft RMP/EIS states that the desired

plant community for prairie dog towns, for instance,

will be an ecological condition less than good (late

serai) or excellent (potential natural community).

The vegetation objectives for certain prairie dog

communities would be, therefore, an early to mid

serai vegetative status. The challenge for BLM is

to describe the vegetative community that best

meets the needs of the prairie dog ecosystem. This

community would then become the desired plant

community for that site. It would be more

appropriate to use ecology status terminology rather

than terms that imply "value" such as poor condition.

The preferred alternative maintains the existing

livestock AUMs within the 7km Complex.

The estimated economic impact of prairie-dog

hunters is based on the number of hunters that sign

in at the BLM office in Malta (about 300 hunters

annually). However, it is likely some hunters do

not sign in and are not counted. If this is the case,

the estimated economic impact may be understated.

In the absence of definitive information, estimating

the economic impacts, based on hunters that sign in

at the local BLM office is reasonable. It should be

noted that under the preferred alternative

(Alternative E), there would be no impact to prairie

dog shooting.

The lack of prairie dog towns and/or topography

would severely limit ferret movement, outside the

experimental population area. Anywhere within

this area, a ferret can be moved or handled without

any problems as a threatened species.

H-20

H-21

H-22

H-23

H-24

H-25

Ferrets were found in Phillips County prior to

poisoning in the 1930s (Anderson, et al.,1986).

Impacts to bentonite mining could occur if mineral

development proposals coincide with ferret

reintroduction areas. The probability of this

occurring is considered low because reintroduction

areas are located away from the areas with proven

bentonite potential. If ferret reintroduction is

attempted as an "experimental, non-essential" basis,

other potential land uses would not be pre-empted.

No impacts are anticipated to precious metal mining

operations. Habitat suitable for reintroduction of

ferrets (prairie dog towns) is not known to occur in

areas with hardrockm i neral development potential

.

The impacts of black-footed ferret reintroduction

on 3,308 acres are discussed in the Impacts to

Wildlife From Prairie Dog and Black-footed Ferret

Management section. The major problem is that

prairie dog towns need to be within 7km (3.3 miles)

of each other to be useful in a ferret reintroduction.

In Alternative A, the towns are further than 7km

from each other and are not useful for a

reintroduction.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS does

recognize the importance of prairie dog habitat for

other species by providing prairie dog habitat for

associate species such as the mountain plover,

burrowing owl and ferruginous hawk.

The Montana Black-footed Ferret Working Group

has been working on ferret recovery in Montana

since 1984. This group has cooperated on many

studies related to prairie dogs in Montana and has

kept up with ferret biology. The group developed

the7km reintroduction area in northcentral Montana

from that data and felt that it was adequate for a

reintroduction in Montana. Afterconducting various

public meetings and visiting one-on-one with the

affected landowners, the working group accepted

the 7km concept with the 1988 survey population.

The preferred alternative would provide the 1988

prairie dog survey level for ferret reintroduction in

south Phillips County.

The following statement has been added to the

affected environment section. .."Prairie dog towns

provide an island of unique habitat that attracts a

large number of wildlife species (Koford, 1958 and

Reading et al, 1989)."
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H-26

H-27

H-28

H-29

The 71 acres in the Judith RA and 800 acres in the

Valley RA are the existing prairie dog towns in the

respective RAs. The prairie dog towns in the

Valley and Judith RAs will be managed on a case-

by-case basis.

BLM is not aware ofany documented evidence that

there could be a negative effect on private property

values due to endangered species reintroduced on

an experimental, nonessential basis. No land-use

restrictions would be placed on private property.

whether or not a rancher were to participate as a

cooperator in the reintroduction project. However,

BLM recognizes there is local concern about

potential land-use restrictions imposed on private H-31

property owners and concern that these restrictions

could affect private property values. This concern

has been clarified in the final RMP/E1S (Chapter 3,

Planning Area Attitudes).

Prairie dog town B-080 was programmed for

elimination as part of the Black-tailed Prairie Dog
Control/Management Plan in Phillips Resource Area

in 1982. This plan did not consider black-footed

ferrets because they were considered extinct at the

time of the writing. Shortly after the plan was

completed, ferrets were found in Wyoming. BLM H-32

determined that proceeding with the plan could be

a negative "may affect" to the ferret. The North

Fourchette AMP-5651 (signed 4/5/89) discusses

the management of the prairie dog towns in the

allotment. It suggests that control would be

completed on all towns. However, the AMP also

states that the prairie dog towns will be analyzed in

the RMP and decisions on future control/

management of prairie dogs will be included in the

RMP.

Landowner attitudes toward prairie dogs and the

black-footed ferret are discussed in Chapter 3, H-33

Affected Environment on page 151 and in Chapter

4, Environmental Consequences on page 21 8 of the

draft RMP/EIS. This concern has been clarified in

the final RMP/EIS (Chapter 3, Planning Area

Attitudes).

4(b)(2), which states in part: "The Secretary shall

designate critical habitat... after taking into

consideration the economic impact... of specifying

any particular area as critical habitat."

Impact analysis related to a critical habitat

designation under ESA would be the responsibility

of the FWS. Thus, impact analysis related

specifically to a critical habitat designation does

not apply to BLM. It should also be noted that the

proposed reintroduction population is considered

"experimental, nonessential" by FWS and the Act

specifically precludes designation of critical

habitat for nonessential populations [Section

100')(2)(c)(ii)].

"A Cooperative Black-footed Ferret Reintroduction

and Management Plan for the North Central

Montana Complex" is a proposal for the

reintroduction of the black-footed ferret. The RMP
is a decision document for all aspects of multiple-

use management on BLM lands, including the

allocation of habitat for ferret reintroduction. The

preferred alternative in theRMP suggests guidelines

that would be addressed when developing the

reintroduction plan. These suggestions were

incorporated into the reintroduction plan.

The preferred alternative has been revised to include

a controlled surface use stipulation on prairie dog

towns within the 7km Complex. When an oil and

gas activity is proposed, the BLM's authorized

officer is responsible for applying conditions of

approval to prevent adverse effects on the

reintroduction and recovery ofblack-footed ferrets.

The "Draft Guidelines for Oil and Gas Activities in

Prairie Dog Ecosystems Managed for Black-Footed

Ferret Recovery," FWS, 1990, will guide the

development of appropriate conditions of approval

for the proposed activity.

This information was taken from BLM's grazing

files and was an oversight on our part. We have

corrected the final RMP/EIS and identified May
Grimsley as the permittee for the Upper Dog Creek

Allotment (5457).

H-30

The economic and social impacts of black-footed

ferret reintroduction were analyzed in accordance

with BLM"s resource management planning

requirements. This analysis appears on pages 2 1

1

to 213 and page 218 of the draft RMP/EIS.

Presumably, the law you're referring to is the

Endangered Species Act (ESA), specifically Section

H-34

H-35

BLM has no evidence of significant off-site erosion

caused by prairie dogs.

Please refer to the preferred alternative discussion

for the Prairie Dog and Black-footed Ferret

Management issue in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/
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H-36

H-37

H-38

H-39

H-40

H-41

H-42

EIS. Animal damage control on prairie dog towns H-43

within the 7km Complex would be allowed.

Restrictions on using M44s, traps and snares would

be necessary to avoid accidentally taking black-

footed ferrets.

These prairie dog towns were improperly located

and have been corrected on Map 7 in the final RMP/
EIS.

Reintroduction is placing an animal or plant that

previously inhabited an area, back into that specific

area.

Various techniques have been developed to study

ferrets. Summer night spotlighting and winter

snow tracking are the most common methods.

Also, radio tracking will be used to follow released

ferrets.

The Black-footed Ferret Recovery Plan (1988)

states that recovery of the ferret will consist of

establishing 1,500 animals in 10 distinct populations

of 30 or more adult animals scattered throughout its

historic range.

Not all of the reintroduction areas in the ferret's

historic range can support much more than 30 adult

animals. However, the reintroduction area analyzed

in this RMP/EIS could support more than the

minimum population of 30 adult ferrets.

The consultation will be informal rather than formal.

The cooperative effort that has and will continue to

take place with the FWS, MDFWP, BLM and the

cooperative landowners will provide consultation

almost on a daily basis.

BLM developed a shooting program in 1984. This

program has not controlled the prairie dog, but has

slowed expansion. Poisoning was done on town B-

080 in 1 990. BLM is in the process of measuring

the prairie dog towns now to determine whether

expansion has taken place since 1988.

H-44

H-45

H-46

Prairie dog control and black-footed ferret

reintroduction was an issue identified during the

initial phase of the RMP. Through the RMP, BLM H47
will make the final decision concerning what BLM
land will be available for black-footed ferret

reintroduction in the Phillips RA.

Prairie dog towns are very dynamic (constantly

changing). When the climate is wet the towns

contract because of increased forage production on

the town. When the climate is dry the towns

expand. Measuring prairie dog towns gives BLM
a point on which to base management changes. The

size of a prairie dog town determines the occupancy

and spacing of prairie dog families; the larger the

prairie dog town, the less occupation there is toward

the center. The perimeter of the towns seems to

have a large number ofdogs for a variety of reasons;

some are food related, others social. The litter stays

with the female for almost a year in a loose family

group. Just prior to her giving birth to a new litter,

she kicks the old litter (yearlings) out and they

begin to establish their own family groups. Family

groups have territories throughout the prairie dog

towns and most of the yearlings must set up new

territories on the edge of the town, thus increasing

the density of the prairie dogs near the edge of the

town. Others will disperse to locations outside the

town and ifconditions warrant, they establish a new

town.

BLM is using is a Geographic Positioning System

(GPS, aelectronic satellite mapping unit) to measure

each dog town. The process is quick and repeatable.

The FWS will make the decision to reintroduce the

black-footed ferret as an experimental , non-essential

or an endangered species. BLM only has the

authority to provide the habitat for the black-footed

ferret and long-term recovery. The draft

reintroduction plan prepared by the MDFWP and

FWS became available for public comment in

December 1 99 1 , and did recommend reintroduction

as an experimental, non-essential population.

Methods used to control the black-footed ferret on

private land in south Phillips County could include

cooperative agreements. This agreement could

allow the ferret to remain on private land if or where

it inhabits that land. The agreement could also

allow the FWS to remove the ferret from private

land. A private citizen cannot remove or handle a

ferret without proper authorization under the ESA.

The black-footed ferret is an endangered species

and is now considered the rarest mammal in North

America.

A shooting program is incorporated into BLM's
prairie dog management program and will be

monitored as a control tool.
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AREAS OF CRITICAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERN

i-i

1-2

1-3

1-4

1-5

The ACECs were nominated by BLM, the public or

other agencies. The nominations and nominators

are shown in Table H. 1 in Appendix H of the final

RMP/EIS. BLM may receive a nomination for an

ACEC at anytime. No formal or special procedures

are required. An interdisciplinary team evaluates

each area nominated to determine if it meets both

the relevance and importance criteria. Evidence of

relevance and importance may be secured from

BLM or non-BLM sources, or from professional

judgments, written comments and expert opinions.

If an area does not meet the criteria, analysis

supporting that condition is documented and the

nomination is not considered as a potential ACEC.
If an area does meet both the relevance and

importance criteria, the nomination is a potential

ACEC and is considered through development of

alternatives to determine the need for special

management through an RMP or an amendment to

an RMP. If an area requires special management,

the nomination is designated an ACEC.

All comments received during the public comment

period on the draft RMP/EIS were considered in

preparation of the final RMP/EIS. Comments

received on the draft RMP/EIS are included in

Volume 2 of the final RMP/EIS. This includes the

comments on the ACECs.

The areas recommended for ACEC designation in

the draft RMP/EIS are considered potential ACECs.

The final RMP/EIS and subsequent ROD may or

may not recommend designation, based on the need

for special management.

An ACEC highlights an area that requires special

management attention, given the relevant resources

present and the importance of those resources.

While Rock Creek in the Snowy Mountains is a

representative sample of a plant community, the

botanical community is not unique to Rock Creek

and the area does not meet the ACEC criteria for

relevance and importance.

Figure 2. 1 on page 23 of the draft RMP/EIS shows

the visual resource management (VRM) classes

based on a process that considers scenic quality,

sensitivity to changes in the landscape and distance

zones. Each class has a management objective

1-6

1-7

1-8

which prescribes the level of acceptable change in

the landscape. The management objectives only

apply to BLM land. Figure 2.1 has been replaced

with Map 1 in the final RMP/EIS which displays

the VRM classes on public lands administered by

BLM. TheVRM classes are not scenic area ACECs.

Three other ACEC nominations were considered

for their scenic values; Anderson Bridge, Square

Butte ONA and Bitter Creek WSA. Anderson

Bridge and the Bitter Creek WSA did not meet the

ACEC criteria and the nominations were not

considered as potential ACECs. Square Butte

ONA met the criteria and is recommended for

designation as an ACEC for its natural endemic

systems, cultural sites, scenic qualities and rare

geologic features unique to Montana. No other

ACEC nominations were received that included

scenic values as one of the reasons for the

nomination. Please refer to Appendix H in the final

RMP/EIS for additional information on the ACEC
nominations.

BLM appreciates your concerns about ACECs and

your apparent nominations. Before these

nominations can be evaluated, BLM would need an

accurate map depicting the exact geographic area

ofthe nominations and a list ofthe primary resources

for which each nomination is made. This

information was requested from the nominators by

BLM in January, 1992, but was not received. BLM
will consider these nominations in the future when

additional information is provided.

BLM can close areas to oil and gas leasing and

pursue withdrawals from mineral entry without an

ACEC designation.

The management guidance for the ACECs provides

for the orderly development of consumptive uses,

i.e., mineral development, while protecting the

values for which the areas would be designated.

Given the resource potential and the unique values

within the ACECs, Azure Cave would remain

withdrawn from mineral entry and withdrawals

would be pursued for Square Butte and Big Bend of

the Milk River. The other proposed ACECs (Acid

Shale-Pine Forest, Judith Mountains Scenic Area

and Prairie Dog Complexes) do not require

withdrawals to achieve the management objectives.

Under the preferred alternative in the final RMP/
EIS, Collar Gulch would not be designated an

ACEC and the area would remain open to mineral

entry.
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1-9

1-10

111

1-12

1-13

The management prescriptions for the Judith

Mountains Scenic Area have been revised to clarify

the intent of management in the area. Under the

preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS, Collar

Gulch would not be designated an ACEC and the 1-14

area would remain open to mineral entry.

The regulatory effect of an ACEC designation

requires operators that could normally submit a

Notice for surface disturbing activities of less than

5 acres to submit a Plan of Operations (43 CFR
3809.1 -4(b)(3)).

Surface disturbing activities in progress under a

Notice at the date of ACEC designation could

proceed to completion of the described activity

without filing a Plan of Operations. A major

modification to the activity, or extension beyond

the time frames contained in the Notice, would

require the operator to submit a Plan of Operations.

Surface disturbing activities in progress under a 1-15

Plan of Operations at the date ofACEC designation

could proceed to completion ofthe described activity

without filing a new, or amended. Plan ofOperations.

However, ifthe authorized officer (AO) determines

the existing Plan of Operations is not adequate to

protect the ACEC values, the AO may request the

operatorto modify the Plan ofOperations consistent

with 43 CFR 3809.1-7.

Management prescriptions for ACECs apply only

to BLM land. BLM does not have the authority to

apply prescriptions to private land.

BLM has evaluated the recent data on the Mountain

PloverACEC nomination on Little Beaver Creek in

Valley County. Based on this information, the

nomination meets both the relevance and importance

criteria for a potential ACEC designation. As a

potential ACEC, alternatives for the area must be

developed to determine if special management is

needed. This requires the release ofa draft document

with a minimum 60-day public comment period.

Nominations which meet the criteria as potential

ACECs must be reviewed through the Bureau's 1-16

planning and NEPA processes. The ACEC
nomination will be considered in an amendment to

this RMP/EIS.

BLM is not aware of any information or data to

show that there would be a negative effect on

private property values due to anACEC designation.

Special management for an ACEC would only

apply to public lands administered by the BLM.
BLM does not have the authority to compensate

private landowners.

The Mixed-Grass Prairie nomination was received

during the internal review of the preliminary draft

RMP/EIS in November 1990. To maintain the

planning schedule and commitment to the public,

BLM did not add additional nominations to the

document at that time. If this nomination qualifies

for further consideration, per the ACEC criteria,

alternatives for special management will be

considered through an amendment to the Judith-

Valley-Phillips RMP/EIS. Nominations which meet

the criteria as potential ACECs must be reviewed

through the Bureau's planning and NEPA processes.

The nomination is south of the Grassland National

Park in Canada and would be a contiguous U.S.

extension to the Canadian National Park.

The alternatives in the RMP/EIS where developed

based on the issues, resource potential and conflicts

identified during public scoping. A total mineral

withdrawal for the Little Rocky Mountains was not

developed based on the resources in the area. During

the public comment period on the draft RMP/EIS,

numerous letters were received nominating the

Little Rocky Mountains as an ACEC and

recommending a withdrawal from mining. If this

nomination qualifies for further consideration, per

the ACEC criteria, alternatives for special

management will be considered through an

amendment to the Judith-Valley-Phillips RMP/EIS

.

Nominations which meet the criteria as potential

ACECs must be reviewed through the Bureau's

planning and NEPA processes.

The Little Rocky Mountains have mineral potential

and existing mining claims. Multiple use

management would provide for mineral

development along with other uses. Mineral

development would be guided by recommendations

that are developed out ofenvironmental assessments

that are required for a Plan of Operations.

The concern for the plant communities on Saddle

Butte would be addressed in an EA for any mining

exploration permit in the Little Rocky Mountains.

Nothing has been done or changed in the BLM
management of the area since it was nominated as

an ACEC. Personnel have visited the area over the

past few years, but the area has not been recently

monitored for various resource values. The area is
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1-17

1-18

1-19

not open to livestock grazing, so monitoring for

livestock trespass has not been a priority workload.

The Saddle Butte ACEC nomination was received

during the internal review of the preliminary draft

RMP/EIS in November 1990. To maintain BLM's
planning schedule and commitment to the public.

BLM could not include additional nominations to

this RMP/EIS. If this nomination qualifies for

further consideration, per the ACEC criteria,

alternatives for special management will be

considered through an amendment to the Judith- 1-20

Valley-Phillips RMP/EIS. Nominations which meet

the criteria as potential ACECs must be reviewed

through the Bureau's planning and NEPA processes.

The Joiner Coulee and Woody Island CouleeACEC
nominations were re-evaluated based on new
information received during the public comment

period, but did not meet the relevance and

importance criteria. No plants identified by The

Nature Conservancy were considered threatened or

endangered. Two plants identified by The Nature

Conservancy as being rare were found in the Joiner

Coulee site during drought periods, however it is

not known if these plants are localized or are

commonly found in the pothole country when

climatic conditions are more favorable. BLM
anticipates completing more inventories and studies

in these areas in the future. If future information

indicates these sites meet the relevance and

importance criteria, alternatives for special j^i
management will be considered through an

amendment to the Judith-Valley-Phillips RMP/EIS.

Old Scraggy Peak is part of the Little Rockies

Special Recreation Management Area (SRMA MT
06520) which has been identified as a key component

of the Recreation 2000 Tri-State Strategy Plan

(1990). One of the objectives for the district's

recreation program has been to prepare an activity

plan and monitor this area when funding becomes

available. Your information on hiking trails and

recreational opportunities is appreciated as well as

helpful and will be included in the development of

a recreation plan for the Little Rocky Mountains. j.j

Old Scraggy Peak was nominated as an ACEC for

its prominence in the Little Rocky Mountains. The

nomination was evaluated and did not meet any

relevance and importance criteria and was not

recommended for further consideration as an ACEC.
Subsequently, Old Scraggy was identified as having

cultural significance in a report by Dan Flcmmer in

June 1990, and in an affidavit by Virgil McConnell

in August 1990.

Old Scraggy Peak will be considered as a new

ACEC nomination based on cultural resources and

evaluated along with two other new nominations

for the area; Saddle Butte and the Little Rocky

Mountains. If this nomination qualifies for further

consideration, per the ACEC criteria, alternatives

for special management would be considered

through an amendmentto the Judith-Valley-Phillips

RMP/EIS. Nominations which meet the criteria as

potential ACECs must be reviewed through the

Bureau's planning and NEPA processes.

The Itchpair Slough nomination does not meet the

relevance criteria for: significant historic, cultural,

or scenic values; fish and wildlife resources; natural

process or systems: or natural hazards. The

nomination does not have substantial significance

and values to meet the importance criteria. The

northern portion of the planning area is within the

Prairie Potholes region, the most important

waterfowl producing area in North America.

Itchpair Slough is within this area, but is not

substantially different than other waterfowl

producing areas within the Phillips and Valley

RAs. There are no known threatened orendangered

species occupying or nesting in the immediate area.

While Itchpair Slough is a known sandhill crane

stopover point it is not known as a nesting area.

There are no known nesting areas in the Valley RA
(based on information from the MDFWP).

While Rock Creek does meet the relevance criteria

for its scenic values and is considered locally

significant (other nearby areas have similar scenic

values; Eagle Nest Coulee and Frenchman Creek),

it does not have substantial significance and values

to meet the importance criteria.

JUDITH MOUNTAINS SCENIC
AREA ACEC

BLM nominated the South Moccasin-Judith

Mountains Scenic Area ACEC. This area was

nominated forits mostly undisturbed visual qualities,

wildlife and recreation values and the large block of

BLM land it contains. BLM manages most of the

surface acres and subsurface mineral estate in the

nominated portion of the Judith Mountains. BLM
also manages most of the subsurface in the relative

portion of the South Moccasin Mountains.
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J-2

J-3

Themanagement objectives for the South Moccasins

portion of the ACEC could not be achieved given

the land ownership in the area. The preferred

alternative has been revised to only include 3,702

BLM acres in the Judith Mountains as a proposed

ACEC.

The South Moccasin-Judith Mountains Scenic Area

was nominated as an ACEC because of its mostly

undisturbed visual qualities, wildlife and recreation

values and the large block ofBLM land it contains.

This particular area highlights the tourism backdrop

for the largest central Montana community,

Lewistown, and provides for sightseeing within the

scenic corridor of several major highways leading

into the Lewistown community.

Other planning area mountain ranges and river

valleys possessing Class II visual resource ratings

do not have the undisturbed vistas or do not have

sufficient blocks ofBLM land ownership to warrant

special management attention. Several ofthe Breaks

areas are in wilderness study status and a portion of

those Class II areas have been recommended for

wilderness designation. Such designation would

contain management prescriptions for maintaining

the visual character of those areas.

Significant scenic, wildlife and recreation values

are found in that portion of the Judith Mountains

forming the backdrop for the City of Lewistown.

This is the key backdrop that provides the scenic

setting for residents and travelers living in or passing

through Lewistown. The Class "B" category is

indicative of the excellent scenic quality rating for

the area. This area is the dominant visual feature on

the landscape and can be seen quite readily from the

community ofLewistown and from highways U.S.

191 and U.S. 87.

J-6

J-7

The management guidance provides for the orderly

development of consumptive uses (mineral

development, timber practices, etc.) while protecting

the values for which the area would be designated

an ACEC.

The purpose of the proposedACEC is to protect the

visual resources to the maximum extent feasible

and still allow mining activity to continue. To that

end, the management prescriptions list possible

mechanisms by which this may be achieved. Of

course the larger and more visible the project, the

greater the effort required to maintain the visual

qualities of the scenic area. A strict interpretation

of the preferred alternative, as written in the draft

RMP/EIS, could have effectively restricted open-

pit mining in portions of the scenic area. This was

not BLM's intent and this section of the document

has been revised. It is conceivable that a large,

open-pitminingproposal, situated in ahighly visible

locale, could not be mitigated to meet the

management objectives of the ACEC. Ifthis occurs,

BLM would conduct a detailed project specific

analysis prior to proceeding with the proposal.

The Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC would

require "special management" to mitigate impacts

to resources from surface disturbing activities.

Special management requires an ACEC designation.

Mining is one use in the area thai would require

special considerations during approval of a Plan of

Operations. The area would be managed for

multiple-use and special management actions would

include limiting off-road vehicle travel to designated

roads and trails, establishing an avoidance area for

ROWs, oil and gas leasing with a controlled surface

use stipulation, restricting management of forest

products and prescriptions for mine plans to maintain

the long-term visual character of the area.

J-4 J-8

J-5

A summary of the evaluation for the Judith

Mountains Scenic Area ACEC nomination is

described in Appendix H of the final RMP/EIS.

This nomination meets Relevance Criteria 1;

significant scenic values are found in this area with

a Class "B" scenic category and VRM Class II

rating. This nomination also meets Importance

Criteria 1 and 2; the scenic values have regionally

significant qualities which are vulnerable to adverse

change.

BLM chose the preferred alternative because it

recognizes and provides priority management and

protection to unique resources in the planning area.

The South Moccasin portion of the Scenic Area

ACEC has been dropped from further consideration

in the preferred alternative. The management

objectives for the South Moccasins portion of the

ACEC could not be achieved given the land

ownership pattern in the area. The preferred

alternative has been revised to include 3,702 BLM
acres in the Judith Mountains as an ACEC. BLM
would manage this area to mitigate impacts to

resources from surface disturbing activities. This

management would limit off-road vehicle travel to

designated roads and trails, an avoidance area for

ROWs, oil and gas leasing with a controlled surface

use stipulation, restricted management of forest

products and prescriptions for mine plans to maintain
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J-9

J-10

J-ll

J-12

J-13

J-14

the long-term visual character of the area. This J-15

management guidance is determined through a

resource management plan with the appropriate

NEPA analysis and public review. Please refer to

response M-l for additional information.

The preferred alternative has been revised to clarify

the management prescriptions and the operator's J-16

rights under the mining law.

The preferred alternative has been revised to only

include 3,702 BLM acres in the Judith Mountains J-17

as an ACEC. This area would not be withdrawn

from mining claim location, but BLM would use

management prescriptions to maintain the long-

term visual character of the area. The preferred

alternative has also been revised to clarify these

management prescriptions and the operator's rights J-18

under the mining law.

The management prescriptions for the Judith

Mountains Scenic Area would only apply to public

lands administered by BLM. The majority of the

surface and subsurface ownership in this part of the J-19

Judith Mountains is BLM. While disturbances on

adjacent private land would affect the visual

resources of the area, given the large block ofBLM
land, the management objectives can be achieved.

The Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC does not

include private land. An ACEC designation can

only be made for public land and this has been

clarified in the final RMP/EIS. BLM does not have

the authority to restrict activities on private land.

J-20

The exact degree ofcamouflaging necessary would

be determined on a project/facility specific basis. A
visual contrast rating would be applied to a project

component to evaluate its potential impact after

BLM receives a Plan of Operations. Possible

mitigating measures would then be evaluated and

discussed with the operator. These could range

anywhere from simply purchasing equipment of a

certain color, to alternate construction/operating J-21

designs. Selection of mitigation would then be

made based on cost, reasonableness and

effectiveness in minimizing visual impacts.

This could include either total or partial screening

from view. Screening could also be used in

combination with some camouflaging techniques.

This has been considered in the plan. Alteration of

the foreground or middle ground is easier to mitigate

than changes in the skyline. Mineral resource data

for the Judith Mountains Scenic Area indicates

high resource occurrence potential in closer

proximity to the skyline.

Under the preferred alternative, the ACEC would

remain open to mineral entry. No changes in claim

location requirements would be made.

None of the alternatives in the draft RMP/EIS

recommended the area for an ORV closure. Under

the preferred alternative, off-road vehicle travel

would be limited to designated roads and trails.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS lists

specific management prescriptions for the Judith

Mountains Scenic AreaACEC. These prescriptions

allowBLM the flexibility to consider surface mining

on a case-by-case basis; as you suggested.

The management prescriptions developed for the

Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC allow for

consideration of mining proposals on a case-by-

case basis. Whether the two hypothetical proposals

in your letter would conform with ACEC
management objectives cannot be stated at this

time. A considerably more detailed description of

the action is required from the proponent; with in-

depth analysis on BLM's part. Neither proposal

would be rejected out-of-hand.

The preferred alternative described in Chapter 2 of

the final RMP/EIS would not withdraw the scenic

area from mining, but would apply mitigating

measures to Plans of Operation, consistent with the

rights granted to the public and the mining claimant

under the mining law. Management objectives for

the area can be achieved without a protective

withdrawal.

While this area does have some surface disturbances,

it is relatively undisturbed as compared to other

mountain ranges with large blocks of BLM land

(the Little Rocky Mountains for example). The

surface disturbances in the J udith Mountains Scenic

Area are not visible to the casual observer and the

North Moccasin Mountains are not part of the

Scenic Area ACEC.
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J-22

J-23

J-24

J-25

J-26

The scenic area is the landscape that can be directly

seen under favorable atmospheric conditions from

a viewpoint (observation point) or along a

transportation corridor (travel route). The landscape

is a composite of land and water forms, vegetation J-27

and structures. The objective of the proposed

ACEC is to protect or maintain the visual resources

present in this landscape in the Judith Mountains as

seen from Lewistown. The concept of multiple-use

doesn't mean that all resources receive equal value

and consideration. Some resources will be

recommended as highcrprioritics and require special

management

A casual observer is a non-professional individual

(i.e. not a landscape architect or visual expert) who

would be looking at the landscape from a use area,

(travel route, etc.) where the view of a management

activity would be the most revealing. Any surface

disturbing project, regardless of size, that is noticed

or catches the eye of the viewer constitutes a visual

disturbance. There is no maximum limit as to

where a viewer can see the landscape. Anything

noticeable from the immediate foreground to seldom

seen distance zones along the travel routes would

be under consideration. BLM specialists will make

the recommendations, but the authorized officer J-28

will make the decision.

The statement "From the South Moccasin-Judith

Mountains Scenic Area, Alternatives E, D and E

(Preferred)", indicating restrictions on mineral J-29

development . . . "could decrease the social well-

being of the local communities" on page 218 of the

draft RMP/EIS has been deleted.

The visual resource contrast rating system is used to

analyze potential impacts of proposed projects or

activities and for rehabilitating existing projects. It

incorporates the four basic design elements ofform,

line, color and texture for comparison purposes. It

is a process that provides a means for determining

visual impacts and for identifying measures to J-30

mitigate these impacts.

It is difficult to state the acceptable level of visual

intrusion (i.e. mining activity) without a specific J-31

proposal. The two main analysis factors would be

the visual contrast of the disturbance relative to the

VRM Class II standards, and the duration, or

permanence, of the contrast. As an example, a pit

highwall and a waste rock dump face could have

similar visual contrasts. The difference is the dump

face is easier to reclaim to meet the VRM Class II

standards than the highwall. The acceptability of

visual intrusion will be judged after applying all

mitigating and reclamation measures.

The visual resources for the Judith Mountains were

documented by an interdisciplinary team in 1977.

The observation points were travel routes including

highways and county roads as well as use areas

such as Judith Peak, Maiden Canyon, Limestone

Canyon, Lewistown, Hilger, Roy and Gilt Edge.

The definition of an observation point is: one or a

series of points on a travel route or at a use area or

a potential use area, where the view ofa management

activity would be most revealing. This RMP/EIS

incorporates the data from this existing visual

resource inventory to develop the Judith Mountains

Scenic Area ACEC using the community of

Lewistown and associated travel routes as the

observation points.

Lewistown is the key observation point for the

Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC. The scenic

area was established at an elevation ofapproximately

4,100 feet or the top of the hill on main street in

Lewistown.

Certain types of recreationists prefer and enjoy the

solitude of hiking and sightseeing without any man

made structures and/or noise from various

operations.

The South Moccasin portion of the scenic area

ACEC has been dropped from further consideration.

The Judith Mountain portion of the scenic area is

proposed for designation as an ACEC and would

apply management prescriptions on surface

disturbing activities. The impact could be the

possible restriction/loss of one mineral deposit for

development (see Appendix C). This is still judged

to be a significant negative impact to mineral

resources.

To date, no landowners within the South Moccasin

Mountains have indicated an interest in a land

exchange.

The three hypothetical mining operations detailed

in Appendix C are representative of possible future

development and were used to estimate impacts.

As indicated on page 2 1 3 ofthe draft RMP/EIS, two

small open-pit operations could potentially be

foregone in the scenic area ACEC under the
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J-32

J-33

preferred alternative ("Open-pit #1" in Appendix

C). The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS.

includes a table in the analysis of economic impacts

in the scenic area ACEC section to display the

revenue, operating costs (regional expenditures),

employment, wages and tax revenues that could be

foregone if mineral development were restricted.

Figure 3.9 has been updated to show gross J-34

production values through 1991, for both Fergus

and Phillips Counties. Additionally, the preferred

alternative in the final RMP/EIS includes a table in

the analysis ofeconomic impacts in the Scenic Area

ACEC section to display the revenue, operating

costs (regional expenditures), employment, wages

and tax revenues that could be foregone if mineral

development were restricted.

The size of the potentially foregone operations

described in the draft RMP/EIS was based on

information regarding development potential and

was significantly smaller than the Kendall Mine.

Any future development may or may not resemble

either the hypothetical operations or the Kendall

Mine. The final RMP/EIS, estimates only one

open-pit operation could be restricted/foregone and

the impacts described reflect a larger open-pit

operation than described in the draft RMP/EIS.

Increased economic activity would mainly reflect

increases in tourism in the region. Because Montana

has no sales tax, it is extremely difficult to estimate

the impact of tourism and recreation in the state or

regions of the state. However, accommodations

taxes ("bed taxes") levied for lodging, do provide a

sketchy picture of tourism and travel, but this data

is insufficient for estimating tourism impacts and J-35

since this tax has been in effect only since July 1,

1 987, it is still too early to provide much analysis of

trends. Biennial surveys conducted by the

University of Montana's Institute for Tourism and

Recreation Research (ITRR) provide the best picture

of the impact oftourism to the state. This information

is reported for the state ' s six regional tourism areas,

not by community or county. Thus, the best data

available on tourism and recreation activity does

not provide a basis for projections of future economic

activity such as output, employment and taxes for

the level of detail associated with management

within the Judith Mountains Scenic Area ACEC.

Discussions with planning area residents indicated

recreation is very important to meeting their lifestyle

needs (see pages 147to 148 ofthe draft RMP/EIS).

Activities that would hinder meeting these needs,

or would make these needs easier to meet, could

affect the social well-being of area residents. In this

case, adecline in the quality ofhiking and sightseeing

due to noise traffic and road building associated

with mining could cause a decline in the social

well-being of individuals who enjoy in these

activities.

The estimated economic impacts to mineral

development in the Judith Mountains Scenic Area

ACEC were not based on 1987 data; the impacts

were based on the hypothetical mining operations

that appear in Appendix C of the RMP/EIS. The

two mining operations that could be restricted/

foregone in theACEC under the preferred alternative

in the draft RMP/EIS were estimated to be similar

to "Open-pit #1" in Appendix C. As described in

the draft RMP/EIS, the impact from the potential

loss of these operations could be significant.

However, it should also be noted that while two

operations could be potentially foregone under this

alternative, seven mining operations could

potentially be developed in the Judith RA;

potentially resulting in significant opportunities for

mining-related employment, expenditures and tax

revenues (see pages 207 to 208 of the draft RMP/
EIS). Under the preferred alternative in the final

RMP/EIS, only one operation could be potentially

restricted/foregone.

Figure 3.9 on page 139 of the draft RMP/EIS,

which shows the gross value of metal mine

production for Fergus and Phillips Counties, has

been updated to show the gross value of production

through 1991.

The preferred alternative analysis in the final RMP/
EIS, includes a table summarizing the impacts to

revenue, operating costs (regional expenditures),

employment, wages and tax revenues. The size of

the potentially restricted/foregone operations

described in the draft RMP/EIS was based on

information regarding development potential and

was significantly smaller than existing operations

in the area (the Kendall Mine, for example). Actual

future development may ormay not resemble either

the hypothetical operations or existing operations.

In the final RMP/EIS, it is estimated that only one

open-pit operation could be restricted/foregone.

The impacts described reflect a larger open-pit

operation than described in the draft RMP/EIS.
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ACID SHALE-PINE FOREST ACEC

K-l

The preferred alternative, would not exclude

livestock grazing from the Acid Shale-Pine Forest

ACEC and BLM would manage the area.

L-3

Management objectives for the Square Butte ONA
ACEC can be achieved through a no surface

occupancy restriction while allowing perimeter

leasing to protect the area from drainage.

K-2

K-3

K-4

K-5

There are no known hard rock mineral deposits and

a very low potential for risk of mineral entry within

the proposed Acid Shale-Pine Forest ACEC.
Management objectives for the area can be achieved

without a protective withdrawal.

There is only moderate occurrence potential for

bentonite resources in the proposed Acid Shale-

Pine Forest ACEC and bentonite development is

not reasonably foreseeable in this area. Designation

ofanACEC does not "encourage" mineral activities.

Through the planning process, BLM must determine

if a potential ACEC requires special management

attention. Areas requiring special management are

designated ACECs. Chippewa Creek and Fords

Creek do not require special management and are

not included in the preferred alternative.

The preferred alternative does not recommend the

area for withdrawal from mining claim location

while AlternativeD does recommend a withdrawal.

Management objectives for the area can be achieved

without a protective withdrawal.

COLLAR GULCH ACEC

M-l

The draft RMP/EIS recommended a protective

withdrawal for Collar Gulch to segregate the area

from mining claim location to protect a pure strain

of westslope cutthroat trout. The rational was that

the withdrawal would provide a no risk situation for

the westslope cutthroat trout from water pollution.

However, even with a withdrawal, there would be

mining claims within the area with valid existing

rights. These claims would not be affected by the

withdrawal.

The preferred alternative in the, final RMP/EIS

would not designate collar Gulch an ACEC and the

area would remain open to mineral entry. The area

has a high and moderate development potential for

hardrock minerals, existing mining claims and a

history of mining activity. Potential impacts due to

miningwould be addressed during individual project

review. Using the resource data available,

management objectives for the area would be

achieved through alternate operating practices.

Mitigating measures would be evaluated in a Plan

of Operations during individual project technical

review and environmental analysis.

M-2

SQUARE BUTTE ONA ACEC

L-l

L-2

Legal access would be pursued to the ACEC for a

trailhead as well as a trail network to the butte.

Access within the ACEC would be limited to non

motorized uses; the area would be closed to off-

road vehicles.

Monitoring Square Butte would depend on budget

and staff availability. Funding levels would affect

the timing and implementation of management

actions and project proposals, but would not affect

the resource guidance made under this RMP/EIS

for Square Butte.

M-3

The BLM has no permitting authority over actions

occurring on patented (private surface) claims.

BLM would be involved when: activities on private

land are impacting BLM managed land; access to

private land would cross BLM managed land; or a

mineral development project includes a mix of

BLM and private land, requiring BLM to analyze

the cumulative impacts of the entire project on the

affected environment per NEPA.

The 1,618 acre area includes the Collar Gulch

drainage andTate-Poetter Cave, Under Alternative

C, about 1 , 1 60 acres would be designated an ACEC;

this would not include the entire drainage. The

preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS, would

not designate Collar Gulch an ACEC and the area

would remain open to mineral entry.
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M-4 M-9

M-5

Activity plans are completed to implement the

management prescriptions defined in an RMP and

are based on the need of a particular area. This

could include how BLM implements an ORV
closure, the measures to stabilize fish habitat, how
recreation use in an area would be managed, any

signing needs and patrol or enforcement needs that

should occur. Affected individuals, groups or

agencies may be consulted during the preparation

of an activity plan. Public meetings or a mass

mailing are usually not conducted since decisions

on management are made in the RMP which has a

formal public comment period.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS

would not designate Collar Gulch an ACEC and the

area would remain open to mineral entry.

The withdrawal proposed in the draft RMP/EIS

would be for the federal mineral estate within the

ACEC area; about 1,618 acres. The preferred

alternative in the final RMP/EIS, would not

designate Collar Gulch an ACEC and the area

would remain open to mineral entry.

M-10

Mil

The westslope cutthroat trout, which inhabits Collar

Gulch Creek, has become increasingly rare in

Montana due to a loss of habitat, loss ofpopulations

and genetic dilution. The trout inhabit about a mile

of the creek, partially on BLM land. The most

reliable part of the creek (the upper 1/4 mile) is on

BLM land and is fed by springs, which allow this

population to survive during drought conditions.

The other 3/4 of a mile can be dry during a drought.

The number of fish is estimated at about 200.

The ACEC designation would apply only to BLM
land (1,618 acres). This is approximately 85% of

the land within the drainage occupied by the

westslope cutthroat trout. The trout inhabit about a

mile of the creek partially on BLM land. The most

reliable part of the creek is the upper 1/4 mile on

BLM land. The other 3/4 of a mile can be dry during

adrought. Please refer to response M-l foradditional

information concerning Collar Gulch.

The westslope cutthroat has been added to Table

2.1.

M-6

M-7

M-12
Validity examinations would only apply to

unpatented mining claims.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS no

longer proposes a withdrawal for Collar Gulch;

therefore no mining operations would be foregone.

If a withdrawal alternative had been selected, the

loss of one mining operation was projected based

on restricting mineral entry and exploration that

could lead to mine development. This would not

necessarily have been the Tail Holt Mine. Any

withdrawal has to honor mining claims that are

valid as of both the withdrawal and claim

examination date. That means valid claims would

either have to be allowed to proceed to full

development or purchased from the claimant at fair

market value.

M-13

Other cutthroat trout populations in the Judith

Mountains have not been genetically analyzed.

The outcome of analysis would not change the

status of the westslope cutthroat trout in Collar

Gulch, which is considered a Class A species of

special concern by the MDFWP.

The Collar Gulch ACEC was nominated by Doug

Ayers (BLM wildlife biologist) based on reports by

Jim Barnum, (BLM fisheries biologist in 1977) and

a genetic analysis report by Robb Leary and Fred

Allendorf of the University of Montana.

The source of the fish is not known. BLM and the

MDFWP investigated the source in the late 70s and

could find no written information confirming

introduction.

M-8 M-14
The westslope cutthroat trout in Collar Gulch is

considered a Class A species of special concern by

the MDFWP. Table 2. 1 has been revised to include

the westslope cutthroat trout. BLM's policy is to

manage species of special concern in such a manner

as to not contribute to a possible upgrading to T&E
status. Please refer to response M- 1 foradditional

information concerning Collar Gulch.

Please refer to response M-13 for information on

the source of the westslope cutthroat trout. Pure

strain means the trout's genetics have not been

changed by man's interference such as cross

breeding.

BLM's policy is to manage species of special

concern in such a manner as to not contribute to a

possible upgrading to T&E status. Under the

preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS, Collar
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M-15

M-16

M-17

M-18

M-19

M-20

M-21

M-22

Gulch would not be designated an ACEC and the M-23

area would remain open to mineral activity.

The upper limits ofthe westslope cutthroat trout has

survived severe drought because of the presence of

springs. Finding a stream suitable of maintaining

trout that does not already contain fish is unlikely.

BLM does not have any information on the lower

reach of the trout that differs from yours.

Collar Gulch has been inventoried and no other fish M-24

species were present. Trout in other creeks have not

been genetically tested.

The westslope cutthroat trout i s native to the northern

Rocky Mountains. Historically, there were about

6,900 miles of stream east of the divide that had a

pure strain; today there are only 8 known miles of

pure strain trout remaining. How the pure strain

began in Collar Gulch is not significant.

The draft RMP/EIS has been revised to indicate the M-25
confirmed presence of the Townsend's big eared

bat.

The Townsend big eared bat is a Montana species

of special concern. It is also a FWS Category 2

species which means it is being studied for T&E
listing.

Additional consultation is needed with FWS and

bat experts to determine safe distances for mining M-26
activities.

The draft RMP/EIS recognizes the importance of

the Tate-Poetter Cave as a bat hibernaculum and

because it possesses significant cave resources such

as spelothems (page 135 of the draft RMP/EIS).

The preferred alternative in the draft RMP/EIS
recommended that mining activity that could

physically impact the Tate-Poetter Cave not be IV! -27

allowed. Part ofthe rational for special management

in the draft RMP/EIS was the presence of Tate-

Poetter Cave. Under the preferred alternative in the

final RMP/EIS, Collar Gulch would not be

designated an ACEC and the area would remain

open to mineral entry.

The Tate-Poetter Cave in the Collar Gulch area is

considered a "significant cave resource" under the

1988 Federal Cave Resources Protection Act

because it contains classic cave formations such as

flowstone, stalactites and stalagmites, etc., and the

presence of Townsend's big eared bats. Until final

regulations are issued for implementation of this

Act, BLM will protect and maintain all caves on

public lands administered by BLM. A temporary

gate structure that restricts public access but allows

free movement of the bats may be installed as a

protective measure.

The Tate-Poetter Cave in the Collar Gulch area is

considered a "significant cave resource" under the

1988 Federal Cave Resources Protection Act. As

an interim management measure by BLM, the cave

location will not be shown on a public map until an

activity plan can be implemented. A preliminary

survey by National Speological Society (NSS)

members estimates the cave to be 1 ,000 feet long

and 260 feet deep. This particular cave is habitat for

Townsend's big-eared bat, a Category 2 species

listed by the FWS.

There is no evidence of mining activity in Tate-

Poetter Cave. It is considered as a natural, wild

cave. Until final regulations are issued for the

implementation of the Federal Cave Resource

Protection Act of 1988, BLM will protect and

maintain all caves on public lands administered by

BLM. This cave system meets that criteria with

special emphasis on the bat habitat. Further

inventory work needs to be done for cultural and

paleotological values.

Visitors to the site or nearby mining activity could

adversely affect the bat population and speleothems

(formations) inside the cave. A temporary gate

structure that restricts public access, but allows free

movement ofthe bats may be instal led as aprotective

measure. Drilling, blasting, etc. would be restricted

on an interim basis until further inventory and

analysis could be completed by BLM.

The intent of the prescription was to avoid surface

disturbing activities to Collar Peak Trail, and to

protect BLM's investment and the area's prime

recreational route. This would not be a prohibition,

but would require adequate justification when a

new activity cannot be placed in another location.

There should be very few activities which would

require relocating of the trail and if authorized,
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M-28

M-29

M-30

M-31

M-32

would have to be paid for by the responsible party.

Please refer to response M-l for additional

information concernina Collar Gulch.

The Collar Gulch ACEC was proposed mainly to

protect the residentpopulation ofwestslope cutthroat

trout. A secondary consideration is the protection

of the Tate-Poettercave. Existing state and federal

laws do protect the existing water quality in that

portion of Collar Gulch Creek which supports the

westslope cutthroat trout. Under the preferred

alternative in the final RMP/EIS, Collar Gulch

would not be designated an ACEC and the area

would remain open to mineral entry.

Past monitoring by BLM indicates elevated levels

of iron, manganese and lead in the headwaters of

Collar Gulch Creek. It is unknown at this time

whether these elevated levels are the result ofman's

activities or are naturally occurring. Future

monitoring may disclose the source of these

contaminants. The elevated levels of contaminates

appear to be confined to the headwaters of the

creek, approximately one mile upstream of the

trout fishery. The contaminates become diluted to

acceptable levels by the time they reach the portion

of the stream inhabited by the trout.

BLM does not have a claim for water rights on

Collar Gulch Creek and has no legal right to restrict

water withdrawal in Collar Gulch Creek on private

land. One claim does exist on Collar Gulch Creek.

That claim is owned by the Spotted Horse Mine,

claim #40B-W1 23353, for 150 gallons per minute

up to 225 acre foot per year.

Under the preferred alternative in the draft RMP/
EIS the Collar Gulch road was proposed for ORV
closure where it is located on BLM land. MapG has

been corrected and under the preferred alternative

in the final RMP/EIS Collar Gulch would be limited

yearlong to designated roads and trails and the

Collar Gulch road would be open.

Figure 2.13 depicts the general areas that are closed,

limited yearlong and limited seasonally to off-road

travel. Map D shows in more detail the Collar

Gulch area. Under the preferred alternative in the

final RMP/EIS, off-road travel in Collar Gulch

would be limited yearlong to designated roads and

trails and the Collar Gulch road would be open.

M-33

M-34

M-35

M-36

The patented mining claims were incorrectly

depicted on Map D. The map has been corrected.

Fish habitat improvements on private land would

not be done without a cooperative agreement with

the landowner.

BLM has no authority to place restrictions on

private roads.

An example of a stream enhancement structure,

would be a small 1 to 2 foot dam which would help

create pools. Adjacent landowners would be

contacted prior to any such action.

AZURE CAVE ACEC

N-l

N-2

N-3

Access into Azure Cave is addressed under the

preferred alternative in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/
EIS. Implementation would include a more detailed

activity plan to determine the appropriate time

periods for access into the cave based on the

sensitivity of the bats and the level and type of

developments for the cave. This activity plan

would include more inventory information to

determine the appropriate management activities

to protect the bats. Cave access would not be

allowed until safe access into the cave is developed,

which may include a caged ladder and lights.

The entrance to Azure Cave, according to the 7.5

minute topographic map of the area, is 1 ,000 feet or

more from all boundaries ofthe 140 acre withdrawal.

Cave surveys from 1979 and earlier indicate the

furthest surveyed location inside the cave is about

450 feet from the entrance in a southwest direction.

This leaves a distance of at least 600 feet from any

boundary of the withdrawn area which would be

enough to protect the caves resources.

Azure Cave has a 140 acre mineral withdrawal

covering the area around the cave. If mining occurs

near the Azure Cave ACEC, a Plan of Operations

would be filed for disturbances greater than 5 acres.

The State of Montana and BLM would review the

plan and prepare an environmental assessment on

how mining would affect the area, including Azure

Cave. Mitigating measures would be developed to

protect the cave's values.
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N-4

There are no systematic investigations of bat

populations in and around the Little Rocky

Mountains. However, there was a bat study

conducted by Chester, et al in 1 978 for Azure Cave

which identified a variety of bat species and

identified the cave as a hibernaculum. At the time

ofthe study, this was die northern most hibernaculum

in the United States.

The planning area will be available for coal

exploration licenses. Coal licenses to mine for

domestic use will be available and use per family

may not exceed 20 tons annually. Priorto approving

exploration licenses, licenses to mine and coal

leases, a project specific environmental review

document will be prepared to assess impacts and

develop mitigating measures. Prior to issuing large

scale surface mining leases, unsuitability criteria

will be applied and a plan amendment prepared.

BIG BEND OF THE MILK RIVER
ACEC

o-i

0-2

0-3

0-4

Management of the Big Bend of the Milk River

ACEC is addressed under the preferred alternative

in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS. The Henry

Smith Site would be developed for public and

scientific use including interpretation and public p_2

education, while the Beaucoup Site would be

managed for scientific use.

Under the preferred alternative in the draft RMP/
EIS, approximately 800 acres in the Big Bend of the

Milk River area were identified that met the

acquisition criteria for cultural resources. The final

RMP/EIS does not include a list of lands meeting

the acquisition criteria and the 800 acres are not

identified.

Map F has been revised to indicate the ACEC
boundary and includes a legend.

P-l

Coal and bentonite are addressed underManagement

Common To All Alternatives in Chapter 2 and in

the Affected Environment Section of Chapter 3 in

the final RMP/EIS.

P-3

There is a potential opportunity to provide over

10,000 recreation visits in the Big Bend of the Milk

River area. This is estimated on a similar site for the

Madison River Buffalo Jump, west of Bozeman p.4

which receives about 14,000 annual visits. The

potential revenue in the Big Bend area is based on

the number of visits to the area.

ENERGY AND MINERAL
RESOURCES

Coal development is not addressed as an issue

because the planning area is not in a coal production

area and no coal companies expressed interest in

coal resources. The only area in the Billings RMP/
EIS that was addressed for leasing, pending further

study, was within a designated coal production

region; the Bull Mountains in the Powder River

Region.

Private coal, defined in the 1986 study, would

increase the 49. 1 million ton figure by approximately

10%. This resource is defined as having

development potential for surface mining based on

coal thickness, overburden limits and stripping

ratios. These criteria reflect the mining methods

used in the Fort Union Coal Region since the mid

1970s and are considered valid from a technology

standpoint for the foreseeable future. Marketability

is a separate issue and is not reflected in the coal

tonnage indicated in the 1986 study.

Since coal development is not a reasonably

foreseeable future action, there are no "Unavoidable

Adverse Impacts" or "Irreversible or Irretrievable

Resource Commitments" in connection with coal

resources.

Management actions could only have an impact on

future coal development in areas with some coal

development potential. The prospects for coal

development in the planning area are low because:

1 ) There has been no federal coal mining activity in

the planning area in the past 50 years; 2) There are

no existing federal coal leases in the planning area;

3) No expressions ofinterest for leasing or exchange

have been identified in either the Fort Union Coal

Region (which includes Valley County) or the

RMP scoping process; and 4) Forecasting beyond

the year 2000 indicates a decline in demand for Fort

Union region lignite.
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VEGETATION AND GRAZING
MANAGEMENT

Q-i

Q-2

Q-3

Q-4

Q-5

Most BLM land (98%) is in fair, good or excellent

ecological condition. Table 3. 10 in the final RMP/
EIS portrays acres within each condition class.

The Fish and Wildlife Service, to date, has no

designatedT&E plant taxons in Montana. The only

Category 1 species Howellia aquatilis, occurs in a

completely different biome (sloughs in Montana

forests south of Swan Lake and north of Seely

Lake).

The Montana Natural Heritage Program (MNHP)
has completed several studies, including grasslands

classifications work, in the planning area. BLM has

contracted MNHP to do three more studies in the

planning area during the summer of 1992.

TheBLM Montana State Office is currently working

on a Special Status Species (SSS) plant policy. This

policy would designate sensitive plants on all BLM
land in Montana, including the planning area.

Presently, four plant species are being proposed as

BLM-sensitive for this area. Seven more are

considered Watch List plants, which although not

known to occur here, may be found. Future studies

will inventory for them and if found, they may also

be designated as BLM-sensitive.

Vegetation allocations were determined during the

Missouri Breaks Grazing EIS ( 1 979) and the Prairie

Potholes Vegetation EIS ( 1 98 1 ). About 40% of the

vegetation (452,380 AUMs) will continue being

allocated to livestock and about 60% of the

vegetation will continue being allocated to

watershed protection and wildlife forage and cover.

Forage for wildlife would continue to come from

this allocation.

Please refer to Management Common To All

Alternatives, Vegetation Management, in the final

RMP/EIS, especially the section on "Watershed

Management Implementation." The vegetation

management practices addressed in this section are

being implemented under current management and

will continue. Reducing sedimentation (thereby

prolonging the useful life of water-related projects)

is a primary benefit of vegetation management.

The RMP/EIS addresses managing watersheds by

recognizing the importance of riparian-wetland

Q-6

Q-7

Q-8

Q-9

areas and the associated uplands. Improving or

maintaining these areas would decrease

sedimentation; increase streambank stability,

vegetation production, wildlife habitat, waterfowl

production and recreation opportunities; and

improve visual qualities.

The impacts ofconverting rangeland to cropland on

private land is outside the scope ofBLM 's planning.

The overall vegetation management objectives,

both for uplands (page 13 of the draft RMP/EIS)

and for riparian-wetland areas (page 85 of the draft

RMP/EIS) will enhance biological diversity though

plant succession.

Livestock grazing, including management practices

to improve range condition, was addressed in

previous planning efforts; the Missouri Breaks

Grazing EIS (1979) and the Prairie Potholes

Vegetation Allocation EIS (1981). Valid

management guidance for livestock grazing is

earned forward in the Management Common To
All Alternatives section of Chapter 2, of the final

RMP/EIS, except as modified through the Riparian

and Wetland Management of Watersheds issue.

The picture on the cover reflects the nine issues

addressed in the draft RMP/EIS; land acquisition

and disposal, access to BLM land, off-road vehicle

designations, oil an gas leasing and development,

hardrock mining, riparian and wetland management

of watersheds, elk and bighorn sheep habitat

management, prairie dog and black-footed ferret

management and special management areas.

Livestock grazing was not identified as an issue.

Overgrazing may not be corrected by simply

reducing livestock AUMs. Proper stocking rates

are, however, a key to improved rangeland

management. Other factors to consider include

proper livestock distribution through herding, salt

placement and water developments; fencing; and

implementation of a grazing method that will

accomplish the objectives set out for that site.

Season ofuse is another consideration as is the kind

and class of livestock. Rangeland management

involves more than just regulating numbers of

livestock.

BLM has been implementing rest-rotation and

deferred rotation grazing plans directed at improving

range conditions since the mid- 1 960s. The Missouri

Breaks Grazing EIS (1979) and Prairie Potholes

Vegetation EIS (1981) describe BLM's grazing
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Q-10

Q-ll

Q-12

management plan. Valid management guidance

for livestock grazing is earned forward in the

Management Common To All Alternatives section

of Chapter 2, except as modified through the

Riparian and Wetland Management ofWatersheds

issue. Currently, 222 allotment management plans

(AMPs) are in effect in the planning area involving

1,596,333 acres of BLM land; 132 of these plans

have been implemented subsequent to the grazing

EISs. Each plan includes specific objectives for

improvement or maintenance of the range resource.

For the Lewistown District, 18.6% of the BLM
lands are in upward trend, 74.6% in static trend, and

0.3% in downward trend, according to monitoring

studies (Rangeland Program Summary Update,

BLM 1991).

Allotments not currently under an AMP are issued

grazing authorizations which limit grazing to

specific numbers of livestock and seasons of use.

The Judith, Valley and PhillipsRAs allocate 542,380

AUMs to livestock (page 14 of the draft RMP/EIS).

AUMs are billed from the respective resource area

office.

The acres of public land administered by BLM are

shown in Table 1 . 1 and on Map 2 located in the back

of the final RMP/EIS. The range allotments within

the Judith, Valley and Phillips RAs are shown in

Appendix M. The economic conditions are

described in Chapter 3 and the environmental

consequences of implementing the alternatives are

described in Chapter 4 of the draft and final RMP/
EIS.

R-2

R-3

is addressed in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS

under Management Common To All Alternatives.

Noxious plant infestations on BLM land are

concentrated along the Missouri River, in the Rock

Creek area of Valley County, in the Grass Range

area of Fergus County and in other scattered

locations. An integrated approach will be used for

weed management. The management options

include prevention, cultural, biological and chemical

control. The treatment choice will be based on site-

specific information. Control efforts are being

focused primarily on leafy spurge and knapweeds.

Control efforts are coordinated with the Lewistown

District Grazing Advisory Board, county weed

boards and adjacent landowners.

The private landowner is responsible for weed

control, hunters and fence maintenance on private

land. BLM is responsible for weed control on BLM
land, including rights-of-way. Control efforts will

be focused primarily on leafy spurge and knapweeds.

Noxious weed management is addressed in Chapter

2, of the final RMP/EIS, under Management

Common To All Alternatives.

Cooperative noxious weed control efforts arc

continuing in each resource area. Chemical,

biological and grazing methods are being integrated

to control leafy spurge and knapweeds.

Expenditures have averaged about $17,000 per ;

year and 273 acres were treated in 1988 (see Table

3.8 in the final RMP/EIS). Similar levels were

treated in 1 989, 90 and 9 1 . The Lewistown District

has contributed to biological control research,

($20,000 in 1 992 for example) and has established

a number of flea beetle release sites to control leafy

spurge.

Q-13

Q-14

Appendix M has been revised to include an

explanation of the column and abbreviations.

BLM does recognize you as a grazing permittee

with allotment number 025 1 7 and allotment name

Woodcock Coulee. This did not appear in the draft

RMP/EIS because the list of allotments shown was

compiled prior to establishing your new allotment.

NOXIOUS PLANTS

R-l

BLM has the statutory duty to control and eradicate

weeds on BLM land. Noxious weed management

WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES
MANAGEMENT

si

S-2

BLM encourages sportsman to be involved in

developing AMPs where there are wildlife concerns.

Local knowledge of the wildlife habitat can be very

helpful when designing grazing plans. BLM has

found cooperative planning involving the rancher,

wildlife interests and the government agencies to

be the best approach.

BLM is responsible for wildlife habitat on BLM
land and identifying the existing and potential
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S-3

S-4

S-5

S-6

S-7

habitat, based on current and historical data. The

MDFWP is responsible for managing populations

of each species. Wildlife populations of most

species are high at this time. However, upland birds

and waterfowl populations are low, primarily as a

result of the lona drought.

BLM recognizes that private landowners provide

habitat and food for wildlife.

When a document such as the RMP is prepared,

BLM contacts the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(FWS) for a list of threatened and endangered

species to consider in the management area. The

list received from the FWS consisted of the bald S-8

eagle, peregrine falcon, black-footed ferret and

piping plover. Management of the UMNWSR is

addressed in the West HiLine RMP/EIS.

BLM recognizes that data on wetlands occupied by

piping plovers and least terns is needed. The RMP/
EIS identifies the inventory need for those wetlands

occupied and/or potential habitat and provides S-9

management protection. This is addressed in the

Wildlife and Fisheries Management portion of the

Management Common To All Alternatives section

of the final RMP/EIS.

Section 7 compliance has been completed; a copy

of the biological assessment and opinion is located

in Appendix F of the final RMP/EIS.

Crucial sage grouse habitat is associated with

sagebrush with a canopy cover of better than 15%
and a height equal to or greater than 12 inches.

Feeding does occur in grain fields and alfalfa

meadows, but the birds spend most of there time

roosting, loafing, rearing young, etc in or associated

with sagebrush. Sage grouse are dependant on

sagebrush for winter survival.

S-10

S-ll

In the Management Common To All Alternatives

section of Chapter 2, under Threatened and/or

Endangered Species Habitat Implementation section

it states... "BLM will consult with the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS) when any action "may
affect" a threatened or endangered species or its S-12
habitat. No action will be initiated on BLM land

which will jeopardize any candidate or federally

li sted threatened and/or endangered plant or animal

.

Impacts to state designated species of special interest

will be evaluated and applicable mitigation

developed prior to any action on BLM land. BLM
will cooperate with the FWS to fully recover T&E
species..."

BLM is responsible for providing habitat for T&E
species. If this habitat is modified in any way,

Section 7 consultation with theFWS is necessary to

get an opinion on the action. These statements

along with a managementplan for eachT&E species

will be used to evaluate land use practices and

mitigate any actions which would impact T&E
species. At the present time with BLM's
involvement in the black-footed ferret

reintroduction, theFWS has given BLM a "positive

may effect" opinion on the preferred alternative.

The estimates were based on waterfowl potential of

the area during ideal conditions with no restraints.

This was done to show the potential for production

in this area. The estimates did not take into

consideration drought or water right constraints

which will have an impact on production.

Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge has been added

to the list of sites where the piping plover is found

in the planning area.

In the Management Common to all Alternatives

section of Chapter 2, under Wildlife Habitat

Implementation, the paragraph on the North

American Waterfowl Management Plan states... "It

showed that certain species of ducks, especially the

mallard and pintail are in serious trouble."... The

redhead and canvasback have been added to the list

and pintail will be corrected to the northern pintail.

The Bureau will emphasize mallards, northern

pintails, redheads and canvasbacks. The finalRMP/
EIS has been revised to reflect that BLM will

emphasize the mallard, northern pintail, redhead

and canvasback during habitat development.

In Chapter 3 , under the Threatened and Endangered

Wildlife Species section of Wildlife and Fisheries

it states that least terns are found on islands in Fort

Peck Reservoir and on an island in the Missouri

River near Poplar.

The final RMP/EIS has been revised to reflect that

the first record ofnesting piping plovers in Montana

were at Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge in 1967

and that plovers were first observed at Nelson

Reservoir in 1986, with successful nesting occurring
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S-13

S-14

S-15

at both locations since 1 986, but not every year and/

or at both locations.

The sharp-tailed grouse data for leks was collected

in the early 1980s and is the best data BLM has

available.

The Hungarian partridge has been changed to gray

partridge in the final RMP/EIS.

A sentence has been added to the final RMP/EIS

which reflects that the mourning dove, a migratory

game bird, is found throughout the planning area.

the 40s, 50s and 60s, but with the new and larger

machinery, fanning has changed to cleaner farm

practices which eliminate many fence rows etc.

Also, many ofthe creek bottoms that once produced

small grain crops in the 50s and 60s now produce

alfalfa or grass hay which reduces the small grain

food supply for pheasants.

Sagebrush is slowly being removed; reducing the

crucial habitat for sage grouse. Sagebrush with a

canopy cover of over 15%andaheightofatleast 12

inches is considered crucial habitat.

The increase in predators has also played a role in

decreasing bird populations.

S-16

S-17

S-18

S-19

S-20

S-21

S-22

The final RMP/EIS has been revised to change the

spelling of "widgeon" to "wigeon."

Neotropical birds are considered in the nongame

birds section of the final RMP/EIS and are all

inclusive as nongame birds.

"Bowdoin National Wildlife Refuge" has been

added to the stipulation on piping plovers.

The least weasel, long-legged bat, meadowjumping

mouse, masked shrew, northern three-toed

woodpecker, vesper sparrow, blue sucker, finescale

dace, shortnose gar and cheek chub have been

added to Table 2.1.

Managing wildlife in the planning area is the

responsibility of the Montana Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks which has not proposed

reintroducing bison into eastern Montana.

Most food habit studies for antelope indicate their

winter diet consists mainly of sagebrush species.

However, during mild winters, crop lands have not

been covered with snow and are accessible to

antelope. Therefore, the antelope, like other wildlife

will take advantage of the best available forage.

However, when snow conditions cover the crop

lands, antelope rely on sagebrush for winter survival.

Habitat management is an important part of animal

populations. Pheasant populations have decreased

as a result of habitat changes. Fence lines and small

brush draws were left during farming practices of

RECREATION, WILDERNESS AND
VISUAL RESOURCES

T-l

T-2

T-3

T-4

Recreational rockhounding is allowed under all

alternatives.

The Montana Gulch Campground was

recommended for closure for the following reasons

:

1 ) An analysis of visitor use to the Montana Gulch

recreation site indicates a very low use rate over the

past several years; 2) The lack of drinking water

plus the presence of contaminated water on the

surface raised some safety concerns; and 3) Even

though the area receives adequate maintenance

services during the summer season, considerable

vandalism has taken place in the off-season.

In the final RMP/EIS , BLM would keep the Montana

Gulch Campground open and continue the

withdrawal. BLM would maintain the campground

because of the investment over the past few years

and the interest and use by recreationists. BLM
may solicit maintenance assistance and recreational

initiatives from local and regional groups through

coop agreements, cost sharing and volunteer efforts

for managing this campground.

There were 21 outfitters issued a BLM Special

Recreation Use Permit for guiding hunters on BLM
land in the Lewistown District around the CMR
National Wildlife Refuge. They provided services

to approximately 140 hunters in 1991.

The Lewistown District has been working closely

with the Montana Board ofOutfitters in coordinating
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T-5

T-6

T-7

T-8

these activities onBLM land. BLM will not allocate

permits or specific use areas to outfitters. BLM
land in the planning area would be available to the

outfitters at the discretion of the area manager.

The Nez Perce National Historical Trail (NHT) is

addressed under Management Common To All

Alternatives in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS.

The Lewistown District has had a very active role

in the Nez Perce NHT and will continue to do so.

BLM cooperated with the U.S. Forest Service in

completing the comprehensive plan released in

October, 1990. A premier segment of the trail is on

BLM land northeast of Winifred and is being

interpreted both in theUMNWSR and the Missouri

Breaks National Backcountry Byway which are

managed by the BLM. The North Overland Trail is

associated with U.S. Highway 2 and is located in

the Valley and Phillips Recreation Management

Areas.

Wilderness study areas (WSAs) will continue to be

managed under BLM Interim Management Policy

and Guidance for Lands Under Wilderness Review

until they are acted upon by Congress. In general,

WSAs not designated as wilderness by Congress

will subsequently be managed in accordance with

guidance for adjacent BLM land.

Bitter Creek was addressed in the final Bitter Creek

Wilderness E1S (1 989) and determined nonsuitable

for wilderness designation.

Those roads and vehicle ways identified in the final

Bitter Creek Wilderness EIS (1989) are authorized

foruse by the public within theWSA. Any additional

routes would be considered in non-compliance

with the Wilderness Interim Management
Guidelines and steps would be taken correct the

situation.

BLM recommended the Bitter Creek WSA as

nonsuitable for wilderness designation. IfCongress

determines the Bitter Creek WSA as unsuitable,

off-road vehicle travel would be restricted seasonally

to designated roads and trails as shown on Map I. A
limited designation for off-road vehicles would

achieve the management objectives for this area.

You are absolutely right, only the BLM land will

have specific visual resource management
objectives established for them and the RMP/EIS
reflects that concern. During the inventory phase

for the development of the Fergus Management

T-9

T-10

T-ll

Framework Plan in 1977, and the Prairie Potholes

Vegetation EIS in 1981, all BLM lands as well as

the adjacent or intermingling non-BLM lands were

rated for their scenic quality, sensitivity and distance

zones. This information was used to determine the

suitability of these visual resources on BLM land.

The visual characteristics ofthe area are components

of the total landscape, not just the BLM lands. This

data is then factored into the VRM classes for only

the public lands. This information has been earned

forward from these previous planning efforts in

Management Common To All Alternatives.

Class I areas include the Square Butte ONA and

scattered BLM lands associated with the Upper

Missouri National Wild and Scenic River

(UMNWSR). Management of the UMNWSR is

discussed in the West HiLine RMP/EIS and

managing the visual resources for Square Butte is

discussed in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS.

A section for short-term use/long-term productivity

relative to visual resource management (VRM) has

been added to the final RMP/EIS.

BLM land within the planning area has been assigned

a visual resource management (VRM) class based

on aprocess that considers scenic quality, sensitivity

to changes in the landscape and distance zones.

This classification only applies toBLM land. Figure

2.1 in the draft RMP/EIS has been revised and is

now Map 1 in the back pocketof the final RMP/EIS.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

u-i

U-2

U-3

The final RMP/EIS revises the Impacts to Cultural

Resources section. This information was prepared

by an interdisciplinary team; the members are listed

in Chapter 5.

The RMP/EIS does not discuss exact locations for

possible development projects within the Little

Rocky Mountains. As such, identification of all

cultural properties within that portion ofthe planning

area is not required.

The RMP/EIS is intended to guide land use activities

through alternatives for the nine issues identified

during scoping. Impacts are addressed by alternative

to compare the impacts to these nine issues. Impacts
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U-4

U-5

U-6

to Native American sites as well as other cultural

properties in the planning area are therefore

addressed at a more general level and only as they

relate to the nine issues identified during scoping

and Management Common To All Alternatives.

Protecting Native American sites was not identified

as an issue during scoping. BLM will consult with

Native American tribes when its actions have the

potential to affect areas ofconcern to the practitioners

oftraditional religions and determine ifchanges are

needed to ensure that such rights and freedoms are

not abridged by agency practices. Please refer to

the Cultural Resource Management section in

Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS.

Please refer to response 1-15 for additional

information on a total mineral withdrawal for the

Little Rocky Mountains.

Compliance with the provisions of the National

Historic Preservation Act ensures that impacts to

National Register eligible properties are considered,

thereby reducing the potential impact of agricultural

practices such as chisel plowing.

The final RMP/EIS (Cultural Resource Management

section of Chapter 2) notes that BLM includes both

cultural properties and traditional lifeway values in

its definition of cultural resources. Table S.2 has

been revised to show the impacts to cultural

properties and traditional lifeway values from the

alternatives.

In some cases, religious sites may also be historic

properties as defined by the National Historic

Preservation Act (NHPA). TheNHPA was enacted

to ensure that historic properties are considered by

federal agencies in their decisions and planning

processes. Religious sites and values are also

considered under the provisions of the American

Indian Religious Freedom Act (AIRFA). Neither

the AIRFA nor theNHPA exclude religious sites or

historic properties from disturbance or destruction.

Both types of concerns are considered before a

decision is made during the environmental analysis

of a specific proposed action.

V-2

by BLM, the timber purchaser is required by the

timber sale contract to preform the actual work and

must obtain a 3 1 permit rather than a 1 24 permit.

If BLM was performing the work, a 124 permit

would be obtained. The text has been revised to

clarify the difference.

Timber sale receipts from public domain lands are

received by BLM, deposited and distributed as

follows; Bureau of Reclamation (76%), general

treasury (20%) and state & counties (4%).

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

w-i

W-2

W-3

W-4

W-5

FOREST MANAGEMENT

The resource areas used their riparian inventory

data and the Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife

and Parks Rivers Study Report to identify the 187

waterways. These two sources addressed stream

courses, no matter how long or short the route was.

The district Recreation Management Information

System (RMIS) was also used during the analysis

of the routes listed in Appendix I. Table 1. 1 was

used to display the existing data in its most simplistic

form, rather than utilizing a narrative format.

BLM has identified and evaluated river segments

within the planning area in order to determine their

potential inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic

Rivers System. A summary of the evaluation is

located in Appendix I of the RMP/EIS. The Milk

River, Arrow Creek and Frenchman Creek were

not found eligible, while one segment of the Judith

River from Ming Coulee to Anderson Bridge was

found eligible, but not suitable. The Musselshell

River is being evaluated by the Miles City District

Office through the Big Dry RMP/EIS.

Interim management for the Judith River segment

that was studied forpossible inclusion to the National

Wild and Scenic Rivers System is addressed on

pages 19, 31 and 364 of the draft RMP/EIS.

The draft RMP/EIS has been revised to delete the

word "appropriate" and add the phrase "not feasible

at this time."

V-l

BLM timber sales are sold to private contractors.

Even though a project requiring a permit is proposed

W-6
This section has been added to Appendix 1 in the

final RMP/EIS.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
CONDITIONS

X-5

X-l

X-2

X-3

X-4

A list of assumptions used in the analysis of

economic impacts is included in Chapter 4,

Environmental Consequences, in the final RMP/
EIS.

The total gross proceeds tax payable in 1991 was

$442,881 for metal mine production in Fergus

($119,249) and Phillips ($323,632) Counties. It

was based on the gross value of metal mine

production for 1990. According to the Montana

Department of Revenue, a mine's property tax

liability (gross proceeds tax) is calculated by

multiplying its gross proceeds by the statutory tax

rate (3% of gross proceeds) to determine taxable

value. The taxable value is then multiplied by the

local mill levy, in this case, Fergus and Phillips

Counties mill levies, to determine the tax liability.

Figure 3 .9 which shows the gross proceeds value of

metal mine production for Fergus and Phillips

Counties, has been updated to show the gross value

of production through 1991.

As stated in the text on page 205 of the draft RMP/
EIS, there could be an increase in PILT of $47,000

and a decrease in property taxes of $170,000,

resulting in a net decrease in tax revenues of

$123,000 annually under the preferred alternative

(Table4.24 incorrectly states the increase in property

tax could be $172,000 and the net change in tax

revenues could be $125,000). This includes all

three resource areas. However, under the Land

Acquisition and Disposal issue in the final RMP/.

EIS, there could be a net increase of $30,000 in tax

revenues across the planning area.

Chapter4 in the RMP/EIS addresses the implications

to economic and social conditions from the

alternatives. If a proposal for expanded mining is

received, population and related service and

infrastructure requirements and social impacts

would be examined in detail. The employment

increases not associated with mining could occur

over many years and over a six county region. In

addition, much of the employment would be drawn

from local labor pools. At best, this increase in

employment would ameliorate ongoing population

declines.

X-6

X-7

Chapter 3 is a discussion ofthe affected environment.

Some of the information discussed in Chapter 3 is

not carried into Chapter 4, Environmental

Consequences, because no change from the current

situation is predicted. In all cases, the economic

impacts discussed in Chapter 4 are presented as

changes from the current situation. To compare

impacts among alternatives, refer to Table S.2,

Summary of Environmental Consequences.

The planning area includes six counties (all of

Fergus, Judith Basin, Petroleum, Phillips and Valley

Counties and the southern portion of Chouteau

County). The impacts to tax revenues are based on

changes to PILT and property taxes in each of the

six counties. With the exception of Phillips County,

it was estimated that the tradeoffs between property

tax changes and PILT changes could result in a net

increase (or no change) in tax revenues in each

county. In Phillips County, property tax revenues

could decline, butPILT payments would not increase

because Phillips County is already receiving the

maximum payment allowed by law. Therefore,

there would be a net loss of tax revenue in Phillips

County. Forthe planning area, increases in revenues

more than offset the decreases, resulting in a net

increase of $9,000 in tax revenues. Table 4.20 of

the draft RMP/EIS summarizes these changes.

County tax bases are described in detail in Chapter

3, Affected Environment (pages 142 to 143 of the

draft RMP/EIS). Impacts to county taxes (such as

PILT, property taxes and gross proceeds tax on

metal mine production) are discussed in Chapter 4,

Environmental Consequences, under each issue

where impacts would occur. For example, in the

section on Economic Impacts from Riparian and

Wetland Management of Watersheds, property tax

revenue changes due to changes in livestock

production were discussed on page 209 of the draft

RMP/EIS.

Chapter4 in the RMP/EIS addresses the implications

to economic and social conditions from the

alternatives. If a proposal for expanded mining is

received, population and related service and

infrastructure, and social impacts, would be

examined in detail. Employment increases not

associated with mining would occur over many

years and over a six county region. In addition,

much of the employment would be drawn from

local labor pools. At best, this increase in

employment would ameliorate the ongoing

population declines.
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X-8

X-9

X-10

X-ll

Impacts to income and employment are presented

by resource area and by industrial sectors (livestock,

tourism/recreation, crops, forest products) for each

issue where this type of change can be quantified

(see the economic impacts for the Judith Mountains

Scenic area in the final RMP/EIS). The PhillipsRA
and Valley RA comments are presented by county

and most of the impacts in the Judith Resource area

would occur in Fergus County.

Community stability and cohesiveness would not

be significantly affected by implementing the

preferred alternative, unless increased mining X-12

development occurs. If a proposal for expanded

mining is received, social impacts would be

examined in detail.

AH impacts cited in the economic and social sections

are long term, unless specifically stated to be short

term.

A summary of the cumulative long-term impacts to

economic and social conditions is discussed on X-13

pages 224 through 231 of the draft RMP/EIS.

The Fiscal Conditions section of Chapter 3,

including Table 3.31, has been updated to reflect

these changes.

The information presented in the draft RMP/EIS

represents the best information available at the time

the analysis was done. In some cases, data has been

updated. In addition, the analysis of economic

impacts in the Judith Mountains Scenic AreaACEC
in the final RMP/EIS now includes a larger open-pit

operation. Please refer to response J-34 for

additional information.

Pages 137 to 151 of the draft RMP/EIS describe

economic and social conditions of the region,

including an historic perspective. There is also an X-14

analysis of regional concerns over future resource

use and conditions. The analysis recognizes that,

while tourism and recreation are increasing in

importance in the region and agricultural output

and employment are declining, agriculture still

provides the economic and social base for the

region.

Tourism expenditure data was not available for

individual counties within the state, unlike

agricultural statistics which are reported annually

for each county. The information on nonresident

travel expenditures was obtained from the Institute

for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR) at the

University of Montana. ITRR conducts biennial

surveys ofnonresident travelers in order to estimate

the impact of tourism on the state's economy.

Information is analyzed and presented according to

six regional areas in Montana. The planning area

studied in this draft RMP/EIS lies across two of

these regional areas, the Missouri River Country

and the Charlie Russell Country. These two areas

contain the 2 1 counties referred to in the draft RMP/
EIS. Thus, data was reported for all 21 counties.

While the document does not use the term "viability

of local communities", local economies and social

well-being are discussed in detail in Chapter 4,

Environmental Consequences on pages 199 to 219

ofthe draftRMP/EIS . A summary ofthe cumulative

effects to local economies and social well-being is

discussed on pages 224 to 231. Social well-being

addresses lifestyle changes.

The economic analysis does consider the multiplier

effects due to a loss of AUMs. Although the

method of analysis used in the draft RMP/EIS

differs somewhat from Mr. Lacey's, the resulting

AUM value is similar. The preferred alternative in

the draft RMP/EIS estimates that 31,116 AUMs
could be lost (page 1 74 of the draft RMP/EIS) and

that this could result in an estimated $2,248 million

loss of economic activity, rounded to $2.2 million

(page 204 of the draft RMP/EIS). Dividing $2,248

million by 31,116 AUMs produces a value of

$72.25 per AUM. As indicated on page 155 of the

draft RMP/EIS, these are 1987 dollars. Adjusting

1987 dollars to 1988 dollars, the year used in Mr.

Lacey's study, produces a value of $74.06 per

AUM, assuming a 2.5% rate of inflation (producer

price index for 1988). This figure is notably similar

to the $74.46 per AUM value used in Mr Lacey's

study.

The economic impacts are described for the three

resource areas on pages 1 99 to 2 14, 224 to 229, and

23 1 to 234 in Chapter 4 of the draft RMP/EIS. In

some cases information has been updated or revised

in the final RMP/EIS. Where possible, economic

impacts were quantified. As described in these

sections, there may be no impact or there may be a

significant impact, depending upon which resource

and which resource area is affected. The analysis of

impacts throughout the RMP/EIS is based on full

implementation of the alternatives. For example,

under the Land Acquisition and Disposal issue in

each alternative of the draft RMP/EIS, the analysis

assumed that all lands identified for disposal could
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be disposed of and all lands listed as meeting the

acquisition criteria could be potentially acquired.

This is a very long-term assumption. Therefore, in

the short-term, there would be few impacts and they

would not be significant under any alternative.

PLANNING PROCESS

Y-l

Y-2

The Judith Valley Phillips RMP/EIS is required by

the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of

1976, and the National Environmental Policy Act

of 1969. The RMP/EIS began in September 1988

and will conclude with a Record of Decision in the

summer of 1 992. It is estimated that the cost of the

RMP will be $900,000. RMPs are being completed

for all public lands administered by BLM.

Alternative A is required by NEPA and is current

management or the No Action Alternative. The

issues reflect concerns or conflicts which should be

partially or totally resolved through selection of the

preferred alternative. Management Common To

All Alternatives, in Chapter 2, will continue

regardless of which alternative is selected;

management common includes livestock grazing

allocations, wilderness recommendations, cultural

resource management, etc.

BLM is required by the Endangered Species Act of

1973, as amended, to carry out programs for the

conservation ofthreatened and endangered species.

BLM currently has the authority for land exchanges,

timber sales, AUM allocations and permitting

mining activities. This authority is provided in

various laws and regulations.

Visual resource management (VRM) is addressed

in Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS under

Management Common To All Alternatives. BLM
land within the planning area has been assigned a

VRM class based on a process that considers scenic

quality, sensitivity to changes in the landscape and

distance zones. Each class has a management

objective which prescribes the level of acceptable

change in the landscape. Surface development will

be designed or mitigated to compliment and

harmonize with the natural features and the VRM
class objectives. These objectives may not always

be met with non-discretionary actions such as a

mine plan approval or exceptions may occur after

evaluation and at the discretion of the authorized

officer.

Y-3

Y-4

Y-5

Y-6

Y-7

An RMP sets forth the terms, conditions and

decisions that apply to BLM management activities

and operations which are presented in the form of

multiple-use prescriptions. Forexample, while BLM
has the authority to lease public land for oil and gas,

BLM must set forth the areas that will be closed to

leasing, open with standard terms and conditions,

open with stipulations and open with a no surface

occupancy restriction. This must be done through a

land use plan and related environmental impact

statement with full public participation.

The RMP provides a comprehensive plan for

managing federal resources administered by BLM
for the next 10 to 15 years.

BLM is not required to address ongoing

administrative functions in a land use plan. A
resource management plan sets forth the terms,

conditions and decisions that apply to BLM
management activities and operations which are

presented in the form of multiple-use prescriptions.

A takings implications study as described in EO
12630 "refers to Federal regulations, proposed

Federal legislation, comments on proposed Federal

legislation, or other Federal policy statements that,

if implemented or enacted, could effect a taking,

such as rules or regulations that propose or

implement licensing, permitting, or other condition

requirements or limitations on private property use,

or that require dedications or exactions from owners

of private property. "Policies that have taking

implications" do not include:. ..(4) Studies or similar

efforts or planning activities:...".

A takings implications is not required for a land use

plan that provides management guidance for public

lands administered by the BLM.

Please refer to response Y-l 8 for additional

information.

While developing land use plans, BLM will continue

to use and observe the principles of multiple-use

and sustained yield.

Sustained yield means the achievement and

maintenance in perpetuity of a high-level annual or

regular periodic output of the various renewable

resources ofthe public lands consistent with multiple

use.
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Y-8

Y-9

Y-10

Y-ll

Y-12

Y-13

Y-14

One issue that cannot change in the RMP is the

identification of habitat for the black-footed ferret.

BLM is required by the Endangered Species Act of Y-15

1973, as amended, to carry out programs for the

conservation ofthreatened and endangered species.

A block of land of mixed ownership (BLM, CMR,
DSL, and private) in the Phillips RA supports

prairie dog populations and habitat suitable for the

endangered black-footed ferret and is key to the

recovery of the black-footed ferret in the United

States. This RMP must identify that habitat.

The Upper Missouri Wild and Scenic River is not

analyzed in this RMP; it was addressed in the West-

Hiline RMP. Wilderness study areas are high

priority areas for implementing AMPs.

This would be beyond the scope and authority of

the RMP and BLM regulations.

Yes, another alternative can be proposed.

The Judith, Valley and Phillips RAs are formulating

and working on the RMP/EIS with assistance from

Y-16

Y-17

A Federal Register notice was issued on Friday,

June 21, 1 99 1 on the availability of the draft Judith

Valley Phillips Resource Management Plan and

Environmental Impact Statement. This notice also

met the requirements of 43 CFR 1610.7-2 for

designation of ACECs. Written comments on the

draft RMP/EIS would be accepted for 90 days

following the date the Environmental Protection

Agency publishes the Notice of Filing of the draft

in the Federal Register. EPA published the Notice Y-18

of Filing on Friday, July 12, 1991 which allows the

comment period to end on October 9, 1991.

Subsequently, a supplement to the Notice of

Availability was published in the Federal Register,

Volume 56, Number 174, Monday, September 9,

1991. This supplement extended the public

comment period to December 15, 1991, and

announced two additional public meetings

concerning the draft RMP/EIS. This was followed Y-19

by an EPA Federal Registernotice on Environmental

Impact Statements Notice ofAvailability, published

in Volume 56, Number 178, Friday, September 13,

1991. The 60-day comment period on ACECs is a

minimum and can be extended.

The preferred alternative is Alternative E.

the Lewistown District and Montana State Offices.

This includes approximately 80 people.

The area managers will prepare a final decision for

Montana State Director approval. This decision

will be released as a final RMP/EIS with a 30-day

protest period. After the protest period ends, a

Record of Decision (ROD) can be issued on those

portions of the plan that are not under protest. A
ROD can only be issued after the resolution of the

protests and a decision by the Director of the BLM.

The decisions outlined in the RMP would be

implemented over a period of 10 to 15 years,

depending on budget and staff availability. Funding

levels would affect the timing and implementation

of management actions and project proposals, but

would not affect the decisions made under this

RMP.

Prior to the approval of a proposed resource

management plan, the State Director will submit to

the Governor of Montana the proposed plan and

identify any known inconsistencies with state and

local plans, policies or programs. The Governor

then has 60 days in which to identify inconsistencies

and provide recommendations in writing back to

the State Director. The document submitted for

review is the proposed plan, not a draft.

BLM respects and recognizes the importance of

local land use plans and will continue to review this

RMP/EIS for consistency with other federal, state

and local government or Indian Tribe planning

efforts. Such consistency is an ongoing process and

one of the needs which requires BLM to prepare

and monitor comprehensive land use plans.

As stated in the draft RMP/EIS, BLM planning

regulations require that resource management plans

be "consistent with officially approved or adopted

resource related plans of other federal agencies,

state, and local governments, and Indian tribes, so

long as the guidance and resource management

plans are also consistent with the purposes, policies,

and programs of federal law, and regulations

applicable to public lands...". (43 CFR 1610.3a)

Chapter 1 of the final RMP/EIS has been revised to

include that BLM would be consistent with local

land use plans so long as they are consistent with the

purposes, policies, and programs of federal law,

and regulations applicable to public lands. BLM
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Y-20

Y-21

Y-22

could also amend this RMP/EIS if necessary based

on local land use plans.

The National Environmental Policy Act requires

that the federal agencies thoroughly evaluate and

document the individual and cumulative effects to

the human environment of all proposed actions. A
No Action Alternative must be included along with

any proposed actions. Environmental analysis of

this alternative and any other alternatives which

preclude or restrict potential development activities

(e.g. mining, oil and gas, highways, etc.) must Y-23

identify those negative effects that would not occur

and the resulting positive effects that would occur

if any of these alternatives would be implemented.

The positive effects ofnot permitting developmental

actions can, and do, result in positive or neutral "no

change" impacts to the existing environment. These

effects must be evaluated and documented per

NEPA. As defined by 40 CFR 1508.8, effects can

include ecological, aesthetic, historic, cultural,

economic, social or health values. The material

presented is relevant to the environmental Y-24

consequences.

The environmental consequences addressed in

Chapter 4 describe the impacts associated with

implementing each alternative presented in Chapter

2 as required under40CFR 1502.16. The discussion

includes the impacts of each alternative without a

comparison between alternatives. As required by

40 CFR 1502.14, this information is then used to

form the basis for the comparisons as shown in

Table S.2. Table S.2 would be the best place to Y-25

show these impact possibilities within the context

of Alternative E. Table S.2 has been revised as

necessary to better show the comparisons.

The environmental consequences in Chapter 4 Y-26

consider the cumulative impacts based on known
reasonably foreseeable actions; this is most notable

with reasonable development scenarios for hardrock

mining and oil and gas leasing and development.

The Summary of the Cumulative Effects in Chapter

4 is a brief statement on the cumulative impacts

based on the analysis in Impacts from Management

Common To All Alternatives and Impacts by Y-27

Alternative. The summary for air and water quality

states, that overall "the effects would be positive"

but does recognize that water quality could be

impacted by cyanide contamination from hardrock

mining operations. This conclusion is based on the

analysis under Impacts by Alternative to Air and

Water Quality from Hardrock Mining, "If state and

federal regulations are followed, no significant

water quality degradations should occur, under

normal operating conditions."

The analysis and summary recognize the potential

risk if normal conditions are exceeded. Offsite

impacts are addressed in the environmental

consequences where they are applicable. There are

no known reasonable foreseeable actions from the

Fort Belknap Indian Reservation that would change

the environmental consequences in the RMP/EIS.

Congress has declared that it is the policy of the

United States that the public lands provide, among

other things, food and habitat for domestic livestock.

BLM is committed to achieve riparian area

improvement and maintenance objectives through

themanagement ofexisting uses, including livestock

grazing, wherever feasible. An interdisciplinary

approach will be used by the BLM in developing

and implementing management strategies geared

toward improving riparian conditions.

The RMP process began in September 1988, with a

Notice of Intent published in the Federal Register.

This was followed in October, with an issue brochure

mailed to 1,897 agencies, organizations and

individuals along with public meetings in November

in Glasgow, Malta, Winifred, Winnett and

Lewistown. All publics are given equal opportunity

to participate in the planning process. The public

involvement process is described in Chapter 5 of

the final RMP/EIS.

The public scoping meetings held in November of

1988, were not recorded, but a register of people

who attended is part of the public participation

record.

"Public" means affected or interested individuals,

consumerorganizations, public landresource users,

corporations and other business entities,

environmental organizations, other special interest

groups and officials of state, local and Indian tribal

governments.

The format for the first seven public meetings was

consistent. These meetings were held in Glasgow,

Malta, Hays, Billings, Winifred, Winnett and

Lewistown. Aftercompleting these seven meetings,

BLM received a request for another meeting to

record formal testimony. Two additional public

meetings were held in October in Malta and
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Y-28

Y-29

Y-30

Y-31

Y-32

Lewistown. A court reporter transcript of public

comments was prepared for the two additional

meetings and is a portion of this final RMP/EIS.

A transcript of the questions and concerns was not

recorded at the public meetings held in Malta,

Glasgow, Hays, Winifred, Billings, Winnett or

Lewistown in July and August. A summary of the

questions and comments was prepared by BLM
representatives who attended each meeting and is

part of the final RMP/EIS.

BLM initially held seven meetings in July and

August to provide the public the opportunity to ask

questions, address concerns and provide comments

on the draft RMP/EIS. Formal public hearings

involve the recording of testimony by the public

and do not allow BLM to answer questions or

clarify the draft RMP/EIS . Formal public hearings

are ineffective for resolving land management

conflicts, which is whatBLM attempts to do through

resource management planning. Informal

discussions are much more likely to help resolve

conflicts. For these reasons, BLM made the decision

to have public meetings rather than publ ic hearings.

Two additional public meetings were held in Malta

and Lewistown in October and a court reporter

transcript ofpublic comments was prepared. Again

this was not a formal public hearing. The request by

the public was for a public hearing to discuss local

concerns of the draft RMP/EIS with landowners

andmembers ofthe community while oral comments

were recorded. While a public hearing would allow

the recording of comments it does not allow a

discussion with landowners and members of the

community.

The Director made the decision to extend the 90-

day public comment period. The lead agency, in

this case BLM, may extend prescribed periods (40

CFR 1506.10(d)). While the public commentperiod

ended on December 15, 1991, comments received

through December 31, 1991 were used to prepare

the final RMP/EIS and are included in Volume 2.

The extension ofthe public comment period applies

to the draftRMP/EIS which included seven potential

ACECs recommended for designation.

To make it more convenient for people to read and

prepare comments on the RMP/EIS, the public

comment period was extended to December 15,

1991, and two additional public meetings were held

Y-33

Y-34

Y-35

Y-36

Y-37

Y-38

in Malta and Lewistown . A court reporter transcript

of public comments was prepared for the two

additional meetings and is a portion of this final

RMP/EIS.

The public participation record is available for

review at the BLM office in Lewistown and a

summary is included in Chapter 5 of the final RMP/

EIS.

The preferred alternative in the final RMP/EIS

reflects changes based on public comments received

on the preferred alternative in the draft RMP/EIS.

During the public comment period on a draft RMP/
EIS, BLM listens and gathers public comments,

questions and concerns. Changes to the draft occur

after the public comment period ends and are

reflected in a final RMP/EIS. The final RMP/EIS

reflects changes based on public comments. These

changes are noted within the responses to the public

comments and the highlighted portions of the final

RMP/EIS.

The resource area managers will prepare a final

decision for State Director approval. This decision

will be released as a final RMP/EIS with a 30-day

protest period. After the protest period ends, a

Record of Decision (ROD) can be issued on those

portions of the plan that are not under protest. A
ROD can only be issued after the resolution of the

protests and a decision by the Director.

The Coordinated Resource Management Planning

(CRMP) process was used to address several issues

in this RMP/EIS. The intent is to closely involve

the public withBLM ' s planning process by enlisting

a cross section of private and public sector

individuals to help study and solve aplanning issue.

Participation in the CRMP process is voluntary.

Please refer to Chapter 5 in the final RMP/EIS for

additional information on the CRMP process.

The state and various state agencies have been

involved and briefed on the Judith Valley Phillips

RMP/EIS.

BLM has involved the counties within the planning

area in the land use planning process beginning

with the Issue Brochure in October 1988, and

subsequent stages of the planning process as

described in Chapter 5 of the final RMP/EIS. BLM
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Y-39

Y-40

Y-41

respects and recognizes the importance of local

land use plans and will continue to review for

consistency with other federal, state and local

government or Indian Tribe planning efforts. Such

consistency is an ongoing process and one of the

needs which requires BLM to prepare and monitor

comprehensive land use plans.

The RMP/EIS does not ignore the presence of the

Fort Belknap Indian Reservation. Page 1 of the

draft acknowledges that 114,057 acres of the

reservation are within the planning area boundary

and recognizes that "Other significant landowners

include the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation,...".

The draft RMP/EIS recognizes the concerns of

members of the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation

about mining in the Little Rocky Mountains

including the impacts to water quality and quantity;

reservation resident's health; Native American

cultural, religious and social practices; wildlife,

including fisheries; air quality; and the potential

escape of cyanide solution from mines sites.

The Environmental Consequences section also

addresses the impacts from mining activity in the

Little Rocky Mountains and that for the foreseeable

future the local labor pool, primarily from Phillips

County and the Fort Belknap Indian Reservation,

would continue to fill a significant portion of new
jobs created by the mining industry in the Little

Rocky Mountains. The analysis also acknowledges

the concerns with additional mining.

BLM has involved the Fort Belknap Community
Council in the land use planning process beginning

with the Issue Brochure in October 1988, and

subsequent stages of the planning process as

described in Chapter 5 of the final RMP/EIS. This

includes meetings with the council and providing

the opportunity to meet with other individuals to

discuss the land use planning effort. For additional

information please refer to response Y-39.

Additional information is available for review at

the Lewistown District Office. The request from

the National Wildlife Federation (NWF) for

information concerning the ACEC nominations

was received on November 7, 1992. BLM responded

on November 22, 1992 indicating that due to the

length of the documents requested (465 pages)

there would be a photocopying charge required or

the documents were available for review at the

Lewistown District Office. BLM did not receive a

response from the NWF requesting a photo copy.

Y-42

Y-43

The public meetings were held to provide the public

the opportunity to ask questions, address concerns

and provide comments on the draft RMP/EIS. The

transcripts were prepared to record the publics

comments, questions and concerns on the RMP/
EIS. Changes to the draft occur after the public

comment period ends and are reflected in a final

RMP/EIS along with BLM's responses to questions

and revisions. BLM's responses were not recorded

to reduce the cost of the transcript since they would

not become part of the final RMP/EIS and responses

are based on changes to the document after the

public comment period.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act

(FLPMA) of 1976, Section 202, requires that BLM
land use plans shall be consistent with state and

local plans to the maximum extent, consistent with

federal law and the purposes of the Act. This

section of the law, however, does not abrogate or

delegate BLM's responsibility for management of

the public lands to anyone or any organization. The

intent is that BLM will coordinate with local

government in our administration of the public

lands.

The Valley County Interim Land Use Policy Plan is

modeled after one from Catron County, New
Mexico. Attorneys for the Department of the

Interior and the Department of Agriculture have

determined that the Catron County plan is not

consistent with Federal laws and regulations, and

BLM and the Forest Service will not comply with

it in its present form. As currently written, BLM
cannot be consistent with the Valley County plan

since it is has several portions which are not

consistent with Federal laws and regulations.

GENERAL

z-i

Z-2

Withdrawal revocation is a process whereby the

BLM would revoke and discontinue a current

withdrawal. The withdrawal for Judith Peak, located

in the Judith Mountains, would be revoked and

opened to mineral entry.

The land status on the maps in the draft RMP/EIS

was last updated in 1982. The land status for the

three resource areas has since been updated and the

maps corrected for the final RMP/EIS.
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Z-3

Z-4

Z-5

Z-6

The access map, Map 3 in the back of the final Z-8

RMP/EIS, now includes a base road system at the

map scale of 1 :500,000. This map has been corrected

to show the highways and major county roads. The Z-9

maps have not been revised to show all the buildings

within the planning area since these maps are a

representation of land status. Z-10

Water developments are addressed under

Management Common To All Alternatives in

Chapter 2 of the final RMP/EIS.

The area manager for the Judith RA is responsible

for management of the Upper Missouri National

Wild and Scenic River(UMNWSR). The boundary

for the UMNWSR can be found in the 1978 River

Plan. The latest recognized date of the boundary is

April 21, 1980. However, this is currently under Z-ll

litigation with an appeal before the Interior Board

of Land Appeals.

BLM cannot discuss cases that are currently under Z-1.2

litigation with an appeal before the Interior Board

of Land Appeals.

The reference section has been updated in the final

RMP/EIS.

Your name has been added to the mailing list.

The draft RMP/EIS has been revised.

Resource information such as physiographic

provinces, soil subgroups and mineral potential are

used to show the resources present in an area. This

information is used when determining the

management or use ofBLM land. This information

by itselfdoes not change or prevent change ofBLM
management and does not affect other lands such as

state, county or private.

Please refer to response T-ll for additional

information concerning visual resources.

The acres of public lands administered by BLM are

shownin Table 1.1 of the finalRMP/EIS; 2,806,157

acres.

Regulations onBLM land would be enforced by the

respective resource area office with the assistance

of a BLM law enforcement ranger. BLM does not

have the authority to enforce regulations on private

land.

Z-7

Table 4.6 has been revised to show

WAD" for surface water.

'0.22 mg/1
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